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PRESENTATIONS 

AS THE DIRECTOR OF THIS THESIS and due to the friendship that united us l 
must confess that I had often foreseen that I would share among others the 

honour of presenting it with a short note of introduction. However, I would 
never have imagined that I would do so overwhelmed by the inevitable sadness 

and sentiment ofloss which the death of Patricia, Dr. Patricia Cruzalegui Sote
lo, has caused me and all those who knew her. We all know too well that cancer 

is not used to making compromises of any sort and that it is often unmerciful 
towards the human desire to hold on to the people we love. Thus, facing that 

which has no remedy, I am left only with the immense satisfaction of having 

known her -a true privilege!- and the constant joy of unforgettable memo
ries that will never be erased. 

Yet the reader should not fear that I shall turn this brief introduction into an 

obituary burdened with sentimentalism. Q uite on the contrary, my purpose here 
is to focus on an academic evaluation of what l consider to be an excellent study 

on the Platonic experience in England during the nineteenth century. l would 

therefore like to express myself in absolutely objective terms, as far as possible, 

obviously. lt is only in this way that justice can be done to it. 
O ne need only take a close look at the table of contents in order to get an 

idea ofhow extensive the research is, which is now accessible to all. Dr. Cruzalegui 

carried through what very few would have dared to take on. She has offered a 

mosaic, not a complete one obviously but very extensive nonetheless, of the 

sequen ce of intentions and even necessities with which nineteenth century England 
approached the philosophy of Plato and "Platonism", its secular tradition. In this 

sense, the personalities and perspectives are so many that it is surprising that she 

did not desist, either abandoning the project, or drastically limiting its scope. 

Fortunately however this <lid not happen. Patricia Cruzalegui had already 

revealed her enthusiasm and refinement in research when she presented her 
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graduate thesis entitled Shelley~í Roniantic Platonisrn under the supervision of Dr. 

José María Valverde, who unfortunately has also passed away and who presided 

over the board that judged her first thesis, giving it much praise. It is no wonder 

therefore that she should take on more daring projects. She possessed previous 

experience, an enormous capacity for work, a perfect knowledge of English 
language and culture, and enough spirit for adventure in order to turn England, 

and above all Oxford and London, into her "field of action". 

In this way she amassed an overwhelming amount ofbibliography and data of 

all kinds which, with the help of an equally impressive memory, she patiently put 
together to form the Platonic panorama of England in the nineteenth century. 

Needless to say her energy and clarity for research allowed her not only to illustrate 

the phenomenon, but also to correct and polish previously consolidated views. She 
was, a bove all, a ble to bring to light a complicated network of interdependent factors 

that only studies of such magnitude are able to discover and highlight. 

I must confess that it would be interesting to highlight certain parts with 
regard to others. This is common practice, but I shall refrain from doing so. I will 

also refrain from explaining anything that readers can read and understand for 

themselves. Dr. Cruzalegui consciously opted in favour of a clear and entertain
ing style, without forgetting the demands tlut academicism imposes on doctoral 

theses. Everything is presented in such a way so as not to obstruct the line of 
argument. I would also like to point out that the amount of footnotes is so over

whelming that it will undoubtedly fully satisfy even the most demanding reader. 

There is however one matter that I feel ought to be clarified. This thesis was 
defended in May 1995. Months later, Dr. Cruzalegui fell ill, a process which led 

to her death on November the 2nd 1997. We had spoken a number of times 

about the publication of the thesis and being extremely thorough as she was, she 

still considered adding additional material to it. Given the change of circum
stances that I have mentioned at the beginning of this brief int:roduction, there 

were only two options left. One was to publish the thesis as she had left it for 

evaluation, the unanimous cuni laude being awarded without much vacillation or 

delay. The other option was forme to take the risk of introducing modifications. 

As far as I see it though, the only thing that can guarantee a sound base for the 
global structure of the edifice that doctorate students build around their subjects 

of research is the wealth of information that they invest it with. Consequently I 

chose the first option, and naturally assume all the responsibilities for all the in

conveniences that such a decision may lead to. 

And that is all. I do not wish to detain the reader any further, among other 

reasons because Dr. Cruzalegui's own introduction will better place us with re

gard to the results of her research. Ido wish however to express my gratitude to 
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the members of the tribunal (Dr. Jacqueline A. Hurtley and Dr. Montserra t Ju
fresa ofBarcelona University and Dr. M iquel Berga from the Pompeu Fabra Uni
versity of Barcelona) for immediately accepting to contribute to the prologue of 
this edition . I would also like to thank Dr. RichardJenkyns, eminent professor of 
the Classical Tradition at Lady Margaret Hall College of Oxford, who had direct 
knowledge of the "making" of this thesis and helped Patricia on a number of 

occasions and in various ways. 
The period that immediately precedes the presentation and defence of a doc

toral thesis is understandably usually one of notable nervousness and fatigue. And 
though I decided to publish it exactly as Dr. C ruzalegui had presented it, all typ

ing and other errors have been corrected for most certainly she herself would 

have also eliminated them. T he help of Coloma J ofre, M ontserrat Jufresa, Jordi 
Lladó, José María Sánchez, Marta Pérez, N úria Ribera, Montserrat Roset and 
Maite San Juan has been invaluable. I would also like to point out that many 
people offered tl1eir collaboration but tha t it was not necessary in the end. The 
expert guidance and the effort and dedication of Begoña Usobiaga in giving fina l 

shape to tl1e text and co-ordinating all of us was absolutely endearing. 

DR. PAU GILABERT I BARBERA 

U niversity of Barcelona 
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I FIRST GOT T O KNOW Patricia Cruzalegui by correspondence: she had written 

to me asking for advice on sorne aspects of her research. Her English was not 

only flawless in grammar and idiom, but beautifully expressed. T hough she had 

told me that she carne from Peru, there formed in my mind 's eye an image of tall 
and cool Spanish elegance. That was an illusion : Patricia was small, lively and 

vibran t. Enthusiasm radiated from her. I vividly recall the last time that I saw her. 

We had arranged to meet in the gateway of a college. As I was waiting for her, by 

an odd coincidence Sir J ohn Elliott, the most distinguished British historian of 

Spain, passed by, and when Patricia arrived, I introduced them. T hey chatted for 
a moment or two in fluent Catalan . She was much impressed, though honesty 

compelled me to disabuse her of the notion that Oxford was a city where any 

passing stranger could be expected to converse in half a dozen languages. We sat 
in the courtyard of a pub under the medieval city wall and talked about her plans 

to spend sorne months in Oxfo rd devoted wholly to research. Alas, these hopes 

were never to be realised. The Platonic Experience in Nineteenth Centwy England is 
a remarka ble piece of work. Its scope is splendidly ambitious: as fa r as I know, 
there is no such comprehensive account of British n ineteenth century Platonism 

in any language. In fact, her reach is even larger: from T homas Taylor and Word

sworth in the eighteenth century on to Crossman and Popper in the twentieth. 
T hat she could accomplish so much while working as a teacher is a testimony to 

her energy and determination and her passion fo r the subject. Not only did she 
absorb an enormous amount of printed material, but she did original archiva} 

research in the J owett papers at Balliol College, and this forms one of the most 

interesting parts ofher work. So much will be plain to any reader of her book, but 

another vir tue may be less obvious. Sorne scholars write about nineteenth centu

ry England as though they were anthropologists describing a primitive tribe, with
out an instinctive sense of how it felt to be living in that time. Patricia Cruzalegui 

had the imagination to get inside her chosen period, to inhabit it; she acquired an 

understanding and a "feel" for the period , and her judgemen ts seem to me con

stantly sympathetic and just. 
Her death is an irremediable loss, but it is sorne consolation that this work 

was completed and will now survive. 

DR. R JCHA.RD ]ENKYNS 

LADY Mi\RGARET HALL 
Oxford 



PRESENTATIONS 

FOR PATRICIA 

"For the philosopher is right who says that nothing thicker than a knife's 

blade separares happiness from melancholy; .. . " 

Cropped black hair 
Eager eyes 

V W OOLF, ORLANDO. (1928)1 

Poised for learning; listening. 

What I most remember is 
An eagerness 

Solid and seductive. 
As you spoke, the rapture of knowledge, 

Enthusiasm 
And earnestness. 

What I most desire 
-since we've lost you-

Is tha t Virginia and Vi ta 's vi tali ty 

"(Feasts) you royally", 
(as Orlando did her eighteenth-century company)2 

Soothes you, 
D raws you close, 

Brings you banquet and sweet slumber 
In the mel ting of the moon. 3 

DR. jACQUELINE A. HURTLEY 

University of Barcelon a 

V Woolf, Orlando (Harmondsworth: Penguin Books, 1975), p. 32 . 
See: V Woolf (1 97 5), p. 149. 

15 

Patricia] Cruzalegui and Isabel Tornero Osmond published an article cm V Woolrs Oiiando in Ba rce
lona English Language and Literature Studi es (BELLS), publi shed by the Departament de Filologia 
Anglesa i AJemanya at th e Universitat de Barcelona. See "La propuesta andrógina de V Woolf', 
BELLS 5/ 6 (1994- 1995) 57-69/ 39-53. 
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I REMEMBER P ATRJCIA, dark sk.inned and full of life, when she was a student of 

mine during a course she had to pass in order to convalida te her studies from Peru. 

I also remember how interesting her interventions and commentaries were, and 

that, at the end of the course, she presented me with an essay on the Myth of the 

Cave, which surprised me because of the quality of knowledge and the effort put 

into its elaboration. It would therefore seem that Patricia's attraction towards Plato 

was vital and deep, as it was for sorne of those poets and scholars at Oxford who 

were la ter on to become the protagonists of her Master's thesis and her doctora te. 

Throughout a period of many years we were to meet sporadically. At times 

we coincided on the examining boards of university entrance exams, which also 

serve the purpose of meeting up with old friends. Above ali however, we contin

ued to hear about each other through the two good friends we shared in com

mon, Pau Gilabert and Begoña Usobiaga. 

On entering into the reading of the manuscript I gradually accommodated 

myself to the traits of its style. Though stylistically the text is predominantly an 

essay in form, it possesses elements of intrigue and develops moments of anticipa

tion or flashbacks which bring it closer to that of an odyssean narration shall we say. 

Hence the academic or scholarly interest that the text had awakened in me at the 

outset gave way to pure pleasure. It was evident that from the barrage of data on 

scholars of Platonism there would emerge a line of interpretation that would clear 

up many stances of the XIX century regarding themes such as artistic taste, educa

tion, racism, homosexuality, and even politics, besides of course, philosophy and 

classical philology. At the same time it was to point out how such attitudes were 

reflected in time and space throughout our century. I think it was very well appreó

ated by the examiners during her presentation of her thesis that it possessed the 

gifted quality of helping us not only to know but also to understand. I believe it will 

soon also cause tl1e same impression on a whole number of new readers. 

On writing these lines now, when it is so hard for us to believe that Patricia is 

no longer, one is left with a bitter-sweet taste. On the one hand, 1 feel pain at the 

loss of alife and of work that would have definitely born new fruits. On the other, 

I am thankful that a person such as herself, who carne from such a distant coun

try, had found comfort among us. 

DR. MONTSERRAT JUFRESA 

University of Barcelona 
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I RECEIVED THE TERRIBLE news of the death of the author of this doctoral thesis 

months la ter. T he surprise, the desolation, the sense of emptiness which the news 
produced in me found a point of consolation - weak as it may be-when, during 

the same conversation, Dr. Pau G ilabert announced the project of its publication. 

Patricia was no longer among us but in sorne way we would guard her voice and 
the intellectual passion revealed by this ambjtious and splendid work. I do not 

think it necessary to go over the merits of this doctoral thesis in this brief note . 

The work, I am sure, speaks for itself jn its sheer scope, its vigour and its "ambi
tion" for knowledge. It must be said though that during her presentation which 

was presided over by José María Valverde -yet another great loss!- Dr. Cruza

legui's work provoked unanimous praise among the board of examiners. 

I feel it more fitting here to remember Patricia during two happy moments 

which I have kept in my memory. The first has to do with the circumstances that 

brought us together: the setting up of an external examiners' committee for En
glish teachers of secondary schools. It was during the month of]uly and we spent 

long hours together practically every day. A gradual feeling of affection grew be

tween us though, as the president of the board, I often felt compelled to "com
pensa te" the uninhibited and informal image that Patricia projected . I imagined 
that sorne of the candidates suspected that a "punk" had made her way into the 

altar of educational administration. To celebra te the end of our work during that 

hot and sticky month it was decided that we would go and have dinner ata Chi

nese restaurant. Patricia agreed to organise it. She used to call me "President" 

during the public sessions of the examinations and it occurred to her to phone 
the Chinese consulate in Barcelona to ask them to recommend the best Chinese 

restaurant in town to go and have dinner "with the President" . Patricia's deliber

ate game of deception had the desired effect. On entering the restaurant we were 

accompanied by two waiters and thc chef received us ceremoniously giving me a 
loud "Bienvenido Comandante!" T he consulate had undoubtedly chosen a good 

restaurant for us and this poor "President" still remembers Patricia happy and 

shining during that dinner of smiling faces. 

After that month of compulsory cohabitation I continued to see her occasion

ally. T he other picture I have of Patricia with a lit up face however - which I want 

to keep- is the day she presented her doctoral thesis. Surrounded by people who 

loved her, Patricia proved to us that it was possible to produce rigorous and highly 

intellectual work away frorn the university. Without other research scholarships, 
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supported by her own means working in secondary schools or at the State School 

ofLanguages, Patricia presented us with an exemplary work dueto its scope and to 

the generous intellectual energy that she had undoubtedly invested in it. Also on 

that <l ay, and she had more reason for being so, I saw Patricia radiantly happy. 
I remember that her thesis had been dedicated to a friend who had died whilst 

"still young and beautiful" . Cruel fate which accompanies life all too often has 

made these lines, which Patricia wrote in order to preserve the memory of a friend, 

seem perfectly applicable to herself. In tl1is tapestry of ideas, literature and cre

ative impulses of nineteenth century England one can also find preserved the 
living testimony of a friend who died "still young and beautiful". 

DR. MIQUEL BERGA 

University "Pompeu Fabra" of Barcelona 



To my friend ANTONIO CHICÓN 

who died ayear ago, still young an d 
beautiful, and who perhaps now may be 

immersed in sorne comer of the third 
or fourth Platonic dimension ... 

I pay you this very personal homage 
with patience and melancholy. 





"Well, then," said I, "Is not the city that you are founding to be a 

Greek city?" 

"It must be, " he said, "will they then not be good and gentle?" 

"Indeed they will." 

"And won't they be philhellenes, lovers of Greece, and will they 

not regard all Greece as their own and not renounce their part in 

the holy places common to all Greeks?" 

"Most certainly". 

PLATO, RESPUBLICA 470E. 
(P lato, 1970 A) 

"Shortly befare he died, Plato dreamt that he had become a swan 

which flew from tree to tree, thereby causing the utmost trouble to 

the archers who wanted to shoot him clown. Simmias the Socratic 

interpreted the dream as meaning that Plato would elude all the 

pains of h is interpreters. F or to archers the interpreters are similar 

who try to hunt out the hidden meanings of the ancients, but elu

sive is Plato beca use his writings, like those of Homer, must be un

derstood in many senses, both physically, and ethically, and theo

logically, and literally" . 

ÜLIMPIODOR, (Vita Platonis) in Alcibiades Majar 

(Translation by L. G . Westerink, in T igerstedt, 1977, p. 11 0) 
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INTRODUCTION 

I 

THE PLATONIC EXPERJENCE in Nineteenth-century England explores two areas 

of interest that have always been of immense importance in my intellectual and 

emocional life: the philosophy of Plato and British culture and particularly that of 

the eighteen-hundreds. Plato's presence during the English nineteenth century 

was especially constant and multiform. lt appeared integrated into poetry in Ro
manticism, for there was a strong belief throughout most of the nineteenth cen

tury that Platonism was a form of poetic literature. In the Victorian age, the peri
od of maximum splendour of interest in Plato, a wide range of interpretations 

arose both within and outside the academic world. Hence the second part of the 

century saw the learned research and Utilitarian criticism of George Grote as 

well as the three editions of the great translation of Plato into English by Ben

jaminJowett, renowned as a liberal theologian and the moralising Master of Bal

liol College Oxford. There followed Walter Pater with his aesthete's version of 

Platonism as a sensual, eroticised and languid philosophy. 

This thesis is the result of my research on the interpretations, translations 

and the eminent readings of Plato in the British nineteenth century and it lays 

clown the following objectives. Firstly, to point out and document the established 
existence of a Platonic tradition in nineteenth century philosophy and literature 

which co-existed with the m ore authentic, to use a commonplace, Aristotelian and 

empiricist approximation of reality. The second goal is to demonstrate that 

Platonism was utilised by and adapted to the different images of the world that 

were forged as the century went by. Examples of these were Utilitarianism, social 

Darwinism, eugenics, the democracy of the elite, Christian liberalism and 

Aestheticism. The third objective is to analyse how the prestige of Plato oscillated 

during different periods of the nineteenth century as well as the way in which 
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this prestige was used with varying degrees of success in arder to valida te ideologies 

and innovative or alternative ways of life as opposed to those of convention. 

F ourthly, I wish to highlight the crucial role played by BenjaminJ owett in divulging 

a Platonism tailored to the Victorian ideals of arder and progress, and also to 

indicate how this very same Plato furnished and shaped, albeit involuntarily, the 
banned ideal of the homoerotic relationship of the end-of-the-century aesthetes. 

My final aim is to suggest the contemporary derivations of sorne of these 

interpretations, in the field of literature, politics, sexuality and philosophy. 

The mixture of philosophy, English literature and classical tradition render 
this thesis an interdisciplinary work of research. F or precisely this reason, non e 

of these areas should be viewed in an orthodox or totally isolated way. I have 

however tried to justify the uncertainties where necessary. I would go as far as to 

say that this characteristic, together with the study of certain eminent figures 
and works, sorne of whom have not been looked into very much until now, 

render this thesis an original work, in overall terms, and often, also in partial 

terms. Before presenting my personal contributions in each case and clarifying 

my position with regard to previous research, l ought to mention two books 
which can be considered the only great precedents of the history of the British 

Platonic tradition: The Victorians andAncient Greece by RichardJenkyns, of 1980 

and The Greek Heritage in Victorian Britain by Frank M. Turner, of 1981. The 
first dedicates a chapter to Plato, of the thirteen that make up the volume. It 

looks at Plato from a cultural perspective that embraces the literature of ideas and 

aesthetics but <loes not deal with the specifically philosophical aspects . The latter 
deals with the subjects of Socratism, Platonism and Aristotelianism in respective 

chapters, out of a total of nine sections. Its focus is basically philosophical. Both 

books have been crucial to my work as works of reference and consultation. My 

thesis, as regards the philosophical and literary field however, is obviously a broader 

and more thorough work. 
In third place, but far behind the previous two, I will refer to The Platonic 

Tradition in English Religious Thought by W R. Inge, of 192 5-6, for its religious 
subject matter. On the other hand, The Platonic Tradition in Anglo-Saxon Philoso

phy by]. H. Muirhead, of 1931, but re-edited in 1992, despite its title, is nota 

study of the Platonic tradition, but of the idealist philosophies derived from the 

Cambridge Platonists and the philosophy of Hegel. A very recent study edited by 
Anna Baldwin and Sarah Hutton, Platonism and the English Imagination, of 1994, 

carne out when my work was in full swing, but it is a collection of articles that 

embrace the Neoplatonic period right up to the twentieth-century, and focuses 

exclusively on literature. Even so I have found it very useful in elaborating sorne 

of the points of the epilogue. 
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Following the order of the index I shall go on to explain my contribution to 

areas where this is warranted as well as the difficulties I have come across. As 
regards Part One of the thesis, my two chapters on Thomas Taylor - the enigma tic 

translator of Plato at the beginning of the nineteenth century- have entailed a 

great effort of reconstruction. When one takes into account that his edition of 

Plato was practically kidnapped by Taylor's patron, the Duke of Norfolk, and 
adds to this the bad reputation he had ofbeing a mystic and ignorant in Greek, one 

understands why Taylor is practically unknown in the histories of the British 

classical tradition. Hence both bis work and the bibliography are almost impossible 
to come across. Excepting the work ofKathleen Raine and George Mills Harper, 

Thomas Tayl01~ the Platonist, Selected Writings, of 1969, which is written from a 

professedly theosophist and occultist perspective, as well as sorne dispersed data 

in the bibliographies of Blake and Shelley, the few critical existing references, are 

to be found in journals, sorne from the start of the century. Consequently I have 
had to look for bis commentaries on Plato among the anthologies and arrides in 

arder to amass the few existing references. 

For the Romantic period, I have followed my own experience with Shelley 
and Coleridge and have made use of the quotes and commentaries of the poets 

themselves on the work of Plato and his notions . The bibliography on this period 
is greater than that on the rest of the century. I will therefore indicate to what 

extent I coincide with or take my distance from the main works. The book by E. 

Douga Kabitoglou, Plato and the English Romantics, of 1990, is a very interesting 
work constructed from the perspective of critica! theory, hermeneutics and 

deconstruction. Despite its modernity, Kabitoglou's viewpoint has little orno 

affinity with my work, which is more a research into the field of the history of 

ideas. More specifically, in relation to Shelley's Platonism there are sorne studies 
such as that of]ames A. Notopoulos, The Platonism of Shelley, of 1949, a kind of 

very complete catalogue of Platonic references in Shelley and which I have 

consulted for this reason. My own research on the Platonism of Shelley, quoted 

in the bibliography, was also orientating. The chapter on Coleridge and the close 
relationship between the simile of the line in the Respublica VI and the formation 

of his concepts of Imagination and Fancy, among others, has no precedents in the 

existing bibliography.John H. Muirhead's classic, Coleridge as Philosopher, of 1930, 
deals mainly with the relationship between Coleridge's thought and German 

philosophy. Similarly, the books by]. Beer, Coleridge the Visionmy, of 1959, and 

Coleridge5 Poetic lntelligence, of 1977, do not directly examine Platonic sources but 

analyse the religious sentiment and idealism of the Romantic poet. 

As regards Victorian Plato, apart from the already mentioned works of] enkyns 

and Turner, it is worth mentioning a book by David Newsome, Two Classes of 
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Men: Platonism and English Romantic Thought, of 1972, dedicated above all to 
Coleridge, F. Maurice, Brooke F oss Westcott, N ewman and Arnold. It is an 
interesting book written from a Platonist perspective but with few direct references 
to Plato's texts. My research on eugenics and the influence of Darwinism on 
Victorian readings of Plato is also an experiment in an ideological study. The 
only material I had available on this subject was the concise and lucid work of 
Bram Dijkstra in Idols of Perversity: Fantasies ofFeminine E vil in Fin-de-Siecle Culture, 

of 1986, together with isolated data from the magnificent study of Ronald B. 
Levinson, In Defence of Plato, of 19 5 3. Levinson's valuable research, despite the 
partiality announced by the title, is aimed at retrieving Plato from the d aws of 
the critics of totalitarianism. lt is also an interesting source of information on the 
political studies of Plato in relation to his influence on the racial theories of 
National-Socialist Germany. Unlike Levinson, I do believe in a relative 
responsibility on the part of Plato when it comes to presenting and announcing 
his ideal anti-democratic state and I present my commentary to this effect. Another 
interesting contribution is the almost unknown polemics based on the arrides 
and correspondence in The J ournal of Education of the years 1944 and 1945, 
commented on in the section on Platonism, racism and totalitarian thought. 

Still within the Victorian period, I would like to highlight the section on Grote 
the Utilitarian, totally ignored by Jenkyns, and rigorously analysed by Tumer in 
relation to his monumental work on Plato. However, Tumer <loes not study this 
thinker's role on the la ter Anglo-Saxon tradition of criticism of Platonic despotism, 
of which Grote was a distinguished precursor, followed by R.H.S. Crossman, Wamer 
Fite and K. R. Popper, whom I have also treated. The bibliography on this great 
scholar of Plato who was the first to vindicate the social role of the Sophists is 
practically non-existent and I have had to resort to arrides, reviews and critica! 
appreciations of the period. Grote was a figure of great significance in the history 
of British and Western Platonism, but his disconnection with the academic world 
edipsed his efforts, which I have tried to reconstruct as far as possible. 

Perhaps the most valuable contribution of my thesis is the section dedicated 
to Benjamín Jowett, Master of Balliol College Oxford, and his three editions of 
Plato. Despite his immense influence on Victorian oxonian ideology, the fact is 
that the bibliography on Jowett is also scarce. His original editions with the fa
mous introductions and commentaries are not easy to come across. In fact, the 
translations of the individual dialogues are easily to be found in any recompila
tion of Plato in English, but the preliminary studies which reveal the intensity of 

his thought and the context of Victorian Oxford are never included. Luckily, I 
was able to find many press arrides of the time on his Plato and I also had direct 
access to the J owett Papers during two summers. T hey had just been catalogued 
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by Robín Darwall-Smith in the library of Balliol College. If we exclude Turner's 
brief study onJowett in The Greek Heritage in Victorian Britain, the biography of 
Abbott & Campbell, of 1897, and that of George Faber, of 1957, the rest of the 
manuscripts have never been published before, and the fact that I was able to 

consult them was invaluable to me. 
The sixth and final part of the book is destined to the homoerotic reading of 

Plato. It owes part of its conception to various male authors and one woman 
author: Richard J enkyns, in the book mentioned previously and in Dignity and Deca

dence: Victorian Art and the Classical lnheritance, of 1992; Richard Dellamora in Mas

culine Desire, The Sexual Politics of Victorian Aestheticism, of 1990; Alan Sinfield, The 

TiVilde Century, of 1994; the very illuminating book by Linda Dowling, Hellenism 

and H omosexuality in Victorian Oxford, of 1994; and the knowledge and works of the 
director of my thesis, Pau Gilabert i Barbera as professor of the classical tradition 
and author of"Grecia i amor platonic en elMaurice d'E. M. Forster, o la grandesa i 
els límits de l'Antiguitat coma inspiració" (Greece and Platonic love in E.M. For
ster's Maurice, or the greatness and limits of Antiquity as a source of inspiration), of 
1995, in relation to the English world. As far as this subject is concerned, I have 
allowed myself to be guided above all by my own sensibility and special interest. I 
should also clarify that apart from Pau Gilabert's work, the rest of the studies quot
ed do not deal in depth with the direct relationship between Platonism and the 
interpretation of the aesthetes. Nor do they analyse their readings of Plato in rela
tion to the original texts. F or my part, I have dared to put forward a connection 
between the aestheticist Plato of Pater, Symonds and Wilde, and predominantly 
masculine homoerotic literature of the twentieth-century. I would like to point out 
that Marc-André Raffalovich's short essays, Uranisme et Unisexualité and L'Affaire 

Osear Wilde, of 1896, were a valuable bibliographical contribution as far as this part 
of the work was concerned. It is only available on micro-film at the Bibliotheque 
Nationale de París, and is often quoted from other sources. 

In an attempt to evaluate my degree of originality, it is difficult for me to 
decipher and calculate precisely the degree to which I am intellectually indebted 
to all the above mentioned works of research and the rest of the works quoted in 
the bibliography. I have tried to set the boundaries where I believe or was aware 
that they existed. If I have involuntarily overstepped the limits and attributed 
more merits to myself than I deserved, I can always resort to the justification of 
different views of the same landscape, or as Préault put it beautifully: "jamais 
deux personnes n'ont lu le meme livre, ni vu le meme tableau".4 I can also add 

Auguste Préault quoted by H onour, 1981, p. 2 7. 
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that mine is a discrete academic contribution to the patrimony of studies in the 

classical tradition and British culture, besides offering a wide source of biblio
graphical information on the different aspects of the nineteenth century and con

temporary influence of Plato. 

I must admit that the scope and diversity of the subject matter as well as the 

sheer length of the thesis may favour dispersion, but I have taken this risk so as to 
try to construct a chapter of the history of the Platonic tradition that covers a 

whole century. Consequently, the occasional reiteration, at times dueto thematic 

overlapping and on other occasions owing to fatigue or the inability of embrac

ing everything, could be one of the defects of the thesis. As for the apparently 

excessive length of the work, I would like to justify myself by saying that it is not 
dueto pure incontinence, but to two vital factors: a) the cultural richness of the 

century and the ensuing intense exploitation of Platonism, and b) my desire to 
take full advantage of the valuable and abundant material I had access to. I am 

also aware that the distribution of the parts and the chapters has been unequal, 

but this depended on the interest of the subject and above all on the new infor

mation that I could offer. The possibility of an in depth examination of Benjamin 
Jowett, a true "Victorian giant", 5 academic and moral leader for more than twen
ty years of Victorian Oxford and quite unknown to us, seemed to me a unique 

and fascinating opportunity which I carried out in the longest section of the the

sis. Naturally one could pose the question, why I dedicated so much attention to 
Oxford and so little to Cambridge. The answer is that the Victorian reviva! of 

Plato was an Oxonian phenomenon, and to a large extent the work and art of 

Benjamin J owett. 
With regard to the method of research, I have tried to consult the original 

sources in each case, except when the secondary bibliography was more useful, as 

occurred with the works of Darwin, which are difficult to understand for some
one new to the natural sciences as is my case. As far as the secondary bibliography 

regarding the rest of the subjects is concerned, I made use of the references given 

by the most recent or specific studies as well as of the repertoires of libraries . 

During the summers of 1990 and 1991 I consulted the British Library and the 

Institute of Classical Studies, University of London. Two grants for carrying out 

doctoral theses from the Fundació Jaume Bofill made it possible for me in the 
summer of 1992 to go to the Widener Library of Harvard University where the 

following systems provided me with very complete information: the HOLLIS 

net, the "On Line Knowledge Index"; in CD-Rom, the MLA and the programme 

As referred to by J onathan Barnes 198 1, p. 27 5. 
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of "Dissertations and Abstracts". Also thanks to the above grants I was able to 

carry out research on a number of occasions at the Bodleian Library Oxford be

tween 1993 and 1994. The catalogues of Oxford have been available on comput

er only since 1988 in the system OLIS ONLINE, but the printed catalogues are 
very comprehensive and the chance to consult newspapers, magasines and manu

scripts of the period has been invaluable to my work. 
In 1993 I went to Oxford to visit professor Jenkyns, the author of the previ

ously mentioned The Victorians and Ancient Greece and Dignity and Decadence: Vic

torian Art and the Classical Inheritance. We have maintained correspondence which 

has allowed me to receive very useful guidance from him such as his suggestion of 

contacting Penelope Bulloch, librarían at Balliol College who opened the doors 

to theJowett Papers to me. The importance of these manuscripts lies in the fact 

that, apart from his introductions to the Platonic dialogues, the Master of Balliol 

College wrote no other book or monographic study on Plato. The folders and 
notes which make up these archives reveal the content matter of his classes, the 

questions asked by students, and his own personal reflections regarding Platonism 

and other subjects. This information has helped me to understand the background 
to his significant introductions. 

The thesis is distributed in six parts preceded by an introduction and fol

lowed by a chapter which combines both the conclusions and the epilogue, and 
finally ends off with the bibliography. I have preferred to divide the introduction 

in two sections; the present presentation and, immediately after, a thematic expo

sition where I explain my motivations, the areas of thought and work which I 
enter on, the key idea of the thesis and the beginnings of the work. The final 

chapter sums up the overall results of the research and also gives a panoramic 

overview of the influence of British nineteenth century Platonism on sorne mo

ments of contemporary culture which were not touched on during the thesis, or 
which were touched on very fleetingly. The division of the thesis into parts basi

cally follows chronological criteria which have often coincided with thematic di

visions. The intention however has been to follow the course that Platonism took 

from the very beginning and right to the very end of the XIXth century in Great 

Britain. The bibliographical notes have adhered to the following pattern: in the 

footnotes the reader will find the author and the date of publication while the 

complete reference appears at the end of the book in the Bibliography. 

II 

It now only remains forme to explain the story of this thesis and to begin to put 
forward the reasons why I have attempted to break through the barriers between 
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philosophy and literature in order to reach my starting point in this English chron
icle of Platonism which lies in that imprecise and almost hazy realm of poetic 
thought. Since my first readings of the English Romantic poets and especially of 
Shelley, the man who according to Yeats, "had in sorne sense seen into the mys
tery", 6 I observed that Platonism had been a kind of direct or indirect backdrop 
in the Romantic quest for a dramatic interpretation of reality. Hence, in 1983, in 
my master's thesis on the Romantic Platonism of Shelley, under the supervision 
of José María Val verde, I moulded my reading of the poet from a Platonic view
point, based on his allusions and choice of imagery. I was aware from the very 
beginning of the objections to such an approach, predominantly from the area of 
literary criticism, based on the premise that speculative thought and creativity are 
incompatible activities, and that consequently, Shelley could never be considered 
a Platonist. 7 The first premise can be contested if we consider for example that 
Shelley considered that "Plato was essentially a poet" and that "Shakespeare, Dante, 
and Milton ... are philosophers of the loftiest power". 8 Shelley's argument was 
that the imagination, the instrument, par excellence, of the poetic mind, was as 
capacitated as the intellect to participate of the grandeur of truth, for both ap
proaches sought to assimilate the world, to be imbued by it and to embellish it. 
As far as the second premise is concerned, I consider that it is not as important to 
discover whether he was a true Platonist or not, as it was to acknowledge the 
influence of Plato on his life and work as well as the numerous expressions of 
admiration that he made towards Platonism. When it comes clown to it, excessive 
severity when validating the filiations and sympathies expressed by a writer, could 
in this case lead us to the conclusion that throughout history, the only true Pla
tonist has been Plato himself. 

On the other hand, Wordsworth, though he was a defender of poetic naturalism 
and not much suspected of Platonism, was not completely aliento abstract thought, 
for he spoke, as the Shelley of Alastor was to do, of "obstinate questionings/ Of 
sense and outward things", enigmas that only the maturity of the "philosophic 
mind"9 could attempt to clarify. In Coleridge's case however, the use of Platonism 

Yeats, 1954, p. 78 1. 
The most adverse positions to Shelley's extra-aesthetic fancies and his philosophical approximation to 
poetry are those defended by Matthew Amold in The Last Word, p. 3 27; Eliot, 1987, p. 90. M ore 
distanced, though with reservations as to his Platonism, cf. Trilling / Bloom, 1973, p. 400. 
The transcription of the names is copied from th e original. Shelley, "A Defence of Poetry", in Shel
ley, 1951, p. 1029. 
Wordsworth, "Ocle: lntimations oflmmortali ty from Recollections of Early Childhood", ix and x, in 
Tri lling / Bloom, 197 3, pp. 180-1. I re fer to the debated hypothetical relationship between this ode 
and the theory of reminiscence in P lato in Chapter II of Part Two of this thesis. 
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and the infiltration of philosophy into his "shaping spirit of Imagination"1º were 

even more elaborate, though less vehement, than in Shelley. Sorne ofhis poems, as 

well as a large part ofhis essays, conferences and letters, transpire a solid philosophical 

culture and an undeniable affinity with transcendentalist and Platonic thought. 

Besides, he had advocated the fusion of both disciplines with great clarity: "a great 
Poet must be, implicité (implicitly) if not explicité (explicitly), a profound 

l\1etaphysician".11 Literary critics who scoff at the convergence of philosophy and 

poetry, say that they have two different objectives, which could roughly be summed 

upas clarification in the case of philosophy and creativity in that of literature. 
T.S. Eliot, to give an outstanding example, does not deny that poets can have 

ideas, but he maintains that the exercise of literature synchronised with philoso

phy leads to confusion and dispersion. Goethe - according to Yeats- had said 

almost exactly the same: "a poet needs all philosophy, but he must keep it out of 
his work". 12 In other words the practice of one of these arts would detriment the 

other, given that the creative work is the result of an intuitive process which is 

predominantly emocional , whereas the field of thought normally implies a great

er capacity for reasoned observation.13 Even so, both Goethe and Eliot, made use 
of Greek and German philosophy, either directly or indirectly, in their writing, 
which in turn enhanced tl1em. 

Whilst acknowledging the obvious differences between the two functions, 

that of philosophy and creativity, I have always believed in the suggestive power 

that certain inquiring poetry exercises on thought. I can therefore understand 

that certain specific moments from the Platonic dialogues should possess the qual
ity of not only appea ling to a person's racional faculty but also to their passional 

sensibility, and creativity if that be tl1e case.14 P lato's fashioning of an overall im

age of the world vía fa bulation and exhaustive reasoning could, for a mind that 

sought after forceful yet unprovable answers, become a life option, a "house of 
thought" -as Pater said 15 - , from which to fa ce the world, far from the coldness 

of science and beyond religion. Does not Descartes also speak of "rejeter la terre 

mouvante et le sable, pour trouver le roe ou l'argile"16 when he was approaching 
the firm and intimate land of cogito? 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

"Dejection: An Ode'', v1, in Coleridge, 1985, p. 11 5. 
"Lener to William Sotheby", 13 July 1802, in Coleridge, 1985, p. 511. 
Yea ts, "The Symbolism of Poetry", in Warner / Hough, 1983, p. 180. 
Eliot, 1987, pp. 97- 102. 
Cf Werner J aeger says that P lato rnakes use of the artistic rn edium of eikón at decisive rnoments, in 
Jaege~ 1968, p. 759. 
On various occasions, fo r example in Pater, 1986, p. 145 , and Pater, 1969, p. 163. 
D escartes, 194 7, vol. III, p. 2 9. 
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Yeats, who must have had to answer for his platonising inclinations, saw an 

interrelationship between the philosophy of the artist and inspiration, for he be
lieved that the former can infuse the latter, and unexpectedly at times, the germ 

of a theme of creation: "calling into outer life sorne portion of the divine life, or 

of the buried reality, which could alone extinguish in the emotions what their 
philosophy ... would extinguish in the intellect" .17 Yet, the discussion around the 

suitability of the professional convergence between a philosopher anda poet could 

go on forever and prove sterile, as is proven by Plato's own testimony in the Res
publica 607b: " ... the differences between poetry and philosophy are not new, for 
there exists the expression ... 'thinkers possess such subtlety because they are poor' 

and ten thousand more signs refering to the ancient opposition between them". 

The rivalry starts when they begin to occupy common ground, when each prob
ably -or, at least their representatives- demand total independence and their 
own ground. 

Nevertheless, the image in Plato's Book VII of the Respublica of human life as a 

collective permanence in darkness among many monsters produced by fear and 

uncertainty, has penetrated into the heart of intellectuality and aesthetics for 
centuries. From Bacon's ídola specus, then the Romantics -"Shades of the prison

house begin to dosel Upon the grnwing Boy"18 - , right up to today, the Platonic 
allegory of the cave has nourished the poetic imagination and philosophical reflection 

with a pessimist conception of existence previous to paideía. The contemporary 
world acknowledges the aforementioned allegory as a crucial reference. The young 

Bertrand Russell was above ali impressed by the return to the darkness of the prisoner 
who had been initiated into tl1e vision of light, in other words, the model of 

philosophical life: "One has to learn to make the most of the shadows that pass 

silently by the mouth of the cave. What a description Plato's is of the philosopher's 
life -that he learns to know and love the sun and then returns voluntarily to the 

subterranean twilight". 19 Heidegger understood this to be the primary basis of 

metaphysics and the origin of the present day Western conception of truth. The 

G erman philosopher attributes to tl1is process of unhiding or alétheia of the Idea 
- symbolised in the sun- the generation of the criterion of trutl1 and justice which 

we call knowledge.20 Jacques Derrida understood the step from darkness to light 
on coming out of the cave, and tl1e ensuing pre-detennined identification of the 

17 

18 

19 

20 

Yeats, "The Symbolism of Poetry", in Warner / Hough, 1983, vol. II, p. 181 . 
"Ocle: lntimations oflmmortality from Recollections ofEarly Childhood", in Ti-il ling /Bloom, 1973, 
p. 178. 
In Griffin, 1992, vol. l, p. 256. 
"La doctrin e de Platon sur la vérité", in H eidegger, 1968. 
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sun with Being, as a key metaphor which was to define Western philosophy in 

terms of a metaphysics.21 Psychoanalytically-oriented interpretations have on the 
one hand associated it with the intra-uterine phase and with the coll ective 

unconscious on the other, in line with Gaston Bache lard's explanation concerning 

the primordial meaning of fire. 22 

T he allegory of the cave has also been employed within the sphere of aesthetic 

creation, especially since Romanticisrn. T he various caves of Shelley,23 explicitly 

inspired in Plato, aroused the fantasy of William Turner24 and the mystic interest 
ofYeats.25 Even Eliot, despite his scepticism towards the application of philosophy 

within poetry, had described in The Lave Song of J. Alfred Prufrock a situation that 
was similar to that of the prisoners of tl1e Platonic cave who contemplare the 

imprecise images reflected on the wall within the cave: " ... as if a rnagic lantem 
threw the nerves in patterns on a screen".26 In 1970, Bertolucci made a superb 

adaptation of it in Il Conformista, illustrating it in a practically didactic manner, 
during the visit of tl1e protagonist Clerici to professor Quadri, artífice of tl1e mise
en-scene. However, tl1e recreation most directly derived from Romanticism known 

to me was Bloody PoetJy, written by the British drarnatist Howard Brenton in 1984. 
Brenton puts the fo llowing words into the mouth of a fictitious and per

turbed Mary Shelley: "I, myself, have always been afraid of tl1e story of Plato's 

cave ... There is sornething dark - sornething sinister about it" .27 To which an 

imaginary Byron eloquently replies, albeit witl1 a touch of scepticisrn: "But Mad
am, two thousand years of philosophising res ts upon the parab]e of Plato's cave. 

It is rneant to be the grea t statem ent of the predicament of mankind ... ".28 Then, 

21 

22 

23 

24 

2.1 

27 

D errida quoted by Dennis Brown, "Plato and Eliot's earlier verse", in Ba ldwin / Ilu tton , J 994, p. 
306. 
Bachclard 's speci fi c reference is given by N oel Martin-Deslias , 1959, pp. 11 - 21. 
For cxample, th e description of th e phm1tasmrd scem in "Q ueen Ma b", VI, 190-5, in Shelley 1983 , p. 
786; the slimy cmm77S of the populol/J sleep of "AJ astor", 305-7 , ibid. p. 21; the wide-wi77ding wves of thr 
peopled tomb, in "On D eath", 25-30, ihid. p. 524; the still mve of the witch Poesy in "M onthl anc", 44, 
ibid. p. 533; th e chm11be1; cave a71{/ rni11 in "Hymn to lntell ectu al Beauty", 5, ibid. p. 53 1; th e place of 
The Paimed vei!, by those who were, w lled life from "Prometheus Unbound", 190, ibid. p. 25 3; thc 
wverns ofmy dreamy_youth from "E pipsychidi on'', 217, ihid. p. 416; the cave wherc "T he \Vitch of 
Atl as" li ved, In tbe wm7n shadow ofhe1· loveli11ess, I, II, ibid. p. 372 . Finally, N otopoulos, 1949, p. 332, 
quotes lines from the poet where he says: "T he caverns of tbe mind are obscure and shadovvy .. . ". 
There is a painting by Turner call ed Quem Mab's Cave, which is on exhibit at the Reserve G~ll ery 3 
of C lore Ga ll ery (within the Tate Ga ll ery), signed B&J 420 N 00548. . 
See Yea ts, "The Phil osophy uf Shell ey's Poetry": "so good a P latonist as Shell ey could hard ly havc 
thought of any cave as a symbol without thinking of P lato 's cave that was th e world", in Wa rn cr I 
Hough, 1983 , vol. II, p. 199 and ff. 
"The Love Song of J. AJ fred Prufrock", 105, in Eliot, 1982 , p. 15. 
"Bloody Poetry", Act I, Sc.4, in Brenton, 1989, pp. 263 -270. 
!bid. p. 264. 
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amidst stage scenery inspired from the Respublica 514a-5 l 7 a, Shelley rushes on stage 

and inflamed with humanism pronounces the following sentence: "It is our future 

that is the absolute good! Plato himself was a prisoner, religion a flicker in the cave! 

The mind of man, that is the true sun".29 I found the play, put on in a tiny fringe 

theatre in London, particularly enhancing, because Brenton in a simple and clear 

style dramatically brought together the Platonism of Shelley and his circle with 
Gothic and Romantic aesthetics which had no doubt influenced their readings of 

Plato. This is something I myself had tried to show in my previous thesis. 

Thus, "Plato's sacred light"3º and sorne Platonic motifs such as the claustro

phobia of the cave, the notion of the soul imprisoned in the prison of the body, 
the paths of the soul after death or the unfinished nature of éros, could connect 

with certain essential themes of English Romanticism such as the travels of the 

young poet of Alartor and the tombs he invokes befare setting off, the caves through 
which flows the sacred river of Coleridge's Kubla Khan, the Faustian transgres

sion of Mary Shelley's Frankenstein, the unsettling paintings of Fuseli and the 

labyrinths of Piranesi, to give sorne more picturesque examples. It was known to 

me that Shelley had, to begin with, read the translation of Plato by the soi-disant 

Neoplatonic Thomas Taylor, the English Ficino.31 But I was also aware that it had 
been a momentary reading for he soon addressed himself to the original Greek 

texts, and did not give it much importance for this reason. What's more, Taylor is 

hardly mentioned, and often not mentioned at all, in the bibliography of the En
glish Romantic poets. The monumental work and compulsory reference on the 

subject by James. A. Notopoulos barely mentions him. There is also an isolated 

allusion by Yeats, sorne clues given by Coleridge and Wordsworth, and in the 

books on philosophy he just simply doesn't appear. I was wondering what role the 
mysterious Platonic translator had played in the history of Romantic Platonism, 

and where he could be placed within the English tradition of Platonic studies - a 
tradition which I myself found to be vibrant and sustained by numerous academic 

and literary interests- , when I carne across a text by Jorge Luis Borges which 
immediately drew my attention. I am very much convinced that the reading of 

this text by Borges was what prompted me to write this thesis which in turn is a 

continuation of a previous work. 
The text in question was "El Ruiseñor de Keats", in Otras Inquisiciones, a 

volume of essays from 1952 where Borges pointed out the metaphysical character 

30 

31 

!bid. p. 267. 
From "Hellas", 94, in Shelley, 1983, p. 450. 
Cf Notopoulos, 1949, p. 52 . 
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of John Keats' Ode to a Nightingale . He compared it to a text from Die Wélt als 

Wille und Vorstellung by Schopenhauer, on the superior reality of archetypes. In 
fact, in the supplement to the original version of his book, the philosopher from 

Danzig asks himself whether the nightingale each spring is different from the 

previous one or if they are all nothing more than the repetition of the same pro
cess of generation and corruption which makes the world go round.32 Borges 

finds that Keats a quarter of a century earlier had put forward Shopenhauer's 

question during a moment of sublime inspiration , one spring night of 1819 in the 
garden of Charles Armitage Brown at Hampstead, when the poet turned to the 

singing bird and said: "Thou was not born for death, immortal Bird!/ No hungry 

generations tred thee clown/ The voice I hear this passing night was heard / In 
ancient days by emperor and clown". 33 Despite the essentialism of the verse, Borges 

considered that end-of-the-century British critics had not picked up on the 
Platonism inherent in Keats' ode and that they had lost themselves in evolu

tionist meanderings as to whether the poet was refering to an individual or ge

neric nightingale, as if these were two antagonistic principles. Borges rounds off 

his reasoning on a slight note of pessimism: "Es natural, es acaso inevitable, que 
en Inglaterra no sea comprendida rectamente la Oda a un ruiseiior" .34 

E ven so, it would be unwise to speak of Platonism in Keats in a literal sense, 

given that the poet of negative wpability was in no way a scholar of philosophy nor 

did he know Greek, and Borges was aware of this in attributing to him a highly 
refined sensibility that was rooted in poetry and the Western Platonic tradition, 

which is acquired in the sam e way as breathing, without even having toread Pla
to. Nevertheless, Borges' clarification regarding the singularity of Keats within 

the British cultural panorama made me react strongly. My reaction carne when, 

in running through sorne of the most relevant Platonic gestures from AJbion, he 
established the following definition: "Observa Coleridge que todos los hombres 

nacen aristotélicos o platónicos. Los últimos sienten que las clases, las órdenes y 

los géneros son realidades; los primeros, que son generalizaciones; para éstos, el 

lenguaje no es otra cosa que un aproximativo juego de símbolos; para aquéllos es 
el mapa del universo. El platónico sabe que el universo es de algún modo un 

cosmos, un orden; ese orden , para el aristotélico, puede ser un error o una fi cción 

de nuestro conocimiento parci al. A través de las latitudes y de las épocas, los dos 
antagonistas inmortales cambian de dialecto y de nombre". 35 

32 

3.l 

34 

35 

Schopenhauer, 1966-1 969, vol. I, p. 463. 
"Ocle to a N ightingale", in Keats, 1976, p. 208. 
"El ruiseíi.or de Kea ts", in Borges, 1981, p. 119. 
!bid. p. 11 8. 
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It was not the first time that I had read this contrast between the two 
mentalities of thinking in Borges. He also presented the same antinomy in the 

"Deutsches Requiem" from Aleph, in 1949 and it had also attracted my interest 

when I had read it. Actually, I had approached "El miseñor de Keats" moved by 
the curiositywhich had been awoken in me by "Deutsches Requiem". In the latter 

text Borges formulated the idea without mentioning Coleridge, and explained 
that "no hay debate de carácter abstracto que no sea un momento de la polémica 

de Aristóteles y Platón".36 In the 1952 version however, which was more complete, 

he made a sweeping statement, which everybody had intuited but which I reacted 
against, familiar as 1 was with the idealist coté that I also loved: "de la mente inglesa 

cabe afirmar que nació aristotélica. Lo real para esa mente, no son los conceptos 
abstractos, sino los individuos; no el ruiseñor genérico, sino los ruiseñores 
concretos" . 3 7 

Borges finishes off the essay with an explanation of the Aristotelian or em

piricist current of the British nation and he points to the exceptions of a number 
of poets such as Chaucer, Shakespeare, Milton or Swinburne. An unbearably chau

vinistic yet relevant text carne to mind at that moment. It was by the theologian 
W illiam Ralph Inge, which during the vulnerable and naive period of my youth 
had seemed highly evocative to me, but which I now view as somewhere between 

pathetic and dubious . Dean Inge said: "There has always been a rich vein of ide
alism in the English character, which is often missed by foreigners whose eyes are 

fixed on our perhaps transient success in empire-building and money-making. 
The P latonic tradition, ... has more affinity to our English ways of thinking than 

to those of our great rivals on the Continent".38 I find this feeling of Platonic 
competitiveness or rivalry among the great powers to be impoverishing and to

tally indecorous. Apart from this, Inge was right in one respect: a British idealist 
tradition <loes exist and Borges does not deny this but simply underestimates its 

reality and authentici ty in favour of the well known pragmatic temperament. 
I was surprised by a number of things in Borges' essay. The fact that an intel

lect such as his , that I respect and listen to, should generalise about mentali ties 
dividing them on two sides and that he should also make generalisations about 

the minds of nations. Yet, there was something in this apparent sirnplification, an 

unfinished thought that insinuated a key to a specific reality or dimension of ideas. 
I temporarily set aside the matter of whether territorial divisions of this sort were 

"Dcutsches Requi em", in Borges, 1979, pp. 90-1 . There is al so a third reproduction of th e antinomv 
in "De las alegorías a las novelas", in Borges, 1981, p. 15 5. 
"El ruiseñor de Kea ts", in Borges, 1981, p. 119. 
lnge, 192S-26, pp. 88-9. 
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justified or not, and as a form of diversion I dedicated myself to dividing people 
and books between Platonics and Aristotelians, giving the place of honour to the 
Platonics with whom I personally sided with . The idea was to create something 
like a Platonic venus Aristotelian map of the figures that seduced me the most, a 
more complete and subtle picture than tl1at of Borges, a bit like the way the Pre
Raphaelites, according to H olman H unt, had drawn upa long list of immortals39 

.-on which, by the way, nzy Plato was not to be found- or in imitation of the 
more modest but thought out catalogu e ofVirginia v\Toolf of androgynous minds 
in A Room of One's Own .40 Shakespeare, in fa ct is to be found in all three cata
logues and, curiously enough, E Bacon is among the immortals of the Pre-Rapha 
elites as well as among the Platonists Shelley and Coleridge. 

Alongside this j eu d'esprit which turned out to be more difficult than I had 
imagined, I decided on the following. Firstly, I would look for Coleridge's text, 
which Borges gave no reference to whatsoever. Secondly, I would think about the 
meaning of this duality in depth and the reason behind tl1e two sides. I remem
bered here that even Aristotle spoke of us (the Platonists) in bookA,9 of the Meta

physica41 and that Cornford had stated that "Aristotle could never cease to be a 
Platonist" .42 Thirdly I would delve into th e enigma that Borges had referred to in 
relation to the British scholars of Keats who weren't a ble to associate the immor
tal bird of the ode with archctypa l Platonic reality, of whom he said: "¿Cómo no 
dieron con esta interpretación evidente Garrad y Leavis y los otros?"-+3 After a 
quick run-through of tl1e British Platonic tradition, Borges concludes: "la mera 
enunciación de estos hechos parece agravar el enigma. Si no me equivoco, su razón 
deriva de algo esencial en la mente británica".44 My fourth decision was that 1 
would do research to find out th e nature of Platonism during the British XIXth 

. century, where poetry and philosophy were mixed together, from th e beginning 
right up to the end of the century. 1 wanted to better k:now the Plato born among 
a people, who, despite the etl1ical impediment which "le impide traficar en abs
tracciones como los alemanes",45 nevertheless managed to produce a Coleridge, 

a Shelley or a Pater and had a noticeable influence on the twentieth century. At 

39 

-Hl 

4 1 

+5 

Holman H un t, 1905, vol. I, p. 159. 
\.Voolf, 1981, pp. 98. 
lo give but a few exarn ples, in prcsenting th c th eory of ideas, he uses the fi rst pcrson plur3J. Eg. 
k l etaphysim in 990b 9 > deíknymm: we show or cl emonstn1 te; and 990b 16 > f rímm : we say. M ore 
exa mpl es in A9, 992 a 11 , 2 5, 27, 2 8, 3 1. For more inform at ion if. J aeger, Aristot!e, pp. 1 71- J 93, an cl 
J 1\1orcau, Aristóteles)' .1'11 esm rla, pp. 17- 31. 
Cornforcl quoted hy G uthrie, 1967- 198 1, vol. VJ, p. 4 . 
"El ruisefio r de Keats", in Borges, J 981, p. 1J 8. 
!bid. 

!bid. p. 119. 
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that time I had fewer names of Platonists. In arder to fallow the filum labyrinthi of 
this idea, I would make use of both literary and philosophical testimonies as well 
as academic and independent ones. This is how my thesis carne in to being. I wanted 

to know what had been done with Plato immediately befare Shelley -in other 
words, Taylor- and after the Romantics. All in all, I aimed to do research on 
Platonism that covered the whole XIXth century. 

The first task was to look far Coleridge's text. This I solved thanks to the 
magnificent book by Richard Jenkyns of Lady Margaret Hall of the University of 
Oxfard, The Victorians and Ancient Greece. J enkyns' quote gave the reference of a 
table conversation, or Table Talk, written clown by the nephew of the poet of 
Highgate, H. N. Coleridge, where on that 2nd ofJuly 1830 Coleridge actually 
divided humanity into two races. I will cite it in more detail during part one of my 
thesis. The poet-philosopher drew the line not so much in the capacity of 
abstraction as in the degree of reality that each of the two great Greek philosophers 
bestowed on concepts or ideas. Borges' emphasis in clarifying the relativity of 
language in Aristotle, counterpoised to its representative character of a transcendent 
existence in Plato, reveals that his source was the above-mentioned passage from 
Table Talk. Coleridge in this conversation maintains that Platonic ideas possess 
an existence which is independent of the mind that perceives them. 46 The 
Romantic poet asserted that it was impossible to pass from one side to the other 
and that Aristotle's thought was dominated by an irremediable incomprehension 
of Plato. Coleridge did not wish to be viewed as manichaean however, and, 
despite revealing a leaning towards Platonism, he went on to add: "Yet what a 
mind was Aristotle's -only not the greatest that ever animated the human 
farm !- the parent of science ... the master of criticism, and the founder or 
editor of logic!".47 Nevertheless, Aristotle had made a serious mistake: " ... he 
confaunded science with philosophy ... Philosophy is the middle state between 
science, or knowledge, and sophia, or wisdom".48 In his Biographia Literaria 

Coleridge had also defined philosophy in the same terms, taking the etymology 
of the word literally and basing himself on the Platonic ontology: "an affectionate 
seeking after the truth; but Truth is the correlative of Being".49 According to 
Coleridge, intelligence and Being maintained a reciproca] relationship similar 
to that between noús and the vision of nóesis in the Platonic line of knowledge of 

Respublica VI, 51 ld-e. 
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"Table Talk", in Coleridge, 1985, p. 595. 
!bid. 
!bid. 
Coleridge, 1987 , ix, p. 80. 
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In actual fact, a superficial reading of the passage of Table Talk could reduce 

things to a simple division that would be a parody of the struggle for power in the 
church in Byzantium between the followers of Plato and those of Aristotle. In 
this case however, Coleridge would have extended it to include all people who 
make incursions in to abstract thought. But he had accomplished something more. 
By establishing two sides, Coleridge on the one hand was following an age old 
tradition which went back to Plato himself, and on the other applied his own 
philosophical framework, nourished in Platonism which he used as an instru
ment of exegesis. Thus, when he says in Table Talk, that Aristotle is the master of 
Understanding, 50 he is applying his own theories of knowledge which are also pre
sented as dualities: lmagination and Fancy, Reason and Understanding, Will and 
Choice and Faith and Mechanical Religion. I will look at Coleridge's conceptual 
scheme in Part Two of the thesis. The only thing I would like to add on the subject 
in this introduction is that when we use fundamentals provided by Coleridge, to 
equal lmagination and Reason to the grandeur and global experience of the Pla
tonic noús and of Kantian Vernunft -also an issue from Platonic epistemological 
distinctions- we consequently discover that Understanding takes the place of 
diánoia. That is to say, it exercises a purely mental, reflexive function. It is the 
science of phenomena and of perception, not of the ends but of the means. In 
short: "Understanding is the mind of the flesh". 51 In this tension Aristotle inevi
tably is the less complete and absolute of the two titans of Hellenism, and less 
dealt with in Coleridge's philosophical incursions. This logically implies that he 
was the less popular of the two as far as English Romanticism was concerned. 

Yet, the story of Borges' quote <loes not end here. Whilst I was trying to 
work out Coleridge's formula I carne across a contemporary book on Platonism 
and English Romanticism that had been inspired by it.52 The book however pre
sented me with a new and very valuable piece of information: Coleridge had tak
en the idea of the counterposition of Plato and Aristotle from a text by Goethe of 
1808 entitled Zur Farbenlehre. The modern author, seduced by Coleridge's pro
nouncement, had succumbed to the temptation of examining certain Romantic 
writers who could be placed under the Platonic grouping, and he alluded to Go

ethe as the great artifice of the idea. He strongly affirmed that Goethe's text was 
to be found in the prologue to the Zur Farbenlehre whilst assuring us the German 
writer had expressed it with "such ponderous qualification that he forfeited any 
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claim to its originality". 53 The truth is that the confrontation between the master 

of the Academy and the master of the Lyceum evidently was not new. What was 
innovative about its nineteenth century application was its extension toan extra

philosophical context. Knowing that in a certain sense we are predetermined to 

approach reality in one of these two ways, and understanding the reach of Col

eridge's or Goethe's precept was becoming forme a search into identity itself. 
I looked in the desired source, the prologue to Goethe's study on colours, in 

vain. David Newsome, the author of the book in question, gave other references. 

One led to Kathleen Coburn, the editor of the Philosophical Lectures that Col

eridge gave between 1818 and 1819. In her introduction, Coburn clarifies that it 
was Coleridge who in a letter to Tieck written in the summer of 181 7, asks him 

for the prologue to Goethe's treatise on colours. Yet, in another letter of the 16th 

of] anuary 1819 to]. H. Green, it is evident that eighteen months la ter he has 

already read it: "My dear Green, I forgot both at the Lecture Room and at Mr. 
Philip's to beg you to leave out forme Gothe's Zur FarbenLehre -it is for a pas

sage in the Preface, in which he compares Plato with Aristotle, & as far as I recol

lect, in a spirited manner".54 But Coleridge had made a mistake. The passage in 
question was not part of the prologue, and Coburn states this clearly, though 
Newsome <loes not seem to have realised. However, the editor refers us to the 

historical summary that follows the Farbenlehre, in which I was unable to find it. 
It may have been my misunderstanding, or simply the use of different order

ings in different editions of Goethe. The fact is that the great German's reflec

tions on Plato and Aristotle are to be found in a supplementary text which <loes 
not forma part of the main text and is entitled Materialen zur Geschichte der Far

benlehre. In this historical review Goethe <loes in fact go back to antiquity and, in 

order to find a bridge with the modern world, he takes three elements as his 

starting point: the Bible, Plato and Aristotle. His readings and interpretations of 
the Bible however are conditioned by the other two which are given pre-emi

nence. It is not surprising that Goethe's theory should fascínate Coleridge. He 

provided him with an efficient weapon of ideological exegesis which allowed him 

to analyse human thoughts from a well defined position or house of thought. 

After presenting the already classical commonplace of the contemplative Plato 
who finds no need to know the world "beca use he already considers that he knows 

it", but whose main interest is "to communicate his message to him because he is 

very much in need of it" , Goethe portrays him as a kind of obelisk or sharp flame 

53 !bid. p. l. 
54 Coleridge, 1971, vol. I\l, p. 911. 
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that aspires to "recovering its previous form ... by striving to reach the sky". Every
thing that this idealist philosopher says or learns "refers to eternally total, good, 
true and beautiful things, the desire far which he wants to awaken within every
one's bosom". But his wisdom "is diluted .... evaporates in his method, in his dis
course".55 Goethe here, puts forward one of the readings of Plato that were to 
strongly influence a sector ofVictorian interpretations, and specifically a trait dis
covered by George Grote: the image of the affirmative Plato, who unlike Aristotle 
does not search or investigate, because he believes that he possesses truth a priori, 
and whose assertions are rather dogmatic and inconsistent. Shelley had already in
tuited the criticisms against Plato far vagueness and imprecision and this is how he 
pronounced himself on the matter: "F or my part 1 had rather be damned with Plato 
and Lord Bacon, than go to Heaven with Paley and Malthus".56 

With regard to Aristotle, Goethe explains what we already know: that he is 
"the opposite case", a realist who "relates to the world as does an architect ... He is 
here and he knows that his work must be carried out here ... He traces an im
mense circle around his edifice, bringing material from far and wide, ordering 
and piling it up .. . thus to rise in a regular fashion, higher and higher like a pyra
mid". 57 lt is evident that Goethe shares more sympathy with Aristotle. He under
lines the safety of the system, in other words, its reliability. Yet his depiction of 
Plato is also suggestive and evokes that mystical aura that was to last a whole 
century. Nonetheless, what undoubtedly impressed Coleridge most was the cen
tral body of the passage, far it contained the essence of the formula: "When two 
men like these, who in a certain sense divide humanity and actas representatives 
of magnificent yet difficultly reconciled characteristics, they have the good for
tune of .. . proclaiming ... that which had taken shape within them ... in extensive, 
well developed and diverse works ... if these works survive in posterity far tl1e 
good ofhumanity and are continuously studied and investigated, ... we must reach 
the conclusion that the world, if it is truly sensitive and reflexive, is obliged to 
choose between one or the other, to acknowledge either one or the other as teacher, 
instructor and guide". 58 

We have here a draught of Coleridge's disquisition, with certain variations. 
To begin with, Goethe does not refer either to races, or to congenital inclina
tions, but to a kind of cultural imperialism in the true sense of the term. Yet we 
are left with the doubt as to whether the two giants share the world between 
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them solely because of their brilliant -and consequently often studied- work, 

or whether Goethe also believed that their psychological typology embraced all 

human possibilities, reduced like the world, to two realities: sky and earth. The 

German writer's conclusions were also essential in their reasoning: all the inter

preters of the Bible and men of wisdom, on studying and explaining the scrip
tures and the sacred texts in general "did so in a Platonic or Aristotelian fashion 

... in the same way as nations and centuries, all found themselves immersed in 

peaceful or violent discussions, and were divided in their admiration of either 

Plato or Aristotle" .59 Nowadays however, Goethe says, when the two images of 
the world of each of these thinkers are re-evaluated and are used and deformed, 

support and appreciation for both "remains in equilibrium. Justas Raphael in the 
School of Athens acknowledged them as key figures and confronted them".6º 

Goethe gave yet another clue: The Sch ool of Athens in the Camera della 

Signoria of the Vatican Museums. In bis depiction of Greek philosophy, Raphael 
portrays an old Leonardo-like, venerable Plato anda virile, energetic and tanned 

Aristotle in the centre. Plato is holding the Timaeus and points towards the sky 

with bis index finger, whereas Aristotle holds out his hand parallel to the ground 
and holds the Ethica. The fresco has been the subject of a great variety of icono

graphical studies. For now we are only interested in what Goethe had seen. He in 

turn was read by Coleridge, who, between 1804 and 1806, lived between Malta 
and Italy and was familiar with the painting.61 It is quite conceivable therefore 

that Coleridge in part owed his dual conception of the world to the mention that 
Goethe made of the painting and to the text that dealt with it. It is not surprising 

that Raphael should choose the Timaeus for Plato, given that it was one of the 

most popular dialogues during the Neoplatonic Renaissance and one of the favou

rites of the diviner Ficino. But, why the Ethica and not the Physica of the Stagi
rite? Possibly because Raphael wanted a more subtle contrast, and like Pico, 

insinuated concord in spite of difference rather than a radical confrontation. What's 

more however, the Ethica Nicomachea, more studied by theologians than by Aris

totelian scholars of nature, was a clear example of how a philosopher can reach a 
less specialised public and exercise more influence. This treatise, aimed at in

structing the public on how to be happier and more virtuous, both personally and 
as a group, symbolised the practica! organisation of the world, whereas the Ti

maeus looked for the origins in a more contemplative way. It is significant for this 
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work that Coleridge should dedica te a whole session from his circle oflectures on 

the History of Philosophy to Plato and Aristotle. This he gave ayear and a half 

after asking Tieck for the Zur Farbenlehre, that is to say, on the eighteenth of 

J anuary 1819. In fact from the letter to]. H. Green which we quoted previously, 
we are led to understand that perhaps he wanted to go over it in arder to talk 

about it in class. 
In this fifth session, Coleridge thoroughly explains the difference between the 

two philosophers. Of the Ethica Nicomachea he says that, despite the fact that it 

went from the specific to the universal, Aristotle unlike Plato was not referring to 

an ultimare morality, but to well-being, and consequently built a panethics based on 
this: "panethics consists in reconciling the whole by a generalisation of the relations 

which take place between each and each in their individual relations, and between 
the relation of the whole to them all".62 Coleridge wanted to say that Aristotelian 

ethics were not based on eternal and immutable values as in Plato, but that his 

point of reference was tangible and social reality. Half a century later, in the midst 

ofVictorian England, when Plato was in fashion and Aristotle was already a part of 
Oxford royalty, BenjaminJowett, the great Master of Balliol College Oxford, stat

ed that Platonic ethics should be evaluated from a metaphysical perspective and 
never like Aristotle~5, for the former did not have any practica! application in indi
viduals.63 Jowett tht'.refore carried out a strategicAristotelian metamorphosis of Plato 

so as to compensa te for the lack of specific guidelines of behaviour. 
Returning to Coleridge, during my investigations and partly thanks to 

Coburn, I found out that Table Talk of 1830 was not the Romantic poet's sole 
allusion to the subject. F rom 181 O right up to his death, he had alluded to this 

matter about a dozen times, especially in his commentaries on the German phi

losopher Tennemann, in Tennemann Marginalia. Even so, the 1830 reference is 
the most well-known. A passage from the series entitled The Friend, written be

tween 1809 and 1810, reveals the faith Coleridge had in ideological opposites: 

"Every power in nature and in spirit must evolve an opposite, as the sole means 

and condition of its manifestation: and all opposition is a tendency to re-union ... 
The identity of thesis and antithesis is the subject of all being ... ".64 It may prob

ably have been this interest in intellectual dialectics that led his close friend Charles 

Lamb to parody Coleridge's axiom in the eighteen-twenties, under the guise of 

the generous or stingy character of people: "The Human species ... is composed of 
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two distinct races, the men who can borrow, and the men who can len d ... ", 65 

which is another more pragrnatic way of formulating the same idea as the poet. In 
any case, Coleridge's repeated allusions to the discussion on the two approxima

tions to reality show how deeply he had been influenced by the suggestion of the 
author of Zur Farbenlehre. 

Given the fact that Goethe's text hardly received any attention and Coleridge's 
formula very little, light can be indirectly thrown on the Goethe-Coleridge the
sis about the Platonic-Aristotelian duality ofWestern thought if we look ata num
ber of research studies on The School of Athens. The art historian André Chastel 
claims that Raphael had played with mediaeval and Renaissance interpretations. 66 

In relation to the Renaissance, Raphael's Plato could be said to have the majestic 
physical and spiritual qualities that Ficino attributed to him and his face similar 
to a legendary bust in the possession of Lorenzo de Medici, a copy of which must 
surely have presided over the Platonic gatherings at Villa Careggi.67 As regards 
the mediaeval reference, the source was a text by Saint Bonaventura which gives 
the conventiona] portrayal of Plato and Aristotle suggested by Goethe, enunciat
ed by Coleridge and repeated by Wilde.68 The Franciscan says" ... sembra que 
tra i filosofi Platone abbia ricevuto il linguaggio della sapienza, Aristotele invece 
quello della scienza. Quegli guardava sopratutto alle realta superiori, questi inveci 
sopratutto alle realta inferiori".69 

Saint Bonaventura is quite direct and it is not unlikely that he had been the 
first to propagate the opposition between the two great philosophers, but he may 
not have been a source of inspiration for the protagonists of our story, who were 
rather alien to the scholastic tradition. Nevertheless, the theme of intellectual 
disjunction expressed by Coleridge and reflected throughout the XIXth century, 
very often via the formula of the poet of Highgate, is extremely valuable to this 
study. An anonymous arride from Macmillan's Magazine of 1871, observed the 
validity of the tension between the two philosophies with regard to Jowett's Pla
to: "We can see indeed that the same principies underlie the controversies of 
to-day, as stirred men's minds of old in Athens or Miletus; it is still a warfare 

between the world of sense, and that which is invisible .. . ".7º 
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Lamb, 1921, p . 36. 
Chastel, 1991, pp. 465-469. 
Vi lla Careggi, or l' "Academia Caregiana", was the Florentine seat of the Platonic Academy directed 
by Ficino. Cf H ankins, 1990, and Chastel, 1991, pp . 93-5. 
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S. Bonaventura, "Spicilegium Bonaventurianum", in Renato Russo OFM , 1982, section xxii. 
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It is possible that the lines of Platonic and Aristotelian thought, which ran 

parallel to each other during the last century in England, are no more than a 
manifestation of an age old and even natural duplicity, a vacillation between hic et 
nunc reality and infinity. In fact this is how Plato defined Éros, the impulse that 
calls on us to explore plenitude and wisdom, like a being that comes from 
everything and from nothing, from resource and indigence, from vitality and death. 
In a text from 1958, Cernuda expressed the same preoccupation in terms of a 
rnalgré soi idealism: "Es cierto que en determinados versos yo mismo he querido 
engañarme con nociones halagüeñas de inmortalidad ... que sólo con ayuda del 
tiempo puedo dominar y, tras la reflexión, orientar hacia lo materialista". 71 The 
Anglophile poet concludes the reflection with a certain resignation that reveals 
that, despite one's natural inclinations "cierto idealismo mío, espontáneo y 
cándido", 72 one can turn around the congenital disposition of mood and go over 
to the other side: "Ya Coleridge decía que los hombres son, por nacimiento, 
platónicos o aristotélicos, o sea, idealistas o materialistas ... Prefiero soslayar el 
tema ... ". 73 The influence of Coleridge's text thus reached the Spanish language 
on both sides of the Atlantic. 

In 1819, ata certain moment during the ninety minutes duration of the fifth 
lesson on Plato and Aristotle, Coleridge said <?f the latter: " ... he learned and 
continued to learn under Plato ... Yet doubtless he had already determined, and 
his master had known that he had determined on a different point of view from 
that of the Platonic. And why should not (these) co-exist? One man stands on one 
point and another on another; the objects seen are the same. They vary only 
according to the point of perspective; so that the one man had the power of 
increasing the field of vision, and though the other would not venture to mount 
to the height on which he stood because he thought it giddy and insecure, he 
would surely have the advantage of tlut increase of objects and would be grateful 
far it. And in this point I think Aristotle stood to Plato grateful for the ... 
conceptions, possibilities .. . but bringing them within his own plan of interpretation 
... working u pon tl1em to bring them in to his own construction. 74 " 

Apparently, Coleridge was simply describing a dissimilarity of nuance and 
stance between the two Greek thinkers, but in actual fact this subtle difference 
implied an inevitable and significant distancing: for one of them the world is in
sinuated through the surroundings and is realised when the mind is elevated to 
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an unknown yet idealised dimension. F or the other, the world begins with the 

environment but as entelechy, for it is within the possibilities and mechanism of 

this environment and through it that one is able to arrive at a knowledge of the 

Power it produces. Besides his undeniable esprit de finesse, Coleridge shows great 
tact in respecting and taking. pains not to underrate Aristotle. This reflects his 

Oxonian education, which until the mid nineteenth century hada strong leaning 

towards the Stagirite. The famous quarrel between Platonics and Aristotelians is 

in actual fact the debate over the house of thought, and Coleridge is fully aware of 
this, even when he is describing his adversaries. In the famous fifth lesson, he 

gave an effective recipe for those who were beginning the study of the philosophy 

of an author, or even for those who wished to find out if they were Platonics or 

Aristotelians: " ... we are to go in to ourselves and in our own spirits to discover the 

law by which the whole universe is acting, and then ... go forth ... and question ... 

how far it will give a favorable response to our invidividual conception of that 
truth". 75 The question posed by Coleridge seelcs that which Nietzsche termed 
the moral -or immoral- intentions of a thinker, his ultimate reasons and the 

goal, which are not easily known, if it is not by means of an "instinct of knowl
edge".76 This is the act of sniffing out or having a feeling for what that person 

really thought between the lines or what they intended. 

One of tl1e most revealing details of this research was the discovery that Pla

to himself had made the distinction in the Sophi~ under the groupings of ideal
ists and materialists. Borges had already assured us that "a través de los siglos y 

latitudes, cambian los nombres, los dialectos, las caras, pero no los eternos antag

onistas". 77 In fact, Plato and Aristotle may have been no more t!ian the first great 

names in the struggle to interpret the world. This is h u._w the fo~gn disciple of 
Parmenides puts it in the above mentioned dialogue. Whilst a1:~ing over the 

two sides, the Eleatic says to Theaetetus: "We shall see something like a Battle of 
Gods and Giants going on between them over their quarrel about reality". 78 Ac

cording to Cornford -and I am simplifying here- the giants could represent 

the materialists or Ionics, and the Gods the ideafüts or -in this case- the Eleat

ics. The terms of comparison are even cruder than in Goethe or Coleridge, for 

the first group "is trying to drag everything clown to earth out of heaven and the 
unseen ... They define reality as the same thing as body ... ".79 The second takes 
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!bid. p. 188. 
Nietzsche, 1977, pp. 26-7 . 
"Deutsches Requiern", in Borges, 1979, p. 9 1. 
The Sophist 246a-b, in Cornford, 1979, p. 230. 
!bid. 
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things in a very different way "defending their position somewhere in the heights 
of the unseen, maintaining with all their force that true reality consists in certain 

intelligible and bodiless Forms".8º 
During the English nineteenth century, a number of opposed tendencies 

sprang up that purported to be in possession of the truth. Mechanicism, 
Evolutionism, Idealism, Liberalism, Radicalism, Fabianism and Aestheticism, to 
give sorne examples, cohabitated with each other. But what is even stranger, and 
probably unique, is that in the midst of this profuse gigantonzachía peri tés ousías, 

Platonism made its appearance during the second half of the century, as a 
fundamental point of reference for idealists as well as for materialists and agnostics. 
T hat is to say, he became a kind of chameleon patron saint who blessed two or 
more armies at the same time. Richard J enkyns throws quite a lot of light on this 
when analysing su ch diverse characters as J owett and Pater: "both of them devoted 
to Plato what they believed to be their highest efforts. And in either case their 
work was in the best sense partisan: the Broad Churchman and the aesthete both 
wanted to claim him for a friend. There could hardly be a better testimony to 
Plato's power over the Victorian spirit; · one bowed clown befare the unknown 
god, and only then <lid one ask what god one was worshipping".81 

At a point in my thesis, especially when I was dealing with the exuberant 
Victorian period, I was bewildered when I read, for example, that according to 
George Grote, Plato "often upheld utilitarianism or if not utilitarianism, none
theless a highly self-regarding moral theory",82 at the same time as other authors 
upheld that he was the forerunner of the Christian doctrine. In my memory lay 
Shelley's claim during Romanticism that "The principle of equality had been dis
covered and applied by Plato in his Republic".83 I was also aware that he was also 
branded a despot or a liberal, and even an affected aesthete, during the same 
period in which J owett made use of him in order to defend the values of the 
empire and the university. What then did Platonic mean and what had happened 
that brought about such a proliferation of Platonisms? I considered the phenom
enon to be worthy of study. For dueto Coleridge, a poet and thinker of immense 
influence vía the Broad Church as well as in the sphere of the humanities through
out the century, the image of the two philosophica l options had become widely 
known. In fa ct, para llel to the vogue of the Platonic thrill and the Platonic feeling, 

extended to a sector of the intelligentsia, there were those who, despite the tastes 
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of the time and from positions of power, raised the dynamic Aristotelian flag that 

Borges assigned to Great Britain. 

This materialist trait was to be the reason why the Ode to a Nightingale was 

not understood in England, which at the beginning of the century was condi

tioned by Darwinism and could not make out whether the poem was referring to 

animals or birds. Amidst a tumult of data and diverse events, which to a certain 

degree served as a Baedeker forme when it carne to getting an overall view of the 
Victorian Platonic diversity and its contradictions, was Frank M. Turner's ex

tremely valuable study, The Greek Heritage in Victorian Britain. I found the biblio

graphical orientation regarding Grote,Jowett and the deeply rooted Aristotelian 
tradition especially useful. And even though Turner's book eludes an interdisci

plinary approach, limiting itself to the scientific and not at all given to specula
tion, his informative rigor and clarity when it comes to differentiating the traits 

of each of the interpretations of Plato under study, be they Platonic or not, has 

been of immense help to me. 
As I advanced through the second half of the century, I gradually discovered 

the multiple related or derived forms of Coleridge's exposition. In the first group 
there were the Germans like Goethe and Nietzsche who considered that the 
English were radically incapacitated for philosophy.84 A similar opinion was shared 

by the Englishman G. Lowes Dickinson, the beloved teacher of E . M. Forster, 
who said of his own people: "N ever was any people less philosophical ". 85 The 

opposite sentiment also existed, as can be appreciated by a text by Mark Pattison 
of 1876: "No one ... can repeat the complaint that the English are indifferent to 

philosophy .. . The widespread interest excited among us by philosophical 
discussion has no parallel in any other part of Europe; it would be impossible in 

Germany, which a short time since had the monopoly of speculation".86 This 

degree of pride has filtered through right up to today. Hence, the London paper 
The Times of August 1994 is equally triumphant: "our indigenous luminaries 

have contributed as much to philosophy as any nation except the Greeks and the 
Germans". 87 . We should not forget that many felt much more comfortable with 

Aristotle as did the Prime Minister Gladstone: "Aristotle's (philosophy) deals in a 

most sharp, searching and faithful analysis of the facts of human life and human 

nature".88 WK.C. Guthrie quotes a series of contemporary examples along the 
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same lines. Among them is an arrid e which he mentions from the Daily Express 

of 193 3, which in a tendentious and addicted tone recrea tes the arrival of the 

Stagirite to the Academy: " ... a raw youth from Macedonia burst in to the qui et 

groves ... bringing with him a new vigour and a new outlook". 89 

Strange though it may be, besides the great Platonists of the nineteenth century, 

the position that defended openly Platonic leanings also made its presence felt. 

Such was the case of the arride fromMacmillan's Magazine of 1871, in which the 

author announces the new Platonic regime and perfectly embodies the nineteenth 
century itinerarium mentis Britannicae in Platona: "So long, then, as Aristotle's 

system, ... reigned undisputed, Plato himself was often disregarded as a dreamer, 

and admired without being respected ( ... ).In a materialistic age meanwhile, by a 

simple reaction, increased attention has been directed, first by philosophers, then 
in universities, and now throughout the country, to those great ideal systems by 
which the unseen & immaterial is treated as all-important, and whatever the senses 

can perceive, as merely transitory and imperfect".9º The anonymous writer also 
refers to the political use of Plato, in this case for altruistic motives: "In short, 

Plato is called up by the occasion to be a champion, to help us, whether we know 
it or not, against materialism".9 1 

Throughout my thesis I have tried to show how the philosophy of Plato was 
filtered or digested during the main periods of the century. The answer to my 

previous question about the nature of this multicolour Platonism is specific to 
each author and circumstance. The only thing they share in common is their 

point of reference. In the end, one can come to the conclusion, as did an Ameri
can scholar in reference to Nietzsche, that there were and are as many Plato's as 

readers of Plato.92 I have not limited Platonism to Idealism, though I believe that 

British culture has brilliant examples of it and that it also possesses very convinc

ing examples of passion for the soul, which coexist alongside its better known 
pragmatic temper. Only the existence of such a duality or contrastas was anounced 

by Coleridge can explain the existence of the materialist commonplace and the 

fear of the executional blade of Okham. There is no other people who have been 

objected to accusations of philosophical or spiritual incapacity as have the Brit
ish. Keats' nightingale, which Borges observed, is often silenced by the noise of 

imperialist and commercial outbreaks . Nevertheless, I have tried not to give less 
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importance to the more Aristotelian or practica! interpretations and applications 

of Plato, and have not ignored the political consequences of his authoritarianism 

and elitism, pointed out by Grote and denounced by Popper. 

I share the conviction - and the modest feat of my thesis has been to docu

ment it- that Plato in sorne way penetrated into the sensibility of the British 
soul on that memorable morning four hundred years earlier when the learned 

and cultivated Lady Jane Grey, replied to a surprised Roger Ascham who found 

her reading the Phaedo in Greek whilst the rest were off hunting: "Iwis, all their 
sport in the park is but a shadow to that pleasure that I find in Plato. Alas, good 

folk, they never felt what true pleasure meant".93 

I know very well that the reading of a thesis is not often considered to be an 

act of pleasure, and even less so when the thesis is as long as mine is. However, I 

hope that my own pleasure is reflected in the following pages. The pleasure that 
l have also felt in common with the romanticised Jane Gray in dealing with the 

versati le and empassioned physiognomies of nineteenth century Britain . 

93 Ascham, 1967, pp. 35-6. 
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TOWARDS A ROMANTIC PLATONISM 





I. THE INSTAURATION OF THE GUSTO GRECO 

"By G ode! De G reeks were godes." 

HENRY FuSELI 1 

IN l 9TH CENTURY BRITAlN THE TERMS "Platonic" and "Aristotelian" were 

imbued with psychological and emotional meaning in accordance with the 

sensibility of the period. This sensibility was the forerunner of a subsequent, 
more prívate and academic interest in these philosophical schools. Thus, the 

above mentioned antinomy referred to two divergent attitudes to life, two 

personal conceptions of the world which coexisted in conflict. Yet, this opposition 
had its roots in Latín humanism and the late scholastics had already created a 
dispute between the followers of P lato and those of Aristotle which was to rea ch 

its peak of exaltation in the Italian Renaissance due to the initiatives of the 

Byzantines Gemistus Plethon, "approbatissimo platonico" and Georgius 

Trapezuntius "appasionato di Aristoteles". 2 

Raphael's dangerously easy yet sagacious interpretation in his The School of 

Athens3 familiarised the broader public with the polemics. The contrast be
tween the rather contemplative gesture of Plato holding the Timaeus and point

ing towards the sky, with that of Aristotle pointing with his right hand towards 
the ground in a resolute and energetic fashion, did not go unnoticed by the 

distinguished English visitors who since the 18th century had been on cultural 

pilgrimages to Rome, of which a visit to the Vatican Museums was an essential 

highlight. 
In the XVII century the Cambridge Platonists, in a somewhat insular and mod

era te tone, gathered the nuances of a spiritualistic and religious interpretation of 
reality which they were to call "Platonic" which yet went beyond historical Plato. 

Quoted by Gaunt, 1988 C, p. 14. 
De Lubac, 1977 , pp. 265-6. 
Cf Klibansky, 1980, p. 35; Panofsky, 1983, p. 292 ; Pater, 1928, pp. 42 -3; Goethe, 1960, Drine 
Abteilung, p. 55 ; Chastel, 1991 , pp. 465 -72; and Braun, 1994, pp. 37-40. 
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In fact, it covered the whole current ofWestern metaphysics from Plato and Ploti

nus right up to Christian thought. Under the epigraph of"Platonism", the heads 

of the movement, Ralph Cudworth and Henry More, defended a global and inti

mate understanding of the cosmos, which was akin to the contemplative experi

ence of Platonic theorein, anda far cry from the mechanicist dualism of Descartes 

and the empiricism in vogue at the time. Furthermore, it was clearly in open 
discrepancy with the practica! exploitation of knowledge preached by their fore

runner Francis Bacon and their no less illustrious contemporary Thomas Hob

bes. With the prevailing idea of progress, Plato disappeared from universities 
during the 18th century while the Aristotle of Latín tradition dominated the cur

ricula of Oxford and Cambridge. Cast out from the academic world, Platonism 

gradually consolidated itself from as early as Elizabethan times as an alternative 

view of the world, juxtaposed to that of the status quo. It was a view befitting 
poets,4 dreamers, counter-cultural characters and, in the beginning of the XIX 

century, the Romantics. 

Consequently, the scope of the meaning of Plato's philosophy was to become 

more and more vague. Ignorance as to the content of his work led to associations 
tl1at were at times not so subtle. Such is the case of the cliche of "platonic love" 

adopted in England during the first half of the 17th century as a synonym of 
purely spiritual love and associated with the Dante of Vita Nuova. This was 

despite Dante's own clear inspiration from Aristotle and Saint Thomas when 
describing woman as a vehicle between "visio corporalis" and "principium amoris 

spiritualis". 5 An inspiration which in any case could be attributed with as many 

Platonic elements as could Saint Thomas and Aristotle themselves. Curiously, 
from the second half of the XIX century onwards, the term "Uranian Love"6 

inspired by Plato's Symposium, carne to designate that which Forster ironically 

alluded to as "the unspeakable vice of the Greeks", 7 that is to say, eroticism 

between men. 
The categorical social changes which swept across Europe in the XVIII cen

tury and the upsurge created on the continent by the Napoleonic wars awakened 

Cf Sidney, 1984, p. 114, where he defends Plato 's phi losophy against the accusations of uselessness 
to which it was subjected in the Eli zabethan age. And Yates, 1983, p. 62 . 
Giorgio P etrocchi, in his introduction to Dante, 1984, p. 41. 
Osear Wilde to Robert Ross in 1898, in Wi lde, 1979, p. 327. It is worth noting the reference by the 
above-mentioned editor, who interprets "Urani an" as homosexual and, in broad terms, gives a brief 
history of the term which had been used for the fi rst time by the Austrian wri ter Karl H einrich 
Ulrichs (1 825 -95), who in term made reference to P I. Smp. 18lc in describing a !ove that is superior 
to common !ove. The theme was taken up again in 1886 by André Raffa lovich in his book Ura11isme 
et Unisexualité, which contained a full chapter dedicated to Wilde. 
Forster, 1985, p. 50. 
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an interest in also renewing a culturally-exhausted universe. And so Greece, which, 

in so much as it was a point of reference of the Roman model and as much ad

mired as it was unwell known, was to become the new goal of exploration, symbol 
of a transformation in search of the purity of origins through the nostalgia for an 

idealised past. Greece was without a doubt the long ignored cradle of Western 
civilisation, distant enough so as to seem strange and remate and at the same time 
clase enough to be accessible. It was at this time that important Greek transla

tions by well known authors and erudites of the previous century were rediscov
ered. This is the case of the Pindaric Odes ofThomas Gray8 or Alexander Pope's 

version of Homer which, though they were conceived from a nationalist and com

petí ti ve neo-classical perspective, nevertheless refreshed the British memory as 
to the existence of a parent culture. There were "Greeces" for all tastes. Radicals 

praised the maturity of Athenian democracy. Agnostics and atheists substituted 
medievalist anachronism. with Hellenic m odernity. 9 Likewise, in the Romantic imag

ination, within the new aesthetic order of the 19th century, Hellas became a sort 

of promised land and Plato was its prophet. The dreamers and idealists had won 
the artistic war. In the ideological and social sphere however, the battle was being 

fought between the old system and the new, between the hectic industrial process 
and respect for democratic principles, between the Whigs and the radicals, be

tween the Pro-imperialists and the Socialist Liberals, between the heirs of Bacon 

and those of Thomas More. As Coleridge deemed it, it finally carne clown to a 
struggle between Aristotehans and Platonists. It is precisely the meaning of this 

reviva! of Platonism during the XIX century in England, with its anecdotes and 

contradictions, which occupies the train of thought of my reflections. The very 
much used term of the poet of the lakes was popularised in the XX century by 

Jorge Luis Borges, 10 who redeemed it and made good use of its profound exis
tencial meaning within the context of Anglo-saxon culture and universal history, 

albeit with a debatable usage of clichés. 

In 1830, many years after his stay in Gottingen where he had dedicated 

himself to the study of Kant and Schelling, and with his Biogmphia Literaria 

already published, his friendship with Wordsworth reinstated, and his addic

tion to opium under control, Samue] Taylor Coleridge had declared that peo

ple were divided into Platonists and A1·istotelians. Coleridge's maxim, however, 

] () 

Cf Penelope Wi lson, "High Pindaricks u pon stilts: A Case Study in the l 8th Century C lassica l Tra
dition", in C larke, 1989, pp. 23 ff. 
\Vi l de, "The Cri tic as Artist Pan I", in V/ilde, 1985 A, p. 54; J enl)'TIS, 1980, ch. 1 and passim. 
"Deutsches Requi ern", in Borges, 1979, pp. 90-9 1; "El Ruiseñor de Keats" and "De las alegorías a las 
novelas", in Borges, 1981, pp. 11 8- 11 9 and p. 155 . 
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in its varied versions, had a specific explanation which stood out from the rest 

in its very precision: "They are the two classes of men, beside which it is next to 

impossible to considera third. The one considers reason a quality, or attribute; 

the other considers ita power. I believe that Aristotle never could get to under

stand what Plato meant by an idea ... With Plato ideas are constitutive in them

selves ... Aristotle was, and still is, the sovereign lord of the understanding -the 

faculty of judging by the senses. He was a conceptualist, and never could raise 

hirnself into that higher state, which was natural to Plato, and has been so to 

others, in which the understanding is distinctly contemplated, and, as it were, 

looked clown upon from the throne of actual ideas, or living, inborn, essential 

truths". 11 This is Coleridge as recorded by his son-in-law and nephew Henry 

N el son Coleridge. 

As I cornmented in my introduction to the Catalan version, I have opted for 

a literal translation of "Platonist" with plutonista, a term of scarce usage in the 

Rornanic languages which, in general, always opt for the adjectival forrn as did 

Borges in translating itas "platónico". This l have done because the term "Platonist" 

has been more frequently used in English literature from Romanticism up to TS. 

Eliot in co-existence with the English adj ective "Platonic" and its corresponding 

nuances. The use of the substantive and the doctrinary suffix gives the term 

Plutonista a more partisan and militant rneaning than the quality of "Platonic", 

even though within a purist context reference to the adjective is rendered inevitable. 

The term "Platonist" was understood, both by Coleridge and the cultural world 

which he represented, as "abstract" and also as dependent on an "idea" or absolute 

entity which transcends the human being. \,Vhereas "Aristotelian" is understood 

as nominalist, that is to say, relativist, concrete, and therefore anthropocentric. 

Borges goes one step further and attributes nationalities to these two forms of 

intuiting reality where Platonisrn is seen as a standpoint typical of the Gerrnan 

people and Aristotelianisrn as a way of thinking befitting the English mentality: 

"the Englishrnan rejects the generic because he feels that that which is individual 

is uncornpromising, it cannot be assirnilated and is uneven. An ethical scruple, 

not a speculative incapacity, prevents him from dealing in abstractions, as the 

Gerrnans do".12 According to Borges himself, it is precisely Keats' "Nightingale" 

and many other voices of English literature, from the Saxon enigmas of the Exeter 

Book right up to WB. Yeats, which do not fit this norrn. For it is only poets who 

can approach the infinity of the P latonic nightingale when they transgress 

11 

12 
"Table T.1lk'', in Coleridge 1985, pp. 59-1--595 . 
"El rui señor de KeJ ts", in Borges 1981, p. 119. 
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established customs with their agile and airborne wings. For Philip Sidney13 and 

Percy B. Shelley, H poets are the unknown legislators of the world who go against 
the mainstream in search of the agathón, the dazzling sun beyond the mouth of 

the cavern. 
The territorial distribution of this antagonisrn cannot be originally attributed 

to Borges whose pro-English sentiments obliged him to clarify. "No one should 

read any reprobation or disdain in the above words". 15 It may well be that he 

wished to distance himself from Nietzsche's harsh attacks on what he considered 
to be British plebianism. "They are nota philosophical race those English: Bacon 

represents an attack on the philosophical spirit as such, Hobbes, Hume and 

Locke, a degradation and devaluation of the concept 'philosophic' for over a 
century ... What is and has always been lacking in England? ... : authentic strength 

in spirituality, authentic depth in the spiritual outlook, that is to say, 

philosophy". 16 N ietzsche thus examines the philosophical history of England 
adopting Schelling's ''je méprise L ocke" and listing figures such as Bacon, Hume, 
Hobbes, Darwin, Mill and Spencer, besides Locke who represent what could 

be termed utilitarianism in the English fashion. Even so, this phenomenon had 
already been denounced in 1857 by the Scottish writer John Stuart Blackie, 

who rendered it a reason for moral disappointrnent and worry in diagnosing: 
"Between Plato and the English nation there is in fact a gulf which cannot be 

passed " .17 

The partisanism, which Blackie denounces, is that of official England where 

the dominant ideology considered that a thriving Western power had to be prag
matic and couldn 't waste time in digrcssions. Plato was not yet useful at the 

level of power but the ch asm h ad already been avoided with imperceptible and 

almost clandestine steps. Platonism had opened its way since the turn of th e 
century when Plato inspired poets and mystics on the side of exoticism. Whereas 

befare 1800 reliable Aristotle was an old familiar name in the English bibliog

raphy, with a significant part of bis work already translated and with various 
edited versions of Ethica Nicornachca, 18 it was not until la ter, at the beginning of 

the nineteenth century, that the task of translating Plato was to be undertaken. 
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The dangerousness of the latter was to be gradually pardoned in the name of 
the new sensibility called The Grecian Gusto or The Gusto Greco.19 

This attraction towards the Greek world could already be felt among the liter

a1y and intellectual circles of brilliant eighteenth-century London. Blake, prophet

ic by name and profession, in the month of July of 1800 predicted the wave of 

Classicism which was to come in a letter to George Cumberland, founding mem
ber of the Nacional Gallery. "All your wishes shall in due time be fulfilled; the 

imrnense flood of Grecian light & glory which is coming on Europe will more than 

realise our warmest wishes".2º However, Greece carne preceded by a curiosity for 
the ancient and above all different past: these were the heydays of Williarn Beck

ford's Vathek -with its reminiscences of A Thousand and One Nights- as well as of 

the triurnphant publication of Edward Gibbons Hist01y of the Decline and Fall of the 

Roman Empire. Also around this time there was recognition on the continent for 

the orientalist art of the Flemish painter Jan Baptiste Vanrnour and a growing in

terest for the Orient which displaced the rnediaeval and italianising framework of 
the Pre-Romantic Gothic irnagination towards unknown stages alíen to the Chris

tian tradition and more likely to enchant and to be picturesque and fantastic in the 
ma1mer of the old romances. That is to say, romantic. 21 

The interest for Greece was of a similar nature with the added delight of an 
immense and familiar cultural past. And, whilst Germany, around the year 17 50, 

was going through its own brilliant Greek experience from the perspective of 
Winckelrnann, Goethe, Schiller and Holderlin among others, English interest 

was to manifest itself la ter on taking on the form of becoming aware. That made it 

less traumatic, given that, on the one hand German Romanticism was a little later 
on to find itself torn between the nationalist mediaevalism of the Natzarens22 

and the Hellenism of the followers of Winckelmann and Hegel. The English 
didn't de/ve in abstractions. In fact, the philohellenistic boom had to wait until the 

arrival of the gods to England in the year 1807, in the forrn of Phidias's sculptures 

which had improperly been named the E/gin Marbles, in honour of their celebrat

ed pilla ger. 
The way however had already gradually been paved. And so, whilst the 

G ermans mentally recreated the Greeks -we should rernember that Winckel

mann never travelled to Greece and that Schlieman did so only in 1868- the 

British spirit for exploration wanted to know the legendary lands in situ, under 

::!l 
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the initiative of the prominent architects, James Stuart and Nicholas Revett,23 

who got there before Thomas Cook in the package tour business. They had met 
each other in Rome around 1745 where theywere tourist guides for an extravagant 

group of gentlemen who, under the name of Society of Dilettanti and, or cognoscenti, 

rounded up their finishing school in Italy as the highlight of the so called Grand 

Tour,24 which also included France and Switzerland. The above-mentioned asso

ciation promoted the study of classical archaeology despite the fact that the leg

ends surrounding their gastronomic and alcoholic pastimes attracted more atten
tion than their significant contribution to the understanding of Mediterranean 

culture. In Horace Walpole's own words: "The nominal qualification for mem

bership is having been in Italy, and the real one, being drunk" .25 One of the 
honorary members of this aristocratic club was Lord Sandwich who, besides hav

ing "invented" the sandwich, had also sailed around the Aegean between 1738 

and 1739 returning to London with important antique pieces. 
Encouraged by the news, Revett and Stuart travelled to Greece in 17 51 and 

joined the society of dilettantes professionally as a reward for their gesture. Stuart 
was la ter substituted by Reynolds and in 17 62 they published The Antiquities of 

Atheus, which revealed the marvels of Doric architecture to the English world. 
The exquisite dilettanti did not take long in filling their residences with Greek 

and Roman torsos, most often stolen, and Greece was added to the Grand Tour as 
a non plus ultra of a voyage which in certain respects was one of initiation. The 
bridge had crossed over to Greece and from now on the sacred land of Byron 

would inspire Philhellenisrn which, in contrast to hellenism, implied the cult of the 

country in question and of its people over and beyond intellectual interests. This 

attitude very soon led to sympathy and solidarity with the Greek struggle for 
independence.26 To be a la m ode, one had to know Greece and Greek, yet, on an 

academic level, classical studies were too avant-garde and were not yet complete
ly institutionalised. Even so, a hellenising air could be felt in the British capital, 

and, if we are to believe William Blake's comments in The Crecían Gusto, it began 

to take the form of a refined interest in the culture and architecture of Greece: "lt 
is extraordinary that London in so few years from the City of mere Necessaries .. .. 

should have become a City of Elegance in sorne degree & that its once stupid 
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inhabitants should enter into an Emulacion of Grecian manners". 27 Clearly, such 

emulacion could often be banal. 

Likewise, the route of the Continent and the Mediterranean was similarly 

not exempt from frivolity even if its inicial goal was to fill in the educacional gaps 

of English universicies, that which natura non da Grand Tour non presta. Hence, 

the stories of irresponsible students insensitive to the natural and monumental 

sceneries that these lands offered fill Cowper and Pope's pages, including scenes 
of debauchery and indiscriminate plunder that resulted in returning home with

out the desired cultural baggage. Such was the case of the simple minded tourist 

of The Dunciad, who "Dropt the dull lumber of the Lacin score/ Spoiled his own 
language and acquired no more;/ All Classic learning lost on Classic ground ... ".28 

The voyage to Greece and ltaly is therefore reduced to ethylic orgies among 
compatriots as well as to frivolous and abusive arciscic acquisicions. Even so, there 

were young men who were sincerely interested in the Greco-Roman world, above 

all from the viewpoint of colleccing anciquicies, and who, once back at home, met 
at Almack's club of Pall Mall or at Brooke's, before becoming members of the 

Society of Dilettanti or of the Traveller's Club, where they exchanged their phil

hellenic impressions and pascimes.29 

Whereas 17 51 was to mark a turning point in the chronicle of taste, the year 

1800 was to determine the direccion of English culture and, to a greater extent 
that of the history of Greece. This year saw the dissembarkment ofThomas Brnce, 

seventh count of El gin, in Athens. Though he had been appointed envoy extraor
dinary at Constancinople, he travelled to the Turkish province of Greece as a 

fervent antique dealer. His enthusiasm on contemplating the grandeur of the 
Parthenon and his displeasure at the destruction inflicted by the Venetians and 

the Turks during extremely close skirmishes was such, that he decided on re

moving the original monument with Phidias's sculptures, the great inner frieze 
and all that he could pull away in the name of conservacion of universal heritage. 

Previously, the idea of commissioning graphic reproduccions of the temple, for 
which he had unsuccessfully tried to hire Turner, had been discarded. He didn't 

meet with great difficulcies from the Turkish authoricies andas regards the sale of 

the booty to the Bricish government, after sorne manoeuvring he received the 
sum of 3 5, 000 pounds sterling which amo un ted to half of wha t he himself claimed 

to have invested in the expedition. 30 Despite everything, the English Lord was 
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not discouraged by the economic loss. After all , there was a general sentiment in 

the air, as Blake had said a little earlier, that "if England wishes to continue at all 

worth notice; ... we must possess Originals as well as France orbe nothing".31 

The marbles were put on show to the public from 1807 in Elgin's prívate 

residence in London and were moved to the British Museum in 1816, where they 

remain to this day. 32 They include various sections of the Erechtheum and one 

of the Caryatids which support it and stand alongside the monument of the Nere

ids, a considerable number of Lycian funerary sculptures transferred to London 

between the years 1842 to 1844 by Sir Charles Fellows, the bronze head and the 

Roman vase donated by Chatsworth and the Dukes of Portland respectively, the 

figures and coins of Edward Daniel Clarke, and countless Greco-Roman pieces 

of immense value brought to England in the XIX century as a result of the 

philhellenist fever, with the justifying argument of preserving them from even 

more serious deterioration in Athens. 33 

The relationship between fashion and sensibility which was to follow this 

event was established by artists themselves. Direct knowledge of Greek art, which 

up to now had been restricted to aristocratic elites, was now available to all and 

there was bound to be a confrontation with the ideas inherited from Germany, 

spread by Coleridge. Winckelmann's tl1esis on the Hellenic spirit gathered im

pressions from Laocoiint's tour de fo rce presented in Rome which the author summed 

upas an exquisite combination of "noble simplicity" and "serene grandeur". 34 It 

met with deep commotion, which it awoke amongst the English who supported 

Lessing and his revindication of passion and frenzy in Greek creativity and liter

ature. The English most probably were not fervent readers of either of the above

mentioned writers, yet, on the other hand, tl1ey were fami liar with Schlegel's sum

mary ofboth arguments, thanks to Samuel Taylor Coleridge's lectures. 35 For the 

painters Benjamin Haydon and Henry Fuseli, the latter translated into English 

from Winckelmann's Gedanken über die Nachahmung der Griechischen Werke in der 

Malerei und Bildhauerkunst, the contemplation of the marbles acquired an aura of 

divine revelation. Countless anecdotes from this period tell of people of all kinds 

ecstatic and awed by the precious ruins. 36 
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All the arts were influenced by the work of Phidias either because of admira

tion, emulation or disdain and at the same time, the arbitri elegantiae of the times 

promoted Gnek simpliáty, starting from architectural imitation right up to women's 

fashion. Years later, far from considering their Hellenic experience as a return to 

the past, outstanding figures in the world ofVictorian culture such asJohn Ruskin, 
Osear Wilde and Macaulay, defended the undeniable superiority and validity of the 

Greeks in all fields . This they <lid to the point of defending, as <loes Thomas Love 

Peacock, quoted by Jenkyns, that: "Progress, in fact, means 'read more Greek'". 37 

On evaluating such vehement reactions, so much in keeping with Sturm und 

Drang, we are led to the same conclusion as Wilde that the moment of the arrival 

of the Elgin Marbles was to determine the enormous influence which they had 
on the aesthetics of nineteenth century England. It is understood that: "It is really 

from the union of Hellenism, in its breadth ... its calm possession of beauty, with 

the passionate colour of the Romantic spirit, that springs the art of the nine

teenth century in England". 38 

The liberating air that contact with Greek culture was to bring was reflected 

considerably in a greater degree of permissiveness regarding virile ethics which 
was to take on not only a secular form of contact with the sublime, but also found 
a model of homoerotic uninhibitedness that was to reinforce itself with the strongly 

masculinist sexual ideology of the century. It is therefore no coincidence that the 
decisive conversation between the two young lovers of E.M. Forster's Maurice 

should take place close to the Elgin rooms of the British Museum.39 Nor is it a 

coincidence when Wilde, recreating his love fantasies of Alfred Douglas, describes 
him as "so Greek and gracious",4º imagining that " ... Hyacinth, whom Apollo 

loved so madly, was you in Greek days".41 

The arrival of Olympus to England shook the image and perception of the 
world of the English, sowing polemics at the Royal Academy, in the universities 

and in the street. Perhaps due to that observation by Nietzsche according to which 

the English people "need the moralising discipline"42 of Christianity, because 
they experience sensuality with more fear and guil t than others. That is why as 

Forster says, "England has always been disinclined to accept human nature.43 

The pleasure of being scandalised by the E/gin Marbles and the spontaneous and 
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ambiguous sexuality which Greek mythological characters suggested, led quite 
naturally to the Platonic Thrill, Platonic emotion, which at one time was suspect 

as perverse and destabilising. 
Though there was a revival of Greek literature, the lack of translations of 

Plato reflects the little confidence he inspired. Before the beginning of the centu
ry there were no complete translations of Plato's works. This is patently obvious 
in the meaningful allusion of 1831 ofThomas Love Peacock, a classicist and per
sonal friend of Shelley, expressed by a character from his Crotchet Castle: "you 
must remember that in our Universities, Plato is held to be little better than a 
misleader of youth; and they have shown their contempt for him, not only by 
never reading him (a mode of contempt in which they deal very largely), but even 
by never printing a complete edition of him".44 Peacock's criticism is quite fair 
though confused, since at the time Plato already hada British medium, though it 
was very special and non-university. In 1804, after publishing separate transla
tions of sorne of the dialogues, Thomas Taylor presented the first complete edi
tion of the Corpus Platonicum45 in English, in a version which no doubt, had a lot 
to do with the Neoplatonist tone of Romantic Platonism. The deceased Fowler 
Sydenham between 17 59 and 1798 had translated nine of these dialogues .46 

Thomas Taylor, who moved within the intellectual and bohemian circles of 
London, was known among other things as th.e British Ficino, 47 and it was through 
his enraptured mystical filter of initiation that Shelley, Coleridge and Wordsworth48, 

and probably Keats49 as well, read Plato and other classics. 
Taylor inherited his central thesis from the Neoplatonic tradition. It stated 

that a non-written philosophy of Plato existed. This was an old idea that Francis M . 
Cornford5º would develop later on with another focus . Taylor also postulated 
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that the Greek philosopher had written in code in accordance with the mystic 
conception of the noús, which <lid not differ from la ter variations elaborated by 
Plotinus and Proclus.51 Taking refuge in the typical betrayal of the translator 

due to over-enthusiasm, Taylor applied himself to completing, on his own ac
cord, with abundant notes and conclusions, what his Pythagorean Plato had 

real/y said. Why, however, is he not mentioned by Peacock, whom he was very 
good friends with, when the latter laments the lack of British bibliography on 
Plato? Could it not be that his reproach was principally addressed towards aca
demic indifference? Or, was it really because Taylor 's Plato offered little his tor
ical credence and that the candidate for the long awaited English version was 
still to be found? Actually, the exuberant chronicle of Platonic bibliography 
amassed during the eighteen-hundreds inflicts him, either with insults52 or com
pletely ignores him. 53 Yet other academics of Romanticism bestow overwhelm
ing importance u pon him. 54 We may well ask ourselves who this enigma tic 
character and object of such discordant, though never discrete appraisals, was. 
And, what role <lid he play in our story? 
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II. THOMAS TAYLOR (1): HIERATIC PLATONISM 

ACCORDING TO well known North American researcher on Romantic Platonism, 

Professor James A. Notopoulos,55 a curious supper, that took place on the 14th 
of April 1814 very near London, at Hampstead Heath at five in the afternoon, 

brought together at the same table, the poet Percy Bysshe Shelley, his future 
father in law, the illustrious William Goldwin, the naturist and devote Zoroastrian 

John Frank Newton, the critic Leigh Hunt and "Mr. T., the Pythagorean 
philosopher .... Platonist and polytheist ... ". 56 These and other personalities present 
were already calling themselves the new age or alternative avant-garde. "Mr. T." 
was of course, Mr Thomas Taylor, and the adjectives Pythagorean, Platonist, and 
polytheist were only sorne of the titles which accompanied his name. To this list 
we should add "the modern Plethon", "the apostle of paganism", "the Uncrowned 

King" and "the gentile priest of England", on top of the already mentioned 
nickname of "the English Ficino".57 Further on we shall see that sorne of these 

nicknames were not coinciden tal for Taylor depended on Byzantine and Florentine 
Plato more than he was ever to admit. 

The reason for the meeting must have been the annual assembly "by the Ama

teurs ofVegetable Diet", an association of which tl1e poet Shelley, Platonist par excel
lence, was the vice presiden t. 58 One supposes that the event must have been covered 
by sorne society magazine, since the ephemeral newspaper "the London Liberaf'59 
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published an anecdotic reproduction of it in 182 3, nine years after the hypothet

ical meal. Notwithstanding, A. Koszul, the discoverer of the document which was 
Notopoulos's source, revealed certain facts which were to limit the credibility of 

the news event: In 1813, that is a few months befare the above mentioned supper, 

Shelley had played with the fantasy of this reunion in one of his notes to Queen 

Mab. Was art then to imitate reality, or was the coincidence part of a very tight 
schedule? 

In 1813, Shelley was twenty years old and was an avid reader of Bacon, Spino
za, Plato and Pliny, the French encyclopedians, Lucretius and Alcor, among oth

ers. His Queen Mab, subtitled "A philosophical poem", contains an indiscriminate 

amount of information both in its never ending and heavy references and in the 
variety of subjects covered: from politics right up to vegetarían diet, touching on 

atheism and marriage. Yet the work is of interest in that it brings out the rebel

lious nature of one of the leading poets of English Romanticism. Besides numer
ous atheist, antimilitarist and pro-republican declarations as well as an excessive 

defence of sexual liberalism, Shelley mana ges to shock his readers with a long and 

insistent discourse in favour of vegetarianism, thus complimenting what he had 
already said in poetry: "And man ... Immortal upan earth: no longer now/ He 
slays the lamb that looks him in the face ,/ And horribly devours his mangled 

flesh ... ".6º 
The footnote of various pages which follows these verses tries to prove that 

alcohol and meat are anti-natural foods that stimulate violence and promote dis

ease. Numerous quotes from Pliny, Milton, Horace and Newton as well as extracts 
from medical texts give the commentary an air of scientific seriousness through 

which Shelley wished to be convincing. He also finds support in his surroundings 

which offered him examples of perfect physical health in the persons of various of 
his own vegetarian friends, to such a degree that he was convinced that their 

quality of life was far superior to that of the average. It is then that he makes 

reference to the date of an event which would show to the world the advantages of 
abstinence: "On the average, out of sixty persons four die in three years. H opes are 

entertained that, in April, 1814, a statement will be given that sixty persons, all having 

lived m ore than three years on vegetables and pure water, are then in peifect health"61 

(the italics are mine). Shelley manages to create a certain degree of expectation 
and intrigue with his half words, and he leaves us to doubt whether the supposed 

chronicler simply made up the scene adding to it the meeting between the 

60 

6 1 

"Queen Mab", VIII. 211, 212. Shelley, 1983, p. 795 . 
Shelley, 1983 , p. 831. 
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two titans of Romantic Platonism, or whether it really was an event which the 

previously mentioned London vegetarían association had planned long beforehand 

and which took place precisely as Shelley had foreseen. 
Notopoulos, himself a Romantic, opts for the second scenario and plays with 

the idea that Taylor and Shelley shared the same creed, diet and acquaintances , 
despite the odd historical inexactitude.62 The mutual friendship which both shared 
with Peacock lead him to think that their personal contact -that scholars of Ro

manticism have searched for to no avail, in the correspondence and testimonies 
surrounding the great poet- was to take place in an extra-literary and almost 

Masonic context, with Taylor, the British Ficino and Shelley close at his side, pro

nouncing an enigmatic yet undeniably personal toast to: "The reign of Saturn, 
and speedy restoration to the worship of the heathen gods".63 What a far cry 
from the Platonist of the last quarter of the century, Benjamín Jowett, a lover of 

wine and dining, given to making toasts to queen and empfre during the numer
ous suppers which he held for the rectors of Balliol College of Oxford.64 

Regardless as to whether Shelley and Taylor knew each other personally or 

not, the anecdote continues to be of great significance. In the first place it helps 
to explain the first Platonic rapture of a poet who was so representative of the 
first part of the nineteenth century and who was to profoundly influence the British 

sensibility of later years . Secondly, because an association of this type, even if 
fictitious, corroborates the theses which attribute to Taylor a formative role, 
directly or indirectly, in the appearance of the capricious Plato of the eighteen 
hundreds. We shall endeavour hence to reconstruct the character and the work, 
but not without warning beforehand, that Taylor should be treated with caution. 

This <loes not mean that we underrate him, but simply that my approximation to 
his Platonism is not going to be entirely textual, as it would be in the case of 
thinkers with tighter and more consolidated works. 

I shall try moreover to recreate an atmosphere, to render images and per
ceive sensations. For Taylor, following the manner of poets or the ad hoc style of 

aesthetes such as Pater, traces brushstrokes and presents experiences, ideas and 
opinions that are not always coherent or structured, yet in spite of everytl1ing are 

vigorous. That is why the academic tradition of Platonic studies has relegated 
him to oblivion. I however, would like to rescue him a little from this historical 

62 

63 

64 

For example: Koszul rightly points out to Notopoul os, 1936, p . 514, tbat Leigh H unt and Sbelley 
did not become friends until the year 1816. 
Ibid. 

"Speech Day" at the end of the academic year 1892-1893 at Shrewbury registered in The Sh1·ewbU7y 
Chrnnicle, Friday J uly 7tl1 1893. 
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exile because I believe, along with the historian of English philosophy John H . 
Muirhead, that his writings no matter how confused or grotesque, "deserve more 
notice in any history of British idealism than they have hitherto received".65 He 

worked within a different dimension, the attraction of which drew the attention 

of quite a significant number of first readers of Plato towards the turn of the 

nineteenth century, even though it also managed to frighten away others. Let us 
now get closer to his story. 

At the turn of-the last century, "Plato was a dangerous creed to profess",66 

since, despite being hieratic, he was a heretic and outcast in relation to estab
lished beliefs. Fifteen years previous to the aforementioned vegetarían gathering, 

towards the end of 1789, when Europe was going through one of the most desta
bilising turmoils of its social history, in the window of one of the more daring of 

London's bookshops there appeared a mysterious pamphlet which had the per
turbing title A New System of Religion. Neither the author nor the editor figured 
anywhere. The only indication was the name of the city of Amsterdam, falsely 

printed according to Notopoulos.67 Despite the pretence, the style was familiar 
to discriminating readers who, in 1787 had read the translation of the Mystical 

Initiations or Hymns of Orpheus, a work of Thomas Taylor where his defence of 
polytheism abounded both in the introduction and in the notes. This strange 

pagan faith can account for the meaning of such a cryptic salutation as that of the 
fourteenth of April 1814, where he celebrated the coming of the new religion. 
He himself had adopted a provocative tone on the first page of his Commentaries 

of Proclus, also in 1789, where he printed his declaration of principles whilst para
phrasing with a certain naivety ora lot of irony, a satire by Isaac Disraeli.68 "Mr. 
T. Taylor, the Platonic Philosopher and the m odern Plethon, consonant to that 

philosophy, professes polytheism".69 And so, we find thatTaylor, as a Platonic or 
Plethonic, had been accused among other things, of sacrificing a sheep and an ox 

to Jupiter, of substituting Venus for the Virgin Mary, Cupid for Christ, and of 
keeping cats and dogs that were in reality the embodiment of migratory human 

souls. 70 

65 

66 

67 

68 

69 

70 

Muirhead, 1970, p. 38, note. The first edition of this book was in 1931 and he had already made the 
quoted commerrt on Taylor. \Vhi le quoting G.R.S . M eade, John H . Muirhead adds: "though they 
(the critics) knew more Greek, he knew more Plato". Surprisingly however, in the following year, 
1931, Muirhead published an exhaustive history of Anglo Saxon idealism: The Plato11ic 'fradition in 
Anglo-Saxon Phi/osophy, a 446 page work, in which he makes no mention of Taylor. 
Raine, 1968, p. 105. 
N otopoulos, 1936, p. 509: "it bore the mani festly fa lse imprint of Amsterdam". 
Raine / H arper, 1969, p. 39. 
!bid. p. 40. 
!bid. 
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In the middle of the Enlightenment, Taylor, artífice of a strange treatise, 

talked with solemnity and in the name of Plato, of a plurality of gods who would 
exist between the Creator of nature and humanity. lt was these divinities, and not 

luck and providence, according to him, that determined people's lives, and they 

were approachable through prayer and sacrifice. The truth is that his picture of 
reality reflected more the influence of Proclus 's theological Barroquism than it 
Jid Platonic idealism. Evidence of this is the fact that, on responding to the at

tacks against his works and the accusations of his disfigurement of Platonism ad
dressed to Proclus by the XVII century Cambridge Platonist Ralph Cudworth, 71 

Taylor alleged that: "I must confess, that I never found anything in Proclus, but 
what by patient thought, accompanied by a sincere and vehement thirst after truth, 
I have been able to fa thom".72 Notopoulos, furthermore informs us, in his pref

ace to his own edition of the four Platonic dialogues -which it is certain Shelley 
possessed- , 73 that Taylor had written: "The present volume was composed with 
an eye to the commentaries of the latter Platonists".74 It is interesting therefore 

to keep in mind the observation of the critic David Newsome, in the sense that 
the Platonism of the end of the eighteenth century should be seen within the 
framework of the esoteric tradition rather than the classical tradition.75 

We could therefore affirm that the British Ficino was a fervent Platonist, con

verted to his faith by the spiritual intensity ofNeoplatonic hermeneutics. 76 What's 
more, since he believed in arder to understand he didn't question whether the Plato 
of the written work and that of his own unconditional devotion were one and the 

same. 77 T hus, we find that, in his version of Proclus's Platonis Theologia, "the 
Platonic reader will find all his doubts on the subject fully solved .. . I only add that 

every ingenious mind may be convinced ... that the latter Platonists were not per
verts of their master's theology, as is ignorantly asserted by verbal critics and mod

ern theologists". 78 Let us make it clear therefore, that for Taylor Platonism was 

71 

72 

73 

74 

75 

76 

77 

78 

Ralph Cudworth, fotellectual System, p. 306, quoted by Raine / H arper, 1969, p. 30: "Proclus had 
sorne peculi ar fancies and whims of his own, and was indeed a confow1der of the P latoni c theology, 
and a mingler of much unintelligible stuff with it". 
!bid. p. 30. 
Cratylus, Phaedo, Pa17nenides and Timaeus. Cf N otopoulos, 1936, p. 507. Shelley's personal copy is at 
the Bodleian Library at Oxford. 
Notopoulos, 1936, p. 507. 
Newsome, 197 3, p. 9. 
Taylor himself wrote a text entitl ed: The Platonic Philosopher'.r Creed, which appears in Rain e / Harper, 
196~pp.439-44+5. 

The commentary on Taylor in Dictionmy 1898 is of interest. "Critica! fa cu lty he had none. No doubt 
of the historie personality of Orpheus ever crossed his mind". Idem wjth Plato. My source is Raine / 
Harper, 1969, p. 45. 
Notopoulos, 1936, p. 507. 
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first and foremost a religion rather than a system of thought, 79 and "that sublime 

theology ... was first obscurely promulgated by Orpheus, Pythagoras and Plato, 

and was afterwards perspicuously unfolded by their legitimate disciples" .8º 
E ven though Taylor had never felt the inclination to idenlify himself with his 

fifteenth-century colleagues of Byzantium and Florence, nor with their British heirs 
- the Cambridge Platonists- , his list of outstanding figures corresponded more 

or less to that of the ''filosofi religiosi" inspirers of Pico and of the authentic Ficino: 
Orpheus, Phytagoras, Philolaus, P lotinus and Proclus.81 Despite the fact that the 

pagan and Catholic ambiguities of the head of the Platonic Academy of Florence 
seemed to make him uneasy, Taylor inherited, to the point of extremity according 

to sorne critics, 82 the tone of Ficino's celebrated Latin translation , as well as the 
conception of Platonism as secret doctrine pervaded with "sacra divinorum myste
ria", 83 the secrets of which one also had to know in practice, as if it were a religion. 

And, since the lifestyle of the initiate consisted of complying with certain norms, 
Taylor decreed that the new religion, besides being Platonic, or for that very rea

son, had to be vegetarían. F ollowing in the footsteps of Porphyrius, 84 whose trea
tise on abstinence he had translated, the gentile priest of England championed the or

pheic diet, that is to say, vegetarían food . Plato had spoken of the vegetarían diet of 
the orphic communities in the Leges85 and, according to Diogenes Laertius,86 fo l
lowed by Ross, 87 Aristotle must have left a similar testimony on the Pythagoreans . 
Taylor however, went on to interpret that botl1 the philosopher of the Academy88 

79 

80 

81 

82 

83 

84 

8.i 

86 

87 

88 

Cf Webb, 1982 , p. 18 1. On Taylor: "Plato was not th e fa th er of a philosophy but the inheri tor of an 
unrecognized religious tradition ". 
Q uoted by Raine / H arper, 1969, p. 17 . 
Cf Kristeller, 1953 , pp. 16-1 9. 
The critic of The Edi11bU7gh Review 14 (1 809), p. 206: "lt will now a muse the reader, after having seen 
how unli ke th e translation of M r. Taylor is to th e Greek of P lato, to perceive how similar it is, on thc 
othcr hand, to the Latin of Ficinus". 
!bid. p. 17. 
De Abstinentia . Cf G uthrie, 1967- 198 1, vol. I, pp. 193- 195. O n Taylor's translation see N otopoulos, 
1936, p. 513. 
Lg. VI, 782c-d: "those of us men who then existed lived what is call ed an 'O rphic life', keeping 
wholly to inani mate fo od and, contrariwise, absta ining wholly from things anima te". 
D iogene Laerce, 1965 , vol. II , livre VIII, p. 129: "i l défendait de manger la chair des animaux ... 
comme Aristote en témoi gne dans sa Constitution déli enne". An d, p. 131. 
Guthrie, 1967-198 1, vol. I, p. 188. But Guthrie doubts the authenticity of Aristotle's testimony and 
in the fo llowing note he observes: "it is not qui te clear that it does not belong to Alexander Polihi s
tor". In any case, it is qui te probable that Taylor must have considered it as valid . 
Cf Plt. 27 1 e: "So it befe ll that savagery was nowhere to be found nor preying of creature on crea
ture". And Phd. 8 l e: " those who have trained themselves in gluttony, unchastity and drunkeness, 
instead of carefully avoiding them, will naturally join the cornpany of donkeys or sorne such crea 
tures, will they nor:i " 
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and Plotinus89 had advocated in favour of abstinence from meat when recom

mending an ascetic life for the philosopher in quest of freedom from bodily mat
ters. The m odern Plethon therefore, could not do less, and so, we find him at the 

age of fifty-six presiding over a banquet of initiates under the great orphic

pythagorean precept. 
Despite all this, the critics continued to treat him with the same relentless

ness, with the terms "madman"(l 789),90 "half-witted Taylor" (Horace Walpole, 

1789),91 "virulent" writer (1805),92 "most ignorant author" (1809, probably ac

cording to James Mill),93 "an ass" and "so great a fool" (1825),94 to give but a 
small sample. Thus, the small treatise on an alternative religion of 1789 had been 

received with derision and ridicule, and generally seen as a manual of fetishism. 
Taylor however, on the one hand, possessed the thick skin of misunderstood proph
ets, and, on the other, had his followers or sympathisers. If nothing else, at least 

of great value amongst the radical intelligencia of the times. Who was he and 
what was this unique Platonist made of, who fomented the furtive introduction of 

Plato, or started that kind of holy war for the recovery of the transcendentalist 

image of the world in the beginning of the nineteenth century? 
Thomas Taylor was born in London in 1758 of "obscure but worthy" par

ents,95 whose dissent from Anglicanism barred him from entering Oxford or Cam

bridge. Nor was he able to study at Aberdeen University as he had planned be
cause he got married in a rather unexpected way and found himself having to 
work in order to support the fami ly.96 In a country where academic and social 

prestige was monopolised by the two great universities, not to attend either was 
in itself, a great disadvantage,97 but to have intellectual pretensions witl1out any 
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92 
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94 

95 

96 

97 

Ennead III. 6,5: "Puri fi cation is the awakening of the soul...when, risen above the turbid exhalati ons 
of sensuality and superabundance ... it has so reduced the body that it may be tranquilly carried". 
N otopoulos, 1936, p. 509: "the few reviews that condescended to no tice the pamphlet were almost 
unanimous in setting it clown as the work of a madm an". 
Q uoted by Rain e / Harper, 1969, p. 27 . 
The M onthly Magazine, vol. 18, Nº 124, Qanuary 1805), p. 579. 
It is to do with the often mentioned critique from The Edinburgh Review 14 (1809), that, like many arti cles 
of that period, <lid not carry the author's signature. T here are hints that it could be the workof]ames Mili, 
as T urner, 198 1, suggests. Or, if not, it could be a prestigious Scottish in tellectual of the time, as N oto
poulos points out, in N otopoulos, 1936, p. 502: "preswnably a leading scholar of the day". 
The account from Blackwood's Magazine of]une 182 5, quoted by Raine / Harper, 1969, p. 24. 
W E. A. Axon, Thomas Taylm· the Platonist: A Biographical and Bibliographical Sketch. Note this is not 
th e same text as Thomas Taylor's autobiography, "Mr. Taylor the Platonist" edited by Axon but not 
written by him, and also published in Raine / Harper, 1969, p. 123 . 
Ali the biographical information comes from Kathleen Raine and W E. A. Axon in Raine / Harper, 1969. 
E.g. Ruskin, in Morris, 1978 , p. 157: "Now, therefore, and now only, the U niversity has become 
complete in her fu.nction as a teacher of the youth of the nation, to which every hour gives wider 
authori ty over distant lands". 
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tertiary studies at all was a very serious hindrance even for figures of the rank of 

Keats or George Grote. As I see it, and I shall take up this point at the end of the 

chapter, Taylor felt a certain degree of frustration towards the city of steeples and 

its elite that, as he used to say, inspired him with a sense of profound melancholy 

and boredom. 98 

Poor, sine nobilite, sickly, and above all, with little knowledge of Greek, he 

translated Proclus, Plato, Plotinus and Pausanius and a bewildering number of 
texts in exchange for ridiculously low remuneration. A stroke of luck carne his 

way however by way of the extravagant Charles Howard, eleventh Duke ofNor
folk, a radical Whig, and also famous for an even more dangerous toast than that 

of his protegé. That is to say, that while the latter invoked the coming of the 

pagan gods, the progressive aristocrat had on a memorable occasion proposed a 
toast "to our Sovereign the People", 99 leaving the distinguished audience gaping. 
Howard was a curious character. A dissident Catholic and infatigable parliamen

tarian, he was a patron of the arts, President of the Society of Arts since 1794, 100 as 
well as being -this is quite a significant detail- friend of the Shelley family, 

with the same political beliefs as the father of the poet and also an affable and 
paternal ally of the author of Queen Mab. 

Howard's relation of patronage with Taylor must have gone back to the sev

enteen-nineties, to around 1792 1º1 or 1796, 102 and consisted in his financing the 
complete translation of Plato's works. In any case Taylor concluded the colossal 

task of revising the nine dialogues translated by Sydenham, and of translating, 
presenting and commenting on the complete Plato, including the letters, in 1798. 

Consequently the first complete translation into English of Corpus Platonicum carne 
out in 1804, in six luxurious volumes, soon after the precocious Italian edition, 

and so became the second complete version of Plato in a modern language. 103 

According to Kathleen Raine, theosophist and specialist on Taylor, the Duke of 

Norfolk guarded the esoteric translator's volumes with great zeal and he even had 
them hidden at his castle of Arundel in Sussex. 104 Similarly the aristocratic 

98 

99 
Cf Raine I Harper, 1969, pp. 19-20. 
Holmes, 1976, p. 95 . 

100 Taylor, 1969, p. 119. 
101 The year 1972, if we consider the date of publication of his firs t Platonic dia logue. Cf Evans, 1943, 

p. 107, refers to Phaedrus as the first of Taylor's translations of Plato. 
102 According to his autobiography, Taylor, 1969, p. 12 0, it was in 1796 that he received Howard's com

mission to revise and translate the C01pus Platonicum. If such is the case, then the time invested must 
have been miraculously short, sin ce Taylor said of himself that: "This great undertaking we under
stand he accomplished in the space of about two years". 

I03 !bid. p. 120, and Evans, 1943, p. 107. 
104 Raine, 1968, p. 103. 
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patron was not content with paying the polytheist philosopher for the translation 

of Plato, but, "Under the patronage too of the same gentleman, he (Taylor) has 

translated the greater part of Aristotle's Ethica Nichomachea". 105 This fact was 
commented on by the Duke to the young Shelley during the latter's stay in his 

residence at Greystoke in December of 1811.106 After all, Charles Howard was 
clase and intimate enough with the poet to have tried to reconcile him with his 
father in a number of ferocious arguments, which had caused a rift between them. 

Or was Thomas Love Peacock perchance the possible link between Shelley 

and Taylor, despite his not having mentioned the latter's translation in his essays 

on the lacking classical culture of the period? There is general unanimity when it 
comes to establishing the friendship between Peacock and the British Ficino, giv
en that the former 's granddaughter stated: "My grandfather's friends were espe

cially Mr. Macgregor Laird anda remarkable man, Mr. Thomas Taylor, ... com

monly called Pagan Taylor who always addressed grandpa as Greeky Peeky". 107 

There is talk of a convergence between the two friends and the Romantic poet in 
relation to polytheism and the vegetarían diet, as well as ofTaylor's influence on 

Peacock, and perhaps on Shelley also, as regarded their phobia of Greek accents. 108 

Another important link between the pagan philosopher and the author of 
Queen Mab was no other than the deceased mother of Mary Godwin, Shelley's 

wife, "the celebrated Mary Woolstoncraft", 109 with whom the controversia! 
translator of Plato had shared house with as well as informal gatherings for al

most three months . Taylor commented on her lack of domestic disposition whilst 
referring to himself in the third person: "Mr. T. observed, that he afterwards 
called on her ... and that he has there drunk wine with her out of a tea cup .. . she 

did not give herself the trouble to think whether a wine-glass was nota necessary 

utensil in the house".110 Taylor added that she had said to him that she would 
only marry a man who had the courtesy to knock on the door of her room befare 

entering. Apparently, William Godwin met this requirement. Taylor refers to the 
above mentioned details as "eccentricities, which would not have been worthy of 

remark in a woman of less merit". 111 And, befare closing the subject he made it 
clear that the admiration, albeit with clarifications, was mutual. He therefore ex

plains that "she often heard him explain the doctrines of Plato, and was always 

105 Taylor, 1969, p. 120. 
106 Holmes, 197 6, p. 9 5. 
1º7 Notopoulos, 1936, p. 515. 
108 !bid. p. 504, n. 1 l. 
109 Taylor, 1969, p. 11 3. 
110 !bid. 
111 /bid. 
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pleased with his conversation on that subject". 112 Can it be that Shelley was 

brought closer to Taylor and his work through his father in law William Godwin, 
the husband of the illustrious deceased? On a political level Taylor the conserva

tive and Godwin the liberal had very little to say to each other, but, let us not 

forget that the author of Political Justice appears among those present at that mys
terious dinner of the 14th of April 1814, and was a close friend of J ohn Frank 
Newton, the president of the vegetarian association. 

It is Shelley's intimate companion at Oxford, Thomas Jefferson Hogg, who 
gives us a more specific though all too brief testimony of the reading of Taylor in 
those days: "We had several of the publications of the learned and eccentric Platonist, 

Thomas Taylor" 113 (the italics are mine). Both adjectives point to the ambiguity of 
Taylor's reputation: The academic year was 1810-11, and both Plato as well as Taylor 

were personae non g;ratae at Oxford University. Consequently, these readings, which 

Shelley substituted with the original Greek version soon afterward, had to be done 
in secrecy. In any case, it seems clear that they <lid take place. Hogg's testimony 

supports this fact. He refers to the F rench version by Dacier and to Taylor's English 
version as well as to the fact that Shelley had in his possession a volume of the 
eccentric Platonist's edition, which included the Phaedo, the Parmenides and the 

Timaeus and now forms a part of the historical archives of the Bodleian Library. 
Since there is no more evidence ofTaylor's direct influence on Shelley, Notopoulos 
concludes that: "Taylor, the Romantic interpreter of Plato, influences Shelley in a 

less overt manner, but no less surely" .114 Similarly, Shelley was not the only Romantic 

to be influenced by the neoplatonising versions of the British Ficino. According to 
Notopoulos, the criticJ. L. Lowes was to find a copy ofTaylor's Plato with notes in 
Wordsworth's library, 11 5 even though the poet of the lakes never abounded in 

allusions to Plato. It is more likely however, that his literary colleague Coleridge 

would have furnished him with a Platonic feeling. 116 

Coleridge himself, even though he complained that "I had the additional 

misfortune of having been gossiped about as devoted to metaphysics, and worse 
than all to a system incomparably nearer to the visionary flights of Plato, and 

evento the jargon of the mystics, than to the established tenets ofLocke", 117 was 

11 2 !bid. 
11 3 Notopoulos, 1936, p. 504. 
11 4 ]bid. p. 503. 
l 15 ]bid. 
11 6 Cf Garrod, 1927, p. 115, referring to th e Ode 011 hmnortality: "The ultimate source of the doctrine of 

reminiscence is, of course, Plato and the N eo-Platonists. T he immediate source, however, upon 
which Wordsworth drew can hardly be in doubt. It was not Plato, but Coleridge". 

11 7 Coleridge, 1987 , p. 283 . 
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a self-confessed Platonist. 11 8 Yet, despite being a constant and accurate reader of 

philosophy, he doesn't give many references to his reading of Taylor, 11 9 taken 
from the following quote by]. D. Campbell which has come to us vía Notopou

los: "Metaphysics, and poetry and 'facts of mind' (i.e., accounts of all strange 

phantasms that ever possessed philosophy-dreamers, from Theuth the Egyptian 

to Taylor the English Pagan) are my darling studies".120 J. H. Muirhead talks of a 
resurgence of Platonism at Cambridge when this other great poet of the lakes 

was studying there in 1791: "it is important to remember the revival of Platonic 

studies in that University in these very years through the translations of Thomas 
Taylor, of which Coleridge could hardly ha ve failed to take notice" .12 1 

Nevertheless, we should qualify the relationship which Muirhead establishes 

between Taylor and Coleridge through Cambridge, given that there are conflict

ing theses as to the scope of the teaching of Plato in that academic institution. 
We can confirm however, that, after the resurgence of Plato in the seventeenth 

century with the Cambridge Platonists, there was a void during the eighteenth 

century, as the poet Thomas Gray was to observe in the 173 0s.122 Even so, it 

<loes seem that there is a renewal of interest in Plato at Cambridge in the first 

quarter of the nineteenth century as Richard J enkyns points out.123 Similarly 
Coleridge's influence on Cambridge and not vice versa, could have been the factor 

that stimulated Bishop Thirlwall, Julius Hare, F. D. Maurice, and the Platonist 

club found ed at that time, in the study of P lato at Cambridge. 124 This was a Plato 

seen however through the eyes of Anglicanism and idealism rather than the inici

atic colouring of Taylor. Cambridge, more interested in science and the idea of 

progress, participated rather discretely in the hellenist reviva/, and it was in no 
way an important centre of circulation for the polemic translations of the British 

Ficino. 125 lt is therefore quite likely that Coleridge's pro-German inclinations 

11 8 Cf Coleridge, 197 1, vol. V (1 820- 1825), pp . 13 -1 5. Letter to J ames G ooden, 14th J anuary 1820: 
"W ith rega rd to Philosophy, th ere are half a dozen thin gs, good & bad that in thi s country are so 
ni ck-named, but in the only accurate sense of the tenn, thcre neither are , ha ve been, or ever will be 
but 2 essenti ally di ffe rent Schools of P hilosophy: the P latonic and the Aristotelean. To the latter, but 
with a somewhat nea rer approach to the P latonic, Emmanuel Ka nt belonged; to the form er Bacon & 
Leibni z and in his riper and better yea rs Berkeley-and to this 1 profess myself a11 adherent- nihil novum, 
vel inauditznn ". 

11 9 The renowned K.J ihansky mentions Coleridge's P latonic reading via Taylor in K.Jibansky, 1980, p. 48 . 
But his source is M uirhead, 1970, p. 38. 

1 ~ 0 N otopoulos, 1936, p. 503. 
121 

122 
M ui rhead, 1970, p. 3 8. U nfonunately he makes no reference to any documents. 
Evans, 1943, p: 107. 

123 J enkyns, 1980, p. 228. 
124 Newsome, 1973, p. 78 . 
125 Bowen: "Education, ideology ancl the ruling cl ass" , in C larke, 1989, p. 162. 
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were what brought him into personal contact with Platonism, Neoplatonism and 

Spinoza, in so much as that they are philosophies which are rooted in German 

Romanticism. Therefore it was quite predictable that Coleridge should read Tay

lor's Plato: On the one hand, the beginning of his studies coincides with the first 

versions of the vegetarían translator. Secondly, we must keep in mind that the 
sensibility of the time favoured a drama tic and moving rendering of the dialogues, 

and that Taylor, besides being their only translator, also had the necessary cachet. 

In any case, it is quite probable that neither Coleridge nor Wordsworth 

-distanced as they were from the London intelligentsia-, had any personal contact 
with our Platonist. Even so and perhaps in order to make the story more attractive, 

Kathleen Raine and the critic George Milis Harper, seconded by David Newsome, 126 

put forward the thesis of at least a correligionary relationship between the Platonist 

or Pythagorean Taylor and William Blake. This opinion is founded on Taylor's 
autobiographical work andona number coincidences and similarities between the 
two men. 127 As regards the crux of the matter, I disagree with their hypothesis. In 
other words, I believe that both the religious experiences and the individual 
frameworks of thought of either Blake or Taylor are dissimilar. Still, it must be 

granted that their choice of themes and certain points of reference do share a kind 
of formal affinity, the analysis of which will help us to enter more deeply into the 

philosophic and religious universe of nineteenth century Plato. 
In the above mentioned autobiographical text, Taylor, again in the third per

son and without specifying the date, explains how he first made contact with one of 

the key men in the implantation of The Gusto Greco: the sculptor John Flaxman, 
nicknamed, in keeping with the times as the Phidias of Yorkshire. 128 The meeting 
took place in a tavem where Taylor, at that time a modest bank clerk, tried to give a 
demonstration of an invention. T he demonstration was a failure, but it marked a 

turning point in the life of the up to then unknown Platonist, 129 to such an extent, 
if we are to believe his own testimony, that one of the spectators, Mr. L., 13 0 "it 

126 

127 

128 

Newsome, 1973. N ewsome takes this fri endship for granted but his source is the same as ours, that is 
to say, Raine / Harper, 1969. Cf Op.cit. p. 3 5: "Blake ... reinforced by his fri endship wi th Thomas 
Taylor ... " and p. 70. 
Raine, 1968, p. 104: "Flaxman invited for Taylor's lectures a distinguished audience ... which certain
ly must have included ... Flaxman 's clase friend and fellow Swedenborgian, YVilliam Blake". 
Gaunt, 1988 C, p. 13: "The meri t of the Parthenon sculptures was to begin with a matter of sorne 
doubt, butJohn Flaxman, the 'Yorkshire Pheidias', recognised their quality at once". 

129 Taylor, 1969, in Raine / H arper, 1969, p. 114: "This exhibition, however, procured M r. T. such 
friends as at length enabled him to emancipate himself from th e banker's , and procure subsistence 
for himself and his family by literary toil". 

130 !bid. p. 115. Note of the editor: "Benn et Langton, a great fri end of Dr. Johnson, whom he succeeded 
as Professor of Ancient Li terature at the Royal Academy in 1787''. 
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seems, mentioned him thrice to his majesty, who was pleased to enquire after 
his family, and to express his admira tion of Mr. T's ardour and perseveran ce in 

the pursuit of knowledge". 131 Unfortunately for Taylor, His Majesty George 
III, did not offer him any kind of help. But, at least, the English Phidias supports 

the local Ficino in such a way that the latter would never forget. And, practically 
from one <lay to the next, Thomas Taylor found himself at the very midst of the 

Greek Reviva!. 
Flaxman, a scholar of Greek literature as well as sculptor of eternity132 and 

colJaborator of the renowned potter J osiah Wedgwood, invited Taylor to give a 
series oflectures on Plato at his house. Flaxman meanwhile, "more and more of a 

Grecian", 133 was a el ose friend of Blake's, whom he had met at the schools of the 
Royal Academy and who was then working on his treatises There is no Natural 

Religion and Ali Religions are One. Blake, in turn, was a close friend of the Anglo
Swiss painter Henry Fuseli, conservator of the British Museum, Winckelmann's 
translator into English, andas we have already seen, one of the first line witnesses 
of the arrival in London of the marbles of the true Phidias, which were known in 

England by the slightly pedantic term "the E/gin Marbles". During the last decade 
of the century, Blake was going through his most blatantly classicist period and 

according to Raine, he felt no hesitation in stating that "the purpose for which 
alone I live is to restare the lost art of the Greeks" .134 

On his part, Flaxman had been tl1e one to introduce the famous replicas made 
by Wedgwood of the Barberini vase -called the Portland Vase-, when in 1784 
Sir William Hamilton brought the piece to British territory. 135 A few years later, 
Erasmus Darwin, a friend of Wedgwood, commissioned Blake to make an illus
tration of the vase in question in his book Botanic Garden, which included a trea

tise on the Eleusinian mysteries. At the same time Willey Reveley commissioned 

the author of Songs of Innocence and Experience to do a series of engravings for the 
fourth volume of The Antiquities of Athens by Stuart and Revett, in the year 1794.136 

Meanwhile, Taylor published, around the years 1790 or 1791, a work on the 

13 1 !bid. p. 115 . 
132 Letter to Flaxman: "Dear Sculptor ofEterni ty", in Blake, 1972, p. 801. 
133 !bid. p. 798. 
134 Raine, 1968, p. 105. Rain e quotes but does not give us her sources. Consequently, her references 

cannot often be substantiated. What is certain is that the preface to Mi/ton, a Poem in (1) 2 books, 
written and illustra ted between 1804 and 1808, Blake radically contradicts himself. Cf Blake, 1e;72, 
p. 480: "We do not want either G reek or Roman Models if we are but just & true to our own Imag
inations". 

135 Raine, 1968, p. 104. 
136 Letter to Willey Reveley, October 1791, in Blake, 1972 , p. 790. 
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Mysteries of Eleusis and Dionysus. 137 Though the two men <lid not know each oth
er, they were at least related, in that each of them had a role to play in that resur
gence of light and glory that Blake had foreseen for Europe.138 Stuart, Revett, 
Flaxman, Fuseli and Blake were leading figures in the Arts and Literature. But, as 
far as theology and metaphysics are concerned, and in the absence of any quali
fied rivals, "It was Taylor", as Rain e says, "who was to provide the philosophic 
foundations of the Greek Revival" .139 

Notwithstanding, and as in the case of Shelley and Coleridge, very little is 
known about the relationship between Blake and the English Plethon. Raine and 
Harper play with the idea that the leading figures of The Grecian Gusto, including 
Blake, attended Taylor's classes and allowed themselves to be carried away by his 
mystical spell. Unfortunately, the only evidence we have in this respectare Tay
lor's own words. 140 As regards his influence on Blake, the sources are scanty and 
removed. They include appreciations of Plato, which, at times, are even contra
dictory. Between 1784 and 1785 Blake wrote the unfinished satireAn Island in the 

M oon, in which the character known as "Sipsop the Pythagorean" could have been 
inspired in Taylor, according to Raine and Harper141 - and to a more imparcial 
scholar, Geoffrey Keynes, editor of Blake in Oxford University Press. 142 Fur
thermore, Flaxman and Blake's participation in of Swedenborg's circle of follow
ers in London in 1789, 143 could have been another point of coincidence with 
Taylor. We should keep into account here that the Theosophical Society, which 
was the precursor of the above-mentioned circle, considered the writings of the 
Platonic translator as part of its patrimony. 144 However, even though Blake in 
1799 wrote that "that which is Grand is necessarily obscure to Weak men", 145 

and in 1808 declared himself contrary to the knowledge of the invisible - "Ob
scurity is Neither the Source of the Sublime nor of any Thing else"- , 146 at the 

137 

138 

Cf Raine, 1968, p . 104 . 

Blake, 1972, p. 797. 
139 Rain e, 1968 , p. 105. 
14º Taylo r, 1969, pp. 11 4-5 . 
141 

142 

143 

Op.cit. p. 14. 
Op. cit. p . 884, 6 44: "but it is possible that 'Sipsop the Pyth agorean ' is T homas Taylor, th e P latonist" . 

For Blake, see Cazamian , 1984, pp. 23 - 24. It is not clear whether the original is in Spanish or French . 

For Blake and F laxman: Rain e, 1968, p . 104, and H utin, 1960, p. 164. H u tin considers that Blake's 
relations "avec la Nouvell e Église ... n e furent, en d éfi nitive , qu 'un épisode éph ém ere" . 

144 Raine / H arper, 1969, p. 10 (and passi711): "It was in the context of the theosophical movem ent that 

145 

1% 

Yea ts and AE carne to know Taylor, and they no doubt read his w ork in the reprin ts and new editions 

promoted by the Society" . 

Newsome, 1973, p. 71 
"Annotations to Reynolds", in Blake, 1972, p. 473. On his reading ofEdmund Burke, cf Op.cit. p. 908. 
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same time he situated Plato among those "wisest of Ancients" 147 who believed 

"what is not too Explicitas the fittest for Instruction". 148 

Thus, in the same way as the spiritist and theosophical milieu at the end of the 

eighteenth- century irradiated that kind of mystical voluptuousness which 1aylor 

promoted, Plato had been for Blake, a believer in divine vision and revelation. 149 

Years later however, the painter and poet, iconoclast and temperamental, fluctuated 
between respect for the "Spirit of Plato" of his admired Milton150 -mainly from 

tbe Timaeus and the myth of Er in the Respublica- , and contempt for the moralism 
and authoritarianism of Plato: "If Morality was Christianity, Socrates was the 

Saviour". 151 In the year 1820, Jesus and the Bible were, according to him, the only 
source of true religion: "Knowledge is not by deduction, but lmmediate by Perception 

or Sense at once. Christ addresses himself to the Man, not his Reason. Plato did 
not bring Life & Immortality to Light.Jesus only did this". 152 It is clear that Blake 

understands "religion" exclusively as religatio with the experience of divinity, and 
not necessarily as faith . Raine and Harper speak of a hypothetical falling out between 
Blake and Taylor the anti-Christian, around the year 1802, when the poet and painter 

says of himself that he was reborn from the ashes, "not unlike a Champion". 153 

Was Blake referring to the cavernous obscurities of the esoteric religious 

sentiment of the theosophists or simply to a state of depression? lf nothing else, 
he talks of a recovery and a return to the Christian creed: "I am again Emerged 
into the light of day; I still & shall to Eternity Embrace Christianity and Adore 

him who is the Express image of God". 154 To try and demonstrate therefore that 
Blake was a direct forerunner of Taylor is, to say the least, rather a fruitless task. 

On the one hand the evidence is meagre and on the other, Blake's sceptical and 
individualistic personality makes it difficult to attribute concessions on bis part, if 

they are not in the name of friendship. In any case both men lived the same 
historical moment. This was a time in which the obscurantist monsters of fantasy 

lived side by side with enlightened reason, as did the novel materialism of industry 
with fervent spiritualism, romantic landscapes, immense and infinite, with the 

147 !bid. 
148 !bid. 
149 !bid. p. 473 : " ... they affi rm'd their beli ef in Vision & Revelation . Plato was in Earnest .. . T hey beli ev'd 

that God <lid visit Man Rea lly & Truly ... ". 
150 Blake, "On the Illustrations to Mi l ton", of 18 16, in Blake, 1972, p. 619: "The Spirit of P lato unfolds 

151 

152 

his Worlds to M ilton in C ontemplation. The Three destini es sit on the C ircles of P lato's Heavens, 
weavin g the T hread of Mortal L ife .. . ". 
"The Laocoi:in", in Blake, 1972, p . 775 . 
"Annotations to Berkeley's Sii-is", 1820, in Blake, 1972, pp. 774-75 . 

J 53 Letter to Thomas Butts, of the 22nd ofNovem ber of 1802, in Blake, 1972, p . 816. 
154 !bid. p. 815. 
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crude harshness of popular uprisings, and the return to the old castles of the rath

er tortuous Middle Ages with the still timid evocation of Hellenic Antiquity, con

ceived as a highly evolved and at the same time intact redoubt. This is how I see 

the world where the mar bles of Phidias, the Attic vases and urns, the Doric forms 

and the poetic and philosophical literature of Greece were to end up in. 

The diverse threads of The Gusto Greco now seem to weave themselves to

gether into a single cloth, where literature, painting and sculpture converge in a 

harmony that is unprecedented in Anglo-Saxon aesthetics. When faced with this 

phenomenon we may well ask ourselves whether there really was a movement 

from England towards Greece -that is to say, whether there existed an interest of 

an ethnological, anthropological and political nature for a distant country that had 

been powerful in the past- or whether, as in the case of the "Elgin Marbles" it had 

to do with cultural and artistic plunder. In other words, the question is where to 

draw the line between the scope of the archaeological motive and that of the con

sumption of ancient antiques with the purpose of furnishing the imagination of a 

Nordic Weltbild with decorative spoils. A mind which was as distant from the 

Mediterranean as it was ali en to its context. One must however concede that it was 

so to begin with. Notwithstanding, in contrast to the Gothic and chivalrous fanta

sies which were only nourished by history and literature, the hellenic recreation 

alluded, with more or less verisimilitude, to a culture that was still alive and had as 

a support the reality of the Greek people and a geography still to be discovered. 

The archeographers were the first to present a complete picture of Greek 

cultural and human events, especially in Stuart & Revett's reproductions. This 

task was later taken on by the world of the Arts, where there existed no clear 

distinction between literature, mythology and thought. In contrast to the Vic

torian Greek revival , the neo-hellenic period at the end of the eighteenth cen

tury, which sprang up from archaeology, did not demand much rigour but laid 

more weight on intensity and experience and this focus gave mythification li
cence to express itself without any restrictions. In this sense Taylor was very 

much a son of his times and of his country, where, in fact, as Coleridge h ad 

already pointed out, there was no metaphysical tradition with a philosophically 

firm found ation. 155 Taylor 's Plato, therefore, was more than a Plato; he shared 

something of the manner of the Ren aissance Pla tonists of Florence, "il Pla

ton e teologo, il divino Platone, il pensatore religioso, il M ase atticizzante": 156 

155 Coleridge, 1987 , p. 15 8: "Grea t indeed are th e obstacl es which an English metaphysician has to 

encounter ... one main object of my attempt was to demonstrate the vagueness or insuffici ency of th e 
terms used in the metaphysical schools of France and Grea t Britain ... ", passim. 

156 H ankins, 1991 , vol. l, p. 15. 
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an imaginary fusion of Pythagoras, of Plotinus, of Proclus and of everything 

that the author considers suitable. 
As a consequence, the Pagan translator, without too many complications 

married the philosophy of Aristotle witl1 that of Plato, brushing aside the tradi
tional opposition with the concise sentence: "Aristotle did not essentially differ 
from Plato on the doctrine of ideas". 157 We shall analyse the reasons for this 

further on. For the moment we can say iliat ilie personal component is what is 

dominant in Taylor: he super-imposed his own inner elaboration, his priva te world, 
on objective reality. This was noiliing surprising for an artist ora poet, but it was 

at least suspicious for a supposed interpreter of philosophical thought, and peo
ple did not like it. The fact is iliat Taylor poeticised with philosophy and rounded 
it off according to his whim, as did ilie aesilietes . The severe English critics who 
were simply hostile to ilie boldness of interpreting Plato, were not, however, aware 

of the significance of a British-styled Sturm und Drang nor of ilie fact iliat iliey 
were at the doorstep of a Romanticism which was arriving wiili influences from 

Pre-Romantic Germany, where in talking of Greece, knowledge and fantasy had 

already been mixed together. 
Thus, for example, W inckelmann had fascinated Europe with the idealisa

tion of a hellenic art that he hadn't known in situ. 158 An art that exhumed a 

spiritual and racial superiority iliat often clashed wiili the crude reality of Greece 
at the time. Yet it served as inspiration and as an excuse for German national 
reaffirmation.159 This situation did not however apply to England, which, de

spite its growing wealth, was still not the proud world power that could com
pete wiili classical Greece. T he Germanic nations were already doing this, 160 

heeding the fantastic call of the abbot Winckelmann.161 Confronted with the 

immense cultural heritage of Greece and with its diverseness with regard to the 

Anglo-Saxon world, the English idealised it as well. At first iliey chose to ad
mire it, exalt it and, if necessary, add a few touches, whilst contemplating it 

159 

160 

161 

Q uoted by Rain e / H arper, 1969, p. 25 . 
Cf J enkyns, 1980, p. 13: "Neither Winckelmann nor Lessing nor Goethe ever saw Greece for him
self .. . Winckelmann , the father of German hell enism, based his idea of the G reeks on their sculp
ture; gazing at the Laocoon in Rome". 
Cf Osborn, 1963. Osbom comments that a writer of the Quarterly Review of 1842, p. 299, com
plained that "Greece was being westerni zed and romance had gone out of the Hell enic pi lgrimage" . 
Cf Jenkyns, 1992 , p. 19: "the Víctorians did not cl aim to he natural heirs to Hell enic culture. Thc 
Germans -sometimes- did". Jenkyns compares th e curious and open attitu<le of certain Germans 
towards southern Europe, with the fascist and racist element, which he considered (ibid. ): "the pure 
northern race of Germany had a kinshjp with the Aryan civilization of Greece. Even H itler had 
somethin g to say on th e subj ect". 
Winckelmann , 1967, pp. 105-1 12. 
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from afar. This was all done of course whilst they plundered its archaeological 

remams . 

Despite all this, the two ways of approaching the Greek phenomenon are 

connected . If Winckelmann was to fantasise about it we shouldn't be surprised 

that Taylor should do likewise. We must consider that the German abbot, be

sides setting clown what European scholars were to believe about Greek art, 

also devoted himself to theorising with faith and imagination on the climatolo

gy of Greece: "A clima te such as this, says Hippocrates, produces the most beau

tiful of men". 162 Similarly, it is worth noting his remark on the anatomy of 

Socrates' athletic disciples: "The most beautiful nudity showed the bodies in a 

variety of noble attitudes and postures that the model hired by our academies 

could not emula te" .163 The German anti que dealer's exaltation of Greece 

reached such a point that he affirmed with utter conviction even at that present 

time, "The inhabitants of the islands .... are, in keeping with the reports of all 

travellers, the most beautiful of men". 164 This affirmation is difficult to cor

roborate, given that the "tourists" to the Greek peninsular were still few at that 

time. Few were also the readers of Plato who could judge Taylor's work with a 

certain degree of objectivity. 

Taylor's Platonism as I see it, was situated right in the middle of two old 

paradoxes: one referred to his originality within the intellectual panorama of 

the period, and the other had to do with his rara avis status in the English philo

sophical world. As regards the first paradox, Taylor was the fruit of a land, which 

at the same time he helped to fertilise, an irregular product, and delirious ac

cording to many, in such a learned nation and yet curiously one that showed 

very little understanding towards its long tradition of eccentricity. He also rep

resented the decadence of the existing system, a kind of threat for those who 

favoured the predominating values. Aesthetic and above all, speculative roman

ticisation of reality carne up against serious obstacles that were to distance Word

sworth and the philosophically Germanising Coleridge, to set but one example. 

Was Taylor therefore, a modest example of that rare nightingale of infinity that 

Borges described so well? 

As regards the second paradox, 1aylor was impure, in theory a philosopher, 

and in practice a mystic and allegorist: "The best feeder of poets since Milton", 

quite an exaggerated characterisation that K. Raine attributes to Emerson165 and, 

162 G ilabert, 1993, p. 87. 
163 !bid. 
164 !bid. 
165 Rain e, 1968, p. 11 5. 
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that se non e vero e ben trovato. The kingdom of this king without a crown, as he was 

also called, was not the academy but a heterodox temple. It was logical that Tay
lor should be better received amongst poets than amongst intellectuals. Philip 

Sidney, at the end of the sixteenth century, 166 had already met with problems for 

having defended Plato and poetry from the attacks of Stephen Gosson, Thomas 
Elyot and Cornelius Agrippa, 167 among many others, with the argument that, 
"there being many other more fruitful knowledge, a man might better spend his 

time in them than in this".168 Even Shelley found himself having to defend the 

idealist spirit of Romantic poetry in front of his dear Peacock. Taylor must have 
inevitably found things difficult. One of his followers, the end of the century 

scholar of Plotinus, G. R. S. Mead, in an apologetic fit a century la ter was to say 
that Taylor was "more than a scholar, ... a philosopher in the Platonic sense of the 

word". 169 This special Platonic sense led him into no man's land, since Taylor did 

not choose to intima te with poetry and oratory, in the manner of the young Pico 
della Mirandola. 170 Nor did he become a magical writer perhaps in the style of 

Novalis, with a finger in every pie, incorporating philosophy into poetry and vice 
versa. Instead, he chose to be the great specialist on Platonism, "prepared rather 
to teach and proselytise than to learn". 171 One thing is certain. He knew little 
Greek and he reinvented Plato as he could . 

For these reasons, the biographical references on the London scholar of Pla
to are somewhat confusing, since, at times, the expert was not familiar with the 

original text nor with any other version other than that which he had at hand. 
Frequently therefore, the criticisms against his translations were not directed to

wards the degree of excellence of his work, but rather focused on expressing the 
ill feeling that the philosopher of the Academy, as rendered in Taylor's secretist 

version, awakened in a century dedicated to the cultivation of reason. Such was 
the case of the extremely Gothic and arrogant Horace Walpole who, carried away 

by an excess of enlightened rationalism, discredits translator and translated 

166 There is no exact date. Geoffrey Shepherd, editor of Sidney, 1984, p. 4, says: "The likeli est date 
appears to be during the years 1581to1583". 

167 Information by Geoffrey Shepherd, in Sidney, 1984, p. 2: Stephen Gosson , School of Abuse year 1579. 

168 

And p. 198. Thomas Elyot, The Book of the Govemor, l, x-:xiii, year 15 31 and Cornelius Agrippa, 
Vanitie of the Am, cap. 4, ff. ll -13v, year 1569. 
Sidney, 1984, p. 123. 

169 Quoted by !bid. p. 11 . 
170 

171 

Cf Kristeller, 1965, vol. I, pp. 35-142. This is a compilation of the studies presented for the 5th 
centenary of Pico's death. Kristeller says literally, p. 42 : "Pico himself states jokingly in a letter that 
he is a phi losopher among the poets and rhetoricians, but a poet and rhetorician among the phi loso
phers". The letter in question is to Angelo Poliziano, in Kristeller, 1965, pp. 364-5. 
!bid. p. 16. 
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author at the same time: "I borrowed the M onthly Review, and find that the world's 

future religion is to be founded on a blundered translation of an almost unintelli

gible commentator on Plato. I guess, however, that the religion this new apostle 

recommends is ... the creed of the philosophers who really <lid not believe in their 

idols, but were frequently as absurd; and yet this halfwitted Taylor prefers them to 

Bacon and Locke, who were almost the first philosophers who introduced com

mon sense ... and were as clear as Plato was unintelligible -because he did not under

stand himself 72 (the italics are mine). Thirtyyears earlier the same magazine had 

rejected Floyer Sydenham's parcial translation of Plato beca use it considered that 

Platonism had gone out of fashion 173 whilst regretting that the translator was 

wasting his talent "on subjects not likely to engage that general attention which is 
due to his merit". 174 

Having put Taylor into perspective and after alluding to the support and 

rejection that he provoked, let us look closer at the Plato ofhis circumstances and 

we shall see that he reflects many of the clearly marked tendencies of English 

Romanticism. To begin with, we must keep in mind thatTaylor, like Wordsworth, 

or even more so, felt that we find ourselves too much immersed on the world. 175 In 

other words, he <lid not wish to accept the society that rejected him because he 

tl1ought that it distanced humanity from its spiritual undertaking. In this sense 

the main enemy was what Coleridge and Borges were to term -in a vital rather 

than a doctrinary tone- as the Aristotelian contender, everything that the theory 

of progress and the philosophy of Francis Bacon stood for. 176 "Bacon's philoso

phy has Destroy'd ( ... ) Art & Science", 177 stated Blake. Blake's reasons however, 

were not those ofTaylor. Whilst the former attacked the rationalist monotheme 

of the Enlightenment and held that the "Poetic Genius is the true Man, and ... all 

things are derived from their Genius, which by the Ancients was call' d an Angel 

172 

173 
Letter to the countess of Ossory, N ovember of 1789. Q uoted by Raine / Harper, 1969, p. 27 . 
M onthly Revino 26 (1 762) p. 196 

174 !bid. 
17 5 Wi lliam Wordsworth. From the poem of the same ti tl e "The World is too much with us; late and 

soon,/ Getting and spending, we lay waste our powers". 
176 We must clari fy that Coleridge made a very sui generis in terpretation ofBacon, whom he considered 

a platonist. Cf Muirhead, 1970, p. 95, n. 1, where he observes a quote by the poet referring to 
"Bacon as the British Plato". With regard to Coleridge's strange interpretation of Bacon, Raine / 
H arper, 1969, p. 35, say: "Blake understood what Coleridge apparently did not". But in any case we 
know th at he is referring grosso modo to the contemplatives as P latonists and to th e pragmatists as 

177 
aristotelians. 
fo "Annotations to Reynolds", in Blake, 1972, p. 470. The editor points out that one word was 
rubbed out where the empty space is to be found . But, perhaps Raine / Harper, 1969, p. 35, wish to 
read there: "Bacon's philosophy has ruined England". They do note cite their source and I have not 
found the quote anywhere. 
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& Spirit & Demon", 178 Taylor with rather wom arguments censured Bacon as 

materialistic and pragmatic. In other words, Blake considered that the human 

being was an inseparable fusion between imagination and intellect, in which the 

regulating principle should be natural and personal energy, here termed poetic 

genius; Taylor on his part simplified everything in terms of spiritual superiority 

versus machinistic alienation. 
In line with Plato's Theaetetus, a P lato who holds respect for Parmenides and 

Heraclitus 179 - though with few nuances- the British Ficino's attacks on modem 

philosophy are based on the frail and even illusory nature of his object: "This 

delusive phantom ... the man of modern science ardently explores, unconscious 

that he is ... hastening after an object which eludes all detection and mocks all 

pursuit". 180 In other words, for Taylor the universe of things did not deserve so 

much attention. It is understood that: "I believe that this world ... is perpetually 

flowing, and ... compared with its paradigm, has no stability, or reality of be
ing".181 He adds that, whilst in ancient times, science was conscious of the meagre 

reliability of the world of the senses and occupied itself with the origin of reality 

and studied its causes; in his time it was interested only in its effects, 182 because 

"the age of true philosophy is no more ... trade and commerce ha ve increased, while 

abstraer investigations have necessarily declined: so the modern inquiries never 

rise above sense".183 Taylor wanted therefore to attack that which Yeats termed 

"passiveness before a mechanised nature".184 This attitude was inaugurated in 

the seventeenth century by the rationalist self-sufficiency of Cartesianism. 

Thus, Taylor proposed a return to the P latonic tradition, which -as with 

Buddhism and Christianity- he did not consider exclusive to one teacher, be it 

Socrates or his great disciple, but part and parcel of the "golden chain of dei

ty". 185 The origin of this went back to Orpheus orto Pythagoras, was passed 

on by the Platonic school of Alexandria and lasted right up to the nineteenth 

century. The obstacles he met with in re-vindicating P latonism as the true 

178 "All Religions are One", in Blake, 1972, p. 98. 
179 Cf Tht. 182c and ff. and 185e. 
18° Cited by Raine I Harper, 1969, p. 36. 
18 1 From "The Platonic Philosopher's Creed", in Raine/Harper, 1969, p. 441. Compare with the cri 

tique of radical Heraclitism of Tht. l 82 d-e: "How can we correctly name anything else of what you 
have mentioned if, whil e we are talking, it flows away ?" 

182 !bid. p. 3 5. 
183 Thomas Taylor, in the Prologue to The Mystical lnitiations or Hymns of Orpheus, of 1787, in Webb, 

1982, p. 184. 
184 T he Oxford, 1936, p. xxvii: "T he mischief began at the end of the seventeenth century when men 

became passive befare a mechanized nature". 
185 Webb, 1982 , p. 181. 
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religion 186 in the nineteenth century were by no means few: it was not at all easy 

to explain his abstruse philosophical method in an academicist England that was 

just beginning to find interest in Kant, and the emerging philosophical sys

tematisation of the German idealists, on the one hand, and in the economic 

research of David Ricardo and the political ideas of the utilitarians and the rad

icals on the other. 

Subsequently, Taylor, following in Socrates' footsteps, rejected the god of 

his pólis, renounced Christianity to the point of using the term "modern sects" in 

referring to the Christian faith: "The jargon of innumerable sects established a 

tyranny over the human mind".187 Let us not forget that Swedenborg and his 

London followers of the New Age had also been very critica! of Christianity. E ven 

so, the tyranny that the British Ficino denounces is not the same as that which 

worries Blake the pro-Christian. The latter criticised the moralistic and dogmatic 

attitude of silly believers, whereas Taylor even censured the clergy for ignoring 

Platonic theology at the universities and for wasting their time on discussions 

over grammatical points that were so much beneath the grandeur of archaic spir

i tuality.188 More specifically, and in accordance with a concept which Nietzsche 

familiarised through his work, 189 Taylor sustained that Christian religion is "a 

bastardized and barbarous Platonism", 190 stripped of its most precious mystical 

content. The rejection of established churches and creeds, characteristic of Ro

manticism, is frequent in devotees of mystical, non-convencional religious mani

festations, whether they be atheist, polytheistic, pantheistic or theistic. We can 

find examples in Shelley's militant anti-clericalism, Swedenborg's renunciation 

and in Novalis's harsh criticism of 1798, in Pallen (Blütenstaub) against what he 

termed the faith of the Philistines or rutinary creed: "Leur soi-disant religion opere 

comme un opiat, 191 tout ensemble excitant et stupéfiant, qui fait taire la douleur 

par l'affaiblissement".192 With regard to this model, Novalis opts for a fusion of 

monotheism and pantheism so that he can "unite" with divinity. 193 

186 C ited by Ra in e I Harper, 1969, p. 11: "to diffuse the salutary light of genuine philosophy". 
187 Dissertation upon Eleusinian Mysteries, in Notopoulos, 1936, p. 509. 
188 In Raine, 1968, p. 103, Taylor talks of the pedantic theologian who has wasted his forces "in verbal 

criticism and grammatical tri fles ... ". 
189 N ietzsche, 1977 , p. 19: "since Christianity is the platonism of the people". 
190 W E. A. Axon, in Rain e I Harper, 1969, p. 12 2. 
19 1 T he italics are mine, to draw anenti on to the similarity between Novalis's comparison and Marx's 

famous phrase on reli gion in his introduction to Kritk des Hegelschen Rechtsphi!osophie. I owe the clue 
to Honour, 1981, p. 295 . 

192 Novalis, Pollens, fragment 77. (Blüthenstaub), in Novalis, 1975, vol. I, p. 370. 
193 ]bid. fragment 74, p. 369. 
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The alternative that Taylor put forward as a natural consequence of Platonic 

faith was polytheism: "ideas considered according to their summits or unities are 
gods". 194 Thus, whilst Socrates denied the plurality of gods in order to affirm a 

unique principal, Taylor the anti Christian radical maintained that the spirits were 

numerous even though they all carne from the same force: "I believe that after 

the immense principle of principles ... a beautiful series of principles proceeds, all 

largely partaking of the ineffable, all stamped with the occult characters of deity, 

aH possessing an overflowing fullness of good". 195 What kind of polytheism was 

his at the beginning of the nineteenth century? It was certainly not that of the 

cults that were shared by the ancient cities, even though he affirmed that neither 

Greeks nor Romans were capable of trivialising their religion, or of venerating a 

multitude of unconnected Gods. 196 His was more of a Neoplatonic polytheism, 

much more metaphysical and ontological than popular mythology, and, as I see 

it, has not been sufficiently explained. 
The key is to be foun d in the portrait which the antique dealer Isaac Dis

raeli, father of the Victorian prime minister, made of Taylor and which the 

latter was to adopt as a card of introduction. After professing the Platonist\· 

polytheism , Disraeli adds: "The divinities of Plato are the divinities to be 

adored, and we are to be taught to call God, Jupiter; the Virgin, Venus; and 

Christ, Cupid ! ". 197 As a satire it is quite comic yet disorientating as a descrip

tion. Because it does not suffice to say, with Raine and Harper, that Taylor's 

polytheism was contra-cultural and pretended to épater le bourgeois; a clarifi 

cation of the underlying symbolism would seem necessary. There is however 

a more immediate clue, clearer and more credible, in Disraeli's burlesque de

scription, that Taylor happily adopted . This was the epithet "the m odern Ple

thon", that befitted the personage in question with astounding precision. In fact, 

all the studies, no matter how brief, on the Byzantine philosopher, leave their 

mark stamped on Taylor, which is stronger than that of Ficino . One must un

derstand that this is not strange in England if we consider that Coleridge 

mentions P lethon among h is first readings alongside Plato, Plotinus, Ficino, 

Proclus, N icholas of Cusa and Boehme.198 In this stopover in my journey I will 

194 N otopoulos, 1936, p. 510. 
195 From "The Platonic Phil osopher 's C reed", in Raine / Harper, 1969, pp. 442-3 . 
196 Thom as Taylor, quoted by Rain e / H arper, 1969, p. 4 1: "If by polytheists we mean, men wh o beli eve 

in a multitude of self- existent beings independ en t of ea ch other, and of one first cause, th ere were no 
such men amon g the Greeks and Romans ... ". 

197 In Raine / Harper, 1969, p. 40. 
198 Coleridge, 1987, ix, p. 80. 
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follow the reliable information of Hankins, 199 Klibansky, 2ºº Garin,2º1 De 
Lubac202 and Kristeller. 203 

In exactly the same way as Taylor four centuries later, Gemistus Plethon (ca. 

1360-1452), a prominent figure in later Florentine Platonism, was convinced that 

the only way to save his country politically and spiritually, was to return to Hel
lenic culture, and more specifically, to Plato. He shared this faith with other co

Platonic disciples204 and Byzantine compatriots who were convinced of the need 
to fight against the growing influence of Latin Christendom, at that time embod

ied in the Aristotelians Georgius Scholarius and Georgius Trapezuntius. In the 
querelle des philosophes of Byzantium in the fifteenth century, between Platonists 

and Aristotelians, many have wished to see, perhaps imperfectly,205 a reflection 
of the ideological struggle between the Orthodox and Roman Catholic churches. 
T he question which interests us here in arder to better understand Taylor's Ple

thonic Platonism, is within which framework this tension arase as well as what 
were tl1e profiles of the resurgenti Platoni at Mistra. 

Among the accusations and retractions which were common in the Middle 

Ages and the Renaissance, we have those of atheism and paganism and Plethon, 
the Byzantine heir of Plato, did not escape this kind of allegations on the part of 
Scholarius and Trapezuntius. This must certainly have appealed to Taylor, who 
rejected tl1e synchretism of Ficino, 206 Pico and Henry More -the Cambridge 

Platonist. 207 This position was later adopted by Jowett, Nettleship and the 
Platonists of Balliol College of Oxford, though in not so sharp a tone and without 
renouncing the Christian faith .208 And we find that, among the hardships that 
Plethon suffered was the fact that Scholarius destroyed a significant part ofhis Book 

of Laws, which, along with the Compendium Z oroastreorum et Platonicorum dogma

tum and the In oracula magica Z oroastris, tried to demonstrate heretical doctrines 

199 Hankins, 1991, vol. l. 
200 Klibansl7, 1980. 
201 

202 

203 

Garin, 1979. 
D e Lubac, 1977. 
Kristell er, 19 5 3 and 1965 . 

204 Di Napoli , 1954. H e reproduces a letter by Ficino to Pico where the following expression appears: 

205 
"Picum complatonicum nostrum ... "p. 364. 
Cf Hankins, who rejects the simplification of this idea : "The original debate between Barlaarn and 
Palamas was not a rnatter of Aristoteli anisrn versus Platonisrn, but rather grew from a methodo!ogical 
dispute about the best way to defend Orthodoxy against the attacks of Westen1 controversialists" (the italics 
are min e), in Hankins, 199 1, vol. I, p. 19 5. 

206 Though Ficino was accused of heresy in 1480, he managed to escape condemnation. Cf Yates, 1978, 
p. 80, and H an kins, 1991, vo l. I, p . 2 82 . 

207 Cf Webb, 1982, p. 181. 
20

x Taylor, 1977, p. 2 89, al so negates the equiva lence between the idea of G ood and Christ. 
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such as determinism, the absolute eternity of the cosmos, the pre-existence of the 

soul, reincarnation and the presence of a hierarchical series of gods, starting with 

Zeus and right down to the deities that govern the physical world. In the work 

that Scholarius eliminated Plethon had added a calendar of cults and divinities, as 

well as information on liturgies, hymns and prayers. 
Plethon's arguments in justifying his pagan faith were very similar to Tay

lor's. He considered, for example, that ancient popular polytheism - which in 

fact, he did not deny- and modern Christianity both shared the same defect, i. 

e., according to Hankins, that: "It was Pletho's view that politicians and greedy 

clerics, in order to exploit the ignorant, had debased and trivialised the religions 

of his time, and in so doing had eroded the moral and spiritual vigour u pon which 

the political power of the Eastern empire depended".2º9 It is quite possible that 

Plethon had tried to maintain the hellenic roots of orthodox Christianity. He in 

no way denied it, but demonstrated that he was closer to Neoplatonic tradition 

than to the church of Rome.21 0 This hypothetical and conditioned acceptance of 

Christianity clearly was not Taylor's position, setting aside the similarities we may 

find between their basic criticisms waged at the dogmatic and moral tyranny of 

the clergy, or their belief in the birth of a future religion, better than the existing 

one and not very different to paganism. 
Plethon's gods were not mere human imitations, but substances and meta

phors constructed in order to explain hidden truths, inexplicable like those of 

Taylor. We could therefore apply to the British translator the same qualification 

that Hankins made with regard to Plethon: "His polytheism is the polytheism of 

late ancient Neoplatonism, and especially of Proclus , ... wherein the gods ... stand 

for transcendental principies or causes of substances and changes in the phenom

enal world . ... The pagan myths ... not ... corrupted by poets and sophists, are not 

historical events, but shadowy representations in linguistic form of metaphysical 

(or divine) truths, which may only be grasped truly in contemplative noesis". 211 

In reality, Taylor's scheme can be seen to derive from Proclus' original con

struct, which P lethon also inherited and as he says: "I believe that this immense 

principie produced such things as are first and proximate to itself, most similar to 

itself ... I believe that self-subsistent natures are the immediate offspring of this 

principie ... that incorporeal forms or ideas resident in a divine intellect are the 

paradigms or models of every thing which has a perpetua! subsistence according 

2º9 Hankins, 1991 , vol. I, p. 201. 
2 1º !bid. p. 202: "it is quite possible that P letho ... thought himself a better Christian, in the true sense, 

than the ignorant and time-serving clergy around hím ... ". 
211 Hankins, 1991, vol. I, p. 200. 
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to nature".212 For Proclus, everything originates from one first principle or monad, 

from which, by means of units, entities arise, as if we had to do with boxes of 

varying sizes whjch are contained one within the other. The land of the souls, 

halfway between the intelligible world and the sensitive world, is inhabited by a 

long and complex series which sprang up from the intelligible world situated on 

top of the U and directed towards the other worlds . 

Taylor also saw the world engendered and penetrated by divine action: " ... 

considered, however, as animated by a divine soul, andas being the receptacle of 

divinities from whom bodies are suspended, it is justly called by Plato, a blessed 

god". 21 3 The allusion to the creation of the world in tl1e Timaeus, 214 is a dialogue 

that was somewhat forgotten in the eighteenth-century but which Taylor admired 

and which was obviously very popular in the Renaissance, as Rafael reflected in 

his previously mentioned School of Athens. Where Plato painstakingly talks of the 

astral divinities and shows caution in referring to more divinities,215 Taylor looks 

to Proclus in his Platonic Philosopher's Creed, and the result is a laberynthian cos

mology, a hive of spiritual and material divinities, interrelated amongst them

selves and linked to a great original cause, source oflife and beauty.216 

This original instigator, principle or cause had to be venerated with prayers 

and sacrifices, but above all , with silence: "it is to be celebrated as a thrice un

known darkness, as the god of all gods, and the unity of all unities, as more ineffa

ble than all silence, and more occult than all essence, as holy among the holies, 

and concealed in its first progeny, the intelligible gods". 217 This was what the 

main deity of this Platonic polytheist was like, according to a description that 

makes it diffi cult to match the rite with the name of the doctrine he professes and 

it really is difficult to imagine Plato in ecstasy. T he contradiction does not dis

concert Taylor however, who in answer to similar observations states: "This is so 

remarkably the case with the philosophy of Plato ... he who should attempt to 

translate any one of the dialogues without understanding his secret doctrines would 

produce nothing but a heap of absurdities" .21 8 His readers therefore were toread 

212 "The P latonic Phil osopher's Creed", in Raine / H arper, 1969, p. 440. 
213 !bid. p. 44 1. 
214 Ti . 34b-c: "With these aims in mind he crea ted a world as now a blessed god". 
21 5 P lato is sceptical when it comes to acnowledging more gods, taken from the stars and the planets: Ti. 

40d: "Knowledge and the origins of other divinities are beyond us, and we have to accept the trad i
tions of th e ancients who claim to descend from th e gods - at least, that is what th ey say- and surely 
they must have known their ancestors". 

:> IG !bid. p. 439: " ... ali beautiful things, whether in souls or in bodies, are suspended from one fo untain of 
beauty" . 

2 17 !bid. p. 440. 
21 8 Q uoted by Notopoulos, 1936, p. 508. 
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and believe that Plato was a mystic and that in the dialogues was hidden a secret 

language which for the sake of religion, brotherhood and even of safety he <lid 
not make explicit. In any case, one must take into account that the philosophical 
public at the end of the eighteenth century had had sorne news of Plato 's religious 

leaning, given that the most widely published and translated dialogue up to that 

time was the Phaedo.219 

Nevertheless, Taylor was far from being the only polytheist of the moment, 

since in the winter of 1788-89, a few months before the fall of the Bastille, our 
Romantic Platonist received the visit of a distinguished and enigmatic guest: the 
N eopythagorean and also pagan Marquis de Valady, arrived from París wi th the 

desire to meet the Master, and who was guillotined during the Terror, despite his 

liberalism. Taylor explains an anecdote that reveals the profound conviction of 
Pythagorean companionship and communitarian spirit possessed by the liberal 

aristocrat: "The Marquis, who professed himself a rigid Pythagorean ... once asked 

him (to Taylor) if he <lid not think it consistent with Pythagorean friendship for 
the wife of the married to be shared by the unmarried friend". 22º Once Taylor 
got over the inicial shock, the British Ficino in the name of Platonic and Pythagorean 

integrity called for order and ascesis befitting their chaste religion. A little after 
the outbreak of the revolution, there was a short-lived wave of experimental and 

polytheistic religions in France which did not take root but which sorne disciples 
reported on to Taylor. Such was the case of Monsieur Combes-Dounois, who, af

flicted by the serious state of affairs in his country, dedicated two volumes where he 
seriously recommended a rapid and expeditious return to Platonism and polythe

ism in order to save the world from revolutionary catastrophe. Taylor could rightly 
say that "no-one was a prophet in his own home", for his popularity in France 

was quite considerable and, in America, according to Raine and Harper, 221 Tay
lor's cult inspired the appearance of a magazine brought out by the Transcenden
talists222 and their New England circle, of which Emerson was a member. The 

publication carried the significant and flattering title of The Platonist. 

On the Isles, Taylor was not alone either. Once again William Blake, in The 

Marriage of Heaven and Hell, of 17-90-93, talked of the gods of tl1e classics : "The 

219 Evans, 1943, p. 104: "The Phaedo ... appeared 13 times in Greek, 12 times in English, and four times 
in French". 

n o Taylor, 1969, autobiographica l writing, in Raine / Harper, 1969, pp. 116-7. 
22 1 Raine / Harper, 1969, p. 9. 
222 !bid. Cf M uirhead, 1992, pp. 308- 10: The "Transcendentalists" were a group of young Bostonian 

Unitarian philosophers, forrned in the second decade of the nineteenth century by the followers of 
Coleridge, who like him, had been to Germany and carne back wi th the German Romantics' model 
on their minds. T he tru th is that J ohn H . M uirhead makes no mention of The Platonist anywhere. 
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ancient Poets animated ali sensible objects with Gods or Geniuses ... And partic

ularly they studied the genius of each city & country, placing it under its mental 

deity",223 Once again, ali of a sudden Blake's critical sense turned towards appar

ent affinity with Taylor the Platonist, far he rounds up the paragraph with an 

accusation against the church for having separated the gods from their objects: 

"Thus men forgot that All deities reside in the human breast". 224 In this way, 
Blake, the precocious master of doubt, also recognised polytheism, even though 

from an agnostic and completely anthropocentric perspective. I cannot, there
fore share Raine and Harper's hypothesis as regards the significant ideological 

affinity they see between the two personages.22 5 

The Blake who <lid not accept the transcendentalisation of religion, who pre

ceded Feuerbach in revealing the human constitution of the figure of divinity, who 
also alerted against the illusion of faith ("Thou art a Man. God is no more. Thine 

own Humanity learn to adore)",226 who considered the prayer as the study of Art:2 27 

and the Imagination as the eternal form of man, "that is, God himself",228 had little 

in common with the devote and submissive pose of a mystic like Taylor. Blake, 
clase to the Shelley of the Defence of Poetry, is an immanent, a believer in divine 
power and the creative capacity of man. Taylor, on the other hand, is a transcen
dentalist; he himself, even if roughly, said so: "I believe in one first cause of all 

things, whose nature is so immensely transcendent, that it is even super-essential; 

and ... cannot properly ... be named ... ".229 Blake had sympathised with Boehme and 
Swed~nborg. He had also appreciated Plato and familiarised himself with the 
Platonic tradition possibly through Taylor and the growing The Gusto Greco, but it is 
hard to imagine him as a proselyte of the modern Plethon oras a pious Neoplatonist. 

Besides polytheism, Taylor had other points in common with the Platonic tradi
tion. His similarities with Gemistus Plethon are significant, but not absolute nor ex

clusive, for Taylor introduced certain differences with respect to his predecessor. It 

22 3 Blake, 1972. P late 11, p. 153 . 
224 !bid. 
225 Far example: Raine / H arper, 1969, p. 34: "There can be littl e doubt that the fi rst to define th e 

grounds of Blake's well -known rejection of these philosophers (Bacon, N ewton & Locke) was Tay
lor"; p. 7: "There are therefore strong grounds far concluding that Blake learned his arguments 
against Bacon , N ewton & Locke from Taylor. .. ". And in Raine, 1968, p. 105: "the greatest impact 
upan Blake of the P latonic philosophy was th e first - between 1787 (the year Taylor published his 
translation of Plotinus On the Beautifu[) and 1804. It was during those years that each successive 

226 

227 

publication by Taylor was to fi nd its immediate echo in Blake's writings". 
Cited by Bloom, 1974, p. 17 1. 
Cf "The Laocoon", in !bid. p. 776: "Prayer is the Study of Art"/ "Praise is th e Practise of Art"I 
Fastin g &c., ali relate to Art". 

228 !bid. 
229 From "The Platonic Phil osopher's Creed'', in Raine / H arper, 1969, p. 439. 
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was not in vain that more than three centuries had passed and on certain subjects he 

followed other Renaissance masters. That is the case of his treatment of Aristotle. 

Plethon maintained a distance with Aristotle, with a reserve that the Pla

tonists Bessarion and Ficino were to inherit: the Stagirite was good for the natu

ral sciences, but Plato was superior in metaphysics. Nevertheless Taylor, whether 

out of consideration for the auctoritas of the peripathetic philosopher during his 

time, or through true conviction, decides to outrage the empiricists and decrees 

agreement between "questi due solí de la filosofia". 23 0 Thus, in the prologue to 

one of the translations which he did with the Duke ofNorfolk's support, he states 

that: "My object in translating the whole of Aristotle's works was not to comment 

copiously on all that he has written, but to bring to light all the sublime and most 

important dogmas of his philosophy ... and also, to prove that these dogmas are 

perfectly conforma ble to those of Plato ... ". 23 1 

In defending the parity beween Plato and Aristotle in the England of his time, 

Taylor was breaking two tabus at the same time: that of exalting an obscure and 

muddled Plato who was viewed with suspicion, and closely relating this irrational 
Plato with his disciple Aristotle, a still prevailing scholastic paradigm of common 

sense and the meaning of reality. In this respect Taylor distanced himself from Ple

thon and once more from Ficino and approached Pico and Poliziano on the topic 

of the Pax Philosophica, without arriving, however, at the complete harmony be

tween the two thinkers achieved by the philosopher Mirandola. Taylor goes be

yond Ficino and wholeheartedly devores himself to the translation of the Stagyra, 

and makes this reference to himself: "before he had read a page, was so enamoured 

... that he resolved to make the study of Aristotle's philosophy the great business of 

his Jife".232 Despite this, his studies went on showing an extremely high degree of 

loyaltyto Neoplatonic principles: "considering the Peripatetic discipline, when com

pared with that of Plato, as bearing the relation of the less to the greater mysteries: 

and in this light it seems, the two philosophies were always considered by the best 

of the Platonists" .233 The analogy is reminiscent of the Ficinian diplomatic meta

phor where Aristotle is seen as "il cammino" and Plato as "sua meta",234 even though 

Taylor wished to mitigare the irregularities in the distinction. 

23° Coluccio Salutati , De Lab. Hei-culis, guoted by De Lubac, 1977 , p. 265 . 
23 1 Taylor, The History of Animals, in Rain e / Harper, 1969, p. 2 5. 
232 Taylor, 1969, autobiographical writing, in Ra ine I Harper, 1969, p. 11 1. 
233 Ibid. p. 112. 
234 Ficino quoted by De Lubac, p. 2 71. The rneaning of the staternent is rather pejorative towards Aris

totle who Ficino saw as basically a great physicist. See the famous letter to Pico da ted 12th of D e
cernber 1482. " ... Perché, se i peripatetici ci rendono fa cilrnen te saggi, i platonici ci fanno ad un 
tempo saggi i felici ... ". 
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The subject of the concordance between the two philosophers, or more 

specifically, of the Platonization of Aristotelian metaphysics,235 goes back to the 

Neoplatonic tradition and resurges more radically with Pico on occasion of the 

dispute between Platonists and Aristotelians: In Ente et Uno, the Princeps Con

cordiae the count of Mirandola, opposed to the Neoplatonist interpretation adopt
ed by Ficino and "gli Accademici" of Florence, and which situates the One above 

the Being, takes great pains to demonstrate that the Aristotelian Being is com

parable to the Platonist One, exactly as it appears in the Parmenides and the 

Respublica.236 He even states that the previously mentioned dialogue should be 
read in the light of the Aristotelian definition of Being and Unity of Book IV of 

Aristotle's Metaphysica . 237 Pico's warning was harsh " ... coloro che ritengano che 

Aristotele dissente da Platone, dissentono anche da me che sostengo la concor
dia dei due filosofi ... ". 238 

As we have already seen Taylor did not delve deeply into Pico's arguments, 
nor was he very much inclined to acknowledge his intellectual debts. It is quite 

likely that, when he proposed-to no opponent in particular but to all in general

that both philosophers were in harmony, "ut cum Platone Aristoteles rediret in 
gratiam",239 he basically did so in order to universalise Platonic thought rather 

than out of love for the Stagirite. W ith this we are not denying his recognised 

Aristotelian vocation, but rather placing it within the perspective of ancilla 

Platonismi, similar to that experienced by the Renaissance Platonists but more 

open and free of political pressures. "Concordia" in this case, meant the 

"Platonisation" of Aristotle, as one historian suggested in the year 1848: "Mr. 

Taylor strenuously contends that Aristotle was not only the pupil, but in the 
strictest sense a holder of the Platonic dogmas, contrary to what he considered 

the ignorant and rash deductions of sorne modern writers, who, never having 

fully comprehended either master or scholar, have fancied the Stagirite the 

founder of an opposing sect ... ".24º 

235 Cf Guthri e, 1967- 1981, vol. Vl, pp. 71-2. For a more objective yet brief view of the differences and 
similarities between Plato and Aristotl e see, also A. O. Lovejoy, 1960, pp. 56-8. 

23 6 De Eme et Un o, 102, inJohannes P icus M irandulanus, Opere I, vol. I, p. 419: "ne Platone dissente da 
Aristotele per il fatto che ne! libro sesto dell a Repubblica pone Dio, che 11 chiama idea del bene, al di 
sopra dell' intelletto e degJi in telligibili , dando a quello l'intendere a ques ti l' intelligibilita, mentre 
spesso Aristotele chi ama Dio intell etto, intelligente e intelligibiJe". 

23 7 This is how Pico dell a MirandoJa starts off his treatise, with a reference to Aristotl e, in P ico dell a 
Mirandola, 1942, p. 389: "In molti luoghi Aristotele dice che si corrispondono ed hanno uguale 
estensione !'ente e !'uno (e cosí pure il bene .. . )". Cf Metaph. IV, 2, 1003 and ff; XI, 3, 1060b-e ff. 

238 Pico della Mirandola, 1942 , p. 3 87. 
239 Gianfrancesco della M irand ola, Pico's nephew, quoted by Wi nd, 1980, p. 2 5 5. 
240 Robert Blakey, Hfrt07)' of the Philosoph)' ofMind, IV, 67. Q uoted by Raine / H arper, 1969, p. 48 . 
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Taylor was more fervent than he was specific. He was to repeat the interpreta

tions we have commented on over and over again in his commentaries, adorning 
them with high sounding epithets: "beautiful explanation! ... exquisite doctrine! ... 

sublime disciplines! "; and, as the merciless critic of the Edinburgh Review of 1809 
said: "thus, the off.ice of commentator is completed".241 Taylor pronounced 

himself against the division of the world, made by Goethe, Coleridge and Borges, 
into Aristotelians and Platonists, and he would have substituted the inheritors of 

the Stagirite with Bacon's followers, whom he saw as the incamation of the spirit of 

praxis and experimentalism.242 We do not know however, whether he would have 

wished to defend his position with any rigour. Ironically, Coleridge, the formulator 
of antithesis and himself a Platonist, describes Taylor as a "blind bigot", intolerant 

and obtuse, for his attacks on Bacon, about whom the poet had said that, despite his 

not having read Plato and condemning him, "taught pure Platonism in his great 

Work, the N ovum Organum".243 

We do not find scientific or quasi-scientific analyses in Taylor but only 

impressions and opinions. It may be dueto this that he was a feeder of proselytes 
or of poets, if we are to interpret Emerson correctly.244 A malevolent comment 

from the Dictionmy of National Biography2 45 on Taylor's total lack of critica} spirit 

was not at all unfounded. Taylor had his charms, but these did not lie in his 

intellectual fineness, for he did not hesitate in making Plato compatible with 
Aristotle, in taking for granted the personal existence of the myth of Orpheus, 

nor in accepting the continuity between Plato and Proclus. He also had no qualms 

about Plato's controversia! poli tics of which he was an enthusiastic supporter, which 

in his case, frankly speaking, meant tl1at he was an antidemocrat. We have already 
commented on his relationship and brief sharing of residence with Mary 

Woolstoncraft, author of A Vindication of the Rights of Women. Then, sorne years 
la ter, Taylor published an arride with the absurd title of: A Vindication of the Rights 

ofBrutes, targeted against tl1e ideas of the feminist writer and the American poli ti cal 

essay writer Thomas Paine, author of the sedicious The Rights of Man. Raine and 

24! 

242 

243 

244 

The Edh2bu1gh Review 14, p. 192 . 
Cf Taylor, note in "The P latonic Philosopher's C reed", in Rain e / Harper, 1969, p. 441: "As li ttle as 
th e eye of a íly at th e hottom of the largest of the Egyptian pyramids sees of th e whole of that 
pyramid, compared with what is seen of it by th e eye of a man, so li ttl e does the greatest experimen
ta list see of th e whole of th ings, compared with what P lato and Aristotle saw of it, through scienti fic 
reasoning founded on self-evident princi pies". 
In Coleridge, 1971, vol. V, p. 15. Letter to James Gooden, 14th January 182 0. See also Muirhead, 
1970, p. 95 , where he explains tlnt Colericlge baptised Bacon as the "British Plato". 
Cf Raine, 1968, p. 115: "Emerson ... called the Engli sh Pagan ' tl1e best feeder of poets sin ce M il 
ton"'. He gives no references. 

245 Notopoulos, 1936, p. 509. 
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Harper observe with complacency that the pamphlet "is a lighthearted reductio ad 
absurdum"246 ofboth works, an attack which the above critics justify in the name of 
the author's Platonic leanings. Whether a coincidence or not, the tradition of 

conservative Platonists is a rather long one, and Taylor was no exception but was 

the first of a series in England and the most boisterous of all, and luckily he was in 
no position of power. Given all this, it is by no means strange that he should condemn 

the French Revolution, but what is surprising in a Platonist of the Enlightenment is 
that he should deny the benefits of education in the general public. 

More than three hundred years earlier, Ficino, despite his own aristocratic 
principles, after his interpretation of Book VII of the Respublica, developed the 

ethical and civic conscience of wishing to educate the populace in imitation of 
God: "Plato in superioribus inquit conandum esse ciues Deo similes amicosque 

reddere".247 In contrast, Taylor without any political responsibility or social sen
sibility, showed no scruples when it carne to censuring the desire for education on 

the part of the lower sections of society. Similarly he professed that "the present 
efforts to enlighten by education the lowest class of mankind is an attempt to 

break the golden chain ofbeings, to disorganise society ... ".248 The matter is some
what confusing and even contradictory, for in his introduction to his own version 
of Plotinus he continually repeats that society was already quite disorganised: " ... 

indeed, there never was a period which required so much philosophic exertion; 
or such vehement contention from the lovers of Truth. On all sides, nothing of 
philosophy remains but the name, and this is become the subject of the vilest 

prostitution ... Rise then, my friends ... The foe is indeed numerous, but at the 

same time feeble ... ".249 

Subsequently, if on the one hand the prevailing social order was corrupted 

by materialism and the primacy of utility and, on the other hand, the revolution
ary echoes that crossed over from France supported a reconstruction of power 
and of values which was chaotic and makeshift as far as he understood it, what 

precious chain was being broken that the traditional system had not already de

stroyed? Obviously Taylor, despite the haranguing tone of his call, was referring 
to a third more contemplative alternative, that of individual Platonism, which in 

fact is not the political proposal of the Respublica but that of Neoplatonism: "Let 
us then boldly enlist ourselves under the banner of Plotinus, and, by his assis

tance, vigorously repel the encroachments of error, plunge her dominions into 

246 Raine ! Harper, 1969, p. 48. 
247 Quoted byHank:ins, 1991, vol. I , p. 295. 
248 Quoted by Rain e! Harper, 1969, p. 4 7. 
249 Quoted by Rain e, 1968, p. 102. 
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the abyss of forgetfulness , and disperse the darkness of her baneful night".25º 
The images are actually very romantic: interior abysses, deep darknesses, anguished 
nights. What however, did Taylor want to say, in forrnulating the return of Ploti

nus as alife alternative, right at the threshold of the nineteenth century? 
According to Porphyrius, Plotinus intended to reconstruct the ancient City 

of the Philosophers or Platonopolis in the Campania, a project which he never 
carried out and which therefore we cannot judge.251 He <loes however, close his 

Enneads with a descriptive surnmary of what the life of the gods and the sages 
ought to be like: a departure frorn rnundane affairs and of earthly pleasures -a 

relationship of solitary to solitary.252 In case this was not explicit enough, Ernest 
Barker, an academic of J owett's Balliol College, made a clear and distinct defini

tion of Plotinus' interest in civil affairs which was in part, theoretically also shared 
by Taylor: "He thus has no interest in the Sta te; the 'Platonopolis' of which Ploti

nus dreamed is a herrnitage rather than a polis. Indeed he has no interest in any 
form of society (unless it be a philosophical conference or circle). He is non
social as well as non-política!; he has no feeling for community, and no feeling for 

any voluntary association or society, any more than for the Sta te and its political 
organisation".253 This was the Plotinian ideal of existence to which Taylor as
pired, much closer to the hermit and the rnonk than to Aristotle's zóon politikón, 
or the rewarded worker of Ricardo. 

It is quite plausible therefore that Plotinus rnaintained his distance from his 
Roman environrnent with that kind of social indifference that today we would 

sceptically term, apolitical. In contrast, Taylor, despite appearances, is not satisfied 
with withdrawing from the world . In reality, he intervened and made his voice 

heard there. And we cannot deduce that the historical period.which Plotinus lived 
in was placid and free of conflict whereas the British Ficino suffered the conse

quences of the agrarian, industrial and French revolutions, and that he reacted as 
he did for this reason. The age in which the author of tl1e Enneads lived was 

baptised by a well known modcrn historian as an "a ge of anxiety" .254 Marguerite 

Yourcenar recaptures that sentiment of profound crisis and never ending disaster 
with her exquisite observation on Flaubert, according to which "Les dieux n'étant 

plus, et le Christ n'étant pas encore, il y a eu, de Cicéron a Marc Aurele, un 

250 !bid. 
251 Porphyrius Plot., XII, 1- 12. 
252 EnneadVI, 9. 11 
253 Barker quoted by Feibleman, 1971, p. 136. 
254 Dodds, 1965 . T he term is appli ed by Dodds to refer to the period from Marcus Aurelius to 

Constantine. 
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moment unique ou l'homme seul a été".255 Despite the general unease or dueto 

it, Plotinus thought it wiser to retire in to his prívate interior space, whilst Taylor, 

on his part, exhorted spiritual retirement, but at the same time postulated in favour 

of the dynamics of master and slave, without any arguments or explanations. 

The modern Plethon felt great pride in belonging to the most select group of 

initiates in the Platonic wisdom. These were very few in relation to the illiterate, 

who were "a number of the middle sort and a countless multitude of the igno

rant" .256 VVhat is the reason for such harshness that outdid Plato himseH? Perhaps 

his own soóal, economic and academic frustration drove him to hang onto the 

notion of an exclusive and magnified caste of philosophers, of which he, the Un

crowned King, was to be the clandestine leader or, at the very least, an illustrious 

member. This man who was notable to go to university and who depended on 

miserable salaries and on contingent pat:ronage, cultivated a haughtiness towards 

that mass of which in many respects and despite himself, he was a part: "The 

manners of the multitude, so far from affording any really valuable information, 

exhibit nothing but specimens of folly and vice, astonishingly various, and differ

ently combined".257 Taylor's arrogance, evident in the expeditive tone of his 

affirmations, and in his lack of modesty in acknowledging foreign influences, which 

in turn were obvious, provoked the wratl1 of the fearful critic of the Edinburgh 

Review even more so. In an issue which carne out in 1809, five years after the 

publication of the aforementioned complete edition of Plato, he writes of Taylor: 

"he displays a self-sufficiency more enormous, an arrogance more disgusting, than 

any autl1or whom, at the moment at least, we find it possible to name ... ".258 

His conviction of his own intellectual superiority led Taylor to believe that 

the only va lid are a of interest was his own. The preoccupations of Woolstoncraft, 

Paine and Bentham, according to him, constitute a waste of mental energies for 

reality neither inspired him nor did it seem so real : " ... there cannot I think be a 

more egregious instance of the barren state of philosophy at present, than the 

prevailing opinion that the most valuable knowledge is derived from common 

life and the general conduct of mankind" .259 He had already said this to us in his 

declaration of principles. The primogenial Unit, the sacred object of true knowl

edge is something ineffable and occult of which no one can know anything, with 

the exception of a handful of chosen ones like himself, who, on dying would 

255 "Carnets de notes de Mémoires d'Hadri en", in Yourcenar, 1974, p. 32 1. 
256 Quoted hy Ra in e / Harper, 1969, p. 4 7. 
257 ]bid. p. 48. 
258 The Edi11b111 gh Review 14, (1 809) p. 191. 
259 !bid. 
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rerurn to their primordial Olympus, "and ... shall be conjoined with the gods, and 

govern the whole world, together with the deities .. . ".260 

Forrunately Taylor's political stance was not shared by all the artifices of The 

Gusto Greco. Coleridge was a republican during his student years at Cambridge 

and had founded together with Southey and others the Pantisocratic society, 261 

even though he later on changed his political colours.262 Among the guests at the 

novel vegetarían dinner of 1814 we find William Godwin, author of Political 

Justice, who had a strong anarchist bias and was an ardent defender of human 

rights. There has been a vast amount of literature in the past 150 years on the 

radical and revolutionary ideas of Percy Bysshe Shelley, from which the first 

conclusion is: "That the majority of the people of England are destitute and 

miserable, ill-clothed, ill-fed, ill-educated".263 And the second: "That they know 

this, and that they are impatient to procure a reform of the cause of their abject 

and wretched state". 264 

Shelley's Philhellenism was int:rinsically linked to his progressivism, as is made 

evident, among other works, in Hellas and the Ode to Liberty, inspired by the 

liberal uprising in Spain inl 82 0 and by the Greek cause. Yet, despite his reformist 

spirit, he was still not aware of the authoritarianism that his venerated Plato emit
ted .265 FromJohn Frank Newton, the leader and naturist doctor as well as great 

friend of Godwin, we know that he used to frequent the circles of sympathisers 

with the French revolution in London when they gathered at the home of his 

sister in law Madame Boinville, the widow of a French friend of Lafayette's .266 As 

regards the other illustrious vegetarían, the French aristocrat De Valady, he was 

known for his liberal and avant-guard principles, which were not of much use to 

him, for, as we have said previously, he was executed by the revolution in the year 

1793. As for Thomas Love Peacock, although in Crotchet Castle he satirised the 

ideologies and religions in vague in England in the first quarter of the century, as 

a result of the gatherings at Mme. Boinville's, he was essentially a democrat and 

in principle he shared the same ideas as Shelley.267 And Blake was a tenacious 

26° From "The P latonic Philosopher 's Creed", in Raine / Harper, 1969, p. 445 . 
26 1 

262 

263 

A mini-republic on th e banks of the Susquehann ah river, founded by the two poets and ten more 
men, accompani ed by twelve women. T he objective was to live communally an d to dedicate them
selves, both men and women, to th e free study of literature, re li gion and poli t ics . 
For Coleridge's poli tical ideas see W ill ey, 1980 A, pp . 1-50. 
In H olmes, 1976, pp. 588-9. 

2(,-l !bid. 
265 Asan example of such veneration see Holmes, 1976, p. 619: "Plato and Calderon have been my gods". 
266 !bid. pp. 216-7. 
267 He did the same with romanticism in Nightmare Abbey and The Four A ges of Poetiy. Peacock was a 

stirrer. 
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insurgent, as rebellious against moral tyrannies as he was against those of rulers. 

His support for popular liberation was stated quite clearly in "A Song for Liber
ty"268 and in The French Revolution of 1791, where he adopted a position that was 

diametrically opposed to Taylor's intransigence: "Hear, O Heavens ofFrance, the 

voice of the peo ple arising from valley and hill, ... Mourning oppressed on villa ge 
and field ... black, depressed in dark ignorance, kept in awe with the whip ... ".269 

No doubt, the inconsistency and anachronism of Taylor's political gestures, 
and for certain, the deficiencies in his translation of Plato with their corresponding 

and disconcerting interpretations, sparked sorne of the most lethal critique that he 
had received up to that moment. The critique was in an 1809 issue of The Edinburgh 

Review and its consequences were to be irreversible and were to condemn Plato to 

oblivion. We had previously seen how Taylor's translation of the Orpheic Hymns 

had made him the object of harsh and at times merciless criticisms which in tum 

suffered from a similar weakness, a lack of sound argument and an excess of 
subjectivity that was not reasoned out. Despite the fact that Plato was not popular 
and that the critics found Taylor's style too dramatic for the tone of English 

philosophy at the time, his work was treated ignominiously by the specialised press. 
Consequently we have it that, befare the death blow of 1809, the M onthly Magazine 

of 1805 had characterised the cryptic style of the flamboyant Platonic translator, 
whom according to this publication, was vainly convinced "that obscurity is a 

principal source of the sublime".27º The quality of translation from the Greek of 
Taylor's recent complete edition of Plato also received censure "from the want of 

that creeping verbal accuracy which distinguishes (it)".271 

Without insisting further on this point or dwelling on any more minar epi
sodes against Taylor, we shall now go on to analyse the fulminating criticism by 

the anonymous author of the aforementioned number fourteen of the Edinburgh 

Review, behind which sorne people consider was the powerful mind of James 
Mill.272 The article centres on two things, on Taylor and on the state of British 

classical studies, the low standard of which Taylor would be an exemplification 

of. The mysterious essayist starts therefore by lamenting, as <lid Peacock in Crotchet 

Castle, the degree to which the teaching of classical languages in Great Britain at 

the beginning of the century lagged behind in relation to the continent despite 
the fact that its curricula were based on Greek and Roman culture. Such a defi-

268 Included at th e end of The Marriage of Heaven and Hell. 
269 In Blake, 1972, p. 143. 
270 The M onth61 M agazine,January 1805, p. 579. 
271 !bid. 
272 Tumer, 1981, p. 37 1. 
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ciency could account for the difficulty in finding an academic, no matter how 

eminent, with the necessary command of Greek philosophy, history and oratory. 
It is in this uninspiring state of affairs that the British Ficino makes his entrance: 

"Mr. Taylor, by stepping aside from the vulgar path, and undertaking to elucida te 
for his countrymen the Grecian philosophers, merits at least the praise of having 

set a good example". Taylor's merit starts and ends here, for the expert goes on to 
add categorically: "and he would have performed excellent service, had his views 

been as sane as they were directly the contrary, and his qualifications as perfectas 

they were grassly defective".273 

We see here therefore, perhaps for the first time in Great Britain, a scholar 

making a distinction between Plato and the Neoplatonist tradition: "by exhib
iting Plato as the mortal foe of reason ... Mr. Taylor has scarcely done anything, 

or prafessed to do anything, but to fasten upon Plato the reveries of Praclus, 
and of the other philosophers of the Alexandrian school... In all this, nothing 
under heaven can be more different, both as to matter and manner, than the 

writings of Plato and those of the soi-disant Platonists".274 The author is not 

content with simply invalidating Taylor's focus, but justifies his objections and 
affirmations. For this reason it is not unlikely that Mills was the author of the 
article, given his good knowledge of Greek and his enthusiasm for Plato, which 
is reflected in the pragramme of studies that he and Bentham drew up for his 
sonJohn Stuart, who later lamented having read the Platonic dialogues at the 
premature age of seven. 275 ' 

According to the rigoraus analyst of The Edinburgh Review, Plato and the 
Platonists differ in three fundamental aspects. First, in method: "One of the most 

remarkable features of the writings of Plato is, tlut he affirms nothing; whereas 

the friends of Mr. Taylor are the most desperately affirmative of all human be
ings. In most of the Dialogues of Plato, the object is to refute the tenets and 
expose the ignorance of sorne of those sophists who travelled about Greece ... ".276 

If Mill were in fact the critic, he must have been the transmitter of the tl1esis of 
the negative vein of early Platonism to the then young George Grate, his friend 

and disciple. Grate later developed this thesis into a monumental and incisive 
study on Plato, as we shall see later on. The reviewer goes on to differentiate the 

main lines of argument or the contents of doctrine: "The business of the Pla
tonists is all in supernaturals; of Plato, as far as we have yet gone, is all in moral 

273 The Edinburgh Review 14, (1809), pp. 189-190. 
274 !bid. pp. 190, 191, 198. 
275 Trilling /Bloom, 1973 B, pp. 72-3; and G ilmour, 1993, p. 156. 
276 !bid. p. 198. 
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and political, or at most, metaphysical subjects".277 lt is here that the critic makes 

a distinction between Platonic mysticism and Plato's idealism, showing great dis

dain for the followers of the former, among whom was Taylor: charlatans of an

cient philosophy; ... a gross mixture of the allegorical genius of Oriental theology, 

with the quibbling genius of the worst kind of Grecian metaphysics ... ".278 The 
literary style is treated with the same rigorous criteria : "The language of the one 

is as wild, and mystical, and obscure, as their ideas; that of the other is always 

elegant, often highly figurative and eloquent ... highly clear and appropiate".279 

According to the author, Taylor did not render any of these three qualities in 
his edition. In reality, his Plato was a Neoplatonist. He preached instead of spec

ulating and he used an obscure and complicated language. To be blunt: "He has 

not translated Plato; he has travestied him, in the most cruel and abominable manner. 

He has not elucidated, but covered him over with impenetrable darkness"280 (the 

italics are mine) . Added to these deficiencies in comprehension and interpreta

tion was the problem of his knowledge of Greek and of the English language: 
"we intend no hyperbole when we say that he ought to be reckoned in the very 

lowest class of ignorant writers". 281 The critic acknowledges the difficulties in
herent in translating Plato into a modern language; nevertheless, the attempts of 

Bembo in to ltalian, of Grou in to French, and even of Floyer Sydenham who was 
Taylor's colleague and predecessor, show that it is possible. Taylor's errors there

fore are unpardonable, big and many of them due to his having copied Ficino 
literally: "lt will now amuse the reader, after having seen how unlike the transla

tion of Mr. Taylor is to the Greek of Plato, to perceive how similar it is, on the 
other hand, to the Latin of Ficinus ... ".282 

Where Ficino makes an error so <loes Taylor and the essayist presents us 

with a considerable number of misunderstandings and errors derived, according 
to him, from the indiscriminate plagiarism of Ficino's latín version, and Serranus' 

la ter one. With philological precision the expert of The Edinburgh Review detects 

at least seven serious errors which affect the form and meaning of the texts, and 
he clarifies, in case one assumed that there were no more errors: "But to pursue 

examples would be a task without end".283 The Protagoras, the Timaeus, the Par

menides and the Theaetetus, are thus, mutilated by Taylor's ignorance and his lack 

277 ]bid. 
27 8 lbid. p. 193. 
279 !bid. p. 198. 
e SO lbid. p. 190. 
281 !bid. 
~ 82 ]bid. p. 206. 
28.< !bid. p. 208. 
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of familiarity with the Greek language, and even with English,284 besides many 
other errors that the twenty-six pages of the arride do not cover. Taylor's bad 

reputation as a writer had already been pointed out by Coleridge,285 De 
Quincey,286 Yeats,287 and by the relevant translator of Plotinus, Stephen Mac 

Kenna,288 as well a~ by a contemporary of our own who refers to Taylor's lan

guage as a "demi-English".289 Taylor defended himself from these attacks by al

leging, immutably, that sensuality, ambition and commerce have invaded the world 
to such an extent that it is the common and vulgar public who do not accept his 

version: "The author of the following translation, therefore, cannot reasonably 
expect that his labours will meet with the approbation of the many: since these 
Hymns are too ancient, and too full of the Greek philosophy, to please the igno

rant, and the sordid".29° For this reason his translation was addressed to the few 
initiates in the science of universals, among whom the hostile yet brilliant critic 

of The Edinburgh Review was certainly not to be found. 
As this intellectual executioner ofTaylor saw it, the most serious consequence 

of his edition, unfortunately, the only complete version on the market at that 
time, was that it scared away the few prospective readers of Plato of that period. 

According to Frank B. Evans, the Platonic philosophy was hardly read by think
ers and had a restricted readership amongst poets and artists. Setting aside the 
bad press Plato received beca use of Taylor, the fact that Aristotle, Bacon, Locke, 

as well as Samuel Parker291 and Lord Bolingbroke292 put forward positions which 
were antagonistic with Platonism, and the lack of bibliography, still hindered the 
reception of Platonic thought in Great Britain. According to The Edinburgh Re

view, Taylor had done a poor service to Platonism: "It has been the fate of Plato, 

284 !bid. p. 207: "As a sample of Mr.Taylor's bad English .. . ". He gives th e example that doubl e negation 
does not exist in English or that it is equa l to an affi rmation: "Not ... neither". 

285 

28ó 

287 

288 

289 

Q uoted by Notopoulos, 1936, p. 503: " ... he (Coleridge) describes Taylor's translations as 'difficult 
Greek transmuted into incomprehensi bl e English'". Ref. Coleo11on II, 107. 
Cited by Raine / Ha rper, 1969, p. 23: Taylor "was far more distinguished for absurdity and is now 
equally illustrious for obscurity" . In this case the quote is reli able given that they give their source: 
Works, (Edinburgh 1860), vol. XIII, p. 60. 
Yeats, "The Philosophy of Shelley's Poetry", in Warn er / H ough, 1983 , pp. 199-200: " ... Taylor's bad 
verse ... ". 
Raine / Harper, 1969, "Mac Kenna, who praised him as a pioneer, objected to his translations fo r 
reasons 'mainly litera ry"' (Ref. The Em1eads, London 1930, lntroduction). 
Ronald B. Levinson , 195 3, p. 5 : "the inaccura te and neo-Platonized demi-English translations of 
Thomas Taylor, the Platonist". 

290 Pre fa ce to the Hymns of Orpheus, in Webb, 1982, p. 184. 
29 1 Parker, 1666. I bave not been a ble to consul t this and follow Eva ns' tes timony in Evans, 194 3, p. 103. 
292 Also in Frank B. Evans. Ref. : Lord Bolingbroke, Works, ed. D.Mall et, (London 1754), vals. III-\~ 

passim. 
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in modern times, to be seen through a most unfavourable medium, than any oth

er of the classical authors of Greece or Rome ... instead of rescuing Plato from his 
injurious misapprehension, and inviting the youth of his country to that instruc

tion .. : Mr.Taylor has done, what in him lay, to confirm this misapprehension; and 

by heaping absurdity more thick upan his author than befare, to chase every body from a 

task so nauseous as the study of him is thus made to appear"293 (the italics are mine). 
Whether this review was by Mill or not, it had a decisive impact on how Tay

lor's edition was received and in the reading of Plato by the British public. This 

mayverywell have been one of the reasons why Peacock did not refer to his friend's 
translation when he pronounced a list of complaints about philological negligence 

in Great Britain in Crotchet Castle. If a reader carne by the Platonic dialogues via the 
polemical translator, it is certain that what awaited him was a mystical and Neopla

tonic approximation to the Athenian philosopher. If the translation in question was 
ignored, which was more often the case, then we could see the repetition of the 
situation that W E. A. Axon explains in reference to a conversation between Emer

son and Wordsworth during which the American writer, surprised by Taylor's un
popularity in the United Kingdom, commented: "I told him it was not creditable 
that no one in all the country knew anything ofThomas Taylor, the Platonist, whilst 

in every American Library his translations were found". 294 We have seen that the 
Modern Plethon was well known amongst the Transcendentalists and, it seems, we 
can find accurately underlined and annotated editions of Taylor's Plato and Ploti

nus in Emerson's prívate library at the Concord Antiquarian House.295 

Those were not good times for Plato either. In the same conversation be

tween Emerson and Wordsworth, registered by Axon, the American visitar asks 
the question: "If Plato's Republic were published in England, as a new book, to

day, do you think it would find any readers?". The answer of the poet of Gras
mere is "no". Even so, Wordsworth adds with British complacency which Emer

son does not overlook: "and yet, we have embodied it all". 296 Sorne years later 
the Respublica would be found at the bedside of\Vhitehall politicians of both par

ties but this, Wordsworth could not have foreseen. Whether Taylor's fault or not, 
at the turn of the century, Plato, as The Edinburgh Review points out, had been 

branded as obscure, complicated and démodé, difficult to justify. 

293 The Edi11burgh Review 14, (1 809), p. 192. 
294 W . E. A. A.xon, Thomas Ta_ylor the Plato11ist, a Biographiral a11d Bibliographica/ Sketch, in Rain e / H arper, 

1969, p. 123. 
295 Turnbull, 1976, p. 264. 
296 \V. E. A. A.xon, Thomas Taylor the Platonist, a Biographical a11d Bibliographical Sketch, in Raine I H arper, 

1969,p.1 23 . 
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In the year 1797 a translation carne out of Aristotle's Ethica and Politica by 

the Scottish historiographer and classicist J ohn Gillies, which, in a tone more in 

keepíng with the mood of the times, saíd: "The nature and scope of my literary 
labours are so totally different from those of Mr. Taylor, ... Utility, common and 

vulgar utilíty, above which that same author proudly soars was my great, or rather 

sole aim".297 The critics applauded it as realistic and pragmatic, and even The 

Month61 Magazine of 1805 which attacked Taylor as outlandish, praised Gillíes 

using language that was no less romantic and significative: "The philosophy of 

Arístotle, wrapped in the deepest mysteries by the Platonicians, has been relieved 
from its long níght of darkness by the luminous interpretation of Dr. Gillies".298 

Gillies and Aristotle were much more akin to the sensibility of the English 

eíghteenth century than were either Taylor or Plato. Dryden's words, uttered as 
a student at Cambridge during the mid seventeenth century, when it seemed 

that the Aristotelian hegemony of the theologians was about to be overthrown 

by the antidogmatism of the Platonists More and Cudworth, now sounded alíen 

and very distant: The longest tyranny that ever swayed/ Was that wherein our 
ancestors betrayed/ Their free-born reason to the Stagirite/ And made his torch 

their universal light".299 The Stagirite, however, was never to be completely 
ousted, even if, years later, in the mid nineteenth century, he would have to 

share the stage with his master, and even be overshadowed by him. In the mean

tíme, until Plato's hour was to come, the scales were clearly tipped in favour of 
Aristotle. Thus, in Walter Savage Landor's Diogenes and Plato, a long and at 

times dense text of 182 9, the commonplace of Plato the daydreamer still holds 

true, when, for example, in an imaginary dialogue, Diogenes says to Plato: "We 
want no poets or logicians or metaphysicians to govern us: we want practica} 

men, honest men ... ". 300 

D iogenes <loes not only reproach Plato for his lack of political skill, but also 

ammends his philosophy and goes as far as to teach him how to think: "Keep 

always to the point, or with an eye upon it , and instead of saying things to make 
people stare and wonder, say what will withhold them hereafter from wondering 

and staring. This is philosophy; to nzake remate things tangible, cmmnon things exten

sively conznzon, and to leave the least necessary far the last"3º1 (the italics are mine). 

297 Ari:,1otló Ethics and Politics ... a77Cl a new ana61sis of his spewlative woi·ks, Suppfemcllf (Lond on, 1797), p. 
xlvii. Cited by Ra ine I Harper, 1969, p. 25 . 

298 Thc Monthly Magazine,January 1805, p. 579. 
299 Q uoted by Barker, 1959, p. vi. 
300 "Diogenes and Plato", in Landor, 1927, p. 67 . 
JO I lbid. p. 82. 
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No philosophical attitude could be more divorced from Taylor's own, and yet, 
despite the caricature in the Diogenes-Landor definition, what prevailed in philo
sophical studies was the racional and logical spirit, right up to the time when the 

second complete edition of the Corpus Platonicum was published by the Bohn Clas
sical Library under the supervision of Henry Cary and Henry Davis, between 
1848 and 1854. And, even though this six-volume version was edited a number of 
times by George Bell and Sons, it did not do as well as had been expected nor did 
it receive the desired reception on the part of the more specialised public. Never
theless, it did crea te a certain interest which la ter grew to become the rage during 
the last three decades of the nineteenth century. 

In 1871, right in the midst of the Platonic reviva!, and more than half a cen
tury after the aforementioned criticism against Taylor, one could still hear voices 
raised in outrage against his philosophical adventure. As a result of the publica
tion in the same year of the first complete edition of the Dialogues of Plato by the 
celebrated Benjamin J owett, on the other si de of the Atlantic, Taylor had now 
lost what little popularity he had left. The New York Daily Tribune hailed the ver
sion of the brilliant Master of Balliol as the first correct effort to render Plato in to 
English. Until then, the critic says, the few readers who were interested in Greek 
philology, "have relied chiefly on the quaint versions of Thomas Taylor, whose 
rugged and pedantic language fails to do justice to the discipleship which was the 
master-passion of his life". 3º2 Back in Great Britain, The Edinburgh Review which 
had taken up the task of burying Taylor in 1809, attacked again a few months 
after the American publication. The occasion this time was also J owett. The au
thor of the commentary was Sir Alexander Grant, distinguished disciple of Balliol 
and inheritor of the illustrious Scottish principle of common sense. 303 

Like Mill or whoever had been his anonymous predecessor in the year 1809, 
Grant showed appreciation for Sydenham's merit but dismissed Taylor because 
he considered that he had translated Ficino from the Latin and not the Greek: 
"The incorrectness of his renderings and the general inadequacy of his represen
ta tion of Plato were pointed out in this Review (vol. xiv.1809), and his five quarto 
volumes have long since receded into the limbo of unread books preserved in 
large libraries". 3º4 In 1892, Taylor lay peacefully intact on library bookshelves 
but not the same can be said of him in the memory of critics. And thus, when 

302 New York Daily 11-ibune, March 1871, p. 6. Signature in the catalogue of th e Jowett Papers at Balliol: 

303 
II. V5!6. The author's name does not appear. 
Cf A brief yet clear analysis by G ilmour: "The march of mind: Scotch lmowledge and English utili 
tarianism", in Gilmour, 1993 . 

304 The Edinburgh Review 274, (October 1871) p. 304. 
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Plato had finally become totally respectable reading andan undisputed classic in 

the world of British academia, a dying J owett published his third edition of the 
dialogues, the culminating point of a brilliant career as a contemporary Platonist 

who even then contrasted with the sad and remote figure of the m odem Plethon at 

the other end of the century. "Mr. Jowett", wrote the Saturday Review, by way of 
quiet consecration "has undoubtedly made it much more possible than Taylor, or 
Sydenham, or any one else made it for Englishmen who have no Greek, to un

derstand the thought of Plato, if not to appreciate his literary merit". 3º5 

Our mortified pre-Romantic translator was not to know of the future and in 

certain ways unexpected success ofVictorian Platonism, nor was he to know that 

Plato would find his place in the great Oxfordian citadel of Aristotle and the To
ries, of which he had grey and humiliating memories. For, let us turn back and 
remember how in the year 1802 a solitary and bitter Taylor walked along those 

same narrow and stone paved streets of Oxford, "so gloomy from their Gothic 
structure, that they give a melancholy aspect to the town and its vicinity". 3º6 A 
foreign guest as he was, and there on work, he found his own way, ascending and 

descending the winding stairs of the venerable Bodleian Library like a grieving 
soul. Oxford can generate feelings of loneliness and rage when it becomes inac
cessible. "Everything is infected with monkish gloom", 3º7 he said with a waver

ing heart and his Plato ignored by th e dons in their bookcases. Slightly intimidat
ed by so many togas and academic pomp, he examined sorne valuable rnanuscripts 
of the Timaeus of which he considered hirnself the rightest of users and an undis
puted interpreter, even though he was not recognised as such: "the black-coated 

gentlernen .. . appear to me ... in genera l haughty and superficial". 3º8 He walks 
through the rnediaeval cloisters and winding galleries of New College where he 

was assigned to gloorny quarters, "very rnuch in tl1e style of sorne of the roorns in 
Mrs. Radcliffe's castles".3º9 Frorn his narrow, draped window he can see the tow

ers of All Souls College and tl1e pointed steeples of Codrington Library. Sorne 
afternoons he goes clown to the old college chapel and rests, setting his eyes on 

Reynold 's large stained glass window, whilst the organ plays delicate religious 
rnusic. Neitl1er did any of tl1e charrns of the acadernic town rnanage to rnove hirn 

and he reaffirrns hirnself in his autonomy: "whatever and wherever be rny situa
tion in life, I should leave Oxford irnmediately, so black is the rnelancholy with 

305 The Satui·day Review Guly 16th 1892). 
306 Letter by Taylor to a distinguished correspond ent, reproduced by Raine / Ha rper, 1969, p. 20. 
307 !bid. 
308 !bid. 
309 !bid. 
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which it assaults me".310 Like the humiliated Jude in Hardy's novel, condemned 
to look at the colleges from behind bars, "he turned his back upon the city that 

had been such a thorn in his side". 3 11 Taylor was never to return there again. 

His portrayals of Oxford, imbued with the claustrophobic anguish of a Gothic 
novel, bring to the fore, among other feelings, old frustrations and justified fears. 

They at the same time revealed a skilled portrayer of inner landscapes, a decora
tor of the states of the soul who produced special effects not with a lot of genius 

but with much passion. In this way Taylor recreat€d the Platonic spiritual uni 
verse with the imagery of a Romantic canvas, where the shadows cast an air of 

other-worldliness upon the dark and ancient ruins. 

31º l bid. 
3 11 H ardy, 1974, p. 143 . 



III. THOMAS TAYLOR (2): 
THE ROMANTIC SOUL AMONG RUINS 

SHELLEY, WRITING IN HIS Alastor of the Spirit of Solitude in 1815, imagined the 
protagonist of the poemas a young poet and placed him on an inicia tic journey in 
search of himself, during which the hero comes in to contact with the sacred texts 
of primordial wisdom -possibly, that "universal system" to which his alias Lion
el312 refers to: "The foun tains of divine philosophy/ Fled not his thirsting lips, 

and ali of great/ Or good, or lovely, which the sacred past/ ... consecrates, he felt 
and knew". 313 As the protagonist continued on his inner journey, Shelley made 
him pass through the anci ent world, which at times is confused with the scenes 
where he describes the travellers own spirit of solitude: " ... he left/ His cold fire
side and alien ated home/ To seek strange truths in undiscovered lands/. .. H is 
wandering step/ Obedient to high thoughts, has visited/ The awful ruins of the days 

of old"314 (the italics are mine). The first city he visits is Athens and it is perhaps 

there, or at Thebes, or at J erusalem, but in any case among imposing ruins, where 
he has his firs t great revelation: "Among the ruined temples there,I Stupenduous col

unins, and wild images/ Of m m·e than man, where mm·ble demons watch/ The Z odiaó 

braze71 myste1y, and dead men/ Hang their mute thoughts on the mute walls 
around,/ He lingered ... wh en the moon/ Filled the mysterious halls with floating 
shades/ ... till meaning on his vacan t mind/ Flashed like strong inspiration, and he 
saw/ The thrilling secrets of the birth of time"315 (the italics are mine). 

The reference to the rnarble demons - related, by the way, to the title-, 316 is 
reminiscent of Taylor's polytheistic animation. It is precisely tl1e poet's encounter 

312 

313 

L ion el appears in "The Boa t on the Serchio" and in "Rosalind and Helen". Shelley imagin ed a dia-
logue between him and a ficticious critic, where he repli es: "Such is your conception of th e in tel lec
tual & universa l system of wh ich L ionel is a di sciple". Cf Rogers, 1967, p. 17. 
Shell ey,A!astoi-70-7 8, in Shell ey, 195 1, p. 17. 

314 !bid. Alastor 107-9. 
315 !bid. Alastor 116-12 8. 
316 Almtor, a name proposed to him byThomas Love Peacock, means demon of revenge, or sent by the goJs. 
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with the remains of temples, where the thoughts of the dead rest in tombs, which 
awakens him to knowledge and evokes divinity for him. In the preparatory notes 

to his Heinrich Von Offerdingen, Novalis asks himself within the context of the 
beginning of Heinrich's exodus in search of the Blue Flower which brings him to 

sorne ruins: "Est-ce qu'il ne serait pas bon, au fond, de laisser la famille se méta
morphoser en une mystique collection d'(statues) antiques?".317 My understand

ing is that the Romantic cult of ancient ruins, apart from the exotic connotations 
and the escape into a more glorious past which it entailed, at the same time re
flected an inner decadence, an ennui and a deep discomfort. Such sentiments found, 

in the remains of archaeological jewels, the most appropriate mirror whereupon 

was reflected the grandeur of the cracked human soul. This is the way in which 
Taylor, nourisher of poets and deceived by the contemporary mind, made use of 
the metaphor of classical ruins and of shadows when talking of the soul. He pla

ces it in rugged and solitary spots, which in a certain way are reminiscent of the 
twilight and isolated atmosphere of the Abbey in the Oak Forest by Caspar David 

Friedrich of 181 O. 
The Gothic flame had inspired Taylor and the early Shelley to such an ex

tent that they did not limit themselves to simply studying Plato but also experi
enced him and placed him within their aesthetic context. This is the meaning of 

the appelatives Greek experience and Platonic thrill. The first term is reminiscent of 
the Grand Tour, the trips to Greece organised by the Society of Dilettanti, of the 
unanimous admiration inspired by the Elgin Marbles, of the reproduction of 

tunics by ladies, and of artistic and archaeological imitation. As an example of the 
devotion to hellenism taken to an extreme we ha ve the case of the brothers J ohn 
and Benjamín Gibson, who, according to William Gaunt, wore togas and san

dals, spoke classical Greek, ate dishes attributed to the ancients and had their 
house decorated in the style of Pericles' Athens. All this they attempted to ac

complish in the middle of Nazarene Rome.318 The second term, which we shall 
also interpretas "Platonic experience", referred toan identification with Plato 's doc

trines. In Taylor's case it was of a personal nature, for he considered himself as the 
inheritor of that golden chain, an authentic medium between divinity and men , 

on the same level as Pythagoras, Plato, P lotinus and Proclus. In Shelley's case an 

intellectual and even emocional empathy sprang up. He found Plato's metaphys
ics and Platonic confabulation - without the inclusion of the Neoplatonic tradi
tion- very much akin to his own construction of reality as a poet and as a man. It 

317 Nova lis, 1975, vol. I, p. 242 . 
318 The British sculptor John Gibson and bis brother Benj amín, claimed to be "Greeks", and even ate in 

accordance with anci ent Greek cooking. Cf Gaunt, 1988 C, p. 32. 
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is the fusion of these two Platonist life experiences, which was passed on to the 

aesthetes and the decadents -those initiated in to a great secret, as Pater puts it-
319 to the last of the Romantics - as Yeats said-,32 0 and to the inhabitants of 

Robert Bridges' fourth dimension. 321 Therefore, in the same way as we can trace 
a direct line from Grote to Popper, we can go a step further and trace a line of 

Platonist interpretation starting with Taylor, refined by Shelley and reaching the 

twentieth century with Yeats . 
On this specific point, I believe that Kathleen Raine is quite right when she 

affirms that Taylor, despite considering himself a mathematician anda great meta

physic, "could not ha ve foreseen that his call to the standard of Plotinus would be 
answered in England only by the poets and a few painters".322 It is quite certain 
- and I agree with the following hypothesis- that Taylor transferred the figura
tions of Romantic aesthetics to his metaphysical allegories, and that his philoso

phy reached artists more easily because they spoke similar languages. In this way, 
given that his contacts with the intelligentsia of the nation were to be found more 
on the side of the arts and the alternative trends than on that of science or aca

demia, he fashioned a Romanticised Platonism which was no doubt influenced by 
the creative at:mosphere of the age, very much involved in exploring and exploit
ing the pathos of emerging The Gusto Greco. fu I see it, the British Ficino absorbed 
the passionate melancholy of Ro man tic archaeological fantasy and inserted it in to 

his Platonic imagery, thus creating a kind of philosophical iconography which, 
despite its limitations, was significant enough to turn him into a key figure in the 
British interest around Bellas, and in toan interpreter of what is most unique and 
influential in Platonism, as we shall try to show in this chapter with a succinct 

presentation of his imagery. 
In Taylor's view, therefore, Plato's philosophy is not only Neoplatonic, but at 

the same time becomes a living part of the Greek experience. Because of this type 

of focus he is a pioneer amongst thinkers, to such a degree that he won't have any 
counterparts until the end of the nineteenth century, when the Plato of the aes
thetes recovers a physically drawn Greek universe, albeit from a different per

spective, a sybaritic and homoerotic one. Imbued with fantasy, Taylor did not 

limit himself to presenting a Romantic version of Plato, but also, in 1794, pro
duced the second English translation of the Description of Greece by Pausanias of 
176 A.D., compounded as a kind of primitive and refined Baedeker for the more 

319 Pater, 1986, p. 90. 
320 "Coole Park and Ballylee '', 1931, from The Winding Stai -, in Yeats, 1974, p. 151. 
32 1 

322 
"The Fourth Dimension", from Poems in Classical Prosody, in Bridges, 1914, pp. 442-3. 
Rain e, 1968, p. 122. 
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exquisite traveller. The edition was embellished with engravings by N icholas 

Stuart, taken from the famous Antiquities of Athens, which were a monumental sym

bol in themselves in the eyes of the first generations of T he Grecian Gusto, thirst

ing for trustworthy information on Bellas . Pausanias, an Ionic con temporary of 

Marcus Aurelius, appeared in England at the end of the eighteenth century, amidst 

a proliferation of studies and travel books on Greece. Nonetheless, it was unex

pectedly successful for a work of such length. Despite its ten volumes and the 

detailed nature of the archaeological and topographical descriptions, Pausanias' 

nostalgia fo r a hernie and sensual Greek past very closely touched the sensibility 

of English philhellenists . 

Taylor did not pass by the opportunity of translating the Hellenic observa 

tions of such an authorita tive guide, nor did he ignore the respect he held for the 

ancient religion and cults of a Glorious Greece fallen into decadence. What 's 

more, we can find Neoplatonic vestiges in sorne of the details of Pausanias' narra 

tive, which both Taylor and Shelley were to reproduce in talking of archaic ani

mism and the ruins. We should keep in mind that Shelley was already reading 

P lato when he wrote Alastor. Richard Holmes gathered the testimony of a friend 

of Leigh H unt, who met hirn at that time, where he stated: "His principal dis

course, was, however, of P lato" .323 Ayear had elapsed since the hypothetical veg

etarían dinner, and Shelley "was absorbed in thought and reading. He studied in 

translation the dialogues of P lato" .324 We have already seen how the poet re

ceived his first experience of platonic philosophy through T homas Taylor, 325 but 

we rnust at least add that he was also interested in acquiring his own version of 

Pausanias' book. In the summer of 181 7 he wrote to the editor Charles O llier: 

"Do you know (is?) Taylor's Pausanias to be purchased, and at what price?".326 

Pausanias spoke with en thusiasrn of the demons and supernatural powers 

within th e Greek universe in ruins . Thus, on Megalopolis in Arcadia h e said, 

according to Peter Levi's translation: "I arn not astounded that (i t) ... should have 

lost all its beauty and ancien t prosperity, or that most of it should be ruins now

adays, because I know that the daemonic powers love to turn things continually 

upside clown , and I kn ow th at fortune alters everything .. . according to her 

whim".327 In the end we do not know whether Shelley fi nally bought Pausanias ' 

Op. cit. p. 360. 
324 ErnestDowden quoted by J ames A. N otopoulos, 1936, p. 505. 
32 5 An early experience bu t not the very first contact, for both N otopoulos as well as Holmes indicares 

that Shcl ley rcad Plato fo r the first tim e at Eton, with D r. J ames L ind , between 1808 and 181 O, and 
it was probably th e Symposim11. Cf Cruza legui, 1983, pp. 33-34. 

326 Letter by Shell ey to O lli er, dated the 3rd of August 18 17, cited by N otopoulos, 1936, p. 505. 
327 Cuide to Grrrce, tr. Peter Levi, H armondsworth, 1971, cited by Ston eman, 198 7, p. 146 . 
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monumental work translated by Taylor or not, nor whether he had previously 

read it. In fact, his mention of the nzodern Plethon could in itself entail a prefer

ence, given that another translation of 1780 by Uvedale Price, author of another 

indicative title: An Essay on the Picturesque, was already on the market. In any case, 

the Pausanias-Taylor tandem is close to that of Shelley in Alastor as is made evi

dent in the verses we have already commented. In fact, the Romantic poet hadan 

authentic fixation with what he called "the monster of his thought"328 or the 

existence of invisible forces. T his in turn favoured his receptiveness to Taylor's 

transcendentalism and to Platonism on the one hand , and to the at times mysteri

ous evocation of Greece by Pausanias on the other. 
We should remember that it was as a result of a nocturnal conversation initi

ated by Shelley in 1816 in Byron's Villa Deodati, 329 in the company of M.G. 

Lewis, "the Monk", that Mary Shelley was inspired to write Frankenstein, 33 0 the 

restless Polidori conceived The Vttmpyr and tl1eir host the final poem of Mazeppa . 

In his notes on this extremely fertile gathering, Polidori includes sorne hallucina

tions which Shelley experienced on reading Coleridge's Christabel33 1 -yet an

other believer in ghosts- , but this was by no means the only occasion. There is 

reason to suspect that in 1813 Shelley imagined an assassination attempt against 

himself in Tan-yr-allt332 and, a little befare his death in La Spezia , he had had 

visions and announcements of catastrophes: "Shelley sees spirits and alarms the 

whole house", 333 wrote Mary. Among the wide range of the poet's extraordinary 

experiences is that of the doubling. H is Doppelgiinger appeared befare him, nor

mally to scold him for sorne carelessness, 334 beca use the soul, for this lover of 

Plato, contained another soul within, an annihilating demon, a kakon daínzon, or 

an alastor: "that Power which strikes the luminaries of the world with sudden 

darkness and extinction, by awakening them to too exquisite a perception of its 

influences .. . ". 335 This spirit or divine fury demanded submission, recognition of 

its invisible Power, and in this tyranny, the poet paradoxically found Truth, in the 

same way as the aesthetics of horror was, in his opinion , another form of beauty. 

T he discovery that P lato in the Sy nzposiunz considered Love as a dahnon , 

and that "everything daemonical holds an intermediate place between what is 

328 Shell ey's manuscript quoted by Rogers, 1967 , p. 17. 
329 For fur th er detail s about this summ er night see C rnza legui, 1984, pp. 23-27. 
33 0 Mary Shell ey, "Author's lntroduction", in Fnmkcnstein, in P raz 1979, pp . 260-264. 
33 1 Holmes, 1976 , pp . 328-3 30. 
332 !bid. pp. 190 ff, but Holmes does not support the th esis of th e ha llucination . 
m !bid. p. 727. 
334 !bid. 
335 P re fa ce by Shell ey, to A lastar, in Shell ey, 19 51, p. 15. 
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divine and what is mortal", 336 was for Shelley, the apprentice translator, a very 

important one. Taylor, in his edition of Timaeus which Shelley possessed, had 

also translated daímon synoíkon as a "daemon" conferred by divinity that ... re
sides in the very summit of the body, elevating as from earth toan alliance with 

the heavens", 337 in other words like the divine part of humanity that tends to
wards God . Diotima's explanation on the mediating role of the great demons 

and daímonos anér, 338 easily adapted itself to this scheme of reality of Taylor's 
and of the Romantic poet. Therefore, according to the Plato also translated by 

Shelley, the Divinity and divinized persons acted in this way: "Through him 
subsist all divination, and the science of sacred things .. . and he who is wise in 

the science of this intercourse is supremely happy, and participates in the dae
monical nature".339 Plato had given both translators a valuable sign of identity: 
they themselves were the privileged mediators, and that is why the ruins speak 

to them and everything happens as in that passage of Pausanias, impregnated 
with related ghosts: "even now I call the phantoms of a thousand hours", 34º 
Shelley evoked in the year 1816. 

The British Ficino, like a good Platonist, considered that the primordial real
ity of the universe was the noús, which he understood as energy: "The true man, 
both according to Aristotle and Plato, is intellect".341 And, even though he didn't 
state so, let us imagine that the definition included women as well. In any case the 
human being was, according to him, a microcosmos, "comprehending in himself 

partially every thing which the world contains divinely and totally ",342 as regard
ed the energy of the intellect as well as the racional soul or interface between it 
and the body. The image of the individual \Vhole participating of the macrocos
mos, was also of Platonic origin343 and a leitmotiv of Romantic thought, as it 

appears in the poem Astralis by Novalis: "En toutes choses l'Un, et dans l'Un 
toutes choses,/ Voir l'image de D ieu sur une herbe, un caillou ... N ul ne saurait se 

voir autrement que dans tous" .344 Yet, perhaps the most beautiful and direct il
lustration of the concept was that of Blake, in the Auguries of Innocence: "To see a 

336 Translation by Percy B. Shelley of Smp. 202e: The Banquet of Plato, in "A Defence of Poetry", in 
Shell ey, 1951, p. 857. 

33 7 Rogers, 1967, p. 76. 
e¡: 203a-b. 

m Shelley, Smp. 203a-b, in "ADefence of Poetry", in Shelley, 1951 , p. 85 7. 
H O Hynm to l mellectual Beauty, in Shelley, 1983, p. 531. 
34 1 Q uoted by Raine, 1968, p. 106. 

Q uoted by Rain e / H arper, 1969, p. 44 3. 
Especially in Lg. X, 903c and Ti. 69c-e . 

.l+l From Hei111'ich Van Ofterdi11gen , in N ovalis, 197 5, vol. I, p. 208. 
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World in a Grain of Sand/ Anda Heaven in a Wild Flower/ Hold Infinity in the 

palm of your hand/ And Eternity in an hour" . 345 

As a consequence, people and the universe of things had the same roots but 

diverse functions and also different destinies. Mobility or human evolution were 

due to the racional soul or the mind, since the intellect, though superior, was 

immobile. This mobile capacity, as Diotima had already said, allow~ the mind to 

reach close to the heights, and Taylor optimistically situates it either "after de

mons and heroes ... by the exercise of the cathartic and theoretic virtues", 346 or 

defeated, falling into the infernal "descending infinitely into the sublunary re
gion".347 It is here that the British Ficino introduces the theme, which would later 

be better known by the sanscript word for wheel, karma, of which Plato had spo

ken - in Greek of course- in both the Timaeus348 and Phaedo, 349 and which 

consists in regarding birth as a sign of the moral imperfection of the individual. 

This reading of corporality does not accept that the type of incarnation which a 

soul undergoes reflects its spiritual voyage, assigning women, animals and vege

tables to inferior souls. Therefore, as Taylor sees it, human beings, on the point 

ofbeing freed, live in a state of waiting or transit, until they overcome the cosmic 

law which ties them to a body: "the soul while an inhabitant of earth is in a fallen 

condition, an apostate from deity, an exile from the orb of light". 350 

The concept of the foreigner in the world and of the return to the house of 

the Father, which P lotinus brilliantly compares to Ulisses' return voyage to 

Ithaca, 351 was also a recurrent theme of Romanticism. The young poet in Alastor, 

"left his cold fireside and alienated home", and the magrzificent stranger ofNovalis 

seeks the Blue Flower that is to lead him home, "Toujours a la maison". 352 

Nevertheless, the Father's house of the Romantics was, as we see in Novalis, 

Blake, Shelley and, later on in Pater, their own creative and psychological ener

gy, a kind of inherent magic idealism which is present in the inner religiousness 

of the poet. Taylor shares the sensation but not the objective, for he loyally 

follows his Neoplatonic companions in postulating that the Home was the 

retreat from the material world and a return to the transcendental existential 

Essence within the person: "For there having divested ourselves of the torn 

345 Blake, "Auguries oflnnocence", in Blake, 1972, p. 431. 
346 The Platonic Philosophei·'.r Creed, in Raine / Harper, 1969, p. 444. 
347 !bid. 
348 On two occasions in Ti.: 42 b-d and 90e-9 l a. 
349 Phd. 82 b. 
350 The Platonic Philosophei·'.r Creed, in Raine / Harper, 1969, p. 444. 
35 1 Enneads I, 6 and V9. 
352 Heinrich Van Oftei-dingen , in Novalis, 1975, vol. I, p. 215 . 
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garments of mortality, as much as our union with body will permit, we may 

resume our natural appearance; and niay each of us at length recova· the ruined em

pire of his soul "353 (the italics are mine). 

That empire in ruins, the soul, had gone through ages of glory and grandeur, 

when it knew all, and it had lived as an Idea like the rest in the celestial space 

described by the Phaedo, 354 the Meno355 and the Phaedrus, 356 or in the blessed 

star of the Timaeus, 357 befare it fe ll prisoner to the blind darkness of the cavern, 

where it forgot the rea lity it had learnt. As a consequence, Taylor concludes in 

reference to the soul that: "whatever knowledge she acquires in the present life is 

nothing more than a recovery of what she once possessed; and which discipline 

evoca tes from its dormant retreats". 35 8 The theory of anamnesis was better known 

in England dueto Wordsworth's famous poem rather than through Plato's work. 

T he great poet of the lakes denied, as we shall see later on, any non-Christian 

influences on his writing of the Ode 011 Immortality, but it is undeniable that, with 

or without Plato, the Orphic Hymns and the texts on Greek religion could be felt 

in the air, as the presence of a translation by Taylor in Wordsworth's library at 

Grasmere comes to prove. Directly or indirectly, Coleridge's collaborator accepts 

and adopts the idea that birth is a dream and an oblivion, and that everyday life 

stubbornly tries to disprove: "To make her Foster-child, her Inmate Man,/ For

get the glories he hath known,/ And that imperial palace whence he came".359 

It is no coincidence that Taylor and Wordsworth should imagine invisible 

life, the beyond, as a magnificent dimension. The world was becoming a place 

too full of conflict to live in, and like Plotinus, their idealism preferred to exalt, a 

more peaceful and happier world, transcendent or subjective, the recompense of 

the accomplished . Piranesi's Carceri d 'lnvenzione are a tremendous example of the 

claustrophobic delirium that assailed sensitive minds at the end of the eighteenth 

century, "conclusion inévitable de la volonté de puissance baroque",360 suggests 

Marguerite Yourcenar. The young foreigner of Novalis finds the Blue Flower, 

the key to reality, within his lifetime, but the author wrote a poem to the wish fa r 

death, itself "que nous allions jusqu'en notre patrie/ Pour pouvoir contempler 

353 Taylor, Preface to The Hy7lms of Oipheus, in W ebb, 1982, p. 188. 
354 Phd. 72 e-76e. 
355 Men. 81b-e and 85a-86b 
356 

35 7 

35H 

Phd1 -. 250a-e and 275 a. 
Ti. 4 1d-42e. 
The Plato11ic Philosopher '.1 Creed, in Raine / H arper, 1969, p. 444. 

359 l 11 timatio11s of lmm011aliry f rom Reco/lections of Ear~y Childhood, 82-86, in Tri ll ing / Bloom , 197 3 A, p. 
178 . 

360 "Le cerveau noir de Piranese", in Sous Bén~fire d'invemaire, in Yourcenar, 199 1, p. 100. 
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cette époque bénie".361 Another German Romantic, Heinrich Von Kleist, chose 

to die in order to attain the supreme dimension of death and beauty. The bleak 

and forgotten Edward Young, significantly illustrated by Blake, sought consola

tion in death: "Auspicious aera ! golden days, begin!/ The thought of death shall , 

like a god, inspire". 362 Finally, Shelley's Adonais-Keats, once dead, also breaks 

with the wheel of suffering: "has outsoared the shadow of our night; ... He lives, 

he wakes ... He is a portian of the loveliness/ Which once he made more love

ly ... . ,,363 

For the British Ficino earthly existence was a sign of impurity: "I ... believe 

that the human soul on its departure from the present life will , if not properly 

purified, pass into other terrene bodies". 364 What's more, his ideal of gratifica

tion was not content with resting in death, but adopted the form of a liberation 

from the succession of reincarnations. "I believe that souls that live according to 

virtue shall in other respects be happy; and when .. . purified from all body, shall 

be conjoined with the gods, and govern the whole world, together with the dei

ties by whom it was produced". 365 Shelley, in turn, imagined the soul of the late 

Keats, brilliant as a star in the tópos ouránios, showing that it had returned to its 

origin: " ... burning through the inrn ost veil of Heaven,/ The soul of Adonais, like 

a star,/ Beacons from the abode where the Eternal are". 366 

Exactly what kind of pilgrimage was the vegetarian translator proposing? 

And in what did his theses of catharsis and theoría, which were so inconceivable to 

the theologians of Oxford, consist? More than a quest for self-knowledge, he 

proposed an unaccompanied journey into the mysteries of P latonic philosophy, 

"the cult of'deliberate obscurity"'. 367 And, almost paraphrasing the Ennead l.6 of 

Plotinus, Taylor makes his ca ll for spiritua l conversion in a stormy language: "Let 

us then fly from hence my friends, to those delightful realms : for there, while 

connected with body, we may find a retreatfrom the storms and tempests of a cmporea! 

lije. Let us build for ourselves the raft of virtue, and departing from this region of 

sense, like Ulysses from the charms of Calypso, direct our course by the light of ideas, 

those bright intellectual stars, through the dark ocean of a material natw·e, until we 

arrive at our father's land" 368 (the italics are mine). 

36 1 Désir de la Mo11, in Hymnes a la Nuit, in N oval is, 197 5, vol. I, p. 2 67. 
362 Young, 197 5, p. 55 . 
161 Adonais, in Shelley, 1983 , pp. 440-l. 

Th e Platonic Philosopher's Creed, in Ra in e / Harper, 1969, p. 444. 
365 !bid. p. 445. 
166 Adonais, in Shelley, 1983 , p . 444. 
367 Harper, quoted by Newsome, 1973, p. 71. 
3 <> ~ Taylor, Preface to The Hyn111s of Orpheus, ln \Vebb, 1982 , p. 188 . 
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It is not surprising, therefore that Taylor should have an important impact 
on the Romantic interpretation of Plato. He made use of common elements of 

the aesthetics of the time, and this coupled with his lack of rigour, led to his not 

being taken in to account la ter on. What remained of Taylor was not the docu

mental aspect of his research, but his tortured and emocional approach. Notwith

standing Pater's reservations regarding metaphysics, there is a certain familiarity 
between his personal Plato and that of Taylor, though he does not mentían him. 
Similarly, Pater makes no mentían of Shelley in his Plato and Platonism though he 

conveys him. In the mid nineteenth century, historian Robert Blakey emphasises 

the ironic tone ofTaylor's Neoplatonist philosophy quite concisely: "This has led . 
him to throw a gorgeous halo around the Grecian system; and to look at pure and 
undefiled truth through a dim and hazy atmosphere". 369 

It is this hazy and confused atmosphere that is tangible when Taylor describes 
that abandoned Platonic philosophy that he dreamt of as "a lamp shining on sorne 
venerable statue amidst dark and solitary ruins" 370 (the italics are mine). The scene 

is reminiscent of the unsettling loneliness of La Piazza d'Italia by the contempo
rary metaphysical painter De Chirico, with that dim golden light in the back
ground, where one can make out two minute human forms, whilst the foreground 

of the painting is dominated by a large marble figure. Perhaps the young poet of 
Alastorwas searching for a torch similar to that ofTaylor, one late aftemoon among 
the statues and the Ionic colunms. Piranesi's magical ruins and the lyrical ruins of 

Louis Dupré embody the same promise of risky spiritual adventure; and the key 
to entry was, according to Taylor, philosophic genius in the manner of Blake's Poetic 

Genius, 371 the philosophic mind of Wordsworth; 372 ·the shaping spirit of Imagination 

of Coleridge,373 the Negative Capability of Keats, 374 or the poetical faculty of Shel
ley.375 In other words, a kind of inspiration that connects the aspiring poet or 

philosopher to the heart of a thought. It is because of this genius that Taylor re
fused to heed the criticisms launched against his translation and interpretation of 

Plato, since it was nota matter of literalness, according to him, but of penetra
tion: "The wings of philology, like those of the swallow, were never destined for a 

369 A Histo1y of the Philosophy of the Mind, 1848. Q uoted by Rain e / H arper, 1969, p. 3 3. 
37 0 Taylor quoted by Raine / H arper, 1969, p. 31. 
37 1 "Ali Religions are O ne", in Blake, 1972, p. 98. 
372 Intimations of h m1101t ality from Recollections of Early Childhood, 186-7, in Trilling /Bloom, 197 3 A, 

p. 181. 
373 Dejectio11: An Ode , 86, in Tri]l ing /Bloom 1973 A, p. 278 . 
374 Letter to Tom and G eorgiana Keats, D ecember 21, 27 (?) 1817, in Kea ts, 1979, p. 4 3. 
375 "A D efence of Poetry", in Shelley, 1951, p. 1049. 
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lofty flight; - it must be the eagle wing of genius, which can alone soar to the sun 

h ºl h " 376 of p 1 osop y . 
In the summer of 1818, Shelley, settled in at the Bagni di Lucca, decides to 

emerge from Taylor's mists and decadent ruins, the "thrice unknown darkness", 377 

and meet the real Plato. He translates and studies the Symposiunz, passages from 

the Respublica, the Ion, and many fragments and poems dubiously attributed to 

the Athenian philosopher. With an ever burning yet less morbid Gothic fervour, 

Shelley opts in favour of a more poetic and idealistic Platonism. "Plato was essen

tially a poet ... Love ... found a worthy poet in P lato alone of all the ancients", 378 

he wrote in 1821, without as much mystery and with a great desire to listen to the 

authentic P lato . Taylor and his alchemies with Plato and Neoplatonism were left 

far behind, also far behind was the conviction that darkness was the only P latonic 

realm where "Dio ha posto la sua dimora". 379 The cloudy Platonist as T. S. Eliot 

refers to Shelley. 380 Shelley is now resolved to ack:nowledge the shadows and the 

labyrinth of his thoughts as his own and was never again to attribute them to 

Platonism. 
Meanwhile, Taylor, as if he were tl1e Isis of Bruno's Spaccio della Bestia Trion

fante, believes that the shadows cease to be so for he who truly k:nows them. 38 1 

N olano had already said that darkness was but another form of light, and th<H 

there existed an inner and spiritual illumination, which shone despite the appar

ent darkness . 382 This gnostic and Neoplatonic conviction was also held by Tay

lor, obsessed as he was with a fantasy of G reece and Platonism, the subjectivity of 

which he was not aware of. T he British Ficino atternpted what Richard Stoneman 

terrns "an exercise ofhistorical imagination", 383 in linking the Greek and P laton

ic experience to the Romantic notion of the picturesque -that is to say, as in old 

paintings and romances. The fragile nature of th e ruins, the uncertainty of the 

darkness, the impossibility of a return to the past, contrasted with the megaloma

nia and the vigour of the turn from the eighteenth to the nineteentl1 century. 

Romantic artists searched for an answer within their subliminal inner selves and 

the marquis de Sade, shocked by so rnuch horror, chose a return to the animal 

37
(¡ Taylor guoted by Raine / Harper, 1969, p. 22 . 

377 The P!atonic Phi!osopher '.r Creed, in Rain e / H arper, 1969, p. 440. 
378 "A D efence of Poetry", in Shell ey, 19 51, pp. 102 9 and 104 3. 
379 T he expression is by P ico dell a M irandola, 1942, p. 4 1 l. 
380 TS . E li ot says: "he was abl e to be at once and witJ1 th e sam e enthusiasm an eighteen th-century 

rati onalist and a cloudy P latonist", in E li ot, 1987 , p. 90. 
38 1 Selection in Bruno, 1973, p. 208. 
382 De Imaginum, in !bid. p. 3 70. 
383 Stoneman, 1987 , p. 144. 
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and cave dwelling origins of humanity. Taylor meanwhile, offered his contempo

raries the possibility of recreating Platonism and Greek spirituality, of inventing, 

along with the other exponents of The Gusto Greco, a romanticised hellenism, if 
we are to understand by this word the refined explanation of Novalis: "Romanti

ser, ce n'est pas autre chose qu'élever a une puissance qualitative. ( ... ) Quand je 

donne aux choses communes un sens auguste, aux réalités habituelles un aspect 
mysterieux, a ce qui est connu la dignité de l'inconnu, au fini un air, un reflet, un 
éclat d'infini: je les romantise". 384 

We have therefore seen in which way poets romanticised existential and mental 

reality thanks to Plato and hellenism, and in doing so initially followed Taylor's 
esoteric scheme, only to latter pass on to a much more sophisticated elaboration. 

The more mature and cautious formulations of sorne Platonic poets or philhelle
nists in general gradually consolidated themselvcs into a kind of rumination that 

became known as "poetic though t", of which the undisputed figurehead was 
Samuel Taylor Coleridge. 

584 N ovalis, 1975 , vol. II, p. 66, Frag. 97 . 
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I. SAMUEL TAYLOR COLERIDGE'S 
LABYRINTHINE CLASSIFICATI 

UNDOUBTEDLY THE ROMANTIC poet and writer who was to develop the most 

complex philosophical universe was Coleridge (1772-1834). He is possibly the 

most erudite and precise scholar of philosophy among the famous names of his 

generation and of the following. Like Shelley years later, Coleridge also began 

his reading of Plato through the impassioned t:ransposition ofTaylor. Consequently 
a kind of very personal Plato emerged, who fluctuated between idealism and pan

theistic mysticism, not exempt from a certain Romantic exuberance: "If there be 

any two subjects which have in the very depth of my Nature interested me, it has 

been the Hebrew & Christian Theology, & the Theology of Plato. Last winter I 
read the Parmenides & the Timaeus with great care -and O! tl1at you were here, 

even in this howling Rain-Storm that dashes itself against my windows, on the 

other side of my blazing Fire, in that great Arm Chair there .. . ".1 The context of 

this description of the year 1802, and the titles chosen, give the impression of 

disquieting readings, which foreshadowed a kind of transcendental revelation . 

Coleridge however, went much further than Taylor's dramaticism when he incor

porated Platonism into his "shaping spirit oflmagination".2 

Despite the Gothic flame, we have already seen that Coleridge had certain 

reservations regarding what T. S. Eliot termed cloudy Platonism,3 and which he 

himself described as "the extravagance of pretended Platonism".4 The possibility 

of getting lost in confusions and that critics would exclaim in boredom: "Here 

comes Coleridge's metaphysics!",5 set him on guard against the indiscriminate 

Lettei-s, to W illiam Sotheby, l Oth September 1802, in Coleri dge, 1985 , p. 513. 
Dejection: a11 Ode , 86, Coleridge, 1985, vi, p. 115. 
vVordsworth, in Eliot, 1987, p. 90. 
Lectures 011 Shakespeare, "Romeo and Juliet'', in Coleridge, 1985, p. 650. 
Coleridge, 1987. Conclusion, p. 2 83 . 
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abuse of speculation devoid of common sense. Coleridge, as a cultivator of lan

guage and abstraction, held true admiration far Plato and his philosophical ter
minology, but he did not adhere to certain of the Athenian philosopher's dilem

mas and dialectical complications, as did Taylor, but revealed sorne impatience 
towards them. And so, fifteen years later, in reference to the same sacred Timaeus, 

he says, "I have been re-perusing ... the Timaeus of Plato. Whatever I compre
hend impresses me with a reverential sense of the author's genius; but there is a 
considerable portian of the work to which I can attach no consistent meaning ... 
It would, I am aware, be quite fashionable to dismiss them at once as Platonic 
jargon. But this I cannot do ... I have no insight into the possibility of a man so 
eminently wise using words with such half-meanings to himself as must perfarce 
pass into no-meaning to his readers ... ".6 

Thus, Coleridge, a Platonist despite Plato's imprecisions -"but I lave Plato, 

his dear gorgeous Nonsense!"-,7 persuaded by the integral and permanent world 
of Platonic ideas, yet wary of falling into "the jargon of the mystics",8 supports 
his house of thought far from prevailing mechanicism. He crea tes his own jargon 
inspired by Plato and he presents a fundamental theory far Romanticism as well 
as far mid-century Oxfardian idealism. The inicial novelty of his proposition 
resided in his paving the way in England far the integration of philosophical 
thoughtwithin the world of the poetic imagination. In so doing he echoed Novalis' 
reflections and those of the German Romantics on this delicate combination in 
which "La philosophie est la théorie de la poésie. Elle nous montre ce que la poésie 
est: un et tout".9 His scheme would be appreciated years later, when Coleridge 
became a symbol far the liberal Victorian church and, at the same time, spokesman 
of the anti-utilitarians and the nostalgics of Romanticism. 

Coleridge reacts against the abuses of the empiricist and associationist tradi
tion identified with Locke and Hartley, and decides to retrieve a faculty which he 
believes lost since the eighteenth century, and which he associates with Platonic 
and Plotinian noús: lmagination juxtaposed to the more popular though less vocif
erous function of Fancy. It is true that the imagination had also been defined by 
the majority of Romantics in terms of supreme mental power and of recreation. 
Coleridge, however, adds a strong dose of cognoscitive psychology, which he quite 
possibly inherited from Plato's intellectual categories and from Kantian philoso
phy, to the creative and religious elements. 

Ibid. ch. xii, pp. 134-5. 
Lettm, to]olm Thelwall , 31December1796, in Coleridge, 1985, p. 493 . 
Coleridge, 1987. Conclusion, p. 283. 
Novalis, "Fragments de 1798", in Novalis, 1975, vol. II, p. 106. 
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In its primary sense, Imagination for Coleridge is like a kind of pure sensibil

ity, an a priori faculty, the function of which is to perceive phenomena in their 
totality. This perception is always active and primarily creative, since it varíes 

from person to person, and it is also a kind of spontaneous poetry that recreates 

observed phenomenal reality. It is an attribute of all human beings and consti

tutes a microc?sm of life and nature: "The primary imagination I hold to be the 
living power and prime agent of all human perception, and as a repetition in the 

finite mind of the eternal act of creation in the infinite I AM". 10 Consequently 

every perception is creation in that it <loes not limit itself to receiving data as if it 

were a tabula rasa, but participates in Nature from its own nature, in every way a 

cosmic Ego which reconnects itself with its homonymous reality. 

Now, certain people, such as artists, poets and thinkers, possess a second and 

more complex kind of imagination, called secondary imagination: "The secondary 

I consider as an echo of the former, co-existing with the conscious will... It dis

solves, diffuses, dissipates, in arder to re-create ... at all events, it struggles to ide
alize and to unify. It is essentially vital, even as all objects (as objects) are essen

tially fixed and dead". 11 This evolved imagination is the mind in its creative clí
max, it is the soul of art and in accordance with Novalis, 12 a magical and synthe

sising power "This power ... reveals itself in the balance or reconciliation of op

posite or discordant qualities", 13 which makes a whole from the perceptions of 

the phenomenal world, for it collects their essential spirit and produces another 
reality: a living metaphor, which converges that which seems diverse, and extracts 

unity from diversity. Creation understood in these terms, becomes organic, an 

organised entity with a life of its own, of a nature similar to the self-sufficiency 

which he saw in Platonic ideas. 

In the Bibliographia Literaria, of the years 1815 and 1817, the "Ideas" of Pla

to appear like "mysterious powers, living, seminal, formative and exempt from 

time", 14 but Coleridge observes that, in their originas a concept and before Pla

to, the "ideas" showed the visual abstraction of a distant object, of which they 

·showed the Whole without distinguishing its parts. Both meanings, qualitatively 

different, point in the same direction: uniqueness. It is no coincidence that Col

eridge was a Unitarian during his years at Cambridge and in the Pansocratic 

10 

11 

12 

Coleridge, 1987, ch. xiii, p. 167. 
lb id. 
Novalis, "Fragrnents de 1798", nº 44: "La poésie résout en la sienne propre l'existence étrangere", in 
Novalis, 1975, vol. II, p. 58. 

13 · Coleridge, 1987, ch. xiv, p. 174. 
!bid. p. 57 . 14 
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society. According to him, the poet must allow this creation, that is conceived 

without cracks or cuts, to spring up in the same way as <lid Kubla Khan, in a summer 

opium dream, "in which all the images rose up befare him as things, with a paral

lel production of the correspondent expressions ... On awaking he appeared to 

himself to have a distinct recollection of the whole". 15 Thus, the spirit of poetry 

ought to imitate Platonic ideas to a certain extent and give farm to a living body, 

things with power and beauty, so that the beginning, the end and the way are one 

and the same: "The organic farm, on the other hand, is innate; it shapes as it 

develops itself from within ... Each exterior is the physiognomy of the being with

in, its true image reflected and thrown out from the concave mirror. And even 

such is the appropriate excellence of her chosen poet, of our own Shakespeare, ... 

directing self-consciously a power andan implicit wisdom deeper than conscious
ness" .1 6 

Organic poetry <loes not superimpose images or mix them, but instead, pro
cesses them and shows them to the world , without marking a distance between 

the creator and the creation, between subject and object, as is the case with the 

enigmas of Zen, or of the idea in that surprising sentence by Cortázar: "'Yo po

dría bailar ese sillón' , dijo Isadora".17 The fusion of the creative act frees the soul 

and produces a great satisfaction, an efficient pleasure. It is the exercise of this 
power which shows 1r uth; a truth however which cannot be verified from the 

outside, nor, in Arnim's words, 18 as true as history, but, as Keats affirms, evident 

in the intensity of the creative act: "What the imagination seizes as Beauty must 

be truth -whether it existed befare or not" .19 In contrast, lack of creativity af
flicts and covers the world in a darkness which in fact does not belong to it. This 

is the theme of Dejection, a poem of 1802, initially addressed to Sara Hutchinson, 

his unrequited love: "My genial spirits fail/ And what can these avail/ To lift the 
smothering weight from off my breast? ... But oh! each visitation/ Suspends what 

nature gave me at my birth,/ My shaping spirit oflmagination".2º 
Coleridge in turn introduces Fantasy or Figuration as broad translations far 

Fancy, even a more imperfect substitute far imagination in the eighteenth centu-

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

Kubla Klwn, in Coleridge, 1985, p. 107. 
Samuel Taylor Coleridge, "O rganic Form", in Trilling /Bloom, 1973 A, p. 655 . 
Cortázar, 1974, vo l. I, p. 77 . 
Achim von A.rnim, Prefa ce to The Guardiam of the Ci-own: "Poetical works are not true, of that truth 
which we expect in history or that we demand of our fellows in our human relations; they would not 
be what we are looking for, what is looking for us, if they coul d entirely belong to the earth", in Ma rí, 
1979, p. 22 0. 
To Benj amín Bailey, 22 nd N ovember 1817, in Kea ts, 1979, p. 37 . 
Dejection: rm Odc, 86, in Coleridge, 1985, p. 11 5. 
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ry. Coleridge therefore tries, during a time favourable to revolutions, to break 
away from the mimetic, static and ordered criteria of the previous century during 
which the two faculties were confused and poetry was rendered superficial and 
weak. In that Fantasy is a false synonym of Imagination, it is a faculty thatjuxtapos

es, whereas Imagination "modifies" in the highest sense of the word. The former 
can produce good poets, but genius can only come from the latter:21 "F ancy, ... 
has no other counters to play with but fixities and definites. The fancy is indeed 
no other than a mode of memory emancipated from the arder of time and space; 
and blended with, and modified by that empirical phaenomenon of the will which 

we express by the word choice". 22 

Fantasy therefore is not creative but associative: It retains sensual images and 
brings them together, but <loes neither create nor dissolve them, and still less 
<loes it process them through subjectivity. The poetry which it creates is of the 
convencional and descriptive kind, what one could termas realist, because it pre
sents things as they appear and <loes not have intensity, since it <loes not involve 
the vital whole of the poet. If an author knows the pleasure of the creative imag
ination but cannot exercise it, as we have seen previously, dueto an adverse mood 
oran incapacity of sorne kind, then he may suffer from a sense oflacking: "A grief 
without a pang, void, dark, and drear,/ A stifled, drowsy, unimpassioned grief,/ .... 
And still I gaze-and with how blank an eye!/ And those thin clouds above, in 
flakes and bars, ... I see, not feel, how beautiful they are!". 23 The same writer can 
bring to play both faculties as <lid Wordsworth,24 or partake more of Fantasy as 
<lid Cowley25 or Southey,26 or he can possess the exalted imagination of Shakes
peare, Milton,27 or of Coleridge himself, if we heed the Ancient Mariner. 28 

Previously, Coleridge had drawn a distinction between will and choice, fol
lowing a scheme similar to the first: the will is an inner and inherent movement 
that does not depend on externa! offers as <loes choice: "the will is ultimately self
determined, or it is no longer a will under the law of perfect freedom ... his will is 
the condition of his personality; the ground and condition of the attribute which 
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Letter by Coleridge to Richard Sharp, 15th of January 1804, quoted by George Watson, in the 
introduction to Coleridge, 1987, p. xii . 
Coleridge, 1987, ch. xi ii, p. 167. 
Dejection: an Ode, 21-38, in Coleridge, 1985, pp. 113-4. 
Coleridge, 1987, ch. iv, p. 50, and xxi i, p. 271. 
!bid. iv, p. 50. 
Letters, to John Thelwall , 3 lst December 1796, in Coleridge, 1985, p. 492. 
Coleridge, 1987, ch. xxii, p. 271 and others. 
Coleridge says so himself in reference to "Table Talk", in Coleridge, 1985, pp. 593-594: " ... a work of 
such pure imagination". 
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constitutes himMan".29 It is this will that moves a person to have faith, to whole

heartedly follow God's law and to seek Good. Faith is a synthesis of operations 

which involves the whole being of a person, and which springs from the lmagina

tion, the centre of its energy and vitality. Coleridge truly believed that contempo

rary religion should also be revised because it had been stripped of its value due 

to its hierarchical institutions and the submission to dogma. Of all the reforms 

and criticisms suggested by this other poet of the lakes, not to mention the com

motion provoked within literary theory, his proposal in favour of the renovation 
of theology and the Church was to meet with the most success. We shall however 

deal with this in the chapter dedicated to Jowett. For now let us examine what he 

has to say about the religious feeling of his time. 

Coleridge's lamentation of the vulgarisation of faith is similar to his reproaches 

against excessive eighteenth-century rationalism: " ... that the sublime truths of 

the divine unity and attributes which Plato found most hard to learn, and deemed 
it still more difficult to reveal; that these should have become the almost heredi

tary property of childhood and poverty, of the hovel and the workshop; that even 

to the unlettered they sound as commonplace, is a phenomenon which must with

hold all.. .".3º The cause of so much thoughtlessness was to be found in mechan
icism, the lack of what could be termed as the look of the subconscious, of self

knowledge, of spiritual depth in one's acts. The church was getting lost in its own 

bureaucracy and in its labyrinth of dogmas, leaving aside the pedagogical and 
truly guiding mission that was its duty. It did not know how to guide the faithful 

because it positioned faith where it could never be found, in mental obedience 

and mechanical repetition of the holy truths, whereas faith was a matter of the 
body and the heart: "Faith subsists in the synthesis of the Reason and the individ

ual Will ... -it must be a total, not a parcial- a continuous, nota desultory or 

occasional energy". 31 

Since Coleridge's revolutionary age was quite ready to overturn everything, 

there were still two pending operations which would help to clarify tl1e state of 

things and to replace old criteria with new ones. Before delving into this point it 

should be made clear that Coleridge, a sworn enemy of ennui, was not only pro

posing a new form of aesthetics and of religion but a new way of life as well. The 
changes in this respect covered the intimacy of individual experience as well as 

the contribution of social forces in order to bring about collective improvement. 

29 

30 

31 

Aids to Reflection, in Coleridge, 1985, p. 680. 
Coleridge, 1987, ch. xi, p. 129. 
"Essay on Faith", in Aids to Reflection, quoted by Will ey, 1980 A, p. 36. 
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Like a discrete Plato, he upturned all the Western cultural codes of bis age one 

after another with a view to a deep transformation, and laid the foundations for a 

rype of reformist Platonism such as we will find in BenjaminJowett in the second 

half of the century. It was not in vain that Coleridge had said in The Statesman s 
]Vlanual, that a man's well-being and finest moral quality depended on the perfect 
constitution of the State. For this reason he recommended that Respublica should 

be read in the light of this reflection. 32 

If poetry had to be freed from the restraint of Fantasy, and religion had to do 

the same with its dogma and institutions, then philosophy and thought had to 

revise the terms and contents of two other faculties that corresponded to the 

previous ones. In this case it had to do with the intellective operations Reason and 

Understanding, which, according to Coleridge, as they stood, <lid not reflect truth 
and had been misunderstood. The faculty that people termed Reason, was in real

ity Understanding, and, since the word Reason was a literal translation of lógos, it 

had been erroneously interpreted in the eighteenth-century as pure reflection, 
founded on empirical facts and exclusively a product of the intellect, without al

lowing a place for sentiments. That which the Enlightenment understood by ra

tional thought was in fact, the use of Understanding, given that true Reason was the 

philosophical sister of the Imagination, and included conscience and moral sense 
founded on the will as a basis for religion: "The English public is not yet ripe to 

comprehend the essential difference between the reason and the understanding 
-between a principle and a maxim- an eternal truth and a mere conclusion 

generalized from a greater number of facts" .33 

Reason is intuitive and <loes not check its data, but feels, comprehends and 

lives them instead: the truths that she discovers are within herself and are re

vealed to her by the Imagination: "They and they only can acquire the philosoph

ic imagination, the sacred power of self-intuition, who within themselves can in

terpret and understand the symbol, ... They know and feel, that the potencial 
works in them, even as the actual works on them!".34 It is the use of Reason that 

distinguishes a Platonist from an Aristotelian, for the latter is more inclined to 

use the Understanding: "Aristotle was, and still is, the sovereign lord of the under

standing -the faculty judging by tl1e senses ... and could never raise himself in to 

that higher state, which was natural to Plato, and has been so to others, in which 

the understanding is distinctly contemplated, and, as it were, looked clown upon 
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Quoted by Abrams, 1969, p. 308. 
"Table Talk", in Coleridge, 1985, p. 597. 
Coleridge, 1987, ch. xii, p. 285 . 
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from the throne of actual ideas, or living, inborn essential truths" .35 We have 

talked at great length on the transcendence of this comparison between these two 
images of the world and we have specified that they correspond to two different 

types and degrees of thought presented by Plato in Book VI of the Respublica. We 
shall now clarify as to whether Coleridge's discourse, based on the distinction 
between essential depth Imagination, Reason and peripheral perception Fancy, Un
derstanding, is in fact closely related to the frontiers of knowledge established in 
the Platonic simile of the line. We shall also study whether this parallel, which 
has hardly been explored, has any meaning. 

Befare ending Book VI, Plato graphically portrays to Glauco the relation
ship between reality and knowledge (R. 509b-c); in other words, between the idea 
of Good on the one hand, as a condition of the intelligible dimension and a facul
ty that can understand it, and, on the other hand, the Sun, as a cause of life of 
sensitive things and light of the human faculties that perceive them. The line that 
would represent the cognitive process and the dimensions of reality should thus 
appear divided into two unequal fractions (R. 509d-e). It is not clear which seg
ment is longer, that which corresponds to the visible world orto the intelligible 
world. It is evident however, that the section of the visible sphere belongs within 
the realm of to doxastón (R. 476b-e, 477b-c) or opinion, whereas the intelligible 
(R. 476b-e, 485b-c) to the realm of alétheia or epistéme (R. 508e), that is, truth and 
knowledge. 

In the first sphere Plato introduces a subdivision within the visible world of 
to doxastón, between: a) eikónes: images and shadows, and b) dsoá: the beings that 
these reflect, whether they be animals, plants or objects (R. 5 lüa-b). The mental 
operation which perceives these reflections is called eikasía --conjecture or suppo
sition- 36 and it is consequently second-hand knowledge. The process of direct 
perception of sensitive reality from the concrete originals is called pístis - belief 
or conviction , because it lacks certainty. The second sphere, that of epistéme or 
noetón génos, is also divided in two: a) that which comprehends the figures of ge
ometry and calculus, which are intellectual abstractions or noetá of the sensitive 
world. These however, part from suppositions, without having a first principie as 
a reference. To the contrary, they extract these intelligible suppositions from the 
objects themselves which are copied as images by the less reliable eikasía. The 
operation that speculates on tl1ese abstract forms and representations is called 

3.1 

36 
"Table Talk'', in Coleridge, 1985, p. 595. 
Sorne translate it literally as Imagination. Shorey calls it "picture-thinking or conjecture", in P lato, 
1970, p. 117. 
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diánoia, or understanding which, even though it tries to know the essence of things 
themselves, does not succeed because it never completely abandons the sensitive 

world nor does it lead towards a transcendent principle. Thus we have the scien

tific method. (R. 51 Ob-511 b ). 
Finally we have the sphere of pure a bstractions, also called noetá, which also 

part from suppositions but which abandon them as soon as they can, for they only 
serve as a ladder that leads to the first principal (R. 511 b-c), or, in other words, to 

the idea of Good (R. 509b-c). In this part of the line, the soul which overcomes 

the uncertainty of empirical hypotheses moves among ideas only, and seeks the 
causes and the ultimate essences of things. This ascension is achieved by means 

of dialectics, and the corresponding operation is called nóesis, that is to say, Reason 

or Intellect. It is the method of metaphysical philosophers and theologians. Plato 

rounds off the allegory by establishing the foreseeable hierarchy: nóesis is at the 

head of the order of reality and of knowledge, diánoia holds second place, for, "it 
seems to me that you call understanding, and not intellect that which is the knowl

edge one acquires through geometry and the other analogical arts, because un

derstanding is like an intermediator between opinion and intellect". 37 In third 

place, we have pístis, which bases its knowledge on sensible experience, and last 
comes eikasía, which would be the world of images and reflections (R. 51 le), or, 

to put it otherwise, the world of the imitative arts. 

This specific version of Understanding and of Reason, as Plato represented it 
in Book VI of the Respublica, shares, having taken into account the strictly liter

ary and chronological differences in shades of meaning, the same conceptual 

roots as those which Coleridge adopts in his definition of intelligence and men

tal power. In the compilation of the classes on Platonic politics dictated at 

Balliol by Jowett between 1885 and 1888, by the prematurely deceased Richard 
Lewis Nettleship, which were taken up by G. R. Benson, there is a note by the 

professor to the editor where he mentions the poet's translation and the fact 

that, after taking in to account the use of German terms equivalent to the Greek 

on the part of Kant, "Coleridge gave the words understanding and reason techni

cal senses intended to correspond with Verstand and Vernunft", 38 words that 

could represent diánoia and nóesis respectively. Coleridge, as we have seen in the 

introduction to the work, adopts both approximations to epistéme marked out 

by Plato, with practically all their consequences, though he does add sorne com

ments . To begin with, he includes the terms gigantomachía peri tés ousías from 

37 

38 
R. 5l l d. 
Nettleship, 1901 , p. 249. 
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the Sophista 246a and divides the world into Platonists and Aristotelians and 

attributes to each side of thought the preference for one type of knowledge: 

Reason or nóesis to those who find Being "in a certain invisible region", 39 and 

Understanding or diánoia, to those who "bring clown to earth all that is to be 

found in the sky and the invisible world". 4º Despite all this the great theoreti
cian of Romantic poetry is by no means an orthodox Platonist and he refuses to 

exile art from its kingdom. 

Plato on the other hand, is not steady in his definitions. He makes it clear 

that he never felt any affection towards art, in that he did not find it creative nor 

did he conceive itas the work of the artist's genius. An exception to this view is to 

be found at the beginning of the same Book VI of the Respublica, where, contrary 

to what one would expect, he states that painters find inspiration in absolute truth 
before giving shape to their models. (R. 484c-d). The references that follow in 

relation to art in that chapter are dismissive. In fact, the Greek philosopher makes 

it known that because it is an imitation of another imitation of a great archetypal 

reality, plastic and literary art,41 belong to the lowest sphere of knowledge -a 

consideration which he also expresses in Book X, among others.42 In contrast, 
Coleridge places the most noble of poetic creation in the secondary Imagination, 

and integrates it with nóesis, and not with eikasía, as does Plotinus. The latter was 

more of an aesthete and made good use of the inroad Plato had opened in the 
Respublica 484c-d, in order to affirm that, if anyone disregarded art because they 

considered it imitative, "the beauty, therefore, exists in a far higher state in the 

art; that original beauty is not transferred: what comes over is a derivative anda 

minor, and even that appears in the statue only in so far as the stone yielded to the 
art. Art, then, must itself be beautiful in a far higher and purer degree, since it is 

the seat and source of that beauty" (EnneadV8.I ). 
N evertheless, in depriving poets of conscience and wisdom -"they succeed 

in making pretty things but have no idea of what they are saying"-,43 Plato lay 

the foundations for another definition of art, more akin to poetics and well rooted 
in English Romanticism, especially in Coleridge, Shelley and Keats;44 the 
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Sph . 246b. 
Sph. 246a. 
R. X, 603c, 605a-c, 607b-c, and passim. The main criticism against poetry is that apart from imitating 
it fom ents the consumption of pleasure, which in Phlb. 67a, is rejected in order to be five positions 
away from the idea of Good. 
R. II, 379d, R. X, 598b-601c and 603b-c and passim; Grg. 502a-503 a. 
Men. 99d. 
In fact Plato imposed this idea but he was not th e first. There are antecedents in Pindar and 
D emocritus. See Dodds, 198 1, p. 87 . 
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inspirational and ecstatic theory of poetry as it is presented in the Apologia, 45 the 
Ion, 46 the Phaedrus, 47 the Meno48 and the Symposium. 49 Parallel to the notion of 

poetry as a defective númesis of human life, Plato, in the dialogues mentioned, 

develops an idea that had already been insinuated by Pindar and Democritus,50 the 

idea of mania or the artist's being possessed by the Gods: "the divinity deprives 

them of their senses and uses them as núnisters, as if they were divine prophets and 
diviners, therefore, we the onlookers, understand that it is not they who are pro

nouncing such valuable revelations, as they are out of their senses, but that it is the 

divinity itself that speaks and manifests itself through this medium" (Ion 534c-d). 

Consequently for Plato too there are two kinds of poetry: imitative and in

spired. The first derives from tl1e sphere of eikasía, and the second, if it took the 

form of singing hymns to the Gods and heroes, could be acceptably didactic - it 
had not demonstrated this as yet-, but it wouldn't be creative, since the poet is 

no more than a spokesman of tl1e muses, and has no merit of his own. 51 The 

problem presented by Homer, the mention of which Plato views with scepticism, 

is that he transgresses his role as a medium and goes on to talk of virtue and of 

other human themes though he has no more than imitative knowledge,52 and it 
is here where, according to Plato, literature becomes pure entertainment, not 

pedagogical, with pernicious consequences for the education of the people: a dif

ficult alternative for such a poetic philosopher who remembers with sorne degree 
of melancholy that "the disagreement between philosophy and poetry is an old 

one", 53 and who ends off his discourse with a call to all the lovers of the art of 

poetry to show to the world tlut, besides pleasing, poetry could be useful in a 
well governed state, for "we ourselves are quite aware of its seductiveness". 54 

This line of reasoning brought Pater to believe that the Platonic attitude towards 

art had been misunderstood, and that Plato had in fact wanted to delimit and 

maximise the artists' area of influence and not to expel them from the city, 55 as 

was suggested, according to him, in the invitation of the Respublica 484c-d. 
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1011 533d- 534e. 
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Consciously or not, Wordsworth took up the challenge, whereas Coleridge 

ignored it and assigned the exemplary and educacional function of society to reli

gion and the state. He did on the other hand adhere to the Platonic definition of 

the poetas an "interpreter of a revelation of the Muses", as he presents it in his 

preface to Kubla Khan, mentioned earlier on in reference to Platonic ideas and 

organic poetry. If we observe however, how the famous poem was conceived, we 
shall see a great resemblance between the recreator of orientalist fantasy and the 

augury of Ion. Coleridge explains that, after taking a tranquilliser, he had fallen 

asleep reading Purchas His Pilgrimage, a seventeenth-century paradisal tale by Sam
uel Purchas. He would confess later on that he had conceived the poem "in a sort 

of Reverie brought on by two grains of Opium". 56 It is not our task in this work 

to discover whether he would have been able to write the poem without resorting 

to opium. Most probably not. Aletha Hayter is right in warning us against the 

continuous reference to the above mentioned narcotic in the allusions to Kubla 

Khan, among other things because in 1797 the poet of the lakes had not yet be
come a chronic addict to it.57 

Let us go on then to the poem's conception: Coleridge tells us that after 
three hours in a state of sleep "at least of the externa! senses", he had the sensa

tion of having composed between two and three hundred lines, "if that indeed 

can be called composition", where living things or idea-images appeared which 
we have defined earlier, accompanied by a text that flowed "without any sensa

tion or consciousness of effort". On awaking, the poet hurriedly jotted clown the 

words he could remember, when, all of a sudden, the man from Porlock58 arrived 
-the inopportune visit which in the history of literature symbolises the difficult 

transit from inspiration to creation, between the magic of the inner world of the 

creator and the disturbance of everyday life. The fact of having to occupy himself 

with accounts and other mundane affairs made Coleridge forget, as if the screen 

of the subconscious were broken, most of the poem, of which he was only able to 

retain "the general purport of the vision". 59 We should point out that Coleridge 
talks of a "vision" and emphasises the slight nature of his art's intervention in the 

origin of this work. The author of Kubla Khan was, therefore, an enchanted poet, 

according to T. S. Eliot, who sustains that "for a few years he had been visited by 
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Quoted by Hayter, 1970, p. 215. 
!bid. pp. 214-5. 
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the Muse (l know of no poet to whom this hackneyed metaphor is better applica

ble) and thenceforth was a haunted man".60 

A true poet, according to this perception is a kind of seer, as Plato declared, 

and the divinity who speaks through him, during the beginning of the nineteenth 
century, is his ow~ poetic genius or lmagination. Romantic mimesis reproduces 

the visions which the excepcional lmagination of the creator dictates to it by 
means of a more sophisticated process than that which Plato had foreseen and 

less scientific than that of Aristotle. 61 It is truly the mirror tumed into lance, as 
in Yeat's precious metaphor.62 It consists of giving free rein to the writer's interior 

wealth, which will retum to the world that which it had extracted, filtered of 
course by the writer's genius and the magic touch of the Midas of words. 

Coleridge tums to the Ennead V 5 of Plotinus in order to define this so incisive 

contact with reality, during which, according to the Neoplatonic philosopher, 

the subject <loes not know when or how the sensation begins, nor wishes to 

reveal its secret source, but limits himself to waiting for the start of the spectacle, 

as one awaits the sunrise. 
The philosophical imagination overtakes the poet like a sublime muse -"the 

sacred power of self-intuition".63 Rather than searching obstinately it is a matter of 

letting the vision arrive, and of receiving this unit of the spirit reserved for those 

who do not fear the shadows which surround the other side of conscience: "these 

only who feel in their own spirits the same instinct which impels the chrysalis of 
the homed fly to leave room in its involucrum for antennae yet to come ( ... ) 

Pythagoreans and Platonists .. . Parmenides and Plotinus ... Stoics ... Cabalists 

and Hermetists ... all these we shall find united in one perspective central point, 

which shows regularity and a coincidence of all the parts in the very object 
which from every other point of view must appear confused and distorted". 64 

Hence, Coleridge transformed the adverse Platonic theory of poetry with the 

help of Plato's own ontology and the aesthetic and contemplative spirit of Ploti

nus. The fusion of the artist's identity with the created object within the unifying 

sphere of secondary Imagination, brought about the realisation of Plotinus' con

clusion in the Ennead III, V 8, according to which "in Divine Mind itself there is 

complete identity of knower and known, no distinction existing between being 
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and knowing, contemplation and its object constituting a living thing, alife, two 
inextricably one".65 

For Coleridge, the universalising scope of the Imagination and the "gift of 

genuine insight"66 of Reason comprehended all things like an image of the world 
that embraces knowledge, religion and art, without excluding affections and emo
tions. In the disjunction between dóxa and epistéme which, to a certain extent he 
himself considered, the poet of the lakes takes the side of the Platonists, sons of 
the sky, and chose the road of Persuasion and Truth which Parmenides envis
aged. 67 He did not do so out of holiness, but led on by an ardent desire to see all 
things, to penetrate life and art right into the depths of experience. Thus, con
fronted with the choice, proposed by Kundera and inspired in Nietzsche, be
tween a life of commitment, harsh and tedious, at ground level - as regards its 
degree of intensity- , and another of continuous sensations, changes, distances, 
self-protecting reserves and conditions, he would have surely chosen the fiery 
weight of being instead of the unbearable lightness of being.68 

Coleridge, tormented by loneliness of affection and by a painful psychologi
cal illness which was practically incurable, started little by little to lose the mag
nificent power of his shaping spirit of imagination, or, at least, the fa culty of using 
it creatively. At the same time as his poetic output was diminishing he missed the 
presence of affection in order to fulfil his omnipresent idealism. Plato's philosophy 
offered him a scheme of thought based on love of the world and of God, and that is 
what prompted him to say in 1811: "All the operations of mind, in short, all that 
distinguishes us from brutes, originate in the m ore perfect state of domestic lije ... 

Plato has said that in this way we rise from sensuality to affection, from affection 
to love, and from love to the pure intellectual delight by which we become worthy 
to conceive that infinite in ourselves, without which it is impossible far man to 
believe in a God".69 It is doubtful that the Athenian philosopher would have 
acknowledged as his the identification ofDiotima's scale oflove70 with matrimonial 
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love, to which he assigned the simple role of propagation of the species. 
Nevertheless, the Platonic theory of love did not present a problem until the 
Victorian age. Coleridge does not go into depth on the difficult theme of the 
object of love in the Platonic dialogues and, like Shelley, adopted the Platonic 
theory oflove to his own affections. For him, it was sufficient to say that love was 
both one and undivided and he believed, like Cornford,71 that, more than a philo
sophical category, it was a personal experience. 

Despite the difficult years ahead of him, he still had time in 1798 to dedica te a 
poem to his fragile son Hartley-future companion in revelry of the tragic Branwell 
Bronte, who died of rage and shame like a ghost amongst three inhibiting literary 
realities. To his son he proposed an ideal of life that made religious conviction 
compatible with the hope of happiness which he believed possible in Platonism: 
"But thou, my babe! shalt wander like a breeze/ By lakes and sandy shores, ... so 
shalt thou see and hear/ The lovely shapes and sounds intelligible/ Of that eternal 
language, which thy God/ Utters, who from eternity doth teach Himself in all, and 
all things in himself. .. Therefore all seas o ns shall be sweet to thee". 72 

Around the year 1807, Coleridge's poetic activity dwindled more and more 
and he gradually gave up philosophical, religious and political topics, on which 
he used to lecture at the Philosophical Society of Highgate. It is then that he 
became more deeply interested in Neoplatonism and the pantheism of Spinoza. 
The latter's religious sentiment satisfied for a time Coleridge's search for a deism 
of infinity which was very much above the materialist temperament which he 
found in contemporary theology. In the year 181 O, Spinoza was the one who was 
to occupy the metaphysical post of Platonism in another division of the world, of 
the philosophical world in this case, and he argued it in the following way in a 
note book: "Only 2 Systems of Philosophy - (sibi consistencia) are possible. 1. 
Spinoza. 2. Kant, i.e., The absolute and the relative, the kat' ontws onta and the 
kat' anthrwpon. or l. ontosophical. 2. the anthropological". 73 Years later, in his 
Biographia Literaria, he explained that Spinoza satisfied him on an intellectual 
level, but that in his philosophy the link between the individual personality and 
infinity was lacking: 74 "Did philosophy start with an it is instead of an I am, Spinoza 
would be altogether true".75 

71 

72 

73 

74 

75 

See Comford's thesis on the personal and secret reasons far doing philosophy, Cornford, 1967, pp. 
32-35. 
Frost at Midnight, 54-5 , in Trilling / Bloom, 1973 A, p. 275. 
Cobum, 1973, vol. III, 1808- 10, pp. 375-6. I transcribe the Greek as it appears in Coleridge's text. 
Coleridge, 1987, ch. x, p. 112. "Far a very long time indeed I could not reconci le personality with 
infinity; and my head was with Spinoza, though my whole heart remained with Paul and John" . 
Quoted by Muirhead, 1970, p. 47 . 
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In Coleridge's philosophical universe, metaphysics, religion and poetry de
manded the presence of the thinking and creative I that could not resign itself to 
participating impersonally in the substance in the Spinozian sense of the "mode" 
in an "attribute" of the res extensa or the res cogitans. The evidence of doctrines 
and of science, and the truth discovered in literary creation, required action free 
of the Will, which clashed with Spinoza :S- determinism. 76 Regarding Kantism, the 
second of the two systems mentioned, which Coleridge defines as anthropological 

or relative - in other words, a first rate philosophy of Understanding-, he says in 
his Biographia Literaria: "The writings of the illustrious sage of Koenisberg, the 
founder of the Critica! Philosophy, more than any other work, at once invigorat
ed and disciplined my understanding ... the clearness and evidence of the Critique 

of Pure Reason, the Critique of Judgement, of the Metaphysical Elements of Natural 

Philosophy, and his Religion within the bounds of Pure Reason, took possession of me 
with a giant's hand". 77 

It would be difficult to establish a specific date for when he started his read
ings in German philosophy, were it not for the fact that Coleridge himself takes 
us back fifteen years, to the end of the eighteenth century, during his stay in 
Germany. However, everything seems to indica te that he did not incorpora te Kant's 
philosophy to his thinking until the year 1801, when he definitively rejected "the 
irreligious metaphysics of the moderns".78 Hartley's associationism and New
ton's physical and mathematical explanations were excluded from his area of in
terest, for Coleridge found that they reduced the human mind to the level of the 
simple and passive spectator: "if the mind be not passive, if it ~,e indeed made in 
God's image, the Image of the creator, there is ground for the suspicion that any 
system built on the passiveness of mind must be false as a system".79 

An in depth study of Kant's influence and that of German idealism on Col
eridge's thought is beyond the scope of this work. What's more, we shall refrain 
-due to material impossibility- from judging whether the philosophy of this 
Romantic constitutes a systematic whole, especially if we bear in mind that we do 

76 

77 

78 

79 

Despite the titl e Ethics, Spinoza <loes not appear to believe in free will. In any case, the goal is that 
people lead a peaceful li fe and one free from passion. A letter to Wilhem Van Blyenberg of 1665 is 
quite revealing. Cf Epistolario, p. 132 : "Riconosco frattanto (e cio mi da la piu grande soddisfazione e 
tranquillita d'animo) che tutto procede cosí per la potenza e la disposizione immutabile dell 'Ente 
perfetti ssimo". See also the argument on the impossibility of fre edom far he who is not substance, 
that is to say, far he who is not God, in Ethic, Part One, D emonstration in Proposition XXXII. Cf 
also Wolfson, 1974, vol. II, pp. 164-179. 
Coleridge, 1987, ch. ix, p. 84. 
Quoted by Muirhead, 1970, p. 51 . 
!bid. 
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not have a set of works by him which together follow the same philosophical 
discourse. Nevertheless, the fragments, notes, lectures and essays of the great 
thinker that was Coleridge convince us that there existed an implicit and -as he 
himself would say- organic cohesion, in his view of the world and in his lan
guage, as he himself intuited a month befare his death in the summer of 1834: "It 
is wonderful to myself to think how infinitely more profound my views now are, 
and yet how much clearer they are withal. The circle is completing; the idea is 
coming round to and to be the common sense".8º 

We find Coleridge's legacy in the reflections of his younger contemporaries: 
Keat's Negative Capability and Shelley's Defence of Poetry both reflect the influence 
of Romantic aesthetics to which they would con tribute "a la suite" of Coleridge's 
lecture. He continues to show up all through the century, in the theological dis
pute between orthodox and liberals, in the scientific debates between the pro
evolutionists and the nostalgics, and in Victorian Oxford inspiring the idealist 
Platonist of Balliol College and Germanist introducers of Kant and Hegel. The 
history of nineteenth century British Platonism would have been very different 
without the ruined man81 who wrote Biographia Literaria and, in the end, his own 
epitaph: " .. . A poet lies, or that which once seemed he. O, lift one thought in 
prayer for S. T C./ ... Found death in life, may here find life in death! / Merey for 
praise -to be forgiven for fame/ He asked, and hoped, through Christ. Do thou 
the same". 82 But, as T S. Eliot said of Coleridge: "at times being a ruined man is 
already a profession per se. "83 

80 

81 

82 

83 

Ihid. p. 57. 
Eliot, 1987, p. 69: "The author of Biographia Literaria was already a ruined man". 
"Epitaph ", in Tri lling I Bloom, 1973 A, p. 145 . In the corresponding editor's note it is clarified that it 
was not Coleridge's idea that the poem be his epitaph, but that it was destined to end the latest 
edition of his poems in the year of his death, 1834. 
Eliot, 1987, p. 69. 





II. \VILLIAM WORDSWORTH: 
A PLATON1SM KNOWN BY INTUITION 

WILLIAM WORDSWORTH (1770-1850) a collaborator of Coleridge in the Lyrical 

Ballads, poet laureate and author of the famous preface to the above mentioned 

work, which was to become the manifesto of early Romanticism, has involuntarily 
been at the centre of one of the most heated disputes within English Romantic 

movement studies, between those who postulare and others who deny the influ

ence of Plato upon his Ode: lntimations of Immortality from Recollections of Early 

Childhood. 84 In theory, the issue should be resolved by the refusal on the part of 

both lake poets to acknowledge any specific reference to the P latonic theory of 

anamnesis in the ocle in question.85 The poet of Grasmere, who preferred com

mon language and the themes of everyday and rural life, w~s notan intellectual in 
the sense of a bibliophile or erudite of the word as was Keats . He restricted his 

scope of action to poetic creation.86 Coleridge's great love of philosophy was a 

point of friction between the two friends, who worked together on a joint project 
for a time. 87 As regards Wordsworth, and despite his philosophical mind, he was 

not a speculative poet but, to the contrary, viewed philosophy as an arid form of 

R4 

85 

86 

87 

Wi th m any vacil lati ons, N otopoulos ends up saying th at th e ocl e is not directly inspired in Phaedo 
nor in Phaedrns: in N otopoulos, 1949, pp. 164-5, he says: "But W ordsworth 's P latonism was mostly 
influenced by his fri end C oleridge. Wordswortl1's dependence on Coleridge for intellect-u al ideas is 
so stron g tl1at we need not look elsewhere for tl1 e source of hi s P latonism ... th e ultimate source ... is 
P lato, though its use here does not deri ve Jirectly from P lato". T he same opinion is shared by: 
Coleridge, 1987, ch. xxi i, p. 268; Ga rrad, 1927, pp. 11 5-8; Trilling / Bloom, 1973 A, p. 176. 
Cf suprn , esp. 11-illing / Bloom, 1973 A, p. 176: "Despite scholarly tradition, which h as found 'sourc
es' for the Ocle in P lato's Phaedrns and his Phaedo, it is well to remember that W ordswortli actually 
deni ed any P latonic influence". 
Cf Lamia: "Do not all charms fly/ At tlie mere touch of cold philosophy?" . Part II, 229-3 0. Keats , 
1976, p. 176. The verse in question wi ll be referred to in more depth in tlii s book on tlie section 
dedicated to Kea ts. 
W ordswortli quoted by per John H . M uirhead: "Coleridge had been spoilt fo r a poet by going to 
Germany', in M uirhead, 1970, p. 44. 
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thinking, incapable of creating beauty, or at least he says so in a very eloquent 
verse fromA Poet's Epitaph: "Philosopher! a fingering slave,/ One that would peep 
and botanize/ Upon his mother's grave?".88 He was unmoved by the metaphysi
cal lucubrations of Cambridge academics and he was less impressed than was his 
friend Highgate: "Subtle speculations, toils abstruse/ Arnong the schoolmen, and 
Platonic forms/ Of wild ideal pageantry shaped out/ From things well matched 
or ill, and words for things". 89 

This is why the highly poetical Wordsworth intrigues us, with the image of a 
reminiscence of truths and entities which the soul knew previous to its incarnation, 
for "The soul that rises with us, our life's Star,/ Hath had elsewhere its setting,/ 
And cometh from afar: Not in entire forgetfulness,/ And not in utter nakedness".9º 
In the prologue to the ocle he had tried to explain the purpose of the poem: "The 
purpose of these poems is to follow the fluxes and refluxes of the mind when 
agitated by the great and simple affections of our nature".91 Given that the previous 
explanation did not fully clarify things, Coleridge tried to dissipate the enigma in 
the Biographia Literaria, and, paraphrasing the poet's explanation, he concludes 
that Wordsworth is referring to those incursions "into the twilight realms of 
consciousness"92 which, though they transcend the categories of time and space, 
must be described by means of temporal and spacial symbols in arder to be 
rendered. 

In other words, according to Coleridge, the theme of reminiscence in the 
poem cannot be understood in the literal sense, for he believes that neither the 
author of Phaedo, "Plato himself, ever meant or taught it".93 It is curious that this 
same doctrine of Plato's should also very much trouble Benjamin Jowett, who 
considered that "The doctrine of reminiscence is also a fragment of a former 
world, which has no place in the philosophy of modern times ... But Plato ... could 
only answer by an imaginary hypothesis".94 In fact, there existed a certain com
mon fear of falling into a type of metaphysics of superstition. Jowett, in sustain
ing that the future can only be conceived as evolution, speaks from his Hegelian 
and Darwinist experience. But in his affirmation that to draw pictures of heaven 
and hell, whether in the language of scripture or any other, adds nothing to our 

88 

89 

90 

91 

92 

93 

94 

A Poet's Epitaph, in Wordsworth, 1994, p. 485. 
Quoted by Laird, 1946, p. 99. 
lntimations Ode , 59-63, in Trilling / Bloom, 1973 A, p. 178. 
Quoted by per George Watson, in Coleridge, 1987, ch. xxii, p. 268, n. 1. 
Coleridge, 1987, ch. xxii, p. 2 68. 
!bid. 
Jowett, 1953, l ntrnduction to the Phaedo, p. 398. 
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real knowledge, but may perhaps disguise our ignorance95 , he approaches the anti

dogmatic thinking of Coleridge and Wordsworth.96 

Hence, in theory, when Wordsworth suggests that "Our birth is but a sleep 

anda forgetting", 97 he is allegorising and not alluding to the pre-existence of the 
soul in the world of Platonic ideas. Nor is he referring to its posterior reincarna
tion and ensuing oblivion but to a world which we would define as subconscious, 
the world of dreams. In Coleridge's case, it could include the dimension of the 
mind awakened by opium. Whether this independence from Plato be real or not, 
the truth is that the symbol of the cavern which Wordsworth uses to represent 
the world is very profound: "Heaven lies about us in our infancy!/ Shades of the 
prison-house begin to clase/ U pon the growing Boy,/ But He/ Beholds the light, 
and whence it flows,/ He sees it in his joy".98 

On the other hand, there is evidence of a lack of rigour in Wordsworth's 
philosophical reading: Certain references to Aristotle in the preface to the Lyrical 
Ballads are second hand and incorrect,99 and, despite having received the title of 
"poet-philosopher", we do not see in his writings the same speculative passion as 
Coleridge, De Quincey or Shelley. His poetry, which he defined as "the 
spontaneous overflow of powerful feelings", 1ºº deals above all with the pure and 
emocional union of the mind with nature, and, in a certain way discards the 
intellectual undertones which in part were to distance him from Coleridge. E ven 
so, back in the year 1807, in which he wrote the poem, interest in Greek culture 
was by no means widespread and his clase friendship with Coleridge must have 
certainly left him with a certain tinge of indirect Platonism which he picked up 
from the images and ideas commented on. 

As Wordsworth and Coleridge were entering adulthood, another genera
tion of Romantic poets appeared who had been born when the impact of Greece 

95 Jowett, 1875, lntroduction to the ? haedo, p. 413 . 
96 Shelley also takes care not to seem supersticious. Cf "A D efence of Poetry", in Shell ey, 195 1, p. 

1027: "N ot that I assert poets to be prophets in the gross sense of the word, or that they can forete ll 
the form as surely as they foreknow the spiri t of events: such is the pretence of superstition .. . A poet 
participates in the eternal, th e infinite, and the one ... ". 

97 lntimations Ode, 60, in Trilling / Bloom, 1973 A, p. 178. 
98 !bid. 66-71. 
99 Pref ace to Lyrical Ballads, in Trilling / Bloom, 1973 A, p. 603. Wordsworth says: "Aristotle, I have 

been told, hath said, that poetry is the most philosophic of ali writing". T he reference to Aristotle is 
in reality from the Poetica IX, 3-4, 1451 b, where what the Stagiri te says is "poetry is a more philo
sophical and higher subj ect than history", for it reaches out to the universal. It is curious that T.S . 
Eliot did not notice the error on commenting on this same passage by Wordsworth, in Eliot, 1987, 
p. 75. 

100 Pref ace to Lyrical Ballads, in Trilling / Bloom, 1973 A, p. 596 and p. 608. 
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had taken place and who left us not only with their written work but also led 
lifestyles within which the Mediterranean world, and above all Greece, played a 
prominent role. Unfortunately the good die first, as Wordsworth himself said, 101 

and these young heroes of the new sensibility did not outlive their illustrious 
elders. 

101 The Excursion, (The \Vanderer Recalls the Past), 1, 11. 500-2 : "Oh, Sir! The good die first,/ And 
those whose hearts are dry as summer dust,/ Bum to the socket'', in The Oxford 1970, p. 93 . 



· III. THE GEORGE GORDON LORD BYRON'S 
NON-CONFORMIST PHILHELLENISM 

BYRON (1788-1824), SHELLEY (1792-1822) and Keats (1795-1821) all shared the 

glory anda different love for Italy and Greece as a consequence of three diverse 

classical experiences. At the beginning of the century, education in British schools 

and universities was going through a crisis period, for it was burdened by the 

pedagogical inadequacy of the eighteenth century during which diplomas of 

secondary and higher education were handed out too easily. As we have already 
seen, this was one of the ini tial reasons for promoting the Grand Tour. Byron and 

Shelley at Harrow and Eton respectively, and, la ter on, at Cambridge and Oxford, 

whereas Keats, sine nobilitate and of restricted means, entered a modest private 
school in Enfield. 102 

The meagre academic activity that took place in England at the beginning of 

the century was centred on Latin and Roman studies, in keeping with the pre

revolutionaryvision of the world andas a basis for the culture of the establishment. 

Up to then, the teaching of Greek in England had not been renowned for its 

organisation and quality. It centred on Aristotle and on tl1e oratory ofDemosthenes 
and Isocrates, especially as a result of the regulations of the Literae Hunzaniores at 

Oxford in 1807, and the Classical Tripos at Cambridge in the year 1824. 103 

Furthermore, this sort oflethargy that affected education - a reflection of a more 

widespread decadence- was altered when the ruling classes began to feel that 

their interests were in danger. Hence, in step with the great social-economic 
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Clarke's School in Enfi eld, and G uy's H ospita l, to fo ll ow studies in medicine. Cf Gittings, 1979, pp. 
31- 135. 
Clarke's observations on classical studi es at Oxbridge are of in terest, quoted by Brink, 1986, p. 11 4: 
"It is a curious fact, and one not to be fo rgotten by those who put their trust in courses and examina
tions, that the date at which , according to A.E . H ousman, the great age of scholarshi p in England 
carne to an end, coincided almost exactly with the fo undation of the Classical Ti-ipos at Cambridge". 
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transformation that was in hand, the academic world adopted more demanding 

criteria of excellence that would assure the identity or the superiority of the 
governing elite. It also adopted the new aesthetic trends, precisely among which 
was hellenism. In the conviction that the fashion of The Gusto Greco, which was 
ushered in by Stuart and Revett, would favour a new form of elitism, the Literae 

Humaniores programmes of Oxford and Cambridge were reformed, albeit in a 
slow and ununiform manner. Before 182 5 the arts faculties of both universities 
and especially that of Oxford, demanded linguistic dexterity in the study of the 
Greek and Latin authors; the latter having previously been the exclusive focus of 
their attention. The subjects of study comprised classical literature, rhetoric, moral 

philosophy and logic. E ven so, the first classes on Plato, incidental and filtered by 
theological studies, commenced in the thirties, whereas Aristotle enjoyed a 
protagonistic role which was only to be equalled or bettered by Plato from the 
second half of the century onwards.104 

We shall study Byron notas a specific member of the Platonic tradition but 
as one of the pioneers of The Gusto Greco, which served as a background for Pla
tonism. Byron attributed his negligence as a student to the rigid and castrating 
discipline at Harrow, which predisposed him against the compulsory translations 
of Greek and Latin: "May he, who will, his recollections rake,/ And quote in 
classic raptures, and awake/ The hills with Latin echoes; I abhorr'd/ Too much, 
to conquer for the poet's sake,/ The drill' d dull lesson, forced clown word by 
word/ In my repugnant youth, with pleasure to record". 105 To finish off his un
satisfactory experience in education he went on to Cambridge, which, despite its 
old theological tradition, was leaning more and more towards mathematics and 
had left off the restructuring of the humanities until the year 1824. This was too 
late for the poet, who found no incentives which would have provided his future 
philhellenism with a sounder classical education. Deceived by life at the old uni
versity, in 1807 -"College improves in every thing but Learning. Nobody here 
seems to look into an Author, ancient or modern, if they can avoid it"-, 106 he 
informs his mother of his intention of going abroad because " ... Improvement at 
an English University to a Man of Rank is, you know, impossible, and the very 
Idea ridiculous" .1º7 He thus arrived in Athens for the first time in 1809 and his 

104 See Bowen, "H ell enism and English Public Schools in the nineteenth century", in Clarke, 1989, pp. 

105 

161 and ff. and Brink, 1986, as well as Turner, 1981; Ogilvie, 1964; J enkyns, 1980. For a very rigor
ous version of the fa cts and a criti ca! examination of Turner and J enkyns, see Stopper, 1981. 
Childe Harold's Pilgrimage, Canto rv, LXXV, in Byron, 1857 , p. 60. 

106 Quoted by Marchand, 1970, p. 36. 
107 !bid. p. 39. 
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irnpressions from this visit were to have decisive influence on him: "this must he 
feel, the true-born son of Greece,/ If Greece one true-born patriot still can boast:/ 
.. ./ Where'er we tread 'tis haunted, holy ground;/ No earth of thine is lost in 
vulgar mould,/ But one vast realm of wonder spreads around,/ And all the Mus
es's tales seem truly told". 108 

A true dilettante andan exotic, Byron is the most perfect case of the philhel
lenist who acquires his classical knowledge as a man of the world and not as a 
scholar or a contemplative admirer of Greek culture. When in 1816 he leaves 
England for good -in theory due to the incest scandal between himself and his 
sister-, he had already created a following among young London aristocrats who 
went on the Grand Tour in order to emula te the deeds of the legendary lord and 
get a glimpse of him in the gardens of his villas and palaces. Without having had 
any particular interest in Greece before going there, and spurred on by a longing 
for adventure, Byron fell in love with the Greek people and with the natural and 
archaeological beauties of the country to the point of committing himself to their 
struggle for independence and dying of exhaustion at Missolonghi in 1824, whilst 
fighting in the movement for liberation. The image transmitted by Byron - so 
admired and diffused by Goethe-109 established itself in Europe as an almost 
exclusively British model, of the handsome, eccentric and bon vivant English hero 
who selflessly dedicates himself to the cause of exotic and oppressed countries 
- such would be the case ofT E. Lawrence later on- , and who transgresses the 
conventions of the oligarchy from out of which he carne. 

In fact, his life was far more Romantic than his work, parting from the fact 
that he did not consider himself as a part of the movement, as he made clear in his 
first important essay: English Bards and Scottish Reviewers, where he harangues 
Scott, Wordsworth, Southey, Coleridge and other eminent contemporaries, whom 
he accuses of creating vague and "cupidist" poetry. 110 Though he was the most 
internacional of the English Romantics, he was considered a heretic of Romanticism 
within England itself because of his rejection of many of the sacred principles 
among the poets of the first quarter of the century. An example of this is his 
refusal to pay cult to the lmagination: "an lrish peasant with a little whisky in his 
head will imagine and invent more than would furnish forth a modern poem". 111 

108 Childe Harold's Pilgrimage, Canto II, LXXXIII .. . LXXXVII, in Byron, 1857 , p. 36. 
109 Eckermann, 1982, vol. I, pp. 224 and ff. 
110 "The poet ... revi leth Walter Scott for cupidity and ballad-mongering ... ". Unedited note written by 

Byron originally as part of the preface to the first edition of English Bards and Scottish Reviewers, in 
Byron, 1857,p.432,n.6. 

111 Quoted by Bowra, 1980, p. 15 3. 
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It was this satirical realism -more a desire for individual freedom from any 

mystifying idealism- which made him a unique and completely atypical poet 

who couldn't even be tagged as an Aristotelian. In a certain sense he shared Blake's 

nonconformist brashness but not his transcendentalism nor his speculative 
sharpness. 

Nonetheless, it is also true that Byron on the whole shared the interests of 

his generation. He was attracted by the beauty of nature, British as well as foreign, 

and certain themes in vague such as resistance against imperialist oppression, 

sexual transgression and the Gothic fantasy were at the top of his list of priorities. 

We have made previous mention of that great gathering in the history of English 

Romanticism which took place in the Villa Deodanti, an alpine house that had in 

the past been occupied by Milton. George Gordon Lord Byron hosted the 
gathering which included Shelley, Claire Clairmont -Byron's lover and Mary 

Shelley's sis ter-, J ohn W. Polidori -the guest's doctor and cousin of the 

Rossettis- , as well as the brilliant Ma tthew G. Lewis, "the Monk" .112 The evening 

went on amidst conversations on ghosts and supernatural phenomena, topics often 

brought up by the gloomy minds of the time, above all by Shelley, and, what's 

more, at the noble host's request, each guest promised to write a horror story. 
Not to mention the valuable end-products of that evening, what we are interested 

in at this point is the conversation which the worldly Lewis, Byron, the sceptic 

and the spiritualist Shelley had on the professional secrets of narrators of mysteries. 
The young and easily scared author of Alastor was very much taken aback when 

he discovered that neither Lewis nor Byron believed in ghosts or in the immaterial 

nature of the soul, for according to the tenant ofVilla Deodoti, to believe in this 

would imply a sort of faith in God, and that was not the case. 113 

The absence of religious, metaphysical and mystical sentiments in his work 

therefore was absolute: "But here again, why will I thus entangle/ Myself with 

metaphysics? None can hate/ So muchas Ido any kind of wrangle" .114 Hence, 

his interest in classical culture was of a more historical, literary and mythological 

nature, but was always embellished with a touch of irony and of elegant careless
ness. D espite its apparent care-free nature, his love of Greece, for "The isles of 

Greece, the isles of Greece!/ Where burning Sappho loved and sung,/ Where 
grew the arts of war and peace,-/ Where Delos rose, and Phoebus sprung!"11 5 

led him to react with unusual virulence at the sight of the Parthenon, stripped of 

11 2 This nickname was given to him because of the popularity of his Gothic novel, The M onk. 
11 3 Holmes, 1976, p. 344. 
11 4 Don J uan, Canto XV, XCI, in Byron, 185 7, p. 760. 
115 Don J uan , Canto III, LXXXVI, 1, in Byron, 185 7, p. 646 . 
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its sculptures. Consequently, in 1811 , he wrote a ferocious philippic against Elgin 

entitled The Curse of Minerva, where he warns the English antique dealer and 

pillager that: "Yet still the gods are just, and crimes are cross 'd:/ See here what 

Elgin won, and what he lost!". 11 6 

Byron's attitude of confrontation with the interests of British imperialism, 

despite the fact that he was a noble and famous, set an important precedent among 
the English philhellenists of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Even so, at 

an official level, not only did he not meet with success, but attempts were also 

made to hide and dissimulate his conduct, disqualifying him as vehement and 

immature. He however, was unrelenting in his writings against Elgin and, in or

der to assure that his harangues were received, he made them explicit in the sec
ond canto of Childe Harold's Pilgrimage, where it is evident that he is referring to 

the antique dealer in question when he refers to his Scottish origin: "The last, the 

worst, dull spoiler, who was he?/ Blush, Caledonia! such thy son could be!/ ... 

Cold as the crags upon his native coast,/ His mind as barren and his heart as 

hard,/ .. ./ What! shall it e'er be said by British tongue,/ Albion was happy in 
Ad1ena's ears?". 11 7 Byron's version that the intentions of the British were suspect 

of plunder from the very start, is quite convincing for he was actually present 
during the removal of one of the pieces from the Erectheum and had talked with 

Elgin's agent and with the British diplomatic representatives at Athens: "To sell, 

and make - may Shame record the <lay!- / The state receiver ofhis pilfer'd prey/ 

Meantime .. . Europe's worst dauber, and poor Britain's best, With palsied hand 
shall turn each model o'er/ And own himself an infant of fourscore/ .. . While brawny 

brotes in stupid wonder stare,/ And marvel at his lordship's 'stone shop' there". 11 8 

This reaction of stupefied wonder, written in a burlesque tone by the philhelle

nist lord, is precisely the one that Keats had in 1817, on contemplating the mar

bles. The Hampstead poet was either unaware or uninterested in the controversy 

surrounding the plunder. He contemplated Phidias' works without stopping to 

consider the political or legal context of the Elgin affair, protected as he was within 

the smug yet illegitimate safety of the London walls that contained and still con
tain the remains of the temple of Athena in the British Museum. 

With his fiery political and militant activity, Byron placed himself ata great 
distance from the Romantic Platonism of his contemporaries. E ven so, he speaks 

well of Socrates, although he shows such an exaggerated reverence for the ad

mired figure that it betrays his lack of familiarity: "And yet he was/ The earth's 

11 6 The Curse ofM inerva, in Byron, 1857, p. 464. 
117 Childe Harold's Pilgrimage, Canto II, XI-XII in Byron, 1857, p. 27. 
11 8 The Curse ofM inerva, in Byron, 185 7, p. 465 . 
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perfection of ali mental beauty,/ And personification of ali virtue". 119 The sen

tence is surprising coming from an iconoclast like the author of Don Juan, who 
regarded Plato with notorious displacency and Platonic love with even more iro
ny. A good example of this is the exclamation that the poet puts in the mouth of 
the virtuous and Platonic DonnaJulia when she succumbs to the carnal seduction 
ofDonJuan, after believing herself to be immune to sexual temptation: "Oh Pla
to! Plato! you have paved the way,/ With your confounded fantasies, to more/ 
Immoral conduct by the fancied sway/ Your system feigns o'er the controlless 
core/ Ofhuman hearts, than ali the long array/ Of poets and romancers:-You're 
a bore,/ A charlatan, a coxcomb- and have been,/ At best, no better than a go
between". 120 

On certain occasions Byron had said that he preferred Confucius to the ten 
commandments and Socrates to Saint Paul, laying aside his rejection of the sexual 
morality of the latter two. 121 When he says that at best Plato was an inexact 
spokesman of Socrates -" ... no better than a go-between"-, and when he 
denounces the contradictions and the illusions of Platonic moralism, Byron seems 
to have foreseen the line of criticism against Platonism inaugurated in English 
literature in 1829 by William Savage Landor with Diogenes and Plato122 , mentioned 
previously. Furthermore, despite the fact that he did not share the metaphysical 
sensibility of his peers, Byron's vigorous and tangible contribution to the knowledge 
of the Greek world played an unprecedented role in the Greek Reviva!, to which 
he brought a touch of modernity and rebellion against the established order, as 
well as the desire for free will, characteristic of the social struggles of the 
Romanticism of his generation, on identifying Greece with the promised land of 
valor, of the arts, and ofliberty ... ".123 

11 9 T he Defonned Transfonned, in Byron, 1857, p. 313. 
12º Don j uan, Canto I, CXVI, in Byron, 185 7, p. 611. 
12 1 Quoted by Marchand, 1970, p. 49. 
122 Diogenes and Plato, see previous reference. 
123 Helmick, 197 1, p. 21. 



rv. SHELLEY'S LIBERATED PLATONISM 

SHELLEY'S CASE DESERVES honourable mentían. Not only because he directly 
asserts that "we are all Greeks. Our laws, our literature, our religion, our arts 

have their root in Greece", 124 and for his warm hearted revindication of Greek 

culture, but also due to the significant role he played as a crucial intermediary 

after his lifetime around the turn of the century. He in actual fact links Coleridge's 

eighteenth century philosophical stance with Yeats' contemporary and nostalgic 
experience. In reference to the latter he describes him as the poet who "had in 

sorne sense seen into the mystery". 125 Shelley put to practice Novalis' ideal, with 

a keener spirit than perhaps any other poet of English Romanticism. In other 
words, he conceived philosophy as "the poem of intelligence", 126 as he put it in 

1798, thus fusing the poet and reasoner within himself. This undertaking earned 

him the disqualification of critics such as T. S. Eliot127 and Matthew Arnold, who 

somewhat paternalistically considered that "The Shelley of actual life is a vision 

of beauty and radiance, indeed, but availing nothing, effecting nothing. And in 

poetry, no less than in life, he is a beautiful and inejfectual angel, beating in the 
void his luminous wings". 128 

In characteristically pompous style Shelley declared: "Plato and Calderón 

have been my gods". 129 The "iniciatic" image that Plato had at the beginning of 

the century was for Shelley a reconciling solution to the dilemma of having to 

choose between poetry and metaphysics. After having had his first taste of the 

124 Preface to He/las, in Shelley, 1983, p. 447. 
125 Yeats, 1954, XX:XX, p. 781. 
126 Fragment 28, from Fmgments préparés pom· de nouveaux recueils, in Novalis, 1975, vol. II, p. 55: "Le 

poeme de l'intelligence (la sagacité) est la philosophie". 
127 Eliot, 1987, p. 90. 
128 The Last Wo1·d, in Arnold, 1977, vol. XI, p. 3 27. 
129 Holmes, 1976, p. 619. 
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Symposium at the age of seventeen whilst at Eton, which had proved more fruitful 

than that of Byron or of Harrow, Shelley decided toread Plato in Greek. With 

more rigour than his ancestors he queried: "What is a translation of Homer in to 

English? A person who is ignorant of Greek, need only look at Paradise L ost or 

the tragedy of Lear translated into French, to obtain an analogical conception of 

its worthless and miserable inadequacy". 130 On entering Oxford in 1810, he tried 

to go on with lus readings in Greek and above all of Plato, but he was vehemently 

repressed by tl1e academic authorities who expelled him in the following year on 

the grounds that he was amoral and an atheist. It is quite possible that his Pla 

tonist vocation presented itself as a progressive and modernising alternative to 

the conservatism of Oxford, bastion of the Tories and attracted to Aristotelian

ism. Besides, Shelley was fully aware of the daringness involved in studying and 

the Platonic and pagan theory of a prenatal reality, and that of an erotic world 

between men, for such themes had either been passed over or censored by the 

majority of readers of Plato during tl1e first quarter of the century. 

Despite all his enigmas and paradoxes, Plato -his Plato- suited his intro

spective quest, his desire for sexual freedom, his thirst for knowledge and above 

all, his obsession with the occult. The Platonic anecdotes of his turbulent stay at 

Oxford reveal the esoteric stamp of Taylor and the intensity of his unconditional 

faith in Plato. Thomas Hogg -university colleague and according to sorne a 

urrmian friend of Shelley's-131 explains how one afternoon after having "plato

nised" extensively on tl1e doctrine of reminiscence from Phaedo, theywent out for 

a walk and carne across a woman holding a baby. Here Shelley stopped and asked 

the baby what the essential world was like -where in theory the child had been 

until just recently- , that "w1seen Power/ (that) Floats tho'unseen amongst us". 132 

Needless to say there was no answer. 

In order to justify himself to the world and to silence the "obstínate 

questionings/ Of thee and thine", 133 in the year 1818, Shelley wrote Prometheus 

Unbound, which he conceived as a great "philosophical poem" and that was an 

original continuation of Aeschillus' drama. In Shelley's version however, there is 

no reconciliation between Prometheus and an oppressive Zeus, and hybris triumphs 

over divinity. In short, more English than Greek. This mythological hero who in 

130 L etter, "To a Lady, Spring 1821", in Shell ey, 195 1, p. 1095 . 
l.l l Holmes, 1976, p. 40: "Hoggwas Shell ey's first r ea l intimacy outside the world ofField P lace, and the 

friendship was to grow in to a passionate attachment, so that fa r more tru ly th an H arriet Grove, one 
can say that T.]. Hogg was Shell ey's first love affa ir". 

132 Hynm to !ntel!ectua/ Bea11ty, in Shelley, 1983, p . 529. 
m A !astor 26-7, in Shell ey, 1951, p. 16. 
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Shelley's eyes dwelt in a Platonic tomb; "the grave, where do inhabit/ The shadows 

of all forms that think and live", 134 and who faced the challenge of immortality 

with the limitations of powerlessness, is the poet himself. The same is true of the 

distorted but unmistakable portrayal that Mary Shelley made of him in Frankenstein 

or the M odern Prometheus. 135 

Hence, with the aid of the philosophy of "Plato's sacred light,/ Of which my 

spirit was a burning morrow", 136 of Greek literature, "Her quenchless words, 

sparks of immortal truth,/ Stars of all night"137 and of his candid and grandiloquent 
fantasies, he built a system- a "house of thought" as in Pater's metaphor-, where 

everything found its right place. The world, without a doubt, was the darkness of 

the Platonic cavern; the universe of things was a veil that hid real essences; the 

mind was part of a superior energy, "a soul within the soul", 138 and sexuality had 
to be free : "Narrow/ The heart that loves, ... One object, and one form, and 

builds thereby/ Asepulchre for its eternity".139 Thus we have a curious adaptation 
of the itinerary or scale of love marked out by Diotima in the Symposium, where 

she suggested parting from the admiration of the body in order, through a process 

of progressive abstraction, to attain the contemplation of the idea of Good. 
Around the year 1818, in Bagni di Lucca in Tuscany, Shelley had already 

become a diligent philoplatonist: "Dost thou remember yet/ ... 'Tis just one year 

-sure thou dost not forget-/ 'Then Plato's words of light in thee and me/ 
Lingered like moonlight in the moonless east,/ For we had just then read -thy 

memory/ 'Is faithfu l now- the story of the feast: And Agathon and Diotima 

seemed/ From death and dark forgetfulness released ... ".140 His reading of the 

Symposium, evident in that same poem of 1817, was followed by his famous 
translation in] uly of the following ye ar which was to remain a classic for man y 

wears to come. 141 The text was particularly remarkable due to the essay that 
preceded it in the form of a prologue and which was entitled A Discourse on the 

Manners of the Ancients, Relative to the Subject of L ove. The vagueness of tl1is essay is 

an interesting reflection on the limited degree of tolerance that characterised the 

age and also on Shelley's own mischievous nature. T his treatise was published 

114 Prometheus Unbound 197-8, in SheJl ey, 195 1, p. 2 12 . 
135 Cf Introductory essay in Praz, 1979, pp. 26-7 : "Certa inly Frankenstein has many traits of young 

Shelley who also tried to pry in to the hidden laws of Nature" . 
J3(, Hellas94-5, in Shell ey, 1951, p. 450. 
137 !bid. 96-7. 
138 Epipsychidion 455, in Shelley, 1951, p. 42 1. 
139 Epipsychidion 169-173, in Shelley, 195 1, p. 415. 
140 Prince Athanase, 219-229, in Shelley, 195 1, p. 164. 
141 Cf Grant, 1871, p. 305: "Shelley's translations of Symposium and Ion were elegant in their way, and 

were doubtless wid ely read". 
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after 18 3 2 under different ti des and wi th all kinds of omissions. 142 This was 

undoubtedly due to the dangerous nature of the subject matter, despite the 

deliberate ambiguity oflanguage which the author employed in trying to present 

and justify the homoerotic temperament of the dialogue. It was not until the year 

1949 that the complete uncensored version was published. 143 Shelley's appraisal 

of Greek lave was convencional despite expectations to the contrary, and similar 

to J owett's appraisal fifty-three years later.144 In other words, they both justified 

the phenomenon with the argument that the exaggerated inferiority of women in 

the Athens of Pericles led to a loss of attraction far tl1e female sex on the part of 

cultured men: "Among the ancient Greeks the male sex, one half of the human 

race, received the highest cultivation and refinement; whilst the other, so far as 

intellect is concerned, were educated as slaves, and were raised but few degrees in 
all that related to moral or intellectual excellence above the condition of 

savages". 145 

It must be added that the difference between the commentary of the rebellious 

Romantic poet and that of the puritan Victorian translator rests in the moral 

judgements they pronounce and in their evaluation of the state of affairs in their 

day and age. Whereas J owett <lid not refrain from harshly criticising the sexual 
habits of the ancient Greeks, nor from correcting such behaviour as well as assuring 

his readers that such a state of affairs could not take place in the England of his 

time, Shelley unsuccessfully tries to be impartial to G reek and Roman ambiguity 
and is less optimistic regarding his own <lay and age. Hence, though his stance 

resembles tradicional attitudes, he concludes that "The practices and customs of 

modern Europe are essentially different from and incomparably less pernicious 
than either (Greece and Rome), however remate from what an enlightened mind 

cannot fail to desire as the future destiny of human beings". 146 E ven so, the sheer 

audacity of the fact that he <lid not elude the relationship between Platonism and 

classical male eroticism set an important precedent in studies on Platonism. It 
also placed him at the forefront of studies in the English language on Greek 

homosexuality. No such studies were to be published until fifty years later, in 

142 

143 
Shelley, 1951, p. 11 32. 
D ellamora, 1990, p. 224. 

144 One need not in fa ct go very far. In th e year 1970, Wllliam ]. M cTaggart says of P latonic lave: "Many 
... are shocked by their beli ef that the relationship is one to be dismissed under the la bel, 'homosex
ual'. But as Shelley explained ... the fa ct that the love of which Plato wrote was one between males, 
was merely an accident arising from the social status of women in the Greek world", in M cTaggart, 
1970, p. 44. 

145 A Discourse 011 the Mmmers of the Ancients, Relative to the Subject of Lave, in Shelley, 195 1, p. 102 3. 
146 !bid. 
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1873, when John Addington Syrnonds touched on the subject again as shall be 

seen in the corresponding chapter. 
In August of 1818, Shelley translated a part of the Phaedrus. According to 

Mary Shelley, 147 he studied and translated the first books of the Respublica be
tween October and November, with a special emphasis on fragments 3 79c-383c, 
which dealt with the origin of evil. Shelley introduced the ephemeral and every
thing but divine reality of that which is contrary to good in Prometheus Unbound, 
in the form of a veil of illusion which is undone by the arrival of the liberating 
hero: "The painted veil, by those who were, called life/ Which mimicked, as with 
colours idly spread,/ All men believed or hoped, is torn aside;/ The loathsome 
mask has fallen ... ". 148 Thus for Shelley evil is an apparent problem, in that it is 
not true reality, and the fact of not being able to distinguish between doxá and 
epistéme was a matter of ignorance according to the criteria of Plato and Ploti
nus. 149 Let us remember that for both philosophers reality and knowledge were 

inextricably intertwined understanding for realitas the spiritual world or the world 
that is apprehensible by the intellect. This realm for Shelley as well as Coleridge 
could also be extended to include the faculty of imagination. 

Also at the end of 1818, Shelley started to translate the Menexenus. From then 
on and rightup to 1820, certain "epigrams"150 of Plato and Mary's diaryindicate151 

that he had begun to decipher the Greek texts of the Phaedo, the Gorgias, theApologia, 
the Leges and, above all, the Ion. 152 This is the period of the Epipsychidion -or "soul 
within the soul"-, a name which he made up himself, since the word does not exist 

in Greek, and which Notopoulos, the expert on Taylor and Shelley, calls "the platonic 
genitive partitive".153 In this poem, Shelley among other things presents a sui generis 
interpretation of a number of Platonic themes around the topic of love. With his 
characteristic ease he passes inspection on his priva te harem. As he himself suggests 
and as Richard Holmes corroborates, Shelley, as we said before, made his owi1 
particular interpretation of Platonic Diotima's ero tic scale ranging from camal love 
right up to intellectual love, and went on to speak in support of free love. In fact, 
there are evident Platonic symbols throughout the poem. Emilia Viviani, Shelley's 

147 In Notopoulos, 1949, pp. 59-63 . 
148 Prometheus Unbound, Act iii, Sc.iv, 190-3, in Shelley, 195 1, p. 253. 
149 Ennead I, viii, 3. 
159 The fragments translated by Shell ey and in theory attributed to P lato, appear under this name, in 

Shelley, 1983 . 
151 For Shelleyand's chronology and the works on Plato see Holmes, 1976, pp. 414-38, and, above ali, 

Notopoulos, 1949, pp. 29-77; pp. 275-31 0, and pp. 508-9. 
152 Notopoulos, 1949, pp. 275 and ff. 
153 /bid. 279. 
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secret love at that time and the subject of the poem, is identified with the light of 

the sun outside the Platonic cavern and with the radiance that precedes the arrival 

of the angel in canto XV of Dante's Purgatory: "Seraph of Heaven! ... ./ Veiling 

beneath that radiant form of Woman/ All that is insupportable in thee/ Of light, 
and love, and immortality". 154 

With regard to the polemical subject of free love, his sources once again 
seem to be Plato and Dante. In certain fragments of the Epipsychidion that he la ter 

on discarded, Shelley <lid not hesita te to state: "And Socrates, the J esus Christ of 

Greece,/ And J esus Christ himself, <lid never cease/ To urge all living things to 
love each other ( ... ) If any should be curious to discover/ Whether to you I ama 

friend or lover,/ ... let them guess/ How Dio tima, the wise prophetess/ Instructed 

the instructor ... ". 155 This very personal interpretation of Platonic love irritated 

certain moralists such as J owett, and was almost certainly a product of the poet's 
youth and lack of accurate information on Platos' philosophy. It would have been 

no more than anecdotic were it not been for the fact that Platonism was adapted 

to suit the sexual ha bits of his interpreters right through the Victorian era. Exam

ples of this are J owett's chaste and potentially heterosexual Plato, and the sensual 
Plato ofWalter Pater, decidedly a lover of the male sex and of sensitive beauty. 156 

So, Shelley sees no contradiction between his sexual liberalism and Platonic 

idealism. He <loes so to the point of comparing the mental attitude present in the 

poem Epipsychidion to that of Dante in La Vita Nuova. He describes his poemas a 
text a clef, incomprehensible for most people "from a defect of a common organ 

of perception for the ideas of which it treats". 157 The truth is that this Romantic 

poet, influenced as he was by the superficial appraisal of Plato of his contempo

raries and by his belief in poetic thought, did not entirely view Platonism as a philo

sophical doctrine but more so as a free form of literature which incorporated 
ideas. The assimilation of the latter <lid not necessarily depend on a contextual

ised and coherent knowledge of the work. For Shelley as for many ofhis contem

poraries, a general sympathy with the Platonic line of thought was in itself enough 

for one to consider oneself a Platonist. This is how he viewed Dante's love for 
Beatrice: as a transition from "amare stilnovistico-cortese" to moral and intellectual 

love beyond the senses, and as a form of mystical union beginning from and 

154 Epipsychidion, 21-24, in Shelley, 195 1, p. 4 12. 
155 !bid. pp. 42 6 and 428. 
156 Cf Pater, 1969, p. 13 6: "He who in the Symposi111n describes so vividly the pathway, the ladder of 

]ove, ... lmew ali that, we may be sure -ta ei-otikri- ali the ways of lovers, in the literal sense ... was 
rather, naturally, .. . subject to the influence of fa ir persons". 

157 Adverti sement, Epipsychidion, in Shell ey, 195 1, p. 4 11. 
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through sex. Let us remember that appears befare Dante and Virgil in the Purga

tory says oflove that it projects that infinite and ineffable Good: "tanto si da quanto 
trova d'ardore,/ sl che, quantunque carita si stende,/ cresce sovr'essa l'eterno va
lore".158 No matter how difficult to believe it may seem, the fact is that Shelley 

interpreted Dante's dynamic oflove as a question of quantity rather than of qual
ity. In other words, the more people one loves whether spiritually or carnally, the 

sooner one reaches self-fulfilment in contemplation and cosmic union. This self

fulfilment is seen asan identity between the contemplator and that which is con
templated -a state which he also conceptualises in accordance with Platonic tra

dition: "till we/ Become one being with the world we see .. . ". 159 lt seems that the 

love phase disappears when the spiritual explorer comes into contact with the 

absolute. 
Unity with a timeless principle, that is to say, the relationship between the 

eternal world and the universe of things, was at the heart of Adonais, which he 
himself referred to as "the least imperfect of my compositions". 160 It was written 

in the summer of 1821 in homage to John Keats who died in Rome in February 

of the same year. Apart from the direct influence of Milton's Lycidas -a eulogy 

on the premature death of his friend Edward King- and of Lanzent f or Adonis by 
the Greek bucolic poet Bion, which lamented the end of Autumn, Notopoulos 

also finds influences from the Synzposiunz, the Gorgias, the Respublica, the Phaedo 
and the Tinzaeus. 16 1 I personally am more inclined to believe that the transcen
dental tone of the poem is the result of the combined idealistic elements of Shel

ley's readings and feelings: "I ... read Plato perpetually"162 Hoggs had written. 

The Adonais is preceded quite significantly by a verse attributed to Plato by Dio

genes Laertius III. 29, where the Athenian philosopher pays tribute to the mem

ory of a deceased person who is anonymous but admired and who continues to 
illuminate the world from his immortal abode. 

Similarly, Shelley states in the poem that the death of Adonais-Keats could 

not but move Urania, the goddess of intellectual love in Plato's Synzposiunz 163 

and the muse of poetry in Milton's Paradise Lost. 164 Needless to say, Keats, the 

hero of the lament, <loes not die altogether, but, as the poet affirms revealing a 

158 "Purgatorio", Canto XV, 70-72, in La Divina Commedia. 
159 Fragments connected with Epipsychidion, 185-6, in Shelley, 1983, p. 43 0. 
160 In H olmes, 1976, p. 675 . 
161 Notopoulos, 1949, p. 71. 
162 !bid. 
163 Smp. 187d. 
164 Paradise Lost, VII, 11. 1-15. 
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certain affinity with Spinoza and Coleridge: "He is made one with Nature: there 
is heard/ His voice in all her music ... ". 165 And so, the honoured Keats would 
return to the substancial sphere from where he had come and would continue 
to govern from the world beyond as is depicted in the Platonic epigram: "He is 
a portian of the loveliness/ Which once he made more lovely ... ". 166 Finally, in 
one of the most metaphysical and impressive poems of English literature, Shel
ley expresses what adds up to a declaration of principies regarding the pure and 
lasting reality of the spiritual dimension: "The One remains, the many change 
and pass;/ Heaven's light forever shines, Earth's shadows fly;I Life, like a dome 
of many-coloured glass,/ Stains the white radiance of Eternity,/ Until Death 
tramples it to fragments". 167 Neither the blue Roman skies, its precious ruins, 
nor the beauty of Greek statues can compare with the liberating joy of death. 
The young Shelley who still hadn't reached the age of thirty would not take 
long befare experiencing the liberating world of true reality which the Phaedo 
promised. 

Even so, whilst he was still part of worldly reality, he considered art and 
poetry as the most supreme form of thought: "Plato was essentially a poet -the 
truth and splendour of his imagery, and the melody of his language, are the most 
intense that it is possible to conceive". 168 And even though he was familiar with 
Plato's dilemmas regarding poetic art and poets, like Coleridge he chose to ig
nore them. As a result he concentrates on the "rhapsodic manía" of the Ion and 
turns a blind eye to the Platonic critique of art in the Respublica, thus converting 
Plato's mimesis into something worthier and more aesthetic, akin to Plotinus' 
vision, which believed in the artist's capacity for idealistic penetration and in his 
ability to perfect and transcend reality. 

If we regard philosophy and poetry as two ways of approaching the world 
which converge at the same zenith of wisdom then the Platonic thesis of the phi
losopher king can also be applied to the poet. Such a view implies a belief in the 
innovating power of the imagination where poetry becomes "The most unfailing 
herald .. . of a great people to work a beneficia! change in opinion or institu
tion .. . ".169 We should point out here that neither Shelley nor his contemporaries 
weighed up the discriminatory implications of Plato's political proposal. In fact 
Shelley's interpretation of the dictatorship of the kalokagathoí was more "puritan" 

165 Adonais, XLII, in Welland, 1968, p. 160. 
166 !bid. 
167 !bid. p. 163. 
168 "A Defence of Poetry", in Shelley, 1951, p. 1029. 
169 !bid. p. 1055. 
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than critical for he emphasised honesty at the expense of democratic logic. It was 

not until fi fty years la ter that this idealised vision of Platonism was questioned by 

Grote and not until a century later in the year 1945,170 that Karl R. Popper, 

fiercely refuted it. 
Hence, Shelley's Plato was a perfect transcendentalist, though, like J esus and 

other teachers, he was susceptible of being adorned with all the defects and ideals 

ofhis followers. In this respect it must be pointed out that Plato reached the end

of-the-century dueto the efforts of a young yet erudite tradition of Platonic studies, 

and that this Plato shared almost a blood resemblance with Shelley, a certain family 

air to the point of imagining Plato in Richard J enkyn's words "as the Shelley of the 
ancient world" .171 In relation to this last point and after taking into account the 

reservations ofJonathan Barnes of today's Balliol College regarding the influence 

of the vegetarian poet on academic studies of Plato172 - in the first place beca use 

he wasn't an academic and secondly, because he was not at all thorough- , there 

is no doubt, as far as I am concerned, that he became a best selling writer who was 
widely read both within and outside university and whose seductive power can

not be gauged from biographical references . 
Shelley's indiscriminate and free interpretation of Plato's poli tics is also worth 

mentioning. He considered Plato as a progressive political theoretician: "The 

principie of equality had been discovered and applied by Plato in his Respublica, as 
the theoretical rule of mode in which the materials of pleasure and of power pro

duced by the common skill and labour of human beings ought to be distributed 

among them". 173 We are therefore led to the conclusion that there are as many 

Platos as there are readers of Plato: Taylor found him to be as conservative as 

himself; Blake ignored this characteristic of Platonism; Coleridge - defender of 

state intervention and protection- found the line of argument of authoritarian 

Platonic poli tics to be correct; Grate rejected it for being conservative; J owett 
considered that the disciplinary and hierarchic role of the ruling class was most 

appropriate and Pater admired the Doric arder and reasoned social division of the 

Respublica. The young and progressive Shelley's positive appraisals of Plato's 

social thought drew the English public's attention to the mentioned yet not 

very well-known Athenian philosopher. This may have been due to the evident 

170 See the corresponding chapter of this book based on Popper, 1966, Part I: P lato. 
171 J enkyns, 1980, p. 237 . 
172 See Barnes / Stopper, 1981 p. 278. Says Barnes: "And I am inclined to suspect that th e impact of 

Shelley on exact scholarship was less th an shattering. (If you want a poetical influence on Platonic 
scholarship, Thomas Gray might be a better horse to back.)" . 

173 "A D efence of Poetry", in Shelley, 1951 , pp. 1041-2. 
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contrast between Shelley's appraisals and the usual reactionary apologetics from 

which he distanced himself. 

Having established the fact that Shelley the engagé and liberating Platonic 

poet had based his power on his own imaginative capacity -the source of his 

wisdom and nobility-, we should now go on to discuss the theme of art, and the 

director indirect influence that Shelley's Platonism had on the aesthetics of the 

end-of-the-century. In his Defence of Poetry, written in the year 1821, in answer to 

an article by Peacock in Litermy Miscellany on the decline of English poetry, 174 

Shelley deals with the theme of Reason and lmagination in a way that is reminis

cent of Coleridge, but only more simplified: Reason far Shelley is Coleridge's F ancy, 

it is to logídsesthai; Imagination on the other hand is as fundamental and creative in 

both, but instead of being a mental and emotional nóesis, it is to poiein, productive 
and concrete. Whereas Reason respects differences, Imagination looks far similar

ities -the farmer analyses, the latter synthesises- as is firmly stated in the fal

lowing conclusion: "Reason is to the imagination as the instrument to the agent, 

as the body to the spirit, as the shadow to the substance". 175 For Shelley as well 

as far Coleridge the imagination was made up of two components: a general one 

that is common to most people anda restricted one. 
In fact, the original and general meaning of to poiein as prirnogenial action 

and cause of the coming into being of things, was also a Platonic farrnulation 
expounded in the Symposium 205b-c: "You know that the word creation (pofesis) 

has a very different meaning, far, in fact, the step frorn non being to being is an 
effect of creation, that is to say that the labour that exists in all the arts is creation 

and the artisans of these arts are crea tors ". In Shelley's case, poíesis in the restricted 

sense also expresses the arrangement of language carried out "by that imperial 

faculty whose throne is curtained within the invisible nature of man ".176 This 

creative faculty, hidden behind a curtain of invisibility, is as difficult to trap as the 
yet to be sculptured irnage hidden under the veil of an ethereal cascade in the 

solitude of M ontblanc. 177 It could also be as evanescent as Coleridge's dream which 

was lost like reflections in a river when sorneone throws a stone and the irnages 

disperse on a surface which is broken by the ripples of the water, "alas ! without 

the after restoration of the latter" .178 

17 4 "The Four Ages of Poetry", Litera7)' Miscellrmy, 1 (1 82 0). 
175 "A Defence of Poetry", in Shell ey, 195 1, pp. 1023-4. 
17 6 ]bid. p. 1027. 
177 1Wontblrmc 26-7: "Thine earthly rainbows stretched a cross the sweep/ Of th e aethereal waterfa ll , whose 

veil/ Robes sorne unsculptured image", in Shelley, 1983, p. 532 . 
178 lntroductorynote toKubla Kha11 , in Colerjdge, 1985 , p. 107. 
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Whereas the Platonic philosopher moved within the tension between dóxa 

and episténze, the poet of Romanticism strives to recover the visions of the cre

ative imagination, as is personified in Shelley's simile which J oyce rightly 

praised, 179 and has become a classical definí tion in li terary theory: " ... the mind 
in creation is as a fading coal, which sorne invisible influence, like an inconstant 

wind, awakens to transitory brightness; this power arises frorn within ... but when 

composition begins, inspiration is already on the decline, and the rnost glorious 

poetry that has ever been cornrnunicated to the world is probably but a feeble 

shadow of the original conceptions of the poet". 180 

Even though both Coleridge and Shelley take up the Platonic theme of the 

inspired rhapsody -prirnarily as it appears in the Ion-, the rornantic poet in 
their eyes is a being who is aware of his creative capacity as well as of the lirnits 

imposed on hirn by reason and language: "In the infancy of the world, neither 

poets thernselves nor their auditors are fully aware of the excellence of poetry: for 

it acts in a divine and unapprehended manner, beyond and above consciousness; 
and it is reserved for future generations to conternplate and measure the rnighty 

cause and effect in all the strength of their union". 181 Without dealing with the 

subject directly, Shelley clarified tl1e difference between the Plato's ignorant bard 
and the eighteentl1 century creator using a criterion akin to Hegelian evolution

ism that was also employed by J owett: the rnodern poet has evolved with regard 
to the forrner and has thus transforrned creative strength into an instrument of 

the first order that incorpora tes the philosopher's speculative penetration in or
der to know reali ty: "Poetry is indeed sornething divine. lt is at once the centre 

and circumference of knowledge; it is that which cornprehends all science, and 

that to which all science rnust be referred. lt is at the same time the root and 

blossorn of all other systerns of thought ... lt is the perfect and consurnmate sur

fa ce and bloom of all things ... " .182 

lt is dueto this integral knowledge of reality that Coleridge and Shelley con

sider irnagination to be the most complete link with the universe, and the reason 
for whi ch W ordsworth confused Aristotle's famous affirmation that attributed 

more philosophical quality to poetry than to history, 183 with the incorrect ver

sion "that poetry is the rnost philosophic of all writing". 184 Since the poet <l oes 

179 lnJoyce, 1982, p. 193 . 
1 ~ 11 "A D efence of Poetry", in Shell ey, 195 1, p. 1050. 

!bid. pp. 1030- 1. 181 

1 8 ~ !bid. p. 1050. 
rn 3 A.rist . Po. IX, 3-4, 145 l b. 
184 \Ve have al.rea dy mention ed this. H owever I will repeat the reference; W ordsworth , Preface to Lyrical 

Ballads, in 11-illing / Bloom, 1973 , p. 603. 
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not base himself on specific and real events but on possible situations instead 

-for, no matter how much he reproduces reality, he is recreating it and gives it 

new life-, Aristotle thought that the high level of the laws of necessity and of 

probability made of the poeta more universalist being than tl1e historian. 185 In this 

way Shelley also inherits the Aristotelian tradition and describes poets as proph

ets and legislators, which would have horrified Plato -who still considered that 

philosophy was a science that was incompatible with unreliable poetry. 186 So, 

according to Shelley, the poet "not only beholds intensely the presentas it is, and 

discovers those laws according to which present things ought to be ordered, but 

he beholds tl1e future in the present, and his thoughts are the germs of the flower 

and the fruit of latest time ... A poet participates in the eternal, the infinite, and 
the one ... ". 187 

With regard to the accusation of uselessness waged against poetry, by scien

tists, moralists and politicians -and which Peacock found justified though he <lid 

not approve it- Shelley responds with arguments that show that he had read 
Philip Sidney's text in favour of literature written at the end of the sixteenth 

century. They also show the marked influence ofBentham: if poetry seeks to give 
pleasure, it is not that kind of sensual satisfaction that Plato condemned in the 

Philebus 67, but another universal and permanent kind: "The functions of the 

poetical faculty are twofold; by one it creates new materials of knowledge, and 

power, and pleasure; by the other it engenders in the mind a desire to reproduce 
and arrange them according to a certain rhythm and order, which may be called 

the beautiful and the good".188 Poetry exalts the enjoyment and satisfaction of all 

that which is good and worthy of being introjected, for example, virtue, patrio

tism and friendship: in short, the emotions experienced by more sensitive souls, 

that show the Self, or personal identity, like an atom in the immensity of the 

universe. Here lie the roots of the social role of Shelley's Platonic poet. Shelley 
seems to have completely overlooked the elitism and arbitrariness of the philoso

pher kings in the Respublica. 
Lower less noble delights are not the object of poetry for they are present in 

ruder and more material things, like bad literature or the acquisition of money, 

"the God and Mammon of the world". 189 Whilst complying with the require

ments of wisdom that Plato rather sceptically demanded of art, Shelley follows 

185 Arist. Po. IX, 1-10, 145 lb. 
186 Cf R. X 607b-c, and Lg. XII, 967c. 
! Rí "A Defence of Poetry" , in Shell ey, 1951, pp. 1026-7. 
188 !bid. p. 1049. 
189 !bid . 
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Aristotle, Plotinus and Coleridge in praising creativity and placing it above the 

phenomenal world, to the point of improving it if necessary: "poetry is a mirror 

which makes beautiful that which is distorted". 190 Here the poet is not only a 

king Midas ora magic mirror but also a perfecting artífice: "Poetry thus makes 

immortal all that is best and most beautiful in the world; it arrests the vanishing 

apparitions which haunt the interlunations of life ... Poetry turns all things to 
loveliness; it exalts tbe beauty of that which is most beautiful, and it adds beauty 

to that wbicb is most deformed; ... its secret alcbemy turns to potable gold the 
poisonous waters which flow from death through life; ... it equally creates for usa 

being within our being". 191 

In juxtaposing the spiritual usefulness of poetry to the material usefulness of 

money, Shelley preceded Arnold and Ruskin's protests against the mecbanicism 

of industrialised society. His argument that such a useful art could correct nature 

- when the mirror would become a torch that lights up the artist's mental interi

or- , was taken up at the end-of-the-century under the guise of Pater's art fer 

art's sake, and reflected even more so in Wilde's nature imitates art. In fact, Pater 

had no qualms in stating that "Art, as such, as Plato knows, has no purpose but 
itself, its own perfection".192 The fact of the matter is that Pater did not rack his 

brains too mucb and placed art alongside ethics in reference to Platonic. aesthet

ics, at least in theory following hehind Sbelley's call to poets as "unacknowledged 
legislators of the world". 193 Art seen in this light, was a mixture of téchne and 

éthos: it was work well done, discipline, the use of beauty in "its one overmaster

ing social or political purpose .. . "194 

Wilde, on bis part, develops tl1e story of a portrait that ruled over the life of 

the protagonist in The Picture of D arían Gray, and in this way assimilates Col

eridge and Shelley's concept of corrective mimesis, thus creating a profile of sym
bolist art of the fi-n-de -siecle witl1 Plato at tl1e head: "The new manner in art, the 

fresh mode of looking at life ... , in bis soul ... there had been wakened that won

derful vision to whicb alone are wonderful things revealed; the mere shapes of 

things becoming, as it were, refined, and gaining a kind of symbolical value, as 
though they were themselves patterns of sorne other and more perfect form whose 

shadow they made real ... Was it not Plato, that artist in tl1ought, who had first 

analysed it?". 195 

190 !bid. p. 1030. 
191 !bid. p. 1052. 
192 Pater, 1969, p. 275. 
193 "A Defence of Poetry", in Shell ey, 195 1, p. 1055 . 
194 Pater, 1969, p. 276. 
195 Wilde, 1976, p. 32 . 
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The use of Plato's aesthetics was a common place in Victorian literary theo

ries. J owett as well as Pater and V\Tilde were convinced that Plato was a poet. 

Even though the differences in their respective readings of Plato deserves to be 

studied on its own, we can simplify matters and say that almost right up to the 

end-of-the-century, Platonic philosophy was considered as a form of poetry. This 

was without a doubt the legacy of the eighteenth century which Shelley promot

ed into the nineteenth century.196 The young poet, who according to Disraeli 

died with the Phaedo in his pocket, left behind many fragmented translations of 

Plato, Sophocles, Euripides, H omeric Hymns and Epigranzs as well as bis own short 
essays on Hellenic themes. He also offered the mastery of his verses to posterity, 

testimony of his anguish and his suspicion that hidden within the Platonic dia
logues was a "Sésanze-ouvre-toi" in to the fascinating world of psychic and mystical 

darkness, from where he light-heartedly and enigmatically softly sings "J am the 

image of swift Plato's spirit,/ Ascending heaven; Athens doth inherit/ His corpse 

below". 197 

!% See McTaggart, 1970, p. +4: "ln th e begi nnin g, Shell ey saw Pl ato, as did the eighteenth-century in 
general, more as a poet and a beautih1l drea mer, and on ly gradually carne to rega rd him as one in 
who thought and feeling worked toge th er to produce a power efficacious in both life and in art -
especially through 'th e virtue and power of love" '. 

I' i7 Sph-it of Plato, From the Greek, in Shell ey, J 983, p. 72 1. 



V: KEATS AND THE NIGHTINGALE OF JNFINITY 

OF KEATS WHO DID NOT know G reek Shelley once said that he did not need 

to ... because h e himself was Greek. 198 Even Byron, who frorn the heights of his 

aristocratic birth had always felt disdain for the young poet's languor and humble 

background , conceded th at he possessed a special sensibili ty for Hellenic themes: 

"(Kea ts) without Greek/ Contrived to talk about the G ods of late/ M uch as they 

might have been supposed to speak".199 Lord Houghton fclt that Keats had "a 

natural consanguinity .. . of intellect with the G reeks",2ºº \iV S. Lmdor said of 

him that he was "the most G recian of all ".2º1 Borne exalted "the pure Greek 

wine of Kea ts"2º2 and D e Reul characterised hirn as "the most G reek of all En

glish poets".2º3 References to the H elens of Keats abound and are often infl ated 

by passion. O ne thing howcver is certain, and that is his exceptional place within 

English poetry. 

W h ereas in Shelley's case his Roman ticisrn led him to describe terrifying 

landscapes of the soul -from which he protected himself witb a li terary and al

most religious intellectuali ty, and so creating a living Roman tic aesthetics full of 

anxieties and speculative refl ections- , Keats produced a poetics of sensibility 

and abstraction in one, with practically no antecedents. Thougb he was never to 

become a grea t reader of P lato, he assimilated sorne of his essenti al elements 

which Victorian idealisrn was later to unfold , these were infinity and death , unity 

~md diversity, the imperson al essence of poetry, the iden tity of the concepts of 

19
H .McTagga rt, 1970, p. 56 (thou gh he cines n ot givc thc source), ancl H clmi ck, 197 1, p. 20. 

199 H elmi ck, 1971, p. 20. 
200 !bid. p. 24 . 
201 l úid. 
202 !bid. 
203 !bid. 
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truth and beauty andan extremely sharp perception of Greek spirituality, which 

was rare for a man in his context and his conditions. 

Borges approaches the problem correctly when he states: "Es natural, es 

acaso inevitable, que en Inglaterra no sea comprendida rectamente la Oda a un 

Ruiseñor" . 204 In actual fact however, the difficulty is universal, for Keats is a 

complex poet and his own theories on poetry converge only to a certain extent 

with the rhapsody of the Platonic Ion who possesses no more creative identity 

than that of the transmitter the Muse's words: "As to the poetical Character 

itself, .. . it is not itself-it has no self- it is every thing and nothing-It has no 
character- it enjoys light and shade ... ". 205 Whereas Shelley was the personalised 

preeminence of th e imagination and the legislating and prophetic virtues of 

poets, Keats felt himself to be but an instrument at the service of poetic genius, 
for which inspiration was the vehicle of transmission connecting the poetic source 

of the imagination with outside communication and with the work of the artist: 

"I am perhaps not speaking from myself; but from sorne character in whose 

soul I now live".2º6 

Due to this depersonalisation his poems are open to a wide variety of inter

pretations given that the meaning of sorne of his verses is poetically philosophical 
and cryptical. An example of this is the much discussed second last verse of the 

Ode to a Nightingale of 1819, in which Borges envisages an a clef forerunner of 

Schopenhauer's thesis of the archetype: "Thou wast not born for death, immortal 
Bird!/ No hungry generations tread thee clown;/ The voice I hear this passing 

night was heard/ In ancient days by emperor and clown".2º7 Was Keats referring 
to one particular nightingale or to the species? Or are they perhaps one and the 

same thing? O n thatApril night of 1819, in the wild solitude of a flowering Hamp

stead garden, did he perchance experience, as Borges suggests, the revelation of 

his own infinitude through the song of the nightingale? Or, to the contrary, did 
the song of the immortal bird awaken in him an awareness of the ephemeral na

ture of human life? Was it that same ideal Platonic nightingale which revealed to 

Schopenhauer the indestructible will to live despite the obvious reality of indi

vidual death, and which to Nietzsche revealed the perplex formula of the myth of 

the eternal return despite his own anti-Platonism? Or was Keats simply entranced 

by the delicate and melodic song of the bird of the night? I shall now try to un

ravel this enigma. 

204 "El Ruiseñor de Kea ts", in Borges, 1981, p. 119. 
205 Letter to Richard Woodhouse, 27 th October 1818, in Kea ts, 1979, p. 157. 
206 Keats, 1979, p. 158. 
20¡ Ode to a N ightingale, VII, in Keats , 1976, p. 208. 
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Two years later Shelley also made use of the symbol of the nightingale to 

represent the poet in his Defence of Poet1y: "A poet is a nightingale, who sits in 
darkness and sings to cheer its own solitude with sweet sounds; his auditors are as 

men entranced by the melody of an unseen musician, who feel that they are moved 

and softened, yet know not whence or why".2º8 Even though it is true that Shel
ley was aware of the anonymity of the poet and of his lama or hierophant charac

ter devoted to the cult of the creative imagination, his eclecticism and his pro

gressiveness urged him on to at the same time speak in favour of a social role for 

poets and poetic philosophers. This he did despite the fact that they were not 

voluntarily committed to leading on their community as was the case of the phi

losophers of the Platonic republic: "The most unfailing herald, companion, and 

follower of the awakening of a great people to work a beneficia! change in opin

ion or institution, is poetry".2º9 Hence, Shelley's nightingale did not reach the 

metaphysical heights of Keat's "platonic nightingale", at least from the point of 
view of public utility with which he defines it in Defence of Poetry. Instead, bis is an 

unknown and lonely creature not because it sets out to be but because it is to 

subtle and complex for the great majority. Shelley makes it quite clear that each 

individual poet is a member of the same tradition, but he does not stress as does 
Keats that there exists only one cosmic voice which sings by means of artifices 

that have to renounce all else except making poetry. 
The modest poet from Hampstead had always shown a certain hostility to 

the conceits of the young and aristocratic Shelley.21 º He did not aspire to the 

same degree of public protagonism though he was quite aware of bis spiritual 
transcendence. 211 He was more inclined to consider himself more as one more 

link in a rather sacred chain of visionaries of poetic inspiration and an inicia te and 

follower of a secret and religious brotherhood which demanded discipline and 

submission. In the year 1820 he writes to Shelley with considerable arrogance: 
"My Imagination is a Monastry and I am its Monk -you must explain my metapcs 

(metaphysics) to yourself".212 It is possible that his metaphysics consisted of this 
quasi mystical element around which bis creativity rotated. Therefore, on hear

ing the nightingale of his imagination sing, he was to be convinced, in the same 

way as a divine bard who is inspired yet at the same time obedient, that bis pen 

208 "A Defense of Poetry", in Shelley, 1951 , p. 1031. 
209 !bid. p. 105 5. 
210 See letters to Peréy B. Shelley, 16th August 1820, and Benjamin Bailey, 8th October 1817, in Keats , 

1979, p. 390, and p. 27 . 
211 See the lener to George and Georgiana Keats: "I think I shall be arnong the English Poets after rny 

death", in Keats, 1979, p. 161. 
212 Lener to Percy B. Shelley, 16th August 1820, in Keats, 1979, p. 390. 
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transmitted the verses that the soul of poetry dictated to its singers: "Perhaps the 

self-same song that found a path/ Through the sad heart of Ruth, when, sick for 

home,/ She stood in tears amid the alien corn;/ The same that oft-times hath/ 

Charm'd magic casements, opening on the foam/ Of perilous seas, in faery lands 
forlorn". 213 

Notwithstanding the possible influence, be it direct or indirect, of Plato's 

Ion, Keats went one step further with regard to Shelley and a few steps further 

than Plato himself. If the author of the Defence of Poetry considered that appreci

ation for the figure of the poet had increased in conscience and worth compared 

to ancient times, Keats goes beyond the possible prestige acquired by the profes
sion of the rhapsodist and attributes to him the merit of concentration and appli

cation in the literary task. This theory of the poet's theoretically altruistic dedica

tion to poetry probably enabled him to depersonalise the figure of the poet and 

to engross it within the permanent Idea of the nightingale-poet which transcend

ed the random circumstances of individuality. Borges points out that Keat's ocle 

dates from 1819 and the previously mentioned reflections by Schopenhauer "On 

death and its relationship to the indestructibility of our inner nature" <lid not 
appear until 1844 in the second volume of the supplement of Die Welt als Wille 

und Vorstellung in the second edition of the original work. And, though to be 

honest one cannot say that Borges is insinuating that the German philosopher 
copied Keats -in fact he adamantly affirms that Schopenhauer never read the 

ocle in question-214 he does on the other hand suggest that the English poetwas 

to anticípate the thesis of the dissolution of the individual within the permanence 

of the species. 
Amongst other animals such as cats lions and dogs, Schopenhauer also em

ploys the image of the swallow and this inclines Borges to find more associations 

between the text and Keat's poem. In fact, Schopenhauer's animal examples de

rive from his belief that the individual beast because it does not possess the facul

ty of reason, "immediately enjoys the absolute imperishableness and immortality 

of the species, sin ce it is conscious of itself only as endless" .215 Things are differ

ent with people, for the awareness of death generates the horror of an abyss of 
annihilation which is at once the origin of the philosophical thauma and of reli

gion. Even so, both animals and humans have a natural and spontaneous fear of 

death . This very fear is seen by Schopenhauer as evidence that "our whole being-

213 Ode to a N ightingale, VII, in Shelley, 1983, p. 209. 
21 4 "El Ruiseñor de Keats", in Borges, 1981, p. 11 7. 
215 Schopenhauer, 1966-69, vol. II, p. 463 . 
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in-itself is the will-to-live".216 Shelley had also expressed in 1818 the conver

gence of the instinct for füe with the horror of death in his sonnet on the illusion 
of life, as a consequence of the death of his daughter Clara: "Lift not the painted 

veil which those who live/ Call Life: though unreal shapes be pictured there,/ 

And it but mimic all we would believe/ With colours idly spread, -behind, lurk 

&ar! And H ope, t:win Destinies; who ever weave/ Their shadows, o'er the chasrn, sight

less and drear"217 (the italics are mine). Schopenhauer's will to live -illustrated 

here by Shelley- takes on the category of a metaphysical entity par excellence, 
for he defines the human being in his essential and ultimate nature. 

lt is worth pointing out however, that this definitive extinccion in the eyes of 

the Danzig philosopher is a disturbing and irracional phantom, given that the will 

to live, manifest in the horror of death, betrays a fear of evil. Such fear in the end 

involves a presentimen°t of sorne kind of existence that follows the life of the flesh 

and that also precedes it: "According to this, what makes death so terrible for us is 

not so much the end of life -for this cannot seem to anyone specially worthy of 
regret- as the destruccion of the organism, really because this organism is the will 

itself manifested as body". 218 Regarding this last point, Schopenhauer's sources 
were principally Brahmanism and Buddhism, in that they teach the individual to 

recognise himself as a Brahman, that is to say, as original Being itself. 
Schopenhauer never abandoned the evolutionist line of thought, and insist

ed that we are the same as animals.2 19 Even though we do not wish to idencify 

with irracional beings, we have latent within us the same intuition of the perma

nence of the species. In opposition to the significance of the laws of individual 

variation that were to be defended by Darwin a little latter on, Schopenhauer 

puts forward an essentialist or typological argument which acknowledges the ex

istence of archetypal ideas in living beings. Thus, it follows that both individual 

animals and people are nothing more than infinite repetitions of archetypes, as is 
professed in the lines on the swallow which attracted the Argentinean writer's 

attention: "Ask yourself honestly whether the swallow of this year's spring is an 

entirely different one from the swallow of the first spring, and whether actually 
between the two the miracle of creation out of nothing has been renewed a mil

lion times, in order to work just as often into the hands of absolute annihila
tion".22 º Schopenhauer mencions Plato therefore as the author of the theory of 

216 .!bid. vol. II, p. 465 . 
217 Sonnet, in Welland, 1968, pp. 45 -46. 
218 Schopenhauer, 1966-69, vol. II, p. 468. 
219 !bid. vol. II, p. 482 . 
22 0 !bid. 
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the permanence of ideas as the nucleus of his philosophy andas a source of reality 

that relegates the phenomenic world to the status of a pale reflex: "Plato there

fore attributed real and true being only to the Ideas, i.e., to the species; but to the 

individuals he attributed only a restless arising and passing away".22 1 

In line with Borges' interpretation we have to admit that Keats, on evoking 

the sole nightingale, immune to the claws of starving people and to the passing of 
time, not only anticipated Schopenhauer's arguments in a masterly and rather 

intuitive fashion, but also the consequent fusion between the concepts of individ

ual and species in to one sole entity. The solitary bird sang in the dark Hampstead 

eighteenth century night and also in the saddened heart of Ruth who missed the 

fields of her native land, because -in the only reality that in the end matters

the nightingale of yesterday and that of today are one and the same. Any refer

ence to Darwin within the context of this exposition may seem gratuitous since it 

is evident that the evolutionist scientist parts from a very different scheme to tlut 

of the philosopher and poet, we would not have mentioned him if it had not been 

for Borges' line of argument in the work we mentioned previously, which can 

contribute to clarifying Keats' contribution to nineteenth century Platonism. In 
fact, Borges examines sorne of the key studies on Keats222 and comes to the con

clusion that, with different shades of meaning, they have all juxtaposed the spe

cific nightingale to the universal, when, as he sees it, this was not the poet's inten

tion: " ... niego la oposición ... entre el efímero ruiseñor de esa noche y el ruiseñor 
genérico. La clave, la exacta clave de la estrofa está, lo sospecho, en un párrafo 

metafísico de Schopenhauer ... ".223 Schopenhauer's paragraph is that of the swal

low mentioned a little while ago. 
Why did the critics ofKeats in tl1e late nineteenth and early twentieth century 

counter-pose individual and species? Borges resorts to the commonplace of the 

metaphysical incapacity of Anglo-Saxons. As far as I see it, I think it is very difficult 

to avoid the evolutionist argument when comparing animals to humans and in 

dealing with species variations. Similarly I believe that Darwinism is by nature 

divisive. In fact, Darwin 's evolutionism justly attacked the typological and 
essentialist thought tlut the biologists who had come before him -as for example 

his admired Lyell- had inherited from Plato. The concepts of the struggle for 

221 !bid. vol. II, p. 483. 
22 2 T here is no biographical reference but we can with almost complete certainty say that the books or 

writings are: Sidney Colvin, Keats, in the seri es E11glish Mm ofLetters, 1887; Amy Lowell ,John Keats, 
2 vols., 1925; H.'11~ Garrad, Keats, 1926; Robert Bridges, A Critica! !11 troduction to Keats, in Collected 
Essays, vol. iv, 1929, and F.R. Leavis, Keats, in Revaluatio11 , 1936. 

22 3 "El Ruiseñor de Keats ", in Borges, 198 1, p. 11 7. 
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survival and the consequent survival of the fittest shattered the harmony that in 

theory brought human beings together in brotherhood around Judea-Christian 

religion: a rupture that ended in the fascist ideologies of the mid twentieth century. 
Therefore, it may have been that Darwinism whether directly or indirectly 

influenced critics of the Ode to a Nightingale who regarded the categories individual 

and species as exclusive, as if one were dealing with two opposed entities. N evertheless, 
as Borges observed, Keats who was alíen to the subsequent evolutionist boom, 

united both concepts in a sudden burst of sublime poetic subtlety. Schopenhauer 
meanwhile, inspired by the idealism of his philosophy and his religious sentiment, 

did the same and linked diversity within unity. It is also quite possible that both 

men as protagonists of different moments of eighteenth century culture, were 

spurred on by the same integrating spirit nurtured by Romanticism. This spirit 

was hardly comprehensible to the rigid individualist and Aristotelian mentality of 

contemporary and Victorian England. 

Nor was this the only time that Keats pronounced a renunciation of personal 

identity in favour of the Whole. In the first book of the Hyperion of 1820, Saturn 
complains to Tea, the wife of the sun: "I am gane/ Away from my own bosom: I 

have left/ My strong identity, my real self...".224 And, in Ode on a Crecían Urn, of 

the same year, inspired among other things by the marbles of Phidias at the Brit

ish Museum,225 starting from what was probably a neo-Attic vase, he goes on to 
recreate a picture of infinity and permanence represented in the scenes on the 

stone: "Thou, silent form, dost tease us out of thought/ As doth eternity: ... When 

old age shall this generation waste/ Thou shalt remain, in midst of other woe/ 

Than ours, a friend to man, to whom thou say'st/ 'Beauty is truth, truth beau
ty,'- that is all/ Ye know on earth, and all ye need to know". 226 The quote in 

inverted comas which compares beauty and truth suggests that is a saying. Taken 
from where? From Plato's Symposium227 where Socrates states that Good to which 

the philosopher in search of truth aspires is the same as Beauty? Or, could it be 

that Keats was actually as divorced from philosophy as was commonly thought. 
Or, was the idea of unity in diversity suggested to him by the famous conversa

tion he had had with Coleridge during a walk on Hampstead Heath one Sunday 

afternoon in April 1819 a few days befare he wrote the ocle to the nightingale? 

What is left of that meeting is a somewhat sympathetic record by Coleridge 
who remarked on the trembling hand of the young and timid Keats and on his 

224 Hyperion, Bookl, 11 2- 14, in Shelley, 1983, p. 223. 
225 See the study by J ames Dickie, The Grecian Unz: An Archaeological Approach. 
226 Ode on a Grecim1 Um, v, in Keats, 197 6, p. 21 O. 
227 Smp. 201 c-d. 
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humble attire.228 On the other hand we have Keat's own comments to his broth

ers regarding this memorable interview with the poet of the lakes: "In those two 

Miles he broached a thousand things-let me see ifl can give you a list-Nightin

gales, Poetry--on Poetical sensation-Metaphysics- Different genera and spe

cies of Dreams-Nightmare-... First and second consciousness ... ".229 Robert 

Gittings, one of Keat's biographers, presents evidence to support the assertion 
that Coleridge at that time was suffering from insomnia due to the nightingales 

of Highgate that sang far into the night.23° Could this have been the subject 
matter of the heading Nightingales on Keat's list? However, after only a coma and 

in the same grouping, the poet adds "Poetry". 
In 1798 Coleridge had devoted a number of verses to the immortal bird. 

H is poem was simply entitled The Nightingale, (A Conversation Poem), and was 

also written in springtime. The tone of this poem however strives to be gay and 

rejects the classical association with rnelancholy: "A melancholy bird? Oh! idle 

thought!/ In nature there is nothing melancholy". 231 Apart from a brief allu

sion to the immortality of nature and by extension, to the imperishable glory of 

the bird, Coleridge's poem has nothing else in common with that of Keats ex

cept for the theme of the nightinga le. \\-'hat seems to prove more interesting 
however is the section on "Metaphysics" from the conversation between the 

two poets : In May of the same year, 1819, Coleridge had been giving a course 

on history and philosophy at the Philosophical Society at Crane Court. From a 

letter by Coleridge dated J anuary 1819, that 1 have already mentioned in the 
introduction, in which he asks J. H. Green for a copy of Goethe's Zur Farbenle

hre, we learn that he was deeply immersed in the study of the Platonic tradition. 

Even though Keats was no great admirer of Coleridge's232 and Shelley's philo

sophical experirnents, he had ayear earlier expressed bis desire to find "the best 

metaphysical road I can take". 233 Consequently it would be reasonable to as

sume, what with nightingales and Platonism, that the influential author of the 

Biographia Literaria had left his mark on the spirit of the young man from Hamp
stead, who in fact was less of an enemy of book culture than he would have us 

believe. 

228 Gittings , 1979, pp. 442-3. 
229 Letter to G corge and G eorgiana Kea ts, in Keats, 1979, p. 23 7. 
230 Gittings , 1979, p. 462. 
23 1 Th e Nightingale, in Coleridge, 1985, p. 99. 
232 L etter to George and Tom Keats, dated 2 l st, 27 th(?) D ecember 1817, in Kea ts, 1979, p. 43: "Col

eridge, fo r instance, would !et go by a fin e isolated verisirnilitude caught from the Penetralium of 
mystery, frorn being incapa ble of remaining content with half knowledge". 

233 Letter to J.H. Reynolds, 27th April 1818, in Kea ts, 1979, p. 89. 
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In an attempt to find bibliographical background that showed sorne contact, 

whether it be director indirect, between Keats and Platonism, Borges suggests 

that the poet on one occasion had said "o fret not after knowledge- l have 

none",234 and that to a certain extent he boasted of his mistrust of erudition "adi

vinó a través de las páginas de algún diccionario escolar el espíritu griego; sutilísi

ma prueba de esa adivinación o recreación es haber intuido en el oscuro ruiseñor 

de la noche el ruiseñor platónico". 235 The "school dictionary" which Borges re

fers to is in fact a list of reference books: the Pantheon by John Home Tooke, the 

Classical Dictionary by Lempriere, the Polymethis by Spence, the History of Greece 
by Goldsmith, and the Archaelogia Graeca by John Potter.236 What's more, Keats 

-who in 1818 had declared that "l have not read any Books"- 237 knew Latín 

and was a devout reader of Spencer, Milton, Wordsworth and Dante. Further

more, Gittings is convinced that he had read Thomas Taylor's introduction to 

The Golden Ass by Apuleius.238 

Consequently, although Keats was notan official Platonist, his knowledge of 

Greek culture was not totally unfounded . I tl1erefore believe that Borges laid too 

much emphasis on the legend of the intuitive Keats. He had on many occasions 
considered leaming Greek: -"l ... shall learn greek ... I long to feast upon old 

Homer as we have upon Shakespeare"-239 but had given up tl1e idea every time. 

Nonetheless, if he hadn't read Plato intensely, he must have been imbued with 

him, for example, at Magdalen College of Oxford -"the finest City in the 
world"-240 during his visit on Benjamín Bailey on whose shelves he would find 

the abridged version of the Platonic dialogues by Anne Le Fevre Dacier,241 a 
version that Shelley also mad use of. 

His numerous manifestations against philosophy and the explicit anti-intel

lectualism of bis writings, have led most critics to reject any direct philosophical 

influences on Keats. One of the main exponents of this position is T. S. Eliot, 

himself a great reader of philosophy, who in turn was influenced by a rather or

thodox and radical appreciation of nature and tl1e practice of speculative tl10ught: 

"l believe that for a poet to be also a philosopher he would have to be virtually 

two men; l cannot think of any example of tllis thorough schizophrenia, nor can I 

2H Letter to ].H . Reynolds, 19th February 1818, in Keats , 1979, p. 67 . 
ns "El Ruiseñor de Keats" , in Borges, 198 1, p. J J 8. 
236 Ilelmick, 197 1, p. 20; ami G ittings, 1979, p. 363. 
237 Letter to].H. Reynolds, 19th Fcbruary 1818, in Keats, 1979, p. 67 . 
m G ittings, J 979, p. 453 . 
m Letter to J.H . Reyn olds, 27th April 1818, in Keats, 1979, p. 89. 
240 Letter to Fanny Keats, lüth December 1817, in Ke<1ts, 1979, p. 18. 
24 1 Gittings, 1979, p. 229. 
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see anything to be gained by it: the work is better performed inside two skulls 
than one".242 Eliot argues that what is most evident in Keats' case is his genius 
rather than the presence of specific theories. Even so, through Novalis and Col
eridge we have been able to establish the idea that the barrier between philoso

phy and poetry was not so unbreachable during Romanticism. 
One cannot deny that Keats -in a similar way to Wordsworth- had ques

tioned in Lamia, despite the reservations of Apollonius the sage, the value of philo

sophical thought compared to the grandeur of poetry: "Do not all charms fly/ At 
the mere touch of cold philosophy? ... Philosophy will clip an Angel's wings,/ Con
quer all mysteries by rule and line,/ Empty the haunted air, and gnomed mine
/ Unweave a rainbow ... ".243 However he maintained an ambivalent stance. In 
1818 he wrote to his friend John Taylor, -who according to Gittings was to 
make him interested in Plato-,244 stating: "I have been hovering for sorne time 
between an exquisite sense of the luxurious and a love for Philosophy -were I 
calculated for the former I should be glad- but as I am not I shall turn all my 
soul to the latter".245 It cannot be said therefore that Keats is a layman in philos
ophy. In any case we should concede that he assimilated and made good use of 
the little knowledge he did have and that not all the connections were intuited or 

guessed at. 
We should also point out that Keats' references to Socrates and the French 

encyclopaedians throughout his correspondence are neither insignificant nor gra
tuitous. He knew enough Plato to realize that the sphere of thought of the Athe
nian philosopher involved a degree of dilution of earthly existence in its own soul 
which must have been familiar to him. It was not entirely a coincidence therefore 
that in 1820 he should associate Platonism with a hybrid land somewhere be
tween the exhaustion of reason and the gestation of poetry, in keeping with an 
idea commonly held during the age of Romanticism, according to which philoso
phy and poetry -or imagination and Platonism- could be found in the same 
dimension. Hence, the contemplative hero of Lamia, the same poem where he 
asks about the insatiability of philosophy, is portrayed during a moment of soli
tary and sweet reflection within which Plato finds the place that corresponds to 
him: "His phantasy was lost, where reason fa cies/ ln the calm'd twilight of Pla

tonic shades".246 

242 Eliot, 1987, pp. 98-9. 
243 Op. cit., VV. 229-30, p. 176. 
rn Gitting~ , 1979, p. 432. 
245 Letterof24th April 1818, in Keats, 1979, p. 88. 
246 Lamia, Pan I, 235 -6, in 1976, p. 167 . 
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Despite the fact that he was not very theoretical, for in fact he was rather 

monothematic, even though he wrote poetry beautifully, he has perhaps been 

imitated more by posterity than Wordsworth or Byron. Whereas Coleridge has 

passed clown the immense legacy of his philosophical curiosity and of his cri

tiques and reforms of institutions and Shelley the free and aesthetic use of Pla

tonic idealism in poetry, Keats left behind certain suggestions and insinuations 
that would be developed la ter on by certain highly representative Victorian think

ers. Sir Maurice Bowra and James Diclcie, for example, seem to find a foretaste of 

Nietzsche's analysis of the Dionysian and Apollonian elements of Greek genius 
in two scenes described in Ode on a Grecian Urn. 247 As regards Bowra, after hav

ing clarified that Keats' original model had to be a Neo-Attic urn because they 
were practically the only available ones, he observed that only classical urns de

picted two scenes. In fact he does not go into great detail and after this he runs 

through the main theories regarding the controversia! identification of the unknown 

urn of the poem. He then goes on to conclude that the poet, a well-known urn 

lover, created an imaginary one by fusing together elements from various urns 

and drawings that were possible candidates for his model of inspiration. 
James Diclcie whose study is much more accurate and archaeological, favours 

the same hypothesis, whilst adding an interesting variation: that Keats' synthesis 

was nota deliberate formulation but most probably the result of a selective but 

subconscious overlapping of the poet's cultura l memory. He must have only re
membered fragments and images from the pieces that had impressed him which 

resulted in one ideal urn, both classical and neo-Attic, and at the same time, like 

the nightingale of his other ocle, was the archetypal idea of an urn ora recipient 

of the final sentence which revealed that 'Beauty is truth, truth beauty'. The first 

three verses of the poem constitute the side of bis vision: tambourines, ecstatic 

frenzies, fine flutes, "more happy, happy love!". In fact in Book IV of the Endymi

on of 1818, he had already rendered a good portrayal of the orgiastic god: "F or 

wine we follow Bacchus through the earth;I Great God of breathless cups and 

chirping mirth!-/ Come hither, lady fair, and joined be/ 10 our mad minstrel
sy!" .248 

In the fourth verse the scene changes dramatically: a mysterious priest leads 

the pious procession, with a calf at the front, embellished for the sacrifice but 
dreading its own end, it bellows towards the sky. In the background, the village is 

left completely deserted and the streets rest in peace and quiet. The order and 

247 Bowra, 1980, p. 128. 
248 Endymion, 235-38, in Keats, 1976, pp. 137-8. 
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serenity of this picture contrasts sharply with the exultation and the playful com

pany of the first part. The relation between the sacrifice and Apollo is demon

strated in Sleep and Poetry of 1817, where he asked of Poetry a sumptuous expira

tion anda little bit of clean air befare offering himself upas a spiritual oblation to 

the sun god: "that I may die a death/ Of luxury, and my young spirit follow/ The 

morning sun-beams to the great Apollo/ Like a fresh sacrifice".249 

In Ode to Apollo, posthumously published in 1848, one can also sense the 

same atmosphere of calm and quiet that one associates with the cult of Apollo: 

"The soul delighted on ea ch accent dwells,-/ Enraptur' d dwells, - not daring 

to respire,/ ... 'Tis awful silence then again". To be sure, Keats perceives and 

conveys two complementar-y attitud es in his ode to a Greek urn. These are delir

ious exaltation and solemn quietness. Even so, the doubt remains as to whether 

he identified the two sides of the urn -which in fact correspond to two different 

moods- with the essence of the Greek soul. The force of the final verses seems 

to support the hypothesis that he was not describing just any urn. After praising 

its Attic form and comparing it with eternity, he describes itas a lasting friend of 

humanity that reveals the truth of beauty and vice versa. And, above all else, "that 

is all/ Ye know on earth, ancl all ye need to know". Nor can on e deny the process 

of initiation ancl the consequent rn aturing of Keats' Greek experience. Despite 

the Dionysian references in the ocle, the mood that is createcl is more peaceful

rather more in line with the temperance of Winckelmann- than in his previous 

poems of Hellenic inspiration such as the fiery verses that he cl eclicated to the 

Elgin Marbles, which we shall look at the encl of this chapter. 

It is eviclent therefore that, right from the very start, Keats, without knowing 

Greek, nevertheless hada special interest in cliscovering the spirit of Greece ancl 

made this vital experience a part of his imaginative inner world . In the sonnet On 
First Looking into Chapman s Honze7r of 1817, he compares his inicial amazement 

on reacling The Iliad and The Odyssey with Hernán Cortés' astonishment on dis

covering the Pacific, when "all his men/ Look'd at each other with a wilcl surmise 

... ". 250 Thus the young ancl delicate John Keats who expressed his anxiety for not 

knowing how to treat "the beautiful mythology of Greece, ancl dulled its bright

ness",251 wrote a few lines in the ocle to a Greek urn that sum up the Essence of 

Romanticism ancl which inspirecl the aesthetic movement with premeclitatecl arn

biguity. In referring to the flutes ancl the frozen songs imprintecl on the marble 

249 Sleep and Poet1y, 58-61, in Keats, 1976, p. -+3 . 
250 On First Looking i7lfo Chapmrm :r Homer, in Keats, 1976, p. 38 

Preface to End_ymion, in Kea ts, 1976, p. 54. 2 ) 1 
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stone, in the second verse, the poet says: "Heard melodies are sweet, but those 

unheard/ Are sweeter; therefore, ye soft pipes, play on;/ Not to the sensual ear, 

but, more endear'd,/ Pipe to the spirit ditties of no tone". 
His radical affirmation that the sweetest melodies are those yet to be heard, 

goes beyond Coleridge and Shelley as regards the theme of the impossibility of 
curbing the flow of inspiration. Friedrich Schlegel had also described poetic com

position as fugitive and evanescent traces -in Lucinde he describes words as murky 

and feeble- even though he raised them to the level of a sacred, amorous yet 

incomplete mirror of the subtle expressions of the soul.252 Keats went even fur

ther: the essence of Romanticism líes in its ineffable nature, by which a poem 

does not reveal its secret, but simply hints at it so as to spur the imagination. This 
conception lies at the heart of Keats' criticism of Coleridge's preoccupation with 

delving into and revealing mysteries .253 

Half a century la ter, Benjamín] owett -who, by the way, was no aesthete but 

had nevertheless influenced tl1e conception that end-of-the-century dandies had 

of Platonism-seems to have inherited this stance, albeit in theory. Whilst avoiding 

a direct confrontation with Plato, he formula tes a critical appreciation of his the
ory against art and ends up proposing a solution that is similar to that of Plato. 

"For there might be a poetry which would be tl1e hymn of divine perfection, the 

harmony of goodness and truth among men ... which might elicit the simple prin
cipies, or, as Plato would have called tl1em, tl1e essential forms ... based not on 

vain longings or faint imaginings, but on a clear insight into the nature of man".254 

Jowett, a partisan of intellectual evolutionism, interprets Plato's rejection of art as 

yet another manifestation of the advanced though still immature state of tl1e clas
sical Athenian mentality. As far as he was concerned Plato did not succeed in 

finding the link between sentiments and the intellect, which led him to censure 

the material universe as a dimension of wrong and evil. J owett indirectly reproaches 
Plato for not having read Dante, Petrarch, Milton and Wordsworth! 

Even so, Jowett makes use of Platonism in order to formulate his own con
ception of the highest form of art. It is here, on a formal level, that we once again 

see the influence of the Romantics and of Keats in particular. F or J owett defends 

the poetic Plato that prevailed until the end-of-the-century, a Plato who, like the 

pythian of Delphi , revealed signs but spoke little: "Plato must be regarded as 

252 Extract from Lucinde, in Ma rí, l 979, p. 131. 
25.l 

254 

"Coleridge, fo r instance, wou ld let go by a fin e isol ated verisimilitude caught from the Penetra lium 
of mystery, from being incapable of remaining content with half kn owledge" . Letter to George and 
Tom Kea ts, 2 l st, 27 th (?) D ecember 1817, in Kcats, J 979, p. 43. 
The Republic, In troduction, p. J 45, in Jowett, J 95 3. 
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suggestive, not literally writing as matter of fact". 255 Platonism was widely re

garded as a supreme form of poetry throughout the nineteenth century and this 
view was strongly reinforced by the academic authority of the Master of Balliol. 

In contrast to this we ha ve the Victorian concept of Platonic and Romantic origin 

that the mechanism of language was inferior in quality and even irrelevant when 

compared to the ideal truth it sought to express. Jowett firmly supported such a 
view in his commentary on Book X of the Respublica which echoed Keats in its 

Platonic reservations towards art: "And the vocation of art ... is to suggest a sense 

of infinity and eternity in a waywhich mere language is incapable of attaining". 256 

Like Keats, Jowett believed that the work of art transcends its creator, but not for 

the same reasons as Plato who dismissed the bard as unconscious. F or J owett art 
possessed universality and wholeness, gualities which were attributed by Roman

ticism to artistic creation: "The highest art is colourless like water .. . The Finer 

the workmanship the more completely is the art concealed".257 

The truth is that Jowett was torn between the censuring of his Athenian 

master and the prestige that the arts enjoyed in the days of Tennyson, Dickens, 

the pre-Raphaelite and Olympian painters: "the strangeness will disappear if we 

conceive of poetry as allied to sense, and of philosophy as equivalent to thought 
and abstraction".258 In 1881, in the second edition of the Platonic dialogues,Jowett 

introduced the debate on the adaptation of Plato's theories to the Britain of his 

times. He did so from the university but at the same time by-stepped the academ
ic milieus. E ven so, the result of his observations is still confused. Though on the 

one hand, one cannot deny the merits of art, giving artists - who often lose the 

notion of elevated ideals- carte blanche could entail risks from a moralistic point 

of view such as his . Despite everything, the Oxfordian translator attempts to 

reconcile Plato with Victorian values and to recuperate at least a part of Keats' 

Romantic jargon in his reformulation of the goal of art and its final product: 
"Something of ideal truth is sacrificed for the sake of the representation, and 

something in the exactness of the representation is sacrificed to the ideal. Still, 
works of art have a permanent element; they idealise and detain the passing 

thought, and are the intermediates between sense and ideas".259 

An unexpected offshoot of this way of seeing things was Osear Wilde who, 

as we have already seen, related Plato with the new f orm of art and like Shelley, 

255 J owettPapers: IH. 89, p. 154, inJowett, 1993. 
:? 56 The Republic, lntroduction, p. 145, in J owett, 195 3, p. 14 1. 
:? Si Jowett, "On the style of Plato", in Brake I Small , 1991, p. 90 . 
25 8 !bid. p. 140. 
259 !bid. p. 141. 
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committed his own heresy by interpreting the vehicle that would convey him to 

supreme Good. Thus it follows, on the moment of Basil Hallwood's crucial con

fession to Dorian Gray, that he should justify his passion in the following terms: 

"You became to me the visible incamation of that unseen ideal whose memory 

haunts us artists like an exquisite dream".260 We do not know for certain whether 

Jowett was familiar with the novel which was first published three years before 

his death, but we can safely assume that, if Pater scared him, he must have been 

horrified by Wilde. Despite this, the lrish writer, student of Magdalen College 
and admirer of Pater shared certain points in common with the rector of Balliol 

College as regards their juxtaposed yet interrelated conceptions of Platonism and 

literary creation. In other words, whilst Pater believed in the accommodation of 

the expression to the inspiring idea,26 1 Wilde seems to inherit Keats' vision and 

to be a devout disciple of]owett at the same time. He <loes this when he trans

forms the lack of mimetic skill attributable to art by Plato, into an unfinished 

creation that possesses a potencial and hidden inner force which is never com

pletely revealed: "Even now I cannot help feeling that it is a mistake to think that 

the passion one feels in creation is ever really shown in the work one creates. Art 

is always more abstract than we fancy".262 And, echoing Keats and Jowett, he 
adds: "It often seems to me that art conceals the artist far more completely than it 

ever reveals him".263 

Keats' proposal along with a very refined version of Platonic idealism, were 

to furnish W ilde with elements with which to tum round the criterion of truth of 

Platonic aesthetics. In The Decay of Lying, Cyril says to Vivían: "I can quite under

stand your objection to art being treated as a mirror ... But you don't mean to say 

that you seriously believe that Life imita tes Art, that Life in fact is the mirror, and 

Art the reality?" To which Vivian-Wilde adamantly responds: "Certainly I do" .264 

The true world, the tópos ouránios, is the inner world of the artist and not the 
transcendental world of ideas. Here Wilde coincides with Keats and Pater. What's 

more, artistic expression is always but a faded sample of the creative process. In 
this, Wilde's position approaches that ofKeats and to a great extent that ofJowett, 

though Wilde inverts the terms of Platonic reali ty as did the iconoclasts of the 

end-of-the-century: it is now nature that imita tes art and not the other way round. 

260 Wllde, 197 6, p. 96. 
26 1 Walter Pater, Appreciations: " .. . ali beauty is in the long run only fineness of tru th, or what we call 

expression, the fi ner accommodation of speech to that vi sion within", in Pater, 1982 , p. 106 
262 Wllde, 1976, p. 97. 
263 !bid. 
264 The Dewy ofLying, in Wllde, 1985 A, p. 21. 
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Be itas it may, Wilde involuntarily and indirectly endorsed Plato concerning the 

didactic danger of poetic models such as Homer, for the poet taught men the cult 

of pleasure, and was imitated. The difference líes in the fact that Plato denied this 
power of the artist whereas Wilde asserted it. 

The resonance of Keats' hellenism -despite the fact that he didn't know 

Greek-was therefore quite significant: The so called Elgin Marbles, symbols of 

controversia! British imperialism and of the Greek experience in England, were 

made known not only through Byron's political critiques but also through the 

verses of Keats. In Phidias' sculptures he found a point of reference for the no

tion of infinity which in his Ocles was expressed with more serenity. We shall 

finish off our look at the Hellenic itinerary of the poet from Hampstead with a 

reference to one of his less philosophical though more representative and widely 

read poems. We shall do so not only for its literary beauty but also because it 

masterfully portrays the fervour with which Greek art was received in England. 

Later on, as we have already mentioned, followed a period of calmer contempla

tion. The poem in question is On Seeing the Elgin Marbles of 1819. In this work, 

the sentiment of the extinction of the human race gathers force as a consequence 

of the overwhelming impression caused by ancient Greek art. The ephemeral 
nature of biological existence and the permanence of artistic creation was the 

lesson that Keats learnt at the British Museum and which he was to teach later 

on: "My spirit is too weak-rnortality/ Weighs heavily on me like unwilling sleep,/ 

And each irnagin'd pinnacle and steep/ Of godlike hardship, tells me I must 
die .. . ".265 

In wishing to overcorne the limits of mortality in his own work, he found in 
the Greek marbles an ineffable model which needed but the inspiration of words, 

even though they perhaps would never come. Words that fused the fear of dying 
with the indestructible beauty of Phidias' creations and the instincts of death with 

those of life: "Such dim-conceived glories of the brain/ Bring round the heart an 

undescribable feud;I So do these wonders a most dizzy pain,/ That mingles Gre
cian grandeur with the rude/ Wasting of old Time -with a billowy rnain-/ A 

sun -a shadow of a magnitude".266 It is most likely that Keats who died at the 

age of twenty-five had neither the times nor the means toread Plato. Neverthe

less, he did come into contact with the metaphysical core of the The Gusto Greco 

and also paved the way for the generations that were to follow with his inter

pretation of Greek spirituality, which was as or more powerful than °tl1at of his 

265 On Seeing the El gin Mai -bles, in Keats, 197 6, p. 3 7 6. 
266 Ihid. 
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contemporaries. Because, among them, Wordsworth, Coleridge, Byron, Shelley 

and Keats, the undisputed nightingales of Anglo-Saxon poetry, educated and guided 

the sensibility of a century that was intensely nostalgic for that same Greek splen

dour that these poets had sought to incorporate within their world . Like a mag

nificent and lonely star, Plato, or at least the P latonic image of reality, illuminated 

them with a subtle and delicate form of thought which pointed towards a superi

or existence that most of the Romantics were seeking. 

This intuitive and spiritualist Plato, poet and priest, druid of iniciatic and 

esoteric circles, master of the profow1d word, who was useless within the circles 

of power and alien to commonplace pragmatism a l'anglaise, this same Plato was 

soon to be rediscovered by Oxford and Cambridge. This occurred when the sources 

of stimulus and interest of official classical culture had run dry and it took on the 

initial form of the Plato of Socratic wisdom and of the intellectual aristocracy. 

For the first time in the hist01y of English academia Platonism was to make its 

entrance tl1rough the main <loor in what was to take on the form of an etl1ical and 

political model for tl1e emerging British empire. Hence the grandeur of the Vic

tori:m era would be fo rever united with the exaltation and decadence of Platonism 

in England . 
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J here make use ofJ ames Hankins' expression in Plato in th e "Italian Renaissa nce", vol. I. p. xv, when 
he defin es his study as a chapter of th e Rezeptionsgeschichte, or "why the Platonic dialogues werc 
read in a given way", in a given period. 





I. FROM THE GUSTO GRECO TO HELLENISM 

"It was the attin1de, the melancholy attimde 
of one who migh t be grea tly mistaken in things

who might make the greatest of mistakes".2 

\V ALTER PAT ER 

Samuel Taylor Coleridge could scarcely have imagined, though he did have a 

strong imagination, th2t his unfathomable division of cultured humanity into two 

large groups, Platonists and Aristotelitms, was to be subject to innumerable varia

tions from the year J 83 O unti l right up to the end of the nineteenth century. It 

was at this latter tim e that a true game of confusions carne into being, for, what 

were previously groups, had now become warring factions. Undcr thc banner of 

Platonism. people defended the most varied and even conflicting Ü1terests. As re

gards the temperament of the Platonic phenomenon in England at the end of the 

century, it was quite comparabl e to nietzscheism on the continent during the first 

part of the twentieth cen tury. In fact, according to J-lenri Lefcbvre, > in France 

the virgins of the bourgeoisie who took on a lover and wished to lead their own 

lives quoted N ietzsche, employing albeit a dissipated and anarchic style, whi lst in 

Germany and Austri a, the author of Zarathustra was suggestive of the gravity and 

solemnity which characterised the dense heroic works that Strauss and Mahler 

dedicated to him. As we all know the extremes these two opposed soi-disant 

stances inspired in Nietzsche were later on exacerbated to the point of frenzy. 

Even though they maintained their own proportions, contexts and the variety of 

reactions that they provoked, tbe respective ways in which the two philosophers 

were received shared 2 common trait: the fact of using a thinker as a vehicle through 

which a specific ideology or cultural elite represented and defended its particular 

image of the world. 

The 1840s place us in the midst of an expansionist England, a prouder and 

more self-assured England which consequen tly longed less for other cultures and 

Pater, 1986, p. 171 
Lefebvre, 1976, p. 183 . 
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other times. E ven so, such a statement does by no means imply that we ignore the 

mediaeval recreations of the Pre-Raphaelites or the upsurge of Greek style in the 

arts and studies. But now the Gothic and the Greek ideal were no longer beyond 

reach. On the one hand, British literary tradition provided Victorian poets and 

artists with enough cultural baggage for them to restore spiritual and knightly 

values which were vanishing. On the other hand, the archaeological heritage 

amassed through pillaging was immense, and much more real and tangible than 

it was picturesque. Once Arcadia was situated in Bloomsbury, and organised trips 

to Greece were something quite normal,4 hellenism and philhellenism took on 

different proportions. 

Though the English were aware of and held admiration for the differences 

between north and south, Great Britain could now equal Greece in grandeur. 

That is why it studied it and even sympathised with the Greek cause. But it no 

longer fantasised about Hellenic superiority that was non-existent at present. 

Hence we have William Thackeray's ironical treatment of the subject in 1846: 
"W11at call have young Jadies to consider Greece 'romantic' ... ? W11at is the rea

son ... to be enthusiastic about a country ... the physical beauty of which they can

not, for the most part, comprehend, and because certain characters lived in it two 

thousand four hundred years ago? W11at have these people in common with Per

icles, what have these ladies in common with Aspasia (O fie)? Of the race of En

glishmen who come wandering about the tomb of Socrates, do you think the 

majority would not have voted to hemlock him?". 5 The triumphant entrance of 

The Grecian Gusto into society could have caused enthusiasm and discrepancies, 

but one thing was certain, and that was the significant increase in knowledge of 

Greek civilisation and its ideals, especially philosophy. 

Unlike the Platonic experience in the eighteenth century and during the first 

half of the nineteenth century, when Plato was read only by the initiated few who 

had access to him, mainly poets and mystics of Romantic idealism, the second 

half of the nineteenth century witnessed an upsurge in Platonic studies. W11ereas 

eighteenth centu1y readings of him were personalised and adapted to the spiritual 

quests of the readers, in the Victorian age there were very few self-taught Pla

tonists left. As a result of the rediscovery of Greek culture and the lifting of the 

veto on Plato by English universities, tl1e study of Platonic texts flourished to 

Cf Osborn , 1963, p. 298: "Once peace broke out Greece became for the prosperous Briti sh a popu
lar extension of the Grand Tour. Athens was now as accessibl e as Avi gnon had been a few generations 
earlier". J ames Osborn also refers to a Hmzdboo/.: fo r Ti-ave/lers in the lonian Irles, Gi·eere, etc., published 
by .Murray in 1840. 
N otes ofa Journey from Cornhi// to Grnnd Cairn /~y Jvliche/ Angeío Titmanh, in Osbom, 1963 , p. 299. 
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such an extent that the range of interpretative currents and critical commentaries 

is almost as extensive as the number of scholars of Plato. Hence, we confrontan 

idealistic Plato, paladín of the reform of the Anglican Church, front guard of the 
moral reconstruction of wavering collective values, guide to the bourgeois liber

alism of Macaulay and Gladstone, anda model for the transcendentalist criticisrn 
of Matthew Arnold. These Platos we find alongside a methodical, sceptical P lato, 

a predecessor of the valued dialectics of Hegel andan essential point of reference 

for rationalists and utilitarians such as M ill and Grote. And there is yet another 
Plato, at the head of the dangerous theories of selectivity of Darwin and Wein

inger. This Plato is called on to awkwardly, yet none-the-less, viably cohabitate 

with the eroticised Plato of J. A. Symons as well as with Plato the individualistic 
and critical aestheticist, the luxurious philosopher and patron saint of arbitri ele

gantiae such as Walter Pater and Osear \Vilde. The most attractive aspect, how

ever, of this itinerary of British Platonism is that along with this parade of Platos 

we also see rnarching by the most crucial ideas ofVictorian England, full of pecu

liar and emphatic contradictions. 

It is therefore surprising to contempla te the venerable image of Plato shar

ing the presence of Amos the prophet within the secluded and quiet ambience of 
the congregational chapel of Mansfield College, Oxford. On many eighteenth

century Sundays, certain devotee Tractarians6 gathered there to read passages 

from Plato alongwith the verses of SaintJohn on the theme of Christian incarna

tion, the Platonic elements of which they were well familiar with. This Oxonian 

trust7 in the moral integrity of Plato, in his anima naturaliter cristiana, as a reli

able port of call along the educaciona l route of the exclusive ruling classes of the 

future, contrasted sharply with the similarly Oxonian Plato, instigator of "the 

love that dare not say its name" of Lord Alfred Douglas and Osear Wilde. The 

latter, let us not forget, was sentenced despite his desperate Platonic professions.8 

The truth is that Wilde, standing as th e accused during court proceedings 

opened by the Marquis of Queensberry in 1895, referred to platonic love in a 

clearly apologetic way. More specifically, he wanted to demonstrate the altruistic 
and sublime nature of his sentiments towards Alfred Douglas and, amidst the pre

dictable objections, he made an appeal in the name of the uranian love9 described 

T he movement whi ch tried to retum to th e idea Is of the Anglican High Church of th e XVIl century 
and that consisted of a retum to the Fathers of the church and to the Cambridge Platonists. 
Translation from the Latin "Oxoniemis" or pertaining to Oxford. 
Cf writing by Alfred Douglas in Revue Blanche, 1896: "l'amour de mon ami pour moi était plato
nique, c'est a dire pur". 
T he intellectualised !ove between men is susceptible to generating ideas, in contrast to pandemi c 
lave between man and woman, which creates children . Cf Smp. 180c- 18la. 
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by Plato and also made the topical comparisons between Platonic love and the 

sonnets of Michelangelo and Shakespeare who also shared the practice of this 

affection "deep, spiritual, ... as pure as ... perfect ... There is nothing unnatural 

about it. It is intell ectual, and it repeatedly exists between an elder anda younger 

man, when the elder has intellect, and the younger man has all the joy, hope, and 

glamour oflife before him". 1º 
Putting aside for now the conjecture as to whether Wilde was truthful in 

talking of a merely ideal attraction, what is fascinating is the ovation with which 

the public in the courtroom applauded the emotional pederastic speech of the 

accused. This support however <lid not ease the sentence. No doubt, this uncom

mitted and spontaneous support from a curious and morbid gallery, is mislead

ing. It seems to have more in common with the spectacles of the Roman circus 

than with sensitivity to suffering, since the auditorium shared certain tenets of 

fashion and taste which are worth having a look at. 

The aestheticist style begun in England by Walter Pater and lead by Wilde 

was a British version of l'art pour l'art of T héophile Gautier. It was also, among 

other things, one of the consequences of The Gusto Greco, of the collective ec

stasy caused by the E lgin Marbles, of a singular but somewhat heretical interest 

in P latonic metaphysics and of a deeper knowledge of the sexual and amorous 

habits of the Greeks. All these elements constituted a Hellenic revival, which 

we shall follow through from its period of development to its peak, and right up 

to its period of decline, when Socrates and Plato quite possibly lose sorne of 

their prestige. 

The Hellenic experience embraced almost everything. Entrance exams for high 

administ:rative posts, as was recommended by BenjaminJowett, the great Victorian 

translator of Plato, demanded a knowledge of Greek and Latin. Even the popular 

literature of Charles Dickens was imbued with Hellenic influences, to say nothing 

of monumental architecture and shop signs as well as shop interiors . Compulsory 

study of Greek and P lato at Oxford from 1848 onwards and in public schools11 dur

ing the last quarter of the century, was well rewarded when it carne to open compe

titions for posts in the civil service given that the classics had double the weight of 

other subjects.12 This emphasis on classicism is well documented in the memoirs 

ofLeonard Woolf, who explains that, between 1894 and 1899, during his studies at 

10 

11 

l ~ 

Q uote among others by Hyde, 1973, p. 201. 
\i\Te should keep in mind that despite its name the Bri tish publi c school is a private school for th e 
elite. It got its name from the fac t that stud ents coul d an end it from ali over the country without any 
resn·ictions as to zones as was the case of G rammar schools or partly subsidised schools. 
J ames Bowen, Eduwtion, ideology and the rnling c/ass in C larke, 1989, p. 176. 
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Saint Paul's school , they <lid nothing but study Greek and Latín in order to be 

eligible for a scholarship to study at Oxford or Cambridge. Later on, in 1899, once 

in Cambridge, he confessed being totally overwhelmed by the "if not unintelligi

ble, intellectual gymnastics of a Platonic ... nature".13 

Charles Dickens, a highly representative author of the Victorian tempera

ment, dedicated a few ironical notes to this classicist boom. In 1841 in The Old 
Curiosity Shop, 14 he puts the following words in the mouth of Mrs. Jarley, the 

owner of the wax figurines, when she describes the nature of her profitable dolls: 

"lt isn't funny at all ... It 's calm and-what's that word again-critical? no-classi

cal, that's it-it is calm and classical". The comment that follows by the well

spoken Mr. Slum is also quite revealing: "What a devilish classical thing this is! 

By Gad, it's quite Minervian!".15 Though quite frivolous and ridiculing, the quote 

is not empty, but corresponds quite closely to the more immediate reality and 

appearances of the age as seen from a common everyday perspective. 

Thus we are confronted with a city full of Greek references: chemists, wine 

cellars, public houses, department stores and pompous and circumstantial public 

buildings display their Ionic columns and Corinthian motives, in a mixture of 

Greek and Paladi an style that possessed a large <l ose of creative imagination and 

grandiloquence. The everyday citizen was virtually surrounded by classical irnita

tions which I will now proceed to comment on. ln this field I must give due 

acknowledgment to professor Richard J enkyns of Lady Margaret Ha ll , Oxford, 

who, besides giving me very useful guidance, has made ava ilable to the general 

public his knowledge on the classicist heritage of Victorian Great Britain in his 

book Dig;nity cmd Dewdence. 16 From this book 1 have extracted sorne of the fol

lowing information as well as a few illustrations. Jenkyns explains that in Liver

pool one need not go very far before coming across the impressive St. George's 

Hall, one of the most magnificent secular buildings of its time. Built between 

1841 and 1856, it combines Greek, Roman and Renaissance styles to produce the 

effect of an immense Parthenon at the heart of the rnetropolis. Along the sarne 

lines, the Itali ana te terraces of Kensington and Bayswa ter in London were gush 

of Tuscan columns th at outnumbered those of the lta lian region itself. Rever

end Charles Kingsley's cornment, in the prologue to his anthology of Greek 

myths for children, is quite a convincing sumrnary of this state of affairs : ''You 

can hardly find a well-written book which has not in it Greek names, and words, 

13 

14 

15 

16 

Woolf, 1975, pp. 74 and ff. and p. 147. 
I owe this ind ication to R ichardJcn kyns in j enl)'Ils, 1992, pp. 24-25. 
D ickens, 1953, pp. 195 <111d 202. 

Cf J enkyns, 1992, pp. 1-39 . 
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and proverbs; you cannot walk through a great town without passing Greek build

ings; you cannot go into a well-furnished room without seeing Greek statues and 

ornaments, even Greek patterns of furniture and paper ... ". 17 Despite his renown, 

Kingsley was not always a model of sensibility, but in this innocuous text he seems 

to have hit the mark. 18 

Generally speaking, during the Victorian age Britain's urban language was, 

to quote Jenkyns, 19 "a kind of debased classical". It is fundamental however to 

point out that, under the forms and the genres -according to Pater and the aes

theticist current form is ali- lay a very significative symbolism. Wilde had ob

served that Greek was synonymous to modern and that medievalism was anach
ronic20 and this was reflected in the choices made between Greek and Gothic 

styles in painting as well as in architecture. Gothic was the great rival ofVictorian 

H ellenism. And thus the British Museum, the Western symbol of the most illus

trious and advanced Antikenrezeption, built by Sir Robert Smirke between 182 3 

and 1852, worships the marbles of Phidias or Elgin both within and on the out

side. It is in fact in pure Grecian style for, according to Henry Peacham,21 it 

intended "To transplant old Greece into England". It also housed everything, no 

matter how priceless, that the British government pillaged from the Greeks. Hel
lenic reminiscences had only a few years earlier been centred almost exclusively 

around Philhellenism within its modern political context, and around poetry and 

literature in the field of the arts . In the second quarter of the nineteenth century, 

however, they moved their sanctuary to Bloomsbury and housed themselves per
manently in the "temple of the muses" created by Smirke and highest achieve

ment of the growing and renovating Parthenonmania that, as the century advanced, 

would diminish in vehemence but not in strength. Wilde's appraisal of Hellenism 

as a conscious option in favour of evolution and progress, was interpreted by 

educated circles -strongly represented by the vested interests of the British M u

seum- in terms of a chain of art thanks to which everyone could follow the traces 

left by the grandeurs and decadences of the different periods of civilisation. 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

!bid. p. l. 
Cf his openly racist comments on the Dyaks and the M alayans: "Sacrifice of human li fe? Prove that 
it is human li fe" in H oughton, 1985, p. 212. H e also personally offendedJohn H enry Newman in 
1864, and because of him th e well-known cardinal who converted to Catholicism was to write the 
Apologia pro vita sua . 
Jenkyns, 1992, p. 13. 
The Critic as A rtist- Part !: "Whatever, in fact, is modern in our li fe we owe to the Greeks. Whatever 
is an anachronism is due to medievalism", in Wilde, 1985 A, p. 54. Forster also refers to the "starved 
medievalism", in Foster, 1985 , p. 84. 
InJenkins, 1992, p. 9. 
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Despite the disputes in order to clarify the criteria of classification, between 

the aesthetes, followers of the rather contemplative theory ofWinckelmann, and 

the newly arisen archaeologists who in turn were influenced by Darwin and rad

ical science, one thing stands out. That is, that the interest in Greece as the cradle 

of pre-Christian civilisation was a threat to the permanence of values and the 

continuity of clerical hegemony which were often represented by the Gothic style. 

But outside the church there could also be found those who defended, as is the 

case of]ohn Ruskin and, moreover, of the Pre-Raphaelites, the pre-Renaissance 

model juxtaposing it to what they regarded as the inhuman process of mechanisa

tion embodied in the anthropocentric rage. This stylistic tension between the 

two models was a reflection of two world views on the point of confrontation. 

Each had its own reasons and arguments that defy simple analysis and evaluation, 

for their collision course was an indication not only of serious social flaws but of 

the human impossibility of integrating racional progress and the quality of man's 

spiritual and psychological life. 





II. A PAIDÉIA FOR GENTLEMEN 

AT FIRST, THE WORLD OF EDUCATION, which was in the hands of the clergy was 

resistant to change. Hence we have such a high percentage of Anglican churches 

in Gothic style. The same is true of numerous schools and colleges, partly because 

the major public schools date from the Middle Ages and partly because they imitat

ed Oxford and Cambridge. But one must also take into account, however, that 

the patrons of these centres of education wanted to stress the importance of a 

religious focus as the basis for the education of youtl1, offering no other option 

but that of military service. Despite all this, the Grecian style of a secular institu

tion such as theUniversity College London, which had been erected in the 1820s 

when The Gusto Greco was beginning to take root in Pre-Victorian society, re

flects its wish to become tl1e utílitarian and scientífic counterpoint to Oxford and 

Cambridge. It is quite curious and revealing to note that its architect, who was 

also tl1e architect of King's College in Cambridge, in the case of the latter chose 

the Gotl1ic style more in keeping with an instítutíon iliat was closely linked to the 

teaching of theology. He did so despi te the fact that since the middle of the cen

tury it had witnessed a tum towards matl1ematics and the natural sciences. The 

affirmation of Shelley's great friend Thomas Love Peacock according to which 

"Progress" meant "read more Greek"22 and consequently less Latín, was gradu

ally reflected in the changes tl1at took place in the curricula of public schools, where 

Homer and Thucidides and later Plato started to appear side by side with Latín 

authors . As Matthew Arnold 's father put it, these Greek authors carne to be con

sidered as "virtually our own countrymen and contemporaries", and were in no 

way to be seen as "ancient writers" .23 

22 lnJenkyns, 1980, p. 26. 
!bid. p. 62 . 
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Thomas Arnold, headmaster of Rugby, one of the new "large" public schools, 
favoured the reading of Homer with the noble purpose of culcivacing the souls of 

the budding gentlemen, through the reading of Greek texts. The hernie model of 

the Homeric epic provided the educacional system with an important framework 

within which it could reinterpret the role of schooling as a kind of romancicised 

paideia, both modern and virile, befitting a chosen people such as the Bricish. Great 

Britain was idencified with ancient Athens24 for both were small and seafaring nacions 

that became large, refined and civilised empires. Consequently, the English viewed 

tl1e Peloponnesian and Persian Wars asan allegory of their triumph over France in 

the nineteenth century. Similarly, they considered the intellectual and disciplined 

character of the Greeks as a model that was more worthy of emulacion than that of 

Rome. Added to this state of affairs, Darwin's evolucionary "discoveries", which 

were adapted on a social level by Herbert Spencer, reinforced the increasingly 

popular theory of "natural seleccion". Hence the post-Darwinist eugenicist project 

that sought to foment "nacional efficiency" vía suitable procreacion, fitted in perfectly 

witl1 Homer's "survival of the best" and with Plato's ideas of meritocracy in the 

Respublica. The best would manage somehow. 

Yet the tradicion of vigorous games, which during this asepcic age was viewed as a 
means of sublimating disquiecing sexual desire, when it was mixed up with the 

masculine liaisons present in the works ofHomer and Plato, had dangerous consequences. 

As a result, the tutors of aristocracic boarding schools had to use all their powers of 
persuasion to convince their students that between Achilles and Patroclus there was 

nothing more tl1an military companionship and that the relationship between 
Socrates and Alcibiades was a purely pedagogical one. Nevertheless, aside from these 

unsuccessful campaigns of distortion and on certain occasions of outright censorship, 

they aimed mainly for formal excellence and a sentiment of nacional pride. T hese they 

adopted from so-called superior cultures and particularly from ancient Greek culture. 

What conflicted with their interests tl1ey simply discarded. 

This compecicive spirit, adorned as it was with the undisputed authority of 

great Greek authors, was imbued into children from an early age and was a great 

resource to the prívate schools of England which were opening tl1eir incimate and 

exclusive doors to include the bourgeoisie within the milieus of the seleccive upper 

classes. The Hellenism of public schools intended therefore to preserve the highest 
ideals of culture among those who, beca use they were genecically more gifted, were 

Cf Cornford, 1967, pp. 97-100: "the men of my Victorian generation, for whom the war took place 
in the middle of th eir lives admire the qualiti es that were common to Athens durin g the beginning of 
the fourth century and to the England of our day and age". 
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also more noble.25 And, if one hadn't had enough time to refine oneself because 

one lacked noble lineage, a cultural education anda strong <lose of physical education 
- also of Greek origin- were enough in themselves to constitute an example of a 

presentable virile gentleman, and one unconditionally loyal to the ruling class. What's 

more, Thomas Arnold, in promoting Greek studies, was at the same time providing 

the ruling classes with a powerful and somewhat esoteric instrument, "the obscurity 

of a learned language",26 as Peacock termed it. This gave them the advantage of a 

language that was impenetrable for non-initiates such as women and social groups 
of popular extraction. Virginia Woolf's interest in studying Greek cannot only be 

attributed to intellectual curiosity, but also to her desire to have access to that idealised 

world of culture and privilege which her brothers and friends enjoyed in the 

exclusiveness of Cambridge. 27 

Perhaps this is why Sir George Gilbert Scott added quite a significant detail to 

the design of theAlbert Memorial, the most emblematic monument of the Victorian 
age, which was built in Kensington Gardens between 1863 and 1872, as a loving 

tribute of the widow Victoria to her husband, who had died atan early age. At the 

base of the monument we have a frieze representing the major artistic talents of the 

world (1 68 men and one woman). Homer playing a lyre occupies the undisputed 
throne above all the rest. At h.is feet are Dante and Shakespeare. Mil ton and Chaucer, 

the other great national glories, are placed with dignity at t:he same level as Pythagoras 

and Virgil on either side of Homer. Reference to the classics was not new. What 
was a novelty, however, was the degree to which they were raised above national 

authors in intellectual and creative as well as official circles. We have proof of this 

in such a pro-imperialist monument, where Shakespeare complacently takes second 

place to the author of the !liad and tl1e Odyssey. Prince Albert, a key and decisive 

figure in the powerful reign ofVictoria, had even more connections with The Gusto 

Greco. T he famous universal exhibition of 1851 which he himself eagerly organised 
and that took place in tl1e Oystal Palace of Hyde Park, marked a turning point in 

Grecian aesthetics and in tl1e cultural history of the U nüed Kingdom. 

25 

26 

27 

Cf fa r example H yde, 1973 , p . 21 7. T he judge Sir Arthur C harles reminded the jury that O sear 
Wi lde and Al fred 1 aylor, th e other man on tri a!, belonge<l to a cultura l and social cl ass fro m which 
improper conduct was difficu lt to im agin e: "The pri soner \Vilde h¡:¡s th e ri ght to ask you to remem
ber that he is a m an of hi ghly intellectual gifts, a person whom people would suppose to be incapable 
of such acts as alleged. Taylor; though nothing h as been sa id about bis abi lities , has been well brought 
up, and he too belon gs to a cl ass of people in whom it is difficu lt to imagine such an offence". 
Peacock, 1986, p. 174. 
"A Sketch of th e Past", in Woolf, 1989, p. 162 : "I m ounted to my room; spread my L iddell and Scott 
upon the tab le, and settl ed down to read P lato, or .. . Euripides ... ". And in Vlool f, 1984, vol. II, p. 
196: "I am beginning Greek aga in, & must rea lly make out sorne pl an ... Some H omer: one G reek 
play; sorne P lato ... ". 





III. THE OLYMPIC ARTIST AND 
THE PANDEMIC TEMPTATION 

T HE MIDDLE OF THE CENTURY is a h ighly significant period. Ün the one hand 

it is situated between Germanic and Romanticist influences and on the other it 

is characterised by still remaining end-of-the-century French influences . The 

times of n eoclassical discipline were over, yet it was still too soon fo r the boom 

of Victorian Hellenism. It was perhaps the peak of n ineteen th century English

ness, in which the litera ture of D ickens an d Tennyson an d the domestic and 

rural prints of Landseer took their place alongside the purists, the anti-academ

ic pre-Raphaeli tes and L ord Palmerston e's n ation ali st joy. O n e could ventu re 

to say that the British fo r the first time in m any years found themselves "finally 

alone" and in little n eed of company or support. W h ereas in the first h alf of the 

cen tury the Hellenic passion had grown in in flu ence amongst poets, archi tects, 

arti sts and the world of culture, in the l 85 0s T he Gusto Greco saw its entry in to 

the conventional world becoming popular in all areas and dorninating above all 

other styles . T h e European neo-classical heritage which associated Rationalisrn 

with C lassicism but which in England at the beginning of the century had taken 

on an air of challen ge to the status quo was now to be officially integrated as 

"Hellenisrn ". The expressive intensity of th e amazernent caused by the E lgü1 

Marbles th at was ch aracteristic of agonising Rorn anticisrn and the neo-gothic 

rnists and nostalgia for a knightly past with pale darnsels and melancholy h e

roes, h ad little to do with the idea of progress of the second h alf of the century. 

Unrelenting respect fo r morali ty and religion was n ow extended to in clude sci

ence, technology and even utilitarianisrn and positivisrn. We see the British 

mon archs encouraging the industri alisation of the n ation to becorne a world 

power and within this context, Greece, as a model of culture and symbol of 

change, becomes the distinguishing emblem of civilisa tion . T his is, for exam

ple, depicted on the front cover of the catalogue of the Great Universal Exhibi

tion, where the four continen ts - with Europe and Asia occupying preferential 
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positions- are specifically represented by four figures in the Greek style. In 

the centre is the majestic seated image of Culture in the guise of a divinity or 

Hellenic alma mater. Thus begins the consolidating period of imitation of spe

cific Greek models rather than other vague neoclassical ones . 

Inside the catalogue we also find further indications regarding the extent of 

this influence. The section of Fine Arts is itself a tribute to the grandeur of Greece: 
amphoras, door knobs, walking stick handles and a wide variety of refinements 

show the imprint of Grecian fashion. It is worth mentioning the two most ad
mired pieces of the exhibition. These were two marble statues, The Tinted Venus 

by J ohn Gibson and The Greek Slave by the American Hiram Powers. The first 

statue was quite curious because it was painted in colours that tried to emulate 

those supposedly used to paint Phidias' Marbles. The latter however represented 
an innovation that would characterise classicist Victorian art. This was the incor

poration of contemporary elements, predominantly sensual and perverse in na
ture, interposed between the uncorrupted purity of Greek nymphs and virgins . 

Hence Power's female slave is docile and dressed in immaculate white. She ap

pears with a Turkish rug, hanging from which is a minute crucifix and her hands 

are tied with a thick chain that crosses her pubic region, highly suggestive of a 
form of pleasure that was to catch on very much during the last quarter of the 

century, when the upsurge in perversions became a sign of systemic crisis: le vice 

anglais or sadism. Power's idea left its mark in England and his statue was the first 

in a long line of Anglo-Grecian slave girls in the more literal sense of the word: 

objects of desire and of male erotic fantasies. With their chains seductively dis

playing their nudity they compensated in the world of fiction the gradual loss of 
sovereignty over women in the real world and at the same time served as a means 

of hellenising art in Great Britain. Such is the early example of the Octoroon28 by 

John Bell, that depicts a chained female slave sculpted in marble. She is naked 

and conscious ofher charros, yet her eyes look clown and try to imitate the shame 

and modesty befitting her sex. 

The significance of these statues lies beyond their athematic area, for it is 

thanks to sculpture in general that the Hellenic influence reaches painting, win

ning over the solid anti-classicist tradition of British art. A debate arose at the 
beginning of the century as a result of the exhibition of Phidias' Marbles in Lon

don, between High AtT., or grandiose art, that tried to follow in the footsteps of 

classical grandeur, as the English viewed the art of Greece, and Low Art. The 

latter was a more domestic and intimist painting in accordance with the canons of 

28 Untranslatable: a person with an eighth part of black blood. 
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Biedermeia19 or the petit bourgeois taste for comfort. This polemics led to the 

famous suicide of the painter Haydon in 1854, who in theory could not bear the 

defeat of his proposal in favour of an art form that aspired to magnificence and 

timelessness. Haydon was never really a classicist but was so dazzled by the fa

mous Marbles of the Parthenon that he became the most fervent advocate of the 

Parthenophilia30 of the beginning of the century. He managed to win over his 

friend John Keats, the critic William Hazzlit and the painter Henry Fuseli. 31 

However, the great change that he envisioned in the trend of British art towards 

a new and pompous olympic era still had to wait another ten or fifteen years. The 
change finally carne about when The Gusto Greco, by rescuing certain models from 

the up to then conservative art of sculpture, enabled the more popular, pictorial 

arts to live out their Greek experience. 

As I have already said, the two dominant trends in painting since Constable 

and Turner had been Historical Romanticism on the one hand, represented by 

Landseer and Etty as well as the portrait painters Lawrence and Wilkie, and on 
the other, the scandalous pre-Raphaelites. It is impossible to define the latter as a 

group and difficult to acknowledge any coherence between their theories and 

their highly individualistic implementation. All we can venture to say therefore is 

that English art, previously dominated by a style akin to Gothic and pre-Renais
sance, rapidly turned towards the enchantments of the Mediterranean world, and 

of the Greek world in particular. It is quite curious to see that the initial commo

tion caused by Greek art in the first decade of the nineteenth century was not 

reflected in the themes nor in the styles of painters at the time. The Gusto Greco 
first took root primarily in literature and la ter on in monumental and park archi

tecture. It was only when Hellenic aesthetics was making unhurried but steady 

progress within the nineteenth century that the focus of attention around the 

Pre-Raphaelites turned towards Victorian Olympus. The new prosperous society 
was aware of its future dominion of the world and was in need of an art that was 

more provocative. T he dreamy and fairy-tale enchantment of the Middle Ages 

faded when placed side by side with Greek paideía. British painting that up to 
then had been little used to tl1ematic changes, decided to include Arcadia within 

its imaginative world. Hence artists retrieved the classical tradition, which had 

been for many ayear the prerogative of sculpture, and transferred it to painting. 

29 

30 

31 

P ictorial style of the XIX century which re fl ects the well-being of the petit ÚoU7geois li festyle in Aus
tria and Germany. 
According to others, "parthenomania". 
"By gode ... De Greeks were godes! D e G reeks were godes !" A transcription of his accent. J enkyns, 
1992, p. 89. 
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In so doing they had the added inspiration of the Elgin Marbles. Twenty years 
. after the strange suicide of Haydon, High Art was to triumph and became a pow
erful sign of identity for Victorian Hellenism. 

The association between the end-of-the-century classicism and the studio of 
a recreative painter or sculptor became a commonplace. This was expressed in 
the words of Thomas Hardy's Jude addressed to his beloved Sue: "You seem when 
you are like this to be one of the women of sorne grand old civilisation, whom I 
used toread about in my bygone, wasted, classical days, rather than a denizen of a 
mere Christian country. I almost expect you to say at these times that you have 
just been talking to sorne friend whom you met in the Via Sacra, about the latest 
news of Octavia or Livia; or have been listening to Aspasia's eloquence or have 
been watching Praxiteles chiselling away at his latest Venus when Phryne made 
complaint that she was tired of posing". 32 The self-taughtJude, apart from showing 
off his knowledge of ancient culture, also outlined the framework within which 
the Victorian imagination had envisioned a highly particular classical world: the 
grandeur of the protagonists of Graeco-Roman history is set against that of the 
artist and the anecdote. Such themes were treated by English artists of the second 
half of the century. They often added their own values and anxieties to the faces 
of Phidias, Homer, Pericles and coundess other mythological figures who were 
given a face thanks to the painters' fiction. The contrast between Christianity 
and the pagan world was comparable to that between innocence and experience 
as if knowledge of the world or being interesting were intimately linked to ancient 
wisdom. This could have been dueto the moral force that ancient culture gave to 
the continuity of the system at a very critica! moment. 

The moral ambiguity of Power's Greek slave girl was a preview of two re
current themes in later years: the Anglicised Hellenic motif and the character
istically Victorian struggle between religion and sex, between Coventry Pat
more33 and Swinburne, between the Socrates of the Respublica and that of the 
Symposium. The Anglo-Flemish pain ter Lawrence Alma-Tadema understood the 
formula very well and, following in Powers and Bell's footsteps, presented The · 

Sculptor's M ode/34 in 1877. This work was inspired in The Esquiline Venus35 and 
is peculiar in its intentional or unintentional portrayal of an ambivalent goddess. 
He achieved this by combining a pose of divine respectability in the manner of 

32 

33 

34 

35 

Hardy, 1974, part V, cap. III, pp. 290-91. 
Author of the poem "The Angel of the H ouse". 
Cf also J ean-Leon Gérome. 
A Greek statue of the fifth century the original of which is now lost. J enkyns, 1992, p. 127. 
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high art, with the imperfections of a street woman, thus making her both vener

able and desirable at the same time, like a fusion between the two Aphrodites: 

the earthly one and the heavenly one of Pausanias' Platonic discourse. 36 The 

work has reached such an elevated price precisely because of its evocation of 

the ancient world and also due to the popularity of the artist. Despite his repu

tation for being prolific and commercial, Alma-Tadema was a key reference in 

Hollywood epics for directors such as D. W Griffith and Cecil B. De Mille. 37 

The rather more erotic than idealistic elements of his paintings won him ene

mies as well as great admirers such as His Majesty Edward VII who, rumour 

has it, commissioned pornographic murals with Greek nymphs to decorate the 

secret walls of Windsor castle. 3 8 

Setting aside any judgement on his professionalism as a painter, Alma-Tade

ma introduced the British public to the seductive and direct style of Graeco-Ro

man atmospheres. His painting on Sappho and Alceus of 1881 imitated the de

sign of an often reproduced Greek vase and was very much applauded by the 

public and well received by the critics. It depicts Alceus receiving the sweet ca

resses of a beautiful young girl in front of a completely female audience headed 
by the poetess of Lesbos and thus suggests the, at that time, very controversia} 

topic of sapphism or Sappho's feminine homosexuality, pointed out in France by 

Boissonade and Girodet in 1838.39 The unexpected popularity of the work was 

due as much to its archaic reminiscences as to the morbid curiosity that this trans

gressive aspect of antiquity awakened in people. Sappho's friendships and her dis

ciples in the gynaeceum were reproduced by artists as indirect statements on their 
own clandestine leanings, as in the case of Swinburne and Symonds and of the 

painter Simeon Solomon. Others, like the cautious Alma-Tadema and the much 

more audacious French decadents,40 depicted them in arder to stimulate the het

erosexual libido with images that were viewed as exotic and perverse and were 

clearly intended to épater le bourgeois. Alma-Tadema was aware of what he was 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

Smp. 180d-1 85e. 
Griffith: lntolerance (1916), Ben Hur (1926); Cecil B. De Mill e: Cleopatra (1934), The Ten Command
ments (1956). 
Ash, 1989, p. 8. 
Cf De J ean, 1987, p. 245 and generally the whole book. In fact it is only after the English H. T 
Wharton translation of 1885 that the subj ect is treated with sorne rigour. It is not unti l 1903 however 
th at the Anglo-French poetess Renée Vivien publ ishes what is to be the "definitive version" on lesbi
an Sappho against the refractory authority Wilamowitz-Moellendorff. See also Cinq petits dialogues 
grecs by Natalie Cli fford Barney, of 1902, with the same purpose as Vivien. 
The list would be very long: Baudelaire, Pierre Louys, Faure, Barrías, etc. And on lesbian tapies in 
general: Verlaine, Gautier, Rémy de Gourrnont, D'Annunzio, Courbet, Callot. Also the Belgian F. 
Khnopff and the Austrian E. Schielle, arnong many others. Cf D ijkstra , 1986, pp. 119-160. 
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doing. He conserved the eroticism of the enigmatic women of Rossetti, but he 

stripped them of that carnal quality that earned the Anglo-Italian painter so much 
criticism. At the same time he avoided the excessive androgyny of the female 

figures of the late pre-Raphaelite Edward Burne-Jones. 

The Platonising theories of Winckelmann with regard to the contemplative 

idealism of Greek art eventually started to filter into English painting after the 

inicial shock of the first contact with the Elgin Mar bles, but the excessive puritan

ism of moral customs found a certain degree of laxness in the freer world of art. 

Alma-Tadema and the so called Olympic painters shielded by the authority of 

ancient sculpture, could portray female nudes quite freely, always on condition 

that the argumental content was classical. Alma-Tadema's paintings, besides be

ing sensual, were didactic and pleasing to behold, and the motifs were usually 
Greek or Roman and covered many aspects of Classical Antiquity. Thus, apart 

from the two paintings we have alreacly mentioned, it is worth taking a look at 

three more that represent very suggestive themes. 

A Sculpture Gallery, an early work of Alma-Tadema of 1867, is addressed to 

the cognoscenti, and depicts a bronze statue of Sophocles in the foreground -a 

copy of an original marble statue found in 1839-, with the Laocoont in the back
ground, which immediately situates us in the Vatican Museums. A group of visi

tors, who could represent the British tourists of the Grand Tour, are portrayed 

around Sophocles admiring the reproduction with great interest. 

Another painting of 1868 reflects the Anglo-Hellenic stamp of the artist. 

The painting in question is Phidias and the Frieze of the Parthenon, Athens, that 

takes up the polemics in vogue at the British Museum as to whether or not the 
Greeks painted their statues. He represented the polychrome stamps in the orig

inal colours that he himself had studied. An10ng Phidias' guests invited to admire 

his masterpiece were Pericles and Aspasia as well as his renowned nephew Alcib

iades, enfant terrible of Athenian aristocracy, the perturbing temptation of So

crates and a sex symbol for Osear Wilde and the uranist aesthetes. In this way, by 

putting them all together, Alma-Tadema made everybody happy and offered a 

subject matter of great current interest:. 

A third painting of 1885 brings us to A Readingfrom H omer. This work was 

initially conceived as a project on Plato which he had to abandon two months 

later in favour of the great epic poet. It depicts a rhapsody during an intimare 

recital with young men lying comfortably on the marble floor. If we took away 

the Mediterranean sea from the background and spread a carpet on the floor, we 
would be left with a Victorian salon in the purest Biedermeie7- style. The reading 

of Homer and the attention of the youth could remain as they are for the scene 

was not at all unusual in the visual fantasy of the England of that period. 
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Despite all this the throne of the British Olyrnpus of painting was not given 

to Sir Lawrence Alma-Tadema, who received the title of lmight and the order of 
merit instead, but to the most Greek of all the academic painters, the inscrutable 

Lord Frederick Leighton. President of the Royal Academy from 1878 until 1896, 

and considered the English Phidias "without exaggeration",41 Leighton was un

doubtedly the most Victorian and at the same time most internacional artist of his 

generation. He had lived in Rome and Florence as well as France and Germany, 

but the Hellenic spur reached him in the same way as it did many others, through 

contemplating the Elgin Marbles in London and via the classicist paintings of 

George Frederick Watts. 
Leighton's significance <loes not lie solely in his indisputable artistic quali

ty but also in his theorising on art and the current that he represented. Painting 

went through various periods before opting for the renaissance of Grecian art. 

Curiously, one of these stages were his youthful medieval and religious motifs 
under the influence of the German nazarene1- painters42 in Rome. During that 

period he was unmoved by Goethe's affirmation that "Art has once for all been 

written in Greek". Nor was he moved by the clamour of the German classicist 

painters, also in Rome,43 in favour of a practica ] continuity of the theories of 
Winckelmann and Lessing. Leighton sat on the sideline of militant aesthetics 

and did not involve himself in the extravagances of the nazm-ener and their quest 

for purity in the Ch ristian roots of medieval Germany, nor in the eccentrici

ties of the classicists who spoke in ancient Greek and dressed in Athenian fash

ion. While he was in Rome he was quite content with learning the techniques 

and meeting the protagonists. Leighton's conversion took place on his return 
to London in 1860 and a certain comment of his became a principle: "The 

Roman is antipathetic to me-I had almost said disgusting".44 The art of the 
eternal city did not rapture him as it did Keats or Shelley, nor did his inspired 

mind "Divined the soul behind the marble face/ and made the dead Rome live 

again". 45 

41 
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44 
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Cf Gaun t, 1988 C, pp. 20-2 1. 
The German version of the pre-Ra pbaelites but profmmdly more religious. It had a notable influ 
ence in England as is eviden t in the bi ographies of the paintcrs, e.g.: Ford Madox-Brown, and cl1e 
novel M iddlemarch by G eorge E li ot. Leighton met cl1em in Rome where they lived and dressed as in 
the first years of cl1e C hristi an era . M ore specifica lly, he beca me the cl isciple of Edwarcl von Steinle 
and Peter Cornelius. 
One of his catch phrases against tbe Nazarenes was: "Des Deutschen Künstlers Vaterl and/ Ist Griech
enland, ist Griechenland". Cf Gaunt, l 988 C, p. 2 7. 
Richard J enkyns, in C larke, 1989, p. 89. 
Lord Rennell of Rodd, from the poem "The Keats-Shell ey House, Rome 1909", in Rogers, 1970, 
p. 16. 
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Leighton thus initiated a fully Anglo-Hellenic era within nineteenth century 

art. He combined Greek motifs with a clef details and faces that were very English 

in order to achieve his goal: that of providing painting with that patina of atemporal 

permanence capa ble, to a certain extent, of imitating the essential etemity of Plato's 

ideas. Nevertheless, his figures, like part of Platonic reality, are real and solid in 

that they are dependent on a mental force that invades and transcends them 

simultaneously. Leighton did not depict Alma-Tadema's naughty sensuality, nor 

Rossetti's morbidness. His female figures are perfect statues that have more in 

common with the impressive serenity of stone than with the warmth of the flesh. 

Heinrich Heine's observation46 that English ladies, so white and cold, looked 

like statues, was confirmed in Leighton's scenes, which were overtly British, but 

at the same time shaped in the Greek style. 

The arch-Victorian angel of the house that terrorised Virginia Woolf, in the 

hands of the artist was transformed in to a distant frozen angel, beautiful and de

void of passion, in keeping with the canons of the age. Unlike those of Alma

Tadema, Leighton's women are mature and splendid beauties. They are more 

objects of contemplation and reverence than of licence, inaccessible goddesses of 
the look-but-don't-touch kind . They are reminiscent of Apuleius' description of 

Psyche at the beginning of the tale of Eros and Psyche.47 In contrast, his male 

figures are masculine and stocky and perhaps possess a more direct though very 
idealised erotic charge as well as a Titanic air that reminds us of Michelangelo's 

sculptured painting. Considered as the English painter par excellence, Leighton 

manages to render his paintings alíen to space and time thus achieving the eternal 

quality characteristic of classics. This painter, "was born on a rough English coast, 

lived his life in Bellas, and died in London ... he was English of the English, 

Greek of the Greek".48 He rejected the post-Romantic intensity of the end-of

the-century aesthetes and opted in favour of supreme fidelity to conventional 

beauty. Along with Plato and eminent Victorians he shared the conviction that 

sobriety and continence were the most suitable forms of artistic refinement, for 

"violent passions are unsuitable subjects for art" .49 

Clitemnestra, a painting of 1874, reveals the mother of Electra with a strange 

and rather unusual appearance for Leighton. In arder to emphasise her inner 

conflict he endows her with a superbly large body, more akin to those of young 
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Q uoted byRichardJenkyns, 1980, p. 145 . 
Book VI. 32 : "It is true that everyone admires her countenance which is befitti ng of a goddess but 
always as one would admire a statue of extreme artistic perfection". 
J enkyns, 1980, p. 306. 
!bid. p. 307. 
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giants than to the immaculate and exquisite ladies that he usually painted. He 
took the idea from the Caryatids of the portico of the Erectheum, certain sections 
of which were also brought to London by Elgin. The overall effect is strange: the 
image is yet isn't Greek. It could also be Egyptian or in fact from anywhere. The 
Hellenic touch, however, that adorns no matter what form is Leighton's trade
mark and capital. In Winding the Skein of 1878, we see a woman and a little girl 
doing manual work. As in the previous painting, Leighton adds a light touch by 
copying the stool and the gowns from the El gin Marbles. In most of his work in 
fact, the attire of the figures, which is rendered with extraordinary detail, is the 
recurrent Hellenic factor that unifies a great part of his work. 

Leighton hada great influence not only in the Royal Academy but also among 
the bohemia and the decorative arts of the nation. Artists such as Edward Poynt
er and to a greater extent Albert Moore, who were inspired by Greece, followed 

in Leighton's footsteps taking refuge in Hellenism and exoticism in arder to pay 
homage to classical beauty. Leighton and Moore's young and almost perfect women 
were reproduced in the advertising of many commercial firms since they were 
the dominant aesthetic trend in fashion. During the 1880s the department store 
Liberty put out a poster that portrayed a bucolic Greek idyll advertising its well
known fabrics. Schweitzer~ cocoa combined a short excerpt from Shakespeare with 

the image of Greek virgins playing a variety of musical instruments and in 1890 
Beecham ~ pills far indigestion used the figures of two Greek women dressed along 
the lines of Leighton-Elgin, a worthy tribute to the Parnassian style. 





IV THE AWAKENTNG OF CONSCIOUSNESS 

THE ENGLAND OF THE END OF THE CENTURY witnessed a greater alliance be

tween painting and the intellectual preoccupations of the age. The Greek renais

sance was in its heyday before being watered clown by the gestures and upheavals 

of the fresh twentieth century. It was common for writers to ta lk of and give 

opinions on the interpretations of Greece since the cultural baggage was exten

sive, and their appreciations found an important echo in creative artists. Walter 

Pater's thesis, which was closer to W inckelmann and Schlegel than to those of his 

contemporaries, argued that classical Greece enjoyed a good spiritual health and 

common sense that was not to be found in the art following Leonardo. 

In his important essay on the Gioconda, Pater attributes a disturbing beauty 

to Leonardo's model in which "the soul with all its maladies has passed! All the 

thoughts and experience of the world have etched and moulded there .. . Like the 

vampire, she has been dead many times, and learned the secrets of the grave".5º 
Nothing in cornmon, according to Pater, with "white Greek goddesses or beauti

ful wornen of antiquity", who would have fallen on their backs at the mere sight 

of a Gioconda or a Medusa. But this morbid and perverse beauty that Pater de

scribes and that can be seen in his ownMarius the Epicurean, in Swinburne's Lesbia 
Brandon and in the Salome of the tandem Wilde and Beardsley, to name but a few 

instances, was perhaps a reflection of a confused and murky spiritual state which 

he was able to describe very welJ. The angel of the house had already lost its former 

prestige or at least its credibility. V\Tomen were now intimidatingly demand

ing suffrage and no longer had exclusive care of the home. The fantasy of the 

femme fatale, consisting of recreations around the sexual independence of a man

devouring, Sapphic woman, became a rea l apprehension in the misogynous end 

50 "The Renaissance", in Pater, 1982, p. 46. 
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of the century. This could have been essentially a more generalised fear that, as 
always, was reflected towards women. 

The crisis in values, that would later on lead to the great ideological revolu
tions of the beginning of the century, had turned everything upside clown. Pater 
talks of the importance of doubt or of suspicion. In doing so he continues in the 
scepticist and rationalist tradition that took off with Descartes but arrived in En
gland via the critiques ofHegel and the scepticism ofMontaigne. "Modern thought 
is distinguished from ancient by its cultivation of the relative spirit" he adds, "noth
ing is, or can be rightly known, except: relatively and under conditions". 51 Mat
thew Arnold, more of a pragmatist, propases the reconstruction. 

Everything was shaken and the artifices of the aesthetic m ood reacted against 
the bourgeois principles of Biedermeierzeit, with militant refinement. This could 
have been in arder to escape the fall and so as not to notice the great transforma
tions. Socialism and trade-unionism were about: to alter the structures of power. 
There was even the lingering threat that the United States and Prussia would 
leave the United Kingdom behind in t:he race for industrial leadership. Nietzsche 
and Freud were eclipsing God with their destabilising revelations that would 
change the psychic and moral structure of mankind. In Germany "the struggle of 
the soul against sin" was being fought and was depict:ed in the painting of the 
same title by Sigismund Goetze of 1895, with mythological protagonists that can 
also be found in England and France. In France, William Adolphe Bouguereau 
produced a Cupidon et Psyqué, in 1899, that reflects the state of the soul or psyche 
of the period: weak, abandoned to its own weaknesses, whereas Cupid is the epit
ome of health and sprightliness. 

Pater's Epicurean Marius - the contemporary of Yourcenar's Hadrien- asked 
himself: "to whom shall I address my prayers? Whom shall I invoke as the helper 
of the unfortunate, the protector of the good?". 52 Even Tennyson, a true Victori
an eminence turned int:o myth whom t:he Bloomsbury group would try to bet:ter, 
could not hide a feeling of confusion. In a long and emblematic poem that he 
wrot:e between 1833 and 1850 he prays to God: "Thou wilt not leave us in the 
dust: Thou madest man/ he knows not why,/ He thinks he was not made to die;/ 
... Our wills are ours, we know not how;/ ... We have but faith: we cannot know;/ 

For knowledge is of things we see;I And yet we trust it comes from thee,/ A beam 
in darkness: let it grow".53 
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"Appreciations", in Pater, 1982, p. 143. 
!bid. p. 192 . 
Tennyson, 192 0, p. 247. 
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Similarly, J ohn William Waterhouse, a painter of the aesthetic movement, 
follower of Alma-Tadema, Burne-Jones and Leighton, pinpoints the conflict and 
depicts it in two paintings that also <leal with the myths of Eros and Psyche. The 
God oflove -or of passion in the Latin translation- is not visually portrayed, in 
accordance with Apuleius' text: It is Psyche or the soul who is the true protago
nist ofboth pictures. The first, Psyche Opening the Golden Box of 1903, shows Psyche 
once again ignoring Venus' prohibition and committing the sin of curiosity, de
spite divine warnings as to the danger to her own life. In the second painting of 
1904 entitled Psyche Opening the Door into Cupid's Garden, Waterhouse is right in 
using the Latin name since this nuance is of primary importance. The painting 
can be seen as an allegory of the invasion of the soul by sexual desire, as Apuleius 
suggests: "Attracted by the enchantments of the place, Psyche comes closer and 
closer, building up confidence and ventures to cross the threshold". 54 At first 
sight this doesn't seem a very Platonic interpretation of Eros if we consider the 
role he played in the Symposium. We ought to remember however, that Plato <lid 
not confuse éros far philía. 55 People at the end of the Victorian era were influ
enced by the strict norms of sexual conduct, by venereal diseases, by the crisis of 
idealism and by the shock that follows the loss of excessive certainty. Consequently 
they wavered like this Psyche between continence and sin, between the sound
ness of principles and breaking them. Paraphrasing J ohn Stuart Blackie, would 
she give up her body to M'Culloch, Comte and Darwin? Or would she fly under 
the wings of Plato? ... Mind or matter? Wise choice or blind law? 56 Quid vitae 
sectabor iter? 

In the chapel of Keble College, Oxford, one can see a very significant paint
ing by William Holman-Hunt, painted on three occasions. Twice between 1851 
and 1853, and once more half a century later. The Light of the World57 is consid
ered by sorne as an exquisitely religious painting and by others as a totally ana
chronic work. It may not only be viewed as an interesting counterpoint to the 
second Psyche by Waterhouse, but also as the other side of the coin of Victorian 
spiritual ambivalence. The painting depicts Jesus walking in the dark of night, 
but illuminated by the aura given off by the head of the messiah and by a lamp 
which he is carrying in one hand . With the other hand he is knocking on a <loor 

54 

55 

56 

57 

Apul eius, The Golden Ass, Book V, 2. 
Halperin, 1985. 
Cf Turner, 1981, p. 3 76. 
Probably one of the most famous pre-Raphaelite paintings. T he paintings are now on exhi bir at 
Keble College Oxford, and in the Manchester City Gallery. And the third enlarged version carried 
out between 1901 and 1904 can be contemplated in Saint Paul's cathedral. 
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that has no knob, because as Holman Hunt delicately puts it: "It is the door of the 

human heart, and that can only be opened from the inside".58 The work is out

standing especially in its distribution of light and dark shades which Holman

Hunt dedicated considerable time to. But, the theme and the way it is rendered 

are also very revealing. 

We have previously commented on the importance of art and design in the 

development of the The Gusto Greco in the cultural circles as well as in everyday 

life. However, before concluding this section I would like to emphasise that in 

the second half of the nineteenth century there existed a strong faith in the guiding 

role of Art. This stands true despite the sexually liberating function that everyone 

attributed to Olympic painting, as is the case of Alma-Tadema among many others. 

The redemptory function, as in the case of architecture, was linked to the gothic 

perspective, which in this case was represented by a part of pre-Raphaelite painting. 

A return to the forms and motifs of art t:hat preceded Renaissance humanism had 

the goal of exhorting man to a more contemplative and dematerialised way of 

life. Such a goal was already considerably difficult in those days. T he proposal, 

which today would seem angelically naive, started from the presupposition that 

art was of extraordinary importance in the nineteenth century. And here I go 

along with the thesis of 11-illing and Bloom according to which art was in fact so 

essential that it gradually began to take on the function that was previously 

attributed to religion. 59 

In fact the tradition according to which poetry was seen as mediator between 

man and the cosmos was essentially Romantic and constituted the basis of Shel

ley's Defence of PoetTy. For Keats the truth contained in poetry was superlative: 

"That is all ye know on earth, and all ye need to know" and, for Coleridge the 

representation of "religatio" was conceived by means of the animating power of 

the imagination. The declaration of principles of the Pre-Raphaelites, expound

ed by Rushkin, that aimed to rescue the sentiment of art previous to Raphael in 

order to conserve the pi ety and purity of theocentric thought, is testimony to the 

importance given to art and to its capacity to reflect, like a mirror, the world at 

that time. 

Thus, in the same way Waterhouse's painting depicts the en trance of Psyche 

into the prohibited enclosure of Eros, Helmut Hunt practically inaugurates and 

ends the Victorian period with an engraving that is almost its opposite in nature. 

On this occasion it is not the soul that is searching, but Christ that calls out to it 

SR 

59 
In J eremy M ass, 1987, pp. 40-41. 
11-illing /B loom , 1973 B, p. 12. 
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and guides it. This is why in his remake of 1904, The Light of the World has a 

meaning, though it may seem too remote and démodé, if one considers that 

impressionism was already a thing of the past, that Picasso had established himself 

in Paris and had finished his blue period, and that the aestheticist movement which 

Waterhouse formed part of was making a retreat. 

Holman Hunt employs common sense when he creates this painting, which 

is larger in proportion than the other two: Christ approaches the intimacy of the 

man who had opted in favour of individuality because the man hadn't made a free 

choice in this case either. The general symptoms resemble what is known as alien

ation in the Hegelian sense of the term,60 though the sentiment is found expressed 

in antiquity when P lotinus interprets the return of U lisses to Ithaca as the initia

tion of the journey of the soul towards its identity. In the Romanticism that pre

ceded the Victorian era it is also expressed in L'étranger of Novalis' homonymous 

poem who wanders in search of his father's land, or in the poet of the Alastor by 

Shelley, a young roaming knight who sets off on a painful pilgrimage towards 

himself, haunted by his own inner demons. 

Naturally, from the second half of the century onwards the circumstances 

are more immediate . In Romanticism, projects were transcendental and even sui 

cide was an idealised project. Escape in to the past was imaginary, and consequen tly 

pure fiction, commc aux vieux romans, unrealisable in fact but imaginable within 

the creative fantasy. ln contrast, in the Victorian era tl1e return to the past ga ined 

in confidence and took on an air of consumerism. The conviction gained force 

that H istory can be understood, recreated and even reconstructed with the ade

quate means and capital, in the same way as building a museum of exoticism, 

reinventing Arcadia in Bloomsbury or by founding another Platonic Academy at 

Oxford.61 Hence, England restares P lato after two centuries of n eglect so that he 

can usher in renovation, stabili ty as well as showing complicity for the new state 

of affairs. T his is a Plato far removed from the inspiring and solitary readings of 

Taylor, Coleridge or Shelley. 

Pa ter and Tennyson 's queries, with their post-Romantic, and to a certain ex

tent, pre-Imperia l connotations can be heard from the mid-century onwards and 

60 
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E11tji·e711dz111g, or the fa ct of fee ling oneself to be someone else, an object ali en to conscience. Marx 

reproach ed H egel fo r hi s reconciliatory solution with tl1 e extern a! orcler ancl Feuerbach for not hav

ing appli ed religious estrangem ent to political analysis. But it is H egel ancl the Germ an Romantics 
who influenced th e period we are concernecl wi th the m ost. L et us not forge t however E ngels' study 

on The Conditio11 of the Wo1-king Class in Engla11d 1844, which no doubt influencecl Marx and touches 

on our subj ect in pass ing. F or an in teres ting discussion on the ori gin of the word see Wackenheim, 
1973, pp. 155-1 58. 
David Newsom e, 1973, p. 86 passim. 
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finally erupt into greater confusion at the end of the century. Who could they 
address their questions to, more so than their prayers? For faith was vanishing 
from their soul. One answer, perhaps the most common one during the last 
forty years of the century, was that given by E.M. Forster much later, in 1934, 
in the biography ofhis tutor Goldsworthy Lowes Dickinson at Cambridge, where 
he studied during the nineties: "The Greeks - and Plato particularly- under
stand our political and social confusion, but they are not part of it, and so they 
can help us" .62 

62 Quoted by Halperin, 1990, p. 1. 



V AMICUS PLATO? 

"The aim of the Platonic philosophy was to exalt 
man into a god. The aim of the Baconian philosophy 
was to provide man with what he requires while he 
continues to be a man. The aim of the Platonic philosophy 
was to raise us far above vulgar wants ... Plato 
drew a good bow; but, ... he aimed at the stars ... His 
arrow was, indeed, followed by a track of dazzling 
radiance, but it struck nothing ... " 

THOMAS B. MACAULAY, 183 763 

FROM WHEN ON COULD PLATO be ofhelp to them? From the eighteen twenties 

onwards, whenJulius Hare and Connop Thirlwall founded the Platonist club at 

Cambridge? F rom 1863, when he was timidly included on the programme of the 

Literae Humaniores at Oxford?64 A few years later, when he stood out in the cur

ricula of public schools and universities? Or was it during the last quarter of the 

century, when the popular Gilbert & Sullivan composed Patience, a musical com

edy that satirises the ambiguous turn of the century Platonists? And, anyway, what 
could a contemplative .and old Plato do in the middle of the nineteenth century, 

during an imperialist era and one of social reform, for such a highly industrialised 

nation? 
lt may be that the organisation of the Platonic Respublica could prod them on 

to discover a new model for the state in modern society with its limits and its 

magnitude. Likewise, Platonic ethics both rigorous and deontological in nature, 

could perhaps substitute Christian morality which was losing influence, and pre

serve the social order. Or, it may be that the intellectual sensualism of many Pla

tonic dialogues could provide sceptics with a <lose of the necessary idealism and 

erotic flexibility in arder to combine the intimate experience of a transcendental 

belief with a particularly refined pleasure of the senses. Strangely enough, around 

the eighteen sixties and.amidst an atmosphere that promoted the values of a na

tion immersed in commerce and progress, there was talk of a true reviva! of Plato, 

unprecedented in British cultural history. And, in the meantime, what had gone 

63 

64 

Quoted by Turner, 1981, p. 370. 
Jenkyns, 1980, p. 238, points to the year 1847, because it coincides with Jowen's classes on Plato at 
Balliol. H owever, J onathan Barnes, under the pseudonym of Stopper, in Barnes / Stopper, 1981, p. 
278, indicates 1863 as the year when Plato appears on the programme and 1872, when the subject 
appears on the list of grade exams. 
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on in the more concrete "universe of things", when the British, always more prag

matic and negotiating, finally preferred Plato to the much more "English" and 
similar Aristotle? 

According to Trilling and Bloom, in 1856 Ralph Waldo Emerson, during his 

visit to England, observed that: "Machinery has been applied to all work and 

carried to such perfection tl1at little is left for the men but to mind the engines 

and feed the fu.maces ... a terrible machine has possessed itself of the ground, the 

air, the men and women, and hardly even thought is free". 65 As is pointed out by 

Trilling and Bloom,66 Dickens popularised the term "Podsnappery" which 

summed up in one word the typical behaviour of the deteriorated middle class 

dedicated to commerce. The term pays honour to Mr. Podsnap, an illustrious 

character from Our Mutual Friend who cannot conceive of a world outside Lon

don's City nor beyond the precise hours set out by his fixed routine, as if we were 

dealing with a machine within a world of robots. It is symptomatic that the only 

thing that interests him besides finance is art, which he also imagines within the 
framework of the City, expressing, be it through music, literature or painting, 

that relentless routine we have already mentioned. As regards the urban land

scape, George Bernard Shaw, so ahead of his time and "revolutionary", was hor

rified by the culture of steam engines and electric telegraphs and in 1901 he could 
not imagine "a viler criminal than he who should build another London like the 

present one, nora greater benefactor than he who should destroy it".67 

A large part of the creativity throughout the nineteenth century is character

ised by a significant rejection of machinist criteria and by the proclamation of 

their manifest incompatibility with the world of the soul. In tl1e eyes of many 
nineteenth century intellectuals and a:rtists, this antithesis corrupted life in En

gland. From Shelley to Bridges, the Platonic nightingale cried out against the 
anti-metaphysical wave that was approaching. At the same time Dickens, Ruskin, 

Morris and the social thinkers condemned the dehumanisation of the relation

ship between boss and worker, reduced to what Carlyle68 termed the "cash nex

us", or pecuniary bond, that was often unjust and abusive. Industrialisation had 

not only changed the methods of production but also ushered in a model of exist

ence in which there was no room for reflection and free will. N evertheless, as 

Trilling and Bloom,69 quite astutely observe, the architectural grandeur, the 

65 
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Quoted byTrilling /Bloom 1973 B, pp. 12 - 13. 
!bid. 
"The Revolutionist's H andbook", in Shaw, 1946, p. 262. 
Quoted by Basil \Vi ley, 1980, p. 127. 
Op. cit. pp. 13-1 4. 
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profusion in painting and the richness of the Victorian literary world try to hide 

the existential void by creating a curious dynamics between the artistic creator 

and the consumer. Though this dynamic was not always believable, it was gener

ally so, at least in the eyes of the artist. Hence we have Dickens's mechanical Mr. 

Podsnap talking of art despite his own limited capacity of appreciation. 

Artistic sensibility was for the wider public the most common, convencional 

and chic form of vaccinating oneself against the despiritualising virus of machines 

and of procuring contact with the immaterial, despite the competitiveness of 

progress. And as intellectuals and artists saw it, anxiety increased proportionally 

in accordance with the grandeur of the empire. Under such a state of affairs 

-and essentially following in the Romantic tradition- the work of art and spec
ulative thought were seen to offer a refuge from mechanistic contamination. The 

influential and pedagogical Ruskin confessed "I think very poorly of myself if I 

don't attentively read a piece of Plato every day" .7º Such a wise habit became a 
must amongst the intelligentsia of the age. 

70 Cf Inge, 1925-26, p. 91. 





VI. AMICUS ARISTOTLE 

lF \VE ARE TO BELIEVE THE TESTUvlONY of the then young and future connois

seur of India, Edward Strachey, already in the mid eighteen thirties the debate 

had stared as to which school of philosophy was the best: "the Academy" or the 

"Lyceum". More precisely, according to David Newsome, Strachey the student 
writes to his aunt on the 27th of October 1836 describing fragrnents frorn a con

versation with his tutor Frederick Denison Maurice, the prestigious Anglican the
ologist and founder of Christian socia li srn, on the conveni ence of going to study 

at Oxford. Maurice, a progressive man with profound religious convictions, urg

es him to give up the idea arguing that "lt is the great evil of everything at Oxford 
that there is nothing but Aristotelianism", 71 which to hirn recked of ancien ré

gime. Cambridge, on the other hand, as he saw it, offered the oppornmity of 
cultivating the rival, more innovative tradition, because Coleridge and Word

sworth had taught there. Moreover, it possessed the leadership of Hare, Thirwall 

and the select and mysterious Apostles of Cambridge, for whorn Maurice held 

sorne reservations though he considered them preferable to the Oxonian Tories. 

Oxford , surely, h3d a great Aristotelian presence at that time, or was alrnost 

exclusively Aristotelian, but in fact Cambridge in the thirties, though it was slightly 

friendlier, was not idyllic either. In truth, the literary-existential Platonism of 

W ordsworth had no academic basis,72 which for tl1e poet himself was reason fo r 

71 
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Strachey to Lady Louis, quoting Ma uri ce, Oct. 1836, in Newsome, l 973, p. 8. 
W e have alrea dy talked of \.Vordswortb in a previous chapter, neverthd css ] suggcst the fo llowing 
references . O n \Nordswonh 's most Pla toni c poem, the lmm011rdity Odc: Colcridgc, 1987, ca p. xxii , p. 
268 : "Far such readers the sense is su ffici ently p lain, and they will be as li ttle di sposed to charge Mr. 
Wordsworth with heli eving the Pl aton ic pre-existen ce in the ordinary in terprctation of the words ... "; 
Garrad, 1927, p. 11 5: "The imm ediate source ... can hard ly be in doubt. lt was not P lato, but Col
eri<lge"; Trilling I Bloom, ] 973, p. ] 76: " ... it is well to remember that Wordsworth actua lly deni ed 
any P latonic influence". 
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great satisfaction. Similarly, Coleridge's philosophical thought was essentially au

todidactic. Connop Thirlwall had left Cambridge in 1835 and, even though Hare, 
Rowland Williams -collaborator of Essays & Reviews- , W H. Thompson, 

Whewell and Brooke F oss Wescott talked of Plato in their lectures as well as 

published texts on Platonism, the strength of these studies could not have been so 

convincing because they <lid not generate a corresponding tradition in textual 
analysis of Greek philosophical texts . This state of affairs is similar to that of 

Oxford where Hampden and Sewell also touched on Platonism to a certain ex

tent, as we shall see in the chapter on .J owett. Having said all this, Maurice's stay 

at Cambridge coincided with the fortuna te concentration of previously mentioned 

thinkers. Yet if exams are an indication of certain types of values, then, with re
gard to classical authors, Oxford was always in the lead. It included them in the 

Literae Humaniores programme in 1807. Cambridge followed suit with the Classi

cal Tripas, in the year 1824, pending on a show of competence in mathematics.73 

As regards the importance given to philosophy, Oxford demanded a knowl

edge of Plato and Aristotle in 1851 with the reform of university programmes. 

Cambridge, which showed more interest in the sciences, waited until the year 

1872. Curiously enough Maurice, the founder of Christian socialism could not 
graduate from the liberal Cambridge because he was denied his degree for refus

ing to acknowledge the thirty-nine articles of tl1e Anglican faith during the twen

ties . He finally graduated at Oxford in the tl1irties as a result of the religious 

reform of 1828-32. \iVhen Strachey employed Coleridge's famous adage to argue 

tl1at whether one belonged to one side or the other was mainly determined by 
biological factors, Maurice made a critical pronouncement in answer to Coleridge's 

boutade: "A.11 little children are Platonists, and it is their education which makes 

men Aristotelians" .74 According to this sentence, Platonism could be taken to 

represent freedom, and Aristotelianism manipulation. 

The countless anecdotes on Shelley's extravagances at Oxford permit us to 

attribute the idea mentioned above to the poet, who, it seems fullheartedly em

braced the Platonic conjecture of metempsychosis and decided that "notwith
standing the cunning attempts to conceal the trutl1, ... all knowledge is reminis

cence", and he added: "tl1e doctrine is far more ancient than the times of Pla
to".75 Shelley, like Maurice, was a rebel. Both were expelled from Oxford and 
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Regarding the latter, Clarke said: " ... th e date at which , accordin g to A. E. Housman, th e great age of 
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Cambridge respectively for insubordination. They both felt at least displeasure 

for Aristotle and whereas Maurice considered him the great drawback of Oxford, 

Shelley, who practised the "cult of delibe1·ate obscurit;y",76 refused toread him: "Must 

I care about Aristotle? What ifl do not mind Aristotle?". 77 He was consequently 

thrown out of the Universitas Oxoniensis far being anti-Aristotelian and an atheist. 

But there was more than just antipathy for the peripatetic philosopher. Apart 
from his importance in university cun~icula both before and after the Platonic 

boom, it is evident that familiaritywith Aristotle preceded and influenced the later 

interest for Plato, paying the consequences of his proximity to him. In the Tory 
stronghold of town and gown there was an Aristotle Hall, and the Ethica Nicoma
chea was to become a key text in the Literae Humaniores with the exams statute of 

1800, and nineteen different versions were put out throughout the century. Hence 

the choice of English authors for the Greats was linked to their affinity to Aristo

tle. Such was the case of the bishop J oseph Butler a key figure in the programmes 

of the thirties up to the sixties. Could one therefore be right in talking of a helle

nisation of education beginning in the first half of the century? We would be 
closer to the truth if we conceded that what was being taught in British class

rooms was closer to a Christian version of Aristotle than a historical one. 

A prerequisite for a true knowledge of Greek texts, and the Aristotelian cor
pus in particular, was a familiarity with classical Greek and during that time this 
was not exactly the case. During the formative years of the The Gusto Greco at the 

beginning of the century, tl1e public schools and Oxbridge kept their distance until 

the impact that the rediscovery of Greece caused on English taste -that is to say, 

among the privileged arbitri elegantiae- was such that it was impossible and not 

good tactics to ignore it any longer. In the meantime, however, the education of 

youth continued to be limited to the orators Demosthenes, Isocrates and a very 

reduced Aristotle. Student life was chaos that reflected the mediocrity and negli

gence of the royal house of Hannover that preceded Victoria. Consequently one 

cannot properly refer to philology nor to academic rigour until the Victorian age 

proper. Nevertheless, the emergence of the vibrant middle class or urban bour

geoisie prompted pedagogical reform and, from 1816 onwards, the House of 

Commons began an inquiry directed by Lord Brougham. The project brought 
results in 183 3 with the improvement of popular schools and it culminated in 

1867 with the right to vote for the lower midd le classes. In 1870 Parliament ap

proved the motion for a nacional educational system. 
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Harper guoted by Newsome, 1973, p. 71. 
H olmes, 1976, p. 39. 
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Oxford and Cambridge, which had also been invaded by the s.nob. or sine 

nobilitate, were forced to catch up and modernise during the fifties. Oxford was 
more reticent to renounce religious teaching and leaned towards the classics and 

the arts. Cambridge faced the modern challenge with more daring and opted in 

favour of the Classics and mathematics. In 1864 the Clarendon Commission de
clared: "we are equally convinced that the best materials available to Englishmen 

.. . are furnished by the languages and literature of Greece and Rome". 78 The 

latter however, in that they were an emblem of modernity, had to co-exist with 

the practical sciences. This is the moment when Plato makes his triumphant en
try, but let us turn back first and see what had been the fortune of Aristotle the 

p10neer. 
The studies of philosophy fo ll ow t:he ups and downs of different educacional 

and social policies, and Aristotle, an old friend of the house, underwent two dif

ferent adjustments. The first started at about the time of tl1e university statute of 

1800. \/Ve should clarify however, that his inclusion in the programmes had moral 

rather tlun intellectual motives, and the honourable dons of the period therefore 

made life easier for themselves during a time Jacking in academic rigour, by basi

ca lly sticking to the Ethics. ln otl1er words , the Aristotelian experience which was 

a lot more insipid than tl1e PJatonic experience, yet at the same time less conflict

ing, until tl1e year 1857 in fact comprised what constituted a parcial knowledge of 
the philosophers. This knowledge was limited to tl1e Ethics Nicomachea and to a 

lesser extent comprised the Rhetorica and Poetica. These were added to later on by 

the Logics and Política. 

How could it be that Aristotle, who was so widely quoted by philosophers of 

the period such as Sir William Hamilton andJohn StuartMill, was not extensive

ly studied and more in depth? First of all his work was prolific and there were not 

competent academics willing to take on a challenge of such magnitude. Besides, 

as we have mentioned before, knowledge of philosophy and of Greek was lack

ing. On tl1e other hand we have excuses aimed at justifying these flaws. Bacon 
had branded him as useless, 79 and whatever he said was not questioned because 

he was English. Aristotle was associated with Thomism, the resurgence of which 

in Catl1olic countries led Anglican academics to ignore the philosophical aspect 

of Aristotle's work, as regards the Ethica, of course, and to adhere proudly to 

their orthodox scruples and to Protestantism. Finally, in relation to Aristotle's 
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aesthetic theory, at the end of the eighteenth century the pre-Romantics had al

ready repudiated it for being too matter-of-fact and for having been the inspira

tion of the norms of classical French drama. Therefore, though the L ogica and 

Política had been translated on various occasions, there were no critica! studies or 

commented editions of these works. The Metaphysica, a fundamental text in the 

history of philosophy, was not seen at Oxford until the appearance of the model 

edition by W D . Ross in 1924. This was at least fifty years later than the monu

mental works of the Germans Bekker and Bonitz. 80 The Ethica, even though it 

became a best-seller and received official recognition, was no exception in this 

respect. 
The Ethica Nicomachea did not reach the university as a homage to the Phil

hellenist avant-garde that was approaching, but rather as a tribute to the past and 
an updated attempt to preserve the structures of power of a clase and uncertain 

future. This was done from a more racional perspective than the pietist one. Thus, 

in stead of trying to capture Greek originality and difference, they moulded them 
to their Christian world view under the initiative of Edward Coplestone, <lean of 

Oriol College, Oxford, who in 181 O concluded that religious instruction "with

out ethical instruction, .. . is va pid, and even dangerous". 81 As a resu lt, Aristotle 

was transmuted into an English gentleman, totally adapted to bis new home and 

nominated as the nourishing spirit of Anglo-Saxon conservative idiosyncrasy. 
T hanks to Coplestone this image was to last throughout the rest of tl1e century. 

On comparing Plato and Aristotle, Ernest Barker, a well-known thinker from 

Oxford concludes : "When we turn to Aristotle, it hardly seems fanciful to detect 

more of an English spirit of compromise".82 And even in the forties tl1ere was 
talk of Aristotle's Victm·ian pre-Christianity, which was to culminate in his Anglo

Saxon incarnation, the bishop J oseph Butler. 

Aristotle's formula for success lay in the affinities between his thought and 
tl1at of the British establishment and the way tl1e ideas of the Stagirite were em

ployed by it. The fact that Aristotle si tuated ethics within the sphere of tón dynámeon 

or the practica! sciences83 because it deals with criteria of conduct and the neces

sary m odus vivendi in arder to achieve happiness, made him more suitable for a 

pragmatic mentality than the dilemmas and abstractions of Plato's Socrates. The 
Aristotelian conception of man as z óon politikón and the counterpart of the pólis as 
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a product generated by nature,84 in that it was an essential element far general 

subsistence and personal fulfilments, went along very neatly with English social 
ideals at different times throughout the century. From the start the protective 

and educational role of the Greek state was seen to correspond to the moral and 

political power that the Church aspired to. Later on, during the middle of the 

century, as culture became increasingly more secular, Aristotle's pólis inspired those 
who were fighting far a theoretically secular state though a paternalist one that 

respected traditions. Yet again, this time between the twilight of the Victorian 

age and the birth of the Edwardian era, the civic and collectivist project of the 

welfare state at the service of a democratic and prosperous society, was to find in 

the politicised ethics of Aristotle a model far altruistic refarm that was not at all 

radical nor destabilising. 

The use of common sense or phrónesis85 based on universal, natural apprais

als of the human being, brought the Stagirite close to anti-relativist Victorian 
morality. Similarly, the renowned ton mesón, 86 "everytl1ing in moderation", the 

result of prudent choice in a virtuous life of areté, became a powerful sign of 

nacional identity, an important example of measure and sense of the phlegmatic 

English temperament. The fact that he supported the family and prívate proper
ty made him seem more realistic and human than Plato, who to begin with had 

scared people off with his communes of guardians and children, and with the 

abolition of riches and the aristocratic classes. 
Ata time when the utilitarian fallowers of Bentham -and even those of Mill 

with their conciliatory reservations-, were preaching that happiness consisted 

in the triumph of the pleasure of the majority over pain, and that this was the 

criterion of the goodness of things, Oxfard conservatives brandished their Nico

machean ethics and ascertained that "We become temperate by abstaining from 
pleasures, and at the same time we are best able to abstain from pleasures when 

we have become temperate". 87 It is slaves who do not know what discretion and 

measure are, because they are inferiors. 
The fierce hierarchy of Aristotle's Política seemed to justify Oxfard elitism 

the best ofEngland, far theywere also the best from birth, or kata physin, "from the 

hour of their birth, sorne are marked out far subjection, others far rule".88 For 

many years the monocephalic classicism of Aristotle and Butler's moral altruism, 

~4 

85 

86 

87 

Arist. Poi. 1253a, 1-4. 
EN 11 40 a. VI, v. 1, in Aristotle, 1975, p. 79 . 
!bid. 1107 a. Il, vi. 15 ff. 
!bid. 1104 b. Il, ii, 9 . 
Poi. 1254a, 23 -24in Aristotil, 1941, p. 1132. 
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with its pangs of exhortation, were effici ent weapons against utilitarian hedonism 

and radicalism. These were true monsters that were amenace for the traditional 
order of God, King and Count'ly. At the same time, the heads of the Church, states

men and high civil servants who desired to extend the strictly Christian perspec

tive of their education without having to confront disquieting contradictions, also 

found instruction in Aristotle and Butler. 
There are countless panegyrics on the infallibility of Aristotle. The controver

sial cardinal Newman, connected with Oxford since 1817, is to the point in The 
Idea of a University: "While the world lasts, will Aristotle's doctrine on these matters 

last, for he is the ora ele of ... truth ... In many subject-matters, to think correctly is 

to think like Aristotle".89 In 1825, the Oxford Quarterly Magazine took upon itself 

the task of explaining the perfections of Oxford to the world. lt considered that her 

glory resided in her capacity to prepare "her disciples for the world". And what was 

the secret? "her studies were rooted in Aristotle".9º The jewel of her excellent pro
gramme was the Ethica from which was extracted, "an exercise for thought superi

or ... to any production of the heathen world".91 lts influence was such that "Many 

a maxim which, when advanced by sorne popular theorist of the <lay, had been ex

tolled for its sagacity .. . might be traced to its source in the Nicomachean Etl1ics of 
Aristotle".92 Consequently, firstyear students were recommended, having the Greatr; 
in mind, toread it at least ten times very carefully. 

There were an equally abundant number of anecdotes regarding the fascina

tion that Aristotle produced on the academic world. David Newsome narrated 

one about professor J. A. Smith, who in a tutorial had explained that after looking 
all over for his copy of De Anima finally found it under his pillow: "I was reading 

it in bed last night" ,93 he explained in order to express his undoubted entlrnsiasm 

for the author. No-one viewed philosophy as a topic for investigation but as a 

kybernétes toú bíou which one had to learn like one <lid a catechism ora manual of 

good counsel. This very informal and schooly approach to the Greek philoso

pher was to last until the Victorian period. Gladstone manifests this in 1860 in a 

letter to his son Herbert: "With respect to philosophy ... I should recommend 
you as three books Aristotle's Ethica and Pobtica and Butler's Analogy ... The spirit 

of wisdom is in every line".94 Despite being almost unconditionally devoted to 
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Jenkyn s, 1980, p. 229. 
N ewsom e, 1973, p. 76 
lbid. 
!bid. 
!bid. p. 77 
!bid. p. 74. 
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Aristotle, people did not have sufficient knowledge of him nor did his ideas 
excite them. 

Jonathan Barnes was right in saying that to a certain extent the Stagirite was 
unsubstitutable.95 This is because Plato, despite his charm and sensibility, did 
not resolve dilemmas of a practica! nature that an Oxonian who aspired to being a 
Lord could be presented with. In a letter to his son, Gladstone explains the dif
ference, perhaps as a warning against the Platonist movement that was beginning 
to emerge in Balliol: "The merit of Plato's philosophy is in a quasi-spiritual and 
highly imaginative element that runs through it; Aristotle's deals in a most sharp, 
searching and faithful anaJysis of the facts of human life and human nature. All 
the reasons that have bound Aristotle so wonderfully to Oxford should, I think, 
recommend him to you".96 Actually, Gladstone could not at that time have gauged 

the scope of theJowettphenomenon. He himselfhad metJowettin 1869.97 Jowett 
was able to make Platonism attractive by transforrning it from a spiritual and 
mctaphysical thought into essential reading for politicians and men of action, 
with the added attraction of a religious experience tl1at was wanner and more 
intimist than the Aristotelian equivalent. 

The economic and scientific migh t of tl1e nation, the expansion of The Gusto 

Greco, the step from Philhellenism to Hellenism, the university reforms of the 
fifties, the fervour of archaeological research commissioned by the British Muse
um -but excluded from Oxford until 1887-, the emergence of Leighton and 
Moore's decidedly classicist painting, together with the erudite Germanic criteria 
applied by Anglican theologians in tl1eir interpretation of biblical texts, all these 
factors contributed to transforrning the academic panorama in the area of philos
ophy and classical languages. As a result, in 1857 we have the first great critical 
edition of the Ethica , which was actually also the first G reek text entrusted to the 
Oxford scholar Alexander Grant. 

During Grant's time the Ethica and Aristotle were included along witl1 But
ler within the field of rational morali ty, independent from revelation. This ap
proach, begun at Oxford by R. D. Hampden around the eigh teen thirties, meant 
a step in the right direction in putting aside the theological criteria of the Tracta-

1·ia11s, who went out of their way to regard Aristotle as if he were a gentile who 
may have received sorne kind of primitive revelation. The scepticism that charac
terised the times demanded a rethinking, especially if we consider that the moral 
panorama of the Literae Humaniores of Oxbridge was dominated by the heterodox 
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Ba rnes I Stopper, 1981. 
!bid. 
Fabe~ 1957, pp. 349-351. 
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William Paley, a latitudinarian theologian who, despite the clergy, attempted to 

reconcile utilitarianism with natural theology. However, this was too radical and 

categorical for the young students. We are referring to the period before Butler's 

inclusion in the Greats. Hence Hampden had the insight to introduce a change 

through Butler, a thinker who, without being conflictive, possessed enough criti

ca! sense and intellectual thoroughness so as to compare revealed religion with 

natural theology and to conclude tl1at both were complementary, thus satisfying 

both the conserva tives and the innovators. Hampden had gone quite beyond Co

plestone because his main points of reference in teaching Aristotle were not the 

Gospels but his own and Butler's tl1eses, which were much more daring and secu

lar. They favoured conscience and the value of human experience. He left Oxford 

in 184 7, however, tired of the accusations of heresy brought against him by the 

Tractarians, who were in favour of the political caution of Coplestone and of the 

exclusive authority of tl1e Bible in matters of conduct. As his successor in the 

cause of restoring Aristotl e, he left the Baron Grant behind him. Hampden be

came Bishop of Hereford and soon completely abandoned his liberal notions.98 

Sir Alexander Grant had studied at Balliol College Oxford along with Ben

jamin J owett. T he latter is a key protagonist in our story and had also belonged to 
Oriol College like Coplestone. T be publication of a critical commentary on the 

Epistles of Saint Paul by the professor of Ba lliol in 185 5 was a turning point in 

British academic history, and in that of G rant. J owett was a liberal tl1eologian 

who was extremely wary of eclecticism but an avid reader of philosophy. He had 

read Hegel and one of his British followers, George Grote.99 He therefore at

tacked Hegel 's custom of interpre ting biblical texts from a critica! historical view

point, as well as from the historiographic-erudite pcrspective developed in Ger

many from Schleiermacher on: Ast, Herm ann , Ritter and Preller, Zeller, Bekker, 

Bonnitz, and others. As a consequence, Grant's model for his critical edi tion of 

the Ethica Nicomachea published in 185 7, was not a classical document but a reli

gious one. T his edition became a reference text for the next thirty-five years. 

Setting aside h is political and academic m anipulations, Jowett can be attributed 

the merit of promoting historiographic research in British theological studies, 

which permitted a methodological freeing within the area of classical thought 

without arousing too much suspicion . 
Grant's thesis was that the fi rst commentators of Aristotle had mixed up 

the Ethica Nicomachea with the Ethica Eudenúa . He based h is argument on the 

See Faber, 1957, p. 25 0 
99 J am referring to hi s Hist01y ofGreece, of the years 1846-56. 
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stylistic differences between the two parts, but, although his hypothesis was 

refuted later on, what was innovative was his philological procedure of critica] 

analysis in commenting on a text. Once inside the Aristotelian treatise he tries 

to relate it to thinkers previous to Aristotle, and in arder to achieve this he 

makes use of Hegel's historicist criteria . In other words, he tries to respect the 

historical context of the author and, for the first time in English philosophical 

studies, he avoids comparisons with Christian ethics and those of Anglican theo

logians. He applies the Hegelian theory of the intellectual development of Re

ligion to the Ethica, and finding in the work the three stages that Grate was also 

to point out eight years later. First: unconscious and routine moral thought or 

Sittlichkeit. Second: scepticism, and third: conscious and reflexive moral or M o

ralitdt. In the first, he placed the rhapsodists and the poets. In the second, he 

included the sophists dueto their critical and iconoclastic sense and in the third, 

from Socrates onwards, began the developed phase of Western thought which 

consisted of the search for stabl e objective knowledge from within the fluctua

tions of subjectivity. 

Nevertheless, despite bis harmony with Hegel, Grant carried the cultural 

baggage of bis time and he did not follow suit regarding the Gern1an author's 

interest in politics. Consequently, the links between M oralitiit and pólis and Aris

totle's definition of man as zóon politi1tón, on which Hegel laid much emphasis, 

were left aside by the English critic. Grant was primarily interested in pointing 

out the differences between Aristotle's terminology and Anglo-Christian termi

nology, which filtered everything with its value judgements that had little to do 

with the Greek original. Indirectly, Grant wanted to undermine the firm fonnda

tions ofVictorian moral discipline by defending that which in his opinion was the 

subjective and relativist character of Aristotle's ethics. Terms such as "virtue" and 

"vice" <lid not have the same ethical connotations for the Greeks as they <lid for 

Christiani ty. 

He was connected to the avant-garde of his time and preceded the deca

dents in their desire for change by insisting on clarifying the essence of Aristo

telian ethics and ridding it of its severe Oxfordian interpretations. He thus de

fended that the term areté or virtue used in its moral sense meant "happiness" 

and that kakfa or vice denoted that which did not give any satisfaction: "Th e 

great-souled man <loes not avoid vice because it is wrong (in the modern sense), 

but simply because it is unworthy of him". 1ºº These very accurate nnderstand

ing of the moral meaning of Greek norms of behaviour had a great influence on 

100 Turner, 198 1, p. 348. 
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later criticism, especially as regards the treatment of Greek sexuality and the 

interpretation of the words "natural" and "anti-natural", as "proper" and "im

proper", and notas good or sinful. 101 Hence the natural development of virtue 

"is a sort of noble pride", 102 which leans towards the immanent search for its 

télos, or final goal, which consists of noble acts and the ensuing pleasure. In 
affirming the anthropocentric character of ethical praxis, Grant denied the in

tentional rule of nature and of the first Aristotelian maxim. He bestows human 

ethics with an obj ective and subj ective awareness of life. T his conscience is no 

doubt related to the intellective fa culty or nous from De Anima. 103 In this way, 

virtuous behaviour was not n ecessarily associated with philosophical contem

plation or theorein, which in its most complete form pertained to the Gods, for 

Aristotle denied that the latter h ad to act correctly, as in the case of men. There

fore, in opposition to early Victorian interpretations, Grant sustains that "Prac

tica! theology was not a conception that Aristotle could have admitted ... Aris

totle, on the contrary, speaks of moral virtue as being impossible of attribution 

to the gods".1º4 

Grant's attempt to separate Aristotle's ethics from his metaphysics and to 

dissociate it from the P latonic association of Good with a moral idea led him to 

produce in the same book th e most serious study on Plato until the year 1865, 

when George G rote publi shed his polemical Plato and the other Companions ~f 

Sokrates. T he historiographic rigour that Grant had <1pplied to the study of Aristotl e 

was similarly applied in his study of tl1e C01pus Platonicum. Besides, the admiration 

and respect with which Aristotl e was regarded at Oxford made ü necessary to 

study P lato in depth in order to better understand and evaluate the Stagirite: 

"Especially in relation to any pan of the system of Aristotle, a knowledge of Plato 

is of the greatest importance".1º5 

And, more specifically in rela tion to the work he had in hand, he was ex

plicit: "If one were asked what books will throw most light upon the Ethics of 

Aristotle, the answer must be undoubtedly, 'the Dialogues of Plato '" .1º6 De

spite his distinct and very British preferences for Aristotle, Grant made a great 

contribution in challenging th e simplifications and the commonplaces that sur

rounded the figures of both philosophers . For him, as for his te;:icher Benjamín 

101 Cf Dover, Foucau lt a11CI Ha lperin. 
102 Turn er, 198 1, p. 348. 
103 DeAu. III, iv, 429 in 10 and ff. and V 43 0 b 11 4- 19. 
104 Grant, 1885, p. 215. 
IOS !bid. p. 179. 
106 !bid. 
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Jowett, it was absurd and clumsy to continue to present the image of Plato as 

the obscure and feeble mystic idea list: and Aristotle as his intellect:ual successor. 

On the contrary, he was a pragmatic philosopher gift:ed wit:h great scient:ifi c 
clarit:y and with a sense of realit:y that: allowed him to be easily imitat:ed twent:y

one cent:uries later. 



VII. AMICUS DARWJN? 

DURING THE EIGHTEEN SIXTIES, Sir Lawrence Alma-1adema found himself 

painting two of his most revealing paintings regarding the Hellenistic atrnosphere 

of the time: A Sculpture Galle1y and Pheidias rmd the Frieze of the Parthenon, Athcns. 

Both of th ern refl ected the general preoccupation on the part of the world of 

culture regardü1g the British M useurn and its adoption of a policy of organisa

tion, conserva tion and custody of its va luable Greek pieces and especially of the 

E lgin Marbles . ln ch arge of the Greco-Rornan section was the respected archae

ologist Charl es T. Newton , who supervised the redistribution and cataloguing of 

the works following the mod el of the Munich G lyptothek. This fact constituted 

evidence of the Briti sh zea l to imita te German perfectionism . 

Newton , a personal fri end of th e painters Watts and Leighton anda stalwart 

evolutionist, expl ains that during the time ofhis appointment in 1861, there was 

a sharp increase in the attendance of art students to the rooms of classical sculp

ture, to such an extent that in 1878: "the galleries are now so crowded with easels, 

that on public days it is exceedingly difficult to keep a clear gangway". 1º7 The 

British M useurn consequently set asicl e two and a half days a week exclusively for 

study visits. At tl1e same time the Roya l Acaderny also abandoned its prejudice 

and it lifted its previous ban on tl1e appreciation of the E lgin Marbles with the 

excuse that they were irnperfect ancl could therefore not be didactic. 

As regards tl1e fa rnous Bloornsbury library of the museum that housed Karl 

Marx, it already had a significan t repertoire worthy of the capital of the ernpire in 

which it was situated. The criteria of selection of acquisitions was also being re

vised in order to improve th e quali ty of service offered: "It is not necessary tl1at 

there should be the first edition of Horner or of the Classics ... ", said its director 

10 7 Jenkins, 1992 , p. 39. 
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Antonio Panizzi, "it is only necessary to have good editions of Pliny or of Aristo

tle". 108 The head librarian was referring specifically to the texts on zoology, but 

the emphasis placed on content in detriment of collectionism gives us insight 

into a mentality preoccupied with efficiency. In order to be on a par with Athens 

one had to add that Aristotelian yet ve:ry English or Baconian trait, of domination 

through knowledge to the pharaonic monumentality. 

But one can never foresee where things will lead to and, in fact, in the year 

1858 this scientific crusade gave the most spectacular fruit when Charles Darwin 

and Alfred Russel Wallace, the cofounder or "the other man" of the theory of 

evolution through natural selection, 109 presented their findings in a lecture at 

the Linnean Society110 in London. This was one year befare the publication of 

Darwin's The Origin of Species. It would seem quite plausible to think that, at a 

time when Plato was being honourably incorporated into the apprehensive world 

of the universities, the laborious findings of Charles Darwin brought to a head 

the imminent Platonic question . In doing so they gave it an unexpected meaning 

which we shall try to elucidate in the:se pages no matter how erroneous or far

fetched such an association may seem. 

In fact what 1 wi ll now try to demonstrate is that the social version of evolu

tionism borrowed certain P latonic concepts such as meritocracy, racial and sexual 

superiority, eugenics, the capacity of certain men to reach sublime degrees of 

excellence and the education of the ruling class. In contrast, Platonism reached 

academic circles through different filters of which two sig11ificant ones were evo

lutionism and post-Darwinism dueto the considerable number of their support

ers and opponents. In a similar fashion, certain meta-biological traits 111 of Pla 

tonism which saw tl1eir counterpart in Victorian England in the work of the 

highly intellectual investigator of the factor of heredity, Sir Francis Ga lton, 

caused alarm among certain social thinkers who considered Plato's theories in 

the Respublica and the Leges on racial quality and authoritarianism, as a very dan

gerous anti-democratic model that should not be emulated. The convergence of 

the P latonic and Darwinist lines of thought carne ata time of crisis in universi

ties. Plato had to overcome the long standing academic loyalty towards Aristotl e 

!OS Jhid. p. 209. 
I09 Turner, 1974, pp. 68 and ff. 
110 A scienti fic Association th at adopts a L atinised form from th e name of C ar! von Linné, a Swedi sh 

sci entist and botanist of the A.'VIII century who was th e first to establish the principi es defi ning th e 
gender and speci es of organi sms. 

111 I found th e term in Karl Popper. Cf Popper, 1966, vol. 1, P lato , p. 83 . Popper, however, refers to 

Shaw, who conceived metabiology as the fir st condition of ali religions, in "Back to Methuselah", at 
th e end of the prologue ("1\1y own part in the matter") . 
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as well as methodological mediocrity whereas Darwin and the evolutionists met 

with fi erce resistance of religious and academic authorities who refused to relin

quish their sphere of power. vVhat's more, as regards the delicate subject of the 

origin of humanity to begin with , there were no incompatibilities between the 

world views of Platonism and Darwinism. Helleni sm did not employ the concept 

creatio ex nihilo, but used that of ordering or design instead, and consequently that 

of evolution (guégonós) as it appears in the Tirnaeus.11 2 

Thus the theoretical solidness of evolutionism hit university circles like a 

bomb, especially in Oxford and Cambridge, not to mention the revolutionary 

impact on biological studies of the possibility that the different existing species 

were a resnlt of the modifications of previous generations, part of a chain tl1;:it 

went back to tl1e organic origin of cells in primitive waters. This is despite the 

fa ct that Erasmus Darwin -Charles' grandfather- , Buffon, Montesquieu, Von 

Linné and Lamarck, among others had already started making reference to it a 

century earlier. T he part of this theory that had the most impact was that which 

referred to the place given to man and the role of Nature. The human species was 

as animal as the rest and had reached its degree of evolution thanks to its special 

capacity for adapting and through a process of natural struggle for surviva] in 

which only the fittest survived. T he evolu tionary mechanism was successively 

repeated with each generation. 

T his di scovery meant a break with faith as regards the divine design of 

creation of the world professed by the Sacred Scriptures. It also marked the 

wea kenin g of anthropocentrism as an existential Archimedian point. ln th e 

modern age God was repbced by cogito as a criterion of certainty and the image 

of the worl d was reconstructed around th e -male- man. I use the word man 

and not person because it was not until well into the twentieth century that: the 

model of the human being ceased to be exclusively the male moral an d thinking 

individual. Darwinism once aga in broke previous conceptions an d man, wh o 

was up to then at the centre of life, was replaced by amoral and animal Nature. 

Thus we find that, with or without religion, the human subj ect, considered the 

superior being, outstanding due to his faculty of consciousness and bis civi lising 

capacity, was suddenly reduced to the bru tal qu ali ty of a beast that slowly :md 

with great effort found its way out of th e anim al world where it had belonged 

since time immemorial. 

11 ~ Taylor, 1977, p. 444, postulates th e opposite tb es is on the basis th at "The m aker's goodness is the 
whol e and complete explanation of th e vcry exis tence of the natural world". Taylor is above ali reícr
rin¡; to the dynamisation of the world by a soul th at would imita te Being par excell ence. Cf p. 442 , 
and Ti. 29e, 32c-34b and 4lb. 
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Unlike biologists who had previously hinted at this theme, Darwin's discourse, 

apart from its explicit thesis also offered the guarantee of the evidence that he had 
collected between 1831and1836, during his expedicion to the Galapagos Islands. 
During that voyage he had only found fossils that were similar in structure to the 
non-human living forms. He therefore had to wait uncil 1871 once he had sam
ples in order to publish his book on The Descent of Man and Selection in Relation to 

Sex. There is no doubt however that the theory as it had been presented in 1859 
contained the kernel of the origins of ham o sapiens. It was also quite understand
able that the then Protestant society, preoccupied as it was with the moral quality 
and spiritual superiority of the human being, should be obviously upset by such a 
decline to the category of animals. 

E ven so, despite his hypotheses, the theme of the rnind and the soul concinued 
to representa mysterywithin the Darwinian Weltbild. In 1872, when he published 
The Expression of the Emotion in Man and Animals, Darwin tried to get over the 
obstacle of racional and non-racional animals. He considered that their psychic 
and emocional manifestacions and capac:icies diferred in degree but not in character. 
"What he wanted to say was that all animals felt the same, as was evident in their 
gestures and facial contractions. Even so, this explanacion was insufficient and 
was a small blotch in Darwin 's evolucionary theory which was the subject of doubts 
and even dissent. Such was the case of Wallace and of the respectable young 

evolutionist Thomas H . Huxley. 
For different reasons these two scientists criticised and fina lly rejected the 

moral limitations of Darwinism. The former considered that evolution did not 
adequately explain the development of the human brain and even less so the per
fected nature of human behaviour. This rejection in fact entailed a belief in a 
different origin of man, divorced from the concept of natural selection and the 
struggle for survival. In 1864, an important rift took place between Wallace and 
Darwin. According to "the other man", man had succeeded in passing a first stage 
in the evolutionary process . Once the fittest had survived and after the develop
ment of moral and intellectual faculties had evolved "man would cease to be in
fluenced by 'natural selection' in his physical form and structure". 11 3 In a second 
phase, survival and development would be conditioned by mental maturity and 
the climate but there would be no phys:ical or psychological changes dueto natu
ral seleccion in the biological sense. Darwin congratulated Wallace despite his 
own differences, but later on he regretted in a conversacion with VVallace that he 
had "murdered too completely your own and my child". 11 4 

11 3 Quoted by Turner, 1974, p. 74. 
11 4 Letterofthe27thof March l 869;inlbid. p. 73. 
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Huxley on the other hand, never went beyond the animal sphere, 115 malgré 

fui. Man and his brain were a material product: "The consciousness of this great 

truth weighs like a nightmare, I believe, u pon many of the minds of these days. 
( ... ) The advancing tide of matter threatens to drown their souls; the tightening 

grasp of law impedes their freedom; they are alarmed lest man's moral nature be 
debased by the increase of his wisdom". 116 However, in a tone close to that of 

Freud in The Illness of Culture , he defended the task of repressing animality and 

aggressive instincts in the name of just and peaceful cohabitation. In other words, 
he denied the viability of a social adaptation of evolutionisrn without the intro

duction of changes. He even justified religious faith, divorcing it from theology: 

"Teach a child what is wise, that is morality. Teach him what is wise and beautiful, 

that is religion" .11 7 And, in order to avoid smug comments regarding his intel

lectual liberalness, he coined the term agnostic, distinguishing himself from the 

atheist and the radical scientist. O ne could imagine a God but without affirming 

His existence. 
Undoubtedly, from the very start Darwinism was of great transcendence. 

T he scientific communi ty of London supported it. Such was the case of well
known figures like the zoologist Richard Owen and Adam Sedgwick, a former 

colleague of Darwin 's . \Vithin political circles, however, there was much more 

ambivalence. In principle the universal mobility inherent in evolutionism did 

not please the static British aristocracy. It was more content with a Hellenic 
conception of the world asan ordered cosmos ruled by unvarying laws and mech

anisms, where the privil eged had their place of honour ensured unless an inop
portune change ousted them from it. In contrast, the concept of natural selec

tion and the survival of the fittest -a term coined by the philosopher Herbert 

Spencer in 1864-11 8 won support amongst the eli te which Cambridge was to 

refer to as the intellectuality of the nation. 11 9 This elite was attracted by the pros

pect of a eugenic Darwinism, which promised racia l efficiency through ade

quate reproduction. Let us remember that Plato in the Respublica and the Polit

ica had already spoken of a "breeding of the best race" 12º and of "conserving 

the purity of the caste of overlords". 121 Earlier on we saw the mix between 

11 5 Huxley in "On the Physic;i ] füs is ofLife", in Tri lling / Bloom, 197 3 B, p. 274. 
11 6 Q uoted byHoughton, 1985 , p. 71. 
117 Q uoted by Sornervell , 1969, p. 132 . 
11 8 Cf Herbert Spencer, P1·i11ciples ofBiology. 
119 H immelfarb, 1991, p. 65. 
12º R. V 459a-b. 
121 R. V 460c-d. 
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Darwinism, P latonism and the m artial spirit promoted in public schools and we 

shall soon look at it again in more depth. 

The n ew middle classes, however, were attracted precisely by another aspect 

of the rnatter. They interpreted Spencer 's cornplex social adaptation of evolu

tionism rather plainly, reducing it to a transferral of the animal model every man 

for hirnself to the civilised system of fr ee competition. This gave them the oppor

tunity to succeed if they passed the m eritocratic challenges. It is therefore obvi

ous th at each social class gleaned frorn evolutionism that which suited it the most. 

T hose who were in power could confide the preservation of their noble species to 

a well planned eugenics res tricted to the biologically fit whereas the n ew middle 

class could aspire to individual improvement in the struggle to become socially 

triumphan t and qualifi ed fo r the emerging industrial society. T he former rested 

in part on Sir Francis Galton's proposal of a select programmed and exclusive 

nacional efficiency. T he latter relied on its antithesis, Spencer, who compared the 

collective laissez-f aire with the H obbesian state of nature or, in other words, a 

sophi sticated form of the law of the jnngle. 

Meanwhile the theologians suffered considerably. T hey were perturbed by 

ra tionalism, libera li srn , positivisrn, secul ari sa tion, radicalisrn, utilitarianism, trade

uni onism, agnosticisrn and the recent sci entifisrn . T h ey now had to struggle at 

least on two fronts for their institutional survival. O n the one hand, the influence 

of German herrnen eutic created serious id eological differences between th e two 

major sectors of the Church of England. 122 On another front, D arwinism was 

depriving the book of Gen esis of authority and questioning the divinity of C hrist, 

whilst putting an end to the exceptional nature of man in creation which left littl e 

room for divine action. T h e church , as a consequence, was the bitterest en emy of 

Darwinism because it was also the most threatened sector. Given the state of 

affairs, the battle took place at the academic heart of Anglican religiousn ess : in 

the t\vo august universities but above all in the Universitas Oxoniensis. 

1:'2 Th c High Cb11nh, or fo ll owers of Angli can orthodoxy, which was vcry respectful of its ecclcsiasti ca l 
authori ty, th e rituals and sacraments previous to Protestantism and common to C:1tholici sm , was 
initi ally represented at O xford by C hrist Church (Coll ege). Between tb e yea rs 183 0 and 40, up to 

N ewman's conversion to C atholici sm , thi s stance wa s radicalised at Ori el C o ll ege, by the Ti-a crarians 
or O xford M ovement, made up by Newm an, Froude, Pusey and Keble, fa ced with the loss of power 
by th e An gli can Church und er th e control o f civil legislation and the Low Church, th at uph eld th e 
bas ica lly Protestan t and national roots o f An gli c mi sm and, in fa ct, its control by th e state. The third 
road, hi ghly important but basically halfway between the first tw o, was th e Brnad Clmrch, also known 
durin g th e sevcnteenth century as the Latit11di1111 1"i1m Party . Of heterodox hue, it was more preoccu
pi ed with a ration al understandin g of C hristian doctrine, Evangelisa tion and the literal interpreta
ti on of the Scri ptu res . lt was established in th e XIX century at Balli ol College, th e focus of O xoni an 
interpreta ti on of P lato in the nin eteenth century. 



VIII. SED PRAEHONORANDA VERITAS: ESSAYS 
AND REVIEWS, WILBERFORCE VERSUS HUXLEY, 

]OHN STUART MILL, MATTHEW ARNOLD, CHARLES 
KINGSLEY, GEORGE ELIOT AND ALFRED TENNYSON 

OXFORD AND CAMBRlDGE are small conservative towns, practically intact and 

serene, despite "the fierce intellectual life of our owi1 century". T hus poeticised 

Matthew Arnold. In the city of stecples you can even hear "whispering from her 

towers the last enchantrnents of thc M iddle Ages". 123 Meanwhi le at Cambrid ge, 

W illi am C ory celeLrated the Hellen ic character of the other great academic town 

where the hearts of youth beat "with genial heat of ancient truth ". 124 Laying 

aside this idyllic vision of the alma mater, Cambridge, and above all Oxford, are a 

rnicrocosm of British society and fund amental places of power which control the 

intelligentsia and the ideology of th e future rulers of the country. Added to this, 

they are both near London and very often the topics of debate in the large rne

tropolis in these university towns are t:ransformed into heated polemics. T he war 

between religion and science broke out guite soon at Oxford where evolutionist 

progress shook the alrea dy weakened power of the church. 

T he cream of the clergy was being painstakingly prepared to defeat the sci

entific challenge, when in 1860 two crucial events left it mortally wounded. On 

the one hand the publication of the extremely polernic Essays & Rcviews, pub

lished in February ancl bitterly nicknarn ed, amongst other epi thets, Septem contrn 

Christum because it was the work of seven collaborators . On the other hand, there 

was the widely publicised confrontation between Samuel Wilberforce and T ho

mas Huxley, in which the theologian played a sad role according to the number 

and dangerous nature of the testimonies. Within a period of no more than three 

months, the other Anglican hi erarchi es h ad to deal with the treason of well-known 

and respected scholars of theology such as Frederick Temple -who was to be 

123 Morris, 1978, p. 224. 
1 2 ~ J enl'Yns, 1980, pp. 247-8. 
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archbishop of Canterbury in 1896- the classicist Mark Pattison and the contro

versia! Benjamin J owett, illustrious translator of Plato and Master of Balliol Col

lege in 1871, among others. 

The writers of the almost heretic publication not only sought to reconcile 

Chistianity with intellectual reflection and the critica! spirit but sorne of them 

went even further and congratulated Darwin for having demonstrated "the grand 

principle of the self-evolving powers of nature", 125 a mechanism which they 

candidly considered to be the work of the Lord. This they <lid despite the fact 

that Darwin and his supporters pointed out that divine design was nota funda

mental trait of the evolutionary process. 126 The commotion and the questions 

raised by these essays shall be dealt with later when referring to Jowett. For 

now let us only approach the University Museum 127 -today the scientific nu

cleus of Oxford-, where a commemorative plaque records the unforgettable 

events of a summer afternoon during the last century when 'Soapy Sam', 128 an 

unrelenting critic of the Essays & Reviews, fainted under the strain of so much 

irreverence and heresy and h ad to be revived in front of seven hundred onlook

ers with perfumed salts . 

This anecdote has been referred to extensively, 129 but in the name of brevity 

let us go directly to the crux of the story. It seems that one day towards the end of 

June 1860, the British Association for the Advancement of Science (BAAS) was at 

Oxford for its annual meeting and due to the recent publication of The Origin of 

Species and its repercussions, all the presentations were around the subject. Dur

ing his presentation in support of Darwin's thesis tl1e North AmericanJohn Wil

liam Draper, when referring to apes and their resemblance to man, provoked 

widespread laughter due to an error in his pronunciation as well as Samuel Wil

berforce's frustrated attack on Thomas Huxley, the self-named bulldog of Darwin 

at that time. 'Soapy Sam'-Wilberforce, the mathematician and bishop of Ox

ford -a student of Darwin's great adversary Richard Owen- wanted to ridicule 

Huxley, whose studies on the missing link between the gorilla and homo sapiens130 

had exacerbated the patience of the venerable university. He tl1erefore asked him 

sarcastically whether he was related to a pes on his father's or on his mother's side. 

125 Baden Powell , "On the Study of the Evidences of Christi anity", quoted by Basil Wi ll ey, 1980 B, p. 
147. 

126 Mayr, 1992, p. 70. 
127 Cf Morris, 1978, pp. 157-8. 
128 Samuel Wilberforce, th e fund amentalist bishop of O xford. 
129 Cf Morris, 1978; H immelfarb, 199 1, pp. 64-65; Ti·illing /Bloom, 1973 B, n. 61, Encydopaedia Bi-itrm

nica, s.v. Huxley, T(homas) H(enry). 
130 Huxley in "On th e Physical Basis of Life" in Trilling /B loom, 1973 B, p. 274. 
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Huxley took advantage of the moment and returned fire from which Wilberforce 

would never recover: it is preferable, h e said, to descend from apes than to suffer 

the shame of having as an ancestor a pseudo-scientist who with rhetoric and ba d 

faith tried to conceal the truth. 131 Despite Wilberforce's piti ful performance, the 

war of the theologians against the evolutionist revolution had been declared. It is 

signi ficant that the liberals we have previously mentioned and proscribed by W il

berforce: Pattison, 132 Temple133 and J owett, con tributed to varying degrees at 

that time to reintroducing P lato in school rooms and universi ties. 

T he crisis did not only affect conservative sectors but also touched the utili

tarians and especially J ohn Stuart Mill. D ue to his idealism he was reluctant to 

accept such a materialistic and chaotic reality. Even though he chose to minimise 

the importance of D arwin 's proposal, he felt his system of thought shaking. In 
the las t of his Three Essays on Religion, written between 1850 and 1870, he main 

tained that natural selection and the survival of the fittest were recent and plausi

ble speculations "in no way whatever inconsistent with Creation", though "it must 

be acknowledged that it would greatly attenuate the evidence for it". 134 He had 

fewer prejudices against religion than his fa ther and tried to understand theism 

from his personal rationali st and agnostic position: "The duty of man is to co

opera te with the beneficen t powers .. . by perpetually striving .. . ".135 

The hypotl1esis of a G od with limited powers, for oth erwise he would not 

have allowed evil, seemed reasonable and even attractive or us~ful to him to th e 

extent that religion, like poetry, can furnish us with "all the elevated sentiment, 

all the inspiration we need, by trying to idealise and perfect tl1is earthly !ife" .136 

Despite his scepticism and his striving against a great deal of cultural prejudices 

- though not all of them-, M ill felt great respect for natu re and the exclusively 

human capacity for refining the instincts . As a good liberal and a utilitarian he 

could not censure the appearance of a new scientific theory and even less so a 

131 

132 

133 

134 

135 

ln countless sourccs . ln thi s c:Jse howcver: H imm elfa rb , 199 1, pp. 6 1-7 ; and E11cydopaedia Britmmim, 
s. v. HuxJ ey, T(homas) H(enry). Said H uxlcy: "If ... th c f]U Cstion is pu t to me, woul d I ratl1 er ha ve a 
mi serable ape for gran dfather o r a m an hi ghly endowed by nature and possessed of grea t means oí 
influence for the m ere purpose oí introducing ridicul e in to a grave scien tific discuss ion -I unh esitat-
ingly affirm my preference for the ape". 
P attison was an important scholar of the Ethica N ichomachea, and as dea n of] ,incoln C ollege O xford 
he promoted th e syn chreti st study of P lato and Chri sti anity. Cf Turner, 198 1, pp. 325-6 , and 332 , 
and also O gilvi e, 1964, pp. 100- 1, 11 2 and 11 6. 
Templ e was dea n <lt Rugby aftcr Thomas Arnold, and he consolid ated thc r ea ding of P lato, and oí 
the Philebus in pa rti cul ar. C.f O gilvie, 1964, pp. 99 and 11 4 . 
Wi ll ey, 1980 A, pp. 185 ff 
!bid. p. 18 1 . 

136 !bid. p. 182 . 
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thesis which was firmly based, following a method in accordance with his rules, as 

Huxley observed. 137 But Darwin's discovery was like a Greek gift which carrjed a 
terrible surprise. 

On the one hand Darwinism had many points of reference with Mill's frame

work. The individualist emphasis of evolucionism, the movement of nature and 

man's conformity within it, the lack of divine design in accions and, above all, the 

role of compecition as a form of survival. These traits were very much akin to key 

parts of his ideology, though, with regard to the last point, he rejected Adam 

Srnith's already outdated concept of laissez faire because it was abusive. In his 

essay On Liberty which was published in the same year as The Origin of Species, 

Mill vigorously defends originality which each person should cultiva te. He there
fore blames Sittlichkeit, morality which is acquired without being quescioned, 138 

for the widespread mediocrity and mimetism that the philanthropists and the 

improvising democrats had imbued into the nation. 

On the other hand, however, there were rnany points in which he differed 

from Darwin: the lack of purpose in the whole life process of Darwinism contra

dicted Mill's belief in happiness as rnan's natural goal. The important and domi
nant posicion of Nature, the non-singularity of the human being and bi s com

plete integration in the evolutionary process alongside irracional beings. These 

factors, combined with population thought, 139 that challenged the unbreachable 
and closed barriers of the tradicional essentialist perspeccive, together with the 

struggle for existence previously announced by Malthus, ruptured Mill's idyllic 

vision of a harmonious world with a superior being at its centre, a being who 

should strive after the pleasures of the soul above those of immediate materi al 
satisfaccion. In this sense Hobbes and his theories on the inscinct of conservacion 

and the homo honzini lupus are much closer to evolutionist anthropology than they 

are to the utilitarianism of M ili. 
In his essay on liberty of 1859, M illl does not conceal his humanist discourse 

regarding the dignity of man which was written with such conviction that it re

minds us of sorne of Shakespeare's monologues 140 as well as of the numerous 
treatises of the Continental Renaissance. Mill launches an attack against sel f-d e

nial and obedience which is demanded of man by Calvinist morality and urges 
Christians to believe that their God gave them "human faculties that they might 

be cultivated and unfolded ... and that he takes delight in every nearer approach 

137 Copleston, 1985, vol. Vlll, p. 110. 
IJH M ili, On Lihmy, in Trilling /B loom, 1973 B, p. 94. 
139 Mayr, 1992, pp. 53-55 . 
140 \ Villi am Sh <J kespeare, Hamlet, act Il, Se. 2: "V\That <J pi ece of work is man! How nobl e in reason!" 
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made by his creatures to the ideal conception embodied in them" .14 1 N othing 

could be further away from the tradicional conviction that man and animals share 

a common origin, or from relating man with apes as did Darwin and Huxley. M ill 

concinues to refer to individuali ty as a syn onym of development because "it is only 

the culcivation of individuality which produces, or can produce, well-developed 

human beings".142 Here Darwinism is very distant from Mill and vice versa. 

It seems that Darwin discinguished between progress and better adaptability or 

biologica/ efficacy, 143 and this discinction distanced him from Spencer's theologism. 

According to John Bury's 144 classica l definicion, the idea of progress and devel

opment needs to be based on man's faculties and not on externa] forces. These 

would therefo re have as their goal a project the agent of which would be man 

himself and which would have as its objective the well-being and perfeccibility of 

the species. Darwin 's discourse is in fact mu ch more practica!. It is something 

along the line of the devil knows a lot because he is old. He speaks of a superior 

competitive skill dueto the time that a particular species has undergone the struggle 

for survival. Evolution entails adaptation and change but there does not seern to 

be any plan in the vari ety of organic beings and in the action of natura l selecti on 

than that of pure coincidence.1+5 Hence we see that the positions of M il] and 

Darwin clasb since progress an d development need intencionali ty. 

H uxley is even less optirnistic and he dcnies man stabili ty, conceding to hirn 

a little more intelli gence than that of other animals.146 According to John Bury, 

man's progress entails resistance against the cosrnic process. 147 It is evid ent that 

H uxley conceived progress from an etl1ica l :md social perspective for the reasons 

we have already mencioned, but even so, it was still an artífice ora natural resource 

as Mill rnay have liked it to be. For HuxJey "our volicion counts for sometl1ing as 

a condicion of the course of events" .148 This cimid participation of man however 

had little to do with Mill's anthropocentric faith. Mill probably considered that 

so much submission to nature represented yet another degradation of hum an 

excellence as painful or even more so than that which he underwent during the 

Copernican heliocentric revolution. 

14 1 M ill , On Libe11y, in Trilli ng /B loom, 1973 B, p. 88 . 
¡.¡ 2 J/Jid. p. 89. 

1+1 

T here are con íl icting id eas: 1f Bury, 1971, µ. 30 l ami Mayr, 1992 , p. 16. lt, with all cena in ty, h ;1s ro 
do with diffcrent ways of in terpreting the words "progrcss" ;rnJ "perfrction". 
Bury, 197 1, p. 14. 

H 5 Mayr, 1992, p. 70. 
14r• Bury, 187 1, p. 308. 
14i !bid. 
148 Hux.ley, "On the Physical Bas is ofLife", in Trilling /B loom, 1973 B, p. 287 . 
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Consequently, it is a withered M ill who concedes to Darwinism as a remote 

possibility ten years later, though he was never to be convinced of its suitability in 

explaining away "such truly admirable combinations as sorne of those in nature".149 

According to the historian Gertrude H immelfarb, 150 Darwin's theory of evolu

tion was a moral uph eaval for Mill as well as fo r many others . It was almost as 

strong as the crisis that the young uti li tarian explains to us in his Autobiography 
when he was twenty-on e years of age. Despite my admiration for H immelfarb 's 

work, in this particular case it would be more appropriate to talk of a rejection 

rather than a destruction or a loss of identity. I therefore am inclined to agree 

with the milder impression of Ernst Mayr, 151 who considers that Mill and many 

philosophers and university professors felt uneasy and challenged by the visibly 

concrete arguments of a quite advanced palaeontology. T hey manifested their 

uneasiness in their indifference. T his is evident in the absence of any significan t 

references to the subject in their works . 

Nietzsche must have laughed with satisfaction . H is ill feeling towards En

gli sh thinkers and Mill in particular, for having fomented philosophical plebeian
ism, 152 was re tributed by M ill 's dilemmas. It is curious tl1at he used tl1e same 

arguments against M ill tl1 at the latter used in criticising the flimsy and popular 

poli tics of his compatriots . And it could be that Nietzsche was right to sorne ex

tent. Notwithstanding his id ealism and his liberal principles, M ill was an elitist, 

who no doubt found it difficult to reconci le his progressive utilitarianism with his 

desire in Platonic fash ion for select and cultured governments. On tl1e one hand 

it is a question of benefiting as many people as possible and on the otl1er of avoid

ing "mediocrity the ascendant power among mankind", 153 by impeding the pop

ular masses from coming to power. H ow <loes tha t ti e in with progressive senti

ments? That is a difficult question. 

This is why N ietzsche accuses Bentham and M ill of "moral dwarfism".154 

He goes on to add that "none of these animals of the h erd who are blunt and 

restless in their consci ence (who pretend to defend the cause of egoism as a cause 

of general well-being) wants to know. ... that a hierarchical order exists between 

one man and another, and consequently between one morality and another".155 

H 9 'Mll ey, 1980 A, p. 185. 
150 H imm elfa rh , 199 1, p. 71. 
151 M ayr, 1992, pp. 63 and 68. 
152 N ietzsche, 1977, p. 21 O. 
153 M ill , 0 11 Libe11y, in Trilling /B loom, 197 3 B, p. 91. 
154 lhid. 
155 !bid. 
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As regards individualisacion, the German philosopher said more or less what Mill 

had stressed but without entering into details. This fierce critique against Mill 

was published in 1886, thirteen years after the utili tarian's death. If M ill had lived 

at that time he would certainly have been surprised to see himself quoted by the 

author of the Zarathustra alongside Darwin and Spencer, as a perfect representa

tive of those Englishmen who "we must not forget ... have already brought about 

a global depression of the European spirit, dueto their low average level". 156 But 

N ietzsche was too corrosive and his testimony should be read with prudence as a 

valuable anecdote and as a means of measuring the pulse of opposed sentiments 

of an ambiguous period. 

Many of the moralists chose to ignore or reject Darwin because they feared 

that they might see the edifice that they had held up razed to the ground, as in 
M ill's case or that of Matthew Arnold who had brushed aside evolutionism be

fore Darwin in a poem entitled In Harmony with Nature, in which he stated that 
"man hath all which Nature hath, but more" since "Man must begin, know this , 

where Nature ends". 157 By way of conclusion he condemned both man and 

nature to a definicive separacion: "Nature and Man can never be fast friends". 158 

All that was needed was to importune the author of Culture and Anarchy , with 

this disconnected theory while he was very busy haranguing against all kinds of 
revolutions and scientific setbacks in the name of that human "study of perfec
tion"159 that is Culture. 

Other personalities, however, adopted quite a different strategy. T his was 

the case of th e Anglican Charles Kingsley, whose hellenism and classicism has 

already been commented on. Kingsley, who had doubted as to the humanity of 
tl1e natives of Malaysia, found that it was as befitting of the Deity160 to believe 

that he had created the world witl1 primicive forms that would develop on their 

own as it was to believe in divine design. As far as he was concerned, the reading 

of the Gospel was not closed. In the United States, the Reverend Henry Ward 

Beecher also gave his theological go ahead against the winds and the cides of the 

internacional clergy. And, as regards arcists, we are led to believe that Rossetti and 

his milieu were not interested in the subject, brought on by T homas W oolner, an 

ea rly pre-Raphaelite and portrait painter of]ohn Stuart Mill and Adarn Sedgwick 

(Darwin 's adversa1-y), among others. Woolner appears in a quote by Darwü1 in 

156 !bid. p. 209. 
157 H imrnelfarb, 199 1, p. 97 . 
1 SK Arnold, 1985 , pp. 1-2 . 
159 "Cul ture and An archy", in Arnold , 1985 , p. 21 5. 
16° Cf H irnmelfa rb, 199 1, p. 66. 
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The Origin of Species, because of an observation which he had made on the re

semblance between a human and an animal ear. 161 According to the painter 

and sculptor, Darwin had asked the pire-Raphaelite circle to make a study on 

the extension and the intensity of the redness of the naked skin of the female 
models when they posed. 

George Eliot, anima naturaliter m oderna, and also revi led by Nietzsche, 162 

gave a definition of duty in a language th at was very mucha la page with the times 
of Darwin . In a style reminiscent of Mill , she said that it consisted in finding a 

reason for living. In order to illustrate her explanation she added that this ideal 

was to the li fe of morality what the appearance of the great nerve of mobility was 

to animal life. 163 Her contemporaries understood this very well. Along the same 

lines but much la ter, Walter Pater repeatedly expressed his support for Darwin in 

talking of P lato and he affirmed that "every moth is adding to its evidence" 164 of 
the mutation of the species. I will refer in detai l to anima naturaliter platonica and 

stubbornly Heraclitian Pater further and will present his most profound motiva

tions for adhering to Darwinism vía P lato . 

Alfred Tennyson's avant la lettre reaction, quoted previously in relation to 
the feelings of religious defencelessness, was curious. Being the laurea te poet that 

he was since 1850, he felt almost obliged to comment on the most crucial events 

in the country. In Memoriam, the celebrated poem dedicated to the memory of 
his intima te friend Arthur Hallam, 165 he expresses horror at the awareness of his 

place in the universe of things: "Contempla te all thi s work of Time,/ ... T hey say, 
The solid earth whereon we trea d/ In tracts of fluent heat began,/ And grew to 

seeming-random forrns,/ The seerning prey of cyclic storrns ,/ Ti ll at the last arose 

the man". 1M lt seems that the use of anirnals does not correspond to a symbolic 

framework as it <loes with Blake. Here it reflects a kind of fear at the prospect of 
not being so pure and celestial, so angel-.Jike (there are those who in English folk

lore attribute or wish to see this angelical origin in the national name angli), and 

at being in fa ct an animal creature that strives to conquer over its brute origins. 

This part of the poem was written in 1850, nine years befare Darwin's book. 
Trilling and Bloom are of the opinion that Tennyson could have found inspira

tion in the Principies of Geology of the then counter-evolutionary Charles Lyell, 

16 1 

16) 

Gaunt, 1988 B, p. 153 . 
"Incursiones J e un intempestivo 5", in N ietzsche, 1981, p. 88 . 
H immelfarb, 199 1, p. 92 . 
Pater, 1969, p. 20. 
Cf Trilling I Bloom, 1973 B, p. 4-J.O, wh ere it is sugges ted that we could be dea ling with a poem of 
repressed ]ove, "presumably of a man fo r a man". 

166 "In M emoriam", in Tennyson, 1920, C.A'\TIII, p. 28 1. 
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published in 183 0. This could be so but only inasmuch as Lyell makes use of 

arguments which are favourable to Lamarck in arder to attack evolutionism. On 

the other hand, Lyell 's work, which was ahead of his time, defended the theory 

that all the changes on the earth 's surface have taken place gradually throughout 

time. The Principies ~f Geology influenced Darwin profoundly and he finally won 

Lyell over to evolutionism in 1869. Nevertheless, even if 1ennyson was not in

spired in The Origin of Species, the subj ect, as we ha ve seen, had been at the centre 

of discussion for sorne time and Spencer's anti-creationist theory or Mathus' pop

ulational catastrophisrn were on the agen da. 

As if he had foreseen the oncorning Darwinist controversy, Tennyson went 

on to expound: "Let Science prove we are, and then/ W hat matters Science unto 

men,/ At least to me? I would not stay".167 He illustrated the answer to bis ques

tion with an irnage of a man who since he was a child imitated the gestures of an 

ape. He then went on to protest: "But I was born 168 to other things" .169 1enny

son makes use of an analogy between man and the shining morning star that 

changes days but is always the same.170 In doing so and despite his grea t doubts, 

he seems to be proposing the ''fixist" vision of the world of Christian tradition 

which argued that immutable divin e cause could only create definiti ve things. 171 

And the end of the poem he reminds the reader of the theologi cal and unicist 

project of the creator, "One God, one law, one element,/ And one far-off divine 

event,/ To which the whole crea tion moves" .172 The crudeness of the evolution 

ist, mechanicist, empiricist world, or whatever one wished to call it, terrified Ten

nyson, exemplary spokesmen that he was of Vi ctorian anxieties . If, however, his 

kingdom was not to be found among beasts and trees, where was it to be found? 

Tension between pragma tists and contemplatives, agnostics and theologians, 

rationali sts and believers, increased during the sixties. In a certain way these were 

the bands pointed out by Coleridge and Borges, the Aristotelians and the Platonists. 

But this time one had to be very careful because as the bridge was being built 

between Great Britain and idealis7n or Plato, the philosopher of the "ghostly 

paradigm of things" 173 was undergoing a process of Anglomorphic and rnany

sided transformation, which often placed hirn at a grea t distance frorn thatvocation 

167 !bid. CXX, p. 28 1. 
168 H ere Te1myson plays on th e word born, i.e. to be born and to be produced, to be made, orto have a 

specific mture. 
169 !bid. 
170 

171 

172 

173 

lbid. CXXI, p. 28 1. 
Cf G il son, 1976, pp. 78 and ff. 
"In Memori am", in Tennyson, 1920, CXXXJ., p. 28 1. 
Yeats, "The Tower" (Amon g School Children), in Yea ts, 1974, p. 12 9. 
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for deliberate obscurity which among the uninitiated had earned him the reputation 
of being a wanderer and a day-dreamer. N evertheless, even though the ranks of 
those addicted to Platonism were increased with a number of infiltrates and 
opportunists, the general division between materialists and idealists continued to 
be the most definitive and radical one. It predominated above all other partisan 
labels and even over the then recent and ambiguous la bel of Platonist. 

Thus, in 1861,John Stuart Blackie174 talked of choosing between the bodili
ness of Darwin and the ethereal flight of Platonic wings, or between Plato's vi
sionary wisdom and the scientific reductionism ofH. T. Bucle.175 In doing so he 
did not realise that something was changing in the United Kingdom regarding 
this elementary simplification which was to establish an apparently irreconcilable 
contrast between two antagonistic perspectives on life and that the different philo
sophical systems considered in their entirety were both theoretical exemplifica
tions and exclusive options of these perspectives. But let us not mistake "several 
mild days oflate summer for the new spring" .176 In other words, we should not 
confuse modern Platonic brush strokes with increased spirituality. 

The more widespread reading of Plato together with occasional expressions 
of Platonisrn did not mean that Victorian materialism was diminishing. What it 
did mean was that the Victorians recognised the greatness and importance of 
Platonic philosophy, which could not possibly be ignored by a civilised nation. lt 
is then that they discovered a Plato, who was not so divorced from the material 
world as they had previously thought. Even so, they did not read him with the 
candour of Shelley or the devotion ofThomas Taylor. Quite to the contrary, the 
Victorians took from Plato what suited them and went on to integrare it into 
their own dominant image of the world. The truth is that this policy of absorp
tion of the masterpieces of antiquity already had important precedents in the El
gin Marbles and in the case of Aristotle. Thus we see, as we have said before, that 
Darwinism or the evolutionary theory in its biological or social form had an ef
fect on the majority of the living and ... even on the dead, by renewing the percep
tion of remote Platonic dialogues. Evolutionism therefore invested the reading 
of Plato with a touch of modernity. This fa cilitated its resurgence in the academic 
world and in the area of social mobility. 1We shall see, however, that this combina
tion was not devoid of obstacles. 

174 Cf Turner, 1981, p. 376. 
175 Auth or of A Hist01 y of Civilisation, wrinen between 185 7 and 186 1 and published at th e same time as 

Hist01y ofE11gla11d by his brother in religion, M acaulay. H e bases his studies on hum an society in the 
relationshi p between the environment and raú onal events. He attributed progress to scientific ad
vances . 

176 Q uoted by G . Schulz, "The Stranger and the Blue Flower" in G rimm, 1973 , p. 31. 



IX. PLATONISM AND DARWINISM: 
THE ART OF WINNING 

"Who will cure the nation's ill? 
A leader with a selfless will. 
But how will you find this leader of yours? 
By process of Natural Selection of course". 

W H. AUDEN, SHORTS, 1939-47 

BEFORE l BEGIN l WOULD LIKE to acknowledge my debt to Bram Dijkstra, a 

scholar and professor of comparative literature at the University of California. In 
his subtle study on the end of the century fantasies of feminine perversion he puts 

forward an eighteenth century fusion of certain aspects of Platonism with Dar
winism. These in his view were to lead to the idealised construction of a society 

of powerful men, brought u p and educated according to strict planning. Dijkstra 
goes no further. Like an inspired herald he limits himself, as <lid Bacon, in sound

ing the trumpet and letting the readers follow through the chain of thought of his 

suggestions. The pathway between the two world views has hardly been explored, 
and it may be that for sorne it doesn't even exist. I would venture to say that it 

does exist and the following pages are an attempt to re-elaborate this curious 

marriage of ideas which have as a background or melting pot the house ~f thought 

- or frame of reference- of the British nineteenth century. Dijkstra insinuates 
that this combination took shape from within the sphere of the world of educa

tion: "The theory of evolution gave an interesting new meaning to the otherwise 

rather boring Platonic dialogues they had to decipher". 177 

I differ with Dijkstra when he says that the Victorians were bored by Plato. 

After the more sober and concise Aristotle, the reading of Socrates' disciple was 

like a glass of fresh water, as is very aptly explained by David Newsome in his 

lectures at Cambridge University: "Plato has a charm which Aristotle lacks. It may 

be something to do with the Dialogue form .... Here was philosophy and gentle 

discourse in a tent, ata feast, on a boat during a poignant and pathetic journey; 

above all -on the banks of the Ilissus. To anyone who has studied his Greek phi

losophers the wrong way round, as Oxford men had done, the transition from 

m D ijkstra, 1986, p. 204. 
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Aristotle to Plato is like a walk on the open fields after a trudge through a crowd
ed street".178 Professor D ijkstra has perhaps forgotten that the second half of the 
century had inherited from the firs t an immense capacity for recreating and em
bellishing things even further with a large <lose of fantasy. The Victorians brought 
Plato and the Greeks to their own place and time where, among other men, reigned 
the recently vindicated evolutionism of Darwin and Wallace. Notwitl1standing, 
Dijkstra is most proba bly right in affirming that Darwinism brought Platonism 
up to date and our task is to work out why and how. Let us begin therefore by 
looking closer at the soci al conceptions derived from the rea dings of Plato and 
the evolutionists. 

Benveen the years 1840 and 1890 J owett's influence at Oxford as well as on 
the national educational programmes led to a romanticised introduction of Pla
to and Homer into the academic world. P latonic paideía as it was expounded on 
in the Respublica, along with its ideal of an oligarchy of kalokagatho/179 - a word 
which was significantly translated as a scholar and gentleman by Paul Shorey in 
193 5-180 offered a programme of physical and intellectual education which 
had as its goa l the benevolen t and adaptable ultima te Good of the king philoso
phers. T he fl ouri shing middl e cl asses considered that the study of the Classics 
invested them wi th tbe "pedi gree" which they lacked . On the other hand , Pla 
to's firm stance against thc initial transmission of government and of property 
exclusively through blood relations --a stance that Mi l] also shared-181 as
sured sought-after positions of power for their sons if they passed the corre
sponding trials. 

Hence, the capaci ty of adaptation to the developed environment and to civil 
isa tion that Spencer defended as a means of social selection, was in theory, withiu 
eve1ybody's reach and could be achieved through education and personal merits, 
exactly as Plato would have said in the Menexenus, a dialogue of dubious Platonic 
authorship: "Neither is a man rejected from weakness or pover ty or obscurity of 
origin, nor honoured by reason of the opposite, as in other states, but tl1ere is one 
principle -he who appears to be wise and good is a governor and a ruler".182 In 
the Respublica he seems to be saying that a king should occupy the throne only 
after having first demonstra ted maxirnum superiority. H owever, if the superiors 

178 Newsome, 1973, p. 87. 
179 R. V1. 489d-e. 
180 Plato, 1970, vol. II , p. 27 , 49üb: "Let us begin, then, what we havc to say and hea r by recallin g th e 

starting-point of our description of th e nature which he who is to be a scholar and gentl eman must 
have from birth". 

I R! Cf G iner, 1967, p. 3 78 . 
ix: l'vlx. 23 8d-e. 
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were more than one it would be called aristocracy. 183 But we already know that 

Plato is labyrinthine and despite the affirmation that the best should govern, what 

is not so clear is whether anybody can accede to such a post. Even so, the Victori

ans were also conditioned by their Readings of Aristotle, Plato's predecessor in 

British academic life. The peripatetic philosopher spoke ideally of a regime of 

aristoí184 and pragmatically of hoi mésoi toúton, 185 those at the middle, as a con

cession to to niéson, tl1e right measure. 
Aristotle's thesis was that the middle class constituted the stablest social group 

for governing a community because of their middle position between the rich 

and the poor. 186 Curiously enough, even this so Aristotelian concept, which the 

British found so much to their liking, of making good use of the middle positions 
has an unequivocal Platonic influence which lies in the half-caste nature of Eros, 

the son of Resource and Poverty. Similarly one can draw parallels with the philo

sophical tension between dóxa and epistéme. In the bourgeois race to success it was 

necessary to take advantage of this capacity for movement as well as sharpening 

one's ingenuity and pofühing the established areté, as if one had to do with an 

O lympic or dialectic tournament in which the main thing was to finish each 

round safe and sound. T he possibility of winning depended on the talent and 
the means one had at one's disposal. The Stagirite had harshly criticised the 

classicism of Platonic poli tics as we shall see in the next chapter. But this trait of 

the Athenian philosopher was not picked up by the rnajority of Victorian phi

losophers except by the utili tarians. Thus, as a result of a parcial and specific 

impression of Platonic poli tics, tl1e aristocratic P lato continued to be the paladín 

of the meritocratic race . 
T he significance of competition embodied in sorne of tl1e proposals of Pla

to-Aristotle and in social Darwinism became an important spur for the British 

sine nobilitate who were in need of new forms of distinction. What's more, tlJanks 

to the mix of Darwinism and Platonism, the ensuing Homeric fashion found the 

ground already paved in order to promote discipline and grea t physical training 

which were symboli sed by Achilles . T his eventually led to the creation of the 

famous games of the public schools and the universities. Sport activities was an area 

of Platonic as well as Victorian paidefa and were also the physical aspect of m·eté, 

and the best way tl1at a parvenu could excel in a nineteenth century English school. 

T he rigorous teaching at Eton and the mainly autodidactic teaching of Oxford 

i R3 R. I\~ 445d-e. 
l R+ Poi. 1288a , 34. 
1H5 Pal. 1295b, 3. 
1H6 ]bid. 
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made it difficult for a young man without a high level of culture at home to pass 

the tests in Greek. But he could practise sports asan exercise in asceticism and as 

another way of preparing himself for surviving among the fittest. They had read 

about both in Plato, who considered that physical training was almost as impor

tant as phi losophical learning amongst the youth of the superior caste. 187 He also 

believed that the guardians "had to abstain from drunkenness beca use it would be 

less befitting of a guardian than of anybody else that being drunk he should not 

lmow in which place on the earth he finds himself". 188 Similarly, Plato also talked 
of existence in terms of a struggle, or of "the race" 189 of life. However, the Pla

tonic plans for the philosopher kings had another more turbulen t aspect. 

ln a very interesting book of 1934, The Platonic Legend, Princeton professor 

Warner Fite questions the uncon ditional cult of Platonic philosophy and points 

out incredulously: "lt is curious that in the literature of eugenics one rarely if ever 
sees the name of the first and perhaps the greatest of eugenists". 190 He is referring 

to P lato and tries to justify this omission with the argument that "perhaps this is 

beca use no one thinks of looking fo r sci entific eugenics in the works of the great 
idealist".1<; ¡ He is not without reason . But t11e vigorous academic rigour of the 

Vlctori an universities had tried to demystify this taboo and revealed the sci entific, 

pragmatic, contemplative and dictatorial Plato. The relation between Plato and 

eugenics which today has come to the fore with Popper, was recognised at that 
time. \Ne find testimony of this in thc references of sorne studies of t11e period 

and in thc article of t11e current Enc)'clopaedia Britannica, 192 which refers to the 
works c<1 rri ed out by Francis Galton since 1869. 

T his article men tions the eugenic idea ls of the Old Testament an d under

lines Plato's belief in t11e beneficent role of th e improvement of the race among 

th e guarclians of bis utopian society. It th en goes on to point out P lato's influence 
on the eugenic aristocratic conception of the post-Darwinist Francis Galton . It is 

guite possible that the shocking development of this line of thought during our 

time had not been intuited by Galton n or Darwin, and even less so by Pla to or 
Aris totl e.193 What cannot be denied is t11at they were the basis fo r it. In order to 

set into perspcctive t11e effect that this Platonic idea of t11 e administration of the 

state had in British criticism, we shall m ove a little ahead in time and look at the 

1 ~ ~ R. IlJ 4 l üa-d . 
JXX R. rn 403e. 
l WJ R V ...J60e. 
19° Fire, J 9H, p. 57. 

lhid. 1'11 

192 15tl1 e<liti on: 1990, vo l. 19, p. 72ó. 
191 Fo r eugen ics in Aristotle see Poi. 16, 133 5a-h . 
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later stances of the idealists such as Richard L. Nettleship, a disciple and follower 

0 fJowett, and of the Edwardian Alfred E dward Taylor. Let us make it clear that 

our purpose here is to discover firs t of all wha t Plato said with regard to the two 

themes we have chosen: 1) equ alit:y of opportunities in order to demonstrate per

sonal worth and 2) eugenics. Then we shall go on to see how this apparent anti

nomy was understood within the Victorian social context whilst at the same time 

keeping Darwinism into account. 

Excepting a few references in the Respublica and the Timaeus as well as the 

well-known passage from the Menexenus where Socrates hypothetically sustains 

that "the basis of this our government is equality of birth", 194 it is evident that 

Plato believes in the unequality of men in terms of inferiority and superiority. An 

example of this is the way he speaks to G lauco in the Respublica: "Wh at do you 

think personally? Are there men that are more worthy or less worthy than others, 

or do you believe that they are all equal? - No, the latter, no way" .195 At the 

very start of Book II he compares a pedigree dog to a young man who is noble of 

birth. T he conclusion is that both these examples of caste are sagacious, agile, 

strong and brave wh en in the face of the enemy. It is important here to note that 

Plato has not mentioned education yet but has referred exclusivcly to li neage. 

Nevertheless, in the "Phoenician story" of Book III which he refers to again in 

Book VIJI, Plato again takes up the subject of equ ali ty of birth among citizens196 

obviously excluding slaves because they do not have citizenship. O n thi s occasion 

it seems that he only va lues their degree of excellence and their behaviour an d 

wisdom. 1 <n But the serious discussion does not last long and we sudd enly discov

er tbat common origin is introduced as a pseudos by Adimanthos an d corroborat

ed as a mythou by Socrates, 198 who goes on to confess that he had hesitated be

fare explaining this lie, which he consi dered "very n atural", 199 if one takes into 

account the extravagance of the argument. Hence, we cannot abandon the tapie 

of differences, whether they be congenita l or acqui red because P lato moves from 

one to the other. 

In the Respublica, once the idea l state has been establi shed and the aristof ha ve 

been chosen , the n ext step woul d be to set up a kind of fertility bank within a 

194 Mx. 238c-e. 
19 5 R. 456d-e. 
!% R. 4 14e. H e spea ks of govern ors and w:i rri ors whom it woul d he nccessa ry to persuade "to consid cr 

o th er citizens also as brothers who have li ke thcmselvcs sprung up from within the ea rth". 
1 <)/ R. 374e: "It is our task to choose if we are ahl e en ou gh, those who due to their nature and :iptitud es 

:i re fittes t fo r the custody o f the city''. 
1 9 ~ R. 4 14c-415a. 
19') lhid. 
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non-family community of men and women chosen among the aristoí. In order to 

ensure the highest genetic quality of future generations and at the same time 

relieving their needs for physical contact, those chosen would have to have sexual 

contact with the couples that the state has assigned them to. They however think 

that it is their choice. The objective as far as Plato was concerned was "if the 

linea ge of the guardians is to be maintained pure", 200 then "the herd must yield 

supreme excellence". 2º1 

It is not clear therefore whether Plato lays aside his stimulating and open 

meritocratic competition or whether he subordina tes it to heredity. Likewise, how 

could such a plan be carried out? Let us begin with the latter. The birth rate, like 

everything else, would be controlled by the state. We find in Plato and more 

timidly in Aristotle, 202 the kernel of the Malthusian 203 notion of the risks of a 

population explosion, which would be avoided by governments "in order to main

tain the number of men as stable as possible, ... and ... thus: to procure that the 

city does not grow or decline in excess".2º4 This notion was extremely influential 

in Darwin's thought and in the latter part of the nineteenth century. More shock

ing however than this empowerment of the state in matters of population is the 

concept of regulating reproductive copulation. 

Without the knowledge of the citizens the group of guardians establish that 

"the most perfect men should unite with the most perfect women as many times 

as possible". 2º5 The children born from such unions wi ll be brought up by the 

state but not those born from inferioir or fraudulent unions.206 Plato does not 

explain things further. He only adds that "no one will notice what is happening 

except for the governors themselves if the herd of guardians is to keep well away 

from revolts" .2º7 Outside the select circuit of the privileged, the vulgar and sim

ple ton phaúlon, the inferior man, is to be fooled and cheated with "clever draws in 

which he would have to blame the choilce of partner on fortune and by no means 

on the governors". 2º8 There is a perverse tone in this demeaning attitude to

wards the plebeians. vVho, then, did Plato intend to govern for? 

200 R. V 460c-d. 
20 1 R. 459e. 
202 

203 

20-1 

Poi. 1335b, 22 -24: "in fact procreati on should be res tricted". 
Thomas Roben Ma ltlrns (Enghmd, 1766- 1834), economist and demographer who pointed out the 
seri ous econorni c inconveni ences of indiscrirninate fertili ty. 
R. V460a-b. 

2º5 R. V 459d-e. 
206 R. V 459e. 
20i !bid. 
20 ~ R. V 460a-b. 
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The degree of manipulation is extraordinary. The government unites, it lets 

on that their mating is spontaneous, and if the calculations go wrong or if the 

combination is not the one they expected, they get rid of the child. No one can 
protest because the children belong to the state and the bonds of father and 
motherhood do not exist. When we are about to brand Plato as a despot andan 

advocate of genocide, Richard Nettleship, a disciple of Benjamin Jowett suggests 

benevolently in 1887 that tl1e verb tréphein , translated as "bringing up", could 
also mean "educating as guardians and auxiliaries".2º9 In other words the mé, or 
Greek "no", need not necessarily imply the exposure or extermination of tl1e 

unwanted child but would simply mean that it wouldn't receive the privileged 
education of the philosophers. A little further on however, Plato adds that the 

unwanted children, whether due to low lineage or to congenital defects despite 
good lineage, "shall be duly hidden away in a secret place". 21º Thus if they don't 
die they disappear. T he warning is the same as regards incest or anachronic 

conceptions: "thus, after having strictly ordered tl1at a foetus conceived in such a 
way should not even see the light of day, if even so it was brought into the world , 

then it must be exposed and receive no food at all ".2 11 

Nettleship is half-heartedly of the opinion that we are not dealing with in
fanticide. And he bases his arguments on tl1e summary which Plato made on this 
subject from the Respublica in the Timaeus which Nettleship had read in the trans

lation by J owett, hi s teacher. Yet it is most likely tl1at tl1e Atl1enian is not referring 
to the passages from Book V that we have just commented on, but to tl1e mythou 
of Book III212 which we also mentioned previously, where he develops tl1e alle

gory of the Earth as the common motl1er of all citizens who consequently makes 

them brothers. Even so, despite being brotl1ers tl1ey can be made of different 
spices or in this case of metals: gold (for governors), silver (the auxiliaries of gov
ernment) , iron (tl1e farmers) and bronze (craftsmen), following along the same 

lines as Hesiod 's division of the different a ges ofhumanity in his Works and Days, 213 

as Plato himself acknowledges in Book VIII.214 

It is quite clear therefore that Plato uses génos or meta l when referring to the 
intellectual or spiritual quality of citizens. He says that "So, God above all things 
orders tl1e governors ... to take the utmost care of and to invigilate their sons, 

2º9 Nettl eship, 1901, p. 174, n. 3. 
21º R. V 460c-d. 
211 R. V 461c-d. 
212 R.III415a-d. 
m Hes. Op. 106-20 1. 
214 R. VIII 546e. He says however, "you have to work out Hesiod's races whi ch are to be fo und withi11 

you" (the itali cs are mine). 
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because these bonds are of the soul".215 Yet it is still obvious that he bases these 

capacities on genetics which can become a factor of discrimination or of privi

lege. Even so, he doesn't rnake the sam e mistakes as Galton and concedes that 

there could be other factors at play such as hereditary variants and hence, "frorn a 

gold is born a son of silver, from a silver a son of gold, and so on in all the other 

cases where one is born from another".216 If such were the case it would be nec

essary to reallocate the children in guestion to their corresponding level upgrad

ing or downgrading them accordingly. 

Nettleship 's reference to the Timaeus fo llows along these lines. In fact Plato 

says: "And you remember how we said t:hat the children of the good parents were 

to be cducated, and the children of the bad secretly dispersed among the inferior 

ótizens, and while they were all growing up the rulers were to be on the lookout, 

and to bring up from below in their turn those who were worthy, and those among 

themselves who were unworthywere to take the places of those who carne up?".217 

T hi s is something else altogether, but unfortunately, it is not enough . If the peo

ple did not have access to culture how could tl1ey help the system to develop such 

potentia l? Thus, once again , P lato is ambiguous witl1 the putting into practice of 

an id ea, even though it is clear and always the same: the State must control births 

~md th e intimacy of its guardi ans beca use what is at stake is the level of excellence 

to which tl1e pó!is aspires . And the second-generation guardians will most often 

be the sons of previous guard ians and only in isolated cases will they be the fruit 

of more humble unions. We shall dea l wi th mobility within the Platonic state in 

tl1e following chapter. 

Nettleship, who was an Oxford man formed by Jowett, may have wished to 

explain away or clisguise these interferences and even offences to the life of citi

zcns in the narne of what h e termed the integrating philosophy of tl1e esprit de 

corps. 218 This was clearly a reaction to the individualist and decadentist fever. H is 

teacher J owett, the social reformer and idealist, was very dextrous when it carne 

to aligning Plato to the agglutinative principles of cl ass politics. He had also h er

alded the en d of individualism . BothJowett and Nettleship were willing to accept 

this intensive invigilation of people if it was in tl1e name of the protectionist and 

beneficent state that they defended. They also accepted wi th complacency a plan 

of eugenics that would rnaintain the sta tus guo of a class society. W ithout refer

ring to any specific contemporary tl1esis, Nettleship concedes that the problem is 

w R. IlI 4 15b-c. 
"

1
(' R. lII 4 l 5a-b. 

:? 17 Ti. 19a. 

m N ettl eship, 190 1, pp . 177-178. 
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a complicated one and offers arguments both in favour and against what he him

self termed the breedi7lg of humrm beings. 219 T his in actual fact boils clown to pop

ulation planning and the sexual diet of the guardians, since P lato in the Respublica 

is not in favour of the fa mily. As regards the infanticide that ensues from this 

programm e, he prefers to deny it, for a true Victorian could never esteem a phi

losopher who favoured the killing of innocent children. 

As we have seen , however, though Plato does not refer to the matter explici t

ly, he does not adopt a tone of compassion which could lead us to beli eve that he 

ruled out annihilation. In fact , except for Thebes, the elimination or exposure of 

deformed or unfit children was common practice in the Greek ci ti es, the strictest 

of which was Sparta, whose constitution P lato generally admired. 220 Many as

pects of the Platonic paidefa were in fa ct ínspircd by the agogé of Lykurgos, who 

had put forward the project of a monopoly of the state in the education and the 

lives of the citizens. He had gone on to put it in to practice with a rigid system of 

abstinence and discipline. Aristotle was quite expedient and he decreed the expo

sure of defective children and ámblosis or abortion, if it was sti ll preventable. 22 1 

Darwin shared the same conviction many years la ter in The Descent of Man when 

he advises a certain eugenic vigilance: "namely that the weaker and inferior mern

bers of society do not marry so freely as the sound; and this check might be indef

initely increased by the weak in body or mind refraining from marria ge".222 

Alfred Edward Taylor, one of the most prestigious scholars of Plato of our 

century, and an illustrious member along with J owett of what carne to be called 

the school of Saint Andrews, defended grosso m odo, during the Edwardian period , 

the theses of Plato 's Socrates and of the Pythagorean and Orpheic Plato. In 1926223 

he expounded hís positive and very much Victorian attitude on the theme of eu

genics and meritocracy. Taylor refrained from translating génos as caste, given the 

definitive and unchangeable nature of the latter. A Brahman, he says, can cross 

the seas and try to forget his caste but it cannot be erased. Likewise, one can 

never become a Brahman if one is not born as one. Castes determine the person, 

without mysteries, expectations, scope of free will and , above all , without escape. 

He happily acknowledges therefore that thi s is not the case with the classes in the 

Platonic pólis. Even though genetic inheritance is basic and very important in th e 

classes, "no one is to be ensured by the accident of birth in a particular soci al 

219 lhid. 
22º Lg. l and II, passim. 
22 1 Poi. 1335b, 25 . 
222 Quoted byDijkstra, 1986, p. 275. 
m Taylor, 1977, p. 27 5. 
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status, and no one is to be excluded by it from rising to the highest eminence".224 

Karl Popper considered this defence of Plato on the part ofTaylor as evidence of 

a naive belief and even of a vain hope that Plato's politics, notwithstanding its 

vices, could be hypothetically applied to the England of 1939, if only the work

ings of fate brought to power soi-disants Platonic statesmen.225 Popper's interpre

tation wishes to show the dangers embodied in twentieth-century idealist and 

moralist Platonism which inherited the Victorian reading. The latter was un

aware of the horrors of authoritarian thought to come and wished to promote the 

strict hierarchy of Platonic poli tics. 

The fact that hereditary rights were subordinated to the antithetical principie 

of the open contest when it carne to measuring skill and intelligence was conclusive 

evidence as far as Alfred E . Taylor was concerned that Plato had shattered the 

fatalist concept of caste. lmmersed in the post-Victorian ideal of the welfare state, 

he sees the three social classes of Plato's republic as representing the three levels 

of civil servants who with their varying degrees of responsibility ran the country. 

Being the Edwardian that he was, Alfred E. Taylor viewed Plato's controversial 

text from the two directions of] anus, and of his time, from in front and from 

behind at the same time. H is exegesis ensured the continuity of the ruling class 

but under the careful and increasingly more intense vigilance of the guardians,226 

who had to feel themselves in a position to hand over power to the par/venus if 
the nobles fai led. He was the son of a time of heightened política] activity and 

responsibility and faithful to both his mystic and sober Plato. He supported the 

line of interpretation of a democratic Plato, which was also defended by Bernard 

Bosanquet and Neville Wilde.227 However, this optimistic vision of an a la page 

Plato brutally clashed with the Second World War. 

224 Jbid. p. 27 5. 
22 5 Cf Popper, 1966, vol. l. P lato, p. 284, n. 60. L evinson harshly cri ti cises Popper's cornrnentary on 

Taylor, In Defence ~f Plato, p. 44 7. 
22 6 For Taylor's idealised version of P lato, cf Fite, 1934, p. 17: "Taylor and Shorey both resent any 

irnputation of irnperfection in th e master". 
227 Cf Fite, 1934, pp . 69-96. 



X. ARISTOCRACY AFfER PLATO'S 
FASHION: BLOOD OR SPIRIT? 

WHAT lMPORTANCE THEREFORE can we attribute to Plato's meritocratic race? 

lt seems that h e tried to experiment with his eugenesic fantasy and find a way of 

prolonging and increasing the human quality of the imaginary philosopher kings. 

In his order of priorities merit had precedence over genes. Proof of this is the 

possibility of citizens changing over from one class to another according to their 

capacities. However, Plato's clear aim to establish elites and hierarchies that would 

hold the reigns of power, and to which the illiterate mass was obliged to submit, 

left little room for the aspirations of excepcional individuals from the lower class

es. Aristotle in fact criticises P lato's omission of plans for tl1e subordina te sectors 

of society. According to him, P lato had said nothing about their property and 

their wives : " .. . indeed, Socrates has not said, nor is it easy to decide, what in such 

a community will be the general form of the state ... And whetl1er ... the questions 

akin to this, what would be the education, form of government, laws of the lower 

class, Socrates has nowhere determined: neitl1er is it easy to discover tl1is". 228 He 

makes a more thorough objection in the Leges where he warns that nowhere did 

Socrates determine the role that farmers and labourers were to have in govern

ment and in the army. H is conclusion is that this omission is important for tl1e 

security of the guardian caste. 229 

If changing from one class to another had been possible, the legend23 0 of 

Phaedo, the young and bright slave, would not have reached us, via Aulus Gel

lius23 1 or Marguerite Yourcenar. 232 Socrates and tl1e beautiful Alcibiades rescued 

m Poi. 1264a, 35-40. 
229 !bid. 1264h, 34-40. 
230 Dio gene Laerce, 1965, vol. 1, pp. 113, 141 and 2 88. 
23 1 Nits Átiques, II, 18. 
232 "Phédon ou le Vertige'', Feux, in Yourcenar, 1982, p. 1111. 
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Phaedo from a brothel where he worked and ushered him into the Socratic circle 

where he studied philosophy. Diogenes Laertius explains that the general and 
historian H ieronymus of Cardia (s. III B.C.) "lui reproche son esclavage"233 (in 

reference to Phaedo) even though he had not been born a slave. H is beautiful curls, 

which Plato immortalised in the scene preceding the death of Socrates,234 lead us 

to believe that if it weren't for his physical charms, perhaps no one would have 

noticed that he had the qualities of a philosopher. O f course one can say that Plato's 

new arder had not been implemented yet. However, it was never to be put into 

practice, andas it had been formulated by Plato it was neither so new nor so just. It 

also lacked concreteness for, as Aristotle pointed out, Plato did not mention popu

lar education nor was he interested in it. The initial proposition presented prob

lems from the very start because it was extremely planned for sorne and made little 

or no reference to others. The sons of good families had a good part of the way 

already set out for them whereas those of lower origins had to wait for fortune or 
good will to open the <loor of the exclusive kalokagathoí. Aristotle, in reference to 

the justice or injustice of slavery, had pointed out tl1at "the beauty of the body is 

seen, whereas the beauty of the soul is not seen".235 Too much astuteness, will and 

faith were called for in order to detecta genius among craftsmen. 

The compartmentalised structure of the Platonic state of its own accord hin

dered tl1e realisation of the concept of social mobility. In Book IV of the Respubli

ca Socrates says to Adymanthos that "when one attempts to take charge of all 

these posts, changes and multiple functions alone, and in this case you too are no 

exception, then you shall see they are the ruin of the city".236 lt is quite possible, 

as Fito points out, that Plato had put forward the solution of the open contestas an 

anti dote against incompetence, but without believing or expecting that the chances 

of finding superior minds among the working class were many, at least if we con

sider his scepticism regarding the mixing of metals. Plato does in fact acknowl
edge the possibility of the genetic miracle of producing a child superior in nature 

to tl1e parents, but he clearly states that the mixture is dangerous and negative: "if 

iron and silver are mixed, or bronze with gold, this will result in an inequality and 

an imbalance which when they occur are the cause of war and enmity".23 7 

One must concede however, despite what Popper says, that Plato did not say 

"no" to declassed geniuses. On the contrary, he reasoned out the possibility of an 

233 Dio gene Laerce, 1965, vol. I, p. 14 1. 
234 Phd. 89a-c. 
235 Poi. 1254b, 39. 
236 R. IV 434a-c. 
137 R. VIII 547a-b. 
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unexpected young talent from among the ignorant mass. Besides, the pólis could 

not allow itself to lose talents despite its exclusivist restrictions, not so much due 

to a philanthropist spirit but because it benefited the programme of government 

itself. Plato's dream was not an archaic version of the American dream, as the 

British of the nineteenth century may have believed. The compartmental nature 

of Plato's society was truly very strict without reaching the fatalism of the castes 

of India referred to by Taylor. In fact it is quite logical that our modern sense of 

democracy is much more demanding in its principles than that of the Greeks. 

As usual, Aristotle is a lot more to the point in affirming what surely must have 

been a commonly held belief at the time: "From the hour of their birth, sorne are 

marked out for subjection, others for rnle".238 For Plato as for Aristotle, govern

ment had to be in the hands of the good and the educated. This was not the prob

lem however. All the states of the world, whether they be democratic or not, wish 

to have the governments that most suit their interests. Yet Plato's substitution of 

tradicional royal lineage with a meriting aristocracy of the intellect, which was also 

hereditary, did not completely change the mechanism but simply perfected it. Thus 

the point of conflict will continue to be the same. Even though Plato's proposals 
are a step towards freedom when compared to monarchies, the candidates in the 

endogamic elite of his ideal state are almost always predetermined. 
T he optimistic Victorian interpretation of the Respublica was influenced not 

only by Oxonian Aristotelianism but also by the important social changes which 

were taking place in Europe, in England itself and in America. These distracted 

from the dictatorial nature of Plato's política] writings. During the sixties and the 

seventies, bourgeois values had taken root as can be witnessed in the commitments 

and agreements of British academic and administrative authorities with a view to 

incorporating the new middle classes in the rnnning of tl1e state. This may be why 

Francis Galton's book, Hereditary Genius, which carne out in 1869, hada very mild 

reception, and his work was almost forgotten only to be revived in the twentieth 

century with tl1e upsurge of racist theories as well as by the references of his sinister 

successor, the mathematician and biometrist Karl Pearson.239 

238 Pal. 1254a , 5. 
239 Encyclopaedia Bl"itannica, s. v. Gal ton, Sir Francis; and Encyclopaedia Brit11n11ica (Macropaedia s. v. Ge

netics and Heredi ty: vol. 19, pp. 726-7) considers hirn partly responsible for the racist ideas of the 
American Eugenics Society founded in the yea r 1926 and for the cruel use of the term eugenics in 
the propaganda of Adolf H itler. 





XI. SIR FRANCIS GALTON AND PLATO'S 
HAUGHTYSCHOOL 

IN REFERENCE TO EUGENICS in Plato and more specifically to passages 458e-
46 1e from the Respublica, Richard L. Nettleship makes a very interesting com
ment after his summary of the P latonic analogy between the rearing of animals 
and of people. According to this Victorian critic, P lato "devises an elabora te sys
tem by which the production and rearing of children of the ruling class is to be 
brought under state control, and regulated upon scientific principles. Nowadays 
(the italics are mine) the question that Plato raises occupies many people's minds 
very seriously".240 Nettleship was not exaggerating. D uring the eighties, between 
the years 1885-88, when he published bis lectures on the Respublica, scicn tifi c 
perfectioni sm and evolutionism had a signi fi cant influence on the self-image of 
the human mechanism in the great world powers. T his interes t coulJ still be 
expressed in physiological or racial terms or from a vitalist perspective interes ted 
in stinrnlating and in studying mental greatness. T hey were to be the first serious 
steps that woul d later on lead to the politicisation of racism in the fi rst case, or 
towards the new orientation of anthropology as regards Culture and th e social 
f actor, in the second. 

In 1886, E1isabeth Forster-N ietzsche, the philosopher's sister, had travelled 
to Paraguay with the aim of forming a strictly Aryan colony, under the influ ence 
of De G obineau and Wagner. Meanwhile in England, two decades had gone by 
since G alton's first book, a little less since D arwin 's Descent of Man of 187 1, and 
two or five years since tl1e appearance in 1883 of the lnquiries into Human Faculty 
also by Galton , in which he coins the term eugenics. In the same year, the Fabi an 
Society was also born, a "liberal socialist" group,24 1 which curiously enough was 

24º Nettl eship, 1901 , p. 175 . 
241 T homson, 1983 , p. 15 1: "T his stirri ng of 'Li beral Socialism' carne fu lly to the surfa ce in th e eighties 

and nin eties, and gave bi rth to the new Labour party". 
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in favour of eugenics, and which brought together Sidney Webb and Sydney Oliv

ier -future members of the first Labour government thirty-five years later-, 

Beatrice Webb, Annie Besant and the scathing George Bernard Shaw. From their 

progressive perspective, the Fabians defended the need for quality maternity and 

procreation, with health and economic guarantees for all the population as well 

as for a positive mental attitude: "an intelligently controlled, conscious ferti li
ty ... " .242 Hence we find that at the end of the last century eugenic projects were 

not the exclusive patrimony of extreme right-wing nationalists but were shared 

by different ideologies. 
Scientific and political debate on the improvement of the race was common 

place on the continent and was familiar among the litterati and British men of 

science during the 1860s. Thus an academic such as Nettleship found it perfectly 
natural in the name of nacional well-being, that "the conditions under which 

members of the community are born are most important, and the evils which 
result from entire disregard of this elementary fact are enormous".243 lt is therefore 

evident that Galton's proposal, notwithstanding its exclusiveness, meta demand 

of the times from an imperialist perspective as well as from an anti-imperialist 

one . This demand was the object of philosophical and moral reflection as it had 

been during the times of Plato and Aristotle. Consequently, we should try not to 

forget the subtle nuances, for the subject of good breeding with its P latonic 

connotations, was the staple of liberal as well as of conservative ideologists. 

A few years previously, one evening in spring of 1864 during a ta lk at the 
London Anthropological Society, Alfred Russell Wallace, referred to as the other 

man of evolutionism, had presented the thesis of the two stages of tl1e process of 

evolution. The central argument was tlnt contemporary man no longer depend

ed on natural selection in order to progress, but on his mind and on the climate.244 

Cold temperatures in his view were the most suitable when it carne to stimulating 

the intellectual faculties . There was therefore a substantial difference between 

the races that had survived ancient natural selection. The least developed would 

succumb due to their mental incapacity, whereas the more civilised ones pro

tected themselves from adversity and created more and more sophisticated mech

anisms of subsistence, though this tbey often <lid at the expense of the f eebler 

races. It was here that the question was put forward from among the respectable 
public. Did this mean that man's origin was one only or multiple? Put in other 

242 "The Revolutionist's H andbook", in Shaw, I 946, p. 226. 
243 !bid. 
244 On this specific point I owe credit to Tumer, 1974, pp. 74-76. 
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words , were there races born from the start under more favourable conditions 

than others? Or was the origin one, which through the struggle for life became 

more complicated and extended? 

The question was related to a topic that was the subject of much debate at 

the time. This was the topic of monogenesis versus polygenesis, which in ideo

logical yet very relative terms meant, on the one hand the philanthropists : equal

itarians, anti-colonialists, supporters of a common origin for all human beings, 

and on the other hand, those who believed in the selectiveness of providence and 

natural differences: the racists , defenders of the imperialist cause and of the dy

namics of master and slave. Wallace responded with an intermediate solution, 

very much in keeping with his fundamental preoccupation, with the search for 

moral excellence through science: "If, therefore, we are of (the) opinion that he 

was not really man till these faculties were fully developed, we may fairly assert 

that there were many originally distinct races of men".245 According to Wallace, 

Turner at this point concludes that racial differences could be explained by phys

ical polygenesis. However, the other man had added that, if such were the case, the 

racional faculties which had appeared later on would have in part eliminated the 

dissimilarities. He added that what we term humanity is a phenomenon which 

tends to homogenise people and to distinguish them from beasts: "while, if we 

think that a being closely resembling us in form and structure, but with mental 

faculties scarcely raised above the brute, must still be considered to have been 

human, we are fully entitled to maintain the common origin of all mankind". 246 

Wallace reinforces his argument with the hope that scientific progress and 

the uniformity of technological culture will lead towards "a single homogeneous 

race, no individual of which will be inferior to the noblest specimens of existing 

humanity". 247 From this moment on therefore the justification of slavery and 

domination would end, but until this day carne "l can see no end to such progress, 

but the absorption and displacement of lower races by higher". 248 All in one this 

constituted more a social than a biological version of the survival of the fittest, yet 

with a final universal goal: the future grandeur of a homogeneous human race 

"whose command over nature and whose powers of intercommunication will be 

such as to prevent local conditions affecting, to more than a very slight degree, its 
externa! characteristics". 249 

24 5 !bid. 
2% Ihid. 
247 !bid. p. 77. 
248 ]bid. 
249 !bid. 
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Wallace's stance was conciliatory with both sides and was inspired in 

Spencer's theory of progress as natural law. 250 lt had moral intentions and its 

social conclusions were both conciliatory and optimistic. The audience at the 

lecture, however, did not realise this. They were obsessed with the theme of 

natural selection, which brought VVallace up against Darwin, and wanted 
exoneration for Britain's imperialist race throughout the non-Western world. 

The excitement of hearing from Wallace's own lips that he differed as regards 

the Darwinian theory of natural selection as the fundamental cause of human 

evolution, coupled with the relief brought by his scientific justification of 
European racism, eclipsed his final message. As to what one critic termed "the 

poetical conclusion",25 1 that is, his optimistic vision of a future society, few had 

anything to comment. Wallace was not endangering the existing system, and 

England, in the midst of a technological boom, still needn't renounce colonialism. 

Wallace's encouraging words on universal concord were lost amidst a flood of 

scientific and ideological controversies. 

Nevertheless, whereas Wallace and Spencer's theses pointed towards a future 

of generalised well-being, a scientif:ic and political sector of society was attracted 

by the idea of genetic interventionism. In other words, to go on from research 
into the origins of man, and bestow a more significant role in reproduction on a 

privileged few. Thus we have a state of affairs where on the one hand, the theory 

of laissez-faire, notwithstanding its individualist and exclusive content, parted 
from a conception of human nature that included the whole population. In 
contrast, the theory of promoting genetic superiority parting from a chosen 
group was blatantly discriminatory. The post-Darwinian theory of eugenics took 

on attributes of the ancien régime, even though it suggested that it would 

eventually benefit all the population. This was Sir Francis Galton's eugenesic 

proposal. 
A cousin of Darwin's, Gal ton owed to him his evolutionism and to Plato his 

ideological inspiration. He himself hints at this: "The theory of hereditary ge

nius, though usually scouted, has been advocated by a few writers in pastas well 
as in modern times". 252 Galton's theory, in a few words, was that hereditary ge

nius was a superior and innate skill, which, -and here lies the relative novelty for 

the period- like physical traits was acquired through heredity and not through 

25° Cf !bid., where Turn er cites th e articl e of \Vall ace: "the perusa l of Mr. H erbert Spencer's works, 
especially Social Sta tics, ... suggested it to me, and at the same time furni shed me with sorne of its 
applications", p. 78. 

251 lhid. 
252 G alton, 1950, p. vi. 
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natural selection or environmental factors. The bulwark of his theory were the 

genealogical studies of the most eminent families of the nation, which according 

to his research, showed an intergenerational bias in favour of intellectual affairs. 

These constants were established through a new method which he vindicated as 

his own: "I may claim to be the first to treat the subject in a statistical man
ner".253 He tried to patent a system using a statistical base which could deter

mine who and why was genetically optimum as well as the means of taking advan

tage of such excellence: " ... I wish again to emphasise the fact that the improve
ment of the natural gifts of future generations of the human race is largely, though 

indirectly, under our control".254 However, the idea had already been discussed 

previously by thinkers such as Plato and Schopenhauer, though it had never been 

proposed in scientific terms. T he German philosopher argued that the will was 

inherited from the father and the intellect from the mother. Despite this, Schopen

hauer recognised the limitations of his discoveries: "This assumption finds its 

actual confirmation in experience, though tl1is cannot be decided by a physical 

experiment on the table, but follows partly from careful and keen observation 

over many years, and partly from history". 25 5 

Thus, Galton was the man who tried to prove what otl1ers had suggested. 

Even so, his inicial success was very relative because, on the one hand, like Dar

win, he lacked a suitable theory of the transmission of genes and, on the other 

hand, the elitism ofhis project generated mistrust among the majoritywho deemed 
it reactionary and outdated. In his book Hereditmy Genius, published in 1869, he 

describes the studies on the illustrious dynasties and reaches the conclusion tl12t: 

"it would be quite practica! to produce a highly gifted race of men by judicious 

marriages during several consecutive generations".256 The expected criticisms 

waged against this classicism did not take long in appearing and Galton justified 

himself with the argument that he wished to create a national efficiency with pyra

midal effects. As we have already seen, it is true that he had said that he would 

start off with the aristocratic lineages, but he hoped to apply this improvement to 

a better functioning of tl1e nation. In other words, he in sorne way wanted to 

imita te Plato in his crusade in striving for a better society by means of the genetic 

selection of tl1e ruling class: "with the view of estimating the possible effects of 

reasonable political action in the future , in gradually raising the present miserable 

253 !bid. 
254 !bid. p. xxvi. 
25 5 Schopenhauer, 1966-69, vol. II, p. 51 7. 
256 Cf Encyclopaedia Bi-itannica, Macropaedia s. v. Genetics and H eredity, vol. 19, p. 727 . 
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low standard of the human race to one in which the Utopias in the dreamland of 

philanthropists may become practica! possibilities".257 

In lnquiries into Human Faculty, of 1883, Galton clearly outlines the problem. 

He begins by reflecting Ben Macintyre's definition of "the fiction of all racism".258 

In other words that firstly, racial traits can be qualified as better or worse, and sec

ondly, that the superior elements can be protected through directed procreation. 
Thus Gal ton: "The final object would be to devise means far favouring individuals 

who bore the signs of membership of a superior race, the proximate aim would be 
to ascertain what those signs were ... ".259 In this way, Darwin's cousin designed a 

programme of genetic combinations, which he considered to be ideal in arder to 

carry out his plan. He even suggested that a person's pedigree be taken into account 
in public examinations or competitions: "Let us now suppose that ... family merit .. . 

was allowed to count, far however little, in competitive examinations ... it would 

show that ancestral qualities are of present currentvalue".260 He unabashedly urged 

peo ple in general to choose the most suitable couple in arder to ensure a good quali ty 

with regard to heredity: "it would open the eyes of every family and of society at 

large to the importance of marriage alliance with a good stock".26 1 

Galton defended the benevolent motivation behind his project but the dif

ferences between the latter and the predictions of Wallace or Spencer were con

siderable despite the competitive philosophy they shared. Laissez-faire could be 
atrocious, even cruel, yet no matter how good or how bad it was, it became a 

powerful instrument throughout the nineteenth century which favoured the pro

tagonism of the middle class in English life. Galton's eugenics, on the other hand, 

was restricted and aristocratic, closing the doors of power a priori to the sine nobil
itate as well as denying them prosperity. For this reason, the strongest objections 

to his work carne from those who defended the importance of a favourable envi
ronment and context far the development of human faculties. It was precisely at 

that time that the educational systems were trying to satisfy the demands and 

aspirations of a considerable sector of the population that wanted more participa

tion in the activity of the state. Galton, like Pearson, denied that a suitable envi

ronment could explain away the personal advantages of one individual over an

other. On this point he was much more radical than Plato or Darwin and less 

astute as well. 

257 Galton, 1950, p. x:xvi. 
25 8 Macintyre, 1992, p. 216. 
259 Galton, 1883, p. 324. 
26º !bid. p. 327. 
26 1 !bid. 
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Without the backing of a salid theory of hereditary factors, as for example 

that of M endel,262 the fact that he rejected the influence of externa! factors left 

bis thesis devoid of a strong basis. The world of science gave more support to his 

discovery of the importance of twins asan instrument of investigation of the pro

cess of heredity than to his eugenesic theory. Even so, Darwin declared that he 

had been overwhelmed by his first study and had made use of it when writing The 

Descent of Man, in which he made reference to it and gave it credit. According to 

the great evolutionist, until he read Galton he had believed "that, excepting fools, 

men did not differ much in intellect, only in zeal and work".263 He consequently 

talked of a conversion to Galton's theory - "You have made a convert of an oppo
nent"- 264 and he began to seriously consider the possibility of directing human 

evolutionism. 
Gal ton was aware of the dangerous nature of his studies but to what extent it 

is difficult to know, because in theory the Victorians did not know the conse

quences of totalitarian thought, as is our case. Thus he admits the seriousness of 

his proposal and declares: "We cannot doubt the existence of a great power ready 

to hand and capable ofbeing directed with vast benefit as soon as we have learned 

to understand and apply it". 265 Galton's plan was not overtly political. Quite on 

the contrary it was embellished by the modern guarantee of scientific research, 
which disturbed the idealists to the degree that it conflicted with their interests. 

Despite the religious and almost sacred significance which he invested in the great 

responsibility of eugenics and despite the lack of rigour of his studies, we could 

say, paraphrasing the chauvinist Macaulay, 266 that this prophet of genetic cleans

ing had surpassed Plato's speculative attitude and come closer to the pragmatic 

force of Bacon. Of course P lato is much more than simply contemplative when 

he considers the organisation of his polis, and had already expressed intuitively 
that which Galton tried to demonstrate scientifically. Yet, though one can com

pare ideas, periods are not so amenable to comparison. We must not forget how

ever that experimentation in the nineteenth century had become an almost un

limited game as far as its operative possibilities were concerned . When compared 

to Galton, Plato's dream was in appearance simply the fantasy of a visionary. 

To begin with, there was widespread reticence or fear towards any type of 
genetics. Matthew Arnold in The Function of Criticism at the Present Time quotes a 

262 Cf Encyclopaedia Britannica, s.v. Mendel, Gregor Gohann). 
263 !bid. s. v. Gal ton, Sir F rancis. 
264 !bid. 
265 !bid. 
266 Cf ]enkyns, 1980, pp. 23 1-2. 
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few lines from a speech given by the conservarive parliamentarian Charles Adderley 

to a farming community in Warwickshire. The speech expressed racial sufficiency 
which questioned the necessity of eugenesia: "Talk of the improvement ofbreed!", 

says Adderley sceptically "Why, the race we ourselves represent, the men and 

women, the Anglo-Saxon race, are the best breed in the world ... The absence of 

a too enervating climate, too unclouded skies, and a too luxurious nature, has 

produced so vigorous a race of people, and has rendered us so superior to all the 

world". 267 This ethnic oprimism was to give way a few years later. 

Notwithstanding the lukewarm support that the theories of Darwin's had 

received within scientific circles, the idea of improving the national race saw a re

surgence. According to the historian J.F.C. Harrison, this carne about with the 

military defeat in the Boer War at the end of the century, which created a new 

and greater interest in Francis Galton's eugenics. It seems that the excellent physical 

shape of the young British cavaliers was of little consequence on the battle fields 

where those who were risking their lives were the sickly and ill-fed youth of the 
working classes of Manchester, Leeds or York. Harrison declares that the 1904 
report by the Committee on Physical Deterioration, which had been set up after the 

poor results during the first phase of the war that ended in 1902, warned against 

an evident physical decline and expressed "the need for reforms along eugenicist 
and social Darwinist lines".268 The ennoblement of the race of the empire was on 

the agenda . Wallace's utopía could thus be hastened on through the comperirive 

thought of Spencer for example and by use of sorne of tl1e elements of Galton's 

eugenics. The fantasy of Kipling's imperialist hero -"Take up the White man's 

burden/ Send forth the best ye breed"-, who was paternalisric, strong and invin

cible, also became the cause and guiding principle of the Boy Scouts movement 

founded by Lord Baden Powell on his return from the war in South Africa. 

In any case, nacional pride was at its heights. Proof of this were the songs of 

triumph that were sung in the Brirish army since 1877: "We don't want to fight, 

yet by jingo if we do,/ We've got the ships, we've got the men,/ we've got the 

money too". 269 They certainly had the money, the ships and the wish to domí

nate. Another question altogether was the state of health of the working popu

lation. Jingoism, or chauvinism a l 'anglaise, which was most evident during the 

celebration of the royal jubilees or on the day of the empire, managed to enrap
ture the country with pride as well as with a euphoric and uniting nationalist 

267 Q uoted by Arnold , 1985, p. 198. 
26 ~ Harrison, 1990, p. 13 3. 
269 Hougton, 1985, p. 21 O. 
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sentim ent, a sentiment that was not always shared by all. An interesting painting 

by John Evan Hodgson, which was exhibited at the Royal Academy in 1885, por

trays two worn out, thin British soldiers toasting to the Queen on the battle field , 

possibly in Khartoum, without strength nor food to build it with, yet satisfied 

with their contribution to the imperial cause. 

N evertheless, the plans for recovery prospered, and those men who were in 

the process of being invigorated passed the test of the first W orld War, as was 

demonstrated by their impressive performance and by the convincing and self

assertive image they managed to project. In 1916 the sensual Baron of Charlus of 

Marcel Proust was impressed by the virility of the German soldiers as well as by 

the bravery of the British and made the following brazen comment: "Tenez, mon 

cher, les soldats anglais ... hé bien, rien qu'esthétiquement ce sont tout simplement 

des athletes de la Grece, mon cher, ce sont les jeunes gens de P laton, ou plutüt 

des Spartiates .. . des merveilles, des pures merveilles dont on n'a pas idée".27º 
Victorious and imperial Great Britain had surpassed the cultural and artistic 

preciousness of Athens in order to also become the new European Sparta dreamt 

of by Kipling and Pater. 
E ven so, the growing socialist influence in the country was not to be satisfied 

with a well-nourished imperialist militia whilst the mass of the population lacked 

the basic essentials needed for a decent existence. Apamphlet written by the dan

gerous Congregationalist Andrew Mearns in 1883 warned that: "Whilst we have 

been building our churches and solacing ourselves with our religion and dream 

ing that the millennium was coming, the poor have been gTowing poorer, the 

wretched more miserable ... the gulf has been daily widening which separares the 

lowest classes of the community .. . from all decency and civilisation".27 1 To dea l 

with this contradiction which went on until after Dickens, the Fabians, and more 

specifica lly George Bernard Shaw, proposed a very particular use of eugenesics of 

Platonist inspiration from their progressive viewpoint. 

27º Proust, 1954, p. 807. 
27 1 Harrison, 1990, pp. 184-5. 





XII. LEIT WING EUGENICS AND HEREDITARY 
MISOGYNY: SHAW, PLATO AND WOMEN 

AT THE SERVICE OF FERTILITY 

FABIAN SOCIALISM, WHICH HAD developed from the utilitarians and was a pre
cursor of the Labour Party, despite Marxism, did not believe in the class struggle 
nor in revolution but in gradualisation. Hence, gradualist thought stated that change 
would come about peacefully with the establishment of a socialist policy at all 
levels which was approved by the people. The goal of socialism would be achieved 
by means of a sound education for all the population, with meetings and publica
tions. As far as the Fabians saw things, society through a process of evolution 
would inevitably embrace socialism without resorting to violence. These Fabians 
were also influenced by Darwinism but not by the socially competitive momen
tum implicit in Darwin and openly expressed by Spencer. Their search was in 
quest of qualitative human perfection. Hence, Shaw: "what can be done with a 
wolf can be done with a man. If such monsters as the tramp and the gentleman 
can appear as mere by-products of Man's individual greed and folly, what might 
we not hope foras a main product of his universal aspirations?"272 

In opposition to social Darwinism, the evolutionism of the Fabians, as it was 
presented by Shaw, pointed to a spiritual superiority far from the law of the jun
gle and based on the idealism of the human will which the Irish writer found in 
Wagner and Nietzsche. Evidently, material well-being hadan important role to 
play. It was at least, if not more, decisive a role than their positive vision which 
was inherited from Wallace, a vision of an ennobled future humanity thanks to 
the intellect. Because of this the gradualist theory entered the political forum "tak
ing up the political and economic side of the social question",273 albeit peacefully. 
Yet, besides an interest in bringing about a general change in public awareness and 

272 Shaw, 1946, p. 215. 
rn Thatcher, 1970, p. 187. 
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administration, their distinctly philosophical sector, the "New Fellowship",274 

took on the task of moral and ideological debate and analysis. However, this study 

group did not have the desired activity or success. The influence of Shaw, who 

suggested substituting the "New Fellowship" with a "Nietzsche Society", found a 

platform in political life for his own ideas and philosophical conceptions. In this 

way he gave the Fabians a very daring cultural framework. He was above all an 

intellectual preoccupied with morality. This is shown in his drama but his con

troversial ascendance within diis socialist group was of the first order and it is of 

interest to us precisely beca use of his connection with philosophy and beca use of 

that fraction of Western thought which we are here concerned with . 

Shaw was a lover of music and, more specifically, of certain Wagnerian heroes 

su ch as Siegfried, whom he considered an amoral and anarchist Superman, "the ideal 
ofBakoonin, an anticipation of the 'overrnan' ofNietzsche".275 After a long period of 

mistrust towards the philosopher of Basel he finally won his unconditional admira
tion as the embodiment of tl1e transmut:ation of bourgeois values which were ques

tioned by quite a few tlúnkers at the ene! of the nineteenth century. From Schopen

hauer's painful Wille, the iconoclasm of Blake, Nietzsche and Ibsen and the colossal 
vitalism of Wagner, Shaw created a benevolent "Life Force worship",276 the cult of 

"that superiority in tl1e unconscious self which will be the true characteristic of the 

Supem1an".277 In 1907 in his prologue to Majar Barbara he conceded to the danger

ous confusions that could ensue from die defence of the Nietzschean Übermensch: 

"Nietzsche, like Schopenhauer, is the victim in England of a single much quoted 
sentence containing the phrase 'big blonde beast'. On tl1e strength of tlús allitera

tion it is assumed that Nietzsche gained his European reputation by a senseless 

glorification of selfish bullying as the rule of life, justas it is assumed .. . tlut I look 

for the salvation of society to the despotism of a single Napole011Íc Superman, in 

spite of my careful demonstration of tl1e folly of that outworn infatuation".278 

Shaw found tl1at he was obliged to clarify his terminology. His Nietzschean 

undertones created unease among his socialist colleagues, sorne of whom pro

claimed tl1e need for a "'super-society' rather tl1an a 'super-man"' ,279 out of fear 

274 !bid. "It was not until after 1889, when Ibsen anJ N ietzsche bega n to m ake th emselves felt, that the 
r eally n ew idea of ch all en gin g the validi ty of ideali sm and duty, and bringing Individualism round 
aga in on a higher pl ane, showed signs of being a bl e to rally to it m en benea th the rank of geniuses 
who had been feeling their way towards it for two centuri es". 

275 !bid. p. 194, and Sbaw, 1946, p. 172. 
2i6 
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Shaw, ]bid. 
"The Revolu tioni st 's H andbook", in Sh aw, 1946, p. 2 18. 

Q uoted by Thatch er, 1970, p. 197 . 
279 !bid. p. 203. 
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of falling into an exacerbated individualism or into the elitism of the P latonic 

project. He made constant reivindications to the contrary, defending the position 

that that superior man represented the new mental state towards which humanity 

had to strive, and was not just an arbitrary leader of the masses: "the real social 

solution was not what a casual Superman could persuade a picked company to do 

for him, but what a whole community of Supermen would do spontaneously".280 

David S. T hatcher, of the University ofVictoria, in reference to Paradise Found, a 

satire by Allen Upwood of 1905, points out that, when an English despotic vice

roy in the twenty-first century declares that he is a superman, Shaw awakens from 

a hypnotic sleep which he had fallen into two hundred years befare and "realises 

in horror that he is another Frankenstein and has created a new monster" .281 

Such were the consequences of his job as the introducer and adapter ofNietzsche's 

exalted philosophy in restrained England. 

Shaw's superman also had something to do with Galton's Inquiries into Hu

man Faculty and its Development of 1883. Here the eugenecist had stated that "a 

really intelligent nation might be held together by far stronger forces than are 

derived from the purely gregarious instincts ... it would consist of vigorous, self

reliant men, knit to one another by innumerable attractions, into a strong, tense, 

and elastic organization" .282 Thatcher affirms that Galton's book was found in 

Nietzsche's library -according to Osear Levy "the greatest and truest advocate 

of eugenics"-283 after his death .284 The idea of a nation of noble and mentally 

powerful individuals was shared by intellectuals who were very little suspect of 

social insensitivity such as Shaw or the progressive Havelock Ellis, his companion 

in the Fellowship of the New Life and the precursor to the Fabians. Given this state 

of affairs we see that eugenics at the end of the nineteentl1 century was not neces

sarily and solely a sign of political danger, but tliat it could also be part of a socia l 

scheme that would benefit the less privileged classes despite its inicial oligarchic 

inspiration. 

In order to build this superior man, Shaw decrees that "it is necessary to 

breed a race of men in whom the life-giving impulses predominate".285 With 

regard to the "life-giving impulses" we could venture to say tl1at, in a way, Shaw 

in 1898 anticipated and compiled on an anthropological level the two forms that 

280 "The Revolutionist's Handbook", in Shaw, 1946, p. 223 . 
28 1 Thatcher, 197 0, p. 204. 
282 Q uoted by T hatcher, 1970, p. 112 . 
2H3 /bid. p. 113. 
284 !bid. p. 11 2. 
285 The Pe1fect vVagnerite, 1898. Quoted by Thatcher, 1970, p. 181. 
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in 1907 were to make up Henri Bergson's cosmic élan vital. The latter made a 

distinction between instinctive evolution among the lower forms of the animal 

world and intellective evolution which corresponded to humans, even though 

both of them were confused in the same process of constant life creation.286 As 
we have already seen, apart from N ietzsche and Galton, Schopenhauer's being, 

conceived in the form of the will to live, was also a precedent which had been 

considered. The German philosopher however suspected that the affirmation of 

this will was impelled by a desperate attempt to overcome suffering, via the animal 

egoism of the hamo homini lupu?- 87 righ t up to the final defeat and desolation. It is 
then that Schopenhauer's man sadly discovers that "Everything in life proclaims 

that earthly happiness is destined to be frustrated, or recognised asan illusion".288 

In contrast, Shaw believes in the positive and encouraging sense of the life force. 

He does so to such an extent that, contrary to the social pessimism of Hobbes 

and Schopenhauer, he considers it to be the best factor for cohesion and progress 

in society. 
Shaw's Life Force was an objective, something that did not exist yet but which 

should be created. In arder to accomplish this project, which he considered as 
"socialist", it was necessary to control procreation as well as the conditions under 

which children and their parents were brought up. lt is on this point that the Irish 

writer unites his faith in the vitalist and individualist philosophies with left wing 
political commitment. The poor and ignorant cannot produce supermen. On this 

point he agreed with Galton and with Plato.289 Yet, whereas Plato did not even 

consider improving the lot of the poor, Shaw denounces their living conditions 

and calls for a responsible state that would promote a more profitable propaga
tion of the species: "It is a melancholy fact that as the vast majority of women and 

their husbands have, under existing circumstances, not enough nourishment, no 

capital, no credit, and no knowledge of science or business, they would, if the 

State would pay for birth as it now pays for death ... produce better results than 

our present reliance on promiscuous marriage". 290 

By promiscuous marriage Shaw, on the one hand, refers to the degrading 

subsistence of the working class, and on the other, to the capricious and easy 

choice of partner without considering health factors or the suitability of concubina ge 

because there is no awareness of a reproductive mission: "There is no evidence that 

286 See L'évolution Créatrice. 
m Schopenhauer, 1966-69, vol. II, ch. XLVI, p. 577 . 
288 !bid. p. 573. 
289 We should remember that P lato does not primarily refer to economic classes. 
290 "The Revolutionist's H andbook", in Shaw, 1946, p. 246. 
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the best citizens are the offspring of congenia! marriages, or that a conflict of 

temperament is nota highly important part of what breeders call crossing".291 As 
proof of this he points to the number of valuable people who happened to be 

children ofbroken marriages. What was generated by chance could be attempted 

deliberately by public administration. Such state intervention therefore meant 

socialism: "The only fundamental and possible Socialism is the socialization of 
the selective breeding of Man: in other terms, of human evolution". 292 

Thus, the state should intervene in coupling in order to promote suitable 

unions and avoid marriages between two lunatics, or between two people with 
tuberculosis, as well as the infection of healthy people by those who are ill.2 93 

Plato and Darwin shared this preoccupation as well. Romantic and emocional 

sentiments were not to be considered a priority in sexual relationships, and the 

same went for physical attraction,294 given that the goal was "intelligent breed
ing". 295 In the super state, affection was not to be confused with marriage, since 

love did not always lead to a satisfactory offspring: "Therefore marriage, whilst it 
is made an indispensable condition of mating, will delay the advent of the Super

man as effectually as Property, and will be modified by the Impulse towards him 
just as effectually" .296 

Who then was to be eliminated from this semen and ovary bank by Shaw's 

welfare state? Shaw answers this question: "all persons who are uninteresting, 

unpromising, or blemished without any set-off'', 297 as well as candidates lacking 
mental strength, which can be perceived via the "Voice of Nature"298 or intuition. 

In the choice of parents social differences should not be considered: "Not only 

should every person be nourished and trained as a possible parent, but there 

should be no possibility of such an obstacle to natural selection as the objection of 

a countess to a navy or of a duke to a charwoman".299 We must not forget that 

equality is essential for excellence in mating and that general health as well as a good 

upbringing were to be a public affair: "Equality is essential to good breeding; and 

29 1 

292 

293 

294 

!bid. p. 219. 
!bid. p. 245. 
!bid. p. 218-9. 
!bid. p. 226: "The part played in evolution by the volu ptuary will be the same as that already played 
by the glutton .. .. the glutton eats himself out of health and fi nally out of existence ... the surviva l of 
the fittest means fi n ali y the surviva l of the self-contro lled, because they alone can adapt themselves 
to the perpetua! shifting of conditions produced by industrial progress" . 

295 !bid. p. 248. 
296 !bid. p. 219. 
297 !bid. p. 218. 
298 !bid. 
299 "The Revolutionist's Handbook", in Shaw, 1946, p. 218. 
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equality, as all economists know, is incompatible with property".3ºº The final 

aim, therefore, of sexual acts between men and women was reproduction under 

optimum conditions: "The essential function of marriage is the continuance of 

the race, as stated in the Book of Common Prayer" whereas "The accidental func

tion of marriage is the gratification of the amoristic sentiment of mankind". 3º1 

Shaw, who admitted being a reader of Plato, 302 knew that he was repeating 

Plato's arguments, which were commented on in the previous chapter, almost ad 

litteram. However, he added the theme of equality of opportunities as well as 

demanded that the state show more sensibility towards cases of malformation or 

genetic failure, which the guardians of Plato had not considered. The application 

of the same capitalist criteria to defective objects as well as humans did not suit 

the super st ate, which, in the worst of circumstances would find that its worst 

human products were of much better quality than those produced by a class soci

ety. This is a delicate topic that Shaw did not elude but which he did not manage 

to find a satisfactory solution to: "The matter must be taken up either by the 

Sta te or by sorne organization strong enough to impose respect upon the State".3º3 

Women play an unprecedented protagonistic role in the whole matter yet of am

biguous autonomy. 

On the one hand, Shaw gives them the freedom of personal fulfilment through 

maternity, on the same terms as men through conception: "A conference on the 

subject (eugenics) is the next step needed. It will be attended by men and women 

who, no longer believing that they can live for ever, are seeking for sorne immor

tal work into which they can build the best of themselves before their refuse is 

thrown into that arch dust destructor, the cremation furnace". 3º4 But, on the 

other hand, he restricts and delimits this faculty to the role of companion and 

mother: "Woman must marry because the race must perish without her travail".3º5 

More out of shrewdness rather than liberalness, Shaw had elaborated the thesis 

that the convencional image of man the seducer and the seduced woman was false. 

Ever since the legends of King Arthur, through Shakespeare and Mozart, and 

right up to Wagner and himself, it was the woman who, according to him, initiat

ed the erotic game. This she did not for reasons of self-affirmation but dueto her 

300 !bid. 
301 

302 
!bid. p. 254. 
"To Arthur Bin gham v\Ta lkJ ey'', as an introduction to M an and Supeiwan , p. 28: "Even P lato and 
Boswell , as th e dramatists who invented Socrates and Dr. J ohnson, impress me more deeply than the 
romantic playwri ghts". 

303 ]bid. p. 247 . 
304 !bid. p. 249 . 
305 "To Arthur Bingham V/a lkJ ey", in Shaw, 1946, p. 19. 
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nature. His Don Juan in Supennan is captivated and initiated by the decisive her

oine Ann Whitefield. She goes after him, overwhelmed by a determinism which 

is aliento her own will. She obeys the call of nature, the intermediary of which is 

her desire: "The woman's need of him to enable her to carry on Nature's most 

urgent work ... and claim him by natural right for a purpose that far transcends 

their mortal personal purposes".3º6 According to Shaw, maternal instinct moves 
mountains, and allows men to concentra te on supporting the family whereas wom

en prefer their chi ldren to money matters . It goes without saying that this differ

ence is categorical when it comes to defining the areas of action of either sex.307 

Nevertheless, the Irish writer was not indifferent to the suffragette move

ment which was taking place in England at the end of the century: "Men .. . attach 

penalties to marriage, depriving women of property, of the franchise, of the free 

use of their limbs ... of everything that he can fo rce Woman to dispense with 

without compelling himself to dispense with her" .3º8 T he question however was 
a complex one as can be seen in the long list of eminent women who opposed 

female suffrage during the 80s and the 90s, 309 among whom was to be found 

Mrs. Humphry Ward, author of the famous novel Robert Elsmere, Mrs. Leslie 

Stephen, wife of the writer and mother ofVanessa Bell and Virginia Woolf, Chris
tina Rossetti, the great poetess and sister of Dante Gabriel and William M icha el, 

Mrs. Matthew Arnold and Beatrice Webb, a socialist mili tant and member of the 

Fabians, economist and co-founder, together with her husband, Sidney Webb, of 

the L ondon School of Econornics. 

Beatrice Webb had a great influence on the debates which were carried out 

within the Fabian movement, and is a good example of the ideological contradic

tions of the period . Beatrice Webb, née Potter, had, like Virginia Woolf was to do 

later on, denounced the tyranny of the male world in her diaries. The former also 

explained how she experienced it during her romance with the radical imperialist 

Joseph Chamberlain,310 and through her contactwith the working environment of 

women in London's East End. Years later, Webb renounced her anti-suffragism, 

306 !bid. p. 18. 
307 !bid. p. 16: "M on ey means nourishrn ent and marriage means children; and that men should put 

nourishrnent first and women children 6rst is, broadly speaking, th e law of Nature and no t the dic
ta te of personal ambition". 

308 !bid. pp. 19-20. 
309 lt is also worth remembering th e rejection of universal suffrage on th e pa rt of Floren ce N ightingale, 

a el ose friend of Benjamín J owett's, hut above ali George E li ot 's refusa l: "on th e grounds that wom
an's harder lot should be 'the basis for a sublimer resignation in woman and a more regenerating 
tendem ess in men "'. Q uoted by Showalter, 1988 , p. 21 7. 

310 Quoted by H arrison, 1990, pp. 162-4. 
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which she described as a faux pas311 and a result of her privileged life. E ven so, 

the example is important in that is shows how deeply rooted the belief in the 
essentially reproductive nature of women was in the nineteenth century. It was 

not only reinforced by secular attire but also by Platonic masculinism and by 

Darwin's conclusions which defined woman as a weak being, an inferior result of 
natural selection. 312 The very same evolutionist theory that had favoured class 

mobility and inspired the progressive movements of the nation, also embodied 

the struggle for power and the every-man-for-himself attitude which was both 

the source and the justification of the most unpardonable aggressions. 
Shaw found himself amidst two opposite poles. On the one hand were feminist 

demands, to which he showed sorne sensibility, and on the other was his attraction 

towards Plato's calculatingvision of matrimony, as well as the further considerations 

that had been made on the subject by Nietzsche and Schopenhauer. The latter 

considered, as Shaw did, that the object of marriage was the begetting of children: 

"What is looked for in marriage is not intellectual entertainment, but the 
procreation of children". 313 But Schopenhauer invested this premise with a much 

more impassioned and less pragmatic content than did the Irishman. For 
Schopenhauer sexual union was of course a very expressive form of the will to 

live. Therefore love, which he considered to be an idealised name for carnal desire, 

had metaphysical connotations that were not evident to the lovers but which 
directed the feelings of attraction between people. Hence, Schopenhauer was 

sceptical when it carne to marital happiness but he did not reject the institution of 

the couple nor did he dissociate love from reproduction. What Shaw considered 

to be the necessary qualities which must be sought after in parents in order to 
beget children of quality, were considered by Schopenhauer to be an integral part 

of the erotic instinct. In an almost mechanical way a man and a woman would 

look for in one another the qualities they desired for their descendants . 

Whereas for Schopenhauer a man let himself be captivated by the beauty 

and submission of a woman, and could by nature change partner because his goal 

was to procreate, a woman by nature was instinctively more bound to her mater

nity. Women wanted strong men "for these promise the production of strong 

311 

312 

313 

Harrison, 1990, pp. 178-9, and , Showalter, 1988, p. 217. Showalter justifies Webb's inicial resisten ce 
to her privil eged education: "her explanation of her earli er motives probably speaks for other women 
as well: 'At the root of my anti- feminism lay the fact that I had never myself suffered the disa bi li ties 
assumed to arise from my sex"' . 
G eorge Eliot, despite being anti-suffrage, had also ridiculed this social principie in Adam Bede, ch. 
xxi: "I tell you th ere isn't a thing under the sun that needs to be done at all but what a man can do 
better than women, unless it's bearing children, and they do that in a poor makeshift way". 
Schopenhauer, 1966-69, vol. II, p. 545 . 
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children".314 They had to keep their husbands, because man was "the nourisher 

and supporter of the future offspring". 315 Years la ter Nietzsche echoed the core 

of Schopenhauer's ideas but more dryly and briefly. According to Nietzsche, the 

great justification of woman's presence in the world was her capacity to conceive 

and give birth: "Everything in women is an enigma, and everything in women has 
one sole solution: it is called pregnancy. A man for a woman is a means: the end is 

always the child". 316 Laying aside N ietzsche's conflicting experience of women, 

his appreciation of the topic of marriage was very primitive: "That is how I want 

a man anda woman to be: one fit for war, the other fit for giving birth". 317 

Nietzsche also mentioned the eugenic aspect of marriage: "Marriage: that is 

how I call the desire of two to create one who is more than those who created 

him". 318 This is the basis of Shaw's more elaborate project: "You must not prop
agate yourself at your own level only but aim higher! Let the garden of matrimo

ny help you in this!".319 One cannot deny that Shaw's motivation as regards eu

genics was based on moral principles which were politicised from a democratic 

perspective. Yet, it is also true that he was most probably imbued by the patriar

chal image of the dangerously maternalist world of the Victorians, who were not 
aware that the two concepts, eugenics and democracy, went against each other. My 

position is that Platonism, in coming in contact with Darwinism, furnished it with 

an ideological content which it lacked in essential aspects. Therefore evolutionism 
became one of the great vehicles via which certain traits of Plato's philosophy reached 

the end of the nineteenth century. Hence, given woman's essentially biological func

tion, which is more connected to reproduction than to creation, Darwin concludes 

that "the female, however, ultimately assumes certain distinctive characters, and 
in the formation of her skull, is said to be intermedia te between the child and the 

man".320 And given that in the nineteenth century the size of the brain deter

mined intellectual capacity, which was in turn inversely proporcional to the length 
of female hair, the leading figure of evolutionism concludes triumphantly: "man 

has ultimately become superior to woman".32 1 

Centuries before, Plato had suggested in exactly the same way as Darwin 

that women were biologically and mentally inferior tomen. On two occasions, in 

314 !bid. p. 544. 
315 !bid. p. 542. 
316 "O n old and youngwomen", in Nietzsche, 1972 , p. 106. 
317 !bid. "On old and new tables", § 23, p. 290. 
3l ll !bid. "O n th e child and marriage", p. 112. 
319 !bid. p. 111. 
320 The Descent of Man, quoted by D ijkstra, 1986, p. 168. 
321 !bid. p. 1 72. 
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the Timaeus, he alludes to their imperfect nature in relation to men. The first 

reference parts from a spiritual imprint infused into human beings by the creator 

of order, who fashions souls to deposit them in temporary bodies: "and as human 

nature was of two kinds, the superior race was of such and such a character, and 

would hereafter be called man". 322 The man who leda life befitting his spiritual 

quality would return to his celestial origin after his death "and there he would 

have a blessed and congenia! existence''. 323 In contrast, the fortune of he who <lid 

not do justice to his celestial origin would be different, for "if he failed in attaining 
this, at the second birth he would pass into a woman, and if, when in that state of 

being, he did not desist from evil, he would continually be changed into sorne brote 

who resembled him in the evil nature which he had acquired".324 His degrada

tions would go on until the racional part impelled him once again to start the jour

ney over again from animality towards human nobility, which was best embodied 

in the male. The same argument also appears in the Phaedo, but this time without 

mentioning women he limits himself in talking about masculine responsibility. 325 

The second quote from the Ti7naeus is even more caustic than the previous 

one in presenting the appearance of women as a process of physiological degen
eration caused by a moral corruption. llowards the end of the dialogue (90e-91 a), 

after finishing his exposition on the universe and the animal world, he repeats the 

previous explanation: "Of the men who carne into the world, those who were 
cowards or led unrighteous lives may with reason be supposed to have changed 

into the nature of women in the second generation". 326 The hypothesis resem

bles a combination of karnúc punishment and the division of the sexes through 

natural selection. WK.C. Guthrie insists that it is no more than an innocent Pla

tonic jeu d'esprit, placed on the lips of a Pythagorean: "and for a Pythagorean the 

female carne in the second column of opposites, along with evil, darkness and the 
unlimited". 327 Guthrie refuses to admit that Plato in reality looked clown on the 

female sex arguing that this "is scarcely compatible with their role in the Republic 

322 Ti. 42b-c. 
m Ti. 42 b-d . 
.m ]bid. 
325 Phd. 82b: In reference to virtuous souls yet lacking in phi losophical education: "they will natura lly 

fi nd themselves in another well-conducted society resembling th eir old one, a society of bees, per
haps, or wasps or ants; and later on they may rejoin the human race they have left, and turn into 
respectable men". 

326 11-anslated by J owett. 
317 Guthrie, 1967-1 981, vol. V, p. 307. In th e corresponding note (ibid.) G uthri e insists: "That women 

fa ll short of men in a1·eté (Leges 78 1c), and men are superior and stronger (R. 455 c, 456a), <loes not 
alter the fact that women are to be trained for and share ali activiti es and duti es with men, including 
government" . 
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... or the Laws".32 8 In the same text, Plato also defended the reproductive neces

sity of the couple (9 lc-d) : "The animal within them is desirous of procreating 

children .. . ". And the fusion of the stronger and weaker sex -who in fact share 

the same origin- , is reminiscent of the androgyn of Aristophanes in the Sympo

sium, who was, let us not forget, inferior in quality to the purely masculine double 

beings.329 

Yet, despite Guthrie's reminder of woman's participation in the ideal state, 

Plato made it quite clear that women were an appendix andan imperfect copy of 

men. Even so, the fact that women were incorporated into the life of the pólis of 

Plato was in itself an innovation with regard to previous Greek writers. 330 It does 

therefore represent a social and political promotion which cannot however be 
attributed to Plato's awareness of a grave injustice towards the weaker sex but 

clearly to his desire to make use of all the available means in order to create a 

more efficient society from his own patriarchal perspective. Women were neces

sary -like every useful member of the state- and many of them continued to 

stay at home, and their potential was not fully exploited by the city. According to 

Plato, their reproductive function need not impede them from fulfilling other 

functions. On the contrary, maternity could be professionalised, and the services 
that a woman had previously offered in the intimacy of the home, could be of

fered to the society at large in the new order. The most important novelty that 

Platonism introduced in the traditional way in which the meaning of the li fe of 
women was viewed, carne as a consequence of the dissolution of the family, and 

the discovery that she could be of use outside of the strictly domestic and family 
environment. 

Similarly, the equality which Plato defended was totally relative, or, at the 

very least, partial. In qualitative terms, both sexes belong to the same species and 

possess the same aptitudes but men have a higher potential ability. Socrates in the 

Respublica significantly asks G laucon the following question: Do you know of 

any occupation carried out by human beings in which what we said previously 

does not apply much more to males than it does to females?". 33 1 And G laucon 

calmly answers: "You are quite right, in practically all the arts one sex is superior 
than the other" . Socrates' reply is perfectly clear: "Natures are more or less well 

328 !bid. 
329 Smp. 192a-e: "These are in fact the best boys and adolescents because they are the most virile by 

33 0 

33 1 

nature ... And the bes t proof of what I'm saying is that, once they are grown up it is only men of this 
kind who in affa irs of state behave as rea l men do". 
Cf Luis Farré, "Estudio preliminar y notas", in Platón, 1973, p. 329, n. 9. 
R. 455c-d. 
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distributed in both lineages, and naturally women participate in all functions as 

do men of course; if we are to acknowledge that in all of them women are weaker 

than men".332 The adjectives asthenestéra and ischyrotéra connote a contrast be

tween weakness and strength on a physical as well as on a mental, moral and 

social level, 333 and also translate as inferior and superior. 334 

lf there is still any doubt, Plato puts an end to it with the utmost clarity in bis 

mature political work: the Leges. Here the old Athenian, who substitutes Socrates 

as the principal orator, reproaches Cretan citizens far the legislative loophole by 

which the matters of women go on uncontrolled in their community. Women, he 

states, are not half the social problern, but to be more precise, twice over "in 

proportion as her native disposition is inferior to man's".335 A woman is by nature 

pros areten cheíron tes tón arrénon, in other words, morally less capable, and hence, 

more irresponsible. As a consequence, adult life together with civil participation is 

reached later by women than by rnen and also ends sooner. 336 Like Shaw many 

years later, the conservative Plato of the Leges also considered sexual union as an 

important service to the state: "Bride and bridegroom should make it their purpose 

to present the citywith the best and finest progeny they may".337 Once procreation 

has been regulated by the government, and "our boys and girls born, the proper 

course will naturally be to deal with their nurture and education". 338 

Thus, in trying to sum up our conclusions, we could say that in all three 

cases, that of Plato, Galton and Shaw, the project of eugenics is based on the 

premise that there are inferior beings who are a product of an unsuitable genetic 

mix, as well as superior beings, offspring of accurate unions. According to this 

policy, the invigilation of reproduction and education must be the aim of 

governments, far the welfare of a country depends on it. In Politicus 308e, the 

Helean stranger considers it an important task far the statesman to have contact 

"with those who rear and educate children according to the educational laws"339 

and, also, to direct the unions of couples, far "most men make unsuitable matches 

from th e point of view of the begetting of chi ldren of the best type of 

332 

333 

334 

R. 456b-c. 
Liddell & Scott, s. v. astheneia and iscl~yrós. 
Vid. P l. R. 45 5 e. 
Lg. 78 lb. 

336 Lg. 785 h: "That fo r official appoin tmen ts shall he forty fo r a \VOman, thirty for a man . For mi litary 

337 

service the term, in th e case of a man, shall be fro m the age of twenty to that of sixty, for a woman, .. . 
up to the age of fifty" . 
Lg. 783d-e. 

m Lg. 788a- b. 
339 Plt. 308e. 
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character". 34º Despite this , P lato restricted the main part of his plans to the 

guardian caste, and Galton, in the nineteenth centmy, follows in his footsteps, 

even though on a personal level he himself <lid not aspire to power. Darwin's 

cousin always denied that his experiments had dictatorial objectives like those of 

Plato. To the contrary he professed that he was striving for a better nation 

something akin to the mentally superdeveloped ethnic group of Renan's Dialogues 
Philosophiques. 341 Shaw on the other hand proposed extending eugenics to include 

the population at large in an interclass anthropological dynamics. It must be said , 

however, that his propaganda of the coming of a new type of human was 

exaggerated: well-nourished, healthy, civilised and finely braveas a lion. "We must 

eliminate the Yahoo, or his vote will wreck the commonwealth",342 he said, clearly 

in reference to the beastly and irracional humans of the land of the Houyhnhnms 

of Swift's Gulliver's Travels. M ore than on e reader, however, saw in this the 

menacing shadow of the powerful hero of Aryan cult. 

Metabiology -the great importance given to congenital traits-, and the role 

assigned to women as instruments of gestation, were ideas shared by both Plato 

and Shaw. This was also true of the arbitrary organisation of their social behav

iour. Starting from the Platonic conviction in the weakness of women and right 

up to Shaw's effusively fertile fema le and Coventry Patmore's insistent Vlctorian 

caricature of woman as an Angel of the house , the projects of eugenics deliberately 

or undeliberately fomented an interference into individual intimacy and a dan

gerous way of valuing people, which were to be used by destructive and brutal 

ideologies later on. 

Unfortunately it is not possible to go in any more depth into tl1e Platonic 

treatment of women, a subject that deserves a lot of attention as is shown by 

recent studies mostly from tl1e point of view of gender. 343 The conternporary 

political and genetic consequences of eugenics is also a subject that goes beyond 

the scope of this doctoral dissertation. However, it would be utterly unforgivable 

to ignore it from the perspective of Victorian reading of Plato for three funda

mental reasons: 1) The influence of Plato on the concept of academic and political 

340 

34 1 

.142 

343 

Plt. 3 lOb. 
Cf Anonymous quote in La Revue Bla11che, in D ijkstra, 1986, p. 204: "Renan, ... conceived of a cho
sen race among whom, as a resul t of the hyperculture of the organs of thought at the expense of ali 
others, humani ty would become a lumi nous brain a bl e to dream ... of des tini es that woul d dazzle our 
imagination" . 
"The Revolutionist's H andbook", in Shaw, 1946, p. 245. 
Eg: Blues tone, 1987. Or, Halperin , "Vlhy is Diotima a \\Toman?", in Halperin, 1990. Dickason, 
1973-74; Al len, 1975; Clark / Lange, J 979; Wender, "Plato: M isogynist, Paedophil e, and Feminist'', 
in Wender 1984; among others. 
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conception of paideía within British elites. 2) The heated critica! reaction against 

the hierarchical principles of Platonism which was initiated by George Gro te and 
went on to become a tradition in Great Britain which culminated in K. R. Pop

per. 3) My own personal interest in the fortune or destiny of this important trait of 

Platonism, which is surrounded by a certain amount of controversy but which in 

most cases has not helped to clarify matters. Even in the twentieth century we 

still find that the heated nature of the accusations and replicas concerning Pla

tonic politics generate more confusion than insight. This is due to the fact that 

today as in the past we can still find behind every detractor or supporter of Plato 

a person who is ideologically biased .344 Consequently our task is to attempt to 

clarify a mix-up that has gone on for centuries and to try and put Plato's thought 

and that of his critics into perspective, even when the conclusions are like mine: 

ambiguous and eclectic, in no way categorical or definitive. 

344 Preface in Crossman, 1959. 



XIII. PLATONISM AND TOTALITARIAN RACISM: 
AN INEVITABLE ASSOCIATION? 

IT IS IMPORTANT TO KEEP a clear head on the relationship between Plato and 
totalitarian thought in order to avoid being confused by the crossfire from different 

and diverging arguments. If we are to begin by considering what Plato himself 

says, we know that his theoretical social objective was on the one hand the welfare 

of the population via a useful distribution of tasks and occupations and, on the 

other hand, moral perfectionism and poli tical professionalism. 345 Neither the 
cruelty of extermination for reasons of race nor total manipulation due to sex 

were in keeping with the just and reflexive philosopher kings of the Respublica. 
Even a severe critic of Platonic politics and important source of inspiration for 

Popper, the Labourite Richard Crossman, sees it this way when situating his 
fictitious Plato in Nacional Socialist Germany of 193 7 .346 

In Crossman's imaginary narration, which I will refer to extensively with re

lation to Grote, the Athenian philosopher breaks through time barriers and turns 

up as an onlooker at a Nazi meeting, where he is horrified to find out that his 

work is being voiced from the mouth of a self-proclaimed thinker of Hitler's re

gime: "You can imagine my feelings ! Dionysius' book on my philosophywas noth

ing to this", 347 he exclaims in utter consternation when writing a fictitious letter 

to his friend Aristotle. He immediately approaches the German philosopher and 

differentiates between the two positions and unrelentingly condemns the system 

of German government mentioned : "the noble lie which could be the means of 

happiness to all is become an instrument of insane destruction ... it has effected 

not regeneration, but tyranny. For the motives of your rulers are ambition and 

34S Cf R. 3 72a - 3 76e. 
346 Crossman, 1959. 
347 !bid. p. 241. 
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power. They have suppressed democracy only to replace it by intrigue and secret 

corruption and palace revolution".348 Despite all this, Crossman <loes not exempt 

Plato of guilt and sustains that his intellectual racism and his ordered discipline of 

the masses made him attractive to a fascist regime even despite himself. Hence, 

the resurrected Plato: "was appalled at the unscrupulous use which the Nazis 

were making of his name and of his philosophy to justify cruelties which he had 

always condemned". 349 

Crossman's reproach against a reactionary Plato, distant "from practica! life, 

dreaming of a transcendent City of God", 350 was taken upa few months after the 

landing at Normandy, more specifically in November 1944 by a monthly publi

cation called The Journal of Education based at Oxford. In issues 76 and 77 of this 

magazine- which corresponded to the end of 1944 and a good part of 1945-

there is a very heated debate around the arride by Otto Neurath andJ. A. Lauw

erys about the possible use of Platonism in schools in pro-Nazi Germany, despite 
the fall of the regime: "we expressed the view that there may be teachers in Ger

many who will wish to promote the ideals of Nazism even after its defeat, and 

that the Republic could be used for that purpose without falsifying the views of 

Plato".35 1 

The controversy was sparked off by a paragraph from the second part of 

Otto Neurath andJ. A. Lauwerys' arride: "After all in the Republic one finds plainly 

and openly expressed the view that the main purpose of the state is to preserve 
the purity of the race and to organize the people for work against foreign barbar

ians, who are looked upon as natural enemies".352 A debate began immediately, 

which turned in to a true war of rebuttals in the form of letters and arrides sent by 

a number of specialists against and in favour of Otto Neurath andJ. A. Lauwerys' 

position. Among the participants in the debate were outstanding personalities of 

the world of philosophy such as Bertrand Russell and G . C. Field. 

Between January and July of 1945 the pages of the Journal of Education bore 
witness to the sensibility which part of the British inteligentsia showed towards 

the villainies of totalitarianism, but above all, towards the figure of Plato. 

D efenders and critics alike of Platonism, through their concern, showed that the 

figure of the Athenian philosopher was still an indispensable point of reference 

348 !bid. p. 245. 
349 !bid. p. 2 82 . 
35º Jbid. p. 133. 
35 1 N eurath / Lauwerys, 1944. T he above guate however is from "Plato's Repub/ic and German Educa

tion", ofFebruary 1945 in the same publication, p. 57 . 
352 N eurath / Lauwerys, 1944, II, p. 57 5. 
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anda powerful influence on the way they saw the world. In that same year, Pop

per published his controversia! The Open Society and its Enemies, in which, strangely 

enough, he makes no mention of the work of Neurath and Lauwerys. In 1961 he 

declared that he did not know of the arride in question until 1953.353 Even so, 

the debate around it should have paved the way for a positive reception of his 

work among the philosophical public. Popper <loes not hesitate to strongly ac
cuse Plato of being a racist on the premise that his idealism "rests not upon a 

spiritual, but upon a biological basis; it rests upon a kind of meta-biology of the 

race of men".354 

According to Popper, P lato not only supported a biological theory of the 

state, but also explained social dynamics and political history from a racial and 

biological perspective. In the Austro-British writer's view, the Phoenician tale 
on metals and the different qualities of man from the Respublica355 demonstrates 

that Plato was aware that his racism "was opposed to the democratic and hu

manitarian tendencies of his time". 356 As proof of this he refers to the fact that 

Plato promised the promotion of a child of humble background into the class 

of the guardians if he could demonstrate - by a stroke ofluck rather than through 

an educational project- that he was composed of a noble metal such as gold or 
silver. To be sure, Plato goes on to acknowledge the fact in the Timaeus l 9a-b, 

but Popper assures us that this is a cynical and diplomatic stance which in fact 

leaves the appearance of such excepcional being to fortune instead of trying to 

promote it. 
The fact that Plato in Book IV of the Respublica maintains that the classes 

cannot be mixed is used by Popper as a basis in order to counter the Victorian 

argument of open Platonic competition. In fact Plato on this says that: "With 

regard to the dedication and the interchange between the three classes we can 

very justly state that for tl1e most part: they are a crime". 357 Hence Plato could be 
seen as a kind of leader of the Nietzschean cult of the "hooved beast",358 of the 

creator of the myth of the superman, a super Greek called on by nature to be a 

super master or king of the world, or at least, of his world. And, in fact, certain 

passages from Plato fit in with Popper's interpretation, above all the one from the 

35 3 Popper, 1966, vo l. I, p. 325 . 
354 ]bid. p. 83. 
355 R. 415c-d. 
356 Popper, 1966, vol. I, p. 141 . 
357 R. IV 434b-c. 
358 Popper, 1966, vol. I , p. 23 0, n. 43 : "This theory appeals to Nietzsche because he likes these blond 

beasts". 
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Respublica 535a-b, in which he uses the word physei to define his ideal guardian in 

terms of power: "Preference should be given to the strongest and bravest and as far 

as possible to those of better constitution".359 Plato goes on to add that these men 

must have a physical and mental constitution which would allow them to resist the 

harsh exercise and studies set out for them. Hence, the state should therefore en

deavour to "check .. . who are bastards and ... who are noble",360 so as to avoid rulers 

of low quality. Popper could not have found more opportune evidence. 

And on top of it all Plato's insistence that these men receive public recognition 
in the form of celebrations and sacrifices "as to divine and godlike men",36 1 left 

Popper no doubt in qualifying Plato as ambitious and comparing him to 

Nietzsche, 362 who in the Wille zur Macht, had quoted the passage from the 
Teages3 63 with enthusiasm. Here Plato presumably had confessed the secret desire 

of every man to be the lord of the world. 364 The myth of a philosopher-king, 

noble and of good lineage, powerful, beautiful, temperate, virile, sagacious, 

constant and, according to Popper, guilty of a terrible "lying propaganda"365 which 

manipulated procreation, were inevitably to convert Plato into "one of the founding 
fathers of racialism". 366 

Naturally the replicas to such serious charges were immediate. Despite my 

own sympathy and acknowledgement towards the content of Popper's warning, I 

must also admit that his provocations betray elements of excessive literary license, 
which as far as I see it can be more easily discarded than the ideological elements. If 
in this section we focus on Karl Popper's treatment of Platonic eugenics we will 

note that besides his radical conviction that the Athenian was guilty he made a 

somewhat heterodox use of the sources. Thus, for example the Austro-British phi

losopher decides that the word blosyrós, which is used to describe one of the traits of 
the Platonic superman in the Respublica 535b, means "awe-inspiring", "stem" or 

"awful",367 in spite of its common translation vigorous,368 strong,369 virile370 or 

the like. It is curious that Popper should state that his translation is based on the 

·159 R. VII 535a-b. 
360 R. VII 536a-b. 
36 1 !bid. 540c-d. 
362 P opper, 1966, vol. I, p. 284, n. 60. 
363 It is in fac t a secret di alogu e as is shown by Taylor, 1977 , pp. 5 32-5 34. 
36"' Popper, 1966, vol. I, p. 284, n. 60. 
365 !bid. p. 184 and passim. 
366 !bid. p. 33 1. 
367 !bid. pp. 149 and 275 n . 36. 
368 Cf P lato, 1970, vol. I, p. 211. 
369 Cf Camarero, in P lato, 197 3, p. 409 . 
. n o Adam, quoted by Popper, 1966, vol. 1, p. 27 5. 
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"common" usage of the adjective "fearsome" or "imposing",371 when in fact this is 

not the most common usa ge of the word.372 Nor is it the one that Plato himself uses 

when he once again uses the word in Socrates' definition of the aspect of his mother 

Phaenarete in the Theaetetus 149a: "a fine buxom woman called Phaenarete". 

Strangely enough though, Popper makes use of the quote from this dialogue 

in order to support his hypothesis that the adjective blosyrós or blosyrá normally 

describes a menacing or disquieting subject, even "in the sense of inspiring ter
ror".373 With regard to the other common translations of the term, Popper re

jects them by arguing that they exemplify "the general tendency to tone clown 
what Plato says".374 The great anti-historical writer's aim is to show us the bio

logically founded roots of tyranny and arrogance of Platonic governments, and 
to link this prototype to the great hooved beast ofNordic fascism. However, though 

there is no doubt that there is a degree of Platonic responsibility here which must 

be acknowledged and clarified, it is also certain that Plato had furnished the con

stitution of his robot-portrait of the guardians with personal virtues that clash with 

the racist and sinister publicity that Popper wants to attribute to them. 

Ronald B. Levinson, ex-professor of the University of Maine, a stalwart apol
ogist of Plato and harsh critic of Karl Popper, maintains the opposite thesis : "it is 

time at last to show against our critics that Plato <lid not divide Greeks them

selves into the nobly-born and the base, nor make it one of the principal purposes 

of his ideal city to preserve the pedigreed purity of its master race" .375 Levinson 
is slightly indulgent. Plato had expressly proposed preserving "the lineage of the 

guardians ... pure"376 as a task of government, and the word génos is not ambigu

ous. Nevertheless, the North American researcher is righ t in pointing out the 

parcial and incomplete nature of Popper's analysis. 

Apart from the essen tial attributes of students of dialectics which we men

tioned previously and which Popper considered racist and intimidating, it is a 

fact that Plato had also demand ed other moral requirements of the philosopher 

kings. T he candidate needed to demonstrate his love for the state377 and his 

37 1 

372 
Popper, Jbid. 
Cf Liddell & Scott, s. v. hlosyi·ós, translates the word for haiiy, sbaggy, bristling, or, in th e case of the 
two quotes by Plato, as mascu/ine. lt is in Aeschylus, Eumenides 167 where th e lexicon attributes the 
meaning which is used by Popper, of grnve or f eaiful. Similarly Bailly s. v. hlosyrós, attributes "en 
bonne part" to blosyrós and includes the meaning of grave,fenne ,fort, généreux with regard to the two 
references of P lato. 

373 Popper, 1966, vol. I, p. 27 5. 
374 !bid. 
375 Levinson, 1953, p. 535 . 
376 R. 460c-d. 
m !bid. 503a-b. 
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loyalty, a good memory378 and a strong capacity for work, a high degree of good
will ,379 a great thirst for wisdom, an absolute disinterest in wealth, 380 a sober and 

just spirit, 38 1 and above all, he had to possess a philosophical soul,382 always keen 

to find out the ultima te reason of things. Of course this list of virtues did not take 
Popper by surprise and he had very real counter-arguments with which to com

bat it. But, quite possibly, he situated them too far from the Platonic Weltanscha

uung. Plato was a conflicting figure, with important dilemmas and contradictions 

regarding the physical world, art , poli tics, sexuality, women, convention and 

social justice. Apparently, and this h as become a commonplace, Socrates was 

clearer, a more rational and ethically sound wise man than his extremely specu

lative di sciple. 
It th erefore comes as no surprise that Popper should intelligently detect the 

P latonic paradoxes. ln all the subjects that we have just mentioned there exist 

contradictory arguments within P lato, whether it be due to his difficult task of 

chronicler and recrea tor of Socratic thought, or due to the weight of experience 

- see the poli ti cal thought of P lato before and after Syracuse- , or beca use of his 
own natural personal and intellectual evolution. Aristotle was more conservative 

when it carne to venturing his own specul ative intimacy and hopes; that 's why he 

appears more lineal to us than his teacher. In the end, the difference between the 
images of an ordinary human being and a famous one is that the life course of the 

latter is open to examination and the scrutiny of everybody. 
Plato was, to be sure, an elitist , a man of aristocratic culture, masculinist, neg

ligent and even contemptuous towards the non-educated masses, to which he 

attributed an equally deprived origin. He didn 't even envisage like Shaw -frorn 

his questionable biologism- the possibility of improving the conditions of ges
tation of the people. On the contrary, for him it was a matter of not contaminat

ing the ruling class with non-purified blood. Consequently, the charge of racism 

levied against him by the author of The Open Society and its Enenzies is in my opin

ion justified . The comparisons however with contemporary totalitarianism are 

exaggerated. Popper argues that he madc a point not to mention the names of 
"sorne 'notorious' modern totalitarian raci alists",383 and he proudly adds: "And I 

shall continue to do so".384 Even so, th e crucial historical moment in which he 

378 ]bid. and 486d . 
.l 79 ]bid. 503e. 
380 Jbid. 485e. 
3H l ]bid. 487 . 
382 lbid. 486a. 
383 Popper, J 9M, vol. 1, p. 33 7 . 
. lH4 !bid. 
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started the book385 invested it with an unequivocally alarming and tendentious 

tone , which he achieved by using words which were characteristic of fas cist jar

aon to describe th e deficiencies in Plato. He himself was la ter on to acknowledge b L 

that the book was "more emotional and harsher in tone than I could wish".38<1 

It is hard to believe that Plato 's model was directly behind the totali tafrm 

leaders of tbe first balf of the XX century. T he reason for this is basically that the 

latter were not thinkers and that the dil emmas and uncertainties whi ch come up 

in the writings of the Athenian philosopher do not fit in with tl1e irracional force 

of absolutist dogm a. But as the also controversial Nietzsche said "les paroles qui 

menent le monde viennent sur des pattes de colombe".387 VVhat we should look 

for and find in P lato is the dark side of his philosophy, whicb exists, despüe the 

magnificent and subtle line of though t of his metaphysical paradigm . 

L evinson admits that P lato and the National-Socialists share the same scien

tifically erroneous belief in the hereditary transmission of moral capaci ty, 388 as 

well as the conviction in the role of tbe state regarding sexual matching. But th c 

Am erican maintains tl1at the difference líes in their criteria of excellen ce and their 

final obj ectives. As far as he sees it, tl1e Nni eugenic ideal is based on purity of a 

race which is identifi ed by its "Nordic" colour, blood and appearance, frorn which 

would gush out, as if from :a spring, a seri es of virtues such as va lour, the will to 

order, energy and crea tivity, to mention a few. In contrast, P lato 's position ac

cording to Levinson was not so arbitrary. T he philosopher king and the gnardian 

must be morally superior, and this essentially implies a constan t struggle between 

dóxa and epistéme, between póros and pen fa. Clearly this development of indepen

dent judgernent is very much divorced from totali tarian self-cornplaccncy. O nce 

G ood and vVisdorn have won within tl1e philosophical soul this learning rnust be 

made good use of and passed on to the following generation in order to ensurc 

the continuity of re liable governments. According to Levinson, in the end Plato 's 

mistake was to attribute human spiritual potential to a genetic root. 381) But evcn 

thou gh he recognises the importance attributed to the ethical and intel1 ect1..1 al 

qu ality of the chosen, Plato 's American apologist prefers to reject the accusa tion 

of racial prejudice and favours the concept of a rational eugenic idea l. 

Cf Popper himself acknowlcdges his a cl ef allusion s, in P opper, 1966, vol. l , p. viii, 1950, in th c 
preface to th c sccond edition: "Nc ithcr th e war nor any oth er contemporary event was cxplici t l:; 
m ention ed in the book; hu t it was an attcmpt to unJ crstanJ those evcnts and th eir background, ;md 
som e of th e issues which were li kely to ari sc afo:r the wa r was won". 

3H6 ]/;id. 

N ietzsche, 1974, p. 10 . 
.l HH L evinson, 195 3, p. 537. 
) H

9 ]/;id. pp. 535- 543 . 
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Levinson's apprehensiveness regarding the criticisms waged against Plato 
prevents him from seeing that the eugenic project of the author of the Respubli

ca is also conditioned by a racial criterion, though I do agree with him in that 
the Platonic universe is as divorced from fas cist values as Plato and Socrates are 
from Hitler and Mussolini . Yet, despite the fact that Plato demands mental as 
well as physical qualities for the guardians, the mental quali ties are assimilated 
into the origins of the physical ones and catalogued as exclusive to a caste or 
génos. This criterion has taken root in our conception of the world . As regards 
certain ideological prejudices, tl1e contemporary philosopher P. F. Strawson sug
gests that "One of the marks, though not a necessary mark, of a really great 
philosopher is to make a really grea t mistake ... ", 390 and to be believed and fol
lowed by humanity fo r centuries. Here is where I think Plato's responsibility 
lies, as <loes that of his readers. The selective elitism of his dramatic personae and 
the archetypes that they construct in their dialogues, during the eras when their 
dialogues were read, carne to form a part of the "unreproachable" ideal block. 
When Plato inspired admiration, this respect was unconditional and verged on 
blind enthusiasm, whereas, when he was looked clown on or ignored, it was 
impossible to take him seriously. 39 1 

Jenkyns tl1erefore is right when he poin ts out the política! importance of 
Popper's work and so is Popper when he does the same with regard to C rossman 
and Grote. The first volume of The Open Society and its Enemies destroyed a myth 
and revealed a tradition that had been begun in a much more discrete fashion 
by Grote. lt is not true either that Popper made everything up. The reali ty of 
Europe in the Great War provided t:he ideologues with plenty of inspiration in 
relation to the coincidences between the most tyrannical aspects of Plato's polit
ical theory and the fas cist and communist regimes. W K. C. Guthrie sadly ob
serves that the objective of the official programme of the German National So
cialist Party, as it existed in print, "was the production of 'guardians in the highest 
Platonic sense' ". 392 And needless to say, a superficial reading of certain passages 

390 

39 1 

392 

Q uoted by Baker / Morris, 1993, p. 6. 
T he case of h is explicit homosexuali ty was an exception because it hurt the interests of the system. 
Hence it was either expediently covered up or corrected by his adorers, as was the case of Ficino and 
J owett, or censured fo r going against morality, in the case of the Oxonian academics at the beginning 
of the nine teenth cenrnry. 
See Guthrie , 1967- J 98 1, vol. III, p. 1 O: "In 19 5 3 th e Am erican scholar R.B.Levinson could say sadly, 
that 'today friendship fo r Plato is to be found chi efly among those scholars (and their fri ends and 
disciples) whose vision of him antedated the rise ofNazism'. It is true that a powerful ímpetus to this 
movement was given by th e rise of totalitarian govemrnents in Europe and th e second world war, 
and it was indeed disturlii11g to learn that the aim of the Gennan Naz.i party, as described in its official 
prog;rmmne, was the productio11 of 'guardians in the highest Platonic sense' ". (The italics are min e). 
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of Mein Kampf 93 can produce in the reader the impression that H itler's convic
tion in the total power of the state as well as his obsessive wish to direct reproduc

tion towards the goal of racial purity, are quite reminiscent of the corresponding 

Platonic principles. 
Nevertheless, one must always keep in mind that Plato never put his plans 

into practice and that he returned from Syracuse without having had the oppor

tunity to govern. M odern parallelisms between Platonic politics and fascism, or 
between the authoritarian and elitist position of Plato and tl1e commitment of 

Martin Heidegger with the educational and cultural programme of the Third 
Reich394, are restri cted by a very real delimitation which, though it <loes not take 

the blame away from Plato, at least redeems him from any tangible complicity. 

He never saw his project put into practice, nor <lid he witness therefore the he

catomb of pride and violence which could be brought on by a totalitarian regime. 

It is not valid therefore, nor is it reliable to imagine that Plato has a large degree 

of responsibility in the crimes that surround the Second World War. 
We have already mentioned that the Victorians were not familiar with the 

risks of totalitarianism. I would however like to follow the line of argument of 

certain nineteenth century notions which directly or indirectly concern Plato, 
such as eugenics or discrimination for reasons of race or gender. These ideas in 

the twentieth century were put in to practice with excessive zeal driven by 

conviction and arrogance. In fact, the immediate scientific inheritors of Galton 
had already started on the road of partisan politicisation around the end of tl1e 

century. Hence the chair as well as the running of the foundation that Darwin's 

cousin left behind at London University for the study of eugenics395 were later 

occupied by Karl Pearson , Galton's biographer. Pearson was responsible for the 
clearly racist and classist interpretation of genetic inheritance. He created a version 

which was manipulated by malthusianism, on the danger of the high birthrate of 

the so-called inferior races which could jeopardise the standard ofliving of western 
humani ty. 

T his orien tation was taken advantage of by Hitler in his propaganda and by 

the sin ister American Eugenics Society founded in 1926 with similar goals. But, 

whereas Nacional Sociali sm associated Aryanism and Germanic purity with the 

notion of absolute racial domination and territorial expansion, the American as

sociation not only assimilated the belief in Nordic superiority - recommending 

393 H itler, 197 1, pp. 3 73 -441. 
394 Cf Gadamer, 1989, pp . 427-43 0. 
395 N ow the Ga lton Laboratory in the University College London. 
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the restriction ofltalian, Greek and Slav immigrants- but also incorporated Pear

son and Galton's stance regarding the genetic excellence of the upper cbsses. 

This led them to conclude that they possessed "superior hereditary qualities that 

justified their being the ruling class". 396 

The comparison with Plato is easily made but inaccurate. In the Respublica 
we do not find , to begin with, that the guardians attribute their sta tus excl usively 

to th eir superior genetic background. Beforehand, they h ad to demon stra te 

through their conduct and their performance that they were truly the best and , 

by mea ns of a kind of natuntl selection, the optimum quality of their genes was 

deduced. Once the new order had been established, the sons of th e first generation 

of guardians, thernselves th e fruit of cugenic organisation, were to receive an 

cducation corresponding to their future function. During this proccss, however, 

their ca pacities wcre constantly under strict scrutiny. T he first criterion for 

selcction was classist to begin with but not necessarily of blood relation , for 

intellectual <1ptitudc supcrscded and was tl1 c guiding principle of eugenics. In 

contrast th c reverse was true in the case of contemporary racist ideologies. The 

prescrvation of the race of thc guardi<ms was the way to avoid th e degeneration 

~md corruption of the political cLiss of the Platonic sta te. T he qu estion l1 ere, as 

Popper very rightly insinu::ited, would he wb~1t did P lato und erstan d by the 

degcneration of the state? Perhaps the dcmocratic mechanism of the open society? 

We could ~1 l so Jsk wh::it the thrcat of non-white races to western civili sation in thc 

twcntieth-century consists of. Wc may find that what Plato consiclered a resource 

of nature -that is to say, procrea tion- when used for a specific goal, whether it 

be noble or not, later on turns into a cause and an end in itself. T his could be in 

part du e to the development by tl1 e German ide::i lists in the eighteenth century of 

historic:il rnetaphysics as well as to th e eleva tion to absolute categori es of the 

notions of state and nation. 
For simil ar reasons the cornrnunist system, the anti-dernocratic countcrpart 

to fascist rcgimes, was also not exempt from elitisrn in its rulin g cL1ss. Francis M . 

Cornford cites an interesting obserntion by Bertrand Russell of 1920 during his 

trip to thc Soviet Union: "Th e Cornmunist Party corresponds to the G uardians; 

the soldiers have about the sa rn e status in both; there is in Russia an atternpt to 

dea l with family life more or less as Pbto suggested . I suppose it rn ay be assumed 

that every teacher of P lato throughou t thc worlJ abhors Bolshevisrn , ~and that 

every Bolshcvik regareis P lato asan antiguated bourgeois. Nevertheless, the para llel 

is extraordinarily exact benveen P lato 's Rcpub!ic and the régime which the better 

CJ E)/(yrloptlcdifl Brif(/1/7/ iat, ."".'Íflcropaedia s. e'. ( ;cnetics ancl H ereclity, vol. 19, pp. 72 <>-7 . 
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Bolsheviks are endeavouring to create".397 And despite the fact the comparisons 

between Platonism and Communism are less abundant than the above case because 

of the explicitly materialist base of socialist theory, Russell is not mistaken in his 

observation. As well as an obstí nate mistrust of democracy, communism and 

Platonism shared a faith in the altruistic and unconditional dedication of rulers. 

Above all , they had what fascism lacked, a well-structured philosophy that stipulate 

the political practice of their philosopher-kings. 

Here ends our look at Platonic eugenics and its disparaged circumstances. T he 

conclusions of these meditations are, as l warned at the beginning, conciliatory up 

to a certain point; in other words, ambiva lent: T he aristocratic of Plato eugenics 

fow1d an important echo in late Victorian culture through Darwinism. Certain voices 

of alarm from out of British pro-democratic and liberal currents which foresaw the 

danger set a tradition of paralle] anti-Platonic cri ticism which was to exist alongside 

the tradition of the Platonic idealists of Oxford and Cambridge. T he latter were 

conserva tives but generally speaking pro-evolutionists. At the forefront of this 

progressive current opposed to Platonic politics was George Grote, followed later 

on by Crossman and finally by Karl Popper. Yet, despite the valuable contribution 

of their critiques and the ü1teresting perspecti ve of studies on PLno which they 

initiated l am convinced that Platonic texts were not the great source of inspiration 

of the holocausts of thc twcntieth century. At the most, more than an in-depth 

reading of the dialogues, it was certa in distorted references, comrnonplaces and 

images together with the desire of bcing a ble to allege the hypotbetical support of a 

philosopher of universal prestige such as P lato, which brought the racist traits of 

the Athenian phi losopher in contact with the dictatorships of modern times. 

Popper's denunciations warned against ideological passiveness with regard 

to the reading of Plato. Even so, l very much doubt that textu<1l P latonism was a 

primary source of inspiration of the holocausts of the twenti eth century. The 

racist traits of tbe Athenian thinkcr filtered into modern dictatorships via rna

nipul ated references and cl early chosen cornmonplaces. T he great book 011 the 

influence of Plato on the National-Sociali st regime, written in l 93 3 by Joachim 

Bannes -Hftfe¡-~r; IVnnpf und Platom Staadt- , assures us that lvlein &mpf was 

written under the ideological influence of P lato .398 But, despite a few conceptual 

coincidences and allusions to cl <tssical culture as th e gen esis of bis uew philosophy 

of l~fe, H itler himself does not quote Plato anywhere.399 lf we were to helieve that 

197 

. l9X 

Bertrand Russell in The Pmctice rmd Theory of!Joffhevism, p. 30. But my source is Cornford , 1967, p. 65 . 
Cf Dlues ton e, 1987 , p. 5 3. 

-'99 Hitl er, 1971, pp. 393, 408 and 423 . 
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the Nazi state apparatus shared Bannes' view in seeing "Hitler's advent as the 

victory of Platonism",4ºº we would be overestimating the philosophical interest 

of National Socialist military leaders. Between the reflexive yet polemic historical 

Plato and the insensitive and cruel totalitarian Plato lies a distaílce which separates 

noús from eikasía . 

But let us return again to our starting point, the second half of the nine
teenth century, from where we shall continue to observe the inroads of nine

teenth century Plato into the very heart of Victorian culture. 

4oo Joachim Bann es quoted by Neurath / Lauwerys, 1944, vol. TI, p. 575 . 



XIV MATTHEW ARNOLD'S SWEET 
AND LIGHT HELLENISM 

THE HISTORIAN GERTRUDE HIMMELFARB insists that she is not joking when 
she says that Matthew Arnold possessed such a refined spirit that it was impos

sible that a theory as crude as Darwinism could affect him.401 Not even his friend
ship with Thomas Huxley led him to appreciate evolutionism as separate from 

the monolithic block of the sciences which he regarded as the enemy of culture 

and tyrant of the inconsistent religion of Mammon, of machinery, and material 

progress. Until the end of bis life, Arnold was obstinately wary of the scientific 
fever and the calls for updating the curriculo that reached him with increasing 

frequency as inspector of education. His answer was adamant: only humanism 
and culture could meet "the need of relating what we have learnt ... to the sense 

which we have in us for conduct ... the sense which we have in us for beauty 

. .. ".4º2 This term of Arnold's however needs like many others a little explanation, 

for, as Disraeli pointed out, Arnold was "the only living Englishman who had 

become a classic in his own lifetime".4º3 With the general sense he patented a 

private lexicon where he adapted formal meanings at his leisure. Hence, culture 

becomes "the pursuit of perfection ... "4º4 which is "to make the best that has been 

thought and said in the world current everywhere to make all men live in an 

at:mosphere of sweetness and light".4º5 The cultivated person, being aware of the 

mechanistic times he lived in, would direct the great flux of humanist ideas towards 

the prosperous industrial communities.406 This sweetened discourse finishes off 

40 1 H imm elfa rb, 1991, p. 96 . 
402 Arnold , "Litera ture and Science", in Trilling / Bloom, 1973 B, p. 262 . 
403 In \Ni lley, 1980 A, p. 2 5 6. 
404 Arnold, 1985, p. 215. 
405 ]bid. p. 216. 
406 !bid. 
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by saying that culture also "seeks to do away with classes", for "this is the social 
idea and the men of culture are the true apostles of equality".4º7 

These fraternal and paternalistic reflections were published by Arnold in 1869. 
In the same year Galton brought out Hereditary Genius with an aim to exalt aris

tocratic genealogy and in support of his proposition of fomenting the prolifera
tion of blue blood. With Culture andAnarchy, Arnold became much more a la page 
with the society of his time than <lid Darwin's cousin. He was unsatisfied, but he 

wasn't dangerous nor <lid he feel nostalgia for the old guard. Even though Plato 

delighted him -he broke off with Bentham because of the latter's disqualifica

tions of Socrates and Plato-,408 he <lid not skip over the more reactionary as

pects of both philosophers. E ven so, he clearly aimed to restore their speculative 

and moral worth. Arnold portrays another aspect of intellectual and cultural life 

of the Victorian solstice which could help us to better understand the whole into 

which we shall later on place the figures that are to follow. 
Revealing an enormous influence of Platonism, Arnold defended the validity 

of the philosophy of Plato in the Victorian era against his great personal enemy 

and object of his phillipics: modern and industrialised society. Thus, in Literature 
and Science of 1881, speaking to the scientifist public of Cambridge he states: "Prac
tica! people talk with a smile of Plato and ofhis absolute ideas and it is impossible 

to deny that Plato's ideas do often seem unpractical and impracticable, and espe

cially when one views them in connection with the life of a great work-a-day 

world ... ".409 Even so, Arnold admired the goal of the Platonic pedagogical project, 

in so far as it strove for the spiritual, intellectual and moral well-being of the 

person.41 0 

Yet there are certain anachronisms in P latonic philosophy which one should 

overcome. Arnold highlights the classicism inherent in Plato's Respublica with 
moderation: "I admit that Plato's world was not ours".4 11 H is criticisms are fo

cused on the reactionary social aspects mentioned above: "his ideas show the in

fluence of a primitive and absolute order of things, when the warrior caste and 

the priestly caste were alone in honour, and the humble work of the world was 

done by slaves".4 12 Arnold 's commentaries on Plato succinctly summarise his 

philosophy: 1) to recover the spiritual and intellectual dimension of education in 

407 !bid. 
4os Cf Jenkyns, 1980, p. 231. 
409 Arnold, Literntu1·e and Science, in Trilling / Bloom , 197 3 B, p. 2 5 5. 
4 1º !bid. p. 256. 
4 11 !bid. p. 257 . 
412 !bid. p. 256. 
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modem society, 2) the educational responsibility of the new cultivated classes, 3) 

the handing over of power from the aristocratic elites to the growing middle class 

which should by no means lose its cultural and social sensibility. 
This was a period that was especially satisfied by its gestures yet very suspicious 

of criticism. During the eighteen-sixties, Newman had written the Apologia pro 
vita sua as a defence against Kingsley's attacks on his conversion to Catholicism. 

Essays and RevirilJs, the polemical publication of writings by a select group of religious 
authors, 4 13 was condemned in court as disrespectful. And censorship had 

established its code of offences which limited the freedom of speech. 
Within this context Grote had published his radicaf 14 and utilitarian version 

of Plato as a means of setting off a democratic opening that would promote toler

ance and the free search for truth. Soon after this, Arnold published a text that on 
the one hand denounced the anarchy which was inherent to his view of democra

cy as disorderly and amoral. On the other hand, he launched an attack on the 

stagnation of the aristocracy or the barbarians as well as 011 the provincialism of 

the bourgeoisie or the Philistines and, needless to say, on the immaturity of the 

mob. Nevertheless, the spiritualisation of the flourishing Philistine middle class 
together with the moral ennoblement of the liberal Gladstone model of the family 

made rich by the Napoleonic wars,4 15 was Arnold 's great hope of the nation. We 

are faced here with two outlooks which ata first glance may seem contradictory, 

for a democratic orientation in politics is being criticised. But at the same time a 

change is being called fo r in the traditional social structures, naturally, on condi

tion that the class, that takes up power abandons its tedious a11d useless values. 
Yes to the middle class but to a cultivated one. This, according to David Thomp

son, was a liberal critique ofliberalism.4 16 

In case there existed suspicion as to any possible ambition 011 his part regard

ing public life, soon after his book carne out Arnold declared that: "Things in 

England being what they are, I am glad to work indirectly by literature rather 

4 13 

4 14 

Essays and Reviews, 1860. T his was a joint coll aboration of seven liberal Angli can theologians among 
whom were F rederick Temple and Benjamin J owett. Darwinism was described here as proof of "the 
grandiose principie of the self evolving power of nature" and "a very sure evidence of Christi anity". 
(See Himmelfarb, 1991, p. 66). The book was officia lly condemned by the fa mous W ilberforce (see 
the incident with T H uxl ey on Darwinism) and Lord Shaftesbury, as heterodox and for going against 
the "Thirty Nine Arrides" of Anglican Orthodoxy. Cf Somervell , 1969, pp. 11 8- 11 9. 
From "political and phi losophical radicalism". The word 'radical' was coined in 1797 when Charles 
J acob Fox used it in defence of a "radical reform" of th e electoral system. Like Bentham, he wanted 
the vote to be given to th e wbole male population. Between 1832 and 1892 , the radicals won more 
rigbts to vote and seats in Parliament for trade unionists. 

4 15 Tbe sentence is J ames Bowen 's, Op. cit. p. 170. Cf. note 11. 
4 16 Thomson, 1983 , pp. 112-113. 
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than directly by politics".417 He therefore defined himself asan impartial critic, 

and this was the redemptory and benefic function of writing which, via cultm·e, 
could try to perfect humanity. Added to this, his constant opposition to the 
values of what Ibsen termed "the damned compact liberal majority"418 led him, 

albeit indirectly, into clear confrontation with the ideas of progress and moder

nity of his time. 

The son of Thomas Arnold, from an early age he had been witness to the 

discussions that had taken place in sel e et circles of British teaching on the right to 

education. His father was the headmaster and promoter of Rugby and had intuit

ed that public schools needed to satisfy the constant applications for admittance by 

the new rich so as not to lose in strength and in order to continue to be profit

a ble. Going against the pervading scientific fashion he insisted, as did his son 
afterwards, on the importance of the classics in the education of the promising 

young and opulent plebeans of the nation. He was more pragmatic than his son 
and understood that the wealthy class should demand its stake on power, and that 

it was preferable to include them within the educational system rather than to 

keep them excluded. Matthew Arnold was not so understanding as regards petit 

bourgeois aspirations of upward mobility. He showed more understanding how
ever when it carne to the objective of transforming that energy to create Chris

tian gentlemen who could serve the country from within and overseas. 

The paideía of public schools set up by his father, led Arnold towards a more 
intima te and personal notion which he baptised as Hellenism, or the spirit of sweet

ness and light. The ideals of nobility of character of the heroes of Horner and 
Thucidides, which were spread by Thomas Arnold, undoubtedly set the founda

tions for a conception of an ideal human temperament which was inspired in Greek 

culture. It distinguished itself from Hebrewism in its use of intelligence and the 

imagination, mental flexibility and Socratic common sense in order to know one's 
own capacities. This Hellenic wisdom, which led the individual towards culture, 

could be achieved through religion, knowledge, criticism, poetry, the political 
sciences and the idea of the university, represented by Oxford, the British Athens. 

Culture and criticism were, if nothing more, at least complementary and at times 

interchangeable, for the latter "tends to establish an order of ideas, ... true by 

comparison with that which it displaces; to make the best ideas prevail".419 One 

could say that the critical attitude was the exercising of the Hellenic temperament 

+17 In W ill ey, 1980 A, p. 255. 
4 18 Quoted by Somervell, 1969, p. 154. 
+19 "The Function of Critici sm at the Present tim e", in Trilling I Bloom, 1973 B, p. 218. 
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and that culture was the content and sediment of both. The load of sensibility in 
this construction of the soul was within everyman's reach and was not limited to 
any one class, though it was above all suitable to the social group that would hold 
the reins of power. 

The same aristocracy that Galton had wished to make eternal, was in Ar
nold's eyes arid: "their natural inaccessibility to ideas",420 rendered it futile and 
sterile. And in an age of ideas, the aristocratic culture ("to call it by that name")421 

had become obsolete: "its culture is exterior chiefly; all the exterior graces and 
accomplishments, and the more externa! of the inward virtues, seem to be prin
cipally its portian. It now, of course, cannot but be often in contact with those 
studies by which, from the world of thought and feeling, true culture teaches us 
to fetch sweetness and light; but its hold upon these very studies appears remark
ably external, and unable to exert any deep power upon its spirit".422 

In 1830, Thomas Carlyle had made a similar observation on the aristocrats 
or idle dilettantes: "Not that we want no aristocracy, but that we want a true one".423 

But Carlyle truly wanted a government of nobles and his criticism, unlike Ar
nold's, was not directed against the taking up of power by an inferior class, but to 
the contrary, he wanted an aristocracy that could assert itself as wise and superior 
in its position of command. Years later, possibly around the time of the publica
tion of Culture and Anarchy, Carlyle, who was of hum ble origin but considerably 
arrogant, was much more unconditional towards the upper class: "I should vote 
at present that, of classes known to me in England, the Aristocracy (with its per
fection of human politeness .. ) is actually yet the best of English classes".424 

Matthew Arnold, an Oxford man familiar with Aristotle - whom he quotes 
in the preface to the first edition of his Poems-,425 like the Stagirite himself, 
opted in favour of the conciliatory solution of placing the middle class at the 
centre of political life. He considered that it was the only one that could unselfishly 

serve the community: "Almost all my attention has naturally been concentrated 
on my own class, the middle class, with whom I am in closest sympathy, and 
which has been the great power of our day".426 Still, they had to be re-educated. 
Hellenism had to be added onto their Hebrewism. Revealing a certain disdain for 

42° CultU7·e and Anarchy, in Arnold, 1985, p. 217. 
421 !bid. p. 218. 
422 !bid. pp. 218-219. 
423 !bid. p. 127. 
424 !bid. pp. 128-9. 
425 "Preface to First Edition of Poems" (1853), in Arnold, 1985, p. 129. 
426 Cultu1·e and Anm·c/Jy, in Amold, 1985, p. 217. 
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the J ewish tradition, ma non troppo, Arnold identifies Hebrewism with the life 
principle of good behaviour or correction, essential to a decent life yet not sufficient 
in itself to accomplish cultural plenitude. 

The austerity of Puritanism had managed to strengthen England and had 
invested it with vigour and sobriety, but it had also isolated it from the intellectual 
currents of the Continent and from its own roots. Despite Macaulay's 
enthusiasm,427 according to Arnold, the middle class was still provincial. It hung 
on to its stuffy nature and propagated a fever for accumulating enormous wealth. 
Its Hebrew discipline was wasted on such a superfluous cause. On.the other hand, 
the old order, which had been overthrown by the F rench and industrial revo
lutions, had degenerated into chaos, into anarchy understood as interna! and 
externa! disorder. Arnold felt that the lack of meaning in British life had broken 
up the country to such a point that it lacked the agglutinative spirit of the pólis. 

The parliamentary bill of 1867, which gave the right to vote to the working class, 
had provoked serious public disturbances, which Arnold saw as prnof of the need 
for a common political principle that would bring with it a more agreeable life 
and social peace among the different classes. 

The new education, which was principally directed towards the philistines 

and commoners, had to renounce his father's aristocratic Rugby model and adopta 
line of open teaching more akin to the French lyceums, which he had been famil
iarised with through his post of school inspector.428 The state had to evolve and 
win the trust of citizens whom it had previously ignored. In fact, they were now the 
state. In speaking of the lack of British identity as a united people he complained 
about the inefficiency of the institutions and denounced the empty monumentality 
of, for example, the College of Health: "In England", he said, '"where we hate 
public interference and love individual enterprise, we have a wholle crop of places 
like the British College of Health, the grand name without the grand thing".429 

Even so, the liberalism of the middle class and free commerce were taking 
hold.430 Arnold was not hostile to the democratic theory, but to the way he saw it 
was being put into practice. Now all the Dickensian "Mr. Podsnaps" of the City 

voted, and so did its skilled workers. This indiscriminate and amorphous par
ticipation, however, did not dignify their life. European literature excelled in critica! 
and reflective works such as the books of Strauss and Renan, whereas England 
<lid not go beyond the catechism, for education had been limited to a few and the 

427 Cf Houghton, 1985, pp. 39-40. 
428 Willey, 1980 A, p. 262. 
42 9 !bid. p. 259. 
430 Cf Thomson, 1983, p. 113. 
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chief preoccupation was to make more and more money. It is difficult to classify 
Arnold into a specific political tendency despite the fact that Gilbert and Sullivan 
sang that everyone, whether they liked it or not, takes sides with one party or 
another.431 In the end it could be that, as Gertrude Himmelfarb said, he was too 
refined to align himself to a party ideology. It is clear, however, that his stance 
showed important liberal leanings anda desire to overcome the almost congenital 
elitism of the educated classes of the time. Unfortunately, the Whig (and later on 
liberal) reforms were accompanied in the Vi.ctorian age by a strong will for progress 
in the modern meaning of the word, whereas Arnold yearned after lost aesthetics 
and ethics. His moderate yet severe tone, leads us to think that he succumbed to 
authoritarianism due to his preoccupation with the loss in quality of life. 

Arnold's sober voice against the religion of Mammon and the excessive 
dilapidation of his contemporaries was also seconded by Dickens, Carlyle and 
Ruskin, though from different perspectives and with different interests in mind. 
It was not at all uncommon for Vi.ctorians to complain against the ignorance and 
materialism of their society. Perhaps this was why, according to professor Richard 
Jenkyns, as in Arnold's case, they never totally put into perspective the reach of 
Plato's anti-democratic proposals or the identification of Great Britain with 
historical and triumphant Athens. "The Vi.ctorians seem to have felt that Plato's 
criticisms of Athens were like their own criticisms of England, severe but 
fundamentally loyal".432 A renewed interest for Plato emerged from the sixties 
onwards, inspired among others by Arnold's allusions and the erudite works of 
Grant, Jowett and Grote. Until then, debate had centred around whether Plato 
was a useless discursar who faded when compared with Aristotle, or whether the 
couple Socrates-Plato was a paragon of wisdom and moral integrity. After Grote, 
we have the discovery ofVi.ctorian Plato. In other words, we see the appearance 
of the relativist, sceptical, racional, metaphysical, homoerotic, aesthetic, selective, 
conservative and authoritarian aspects. Grote initiates a critica! line of though 
which goes on almost up to Richard Crossman433 and Karl Popper. In the 
mean time, the dissimilar la ter interpretations: idealist, aestheticist or metaphysical, 
carried the disquieting stamp of this first great and daring study on Plato. 

43 1 
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Cf !bid. p. 119, andJenkyns, 1980, p. 227: "That every hoy and every gal/ That's bom in to the world 
alive/ Is either a little Liberal/ Or else a little Conservative". 
Cf Jenkyns, 1980, p. 245. 
Crossman, 1937: "Plato's philosophy is the most savage and most profound attack upon liberal ideas 
which history can show". Quoted by Jenkyns, 1980, p. 262°. 





PARTFOUR 

THE CRITICAL TRADITION OF 
PLATONISM FROM GROTE TO POPPER 





l. GEORGE GROTE AND SOCRATES' 
CONTROVERSIAL COMPANIONS 

FROM THE EIGHTEEN THIRTIES onwards certain British intellectuals complained 
about the lack of attention given to Plato by the British academic world. Befare 
commenting on the satire Crochet Castle by Thomas Lave Peacock, let us note 
this Hellenist writer's marked scepticism in 1831 regarding the possibility of Pla
to's ever being edited or read in England. Peacock therefore also doubted that the 
sensual aestheticism of Greek sculpture -in this specific case, the spiritual beau
ty of the uranian Aphrodite in her splendid nudity- could ever be understood by 
the academics until the appearance of the first potencial readers of the Athenian 
philosopher: "(supposing either of our Universities to have printed an edition of 
Plato), or to any one else who can be supposed to have read Plato, or indeed to be 
ever likely to do so, I would very willingly show these figures; because to such 
they would, I grant you, be the outward and visible signs of poetical and philo
sophical ideas". 1 

In a different context, in 1840, in a joint note to the English version of the 
introductions to Plato's dialogues by Schleiermacher and to the translation of Dr. 
G. Wiggers' The Life of Sokrates, J ohn Stuart Mill deplores the lack of classical 
education among British youth, and more specifically the lack of studies on Plato: 
"school-books intended to facilitate the study of even the easier parts of the 
writings of Plato are still almost a desideratum among us". 2 Mill's protest, 
however, also showed ignorance with regard to Plato within the universities, far 
in 1834 he adamantly denounced that at Oxford "of the young men who have 
obtained university honours during the last ten years, we are much misinformed 
if there be six who had even looked into his writings".3 Frank M. Tumer similarly 

Peacock, 1986, p. 187. 
"Two Publications on Plato", in Mili, Essays on Philosophy and the Classics, p. 242. 
In "Headnote to The Protagoras". In Robson, 1965-91, vol. XI, pp. 39-61. 
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alludes to the difficulties faced by the essayist in charge of Platonic philosophy 
far the Encyclopaedia Metropolitana of the farties, in finding English bibliography 
on Plato. 4 George Henry Lewes himself, the lover and companion of George 
Eliot, an expert on Hegel, a fallower of Comte and author of a Biographical Histo
ry of Philosophy of 1845, despite his ideological distance from Platonism, stated 
that the Athenian philosopher "is often mentioned and even quoted at second
hand; but he is rarely read, except by professed scholars and critics".5 It seems 
that not even these sparse readings took place within university lecture halls, at 
least until precisely one of these neophytes, BenjaminJowett, declared at Oxfard 
in 1847 that: "Aristotle is dead, Plato is alive".6 After his appointment as Profes
sor of Greek in 1854, Jowett tried to revive Plato and initiated a completely new 
course on the Respublica that was to go on far many years. 

John Stuart Blackie, a friend of]owett, did the same in Scotland, thus begin
ning the building of a bridge which he <lid not believe could be breached until the 
eighteen sixties. But, was Plato really so unknown? It is quite significant that in 
1831, Peacock said that Plato had not been translated or studied, when in fact, 
the complete edition -including introduction, commentary and notes- of the 
Corpus Platonicum under the charge of his friend Thomas Taylor and Floyer Sy
denham, had already come out in 1804. On his part, Shelley in 1818 had corn
pleted the much praised version of the Symposium accompanied by a discrete es
say on Greek lave, and Coleridge had divided the world into Platonists and Aris
totelians in the summer of 1830 besides having repeatedlyprofessed his Platonism. 

Nevertheless, Universities still <lid not give Plato the attention he deserved 
and Peacock's accusation was meant to denounce this deficiency. Taylor, as we 
have already seen, was notan erudite, but rather a dissenter who never had access 
to a university education. His translation betrayed a lack of academic rigour typ

ical of an amateur who was more interested in rnysteries than in a strict adher
ence to the text. On the other hand, Shelley and Coleridge, despite their passion 
far Platonic philosophy, were poets who could not make up far the academic 
authority of a recognised scholar. Hence, Peacock was right: the university had 
neither translated nor studied the work of Plato during the first quarter of the 
century. Notwithstanding this, there had been attempts in non-strictly academic 
circles towards a familiarisation with his philosophy. Kathleen Raine, a dedicated 
scholar of Thomas Taylor, as was pointed out in the corresponding chapter, 

The reviewer's exact words were: "Plato's writings are in the present day indiscriminately treated ". 
Quoted byTumer, 1981 , p. 369. 
!bid. pp. 369-370. 
Jenkyns, 1980, p. 22 9. And Turner, 198 1, pp. 373-3 74. 
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reminds us that at the beginning of the nineteenth century many of the works of 
the British Ficino were published anonymously or under pseudonyms, and that 
the Duke of Norfolk kept Taylor's complete edition of Plato under lock and key. 
The renowned theosophist adds with a tone of complicity: "Taylor's professions 
of Platonism were as outrageous as was Shelley's Hellenistic atheism a generation 
later to the Master and Fellows of University College".7 Five years after Pea
cock's Crochet Castle the English version of Schleiermacher's introduction to his 
edition of Plato, which was originally published in Germany between 1807 and 
1828,8 finally appeared. Thus, the clandestine Plato comes out from hiding little 
by little. 

The "Lovers of Plato" of the first half of the century experienced the newly 
growing The Gusto Greco -and their dose of Platonism- more as a sentiment or 
religion than as a philosophy. According to Turner, Montagu Burrows in 1860 
warned that without the counterweight of the sensible Aristotle, "the enthusiastic 
Platonist may become a mere visionary".9 And even in 1887, the editor of the 
Meno, Saint George Stock, defined the "Platonist" as one who could with diffi
culty be classified as a philosopher, and from whom the only thing that could be 
inferred was that "he has an enthusiastic belief in the immortality of the soul, 
grounded on somewhat shaky arguments, and thinks that ignorance lies at the 
root of evil. There perhaps the matter ends". 10 Both critics talk of enthusiasm, a 
term with very Platonic con~otations, 11 which evokes the mystical raptures of 
poetical inspiration in the Ion and the Phaedrus but which Plato himself separated 
from the gradual and serene philosophical road towards epistéme. 

The prisoner of Book VII of the Respublica, who is dragged out of the cave 
and suddenly sees the sun's rays, feels his eyes sting and is blinded by so much 
unbearable light. "Because", says Socrates, "he would be unaccustomed, if he had 
to see things from high up". 12 With this it is inferred that the violence of mysti
cal ecstasy is not the way that leads from aísthesis to nóesis, but rather the symptom 
of illumination created by the muses, which for Plato is valid -though with res
ervations- in terms of divine possession or manía. It is in such cases that the poet 
receives the message from the gods and transmits it without participating. Simi
larly, it could be due to Taylor's influence -never sufficiently acknowledged-

10 

11 

12 

Raine, 1968, p. 103. 
Platons Werke, 6 vals. Berlín 1807-1828. 
Turner, 1981, p. 377. 
!bid. 
Cf Ion, 535c; Phdr. 249e, 253a, 263d; Ti. 71e. 
R. VII, 516a. 
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and the subsequent Platonism of Romanticism, that the English stripped Plato's 
philosophy of all rationalism and for a long time branded it as "a vague, mystical 
manner of thinking, given to irresponsible raptures and contemptuous of the plod
ding of the intellect". 13 The truth, however, is that the wise man, the philoso
pher king of Plato, only had the frenzy of enthousiasmós at his disposal. 

The factors that influenced the study of Plato most were the very particular 
and somewhat exclusive vision of Platonism as a form of poetic thought com
bined with the criticisms of Aristotle on the theses of his teacher. It is precisely 
for this reason that a profound and sober understanding of the texts of Aristotle 
as was that of Grant's in 1857, allowed him to question the classical abstraction or 
ethereal inconsistency of the Platonic doctrines and to separate that which Ro
manticism had combined: philosophy and poetry. Not even Grant was able to 
completely rid himself of this cliché, given that he recommended a sensitive read
ing of the dialogues: "Plato is to be regarded as a dynamical force, rather than as 
the setter forth of a system; and in modern times we may feel that to imbibe, if 
possible, his spirit, is of more value than to garner his conclusions". 14 He also 
acknowledged Plato's valuable philosophical contributions from which Aristotle 
was able to set upa more organised system of thought: "He thus codified Plato, 
and translated him into the prose of dogrnatic theory, at the same time that he 
carried further and completed many of his results and suggestions". 15 All of a 
sudden the great Plato -Aristotle's antinomy- was beginning to be questioned 
and put into perspective. 

In 1841, the orthodox theologian William Sewell, to whom F rank M. Turner 
attributes the dawning of the teachings of Plato at Oxford, presented a collec
tion of essays under the title -yet once again-'- of lntroduction to the Dialogues 

of Plato, where he compared the Platonic republic to a Commonwealth of the 
Christian church. 16 Sewell had taken the step from Aristotle to Plato. Hence 
Plato had ceased to be the almost exclusive patrimony of poet:s and fell into 
religious hands. Yet he still needed to be freed more before he could speak. In 
March of 1865, J owett wrote to Blackie with regard to Plato: "There is nothing 
good, I fear, in English on this subject". 17 Grote's book had come out a few 
weeks earlier but J owett was not aware of this. Thanks to Grote, a utilitarian, 
rationalist, democratic radical, an unbeliever and admirer of the sophists, Plato 
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17 

Ritchie, 1902, quoted byTurner, 1981, p. 377. 
Grant, 1885, p. 181 
!bid. p. 182. 
Turner, 1981, pp. 375-376. 
!bid. p. 3 71. 
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entered triumphantly in to British intellectual life. To put it another way, he was 
the perfect antidote with which to counterbalance Plato's reputation ofbeing 
up in the clouds. 

Contrary to what one could expect, Grate was not an Oxford or Cambridge 
man. The doctorates which he held from both universities18 were honorific ones 
and awarded in recognition of his great work as a historian, and far the founding 
of University College of London which he had helped to establish. The lack of 
academic credentials in his case was not the result of a personal option but was 
imposed on him by his duty towards attending to the business affairs of an influ
ential and tenacious family. As a result of this forgoing, his energetic initiatives in 
favour ofUniversity education carried the mark of a certain degree of frustration. 
Or at least this is what comes out from a speech which he made in 1846, in which 
he urged the institutions to correct "the mistaken impatience with which parents, 
often under no pressure of necessity, abridge those years requisite far their son's 
complete education and hurry him in to prafessional life a half-educated man" .19 

Even so, and perhaps due to this deficiency, Grate was one of the most atypical 
and freest classicists of his times. 

Son of a prasperaus banker of the City, he worked efficiently in his father's 
firm and divided his free time between his seat in the House of Commons with the 
radical philosophers -the extreme left of the Whigs- and the study of Greek, 
Latin, German and ancient philosophy: "occupation with Grecian Philosophy is 
interesting, instructive and salubrious".2º His political affinity with the utilitari
ans, his thirst far knowledge as well as chance, braught him from very early on 
in to contact with the historian of Greece Connop Thirwall, James Mill, who be
came a kind of spiritual mentor far him, Mill's son, John Stuart Mill, Jeremy 
Bentham and the economist David Ricardo. He was also an essential guest at the 
gatherings of historians and intellectuals which took place at the house of Lord 
Stanhope, where he exchanged conversation with personalities such as Macaulay 
or Darwin who spoke of him with true admiration.21 This very attractive and 
avant-garde graup of friends must have at least in part made up far a lack of 
academic education. 

When Queen Victoria carne to the thrane, Grate was a member of her par
liament as M.P. for the city of London. M. L. Clarke, his biographer, explains 
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Oxford, 1853, and Cambridge, 1861. Cf Vaio, 1990, pp. 119-124. 
Clarke, 1962, p. 22 . 
!bid. p. 134. 
Cf Darwin, 1993, p. 59: "After lnnch I went for a stroll with George Grote in Chevening Park ... and 
was pleasantly impressed by his interesting conversation and by the simplicity .. . of his manners". 
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that, far long periods of time whilst waiting far his un-punctual parliamentarian 
colleagues to arrive far rautine sessions, "he faund time to read thraugh most of 
Plato in a committee raom".22 But, already befare 1825, when he took up his in 
depth the study of Plato, "he was already well re ad in modern philosophy and had 
adopted the views of the Utilitarian school".23 This modernity can be seen in his 
interpretation of Socratic thought, being very much akin to that of the Mills, 
both father and son. It is the method, "Plato's mode of investigation" ,24 which 
attracted the utilitarians and not the ideological content of Plato, which Mill de
scribed as "poetic fancies or philosophic conjectures".25 Grate appraached Plato 
from this perspective and he contributed a salid knowledge of the results of Ger
man research. The mixture between his empiricist and radical thought and the 
contemplative and anti-democratic philosophy of Plato resulted in a special and 
avant-garde book. 

This was by no means the first ofhis studies on Plato and Socrates which was 
to come out. In 185 6, Grate had published an impressive History of Greece in twelve 
volumes,26 which is still a classic on the subject and earned him the title of "the 
historian of Greece". 27 And, even in this century, in 1952, the Italian Hellenist 
Arnaldo Momigliano, after affirming that Greek history is the creation of the 
British, pays almost absolute tribute to Grate: "all ... studies on Greek history of 
the last fifty years of the 19th century are either far or against Grote".28 This 
statement, as we shall see further on, could be applied perfectly to the studies on 
Plato by Grate. 

In the third edition of the History of Greece of 185 5, the then ex-Whig parlia
mentarian29 extended his propositions with much more specific notes of clarifi
cation. More specifically, in the dense chapter lxvii, 30 he had made his polem
ical reflection in favour of the sophists, which provoked a reply by Zeller in 
1859.31 The latter basing himself on the authority of Plato disqualified the moral 
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!bid. p. 63 . 
!bid. p. 13 5. 
John Stuart Mill, Autobiography, quoted in Clarke, 1962, p. 134. 
!bid. p. 13 5. 
Or ten, in the later editions Cf Turner, 1981, p. 287, n. 28. I consulted Grote, 1971. 
Cf Jowett, 1871, lntroduction to the Sophista , p. 326: "the distinguished historian of Greece ... ", 
without mentioning the name. In this part of the book the quotes or references to] owett's introduc
tions to the dialogues of Plato correspond to The Dialogues of Plato, 4th edition 19 5 3. 
Quoted by Vaio, 1990, p. 119. Cf Turner, 1981, p. 213, who clarifies that he is referring to German 
studies. 
In fact he was a parliamentarian between 183 3 and 1841 , when he retired from political life in order 
to dedícate himself to research. 
Cf Guthrie, 1967-1981, p. 11. 
Zeller, 1859. 
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contribution of Die Sophistik. Grate then went on in 1865 to formulate what was 
a much more elaborate praposition: the sophists were not the antithesis of So
cratic common sense but on the contrary, "a person more thoraughly Eristic than 
Sokrates, never lived". 32 With the sophists and with Socrates - whom Grate 

considered to be the most qualified among them- 33 was to begin, as he saw it, a 
period of great transcendence in the history of philosophy. Once the cosmocen
tric and dogmatic eras had been overcome, philosophy began a rational and crit
ica! phase, or, as Comte would put it, a positive one, 34 in which all the previous 
presuppositions were questioned, especially by Socrates and Plato. 

Grate's interpretation owed its inspiration to the rationalist tone35 of the 

historical version of James and J ohn Stuart Mill and had also gane thraugh the 
critica! filter of Hegel's History of Philosophy, either in arder to follow it, or to 
refute it or evento imprave it. Thus, on the one hand, the utilitarian interpre
tation of Greek philosophy considered that the sophists had offered youth the 
teaching of democratic savoir faire, being the intellectual masters that they were 
in the great Athens idealised by Grate which was in turn preoccupied with both 
political and moral prablems as Hegel had already pointed out. 36 On the other 
hand, the Platonic Socrates coriceived debates as a didactic form of intellectual 
and moral wisdom: "He knew how to discriminate pretended from real lan
guage ... He found men full of confident beliefs on these ethical and political 
topics". 3 7 This premise was to last thraughout his lifetime. We now find our
selves in the era of the philosophia de caelo devocata, speculating araund human 
affairs above the mysteries of nature. What we were actually faced with here 
was a superior level in the intellectual evolution of humanity, in the manner 
of Vico, Hegel and Comte. In fact, at the base of Grate's definition we find 
that of Hegel: "Les Sophistes sont les maitres de la Grece, c'est par eux que la 
culture praprement dite y est venue a l'existence. Ils ont pris la place des poetes 
et des rhapsodes qui étaient auparavant les maitres universels . La religion n'était 
pas didactique; l'enseignement en était absent". 38 As far as Grate saw it, the 
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Grote, 1885, vol. I, p. 124. 
Quarterly Review, 125. Art. ii, p. 53, in a note from Hist01y ofGreece, vol. VII, pp. 80-81. 
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Grote, 1885, vol. I, p. x. 
Cf lbid. vol. II, p. 244. 
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decisive test of a truly philosophical thought was whether it could be transmit

ted pedagogically. 39 

Both Hegel and Comte were in vogue in London and with more detachment 

at Oxford from the sixties onwards. Leading British intellectuals studied the phi

losophy of German idealism in accordance with the guidelines set clown by Col

eridge. This trend was followed by Anglican theologians though for different 
reasons. Studies on Hegel, Strauss and Feuerbach were translated and written by 

well-known figures such as G. H. Lewes, George Eliot and T. H. Green. Similar

ly, a ttacks were published such as that of the Anglican Connop Thirlwall. J owett's 

classes at Balliol where he touched on Hegel's philosophy, indicate that the influ

ence of Kant and above all Hegel probably affected the British interest for Greek 

ideas. In Hegel's Hist07J' of Philosophy the section which refers to Greek thought 

takes up 930 pages or what adds up to a third of the complete work,40 of which 
about 130 pages are in turn dedicated to Socrates, the sophists, Plato and finally 

Aristotle. G rote, with his k:nowledge of German and free from academic censure, 

<loes not only cite Hegel but divulges him and develops an appreciation for the 

critica! and liberating attitude of sophist thought as well as faith in a civic and 
reasoned Culture which would replace the mimetic autornatism of Sittlichkeit. 

In fact, Hegel sustained that "la réflexion fait que l'homme ne se contente 

plus d'obéir aux loi s comme a une autorité et a une nécessité extérieure: il veut 

trouver sa satisfaction en lui-meme, se convaincre par sa propre réflexion de ce 
qui est obligatoire pour lui, de ce qui est but pour lui et de ce qu'i] a a faire dans ce 

but".41 G rote also was an iconoclast of blind obedience to conventional values. 

T he philosophical vocation attracted only "individual reasoners, who dissent from 

the unreasoning belief which reigns authoritative in the social atmosphere around 

them, and who recognise no correction or refutation except frorn the counter
reason of others".42 D espite important coincidences, we cannot however define 

the Historian of Greece as a Hegelian stricto sen.su, for, as Frank M. Turner says, the 

gap between idealism and critica} empiricism cannot be breached.43 It is above 
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G rote, 1885 , p. xii , n. l : "You do not possess 'perfect knowledge ', until you are abl e to answer, with 
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all in their evaluation of Platonism after Plato where the German and English 
thinkers diverge irreconcilably. 

The more secular and scientific sector of the national Victorian intelligentsia 
was equally interested in the positivism of Comte even though not everybody 

shared the political leanings of the conservative disciple of Sainte Simon. In fact, 
for Grote, the Socratic revolution consisted of "that transition which Auguste Comte 

considers to be the natural progress of the human mind: to explain phenomena at 

first by reference to sorne personal agency, and to pass from this mode of expla

nation to that by metaphysical abst:ractions".44 Consequently, there is no doubt 

that he regarded Socrates' rationalist side as the most laudable innovation of the 

sophist age. Like Comte, he viewed the cyclic conception of history as a develop
ment of the human mind from a state of moral automatism to that of critical 

awareness. Dialectic philosophy, true philosophical thought, western culture, had 

begun, according to Hegel, with Socrates and the sophists: "L'enseignement que 

les Sophistes ont dispensé portait sur la sagesse ... Le besoin de se déterminer par 
le penser a l'égard des diverses situations et non plus simplement par oracle, par 

coutume, par passion, par les impressions du moment, -ce besoin de réflexion 
devait nécessairement s'éveiller en Grece ... on n'en est plus a croire, rnais a exa

miner ... Cette culture, la Grece la doit aux Sophistes".45 Grote kept t.his very 

much in consideration, but he clearly int:roduced nuances. 
Consequently, we shall now examine chapter lxvii of the History of Greece a 

little bit. In tl1e first place what, according to Grote was a sophist? "A Sophist, in 
the genuine sense of the word, was a wise man -a clever man- one who stood 

prominently before the public as distinguished for intellect or talent of sorne 

kind".46 Unfortunately, he goes on to say, the genius of the sophists and tl1e fact 

that they charged fees for their teachings awakened envy and suspicions of cor
ruption, "which modern writers have been so ready not only to admit but to mag
nify".47 Despite having launched such a rernark against Eduard Zeller, a venera

ble interlocutor and opposer of Grote's,48 both Grote and the deceased Hegel 

probably coincided on this point. To tell the truth, it was Hegel who first spoke 
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out in favour of the sophists and Grate seconded him. The German philosopher 
stated that: "Le terme de sophistiquerie est pris dans un sens péjoratif ... Il nous 
faut écarter et oublier ce sens péjoratif. Ce que nous envisageons au contraire a 
present, c'est d'examiner précisément le coté positif, praprement scientifique, de la 
position des Sophistes en Grece".49 The antagonistic use of the adjective positive 
on the part of Hegel and then Grate is curious in itself, without considering 
Comte's usage. The former employs it at first as a synonym of scientific and rea
soned, and the latter, quite on the contrary, as a synonym of assertive and dog
matic, in other words, anti-sophist.50 Socrates and sophist dialectics are good in 
Grate's eyes, in so far as they are negative. Even so, Hegel continues with the 
essential idea: sophistics possesses highly scientific elements which are based on 
the constant use of dialectics in order to try and clarify the question under study 
as much as possible. 

Nevertheless, "the historian of Greece" went even further: "Sokrates is so 
denominated ("sophist"), notmerely by Aristophanes, but by Aeschines51 .. . . Pla
to is alluded to, as a Sophist, even by Isokrates ... Timon ... designated them all, 
including Plato and Aristotle, by the general name of Sophists". 52 The break 
from tradition which distinguishes the sophists of Socrates beginni:ng with Plato, 
had already been braught on by Hegel, but it was Grate who developed it to its 
final consequences: " ... Sokrates was the great representative of the Sophists, dis
tinguished from them only by his higher eminence and by the peculiarity of his 
life and teaching ... ".53 This somewhat épatant thesis carne acrass a lot of opposi
tion at the onset as well as later on, in the year 1865, when he radicalised it in his 
work on Plato. As Zeller points out this was dueto the fact that he indiscrimi
nately plays with the two meanings of sophistics: the prafession of teacher of 
philosophy, and the rhetorical technique applied to speculative philosophy. 

Similarly, Grate's reasoning is quite complex and divergent from Hegel's to 
the point of making important distinctions between Socrates, Plato and the sophists 
that followed. What difference existed between the former and the latter? Basi
cally, the philosophical content and the type of social commitment. The sophists 
made use ofheuristics or rhetorical gymnastics and at the same time exercised the 
possibilities of speculative thought as well as tolerance which was derived from 
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the acceptance of the relativity of knowledge. Yet the servitude of their profes
sion as teachers of the establishment obliged them to stay within the limits of con
vention: "It ought never to be forgotten that those who taught for active life were 
bound by the very conditions of their profession to adapt themselves to the place 
and the society as it stood".54 Hence, Grote sustains that neither Zeller nor He
gel are right in considering the sophists as the pioneers of analytical awareness, 
and much less so as counter cultural. This honour corresponded to the Platonic 
Socrates. "It was he who declared (see Platonic Apology) that false persuasion of 
knowledge was at once universal and ruinous, and who devoted his life to the task 
of exposing it by cross-examination".55 

The sophists had other merits. They imitated Socratic dialectics and avidly 
applied the relativist principle of Homo Mensura, which Plato disqualified in the 
Protagoras, and Hegel from his idealist stance considered as a limitation to be 
overcome: "l'intéret du sujet dans sa particularité n'est pas encare distingué de 
l'intéret du sujet dans sa rationalité substantielle ... Cette relativité est exprimée 
chez Protagoras d'une maniere qui nous paraít dans une certaine mesure trivia
le ... ". 56 Grote on the other hand considered it advantageous. According to him, 
Plato had not understood that Protagoras was referring above all to the relativity 
of mental processes and not specifically to the experience of the senses.57 The 
evaluation of these processes did not consist of saying that everyone had the same 
right to truth just because they had the same endowments. Neither was ita ques
tion of considering that the relativism of thought would lead us to smugness and 
pride in thinking that we are more competent than others, as Descartes defended 
with a strong touch of irony in the first lines of his Discours. 58 According to Grote's 
Protagoras each man's opinion was true for him. Even when he recognises the 
speculative superiority of another and follows it, he does so because he believes in 
that authority and takes it upas his own scale of measurement. Each defined or 
conceived object has a corresponding singular or plural subject, "to whom the 
Object is what it is declared to be. This is the fundamental characteristic of 
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consc10usness ... ". 59 Grote therefore maintains that it was the dogmatic Plato 

who condemned the sophistic formula of"man as the measurement: of all things", 

and that later German criticism, led by Hegel, unjustly rejected it as excessively 

subjective. On the other hand, according to Grote who was sceptical about abso

lute knowledge, complete truth is simply impossible: "No infallible objective mark, 

no common measure, no canon of evidence, recognised by all, has yet been found. 

What is Truth to one man, is not truth, and is often Falsehood, to another".6º 
The intolerance of the affirmative Plato was also common in the England of 

that period. In supporting Protagoras's relativism Grote was attacking Plato, and 

with him, the censorship of the Victorian period: "That which he believes, all 

ought to believe .... lt constitutes the natural intolerance prevalent amongst man
kind".61 He was convinced that Athenian democracy was consolidated thanks to 

the relativist principle and that Socrates was able to live many years despite his 

confrontations with the will of the King Nómos. In fact it was Socrates and Plato 

who found themselves outside the social arder and not the sophists. Politically, 

the latter were more beneficia! for society despite the fact that they would not 

have gone very far at all if it were not for the Socratic method. 
Socrates like Plato wanted to bring about an individual moral reform that 

could con tribute to the general prosperity of the pólis. In Grote's opinion howev
er, Plato went too far, for in the last years of his life he became an enemy of the 

sacred democratic ideal that Grote saw as one of the glories of Athens. He is no 

longer one of the sophist 'companions' of Socrates but begins to vimlently attack 

them. Why? According to Grote, because prívate interests had undermined pub
lic morality and the sophists, as Plato admits in the Respublica, were but a part of 

that vile and degraded society: "Given that they are hired by private individuals 

who name them sophists and competitors, they teach nothing else but people's 

opinions, what is believed by the people who gather around them, and this they 

call wisdom". 62 

The Socrates ofXenophon does not possess such acrimony. On the contrary, 

he can be melodically sophist, and even utilitarian, as can be seen through these 

words which he addresses to Aristipo: "Things are good and beautiful for the use 
for which they are meant for and ugly and evil for the use for which they are not 

meant for". 63 Grote saw in this the sophistic and utilitarian relativism of Bentham, 
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and he reached the conclusion according to which, for historical Socrates, "Good 

and Evil -Beautiful and Ugly- have no intelligible meaning except in relation 

to human happiness and security".64 This was his interpretation of the text of the 
Memorabilia and other passages from Platonic Socrates, where the wise man es

tablishes a parallelism between ta kalá, agathá and euchrestá. 65 In short, Grate in 

1850 believed that Socrates was a sophist, rebel, dialectic, initiator of the negative 
vein, sceptical and utilitarian. La ter on, in 1865, he considered him as even more 

of a sceptic and dialectic and Plato as more dictatorial and intolerant than ever. 
After having reviewed Grate's philosophical guidelines let us now look more 

closely at the structure ofhis second work. Plato and the Other Companions ofSokrates 
is a monumental study. It was originally published in three volumes,66 and later 

on, in 1885, in a four volume edition. lt consists of more than 1500 pages of 
dense reflection and heavy erudition thraughout which he examines the theses of 

the leading figures of German criticism of the day. The already mentioned George 

Henry Lewes in that same year described the work as an "encyclopaedia of ques
tiones platonicae":67 it seems as if Grate had wished to say everything there was to 
say on Socrates and Plato. Even so, at the same time he points to the lack of 

thematic concentration on the part of the author, whom he considered inconti
nent: "consequently we have three bulky volumes where we might have had one, 

if a skilful hand could have arranged the materials". 68 Lewes, like many others,69 

complains of the length of the work and the repetition of utilitarian guidelines. 
Nevertheless, it must be conceded that Grate had written tl1e first important 

English monographic study on Plato and one which had to compete with the 

German erudite tradition. He therefore accomplished two feats. He first of all 

praduced a completely English work and secondly an exhaustive one, even though 

it could end up being "exhausting no less than exhaustive".7º 
The preface is a whole declaration of good intentions: "The present work is 

intended as a sequel and supplement to my Hist01y of Greece. It describes a portion 

of Hellenic philosophy". 71 Though Socrates and Plato are interesting from a 

historical perspective, "it is impossible to do justice to either of them - above ali, 
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to Plato, ... except in a book of which philosophy is the principal subject".72 The 
work therefore was a philosophical version and an extension of chapter lxviii of 
his previous work, where he had already announced that he would take up once 
again the Socratic-sophistic debate. 

Why a title so reminiscent of a children's story? Who, besides Plato, are these 
companions of Socrates? Undoubtedly, the intention to pravoke is present. The 
"companions", friends or comrades are the sophists: Pratagoras, Hippias, Pradi
cus, Critias and others, with whom, according to Hegel, Socrates shared the pra
fession of teacher and the examining and relativist temperament of the period. 
Grate goes even further and establishes an important bond of influence between 
Socratic doctrine and these prafessors-philosophers: "All of them were compan
ions of Sokrates; severa! among them either set clown what they could partially 
recollect of his conversation, or employed his name as a drama tic speaker of their 
own thoughts". 73 In any case, it was not simply that Socrates inspired a lot of 
respect and attracted their attention, nor was ita matter ofhis practising a similar 
prafession as well as belonging to the same generation. The fact was that So
crates, according to "the historian of Greece" was himself a great: sophist. In the 
Charmides, which Grate considered as a dialogue of search, the anthrapocentric 
relativism of the Hellenic master clearly comes out: "F or all Good and E vil, be it: 
of the body or of the whole man, originates .... in the soul".74 

In any case there existed a great difference between these sages and paid 
teachers and the Plat:onic Socrates. The former, as we shall see lat:er on, had made 
use of the dialectic method without however threatening the system, but on the 
contrary, formed part of it. Grate applauded the article in the Quarterly Review on 
chapter lxviii of his History of Greece, because, according to him, it had rightly 
understood his thinking: "According to Mr. Grate, the Sophists were the estab
lished clergy, and Plato was the dissenter -the Socialist, who attacked the Soph
ists, notas a particular sect, but as one of the existing orders of society".75 Thus 
we have the sophists who represented active and convencional life, for which they 
prepared their pupils by giving them a dynamic and democratic rhetoric, whereas 
Socrates, who was followed more fervently by Plato, represented a challenge to 
the system, an alternative of ethical cleansing and philosophical life which al
lowed him to preach, "placing himself on a loftier pinnacle of vision; while he 
himself not only admits, but even exaggerates, the unfitness and repugnance of 
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men taught in his school, for practica! life and duties".76 Thirty years later, in 
1896, Theodor Gomperz from Germany supported this thesis by confirming the 
impossibility of the sophists spreading anti-social doctrines, for the simple reason 
that they were vinculated to public affairs. 77 

The British historian maintained that it was Socrates' gut sense of morality 
and his fanaticism that stopped him from negotiating with his executioners. He 
did not blame Athenian society or democracy for the death of Socrates but quite 
on the contrary, according to Frank M . Turner, Grote pointed out how tolerant 
they were: "So far as the democracy was concerned, the astonishing fact was the 
period of almost fifty years during which the Athenians had tolerated the man, 
his methods, and his never ending impertinent questions".78 Even though he was 
a fervent democrat, he did not consider the execution of Socrates as a tragedy, as 
did Hegel, but as the outcome of the philosopher's moral stubbornness and of the 
animosity of Anitus. Grote's admiration for Athens prevented him from acknowl
edging that Anaxagoras had also been expelled from the Athenian pólis due to 
religious intolerance and that even his beloved Protagoras had fallen victim to 
censorship. Hence, according to Hegel, Protagoras the sophist and his book: "fut 
luí aussi banni d'Athenes ... Ce livre fut aussi brulé en publica Athenes; c'est bien 
le premier (autant que l'on sache) qui ait été brulé sur l'ordre d'un État".79 

The two central figures of the study have now been clearly outlined. Firstly 
Socrates, impressive but conflictive, a prisoner of his own transition between ratio
nality and religious faith-the non testimonial daímon, according to Hegel- and 
which in the end brought about his death. Then comes Plato, who never speaks 
personally: "Plato (except in the Epistolae) never appears before us, nor gives us any 
opinion as his own, he is the unseen prompter of different characters who converse 
aloud in a number of distinct dramas -each drama a separa te work, manifesting its 
own point of view".8º And though later on he was to deal with a third character 
which was the product of the collaboration between the former two, that is, the 
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Platonic Socrates, Grote formed a different profile for each of the parts and valued 
them according to his personal conception of perfect knowledge. 

A solid preface, both clear and intelligible introduces the general objective 
and layout of the work: "I have done my best to throw light on the impressive and 
eccentric personality of Sokrates". 81 And, as regards Plato - though he mentions 
it much further on: "I venture to present a general view of one who keeps con
stantly in the dark -who delights to dive and hide himself'. 82 

F rom the very start he acknowledges his own personal contribution: "I have 
already said that my view of the importance of the negative vein of philosophy is 
altogether different".83 Different to whom and to what? To the tradicional and dog
matic conception that gives more credit to an expositionary Plato than to a sceptical 
Socrates, and which he identified with the historiographic research headed by Zeller. 

A very much to the point quote of Bentham in the introduction places us 
perfectly: "Gross ignorance descríes no difficulties. Imperfect lmowledge finds 
them out and struggles with them. It must be perfect knowledge that overcomes 
them". 84 Socrates struggled against the first definition by combating it with the 
second, and guided his disciples towards an examination of dóxa and established 
ideology. Plato for his part, also places himself, in his negative dialogues, on the 
speculative side of the second definition by using the Socratic method to discover 
problems, clarifying them in order to destroy them: "He substituted an 
interrogatory process, at once destructive and suggestive, in which the teacher 
began by unteaching and the learner by unlearning what was supposed to be already 
known". 85 Plato did not, however, arrive at the third and final degree of perfect 
knowledge, for, during the last years of his life, "we note ... the lawgiver's assumed 
infallibility". 86 It is curious that an empiricist and rationalist such as Grote should 
believe, and perhaps correctly, that the last word can never be said. In order to 
reach a plenitude of knowledge one must first overcome all the dialectical tests 
and be able to transi:nit this art to others. Aristotle expresses this quite eloquently: 
"Clearly, what distinguishes the wise man from the ignorant is the fact of being 
able to teach". 87 Plato almost accomplished it. 

The first volume contains a preliminary study of Greek phil.osophy befare and 
after Socrates, given that he had become: "a new spirit and purpose in Grecian 
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philosophy, as compared with the Ionians". 88 This is followed by reflections on 
dialectics, a summary of the life of Plato and a close look at the Platonic canon 
and Corpus. He then goes into detailed analysis, dialogue after dialogue following 
the tradicional order, from the Apologia right up to the Leges. There are abundant 
and very thorough biographical references throughout the work. He comments 
on Greek and Latín sources as well as French and English, but primarily on Ger
man ones. Besides Eduard Zeller there are numerous allusions to Schleiermach
er, Socher, K.F. Hermann, Stalbaum, Steinhart, H. Müller, Susemihl, E. Munk, 
F. Ueberweg, Ritter and Brandis, all of them German and to whom his thesis was 
addressed, given that their erudite speculations had set the way for his own work. 

The critica! network is impressive, and the quotes and documentation in for
eign languages are not translated into English. fu regards British thinkers, he 
quotes Mill quite a lot -the utilitarian tribute- , as well as Hamilton, and at 
times Bentham, Macaulay, George and Lewis Campbell, and Cudworth. Put to
gether, not much when compared to the biographical references in German. This 
lack was seen as disdain on the part of critics, as is elucidated by one of the above 
mentioned. Thus, Lewis Campbell, a scholar of Platonic chronology and biogra
pher of Benjamín Jowett, commenting on the work of Grote stated that: "The 
author has read the rich Platonic literature of Germany most carefully, but sel
dom with approbation; and the few isolated efforts of English scholars, although 
courteously noticed by him, have contributed little to the substance of his 
book. .. ".89 In 1954, Sir David Ross when looking in retrospect at the research on 
Greek philosophy carried out in Great Britain in the nineteenth century con
cludes in a tone of resignation that: "In the nineteenth century most of the solid 
work in the interpretation of Greek philosophy had been that of German schol
ars". 9º Curiously enough, out of the few nineteenth century contributions Ross 
acclaims the work of Campbell more than he does that of Grote himself.91 

It remains clear therefore that Grote did not have very much English informa
tion at his disposal on the subject or that he did not find it very useful. It is further
more possible that Grant's study on Aristotle of 1857 carne out when he was far 
into his own work, for despite the fact that they coincided in their evolutionary 
postulations and are both influenced by the Germans, Grant's name does not 
appear anywhere in the w¿rk. Such an omission is even more patently obvious 
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when Grate states that he intends to round off his study of Greek thought with 
the Stagirite: "The second half in which Aristotle is the hero, remains still want
ing. If my health and energies continue, I hope one day to be able to supply this 
want".92 His health and energies lasted only six more years. Perhaps due to his 
exhausting efforts in writing the first part as well as his senile passion far the 
ballet dancer Fanny Essler and the sculptress Susan Durant,93 he died in 1871 
without being able to fulfil his wish. He did however leave a biographical intro
duction and a study on the Aristotelian canon to which the editors added essays 
on the Ethica and the Política, in arder to make up a posthumous volume which 
was clearly of limited interest compared to the two previous works. 

The fact that he had expressly ignored the work of the editor of the Ethica in 
his study on Plato, despite the fact that he quoted Aristotle and the work in ques
tion a countless number of times, could be explained by the fact that he was self
taught as well as by his Germanic education. This is an important point to point 
out because it reveals an aspect of Victorianism that the philistine provincialism 
denounced by Matthew tried, rightly or wrongly, to overcome. Grate through 
his books comes out as more of a European intellectual than an English one. This 
implied a risky cosmopolitanism which however was not at all strange if we keep 
in mind that he was a business man and a man of action. Grote's lave of Germany 
is not therefare an isolated phenomenon in his milieu, and it deserves a parenthe
sis befare going on. The restless Lord Byron, far example, like Arnold after him, 
was embarrassed by the incommunication between Britain and continental cul
ture. He thus wrote to his mother in a decidedly pro-German tone " ... improve
ment atan English University to a Man of Rank is, you know, impossible, and the 
very Idea ridiculous ... but Germany and the Courts of Berlín, ... are still open ... ". 94 

Thomas Lave Peacock of Crotchet Castle wonders ironically in reference to the 
visit to Oxfard of two of the main characters: Quorsum pertinuit stipare Platona 

Menandro? The error of placing Plato side by side with Menandro in a university 
library is a measure of the clumsiness of British culture: "What is done here far 
the classics? Reprinting German editions on better paper. ( ... ) I nm over to my
self the names of the scholars of Germany, a glorious catalogue! but ask far those 
of Oxfard- Where are they?". 95 

After the Great Exhibition of 1851 at Crystal Palace in Hyde Park, Prussia, 
France and the United States had become a serious threat to British western 
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dominance. In an article on Matthew Arnold the critic Basil Willey states that 
"Palmerston found England first in the world's estimation, and left her third ... ". 96 

Arnold found that England lacked the agglutinating German Geist, 97 a vital spirit 
or idea that could sustain her so that she wouldn't lose her hegemony. Coleridge 
described that "the noblest feature in the character of Germany I find in the so 
general tendency of the young men in all but the lowest ranks (N.B.: and highest) 
to select for themselves sorne favourite study beside their Brodt -wissenschaft ... 
but in England it is the misery ... that in our universities those, who are not idle 
or mistaking Verses for Poetry ... and many Sciences, appreciate all knowledge as 
means to sorne finite and temporal end ... and consequently set about getting in 
the easiest way exactly that sort and that quantity of knowledge, which will pass 
them in their examinations ... ".98 He went on a spiritual pilgrimage to Gottingen 
"to finish his education", a difficult task in his own country. 99 In the eighteen 
fifties, Thomas de Quincey complained more specifically of the lack of attention 
given to Kant in England and in general of the "unpopularity of all speculative 
philosophy, whatsoever, no matter how treated, in a country where the structure 
and tendency of society impress upon the whole activities of the nation a direc
tion almost exclusively practical" .100 The Olympian painter par excellence Lord 
Frederic Leighton, stayed a few years in Frankfurt because, according to William 
Gaunt, "the Germans were thorough .... They were earnest as he was, precise in 
all they did, and punctual ... ". 101 This is the English Platonic minority rebelling 
against the massive Aristotelian nation. And Grate, being the English empiricist 
that he was, demonstrated an intellectual rigour and a quite Platonic use of lnsicht 
which was almost unprecedented in his country. 

Grote's book therefore, looks to Germany1º2 and addresses itself to the Ger
man critics, and in particular to Zeller and Schleiermacher. It does so in three fun
damental aspects which constitute a large part of the spirit of the book: 1) The 
vindication, against Zeller's disqualifications, of what the English historian termed 

96 

97 

98 

99 
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Wil ley, 1980 A, p. 263, and Arnold hirnself in "Friendship's Garland": " ... what England thinks is of 
no irnportance". !bid. 
"Friendship's Garland", in Arnold, 1985, p. 212. 
K. "Notebooks", in Coleridge, 1985, pp. 556-557 . 
Muirhead, 1970, p. 49. 
The Last days of Kant, in De Quincey, 1890, pp. 442-443. 
Gaunt, 1988 C, p. 25. 
Regarding his History of Greece, Frank M. Tumer coincides with Vaio (who quotes Mornigliano, cf 
suprn, n. 259) and quotes an anonymous classicist: "All the German studies on Greek History of the 
last fifty years of the nineteenth century are either for or against Grote". The difference lies in the 
adjective German which Tumer adds, quoting not one source but several, for exarnple, Mornigliano, 
in Tumer, 1981, p. 213. 
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the "negative vein" of sophistics and of the Socratic philosophy, i.e. the dialogue in 
search of "reasoned truth, supported by praofs, defended by adequate replies against 
preconsidered objections from others". 103 This polemical temperament or "nega
tive arm" was far Grate the main function of philosophy, the technique itself of a 
subject that dealt with correcting handed clown thought and ideas: "philosophy 
exists only to put right the oversights of common thinking" .104 According to Grate, 
this philosophical mission was by necessity polemical because it questioned every
thing.105 2) The affirmation that Socrates was a sophist due to the fact that he 
practised heuristics or the praxis of scepticism, thus leaving the metaphysical aspect 
of Platonic philosophy in the obscure background: Zeller and most of his compa
triots did not agree here. 3) The divergence from Schleiermacher regarding the 
Platonic canon: Grate insists on the independent nature of each of the dialogues: 
"Moreover, Ideal with each dialogue as a separate composition. Each represents 
the intellectual scope and impulse of a peculiar moment, which mayor may not be 
in harmony with the rest". 106 Schleiermacher's thesis was exactly the opposi te. 

Both Grate and Schleiermacher had taken into account the interpretation of 
the Platonic canon divided in tetralogues as in the case of the tragedies, as was 
stated by the unknown Thrassylus107 of Diogenes Laerci. But Grate also fal
lowed Thrassylus with regard to the division of the dialogues into those of inves
tigation and those of exposition, in turn divided into theoretical and practica! and 
distributed between the dramatic and the philosophical area. 108 He maintained 
that this scheme was not the result of any plan on the part of Plato but completely 
the opposite. Given that the Socrates' disciple does not express his own ideas 
thraugh his own mouth like Shakespeare or any playwright far that matter, 109 it 
fallows that the contradictions or coincidences between dialogues are random. It 
is the researcher who groups the Platonic dialogues and reconstructs the points 
of reference of the author. Clearly, a deliberate ordering of his writings on the 

103 Grate, 1885, vol. I, p. viii. 
1º4 The phrase is by a Prafessor Ferrier quoted by Grate as "sorne valuable remarks on the scope and 

purpose of Philosophy", in Grate, 1885, p. viii. 
IOS !bid. p. viii. 
106 !bid. p. xii. 
107 There is no agreement as to his identity: Cf Diogene Laerce, 1965, vol. I, p. 181. In the corre

sponding note, nº 306, the editor Robert Genaille identifies him as "un philosophe platonicien du 
temps de Tibere"; Guthrie, 1967-1981, vol. N, p. 39 n. 2. "'Thrassylus', usually if somewhat im
prabably identified with Thrassyllus the favourite astraloger of the Emperor Tiberius"; Taylor, 
1977, p. 11: "Thrasylus has been usually identified with a rhetorician of that name living under 
Augustus and Tiberius". 

108 Grate, 1885, vol. I, p. 339 
1º9 !bid. vol. I: "In fact, there exists, for us, no personal Plato (except in the Epistulae), any more than 

there is a personal Shakespeare". 
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part of Plato would imply a formal systematisation which only appeared "after
wards prominent, in Aristotle". 11º Schleiermacher, on his part, had taken into 
consideration the thematic subtitle of each dialogue. 111 This he did using the 
version of Thrasymachus given by Diogenes Laertius, and he carne to the con
clusion that there existed a philosophical sequence among the dialogues that was 
indicative of Plato's evolution and of the ends he had in mind when he wrote 
them. The corpus Platonicum in Schleiermacher's view formed a harmonious whole 
that cast doubts upon the authenticity of the Epistulae, written in the first person. 
In this case, Grote, once again in stark opposition to the general opinion of his 
times, 112 believed in their authenticity. 

Zeller's thesis was not new, but the product of judgements on the sophists 
made by Plato and Aristotle, a primordial source for the study of the thought of 
that period. Zeller points out: "it is noteworthy that the contrast between So
crates and the Sophists is not so great in Xenophon as in Plato, nor yet in Plato 
nearly so great as in several modern writers". 113 Behind the German erudites 
there were centuries of conviction based on the testimonies of Plato. And Zeller, 
though in a more toned clown fashion after Grote's research, continued saying in 
the third edition of his volume on Socrates that "the Sophists contain ... empty 
cavils ... unimportant tapies ... the maxim that a man is the measure of all things 
cannot be compared with the Socratic demand for action based on personal con
viction, nor the rhetorical displays of the older Sophists or the dangerous unsci
entific character of their latter ethics be lost sight of'' .114 

Nor was Grote's thesis completely new. We have already mentioned that 
Hegel and the Hegelians had challenged the traditional idea regarding the 
relationship between Socrates and the sophists. Both Hegel and Grate believed 
that sophistics had reached its point of maximum development with Socrates. 
Yet, whereas Hegel rejoiced in the fact that Socrates had transcended relativism, 

110 !bid. vol. I, p. vii. 
111 

112 

11 3 

Eg: Phaedo or of the soul, O·ito or of duty, Phaedrus or of !ove, etc. 
See Guthrie, 1967-1981, vol. rv; pp. 40-41. and vol. V, pp. 399 ff.: "Their authenticity has been 
endlessly discussed, and the pendulum has swung from an extreme scepticism prevailing in the nineteenth 
centwy .. . to a more critica! and selective attitude in recent times". (The italics are mine.) It is possi
ble that Grote's adherence to the canon ofThrassylus led him to accept the authenticity of the Epis
tulae, far they are mentioned by that name. I will not go in to this issue but only wish to mentían that 
the most widely accepted criterion is that the authenticity of the Epistulae should be considered doubtful 
as regards their origin but convincing as regards their content. They might have been written by 
someone who was very clase to Plato. Guthrie (op. cit.) however presents a statistical chart, "purely 
for amusement", with the most significant verdicts in favour and against each of the Epistulae. See 
also Shorey, 1967, pp. 41 and ff. 
Zeller, 1868, p. 189. 

114 !bid. pp. 190-191. 
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Grate found that the most meriting and worthy element of the Socratic 
philosophy and of the sophists lay in the concept of Hamo Mensura: "In discussing 
the Platonic dialogues, I have brought this negative vein into the foreground. It 
reposes upon a view of the function and value of philosophy which is less dwelt 
upon than it ought to be ... The process of philosophy may be differently 
performed by two enquirers ... It is essentially relative to the indivildual reasoning 
mind, and to the medium by which the reasoner is surrounded''. 115 Zeller did 
not waist time in replying: " ... the results of previous in quiries forbid our bringing 
Socrates into so close a connection, as Grote does in his valuable work with 
men ... grouped ... under the name of Sophists ... The Sophists are wanting in 
that very thing which is the root of the philosophical greatness: of Socrates
the quest of an absolutely true and universally valid knowledge ... they could 
not strike out a new and surer road to truth". 116 Grote howeve:r accomplishes 
what he had proposed. He managed to establish a dialogue with the most 
specialised erudites of German criticism. In fact this exchange of arguments 
was essentially the main goal of his philosophy. 

Despite the difficulties and the risk of coming into confrontation with speci
alised German criticism, Grote tried to separate the most inseparable, Socrates 
from Plato. On the one hand we have the Platonic Socrates or the Socratic Plato, 
more loyal to the negative method or to research, and on the other, the mature 
authoritarian Plato who made far reaching affirmations: the expounding, affirma
tive, positive or dogmatic Plato. In order to persuade the reader Grot:e expounds his 
understanding of the dialectics of the early Plato. To start with he speaks of a 
reasoned truth, which has to show its excellence with convincing proofs through 
hard dialectical confrontations and exhaustive interrogations, a sort of gigan
tomachía peri tes ousías. 117 This knowledge is a dsetouméne epistéme, 118 always to be 
looked for given that it almost never exists. This is why he cons:iders the most 
interesting and lively Plato to be the Plato of the searching dialogues, the Socrat
ic ones, where doubt is the nourishing spirit of philosophical curiosity and gives 
it its dynamics. Similarly it is not simply out of a nostalgic romanticism that Grote 
says: "The process of search is considered as being in itself profit:able and invig
orating, even though what is sought be not found". 119 What is: stimulating is 

115 !bid. vol. I, pp. vii-ix. 
116 Zeller, 1868, pp. 190-191. 
11 7 The Sophista 246a-5: "the fight of the giants over Being or Substance" depending on how one wishes 

to translate ousía. 
118 Cf Aristotle, Metaphysica B, 995a-24, and Ortega y Gasset, 1967, p. 94: "Pero esa ciencia no la hay 

aún: es la buscada ... La Filosofía nos aparece así como la Princesse lointaine." 
119 Grate, 1885, vol. I, p. 367. 
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actually the sceptic exercise of unfathomable reason, unfathomable because it is 

never ending, and not dueto its transcendence. 
Plato, during his Socratic phase, followed the guidelines of his teacher, and 

applied them to the search for truth even though his quest was not rewarded with 
the recompense of certainty. Such was the case of that interior explorer of Shel
ley's Platonic Sonnet "a Spirit that strove/ For truth, and like the Preacher, found 
it not".12º Here we have the reason for his ambiguity. The negative vein of So
crates and Plato's own affirmative one cohabited in strange matrimony: "Plato is 
sceptical in sorne dialogues, dogmatical in others". 121 This went on until Plato 
reached a mature age and then made a turn about with the dialogues of exposition: 
"Towards the close of his life ... the love of dialectic, and the taste for enunciating 
difficulties ... died out within him. He becomes ultra-dogmatical ... ".122 The af
firmative and at times poetical vein that predominates in later compositions did 
not represent, as far as Grote saw it, the most valuable part of Platonic philoso
phy. In fact it complicated matters further and created mix ups: "The Platonic 
theory of Objective Ideas, separate and absolute, which the commentators often 
announce as if it cleared up all difficulties - not only clears none, but introduces 
fresh ones belonging to itself' .123 

Obviously, Platonic metaphysics <loes inspire his devotion. And it is here that 
Grote falls into a slight contradiction. In fact: "Plato is to be found in all and each 
of the dialogues, not in an imaginary type abstracted from sorne to the exclusion of 
the res t ... ". 124 He reproves those cri tics who fashioned their own personal Plato, but 
he also selects that which most appeals to him, that is, the negative temperament, 
clarifying whether the dialogue in question is or is not a dialogue of searching, and 
arguing the fact that he is not obliged to touch on other aspects, as for example, the 
confused theory of ideas. Plato's idealism and religious feeling were to be the arcana 
coelestia and his poeticising and contemplative tone the earthly arcanum, since these 
concepts are not provable and, like feelings, are transmitted intuitively: "I have not 
presumed, still less tried to divine, an ulterior affirmative beyond what the text 
reveals". 125 On deliberately distancing himself from Proclus and Ficino, 126 Grote 
breaks radicallywith the Neoplatonising British tradition initiated byThomas Taylor 
and carried on by Coleridge and Shelley. He thus situates himself among the ranks 

12º Percy B. Shelley, Somzet ("Lift not the painted veil... ") 13 -14. 
12 1 Grate, 1885, vol. I, p. 342. 
122 Cf Clarke, 1962, p. 139. 
123 Grate, 1885, vol. I, p. 400. 
124 !bid. pp. 339-40 
125 !bid. p. XL 
126 !bid. "neither 01-cana coelestia, like Proklus and Ficinus, nor any arcanum of terrestrial character". 
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of modern rational criticism begun by Grant and that was to domínate the 
interpretations of Plato during the rest of the Victorian age. 

Grote however, <lid not wish to seem in transigen t. Neither was Eduard Zeller 
intransigent in his treatment of Grote's book, for, despite rejecting the marriage 
between Socrates and the sophists, he went on to clarify: "It is a false view of 
history to contrast Socrates with the Sophists, in the same way that true philoso
phy is contrasted with false or good with evil". 127 In turn, neither <lid Grote to
tally disqualify the rival affirmative philosophy, but vindicated the aspect which 
he defended: "Most historians <leal hardly with this negative vein. They depreci
ate the Sophists ... under the title ofEristics ... as captious and perverse .. . ". 128 He 
wanted to make it clear that his personal contribution on the subject of Socrates 
was centred on that which most interested him regarding the first Platonic So
crates: to highlight the procedure of the negative dialogues rather than the moral 
or affirmative content of his teaching: " ... what has been less observed about So
crates, though not less true, is that along with his change of tapies he introduced 
a complete revolution in method". 129 And the "method", which the Mills had 
also praised, entails vigorous and provocative dialectic exercise, such as that of 
Antheus in the Theaetetus, 130 who wanted everybody, whether they liked it or 
not, to undergo a test of resistance with him. 

This "negative arm" inherited from Hegel explains why an empiricist and 
utilitarian philosopher such as Grote should choose Plato as an exemplary object 
of study. He said that he considered the dialectical aspect to be "as essential as the 
affirmative". 131 But in reality it was not exactly like this. He viewed affirmative 
philosophy as a sign of decadence and he identified it with the censorship and 
repression of his time: "This process, -the search for truth as an unknown- is 
in the modern world put out of sight". 132 The previous absence of interest around 
the sceptical element in Greek philosophy, N ewman's proscription as well as that 
of Essays and Reviews, orthodox pruderie, all these things led him to protest against 
the lack of democratic enthusiasm and the meagreness of political reflection which 

he was a witness to in Victorian England. 
His curious faith in Platonic dialectics possessed the same de-mystifying yet 

thankful air of Descartes' Principes de la Philosophie, in which he unsuccessfully 
searches for a philosopher who had reached the knowledge of the first causes and 

127 Zeller, 1868, p. 189. 
128 Ibid. p. 123. 
129 Ibid. p. X. 
130 Theaetetus 169b. 
131 Ibid. p. 123 . 
132 !bid. p. 369. 
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he examines Plato: "Les premiers et les principaux dont nous ayons les écrits sont 

Platon et Aristote, ... le prernier, suivant les traces de son maí'tre Socrate, a in
génument confessé qu'il n'avait encare ríen pu trouver de certain, et s'est con
tenté d'écrire les choses qui lui ont semblé etre vraisemblables, imaginant a cet 
effet quelques príncipes par lequels il tachait de rendre raison des autres cho
ses" .133 According to Descartes and Grate, Plato deserves credit simply far his 
attempt at attaining knowledge. There is a kind of clase affinity between Carte
sian reflections and the art of polemics which Grate praises. The negative Pla
tonic dialogue could correspond to Descartes' conversations with himself in the 
Discours and the Méditations. But the "firm graund" that Hegel found in the Car
tesian cogito was what Grate wished to avoid. Complete knowledge should never 
be reached far it was contranatura. 

Plato's iconoclastic urge dwindled, according to Grate, during the la ter years 
of his life. Up to Socrates, "Good and E vil Absolute ... is denied to exist". 134 But, 
just as befare dialectics, the philosophers were involved in investigating the cos
mos instead of questioning themselves. However, after the enriching period of 
the epoché or the suspension of judgement, a third more personalistic and asser
tive era begins. It is then that "the theory of Absolute Good (traceable to Par
menides) becomes first known to usas elaborated by Plato". 135 Nevertheless, the 
creator of the theory of ideas was at the same time to develop a type of absolut
ism, which Grate alludes to indirectly throughout his work but which he only 
deals with and attacks quite virulently in parts of his study on the Respublica and 
on the last pages which he dedica tes to the Leges. This is the authoritarian side of 
the mature Plato. Grate <loes not overlook Plato's premeditated elaboration of 
the philosopher-kings, which probably attracted Galton from a genetic point of 
view and Mill and Carlyle because of its careful preparation of the ruling class. 136 

In short, Grote's critique was the first modern critical review of the hypothetical 
Platonic government of the pólis and, despite the fact that his commentary on the 
subject was very brief, his verdict set a precedent far many years to come if we 
consider the influence he had on Fite, Crossman and Popper. 

In a previous chapter we had mentioned that a not very resounding protest 
against Plato's authoritarianism had been made from inside the literary world, in 

13 3 Lettre-préface de l'édition fran\:aise des Principes, Descartes, 1973, vol. III. 
I H Grate, 1885, vol. I, p. 185. 
135 !bid. 
136 In "Grote's Plato", K p. 433, Mili establishes the difference: "but he (Carlyle) is probably less pleased 

with the further proposition added by Plato, that the depositary of this divine right is not found, but 
made, and that his qualifi cation is Science". Both Carlyle and Mill wanted to promote a power elite, 
as we have already seen, but the former paid cult to the aristocracy and the latter to culture. 
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Diogenes and Plato, by William Savage Landor in 1829. The text depicts an imag
inary conversation between the two philosophers in which the cynical thinker, 
who hogs the conversation, presents the creator of the theory of ideas with a list 
of complaints that practically cover all the aspects treated more thoroughly later 
on by modern Platonic criticism. Thus we have Diogenes questioning the sexu
al re gime of Plato's pólis. 137 He insinuates accusations of homosexuality, 138 makes 
fun of the metaphysical solemnity of Platonism, 139 and makes a frontal attack 
on the authoritarianism and classicism of Platonic politics: "Thy hardness of 
heart toward slaves, O Plato, is just as unnatural as hardness of heart toward 
dogs would be in me ... And is it no evil that truth and beneficence should be 
shut out at once from so large a portian of mankind?". 140 It must be conceded 
that the dialogue <loes not develop these ideas limiting itself to mentioning them 
and that Landor <loes not back his propositions with a solid knowledge of Greek 
philosophy .141 He <loes however have merit in that he goes beyond the com
monplace image of Plato as up in the clouds and confused, and is a ble to foresee 
the practica! objections that his younger British compatriots werie to find later 
on in their attempt to link the ideals of Platonism with their own values. Landor's 
small work <lid not have much of an impact and in fact goes practically unmen
tioned in the studies on Platonism and English literature, 142 and even less so in 
the bibliography of the classical tradition. Even so, the work is interesting as a 
document, and reveals the growing interest in Platonic philosophy, though it be 
adverse, during the first quarter of the century. It was also one of the first times 

his politics was mentioned. 
It cannot be said however that there had not been a tradition of criticism 

regarding the poli tics of Plato prior to the nineteenth century. 143 In Papal Rome 
of 1458, Georgius Trapezuntius, a sworn enemy of Plethon and Bessarion, and 

137 Op. cit. p. 80: Diogenes says: "Hyrnen is truly no acquaintance of thine. We know the delicacies of 
)ove which thou wouldst reserve for the gluttony of heroes and the fastidiousness of philosophers". 

l 38 !bid. p. 74: Plato says: "It hath always been the fa te of the decorous to be calumniated for effeminacy 
by the sordid". 

13 9 !bid. p. 82: Diogenes says: "You metaphysicians kili the flower-bearing and fruit-bearing glebe with 
delving and turning over and sifting, and never bring up any solid and malleable mass from the dark 
profoundity in which you labor." 

14º !bid. p. 84. 
141 !bid. p. 114. The editor inserts a note here to point out that Landor's initiation in Platonism was late 

and superficial. He quotes an excerpt from a letter by Landor to Emerson: "Resolved to find out 
what there was in this remarkable philosopher (Plato), I went daily for severa! weeks to the Maglabe
chian library at Florence, and thus refreshing my neglected Greek". 

142 To be honest, I have only seen it mentioned in Levinson, 1953, pp. 3-4. 
143 For anti-Platonism in antiquity see Levinson, 1953, n. 30, p. 407. He gives testimonies from Aristo

tle, Antisthenes and Diogenes Laertius. 
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consequently "difensore appassionato dello Stagirita", 144 criticises the rigidness 
of the classes in the Respublica in his work bellum philosophicum. He also justifies 
popular rebellion against such a tyranny in his Comparatio Platonis et Aristotelis, 
quoted and commented on by James Hankins: "Illud ridiculum quod incipienti 
urbi tuae (Plato's) ... Nam cum permagnam inequalitatem censuum facias, eam
que immobilem ac perpetuam statuas, omnem beniuolentiam ordinum et inter se 
et ad rem publicam tollis". 145 Trapezuntius was also to see the disastrous conse
quences of social immobility: "Rem publicam uero quis colet cuius legibus nec si 
ingenio pollet, ... labores subeat ... ceteraque ardua perpetiatur, ad maiora euasu
rum se sciat?". 146 And he even went as far as to recriminate Plato for his moral 
authoritarianism: "Quae mihi ego bona puto, iis non licebit frui etiamsi honesta 
sunt, et quae tu bona esse fingís, his coactus fruar? ... ubi coactio est, ibi libertas 
non est". 147 

Of course Trapezuntius' comments must be seen in contex1M-. On the one hand 
there existed a philosophical tug of war between the followers of Plato and those 
of Aristotle, and in a war one brandishes all the weapons in one's possession as 
well as emphasising the weak points of the enemy. On the other hand, as James 
Hankins points out, for purely chronological reasons the criticisms of the Aristo
telian warrior cannot be situated within the framework of liberal thought. In
stead, they fit within a conception of the weakness of human nature regarding 
ascetic discipline, and its reluctance towards the principle of authority and the 
renunciation of pleasure. I also see in this the human pride of the Renaissance 
and the stress on free will and the dignity of the individual: "Quid tu, horno om
nium? Non est líber horno?", 148 asks the Cretan Aristotelian of Plato. Trapezun
tius also considers the practicality of applying Platonism to the social norms of 
his age. Essentially, to a certain degree he considered ita question of a political 
option between Hellenic continuity and Latín integration, and the conclusion he 
carne to was that the paternalistic and dominating Plato was obsolete during an 
anthropocentric age of self-affirmation. He found the more tolerant Aristotle, 
taken up by Catholic scholastics, to be the more adequate model far his age. 

In the Victorian era, George Grate not only saw the imminence of the adop
tion of the Platonic model by his contemporaries, but also saw the risks involved 
in accepting without questioning the Plato of a "double life" that was beginning 

144 Cf De Lubac, 1977, p. 266. In fact De Lubac describes Trapezuntius and others, in reference to 
Plethon and the Platonists: "difensori non meno appassionati dello stagirita". 

145 In Hankins, 1991, vol. I, p. 177. 
146 ]bid. 
147 ]bid. pp. 179-80. 
148 ]bid. 
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to grow in popularity in British universities, in other words, the just and blessed 
philosopher and the despotic política! ideologist. Plato was losing his previous 
reputation as a visionary and day dreamer and turning to what he really was to 
sorne extent. The legitimate predecessor of the exemplary Aristotle, as great a 
thinker or even greater than his disciple, andan essential point of reference, though 
an often forgotten one, in the history of Western ideologies. This recognition at 
times also brought with it certain dubious titles of saintliness and celestial justice, 
which were sometimes manipulated by authoritarian political options in order to 
try and hide the deficiencies that detailed investigations such as that of Grote had 
managed to point out. 

Whether or not Grote's study was indebted to the texts we have just com
mented on, it does take up their observations and from the point of view of eigh
teenth century erudition it offers a critica! treatment on the subject that is as 
close as can be to those of our time. In doing so he links the Platonic interpreta
tion of supra-sensitive realitywith his down to earth philosophy of the state. Grote 
made a valuable contribution in this sense by establishing a link between Plato's 
orthodox epistemology and his political intransigence. This focus was quite nov
el for its time and had not been explored by German criticism. In fact, Grote 
started off a current political philosophical criticism of Platonism that in time 
was to become the patrimony of the Anglo-Saxon Platonic experience. It would 
be developed later on as we have said previously, by Warner Fite (1934), Richard 
Crossman (193 7), the British Karl Popper (1945), Ronald B. Levinson (1953), 
David Stove (1991) and, in Germany, Hans Kelsen (1933). 

Even so, experts on Grote agree that his criticism of the Respublica could 
have been even harsher. Actually, Grote even coincides with Plato on certain top
ics, such as the economic austerity of governments and birth control. lt was not 
uncomrnon for utilitarians to be partisans of malthusianism. What is surprising is 
that he did not from the very start rule out the intrica te Platonic commonwealth as 
unfeasible. "lt is only so regarded ... because it is not in accordlance with the 
institutions of existing states. If it were once brought into operation, it could 
continue in existence". 149 Plato's ideal state was nota free state, but which was 
Grote's ideological proposition far building a society where each would com
fortably find his place? In a few words: public solidarity. In 1831 he gave his 
answer in a pamphlet entitled Essentials of Parliamentary Reform: "a governing 
body which would promote the universal interest, must discard all inclination to 
the separate interest of any class whatsoever". 150 What did he have in rnind by 

149 Clarke, 1962, pp. 145-146. 
ISO Quoted byTurner, 1981, p. 220. 
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this collectivist objective? A society with strang patriotic sentiments which 
possessed a strong civil awareness and in which prívate interests and general ones 
would fuse together, 151 exactly as he had imagined in his History of Greece with 
regard to Athens after the reforms of Clisthenes. But was this possible? 

According to Frank M. Turner looking for a weak point in Grate's theory, 
on confronting Plato years later and half disillusioned with politics, Grate was 
forced to choose between his own utilitarian conception of a competitive soci
ety open both to the general public, as well as to individualism and personal 
egotism on the one hand, and the imposition of a scientifically formed political 
elite- also desired by the contradictory and utilitarian].S. Mill-which would 
exclude the previous characteristics. Let us not forget that utilitarianism is am
bitious. Its highlyvalued and defended individual pleasure does not ignore public 
pleasure and suffering. Moreover, Socratic morality was highly personalised and 
on this point coincided with relativist and utilitarian principies. However, it 
lacked social consideration. The Platonic Socrates had ignored "the pleasures 
and pains (security and rightful expectations) of others besides the agent him
self, implicated in the consequences of his acts" .152 How was Grate a ble to 
reconcile his política! conception of a state that would take into account indi
vidual desires and aspirations with his equally strong conviction that civic sen
timents would guarantee the welfare of the majority? It is evident that he found 
the latter element lacking in the Platonic pólis, but let us first see what was his 
own theoretical counterpart. 

Turner is right in stating that Grote found himself in a clearly moral paradox. 
But it was unlike that of Mill who defended the liberal principles of the Reformist 
League but not the democratic intervention of the illiterate in public affairs. Grote 
followed after Bentham in his wish to defend the constant criticism of power vía 
democracy. In contrast though, he examined the economic and political 
implications of liberal laissez faire. He regretted that the Platonic pólis did not 
offer an educacional programme for tl1e masses 153 and that power was in the hands 
of a few. Yet at the same time, being the radical and liberal that he was, he defended 
free commerce and the possibility that prívate initiative could act freely. Perhaps 
he did not realise that public welfare could be affected by a democratic system 
that guarded the interests of the population without abandoning the individualist 
spirit. Nevertheless, I believe that this is a general trait of utilitarianism and that 
can be clearly traced in Anglo-Saxon liberal thought from that time on. 

l 5 l !bid. p. 396 and p. 233. 
152 Quoted byTumer, 1981 , p. 398. 
15 3 Cf Clarke, 1962, p. 145. 
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Mill's neo-Benthamite philosophy also preached the welfare of the majority. 
However, utilitarianism had adopted the personalistic principles of Adam Smith's 
creation of wealth as an economic mod 1, which considered that personal enrich
ment in the end had a positive public influence. In fact, James Mill did not find 
egoism and altruism to be incompatible. 154 This was also the reformist position of 
Popper and later on of Milton Friedman and the neo-liberal school of Chica
go, 155 among many others. Their political thought consecrated t:he inseparable 
connection between social freedom and economic freedom. As Turner saw it, 
"Grate opted in 1865, without compromise, for the open society and the 
Benthamite tradition of criticism over that of scientific legislation". 156 In doing 
so he denounced the dangers of Platonic poli tics and distanced himself from Mill, 
though without putting farward a serious solution to the prablem of social injus
tice which worried him so much. 157 What Turner really wanted to say was that 
Grate limited himself to not denying the values of a society of free competition, 
where rich and poor, educated and illiterate could live together with the timid 
prospect of creating a utopian system of equality of opportunities. In criticising 
the elitism of Platonic government and its immense power, Grate praposed a 
democratic model based more on a negative definition than on a positive elabo
ration of a new system. Social Darwinism showed that the open society of the times 
consisted in widening the class in power, yet did not change the social structure 
nor did it politically incorporate the popular strata who were beginning to de
mand their rights. Grate lived long enough to see this happen. 

It is in his treatment of the Leges that Grate's critica! viewpoint becomes less 
conflictive and clear. The offence launched against individual liberties by the late 
Plato had not been very much explored in British classical studies and Grote's de
nunciation was totally coherent with his moral and philosophical principles. Befare 
the end of the book, in his conclusion to the last volume, specifically philosophical 
criticism turns into political condemnation. Up to then he disapproved of Plato's 
grawing dogmatism because it didn't encourage dialogue: "he speaks rather in the 
tone of an encyclical censor, than of one who has befare him a reasonable opponent 
to be convinced". 158 But with the Leges his condemnation is steadfast. 

In the religious sphere, Plato had become almost inquisitorial: "He requires 
that his own religious belief shall be erected into a peremptory orthodoxy, and 

is4 Cf Giner, 1967, p. 378. 
155 Vargas Llosa, 1991 B, pp. 2-14. By the same author: "A Fish out ofWater". 
156 Turner, 1981, p. 396. 
157 ]bid. 
15H Grate, 1885, vol. rv, p. 430. 
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that heretics shall be put clown by the severest penalties". 159 The personal virtue 
of citizens was no longer sufficient. If it did not suit the Platonic credo it mat

tered little whether they were just, brave, modera te and prudent men: "F or such 

a citizen ... no existence would be possible in the Platonic community". 160 Grote 

goes as far as to insinuate that even Socrates, or "the counterpart of Sokrates at 
Athens", 161 would have faced the death penalty of exile in the Platonic commu

nity, outlawed by the author of the youthful Apologia. The Athens which Grote 

admired was, despite its defects and later corruption by the personal interests of 
certain fractions and families, preferable in his eyes to Plato's unperturbable ideal 

city. Grote was never to forgive the author of the Leges for having abandoned the 

democratic but no longer fulfillable dream of a tolerant and free Athens. Men 
who were reflexive, restless, thirsting for knowledge, in one word, Socratic, had 

no place here, "since the Platonic censorship would have tolerated neither their 

doctrines nor their persons". 162 

It must be conceded that Grote showed practica! signs of tolerance. This is 

evident in his treatment of Greek love when studying the more openly erotic 
dialogues such as the Symposium, the Phaedrus or the Charmides. It is precisely his 

respect towards alíen forms of love that leads him to accuse theologians of delib
erately ignoring this important aspect of Platonic philosophy. Six years la ter, Ben

jamín J owett tried to interpret the homoeroticism of the Phaedrus from the view
point of modern times and of his own prudishness. In doing so he mentally re

placed forbidden sex with counter conventional sex. 163 In places where J owett 
asked readers not to look too closely, Grote demanded information and imagina
tion: "The same exaltation of the feelings and imagination, which is now pro

duced only by beautiful women, was then excited chiefly by fine youtl1s". 164 

With this argument, Grote was in fact pointing out that, when Anglican theo
logians who were interested in Plato, such as William Sewell, denied the peda

gogical role of Platonic eroticism, they were studying a mutilated and artificial 

P lato, given that a part of paideía was based on the pederastic relationship: "The 
spectacle of a beautiful youth is considered necessary to set light to various ele

ments in the mind, which would otherwise remain dormant and never bum; it 

enables the pregnant and capable mind to bring forth what it has within and to 

159 !bid. p. 429. 
160 !bid. 
161 !bid. 
162 !bid. 

' 

163 Jowett, 1975, lntroduction to the Phaedrns, p. 120. 
164 Grate, 1885, vol. II, p. 153. 
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put out its hidden strength". 165 According to Turner this was a good way of tak

ing the spotlight away from and discrediting the clergy far teaching the supposed 

idealism of such an indecent philosopher, whilst at the same time promoting his 
own more asexual and perhaps not so virtuous Plato who was nevertheless preoc

cupied with mental agileness and the refinement of the intellect. Grote would 

not, however, have agreed with this interpre~tion, for let us remember that in his 

view: "In fact, there exists, far us, no personal Plato any more than there is a 

personal Shakespeare" .166 He was convinced that his picture of Plato was com
plete, revealing him in all his aspects. 

It is clear that due to his pragmatical temperament Grate dedicated little 

attention to Platonic love, perhaps because he considered it to be a topic on which 
Plato was not constant: "In one dialogue the erotic fever is in the ascendant, dis

tributed between beautiful youths and philosophical concepts (Phaedrus) ... in an

other, all vehement impulses of the soul are stigmatised and repudiated, no ho
nourable scope being left far anything but the calm and passionless Nous (Phile
bus, Phaedo)". 167 Even so, if we put aside his possible hidden motives and the 

brevity of the commentary, his clear receptiveness 168 with regard to the homo
erotic theme was taken up by important and more committed figures such as the 
decadents Pater, Wilde and Symonds. And evenJowett faund himself obliged to 

give further clarifications after the precedent set by Grote. He eve:n took up the 

idea of a comparative reading of the Symposium and the Phaedo because he con
sidered them to be antithetical yet at the same time complementary .. 169 The Sym
posium depicts a Socrates who is at the peak of lively exuberance, and the Phaedo 
pictures him at death's doorstep. 170 A beautifu] image that anticipates the Freud

ian principles of éros and thánatos. No doubt the historian could have said more, 

but at least he <lid not avoid the study. 
Curiously enough, he also has little to say on eugenics. Let us say that it is 

placed on the list of complaints regarding the Platonic means far carrying out no 

matter what project: "the amount of interference which he employs to accom
plish them is often extravagant". 171 Grate facuses more closely on the develop-

l 65 Quoted by Turner, 1981, p. 3 97. 
166 Grate, 1885, vol. I, pp. 339-40. 
l67 Grate in Clarke, 1962, p. 138. 
168 I see it this way but llichard Dellamora far example, seems to base himself exclusively on Turner's 

book and states: "George Grate deals candidly with the erotic basis of Plato's philosophy", and refers 
us to the pertinent pages of the author in question, in Dellamora 1990, p. 2 32 , n. 17. 

169 !bid. vol. III, p. 22 
170 Jowett, Introduction to the Symposium, p. 501. 
171 Grate, 1885, vol. IV; p. 430 
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ment of the oligarchy of the ruling philosophers than on their genesis. They are 
few in number because they represent a compact organism, which can be re
duced to a single being if necessary, and whose sovereignty is unlimited. Dueto 
his liberal zeal he is severe towards his object of study, and he sees in Platonic 
authoritarianism the seed of that which was to become the totalitarianism of 
our century. In Grote's opinion the Platonic guardians are dangerous: "Their 
authority is unlimited: they represent that One infallible Wise man, whom Plato 
frequently appeals to, but never names. They are a very small number, perhaps 
only one". 172 

This quite brief yet drastic criticism on the part of Grate may quite possibly 
have been taken up after World War I and not during his own time. Even so, its 
influence was considerable. WK.C. Guthrie rightly judges him to be one of the 
few "indestructibles", 173 and Grote's allusions in fact continue to come up in many 
contemporary Platonic studies. Grote's interpretation also influenced later Vic
torian readings, and became a compulsory reference far all works on the study of 
the Platonic experience during the second half of the nineteenth century. He 
achieved two things at the same time. Firstly, he elevated the standard of studies 
on Plato by freeing the Greek philosopher from the tradicional poetical and reli
gious readings. Secondly, in doing so he far the first time revealed the chameleon 
and surprising Plato, who began the race by confessing his ignorance in line with 
the negative vein of Socrates, but then, "he doses it with the peremptory, dictato
rial, affirmative of Lykurgus". 174 

172 !bid. vol. II, p. 13 9. 
173 G uthrie, 1967- 1981, vol. IV, p. xv. 
174 Grate, 1885, vol. l, p. xiii . 





II. THE GROTE EFFECT (1): THE 
QUARREL OVER THE SOPHISTS: 

JOWETI, NIETZSCHE, BAIN AND LEWES 

GROTE'S BOOK CAME OUT at a time when Plato had already made inroads on the 
continent and was no longer unknown in Great Britain, as is shown by the cri
tiques and commentaries in Plato and the Other Companions of Sokrates. Richard 
J enkyns briefly alludes to the interest that Plato had begun to arouse at Cam
bridge during the eighteen twenties only to go on and state in a tone of triumph: 
"He did not appear on the syllabus at Oxford until 1847; twenty years later he 
dominated it". 175 It seems that Jenkyns was mistaken as to the date in which 
Plato was included on the syllabus, which was 1863 and not 184 7, according to 
the researcher at Balliol, Jonathan Barnes. 176 In any case the date is validas re
gards the beginning of the first systematic classes on Platonic philosophy which 
did in fact begin towards the end of the forties. The great resurgence of Plato at 
Oxford during the late sixties was not therefore Grote's doing, for he had neither 
studied nor taught there, but Benjamín Jowett's. The latter was a thinker at the 
anti podes of the Greek historian and future author of the official Victorian trans
lation of Plato. Let us remember however that even as late as March of 1865 

J owett had said to Blackie that there still was nothing good in English on the 
Platonic philosophy, when, precisely a few weeks earlier, Grote's book had come 
out without his being aware of it. Jowett must certainly have been surprised to 
see that the wise rationalist had fulfilled the promise he had made to his readers 
in 1850, and had taken the lead with a study on the Athenian philosopher whom 
he himself had been helping to reactiva te for almost twenty years after decreeing 
the symbolic death of Aristotle at Oxford. 177 

175 Jenkyns, 1980, p. 228. 
176 I have airead y commented on this in a previous note. See J enkyns, 1980, p. 2 3 8. And Barnes /Stop

per, 1981, p. 278. 
177 "Aristotle is dead, Plato is alive". Cf Tumer, 1981, p. 3 74. But the phrase appears in countless texts. 
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One notes a certain strain in J owett's introduction to his first annotated 
edition of Plato's dialogues in January 1871: "If Mr.Grote should do me the 
hono'ur to read any portian of this work he will probably remark that I have 

endeavoured to approach Plato from a point of view which is opposed to his 
own". 178 It is as if]owett wanted to make it clear that, despite the fact that his 

book had come out later, he was in fact presenting a totally original work, inde
pendent from the study of his predecessor, which was actually true to a large 
extent. J owett's Plato was as different to Grote's as night is to day, but did not 
seem so novel with regard to the romantic Plato. "The aim of the Introductions 

in these volumes has been to represent Plato as the father of Idealism", 179 he 
announced with conviction. 

Nevertheless, Grote had already diagnosed Plato's metaphysical weakness, 

which had also been his most well-known trait for many years. Yet, the histori
cal moment is a different one and J owett's Victorian Plato, unlike the romantic 

one with which he shares an air of a distant relative, is transformed into an 
organised and presentable idealist who is capable of guiding the lives of the 
British intelligentsia and is respectful towards the conventions of the system. 
This is not Taylor's esoteric dreamer nor is it Coleridge's mysterious inspirer. 
In no way is he the careless dreamer of Shelley, nor the destabilising and later 
on anti-democratic governor of Grote. I will deal withJowett's Plato later on in 
the corresponding section. F or now I only wish to stress the great importan ce 
of Grote's work for Victorian Platonic studies. This is proved by the fact that 
Jowett, who was so different a philosopher to Grote and author of the second 
great interpretation of Plato in Victorian Britain, should continue to refer to 

Grote during most of his life. 
We would by no means be exaggerating if we said that the honourable trans

lator of Plato dedicates almost his entire preface to the first edition to Grote. 

After the section of acknowledgements to German scholars180 and to the En
glish editors181 -"I have received help from other labourers of the same field"

' 182 Jowett goes on to concede: "I have also derived much assistance from the 
great work of Mr.Grote, which contains excellent analyses of the dialogues, and 
is rich in original thoughts and observations" .183 We know that this originality 

178 Jowett, 1871, Preface, p. xxviii 
179 !bid. 
180 !bid. p. xxvii. In fact, many from among Grote's complete list: Steinhart, Müller, Zeller, Susemihl, 

Hermann, Bonitz, Stallbaum. 
181 !bid. Many more than Grate: Campbell, Thompson, Th. Martin, Poste, Davies, Vaughan and Cope. 
182 !bid. 
183 !bid. p. xxvii -xxvi ii 
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<lid not always agree withJowett, who defended his idealist Plato against what 
he considered to be the utilitarian assault. J owett declared war on the Greek 
historian on six fundamental points which we shall look at before ending this 
chapter. For now it must suffice to observe that Grote was a compulsory refer
ence in the British Platonic bibliography of his time and thatJowett despite his 
differences, recognised this pre-eminence, perhaps for tactical reasons. Any
way, we ha ve a tribute to Gro te in the closing lines of J owett's preface which is 
also a quote from Plato: "But 'I am not going to lay hands on my father Par
menides' (Sph. 24 ld), who will, I hope, forgive me for differing from him on 
these points". 184 

Perhaps due to fe ar of possible radical retaliacion, J owett felt obliged to clar
ify matters in his last sentence: "I cannot close this Preface without expressing my 
deep respect for his noble and gentle character, and the great services which he 
has rendered to Greek Literature". 185 Grote died five months later without be
ing a ble to reply to J owett orto lea ve any testimony of his opinion on that power
ful idealist version. Curiously enough, J owett, who was a great Platonic rival of 
Grote's and not a el ose friend during his life was, together with J ohn Stuart Mill, 
amongst the bearers of Grote's coffin during the impressive funeral which took 
place at Westminster abbey on the 24th of]une 1871.186 Grote líes next to Ed
ward Gibbon the policician and historian, his eighteenth century predecessor. 
But, between Grote and J owett and la ter on, there were a long list of reaccions. I 
will comment on the most thought provoking of these so as to illustrate our Pla
tonic pilgrimage. 

We have already seen that Eduard Zeller replied to Grote with regard to his 
thesis in his History of Greece and he mentioned him alongside Hegel: "Hegel first 
gave currency to the contrary opinion, assigning to both Socrates and the Soph
ists the same common ground ... and Grote has more recently contradicted the 
tradicional nocion of the ancithesis between Socrates and the Sophists, though in 
a somewhat different way". 187 The importance of this polemics helped to pro
mote the Bricish historian's thesis on an internacional scale. We shall not com
ment on the Zeller-Grote confrontation which we dealt with earlier on but have 
simply mentioned it here in order to put into perspeccive the attention that Grote 
received on the part of another German philosopher, the mention of whom will 
seem most surprising: F riedrich Nietzsche. 

184 !bid. p. xxix 
185 !bid. 
186 Vaio, 1990, p. 124, and Clarke, 1962, p. 101. 
187 Zeller, 1868, p. 156. 
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Though the reference is very much in passing and leaving no other referenc
es, not even in his bibliography, Nietzsche mentions Grate in the text188 that 
contained his notes on the course he gave on Plato at the university of Basel 
during the winters frorn 1871 to 1876, in other words, at least six years after the 
publication of Grate's Plato. The reference appears at the head of the first chap
ter entitled: "La littérature récente sur Platon", where Grate's name is to be found 
at the end of a list of authors who, according to Nietzsche, "Sont discutés en 
détail". 189 The other names were predictable and almost all of them had also 
been treated by Grate: Schleiermacher, Socher, Hermann, Tennemann, Stallbaum, 
Ast, Ritter, Zeller, Steinhart, Susemihl, Suckow, Munk, Bonitz, Ueberweg, von 
Stein and Schaarschmidt. Unfortunately, he did not manage to develop a detailed 
discussion in his notes, though it is quite likely that he presented it in his lectures. 
He goes as far as to present the first four researchers on his list. Even so, despite 
the brevity of the text, the young German philosopher seems to coincide with 
Grate in his rejection of Schleiermacher's Plato the theologist, 190 as well as in 
defending a political reading of Plato's praposals for state reform. 191 

It is precisely at the end of 1871, when Nietzsche had already read Grate and 
quoted hirn in his classes, that he published his first book, which he conceived as 
a tribute to Richard Wagner: The Birth of Tragedy. The work dealt with the aes
thetics of the writers of tragedy and ancient pessirnisrn. In the thirteenth chapter 
dedicated to Socrates, Nietzsche also refers to the links between the pratagonist 
of the Apologia and the sophists highlighting Aristophanes' authority in affirming 
in his work that Socrates appears "comme le premier et le plus grand des sophistes, 
comme le mirair et le résumé de toutes les tendances sophistiques". 192 What 
Nietzsche was interested in thraughout this section was the study of Plato's rejec
tion of art and, in reference to this, to demonstrate the admiration that Socrates, 
according to Diogenes Laertius, 193 felt for Euripides, whose plays were the only 
ones that the philosopher attended. 

188 Nietzsche, 1991, p. 9. The French editors presented the text as a Nietzsche "inédit", but clarify that 
this course was first published in Kroner's edition of Nietzsches Werke of 1913, and for the second 
time in 1921, in the M usarion edition. It was nota part ofKarl Schlechta's incom¡plete edition and it 
was to come out soon later in the Colli-Montinari edition, if the initial plans were adhered to, and 
finally they added: "Ces cours ... a notre connaissance, n'ont fait l'objet d'aucune autre édition ou 
traduction depuis 1922". /bid. p. vi i. 

189 !bid. p. 9. 
190 "Mais selon Platon l'écrit n'a pas de fac;on générale un but d'enseignement et d'éducation, mais au 

contraire seulement un but de remémoration pour qui est éduqué et instruit". !bid. p. 10. 
191 "Ensuite, il n'est pas non plus tenu compte du réformateur politique", !bid. 
192 Nietzsche, 1949, p. 90. 
193 Cf II, 5, 4. 
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Following the same line of argument, Nietzsche ends up saying that the 

relationship between Socrates and the sophists resembled the ambivalent re

lationship between the philosopher and Euripides, and was quite a significant 
one, despite the Platonic criticisms launched against them. What is however 

very significant as far as our study is concerned is the fact that he mentioned 
"la terreur des modernes", 194 towards the polemical Socratic-sophist associa

tion. In this way, Nietzsche showed that he was aware of the controversy though 

we cannot be certain that he was on Grote's side. Let us not forget that Ni

etzsche was a born contradictor. He at least seems not to sympathise with 
Zeller, whom he alludes to, no doubt, at the top of the list of those terrified 

moderns. 

As regards the figure of Socrates Nietzsche like Grote also follows Hegel 
in expressing his mistrust of the Socratic daímon. Yet, whilst the Englishman 

considered it a threat to the Greek philosopher's rational mission and to the 

beliefs of the pólis, the German idealist saw it as a resource that was halfway 
between religious dependence and the act of free will. As far as he saw it the 

disciple of Wagner considered that this dissuasive daímon which most probably 

had an instinctive and emocional origin, had become a cri ti cal and repressive 
element that replaced the moral task of conscience. In doing so it played an 

antinatural role, if we consider its irracional quality. 195 That inner voice to which 
Socrates attributed a divine origin, impelled him, according to Nietzsche, to 

construct a racional and doctrinaire discourse, the objective of which was to 

alter and deform the image of the world of his fellow citizens. 
Both the Englishman and the German show a high degree of mistrust to

wards Socrates' authoritarian stance, as well as a great admiration for the Athe

nian culture that he censured. Hence Nietzsche stated: " .. . Socrate a cru devoir 
corriger le réel; il s'avance, luí tout seul, d'un air de mépris et de supériorité, 

comme le précurseur d'une culture, d'un art, d'une morale totalement différents, 

alors que le monde ou il vit est tel que nous serions trop heureux d'en saisir avec 

dévotion le moindre pan de vetement" .196 And he equals or outdoes Grote in 
his pro-Athenian enthusiasm. Grote was also offended by the scorn Plato showed 

towards classical Athens: "in spite of all the indisputable defects ... of that glori

ous city, where Plato was born and passed most of his days- it was, in my 

194 Nietzsche, 1949, p. 90. 
195 "Tandis que chez tous les hommes productifs l'instinct est une force affinnative et créatrice, et la 

conscience une force critique et négative, chez Socrate l'instinct devi ent critique et la conscience 
créatrice -c'est une véritable monstruosité par carence". !bid. p. 92 . 

196 !bid. p. 91-92. 
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judgement, preferable to his Magnetic city, ... Athens was preferable, ... but for 
the men of free ... minds ... it was a condition of existence ... ". 197 

Both commentators interpret Socrates' mission from a political perspective, 198 

but they divorce it from the evaluation of the practice of government as such. For 
Grate, a parliamentarian and reformist, the error did not lie in Socrates' involve
ment with the affairs of the state but rather in the anti-democratic stance of the 
Platonic proposals. This may have been motivated by the increasing dogmatism 
of his philosophy, which in its turn was a consequence of the strengthening of his 
religious vocation. F or Nietzsche on the other hand, the great defect lay in the 
fact that Socrates practised a very sui generis religiousness. This fervour took on 
the form of a powerful racional activity that had the force of instinct, for the 
daímon was its nourishing spirit. And it was this peculiar and monstrous malfor
mation that led him to the "sublime illusion métaphysique"199 of mixing up two 
very unrelated areas, according to Nietzsche: philosophical theory and public prax
is. Thus Socrates was to become the first theoretical optimist, the pio eer in cul
tivating the delirious fallacy of believing "que la pensée est apte non seulement a 
connaitre l'etre mais a le rectifier".2ºº Strangely ~nough, Grate was also vulnera
ble of being imputed with the same defect. 

This theoricist strangeness justified, in Nietzsche's view, the perplexity of the 
Athenians and their condemnation of Socrates. He considered his death however 
to be an act which was brought on by Socrates himself, by that ferocious logical 

instinct that led him to achieve the death penalty instead of exile, "comme le dernier 
convive quitte a l'aube la salle du banquet pour commencer une journée nouvelle, 
tandis que derriere luí, sur les bancs et sur le sol, ses compagnons endormis 
demeuraient pour rever de Socrate, le vrai serviteur d'Éros".2º1 In this way, 
Nietzsche explains the success among Hellenic youth of the new ideal of Socrate 

mourant, befare whose singularity and passion the Athenian elite, and Plato in 
particular, "se prosterna .. . dans toute la ferveur de son ame enthousiaste".2º2 

Nietzsche's reconstruction of the Socratic myth contains important elements 
from Hegel. To begin with, there exists in Nietzsche a critica! tone which resem
bles that of the idealist philosopher who had already announced his iconoclastic 

197 Grote, 1885, vol. rv; p. 430 
198 Nietzsche, 1991, p. 10: "Ensuite, il (Schleiermacher) n 'est pas non plus tenu compte du réformateur 

poli tique, qui assurément n'a pas annoncé dans la seule demiere moicié de ses quarante années d'accivité 
d'enseignement, la nécessité d'une réforme de l'État". 

199 Nietzsche, 1949, p. 102. 
200 lbid. 
201 lbid. p. 93. 
202 lbid. p. 94. 
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approximation to one of the most traditionally model figures of western culture. 
This tone would turn into a defiant one in the author of Zarathustra. The Ni
etzschean image of the death of Socrates acquits the Athenians from the charge 
of injustice, but does not offer the complement of conciliation with Socrates as 
Hegel proposed in considering that the sentenc~ in question was a tragedy, 203 in 
other words, a collision between two moral powers that were equally valid: that 
of the people and that of Socrates himself. With a suspiciousness that was very 
much in keeping with the scepticism of the last third of the century, Nietzsche 
and Grote justified, from their own individual perspectives, the intolerance of the 
Athenians by stressing the eccentric and fanatical personality of Socrates. They 
both disapproved of it using different yet in a certain way related arguments. 

Clearly the pretensions of each correspond to schools of thought that are very 
distanced from one another. Grote's goal was to reform philosophical discourse 
by recovering the dialectical and racional character of speculative thought as it 
appears in the Socrates of the early Plato. He maintained the theoretical hope that 
a greater ideological opening could be transformed into action and, in the end 
change social structures. Nietzsche neither believed nor was interested in it. The 
Platonic dialectic seemed in his view too conceptualist and repressive for intui
tive knowledge.204 He did not admire Plato's perfectionist pretensions.205 On 
the contrary, he stated: "La dialectique chez Platon est souvent pour nous quelque 
chose d'ennuyeux, elle nous fait sourire".2º6 Nietzsche <loes not specify his ob
jective deliberately, and an attempt to define it exceeds the scope of this book. I 
can however venture to suggest that the spirit that inspires him is a much more 
ambitious and disquieting one than that of Grote's common sense. lt is a kind of 
heated denunciation of what he possibly considered to be the pusillanimity of 
western Weltanschauung which had to resort to morality, as in the case of Socrates 
and Plato, and to faith, as did Christianity, in order to create a more controlled 
and safer world. 

Even so, it was not my intention to have stressed the comparison between 
two thinkers with such dissimilar visions as Nietzsche and Grote, and much less 
so to naively attribute the peculiar Nietzschean representation of Socrates to Grote's 
influence. Yet, I have the feeling that Grote shared with Nietzsche a speculative 

203 Hegel paraphrased by Tumer, 1981, p. 2 78. 
204 Nietzsche, 1991, p. 42 : "Platon ne sait rien d'une saisie intuitive des idées, la voie du concept est 

touj ours la dialectique: au concept exact correspond done nécessairement un etre que naturellement 
on ne peut voir et percevoir que grace au concept". 

205 !bid. p. 13: "ni la perfection artistique, ni la perfection dialectique ne constituent une norme assurée". 
206 !bid. p. 12. 
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dynamics that was more akin to the German academic world than to the English. 
The echoes from Germany reached England but there were no original voices. 
The fact that a few years earlier Zeller mentioned Grote along with Hegel as 
spokesmen of a critica} line of research on Socratic and Platonic thought, togeth
er with Nietzsche's reference, encourage me to elaborate a unilateral proposal of 
what could have been hypothetical common ground between the '/ictorian histo
rian and the Philologist from Basel. 

Grote died before Nietzsche became well-known. Therefore he could not 
have possibly been familiar with his work. Similarly, despite the distances be
tween them, the spirit of their time comes through in their respective interpreta
tions of the history of philosophy: sceptical, mistrusting, stimulating and exhaus
tive. Perhaps Grote fitted Lessing's description -"le plus honnete des hommes 
théoriques"-,2º7 quoted by Nietzsche in his study on Socrates and tragedy: "il 
tenait plus a la recherche de la vérité qu'a la vérité elle-meme".2º8 This was also 
what Grote praised in the Socrates of the negative or searching dialogues. Apart 
from certain affinities with Grote, Nietzsche's thought does not allow many par
allelisms with England. In fact it never took root there. His contempt for Anglo
Saxon idiosyncrasy and the passionately sharp and de-mystifying English tem
perament helped him to lose a large number of English speaking readers. 209 In 
contrast, Grote was possibly the most respected of British authors in the field of 
historical studies and Greek philosophy among demanding German critics dur
ing the nineteenth century. 

The publication of Plato and the Other Companions of Sokrates had a great 
impact in British academic circles of the time. Martin Lowther Clarke, Grote's 
biographer, confirms that the work was received with admiration and reverence 
in the two great universities. From Oxford carne the recognition of the great 
J owett which was mentioned previously and, at Cambridge, Edward M. Cope 
forecasted "the inauguration of a new era of Platonic criticism",210 and praised 
Grote's book for its "combination of most extensive and comprehensive learn
ing, of great acuteness and ingenuity of original views and independent judge
ment" .211 Nevertheless, there were also sorne heated and inconsistent reviews 

207 N ietzsche, 1949, p. 101. 
208 !bid. 
209 Cf T hatcher, 1970, pp. 6-7: "The conclusion is that the English, by virtue of their temperament and 

common-sense mental ity, would probably continue to find in N ietzsche something ali en and uncon
genial unless the nacional character underwent sorne radical transformation". It is a very useful work 
in that it informs us about the British Nietzschesrezeption at that time. 

21º In Clarke, 1962, p. 147. 
211 !bid. pp. 146-147. 
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that oscillated between unconditional enthusiasm and total rejection, accord
ing to the political leanings of the critic in question. For, we must not forget 
that Grate was a famous parliamentarian. Such was the case of Alexander Bain's 
panegyric review. 

Bain was a prestigious Scottish philosopher and psychologist interested in the 
study of mental processes and their somatic consequences. He also carried out 
reforms in the field of education in his homeland. His collaborations as a youth 
with the Westminster Review founded by Bentham had opened the doors for him to 
Stuart Mill's circle and to London's utilitarian intellectuals from the very start ofhis 
intellectual career. When Plato and the Other Companions of Sokrates carne out, Bain 
and Grate were working together in the top government body of the University of 
London. In July 1865, the Macmillan's Magazine, a periodical publication by the 
editor of the same name and which such important pens as Tennyson, Huxley, 
Carroll, Kipling or Yeats contributed to, commissioned a review of Grote's book to 
Bain. This turned out in the form of two long, descriptive, very eulogising and not 
very critica! arrides. Bain divided his review into two parts. The first part focused 
on the negative or searching dialogues and the second on the affirmative dialogues 
of exposition, in keeping with Grote's own division. What is most interesting here 
is the way Bain presents Plato and justifies Grote's interest. 

Fram the very beginning, Plato is depicted as a highly attractive figure: "Per
haps no man in the Grecian world has inspired a wider or a deeper interest than 
Plato".212 This detail is valuable in that it shows how much things had changed 
with regard to Plato from the time of Peacock's observations. Despite this, Bain 
does not abandon the commonplace juxtaposition of Plato-Aristotle which char
acterised previous studies. To Aristotle he attributed the following qualities, "more 
sagacious, sober, and various in scientific accomplishments".213 Plato on the oth
er hand is invested with attributes that are more aesthetic and poetical: "his emo
cional charms have made him appear almost divine".214 But, compliments aside, 
it was evident that Grate could not have been interested in an aspect of Pla
tonism that lacked solidity as was the case here. 

Bain was aware of the fact that both Grate's ideological and political adver
saries, as well as his fellow travellers, viewed the strange marriage between arad
ical, empiricist and democratic author and the spiritual-symbol par excellence of 
Greek philosophy and western idealism with mistrust.215 Hence Bain who was 

212 Bain, 1865, pp. 193-208, and 457-72. 
213 !bid. p. 193. 
214 !bid. 
215 Frank M. Turner says for example that: "To John Stuart Blackie it appeared no less inappropriate 

than Voltaire's composing a commentary on the fourth gospel". Turner, 1981, p. 385. 
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an ally and colleague of Grote's wanted to break the commonplace image of 
Plato as a fragile philosopher and idol of the passional and passionate roman
tics. He therefore made a point of highlighting the scientific discoveries of the 
historian of Greece which challenged what they both considered to be preju
dices against historical fidelity towards Platonic philosophy: "a leading aim of 
the present work is to undo what the author considers a mistaken estímate of 
Plato's character and method, which has taken a firm hold of the great mass of 
his readers and commentators".216 

In arder to support his optimistic evaluations Bain quotes Grate's book again 
and again, and rarely gives his own opinion on the themes he touches on. When 
the quote is not literal he resorts to paraphrasing which makes his text heavy and 
monotonous. Perhaps the only light moment is that in which, as a psychologist and 
scholar of cognitive processes, he gives an epistemological reading of Grote's 
interpretation of the Theaetetus. Here, Bain naturally appears more certain, more 
creative and more enthusiastic with regard to the utilitarian's praposal: "Mr. Grate 
here, as everywhere else, places himself at the most advanced point: of view of the 
subject in dispute, and his criticisms are a lesson in mental philosophy".217 

Actually, as a testimony of the period, Bain's review is disappointing despite 
the importance attributed to it by critics due to the credit that his prafessional 
stature deserved. Apart from this, the unconditional tone ofBain's study of Grate· 
gives us sorne insight into the political and partisan transcendence of this work in 
Victorian England. George Henry Lewes was not, for example, so generaus nor 
so appreciative. For he was a well-known positivist philosopher, introducer of 
Comte to England, scholar of Aristotle, Hegel and Goethe, author of a famous 
Biographical History of Philosophy, and, as we have pointed out previously, the lover 
and companion of Mary Ann Evans, alias George Eliot, who besides being a great 
novelist was also the translator of Feuerbach and Strauss. 

In August of 1865, Lewes published his commentary on Grate's book in the 
magazine that he directed until the following year, the Fortnightly Review, arela
tively new publication at the time. After cautiously clarifying the difference be
tween a critique and a review and stressing that in Europe there were few men 
with enough authority to carry out an effective criticism of the work-"and among 
the few I have certainly no claim to sit"-,218 Lewes rapidly and quite arragantly 
centres on his subject and informs us that the main theses of the historian of 

216 Bain, 1865, p. 193. 
217 !bid. p. 207. 
218 Lewes, 1865, p. 169. 
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Greece had already been dealt with in 1845 in his history of philosophy. He finds 
Grote, for example, to be reiterative and not at all original in his vindication of 
the sophists, of which he had been a leading exponent: "having argued the case 
for them five years befare Mr. Grote took upa similar line of defence".219 The 
novelty and paradox that were inherent in this revaluation of the sophists had 
become evident, according to Lewes, twenty years earlier thanks to his own pen, 
though he did acknowledge that its internacional spokesman was Grote, in 1850 
with his History of Greece. 

Plato and the Other Companions of Sokrates was, as far as Lewes saw it, an 
excessively long, reiterative work, stylistically dry. He does concede however 
that "there is excellent commentary interspersed",22º and that the author "is a 
thinker no less than an erudite investigator, and works out every point with 
exhaustive minuteness". 221 Putting asid e the air of superiority and even of envy 

· which abounds in Lewes' review, it is still rich in ideas and arguments. He is 
consistent with his line of Comtean interpretation and like Grote, values posi
tively the step ahead from the physikoí philosophers right up to the moment when 
Socrates, Plato and Aristotle brought about the revolution "by unsealing men's 
eyes, and disclosing to them the prematurity of their conclusions".222 He also 
agrees with Grote in his analysis of the development of Plato's thought, from 
Socratic scepticism and dialectical exercise to his later dogmatic authoritarian
ism reminiscent of Lykurgus. 

Lewes considers Grote's unconditional defence of the lack of doctrinary 
unity in Platonic philosophy to be very valid. He had in turn already presented 
this same theory, though, as he says, with different arguments: "lt is now exact
ly twenty years since, in the course of the slight chapter which condensed the 
results of my study of Plato, I mentioned that I had drawn up a section on the 
contradictions scattered through his dialogues, which would prove the impos
sibility of fixing what were his opinions ... ".223 It is therefore made clear in Lewes' 
version that, apart from the philosophical coincidences and the differences be
tween the two, Grote is incontinent and Lewes on the other hand is a writer 
with measure, capable of condensing his conclusions and able to offer his read
ers only the cream of his speculations. As regards their formal agreement in 
reference to the absence of order and system in the thought of Plato, they reach 

219 !bid. p. 170. 
220 !bid. 
221 !bid. 
222 !bid. p. 172. 
223 !bid. p. 180. 
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the same conclusion from opposed and diverse readings. As I will go on to show, 
what for Grote was a virtue, in the eyes of the positivist philosopher was a great 

drawback. 
To begin with, their evaluation of the sources is very different. Hence, Lewes, 

despite the fact that he approves of Grote's use of the canon of Thrassylus, choos
es to situate himself closer toan important sector of eighteenth century German 
philosophers and rejects the global authenticity of Plato's Epistulae which Grote 
considered to be genuine. The radical thinker based part of his dilalectical inter
pretation of Plato precisely on the testimony of the Epistulae where the Greek 
philosopher says in reference to himself: "there is not and will not be any written 
work of Plato's own. What are now called his are the work of a Socrates embel
lished and modernized".224 If the letters are genuine, Plato gives various expla
nations for abstaining from defining his philosophy in writing. One of them is 
the change that the ideas and convictions of a person undergo t:hroughout his 
life: "Consider these facts and take care lest you sometime come to repent of 
having now unwisely published your views".225 

The scrupulous creator of the Respublica is quite right if we go back a few 
years226 and focus on the latent sensualism of the Symposium, for example. An
other reason which Plato gave was that the task (epicheíresis) 227 he was involved 
with was not easy to express because, like the idea of Good, it was ineffable and 
"there is no way of putting it in words like other studies".228 It is more a matter 
of living it from the inside without rushing it, like that incandescent amber that 
Shelley compares to the creative mind in his Defence of Poetry: "this power arises 
from within, like the colour of a flower which fades and changes as it is devel
oped, and the conscious portions of our nature are un-prophetic either of its ap
proach or its departure".229 

Writing declares, affirms and commits, when what is called for is to suggest. 
This is the romantic Plato's line which was interpreted in an iniciatic fashion by 
Thomas Taylor and developed by the Platonising idealism of Coleridge, Shelley 
and, much later on, by Robert Bridges. This vision has also been ellaborated from 
a perspective of personal psychological vitalism by William James and Francis 

224 Plato, Epistulae 11, 3 l 4c-d, English translation by L. A. Post. 
225 Ep. II, 314b-c. 
226 According to the chronologies of Bury and Taylor far the Symposium (ca. 400 B.C.) and The Republic 

(ca. 411 B.C.), incorporated by Guthrie, 1967-1981, vol. IV 
227 Cf 34 le. Earlier on, he is also ambiguous: 314c: peri toúton, and 34 lc: peri autón . . Margarita Toranzo, 

in Platón, 1970 B, rightly points out that in 344d he is more explicit: '"peri physeos ákron kai próton'. 
228 Ep. VII, 341c-d. 
229 "ADefenceofPoetry",inShelley, 1951, p. 1050. 
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M. Cornford. Finally, a later Platonic argument that was much less transcen
dental and to a certain extent more akin to Grote, sustained that it is dangerous 
to write about authentic knowledge, since, according to Plato in the Epistulae: 
"The study of virtue and vice must be accompanied by an inquiry in to what is 
false and true of existen ce in general ... After scrutinizing them in benevolent 
disputation by the use of question and answer without jealousy ... the mind ... is 
flooded with light" .230 

The paternalistic and invigilating attitude that is adopted by the Plato of the 
Respublica and of the Epistula VII makes him wary of the ambivalent power of 
writing overa non-philosophical mass and thus, not at all suitable for its goal.231 

A simple and ignorant intellect can misinterpret, twist and debase itself by read
ing treatises that, though with the best of intentions, talk of the nature of evil: 
"F or this reason no serious man will ever think of writing about serious realities 
far the general public so as to make them a prey to envy and perplexity".232 This 
apparent contradiction between the interrogating Socrates of the dialogues of 
research and la ter Platonic wariness regarding the didactic convenience of dialec
tics is disconcerting ali the same: "I do not, however, think the attempt to tell 
mankind of these matters a good thing, except in the case of sorne few who are 
capable of discovering the truth for themselves with a little guidance".233 Grote 
as well as Lewes carne to the conclusion that in this restrictive stance regarding 
the Socratic method Plato had betrayed himself and his teacher, falling into the 
very same dogmatism that he wanted to avoid. In fact, the reasoning of the Epis
tula JI gives us a preview of his own ideological evolution from an experimental 
youth to a discipline without risks. 

Moreover, I believe that Grote and Lewes are exaggerating in considering 
that Plato lacked doctrines. Lewes himself concedes that "there are certain views 
which frequently appear in the Dialogues, and may, on this account, be loosely 
accepted as Platonic - such as the theory of Ideas, the theory of Reminiscence, 
the theory of Vice being Ignorance". 234 However, for both Victorians these 
theories were presented in an unstable fashion and in any case revealed a great 
"philosophical incompetence". This was the weak side, due to vanity, of an 
impassioned intellect that was not at ali organised. We could venture to say 

23º Ep. VII, 344b-c. 
23 1 !bid. 344a and R. VI, passim, where Plato stresses the mind's adaptation to its object. Also see Shelley: 

"The mind becomes that which it contemplates". In Prince Athanase, Part II, fragment I: Shelley, 
1983, p. 162. 

232 Ep. VII, 344c-d. 
233 /bid. 341 e. 
234 Lewes, 1865, p. 179. 
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therefore that Grote and Lewes criticise Plato for his lack of systematisation 
and not for the absence of proposals. The Socratic opinions, the ethical judgements 
and a vigorous Weltanschaung where a "colossal battle over essences"235 was 
being fought, and in which Platonism had invested its unconditional faith, 
were not sufficient elements of value for a practica! temperament such as that 
which dominated -and still dominates?- a large part of modern British 
philosophy. 

Lewes believed that the theory of classification, in other words, the search 
for unity in diversity and vice versa, was the only great Platonic contribution to 
the history of philosophy. He found a certain amount of support in Grote who 
affirmed that Plato was the first to look for a common substance among objects 
using the intellectual and logical road instead of the traditional and more sub
jective emotional one. In fact this is the same praise as that of Hegel who said 
that Plato's merit above that of the sophist was rooted in his urge to reach an 
o~jective transcendental wisdom. After this point, Lewes distances himself from 
Grote and insists that more than a change between the period of research and 
the dogmatic one, the Greek philosopher experienced a grave incapacity. 

According to Lewes, the dialogues that Grote called "of affirmation" were 
no more than a manifestation of Plato's desire to promulga te doctrines, which are 
reduced to trivial opinions and vague ideas due to his unstable and imprecise 
personality. The Platonic conspiracy of silence, whether it be because he does not 
speak himself or because he doesn't offer solutions to the so called Socratic dia
logues, was not only the result of a designed method to do with the suspension of 
judgement in order to reach the ultimate truth. Nor was it dueto the unprovable 

hypothesis236 according to which he taught esoteric doctrines to his favourites. 237 

It was simply that Plato had nothing to say: "He said nothing dogmatically, be
cause he had nothing he could say with conviction".238 

Grote, though he had reservations as to the content and the importance of 
the hypothetical lessons which Plato gave in petit comité to his chosen ones, did 
not however doubt that these lessons had ever taken place. This is logical given 
that one of the characteristic traits of his interpretation was the credibility that 

235 Sph. 246a-5. 
236 Lewes, 1865, p. 181: "If the hypothesis of esoteric teaching had any acceptable evidence in its favour, 

it would assuredly explain Plato's reserve; but as this cannot withstand criticism, we are forced to 
look elsewhere". 

237 !bid.: "I have already intimated my dissent from the various suggestions intended to explain this 
reserve, the most popular of which is that Plato taught certain esoteric doctrines to his favoured 
disciples". 

238 !bid. 
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he gave to Epistula VII where Plato supposedly says, when criticising the 
composition of a philosophical writing by Dionysius, that it is impossible to 
write on these themes. If anybody does so it is because he is not familiar with 
the matter, in other words, he does so out of ignorance. In the same way, philo
sophical reading on its own does not transmit knowledge: "Acquaintance with 
it must come rather after a long period of attendance on instruction in the sub
ject itself and of close companionship, when, suddenly, like a blaze kindled by a 
leaping spark, it is generated in the soul and at once becomes self-sustaining".239 

Lewes criticises Grote for having believed that Plato refrained from giving his 
opinion dueto elitist criteria, as another way of concentrating power among a 
few beneficiaries. It is evident, says the director of the Fortnightly Review, that 
not one treatise of Plato's exists in which he explains his own opinions. Besides, 
"Plato was not wanting in the dogmatic tendency, ... he was unable to think out 
a system patiently. 240 ... If he was silent it was because he was without a doc
trine. If he kept an enigma befare the world, it was because to himself it re
mained an enigma". 241 

As a consequence, Lewes decides that the non-written philosophy of Plato 
did not exist because there didn't exist "any acceptable evidence in its favour". 242 

The thesis is curious because during the previous year, 1864, he had been work
ing on a study on Aristotle, who was precisely the richest source of reference on 
certain teachings of Plato at the Academy which were never to appear again in 
the dialogues. It is true that the first great work on the Epistulae dates from 1908243 

and that the matter has still not been totally clarified,244 but it seems strange that 
Lewes should not hesitate to reject the testimony of Aristotle, a thinker whom he 
quotes further on in order to validate one of his arguments. What's more, the 
problem had not been totally unexplored. The precursors of the Tübingen school 
had already drawn attention to Aristotle's allusions to a possible Platonic ontolo
gy reinforced by Pythagorean names and by astrology. This is made evident in 
Grote's refutations on the subject,245 though he <lid not disC:redit them as radical
ly as Lewes did. 

239 Ep. VII, 34 lc-d. 
240 Lewes, 1865, p. 181. 
241 !bid. p. 182. 
242 ]bid. p. 181. 
243 Robin, 1908. 
244 Cf Guthrie, 1967-1981, vol. V, pp. 418 and ff., far a panoramic introduction to the issues; far a very 

optimistic view of the issue: Findlay, 1974, especially pp. 413-454; far the opposite point of view: 
Tigerstadt, 1977. 

245 Grate, 1885, vol. I, pp. 273 and ff. 
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According to Lewes, a disciple of Comte, if we lay to one side Plato's contribu
tion to the elaboration of modem logic vía his theory of classification, he would 
only be the father of a sole philosophical doctrine. And here Lewes does follow the 
Stagirite: "it is attributed to him by his pupil and rival Aristotle, it is the theory of 
Ideas".246 However, he finds even this statement to be inexact and he quotes the 
Pannenides in order to demonstrate that the theory in question was perfectly refut
able. It was a doctrine but an infantile and precarious one. This lack of elaborated 
principles would lead to a lack of philosophical vocation and to a preference for 
dialectical exercise: "Add to this the native drama tic disposition of his mind, anda 
certain emocional susceptibility which made him peculiarly liable to what may be 
called the mythic mirage, and we may understand how he was indisposed to scientif
ic cleamess".247 In Lewes' view the mythical mirages of Plato and the coexistence 
within his intellect of dissimilar elements such as Tradition, Theology, Poetry and 
Dialectics are forged together into paradoxes in which noble thoughts are mixed 
together with rash thoughts, sagacity with stupidity. When faced with so much 
inconsistency Grote is accused by his positivist critic of negligence towards Platon
ic errors, given the fact that on a number of occasions he defends ethical and polit
ical points of view that are opposed to those of the Athenian philosopher. 

The review of Grote's book tums out to be quite a harsh and ruthless attack 
against Plato, but in this respect, Lewes' assault is neither novel nor transcenden
tal. He moves within the sphere of commonplaces of the Anglo-Saxon anti-Pla
tonist tradition which held contempt for the expression of moral dilemmas, spec
ulative passion and existential solitude in philosophy. Lewes assures his readers 
that "by this Ido not mean to disparage but to characterise him".248 Even so, he 
irrevocably invalida tes him as a philosopher. Aware of the slippery ground he was 
treading on he winds up his arride with a few conciliatory sentences, eulogising 
the "grandeur" of Plato's mind despite the fact that "his writings contain a large 
amount of triviality and absurdity".249 He chooses a sentence by Wordsworth 
often quoted by De Quincey, and the title of an essay by him, according to which 
literature is divided into two parts: the literature of power and of knowledge. 
Plato corresponds to the first grouping, whose function, according to De Quincey, 
"is to m ove ... but always through affections of pleasure and sympathy".250 Well, 

246 L ewes, 1865, p. 182. 
24i !bid. 
248 !bid. p. 181. 
249 !bid. p. 183. 
2so D e Quincey, The Literature of Knowledge and the Literature of Power , in T rilling I Bloom, 197 3 A, 

p. 74 1. 
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this sort of consolation prize was to be given to the Athenian philosopher for 
having stimulated those he was not able to instruct and for having strengthened 

those he was notable to guide.251 

Lewes, a scientist and an enthusiast for modernity, did not understand that 

Grote valued precisely that formidable deficiency of Platonism. The speculative 
athletics and dynamism of the deliberations of the dialogues of research appeal to 
the methodological and ethical interests of Grote in the same way that the meta
physical meanderings and dogmatic affirmations of the dialogues of exposition 
distanced him from the mature Plato. It was not the lack of dogmas but the excess 
of them that distanced the radical historian from Platonic philosophy. Grote carne 
to the perhaps rightful conclusion that theory and practice in Plato were insepa
rably linked and that the degree of ideological flexibility determined the amount 
of individual and collective political freedom. 

George Henry Lewes' article represents the philosophical interests of an 
important sector ofVictorian criticism that could not help feeling disconcerted 
by a work in three volumes on Plato by a rationalist philosopher such as Grote: 
"Probably, for half a century at least, we shall in England want no other exhaus
tive book on this subject". 252 Lewes is unrelenting. Plato <lid not produce Phi
losophy but limited himself to Hamletising, to playing with his vacillations, and 
the much employed Socratic dialectics was nothing more than the exercise of 
an unnecessary ceremony of confusion: "Those who live in a mist, always be
lieve that the fog is everywhere". 253 Lewes' query and that of the other colleagues 
of the historian of Greece could be formulated in the following question: What 
does a materialist such as Grote have to do with an idealist such as Plato? Grote's 
reply here could have been that his aim was to study another Plato, that of the 
rationalist Socrates. Grote may have shaped him after his own image perhaps, 
but he did so with unprecedented detail and interest as can be seen by Lewes' 
protests. 

Strangely, and almost a century la ter, Martín Heidegger was to find the key 
for penetrating into the intellectual universe of a thinker in the philosophical 
monotheme. With clarifying subtlety he opted for an intellectual division sim

ilar to that of Coleridge and Borges. Thinking and the sciences, he says, differ 
in that the former needs no more than one single thought to attach itself to 
whereas the latter always need new discoveries and results, as is the case of 

251 !bid. 
252 !bid. p. 169. 
253 !bid. p. 181. 
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logical philosophy which is being elaborated in English speaking countries. Each 
thinker thinks a unique thought and this is where the difficulty hes.254 Accord
ing to this framework Lewes was never to find the underlying string of thought 
of the polymorphous Platonic philosophy. 

254 Heidegger, 1972, pp. 26 and 51 -52 . 



III. THE GROTE EFFECT (2): 
THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING PLATONIC 

OR NOT: CAIRD,]. S. MILL, JOWETI, GRANT, 
PATER, NETTLESHIP, BOSANQUET, BARKER, 

THE LAST ROMANTICS. 

The commentaries on Grate quickly followed one after the other, In the same 
year, 1865, Edward Caird, the well known neo-Hegelian philosopher of Merton 
College Oxford, later on lecturer at Glasgow University and finally, Jowett's suc
cessor as director of Balliol, wrate the awaited idealist critique of Plato and the 
Other Companions of Sokrates. Expectations however were somewhat dimmed. F or, 
in the end, the Oxford prafessor laid aside the inicial objective ofhis commentary, 
and focused almost exclusively on Plato, ignoring Grate altogether. E ven so, Caird 
began by comparing the edition of Plato by the philosopher of science William 
Whewell of the University of Cambridge, The Platonic Dialogu,es far English Read
ers, in three volumes,255 with George Grate's monumental work. And, he con
cludes: "We regret that it is not possible to speak more favourably of Dr. Whewell's 
English Plato".256 

The redistribution of the dialogues which the Cambridge prafessor praposed 
and, above all, his division of the Respublica into four chapters, was described as 
arbitrary and even as schoolish by most experts, Caird included. Once Grate was 
left out of the picture Caird went on to elaborate a detailed study of Platonic 
thought and on rare occasions did he remember Grate. In fact, the review is no 
more than a touchstone for him to present his own reflections on Platonism, and 
he was aware of this: "In this rapid sketch we have been obliged to omit the dis
cussion of many interesting questions raised by Mr. Grate. We have tried rather 
to exhibit the course of Plato's thought than to discuss the value of his (Grote's) 
results". 257 Nevertheless, the study is clear and entertaining, and it brings out 

255 Cambridge: Macmillan and Co., 1859-61. 
256 Caird, 1865. 
257 !bid. p. 383. 
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sorne of the characteristics which were picked up on by the idealist aestheticist 

interpretations of Plato that were to follow until the end of the century. 

Thus, in the same way as Mill, or the unknown critic of the Edinburgh Review 
of 1809, considered Taylor's Plato to be a kind of transvestite Plato, disguised as 

neo-Platonic, Caird maintained that Grate presented an undressed Plato: "He seeks 
to give us Plato without his artistic dress - Plato unveiled ... 'How does the 

matter of Plato look without the form, and what, so taken, is its absolute value?' is 

the question Mr.Grate tries to answer".258 After establishing, in a similar way to 

Novalis, 259 a point of fusion between Philosophy and poetry,260 he firmly rejected 
Grate's pragmatism: "a mind that severs matter and form, theory and expression, 

so decidedly as Mr. Grate, can scarce represent the thought of Plato fairly". 261 I 

must confess my sympathy towards an observation such as this. 1While it is true 
that Grate's dialectical Plato is agile and astute he is devoid of his dramatic and 

conflicting temperament that has always made him more sensitive and penetrating 
than Aristotle. 

Caird however, interprets the lyrical richness of Platonic literature as part of 

the evolutionist pracess of Greek thought: of the myth of lógos, and he supports 

that Plato did not yet have a philosophical language at his disposal as did Aristo
tle. The idealist critic's evaluation of the radical philosopher is therefore ambiva

lent. Grate is not the right person to introduce Plato to society, due to a lack of 
tuning, not due to incompetence: "He is not imaginative; he is not even subtle or 

speculative; delicate distinctions and shades of meaning are either obliterated or 

exaggerated ... but he has unquestionable vigour and manliness of thought ... ".262 

Grate, a man of learning, with a rich knowledge of Greek history, was, according 

to Caird qualified to treat only one aspect of Platonism: the unconditional search 

for truth and its context. But he did not know how to interpret the poetic and 
racional nuances of Platonic imagery, that "cloud land"263 that Plato was unable 

to clear up with the light of a racional discourse. 

In a way, for good or for bad, Caird tried to draw an overall portrait of Plato. 
He did so ata time when the dominant commonplaces together with a lack of 

258 !bid. p. 351. 
259 Novalis, 197 5, vol. ll, p. 5 5, "Fragments préparés pour de nouveaux recueils et notes de 1798", nº 28 : 

"Le poeme de l'intelligence ... est la philosophie ... Le poete, sans philosophie, est incomplet ... ". 
And also nº 265: "La philosophie est la théorie de la poésie". 

26° Caird, 1865, p. 3 52: "the highest truth of philosophy is a rational and self-conscious poetry, as the 
highest poetry may be described asan irrational and unconscious philosophy". 

261 !bid. 
262 !bid. p. 353. 
263 !bid. p. 352. 
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clase contactwith the Platonic texts reduced Platonism to a "characteristic trait", 
deforming his thought and forgetting the diversity of his message. Even so this 
Neo-Hegelian from Oxford also hadan axe to grind, and his Plato, half-rational, 
half-idealist, was above all a moralist: "Plato is, above all things, a moral philoso
pher; his metaphysical inquiries arise, in the first instance, out of the attempt to 
determine morals scientifically".264 Caird's line of interpretation follows that of 
the Balliol of J owett and more specifically, of his friend and fellow traveller T H. 
Green. They in fact followed Hegel, especially as regards Socrates' progression 
from the "simple morality of childhood"265 up to the awareness of his own igno
rance and the need for universal definitions. 

Without abandoning the Hegelian tradition, Caird was conscious of the col
lision between the Socratic crusade to awaken the critical sense of the pólis, and 
the dread felt by the hierarchies when faced with that upheaval of the traditions. 
As far as the old Plato was concerned, who renounced the negative method in 
favour of the positive theory, Caird unlike Grate <loes not undervalue him but 
rather interprets it within the context of an evolution from a youthful phase of 
exploration leading to the truce of old age: "not merely to arouse and stimulate 
the desire for knowledge, but also in sorne measure to satisfy it".266 It is here that 
Caird believes to have found the meaning of the Platonic use of the sophists. 
They appear in the work of the Athenian philosopher when he wants to create 
the need to look for a point of reference, superior to their uncertainties and thus, 
to highlight the reliability of Platonism. The contrast between the negative and 
the positive dialogues, which Caird accepts and adds the speculative267 dialogues 
to, is shown, according to him, when Plato introduces Protagoras and Gorgias: 
"The names of Protagoras and Gorgias indica te that Plato is no longer assailing 
the loose fabric of popular opinion, but dealing with the more pronounced and 
self-conscious views of rhetoricians and theorists".268 The image of the stabilis
ing and respected philosopher was reinforced by the discredit of the sophist. 

Like Hegel, Caird is cautious when describing the figure of the sophists who 
were "the higher teachers of Greece in the time of Plato".269 He considers that 
they fell victim to many prejudices dueto the fact that they charged fees . None
theless, the idealist philosopher never shared the degree of enthusiasm shown by 
the historian of Greece towards the sophists, due to the fact that they did not 

264 !bid. p. 3 5 6. 
265 !bid. p. 357. 
266 !bid. p. 358. 
267 !bid. p. 356. 
268 !bid. p. 359. 
269 !bid. p. 360. 
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make the leap from individuality to universals. In contrast, his moralist under
standing of Platonism led him to understand and justify Plato's later dogmatism 
and the theory of ideas, for he viewed metaphysics as the only method of setting 
the basis for a moral philosophy: "We must fix the meaning of the universal be
fare we apply it. We must define before we judge".27º 

Even so, Plato encountered the difficulty of the phenomenical world, which 
was forever changing and unstable. He therefore chose to distinguish the abstract 
world from the material. The more ideal the more knowledge and the more knowl
edge the more reality. In this way Caird rather daringly transformed the simile of 
the line in Book VI of the Respublica into something resembling the first phase of 
Cartesian methodical doubt: "how can an abstraction be more than that from 
which it is abstracted?".27 1 Through reflection. A thought on sensation transcends 
the world of the senses and becomes more real. The answer approaches that of 
Descartes, though it is notas brilliant as the Cartesian one. And here Caird is 
quite aware that he is carrying the Platonic discourse too far: "At the same time, 
it must be confessed that Plato does not often express this doctrine of the genesis 
of knowledge in a clear scientific way". 272 Consequently, Caird's idealist and al
most futuristic Plato like Kant twenty centuries later elaborates, "an analysis of 

sensation".273 

In any case, says Caird, Plato cannot be exclusively contemplative. His artistic 
sensibility and his Greek love of order drive him towards concretization. According 
to the neo-Hegelian it is in this dualism that, "the numerous contradictions which 
Mr. Grote finds in the Platonic writings"274 lie. And the contradictions arise from 
the complexity of the theory that the thinker of the Academy had been intent on 
constructing: "The one doctrine to which Plato always remained faithful is the 

central doctrine of idealism, that being and knowing, thought and existence, are 
one; but to preserve this central truth he has to change almost every other point 
in his system".275 The Eleaticism of the area of non-being, according to Caird, 
eliminated the possibilities of knowing the material world and therefore relegated 
it to irrationality and Evil. But the idealist of Merton College chooses a daring 
interpretation and considers that "Platonic thought took a step forward with the 
Sophist"276 when the non-being was also conceived as a relativist idea, tacitly 

27º !bid. p. 365. 
271 !bid. p. 366. 
272 !bid. 
273 !bid. p. 365. 
274 !bid. p. 3 70. 
275 !bid. p. 369. 
276 Caird, 1865, p. 369. He refers to the Sophist 256d-257b. 
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contained within the Entity. 277 According to his version, the world had ceased to 
be an incomprehensible mass that was aliento abstraction. The absolute existence 
of E vil, a synonym of absurdity and nonsense, was in this way annulled.278 

Caird's solution is happy but hasty.279 His old teacher Jowett understood 
the complexity of the problem better when he said that Plato's intention was to 
unblock dialectic disquisition by shattering Parmenides' taboo of dialectic 
criticism: "The sophisms of the day were undermining philosophy; the denial 
of the existence of Not-being, and of the connexion of ideas, was making truth 
and falsehood equally impossible".280 On the other hand, Caird must have 
realised that the dogmatic and Manichean Plato of he Leges was an undeniable 
reality. In arder to presenta Plato who was as idealistic and neo-Hegelian as 
himself, the Greek philosopher had to round off his epistemology, like Hegel, 
to reach the optimistic conclusion that: "All that is rational is real, all that is 
real is rational".281 Such was the strength of neo-Hegelianism at Oxford in the 
nineteenth century. 

As regards the political aspect of Grote's critique of Plato, Caird reveals his 
conservative discomfort: "the image of ancient democracy is considerably ob
scured in our eyes by the associations of modern Radicalism ... And to the dis
tance between the modern and ancient world, we have here to add the distance 

277 

278 

279 

Caird, 1865, p. 369: "If the nature of a thing is only the sum of its relations to what it is not, or, in 
other words, only its distinction from other things, then every affirmation contains a negation, every 
is implies an is not". 
Caird compares this reasoning by Plato with the formula by Spinoza (Epistle 50,J.Jelles,June 1674), 
of "determinatio est negatio", also quoted by J owett, loe. cit., p. 33 3, in reference to tl1e same tapie. 
Now Caird, 1865, p. 370: "when it is shown that not-being is itself an idea, the phenomenal world 
ceases to be irrational, and evil to be an absolute existence". 
Plato's explanation conceming the not-being is not, as far as I see it, metaphysics, but logic and 
linguistics; Jet us not forget Sph. 259a: "we gave up discussing about whether something opposite to 
Being exists or nota long time ago ... ". In any case it has to do with the case of to ón of tl1e predica ti ve 
copula, which should be distinguished from its ontological content. Caird is overoptimistic if he 
believes that he is dealing with a Platonic definition ofEvil within the problema tics of knowledge. ln 
1871, Benjamín J owett discovered merit in the Sophista far having established relationships between 
the different Ideas (in the fourth edition p. 336: "the recognition of the communion of classes"), and 
in this way far having paved tl1e way far Aristotle's 01-ganon and Spinoza and Hegel's theories of 
negation. But a similarly positive evaluation can be found in Taylor, 1977, p. 392: "the service to both 
logic and metaphysics rendered by Plato's painstaking and searching examination". Far the opposite 
interpretation, of Plato's definition of the terminology, which I share, see Shorey, 1967, p. 2 58: "Pla
to analyzes the problem of not-being in terms of the Greek idiom that was the chief cause of the 
special form which it took far the Greek mind of his day". Far a more philosophical analysis on the 
subject and the influence of this dialogue on Aristotle's Categories, see Cornford, 1979, pp. 27 3-278 
and ff. Plato also talks about comparisons and the relativity of predicaments in the Respublica 438a 
and the Phaedo 102c-d. 

280 J owett, Introduction to the Sophista, p. 3 21. 
!bid. p. 3 70. 28 1 
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between Plato and a mind at the opposite intellectual pole from him".282 And 
even though he was lucid enough to grant that "The Republic is perhaps the great
est attempt that human genius has ever made to pour new wine into old bot
tles .. . ",283 he still revealed an implicit admiration for the meritocracy of the Pla
tonic model: "The ideas of an aristocracy constituted by wisdom and virtue, not 
by birth and wealth ... The idea of the state is merely an Ideal, to which we may 
approximate, but which we can never reach".284 

The Oxford idealists were the layman descendants of the mid-century Angli
can reformists. They had carried out a kind of Platonisation of Aristotle's Ethica 
Nicomachea. In other words they considered the social meaning to be the existen
cial basis of the person: "lt is only in and through society that the higher nature of 
man is developed". 285 They developed the idea that the political task was sacred 
and that it was the responsibility of academics and of Oxford in particular to form 
a serious and honest ruling class that could rule the co1:1ntry justly. Their concep
tion of the University hardly differed from Plato's ideal paideía far those who 
aspired to posts of government: it was to be a school of statesmen and high civil 
servants or servers of the nation, who would later on work for the liberal and 
democratic state.286 \Vhen Caird and Green talk of morality, there is a funda 
mentally civic content in their discourse. 

Hence, Grote's objections to Plato's politics are not echoed by Caird who 
accuses the historian of Greece of not understanding: "N ow, Mr. Gro te seems to 
us always to judge Plato ab extra; he scarcely ever attempts to identify himself 
with him". 287 That which Grate condemns as intolerance and lack of social soli
darity, Caird more timidly considers as an "oligarchic contempt for labour, and 
its immolation of the lower classes".288 The problem resided in the fact that Pla
to <lid not respect -if we can put it this way- the Hegelian formula of putting 
reality on the same level as rationality, and vice versa. The Platonic state is unfea
sible, "for it asks the governors to do what no government could do".289 In other 
words, it implies the total submission of subjects as well as expecting a constantly 
critica! and sceptical attitude on the part of the philosophers, which should not 
influence or infect those who are destined to obey. 

282 !bid. p. 354. 
283 !bid. p. 373. 
284 !bid. 
285 !bid. p. 3 72 
286 Cf Turner, 1981, pp. 358-368. 
287 Caird, 1865, p. 354. 
288 !bid. p. 373. 
289 !bid. p. 3 80. 
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The neo-Hegelian thinks that this cul de sachad drawn Platonic politics closer 
to religion, in which the desire far justice that was lacking in the earthly world, 
could be fulfilled. Caird however <loes not leave the reader with the sensation of the 
total failure of Platonism and affirms that "there is perhaps no success in philoso
phy so instructive as the failure of Plato".290 The sensation of impotence when faced 
with the fact that his project was not viable, expressed by Socrates at the end of 
Book IX of the Respublica, was highly pedagogical, according to the Oxonian phi
losopher. Caird states that the fact that Plato conceded that "perhaps there is a 
pattern of it in heaven far him who wishes to contempla te it"291 was itself the most 
perfect example of the Socratic gnothi seautón and the authentic erotic impulse to
wards philosophy. In fact, it is the source of the stoic and Christian idea of the City 
of God, as Paul Shorey292 points out. lt is also present in Walter Pater's Marius the 
Epicurean when he explains the utopian Platonic vision inherited by stoicism under 
the title of Beata Urbs: "Marcus Aurelius speaks often of that City on high, of which 
ali other cities are but single habitations ... that unseen Celestial City, Uranopolis, 
Callipolis, Urbs Beata -in which, a consciousness of the divine will being every
where realized, there would be, ... no more quite hopeless death ... ".293 

This lesson of intellectual sobriety is far Caird the great heritage of Platonic 
philosophy. Apart from this it also reaches the goal which he and Grate, talented 
students of] owett, had set when putting forward the concept of the state as bene
factor and educator within which individual self-fulfilment could have an effect 
on the improvement of public institutions. They would carefully try to avoid the 
dualisms and the contradictions which had led to the failure of the admirable 
Platonic ideal: "Statesmanship is the art of training souls ... by a carefully gradu
ated education, might not man be led securely to the highest culture of which his 
nature is capable?".294 Like Plato befare tl1em, the Oxford idealists <lid not wish 
to change the social structure but only to renew it by means of an ethic cleansing 
that would improve the quality of the established system, strengthen public aware
ness and heighten the power of the state, which was to be no more than the har
mony of the wills of its citizens. Plato already pleased Caird and Grote's acrimo
ny was unnecessary. 

It should be noted that his review began by quoting another idealist by the 
name of]ohn Frederick Ferrier, who in a way anticipated Whitehead in saying: 

29º !bid. p. 383. 
291 R. 592b. 
292 See his edition of the Respublica, vol.II, p. 414. 
293 Pater, 1986, pp. 161-2. 
294 Caird, 1865, pp. 3 7 6-7. 
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"All false philosophy is Plato misinterpreted; all true philosophy is Plato rightly 
understood".295 As a consequence, Caird considered that Grote had gone only 
half-way in his correct understanding of Plato, caught between erudition and a 
lack of sensibility, between insight and excessive pragmatism and, finally, between 
a critica! spirit anda political rebelliousness that was not understood at Balliol. 

In 1866, the following year, J ohn Stuart Mill published an impressive review 
of Grote's book from a political perspective that was much closer to that of the 
author's. The first thing that comes across is the wisdom and exquisite dignity of 
his style and not the merits of the work in question. Lewes considered that Grote 
had made his study too long, but Mill's arride for the Edinburgh Review of April 
1866 was also lengthy, adding up to no less than sixty-seven pages of detailed 
study on Grote's work. He unquestioningly accepts Grote's division of the Corpus 

Platonicum into the dialogue of inquiry and those of affirmation and like Grote 
also admires the former. He goes along with Grote in questioning the Platonic 
metaphysical structure, which he considers to be "slippery ground",296 a far cry 
from the philosophical quality of the art of dialectics, "incomparably his greatest 
gift". 297 Throughout his arride, Mill congratulates Grote for having left neo
Platonism out of his analysis: "an aftergrowth oflate date and little intrinsic value 
... a hybrid product of Greek and Oriental speculation .... We are quite reconciled 
to the exclusion from Mr. Grote's plan, of this tedious and unsatisfactory chapter 
in the history of human intellect".298 He supports this rejection by arguing that 
metaphysical theories correspond to intellectual decadence and that they are not 
only erroneous but that we also find them to be incomprehensible: "By we, must 
be understood the physicists, the experimentalists, the Baconians .... ".299 

When choosing between the Aristotelians and the Platonists of Coleridge, Mill 
explicitly opts for the former, "for Plato presents greater difficulties than Aristo
tle to the modern mind". 300 He develops this classification very carefully and 
anticipates Borges and -to a certain extent- Nietzsche -when he juxtaposes 
English philosophy to German philosophy, which he terms Transcendentalist, 
because it touches "on the largest and vaguest abstractions- the One, the Same, 
the Different, that which Is, that which Becomes ... ". 3º1 For us the Baconians, he 

295 !bid. p. 3 51. 
296 "Grote's Plato", a reprint of the original of the Edinburgh Review, CXXIII (April , 1866), in John 

Stuart Mill, Essays on Philosophy and the Classics, p. 406. 
297 !bid. 
298 !bid. p. 3 78. 
299 [bid. p. 380. 
3oo !bid. p. 3 78. 
3º1 !bid. p. 3 80. 
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says, these explanations do not manage to clear anything up. Mill holds the con
viction that the philosophy of German idealism is a step behind in the natural 
flux of the history of thought: "indeed, their Ontology is essentially a return to 
this first stage of human speculation -a reproduction of the same methods, the 
same questions, and to a great degree the same answers, sometimes under a su
perficial varnish of modern inductive philosophy". 302 After the humanist paren
thesis of Socrates, the metaphysical theory of the universe had reappeared "in its 
most metaphysical form in the la ter productions ofhis greatest disciple, Plato".3º3 

Hegel and the German ontologists were in turn Plato's disciples as well as of the 
"al111ostAsiatic mysticism of Pythagoras".3º4 The British in turn represented that 
speculative avant-garde that Nietzsche, in just reprisal for Mills disqualifications, 
discarded as "plebeanism of modern ideas -of England".3º5 

There is only one point on which Mill openly disagrees with Grote and that 
is Grote's defence of the Protagorian doctrine of Hamo mensura against the So
crates of the Theaetetus: "but his defence, though useful and instructive, does not 
satisfy us, and is the only important point in the whole work on which we find 
ourselves differing from Mr. Gro te". 306 Actually Mill's thesis is that the subjec
tive perception of reality is one thing-"valid as to our present feelings or states 
of consciousness, the truth of which has no meaning except that we are actually 
feeling them"-3º7 and objective reality another thing altogether, which he con
ceives in a tradicional way as "the agreement of a belief with the fact which it 
purports to represent" .3º8 According to Mill this difference was probably why 
Plato had naturally understood Protagoras' doctrine of knowledge as an apolo
getics of sensorial perception. F acts reach us after being filtered by our subjectiv
ity, and in the same way our opinions are equally relative, but truth depends on 
the coherence of the nexus between these two relativisms, which serve as objec
tive criteria for each other. 

Mill considers that the problem lay in the language that Grote employed 
rather than his intellectualisation of the matter. According to Utilitarian parame
ters, he says, we reach knowledge of things vía our perceptions, the senses or 
awareness. Hence opinion is relative and totally intransferable. Due to this sub
jectivity he does not guarantee the sought after adequatio intellectus ad rem. Plato's 

302 !bid. p. 381 . 
303 !bid. pp. 381-2. 
304 !bid. p. 3 81. 
305 Nietzsche, 1977, p. 21 O. 
306 !bid. p. 427. 
307 !bid. 
308 !bid. 
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critique of the doctrine of Hamo mensura is along the same lines as that which 
could be directed towards Berkeley's subjectivist idealism. If esse est percipi, and 
things exist in so far as that they are the objects of perception, be it actual or 
potential, how then can the impartial knowledge of the exterior world be guaran
teed? How can subjectivities be reconciled in order to establish communication? 
Socrates presented the example of the patient who thinks he will have a fever and 
become ill, whereas the doctor thinks the opposite. Will he be ill for himself and 
well for the doctor? 309 Where therefore will the truth lie? Mill who did not wish 
to be considered an empiricist nor a materialist, refuses to accept the state of 
individual awareness as the only Archimedian point of knowledge. In 1852, Sir 
William Hamilton, quoting Protagoras, had decreed the relativity of the cogni
tive process,310 and Mill could follow the line of reasoning up to this point. How
ever, he considered that Grote had taken it too far. He purported that truth did 
not avail itself of externa! references but depended solely on the impression that 
evidence leaves in our mind. 

Mill is aware that Grote wanted to avoid theoretical absolutism and general
isations. He also knew that Grote had to be consistent with his principies of ideo
logical tolerance of difference. We should keep in mind that the historian of Greece 
considered that philosophy was nourished by dialectical polemics and that the 
method, the road towards truth, was what he valued more than final certainty. 
However, despite his scepticism, which was probably greater than Mill's, he did 
not wish to promote a dialogue in which each opponent only listened to his own 
voice. Mill was very familiar with Grote's position, but he wanted to give a lesson 
in linguistic ethics: "the error", he says, "is in language, not in thought" .-What 
would Wittgenstein and Heidegger make of this distinction?- "But in philoso
phy, especially where it touches the ultimate foundations of our reason, wrong 
language is as misleading as a wrong opinion ". 311 

Mill's formal variations reflect the real distance between himself and the ra
tionalist historian despite the brotherhood conferred by "the philosophy which 
we hold in common with Mr. Grote". 312 Despite the Utilitarian philosophy that 
they shared and their scepticism, Mill possessed a religious, political and literary 
sensibility that brought him much closer than Grote to the aesthetic refinements 
of Platonism and its elitism. In fact he declared himself a disciple of Plato: "I have 

309 Tht. 178b-c. 
310 John Stuart M.ill, "Grote's Plato", p. 426. Cf Hamilton, Discussions on Philosophy and Literatw·e, Edu-

cation and Univm:ity Refo77n, p. 608. 
3ll John Stuart Mili, "Grote's Plato", p. 428. 
312 !bid. p. 427. 
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ever felt myself, beyond any modern that I know of ... a pupil of Plato, and cast in 
the mould of his dialectics". 313 He was aware that without the philosophy of So
crates, Plato and Aristotle, "there would have been no philosophy for the next 
2000 years, nor in all probability then". 314 Frank M. Turner maintains that as 
well as an explicit objection to the Protagorian doctrine that was advocated by 
Grate, Mill had also surreptitiously expressed another significant difference be
tween himself and the historian of Greece. 

It had to do with their outlooks on political life and their concepts of gov
ernors. Grate was a radical democrat and a "moderately strang political egali
tarian". 315 Mill was in favour of the cultural and scientific selection of states

men and high civil servants as well as of limiting the vote to literate citizens. 
According to Turner, Mill slipped in his own anti-egalitarian position whilst 
speaking of the Respublica of Plato, but "with no indication that Grate had dis
cussed the matter in a very different fashion". 316 And, in fact, Mill suddenly 
goes off on a tangent in order to develop the theory of an intellectual aristocra
cy that he had already defended in On Liberty and On Representative Govern

ment. Basing himself on the fact that for Plato the degree of virtue was prapor
tional to the degree of knowledge, Mill considered Platonic political thought to 
be akin to his own to a large extent and, contrary to Grate, he held it to be 
superior: "The ethical and política] doctrines of Plato are really the only ones 
which can be regarded as serious and deeply-raoted convictions". 317 On the 
other hand, let us keep in mind that it was precisely the dogmatic and affirma
tive aspect of Platonism that Grate wished to ignore orto criticise as arbitrary 
and dictatorial. And he says so without hesitation: "He (Plato) requires that his 
own religious belief shall be erected into a peremptory orthodoxy, and that her
etics shall be put clown by the severest penalties". 318 

But Mill does not consider it necessary to comment on this difference nor 
does he find Plato's authoritarianism to be very alarming. His own belief in the 
need for a moral and political cleansing of public posts finds inspiration in Socrat
ic ethics: "The whole energy of Plato's constructive intellect is concentrated on 
the means of sifting the most gifted natures out of the body of citizens, and edu
cating them from the earliest infancy ... it is expected that a very few, or at least 

313 JenJ...'y:ns, 1980, p. 242. 
314 !bid. p. 228. 
315 Tumer, 1981, p. 401. 
316 !bid. p. 402. 
317 John Stuart Mili, "Grote's Plato", p. 431. 
3lH Grate, 1885, vol. IV, p. 429. 
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one, competent scientific govemor may be met among them".319 Despite his sup

port of political exclusivism, the great Utilitarian considered himself to be more 
democratic than Carlyle to the extent that he thought that far Plato as well as far 

himself, this elite was the result of education and of scientific training and not of 

acquired privileges, "or those who have been chosen by the incompetent, nor 

those who have drawn the successful lot, or who by force or deceit have got into 
the highest place, but those who know how to rule". 320 

Likewise, his selective criterion was more politically civic than that of the 

Greek philosopher because the degree of obedience required by governors was 
not totally unconditional as it was in the Respublica of Plato. This submission is 

rejected as excessive but not on ideological grounds: "errs only by a too exclusive 

clinging to that one principle". 321 This is the only objection that Mill makes to 
the Platonic theory of the state, because he is aware of the risk of corruption in a 

government under no control: "Its weak side (of Platonic politics) is, that it pos

tulates infallibility ... in rulers thus prepared; .... or else ascribes ... imbecility to 
the rest of mankind, as to unfit them far any voice whatever in their own govern
ment ... ".322 

Curiously, Mill praises that which Grate censures. This is revealed in the lines 

from Plato and the Other Companions of Sokrates which are quoted by Mill: "We see 
therefare ... that there is no true polity -nothing which deserves the name of a 

genuine political society- except the govemment of one chief, scientific or artis
tic". 323 It is evident that Mill <lid not wish to acknowledge the inherent contradic

tion between both stances, perhaps because he considered that it was obvious or 
already well known, or because he believed that Grate's criticism though much 

stronger than his own, was of a similar kind and facused on the abuse of power. 

Neither <lid Mill explain the difference between the scientific training of the gov
ernment in classical Greece and that of nineteenth century England. He <lid not 

find the praposed eugenic plan of the Platonic state to be grave, but on the con

trary: "Whatever else may be justly said against this Platonic conception, it de
serves any name rather than that of a toleration oflicentiousness".324 

Similarly, Mill ends off his review by admitting that: "We would gladly also 

ha ve q uoted more copiously from Mr. Grate; having said little or nothing of the 

319 John Stuart Mili, "Grote's Plato", p. 435. 
32º ]bid. p. 432. 
321 ]bid. p. 439. 
322 Ibid. p. 436. 
323 Grote quoted by John Stuart Mili. op.cit. p. 434. 
324 !bid. p. 438. 
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important discussions, on all the principal tapies of Plato ... ". 325 This is not total
ly true. The main weakness is not the lack of quotes but the distance drawn be
tween the critic and the author of the book. It is interesting that Mill feels obliged 
at the end of his review to add that "Mr. Grate's remarks on the Platonic Repub
lic are perhaps the most striking and admirable part of his whole work-full of 
important matter of study". 326 But Mill was not the one to prafit from these 
"striking and admirable observations" by Grate on Platonic poli tics. Eighty years 
would go by befare Karl Popper took them up. 

In the meantime, in 1871, BenjaminJowett, the greatMaster ofBalliol Col
lege Oxford, recognised the debt which the British academic world owed to Grote's 
study. Six years had gone by since the cold and somewhat hostile review by Ed
ward Caird. J owett's tribute was presented in the guise of important objections, which 
reflect a different view of the world, a far cry from political reflection and in
spired precisely by the idealist side of Plato which Grate brushed aside. Geoffrey 
Faber, the most recent biographer of Jowett, states confusedly that Jowett was 
neither "a Conservative, and nota Radical; nota Tory, and nota Whig". 327 And 
he doubts that he would have identified "even to the political epithet of 
Liberal", 328 an opinion that could not have been shared by Swinburne.329 But he 
adds that: "He was, of course, a reformist ... ". 330 Jowett had in fact been an hon
orary member of the Broad Church, and had collaborated on the famous Essays 

and Reviews of 1860, which was mentioned previously. Let us remember the Sep

tem contra Christum where seven theologists proposed similar heterodox reforms 
within the humanities departments of Oxford. This pravoked a scandal that was 
comparable or even greater than that of Darwinism. More specifically, Jowett's 
praposal could be reduced to the idea shared by the Latitudinarians, that the 
Bible be considered as an ancient text that was susceptible to scientific analysis, as 
was the case in Germany. 

But behindJowett's religious liberalism, which apparentlywanted to restrict 
the academic and political authority of the church, was to be found a new kind of 
elitism, a social project that wanted to undermine the individualism defended by 
the utilitarians with a new force, that of a paternalistic state controlled by a civil
ian power that was carefully chosen. This society of the immediate future was a 

325 !bid. p. 439. 
326 !bid. 
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329 "Recollections of Professor Jowett", in Swinburne, 1926, p. 244: "He was perhaps the last of the old 
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33° Faber, 1957, p. 24. 
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kind of monastic militarism that would remain outside the reach of the commer
cialist and disruptive danger that was arriving from Europe. And in this way,J owett 
was continuing a nostalgic tradition in search of a hypothetical state of purity 
which goes back to conservative romanticism and was still preached by Ruskin, 
who no doubt would ha ve coincided wi th J owett on his warning a gainst industrial 
modernity: "We boast of an individualism which is not freedom, but rather an 
artificial result of the industrial state of modern Europe". 331 The intellectual re
formist and liberal of the decade of the sixties gave way over the years to the 
imposing dean of Balliol, the establisher of an arbitrary and hierarchically cate
gorical order. 

Platonic politics represented that new typically aristocratic ideal according 
to which education played a fundamental role. Jowett was aware that the church 
was burning up its last means of dominance and that an alternative of order from 
the state was urgently needed. J owett's bureaucratic model was inspired by Plato's 
select paideía and brought him closer to the cultural requirements of Mill whilst 
totally confronting him with Grote. As advisor of the commission in charge of 
entry in to the civil service, he managed during the sixties to have classical themes, 
and especially the idealist interpretation of Plato, introduced and given a place of 
importance on the list of themes for plublic examinations. And the result of this 
was that during those years an extremely high number of Oxford graduates in 
Litterae Humaniores occupied posts of great responsibility in the public service. 

Despite the formal coincidences with Mill as regards the selection of the 
guardians, which carne from theology, he had a much more metaphysical and pa
ternalist conception of the statesman than that of the great utilita:rian, and at the 
same time, less astute and lucid than that of his successor, Edward Caird: "A true 
statesman is he who brings order out of disorder; who first organizes and then 
administers the government of his own country; ... Although obliged to descend 
to the world, he is not of the world. His tl1oughts are fixed not on power or riches 
or extension of territory, but on an ideal state ... and the idea of the good is the 
animating principle of the whole". 332 He therefore could not tolerate Grote's 
criticism of the imperative Plato of the Leges: "Many have thought: the Laws to be 
one of the greatest of Platonic writings, while in the judgement of Mr. Grote 
they hardly rise above the level of the forged epistles". 333 

According to Jowett, Plato is more realistic and pragmatic in the Leges than in 
the previous dialogues and adapts his project more adequately to the conditions of 

33 1 Quoted by Turner, 1981 , p. 43 6. 
332 !bid. p. 430. 
m Jowett: Laws, Introduction and Analysis, pp. 10- 11. 
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the Greek world. Here the legislators occupy the posts of command previously 
assigned to the philosophers in the Respublica. Religion and morality take the place 
of speculative thought and he seems more predisposed to accept that his political 
ideal is unattainable and at the same time maintains that one should always "lift 
up our eyes to the heavens and try to regulate our lives according to the divine 
image".334 Jowett admits that the mature Plato plays clown the metaphysical and 
poetic quality of his writings, but he believes that he gains in strategic efficacy 
and wisdom of government. Grote on the other hand, viewed this development 
as a process of ideological degeneration that had gone from bad to worse. Grote's 
acrimony towards Platonic despotism and his metaphysical architecture of reality 
was at the centre of]owett's second objection which he phrased as a chronological 
anachronism on the part of Grote: "Plato ... is not to be measured by the standard 
of Utilitarian or any modern philosophical system .... He is no dreamer, but a 

great philosophical genius struggling with the unequal conditions of light and 
knowledge under which he is living". 335 We must keep in mind that Mill ends his 
commentary by clarifying that "The point of view from which these tapies are 
treated, as all acquainted with Mr. Grote's writings would expect, is that of the 
Experience philosophy, as distinguished from the lntuitive or Transcendental". 336 

And even though I believe that Grote was sensible enough to have tried to situate 
Plato within the framework of antiquity, it is also a fact that the politicisation of 
the polemic between Victorian rationalists and idealists brought to a fore many 
ideological prejudices that greatly influenced the respective readings. This could 
ha ve been the case of J owett's hasty disqualification. 

A third objection brought forward by J owett related to Grote's acceptance of 
the authenticity of all the letters. In the nineteenth century, as we have seen pre
viously, the most accepted tendency was to reject the Epistolae as well as many 
minor dialogues as spurious. J owett takes the lead in what Guthrie terms the 
"more genuinely critical and selective attitude in recent times".337 On the one 
hand he expresses his disagreement with Schaarschmidt anda significant number 
of German critics for having arbitrarily invalidated a considerable part of the Cor
pus Platonicum, and, on the other hand, he criticises Grote for his excessive faith 
in the Alexandrian canon which did not question the Platonic authorship of the 
thirteen letters. 338 Grote's faith in this canon is the subject of J owett's fourth 

334 !bid. p. 11. 
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336 John Stuart Mili, "Grote's Plato'', p. 440. 
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objection which he based on the fact that the librarians of that time were more 
inclined to believe than to investigate. 339 

J owett's fifth objection referred to Grote's treatment of the therne of the Earth's 
rotation or immobility in the Timaeus. Dueto the ambiguity of the word illoménen 

(from íllomai to rotate) which appears in paragraph 40b-c, the Victorian transla
tor chose to declare himself unable to certify whether Plato imagined that the 
Earth lay static at the centre of the universe or whether it rotated on its own axis, 
dragging along the sun and the sky with its movement. Grote followed Aristotle 
in attributing the second of the two theses to Plato. For Jowett this would imply 
that one believed that the philosopher of the Academy had not realised that it was 
impossible to explain the alternation of <lay and night if the rotation of the Earth 
and that of the sun and the skies was one and the same: "it would be difficult to 
imagine that Plato was unaware of the consequence ... ". 34º What botheredJowett 
most was the fact that Grote could have imagined that Plato was so naive and 
absent minded as to have overlooked such an obvious consequence. 

Jowett's sixth and final objection is in fact the most popular one and concerns 
Grote's well known theme of the sophists. Jowett challenges Grote's thesis ac
cording to which tl1e term sophist was not used to designa te a specific class but the 
occupation of teacher, and hence described Gorgias and Protagoras as well as 
Socrates and Plato. The Master of Balliol maintained that the word was so dis
credited and had such pejorative connotations that it could have been used to 
tarnish the reputation of the creator of the theory of ideas and that of his teacher. 
On other occasions it was used neutrally to denote persons alien to philosophy. 
Jowett considered that contrary to what Grote thought, Plato had not been the 
agent who discredited the sophists. The illustrious translator used the testimo
nies of Protagoras, Hypocrates and Xenophonte to show that mistrust towards 
the sophists was generalised and that Plato was simply expressing a commonly 
held view. 

Finally, without justifying his arguments he refers to the charge of corrup
tion of youth that was directed against the sophists and which Grote firmly de
nied. J owett accepts Grote's position regarding the honourable character of the 
main sophists, but their love of money, their close contact with youth, the teach
ing of current topics and the heuristic technique of discussion which they prac
tised "are quite sufficient reasons to account for the opprobium which attached 
to them". 341 Evidently, Jowett is not prepared to put Plato and Socrates in the 

339 !bid. 
340 !bid. And Introduction to the Timaeus, p. 683. 
341 Jowett, lntroduction to the Sophista, p. 328. 
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same boat as rhetoricians and charlatans such as Gorgias and Protagoras. He is 
even less inclined to accept Grote's hypothesis that the sophists were ideological
ly conservative in contrast to the critical stance of Socrates and the young Plato. 

It is clear thatJowett was not motivated by a strictly philosophical or even 
moral interest. His personal identification with Plato the legislator went further 
than playing the role of a nineteenth century Marsilio Ficino. According to F. M. 
Turner, Jowett felt a strong need to accommodate Plato to his own thought and 
this is revealed in a letter from 187 5 in which he acknowledges that he will pro
mote the theme of the sophists among his contemporaries: "having 'attacked a 
good many of my prívate enemies under the disguise of the sophists"'. 342 Conse
quently the pro-sophist crusade of the historian and its repercussions was seen as 
a real threat by J owett, and his reaction was likewise politicised. The goal of the 
honourable professor of Balliol clashed sharply with the radical thinking of Gro te. 
J owett's Plato, which was the strongest version that the Athenian philosopher 
was ever to have at Oxford, had to defend the interest of a lay and bourgeois 
establishment, under the varnish of transcendentalism which apparently gave him 
unfathomable neutrality from his celestial refuge. 

There were also comments from Scotland regarding Grote's Plato. The well 
mannered and respectful Sir Alexander Grant, who earlier on had been a pupil of 
J owett and la ter became a fellow of Oriol College at Oxford, was at that time the 
dean of the University of Edinburgh. Grant dedicated a separate section in the 
third edition of The Ethics of Aristotle of 187 4, to Grate. Gro te had not mentioned 
Grant when speaking of his project on Aristotle in 1865, yet Grant did not return 
the gesture, but instead modified the second essay of his introduction in arder to 
comment on what he termed the paradox of Grate, "that the Sophists were not 
sophistical".343 The well known specialist on Aristotle concedes that he was in
fluenced by the commentaries that followed the publication of Grote's history of 
Greece and its controversia! thesis in favour of the sophists. Later on however he 
was able to appreciate, though with sorne reservations, certain aspects of the ra
tionalist author's contribution. 

As Grant himself said in 1874, his first edition of the Aristotelian ethics also 
"contained a sort of protest against it". 344 According to FrankM. Turner, Grant, 
very Hegelian at the time, accepted the division ofhistory into stages within which 
the sophists had preceded Socrates as transitional thinkers towards the period of 
awareness. Even so, he did not follow Hegel in the subjective search far a moral 

342 Turner, andJowett quoted by Turner, 1981, p. 420. 
343 Grant, 1874, vol. I, p. 104. 
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truth but, on the contrary, rejected it from the Anglican-civic perspective preached 

by J owett. F or his Socrates, unlike the sophists, was convinced that "the broad 

distinctions of right and wrang are more objective and permanent than anything 

else, more absolutely to be believed in than even the logic of the intellect".345 

But with time and after the Eurapean academic interventions that took up 

the polemics, Grant carne to consider that, though he <lid not agree with all the 
Utilitarian thinker's arguments, "Grate has done valuable service in mooting his 

views, supported as they are by his usual rich learning and his strongly manly 

sense".346 Another concession to the historian of Greece appears in the fourth 
edition of Ethica of 1885. The editor of Balliol and la ter on prafessor of Oriel 

College concedes that: "The doctrine of 'Ideas' is much less settled and constant 

in Plato's writings than may be ordinarily supposed. In regard to this, as to many 

other questions, Plato may be said to have had no system, but to have been con
stantly inquiring". 347 Let us remember that this was also Grate's thesis, in oppo

sition to the systematisation that Schleiermacher had found in the Corpus Platoni
cum. The editor of the Ethica distanced his position from the Utifüarian thinker 

in that he attributed to Plato the capacity and the permanent exercise of an in

quisitive spirit. Therefore Grate's affirmative and peremptory Plato seems not to 
have ever existed for Grant: "the dialogues contain many varieties of the point of 

view, and even many inconsistencies. These incongruities ... were veiled and mit

igated ... by the dramatic form .. . and .. . by the graceful absence of dogmatism in 
the Platonic Socrates". 348 But, in contrast to Grate, the editor <loes not discern 

an ideological change between the Socratic and the mature Plato. 

Grant had no doubt be en influenced by his early learning with J owett, but as 
he was also a member of the Deutsche Morgenldndische Gesellschaft he was able to 

appreciate that German scholars had taken Grate's defence of the sophists very 

seriously, despite the vacillations ofhis English compatriots. Grant however, con
sidered Grate's position in favour of the sophists and against Plato to be exagger

ated and maintained that "this plea .. . we are still una ble to accept". 349 Despite 

this fact, he was willing to accept what he considered to be the secondary conclusions. 
These were the same arguments to which Zeller conceded regarding the reinstat

ing of the honourable nature of the prafession of the sophists. Grote, according 
to Grant had obviated the fact that "many of the German commentators and 

345 Grant, 1857, quoted byTurner, 198 1, p. 302 . 
346 Grant, 1874, p. 104. 
347 Grant, 1885, p. 200. 
348 !bid. p. 180. 
349 Grant, 1874, p. 104. 
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historians of philosophy have been too hasty and sweeping in their condem

nation of them (of the sophists)". 35º 
Thanks to Grote's clarifications it was discovered that the sophists promoted 

the cultural and political life of Athens and that there were worthy and highly 
professional men among their ranks. As far as Grant saw it the problem resided in 
that Grote gave the sophists too much credit, for, if their occupation was a Pla
tonic fantasy, Plato and certain contemporary British moralists would be discred
ited, and "then one of the chief lessons which Plato thought that he had to teach 
the world - a lesson which, if it be a true one, is applicable not only to the popular 
teachers of the fifth centU1y in Greece, but also to the analogous teachers of ali ages (the 
italics are mine)-would fall to the ground as unmeaning". 351 To discredit Plato 
was to discreditjowett, and Grant was not prepared to abandon "his father Par
menides".352 

The fact that Grant conserved this intellectual bond with the master of Bal
liol with regard to the impeccable nature of Platonism is quite curious. For with 
regard to Aristotle, on whom he was an acknowledged specialist, he was more 
relativist and respectful of moral individuality. He had less power of manipula
tion over the text than Jowett for he was the editor and not the translator, his 
critica! capacity towards Grote's case and the sophists was undermined by a cer
tain resistance to the scepticism of the sophists and also to the de-mystifying atti
tude which he associated with the historian of Greece. He believed that the vin
dication of a few athletes of rhetoric and of the games of ideas, such as the sophist 
games, was more disturbing than his interpretation of the Aristotelian télos as 
enérgeia, which, in his version of the "state of consciousness" seduced both Pater 
and Wilde. Despite everything, Grote's influence on Grant was significant, even 
though he expressed it through antagonism, and this is proven by the importance 
he gave to it in the study on Aristotelian morality. The popularity of Grant's edi
tion of the Ethica also ensured that a part of Grote's theory on Platonic dogma
tism should reach a larger public. 

The effects of Grote's portrait of Plato were to last right through to the end 
of the century. Hence, we find that a sui generis author, so divorced from the 
rationalist, Utilitarian or radical traditions as was Walter Pater, did not escape the 
influence of Grote. Pater was certainly a son of his times. The similarities between 
him and Nietzsche are mostly based on their being contemporaries. His sharp 
scepticism, his desire to transgress, his relativist flexibility in focusing reality, his 

350 !bid. 
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extreme individualism, his anthropocentric self-sufficiency and a marked lack of 

interest in social and political matters, these are sorne of the traits that the British 
aesthete had in common with Nietzsche. And these are the characteristics that 

are revealed in Pater's collection of essays on Plato which were to a large extent 

inspired by Grote's audacious and avant-garde arguments. We must explain, how

ever, that dueto his completely non-academic style Pater omitted practically ev
ery reference to the bibliography he had consulted. Apart from a few specific 

studies, 353 such as those by Burnet and Grote which he mentioned very briefly, 

we find no quotes or comments on the great contemporary researches of Pla

tonism. Consequently this compara ti ve study is based on practically indirect allu
sions to the theses of the historian of Greece. 

Pater and his Plato and Platonism, written between 1891and1892, deserve their 
own chapter and we shall look at them more closely later on. Yet, for now we shall 

lim.it ourselves to commenting on him in relation to Grote and look at Grate through 

the specific framework of Pater's thought. It is worth noting that in 1865 and in his 
revised version of 1880 in his essay on Coleridge, Pater formulate:s his extremely 

interesting definition of modern philosophy with many reminiscences of Grate and 
the empiricist current: "Modern thought is distinguished from ancient by its culti

vation of the 'relative' spirit in place of the 'absolute'. Ancient philosophy sought to 

arrest every object in an eternal outline, to fix thought in a necessary formula, and 
the varieties of life in a classification by 'kinds' or genera. To the modern spirit 

nothing is, or can be rightly known, except relatively and under conditions. The 
philosophical conception of the relative has been developed in modern times through 

the influence of the sciences of observation".354 

This was the same proposition of Hamo mensura that Grote appreciated so 

much and that Mill also copied. It must be conceded that in Pater's case, relativ

ism was also a way of justifying the moral opening of aesthetic and sensual plea
sure. 355 The latter was a far cry from the "strong manly sense"356 and scientific 

rigour of Grate. 357 Their sceptical attitude was however analogou:s and typical of 

353 Except Zeller, Mullach and Burnet, mentioned in the section on Pythagorism, in Pater, 1969, pp. 58-
9, K.O. Müller quoted in reference to the Lacaedemonians, pp. 199 and ff., and the very Grote, 
mentioned very briefly in reference to the Respublica, in Grote, 1885, p. 243 . 

3S+ "Appreciations", in Pater, 1982, p. 143. 
355 Pater is in fact always suspect of intellectual opportw1ism. J enkyns, 1992, pp. 256-7, introduces his 

commentary on Pater's Renaissance by referring to his interest in Greece: "Fior those who were 
indeed homosexual, an attraction of ancient Greece was that it offered a way in which a dangerous 
subject could be broached, or forbidden fantasies indulged". 

N i Grant, 1874, p. 104. 
3Sí Pater's praise of masculinity however is with regard to art: "Manliness in art, what can it be ... in opposi

tion to ... the feminine quality ... but a ful] consciousness of what one <loes ... ", in Pater, 1969, pp. 280-1. 
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their times. Pater had also been a faithful reader of Hegel and of the empiricists. 
And he coined the expression "philosophic temper",358 to denote the suspension 
of judgement "as the apprapriate attitude on our part, the dialectical spirit, which 
to the last will have its diffidence and reserve, its scruples and second thoughts". 359 

He believed, as did Grate, in the name of speculative intensity, that this active 
doubt should never be exhausted during philosophical inquiry, "for which a sur
vival of query will be still the salt of truth, even in the most absolutely ascertained 
knowledge". 360 

Similarly, his conception of the myths was inherited from Grate's, described 
in the History of Greece as a praduct of the imagination of a society destined to 
express certain fundamental sentiments regarding man's alienation in relation to 
fa te, his finite nature or the force of nature. 361 And finally, with regard to the 
tapie of Plato and the sophists, there is no doubt whatsoever that he took op
portune advantage of the inraads made by the author of Plato and the Other 

Companions of Sokrates. With a very characteristic pravocative gesture, the so
phisticated aesthete vindicates dialectics as the philosophical form par excel
lence and states that in philosophical literature, "as in all other praducts of art, 
form , in the full signification of that word, is everything, and the mere matter 
is nothing", 362 because dialectics "as its very name denotes, is dialogue, the habit 
of seeking truth by means of question and answer, primarily with one's self'. 363 It 
is quite likely that Grate must have turned his nose at the thought that philo
sophical language should be compared with an artistic praduct, but the inquiring 
spirit of their praposals is quite similar. Despite this fact, Pater adds a new shade 
of meaning to Grate's division between the dialogues of inquiry or negative dia
logues and the positive dialogues of exposition. This division was in turn based 
on that of Thrassylus. 

For the aesthete, for example, the Platonic dialogue is always to a certain 
extent a diálogos peirastikós, "a dialogue of search",364 for this is the soul of the 
Socratic method. He sees the truth that is sought after in the dialogues with "that 
absoluteness and necessitywhich Plato himself supposes in all real knowledge",365 

whereas dialectics is by necessity contingent, and its greatness lies precisely in the 

35 ~ !bid. p. 196. 
359 !bid. 
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361 In Tumer, 1981, pp. 94-100. 
362 Pater, 1969, p. 8. 
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fact that one never reaches it. Being the post-Romantic that he was, he develops 
the idea of the philosopher's role as a Sisyphus of knowledge much more openly 
than Gro te. And he consequently decides to reconstruct the essence of Platonism 
based on these two principles, that of absolute and sought after truth, and that of 
his desiring éros. The predecessors of the Athenian philosopher figure in the his
torical reconstruction that follows, but he gives more coverage to the successors 
of Plato and finally, Pater turns to Grate when it comes to choosing a philosoph
ical option. The result of his analysis is that the Platonic tradition has two distinct 
currents. In one of the two, which he terms "that side of the platonic position",366 

we find the search for doctrinary truth, "the 'theory of the Ideas', the high ideal, 
the uncompromising demand for absolute certainty, in any truth or knowledge 
worthy of the name". 367 On this side he places the passionate aspirers to theoreín: 

the Aristotle of the Metaphysica one imagines, the mystics -especially the Neo
platonists-, Spinoza and the German idealists. 

But, strangely enough, though Pater's intensely contemplative nature would 
lead us to believe that he would consider this group to be the authentic followers 
of Plato, the aesthete states that it is in the other current where one should look 
for the continuity of Plato's genius, amongst those who practise critica! Platonism: 
"it is in quite different company we must look for the tradition, the develop
ment, of Plato's actual (the italics are mine) method oflearning and teaching". 368 

He is referring to those whom he describes as the inheritors of the "academic 
spirit". 369 They are the following: Lucian, Cicero, Abelard, Montaigne and Des
cartes. Thus we have it that Grote's classification into dogmatics and transcen
dentalists on the one hand, and searchers and sceptics on the other, was trans
formed by Pater into a division between those for whom "Platonism from age 
to age has meant, ... ontology, a doctrine of 'being"', 370 and those others who 
believed that "Platonism has been in fact another name for scepticism ... that 
other sort of Platonism, a habit, namely, of tentative thinking and suspended 
judgement".371 It is important to note that Pater refers to the lateras continu
ers of tradition , whereas the former simply representa stance, the purely spiritual 

side of Platonic thought, a phenomenon towards which he was critica!. Pater 
<loes not deny the validity of each side, but we have already seen which of the 
two was in his view, "the appropriate attitude on our part" the praxis of thdtige 

366 !bid. p. 193 . 
367 !bid. 
368 !bid. 
369 !bid. p. 194. 
370 !bid. 
371 !bid. pp. 194-5. 
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Skepsis372 of Goethe, or active doubt, the basis of the much desired "philosoph

ic temper". That methodical Plato would go on to form lines with the "we" of 
Mill, with the constant and hard working militants of the Docta ignorantia, rath

er than follow the easy statism of dogma. Grote's lesson had, in part at least, 

been correctly learnt by the aesthete of Brasenose College. 
The conclusion of this chain of thoughts is that Platonism cannot be reduced 

to a sole theory: "Platonism is not a formal theory or body of theories, but a ten

dency, a group of tendencies -a tendency to think or feel, and to speak, about 

certain things in a particularway".373 Lewes would have laughed and brushed aside 
this explanation. Gro te would have clarified that it was only applicable to the young 

Plato. But, in any case, the idea of the lack of doctrines in the early Plato had previ

ously been clearly defended by the historian of Greece -though with more abun
dance of distinctions- to the point ofbeing one of his most polemical arguments, 

as we were able to appreciate through the critiques ofLewes andJowett. 

Another interesting point is Grate and Pater's understanding of the social 
consequences of Platonic poli tics. Frank M. Turner is, as always, very discerning 

in observing that their conclusions were similar but not so their evaluations.374 

We have seen that one of Grote's strongest arguments against the Platonic state 

was its restriction of individual freedom, in the name of arder and submission, to 
the wisdom of the guardians. Pater was also aware of this and he even refers to a 

social machinery, a kind of folding Leviathan "we are to become -like little piec
es in a machine! you may complain- ".375 And in the approbation of Plato's au

thoritarianism we can discern the influence of J owett, for whom the role of the 
individual only had meaning within the totality of a vertebrated state which pro

tected him under the guarantee of unconditional faith in the idea of Good. 

E ven so, J owett does not recognise the repression inherent in the Platonic 

project, whereas Grate and Pater do. The latter believes that so much discipline 
is positive and necessary: "what hinders this strengthening macrocosmic unity, 

the oneness of the political organism with itself, is that the unit, the individual, 

the microcosm, fancies itself, or would feign be, a rival macrocosm, independent, 
many-sided, all-sufficient". 376 Though his awareness of the Platonic dictatorship 

is reminiscent of Grate, the moralistic tone is that of]owett and of the political 
current to come at the end of the century that would make headway in an Oxford 

372 In Himmelfarb, 1991, p. 7 5. Himmelfarb refers us to Huxley, cf note 3 8, p. 86. 
373 Pater, 1969, p. 150. 
374 Tumer, 1981, pp. 410-12. 
375 Pater, 1969, p. 273. 
376 !bid. p. 240. 
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which had become the cradle of the servants of a democratic and liberal state. We 
can also find a strong touch of Christian-Catholic gregariousness in Pater, this 
led to his being accused of irreverence a number of times. 377 It also connected 
him in a strange way with the Gothic aesthetics that, as I have pointed out before, 
was a rival of the modern Hellenic current. 

Pater describes what Grote from his profound lay Hellenism feared the most: 
Jowett's monastic society, inspired by that of Plato, but with the addition of the 
garnishings of the Catholic cult: the gothic thrill, that had awakened so much ex
citement in the British imagination after the novels of Walpole, Radcliffe and 
Lewis, and the poetry of Shelley, to name but a few. The pieces of the Platonic 
state machine in the nineteenth century had to be lubricated with the ointment 
of devotion: "his Perfect City (i.e. that of Plato) will have much of monasticism, 
of the character of military monks, ... with their poverty, their obedience, their 
contemplative ha bit". 378 

It is quite clear that Pater had the faculty ofbeing able to embellish that which 
Grote saw as an unbearable tyranny. And despite the fact that his religious senti
ment seems slightly disturbing, it must be granted that the images are didactic. So, 
Plato not only created a complete and creative philosophy, "a being made like a 
God", 379 but also "he seems, in fact, to promise all, or almost all, that in later age 
natures great and high have certainly found in the Christian religion".380 In this 
way the refined aesthete, despite the dangerous nature of his comparisons, daringly 
envisages the only possible form of artistic expression in the Platonic state to be 
practically the spitting image of the art of the Middle Ages:381 "Liken its music, if 
you will, to Gregorian music, and call to mind the kind of architecture, military or 
monastic again, that must be built to such music ... Compare it, ... to Gothic build
ing, to the Cistercian Gothic, ... when Saint Bernard had purged it of a still barbarie 
superfluity of ornament". 382 Mystical literature, the rites, and above all, the stee
ples of Oxford all contribute to shape a very Medievalist fantasy. 

377 See Levey, 1978, e.g: p. 19: "but remarks about Christianity were certainly the more damaging to the 
speaker's reputation. Combined with an openly stated lave of beauty, however strange, andan almost 
eighteenth-century belief in the importance of pursuing pleasure, the result had a power to cause 
scandal". 

378 Pater, 1969, p. 256. 
379 ]bid. p. 264. 
380 !bid. 
38 1 

382 

For an example of contrary opinions, seeJenkyns, 1980, pp. 253-261: " ... Plato is :transformed from a 
moral puritan into an aesthetic purist. This perversion of history shows the dangers of Pater's eclec
ticism: all too easily rubs away the distinctive characteristics of different periods" (p. 258). Turner, on 
the other hand, is more toleran t. 
Pater, 1969, pp. 278-9. 
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E ven celibacy and farnily planning in the govemment of the Respublica seemed 
very apprapriate to Pater, who had been accused of uranism, -mentioned on 
two occasions during the trials of Osear Wilde. 383 He considered that the Chris
tian religion had done things better than the Greeks: "What Christian marriage, 
in harmonious action with man's true nature, has done ... that Plato tried to do by 
a somewhat farced legislation ... ". 384 Nor should we be at all surprised by such a 
statement. J ohn Addington Syrnonds, an Oxfard intellectual of great renown, and 
connected to the decadentist movement, had also praised Christian institutions, 
and above all matrimony in 1873, inA Problem in Greek Ethics. This was the first 
book in English on Greek homoeraticism: "The Middle Ages praclaimed thraugh 
chivalry the truth, then far the first time fully apprehended, that woman is the 
mediating and ennobling element in human life". 385 But both he and Pater opted 
far a mediator of another kind. 

Despite these paradoxes, both Pater and Syrnonds were great enthusiasts of 
Marianism, 386 and even Wilde befare his conversion -late like that of Lord Al
fred Douglas-, had recognised in the Romanist style in vague at the time that 
'"far the aesthetic rnind' Catholicism was more attractive than Pratestantism".387 

It is therefare evident that Pater's Christianised version has to be contextualised 
and not simply juxtaposed to Grate's agnostic radicalism, which is what Tumer 
seems to do. For Pater and the aesthetes a farniliarisation with the Roman-Chris
tian tradition, mixed together with Philhellenism, was a farm of rebellion, a more 
existencial and emocional interpretation of Platonism, which having reached this 
point, allowed no comparison with Grate. 

With regard to the theme of the sophists however, we once again see an 
alignment with Grate. We had already seen that Pater was a la page. He read 
Hegel, Zeller and Grate. His relation withJowett was quite difficult, yet from his 
chapter on Plato and heuristics it is clear that he was familiar with the polemics 
surraunding the sophists. It seems that Pater synthesises elements from Grate, 
Zeller and J owett. He makes use of Grate's arguments only to adopt the defen
sive attitude of the other two. He starts offhis article on the subject with a defini
tion of the word: "' Sophist', prafessional enemy of Socrates:- it became, chiefly 
thraugh the influence of Plato, ... a bad name".388 This thesis was Grate's and 

383 Levey, 1978, p. 20, and Hyde, 1973, pp. 109. 
384 Pater, 1969, p. 258. 
385 Symonds, 1971, p. 7 3. 
386 !bid. p. 72-3. And Pater, 1969, p. 258. 
387 Cf Ellmann, 1988, p. 133. 
388 Pater, 1969, p. 99. 
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Jowett had firmly rejected it. Pater follows the former: "Yet it had but indicated 

... the class of persons through whom ... supply met demand, the demand for 

education ... ". 389 Here the aesthete, a citizen of a rich commercial nation, finds 

nothing wrong with the remuneration of the sophists. 

He also adopts Grote's thesis according to which "there had been little to 

distinguish between Socrates and his professional rivals. Socrates in truth was a 

Sophist".390 Even so, he <loes clarify: "but more than a Sophist".391 T he argu

mentative formula gives us an idea as to its conclusion. Socrates is more than a 

sophist because he goes beyond the arts of rhetoric and oratory of the sophists. 

And it is not that these literary forms have no value, but rather that these merce

naries of teaching "neither reach, nor put others in the way of reaching, that 

intellectual ground of things .. . in true contact with which alone can there be a 

real mastery in dealing with them". 392 The sophist neither knows nor feels393 the 

topic he is presenting. On this point Pater takes the opportunity to puta feather 

in his cap by arguing that one can neither teach nor transmit well that which he 
does not know. Similarly the only valid art is the "art from one's own vivid sensa

tion or belief', in other words Socratic wisdom. 394 This was another way of com

ing to the conclusion that art par excellence, "as Plato knows, has no purpose but 

itself, its own perfection". 395 Thus we ha ve the English version of Gautier's: "art 

for art's sake", but constructed in part from the reading of Plato. 

The superficial nature of the sophist's mind prevented him from reaching 

an acceptable knowledge of reality. Its main vice, "as Plato conceived it, was 

that for it no real things existed". 396 As far as Pater saw it, it was nota matter 

whether the sophists were too subjective, as we observe in Hegel and Mill, nor 

more conventional than Socrates, or less dextrous, as Grote thought. Accord

ing to Pater the problem was that they were not better than the average and he 

quotes a passage already commented on befare from the Respublica, 397 adding: 

"The great sophist was indeed the Athenian public himself' .398 That pólis idea

lised by Grote and Nietzsche, and viewed with suspicion by our aesthete -"the 

389 !bid. 
390 !bid. p. 101. 
39 1 !bid. 
392 !bid. p. 116. 
393 !bid. 
394 !bid. p. 11 8. 
395 !bid. p. 559. 
396 !bid. p. 123. 
397 For the quote: Cf R. VI, 4 9 3a-b. 
398 Pater, 1969,p.1 06. 
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centrifuga!, the irresponsible, the Ionic or Asiatic tendency"- ,399 reaped what 
it had sown: "as the willing victim of its own gifts, its own flamboyancy, well

nigh worn out now by the mutual friction of its own parts ... ".4ºº 
In that earlier division between Aristotelians and Platonists Pater would with

out a doubt side with the latter and perhaps we should also add the distinction 
between the partisans of Athens and those of Sparta. Grote's admiration and af
fection towards Athens and its democratic liberties is common knowledge. Mean
while, Pater shows a clear preference for a totalitarian Sparta which was virile and 
romanticised. He attached this to a critical view of Athenian democracy that was 
influenced by the British interpretations in vogue at the end of the eighteenth 
century (e.g.: that of William Mitford).401 By evaluating the average Athenian 
politician as a mediocre sophist he is in fact summarising this tradition of anti
democratic criticism. Athens deserved its internal conflicts and its abandonment 
"to hazardous political experiment with the irresponsabilitywhich is ever the great 
vice of democracy (the italics are mine), ever ready to float away anywhither, to 
misunderstand, or forget, or discredit, its own past".4º2 Pater's mistrust is shared 
by a long list of predecessors, apart from those already mentioned, we could add 
Mill, Macaulay, Carlyle, J owett ... 

It is too easy however to say that Grote was progressive and Patera reaction
ary. As RichardJenkyns rightly points out, "he (j.e. Pater) cannot think except in 
aesthetic terms".4º3 He found religion, tradition, the contemplative and retiring 
life, the rude austerity of hefty military mento be more attractive than política] 

controversy with its struggles that were never exempt from violence. Sparta was a 

399 !bid. p. 103 . 
400 !bid. 
401 

402 

The Histo1y ofGreece, (London: 1784-1810). Mitford's history of Greece continued along the lines of 

hostility towards the Athenian democracy which had been begun by Temple Stayan and O liver Gold

smith, bu t h e in trodu ced important differences. It was not ou t of fea r of popul ar r igh ts' movements 
that he adopted a critica) stance towards the Athenian constitution. He considered that Athenian 

democracy fai led beca use it opposed the common good to priva te interests. No section of the popu

lation felt that it was completely represented unless it he ld the reins of power. As a resu lt of this, 
there were intrigues and corruption in arder to get into power. Mitford was in favour of a mixed 

constitution which was made up of monarchs and the representatives of the people -who, in fact, 

were from the upper class- in line with the British model which he considered to be paradigmatic. 
The tyrannical solution of the patriot kings was in his eyes the fairest and most balanced option. 

Sparta, with its serious defects of slavery and the lack of sensitivity of Lykurgos, kept its two kings. 

And its discipline and uniformity were preferahle to Macaulay's Athenian cul de sac. He himself a 

dubious democrat, Macaulay criticised Mitford very severely and accused him of despotism . Grate, 
more cautious as always, simply refuted his evaluation of democracy, but <lid not criticise M itford's 

goals of the common good. Cf Turner, 1981, pp. 187-234. 
Pater, 1969, p. 106. 

403 Jenkyns, 1980, p . 224. 
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Homeric paradise of marcial order, of athletic bodies and loyal companionship, 
"an organised place of discipline, an organised opportunity also, for youth, ... a 
constant exhibition of youthful courage, youthful self-respect, ... docility; ... com
mitting itself absolutely, soul and body, to a corporate sentiment in its very 
sports".4º4 Pater was an individualist preoccupied with his little pleasures and 
personal extravagances. According to J enkyns405 like Symonds he had an image 
of Spartan youth filtered by the idyllic experience of the pluck of public schools. At 
the most he can be accused of social indifference and accentuated phallocentrism, 
but he was not moved by any strong dictatorial conviction. 

Pater was pro-dialectical, favourable to empiricism, a die-hard relativist, a 
reader of Hegel, an advocate of scepticism and a transgressor. His poeticised 
thought dressed sorne of the essential ideas of Grote in a vaporous veil of confu
sion. But these notions that were still modern, coexisted within him with a lan
guor, an anachronical nostalgia, with strong moral and psychological contradic
tions and with painfully hidden desires, that could be dignified by Plato's philo
sophical eroticism. Grote was out of date, a stranger in that ambiguous world of 
exalted exquisiteness. Even so, if we take a second look at Walter Horario Pater 
we may see the traces of Grote's vigorous intelligence in sorne of his soft recre
ations of Plato. The air of freedom that Grote's work seemed to transmit reached 
the aesthete of Brasenose almost four decades lateras a kind of lightening anti
dote against J owett's moralism. 

As far as studies on the Corpus Platonicum were concerned, the end of the 
century and the beginning of the Edwardian era brought about a fusion between 
the interpretations of Grote andJowett in which the latter clearly predominated. 
The Victorian translator's control over academic life at Oxford along with the 
conservative idealism that he imposed, had turned Balliol College into the main 
centre of operations and an influential focal point in Platonic research. It is im
portant to keep in mind however, that despite the growing tendency on the part 
of scholars towards Plato's theological thought, Platonic politics continued to be 
examined and questioned until the first decade of the twentieth century, though 
they was never completely rejected. And it was mainly compared with the thriv
ing British society that was at that time beginning to discuss what would la ter on 
become the almighty welfare state. Grote's radical imprint was still felt especially 

through his la ter detractors, educated by the Master of Balliol. 

404 Pater, 1969, p. 206. 
405 J enkyns, 1980, pp. 22 5-6. In fact, J enkyns said that Pater was more naive and less mor bid than Sy

monds, who in comparison to Pater was less resu·ained. "In fact, Symonds turns ali Greece into a 
fantasy of compliant, innocent youth, submitting itself passively to the writer's salacious gaze". 
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Richard Nettleship for example, the disciple of]owett whom we have men

tioned befare in connection with his work on the Respublica, 406 in 1897 intro
duced a novel political element of the young Plato, which had been discovered by 
Grote, into his idealist refarmism based on the thesis of a citizenship that was 

united by a esprit de corps and civic duty: "To Plato one of the leading facts about 
human life is that it can only be lived well in sorne farm of organized community, 
of which the Greeks considered the civic community to be the best farm".4º7 

Whitout mentioning Grote, though he clearly alluded to his thesis, Nettleship 
reaffirmed Plato's different and protesting role in Greek society, and pointed to
wards the logical image regarding the serenity and impartiality of the philoso
pher of the Academy. Nettleship's Plato was a fervent militant of change: "The 
book may be regarded not only as a philosophical work, but as a treatise on social 
and political refarm. It is written in the spirit of a man not merely reflecting on 
human life, but intensely anxious to refarm and revolutionize it".4º8 

J owett's farmer pupil, and at the time tutor of Balliol fallowed the line of 
his teacher and counterposed Plato to the sophists despite Grote's efforts to 
show the affinities between them. Nettleship invested them with the doctrinary 
temperament that Grote had denounced in the mature Plato: "the mode, which 
the sophists adopted, of haranguing or preaching".4º9 Despite all this he did 
coincide with Grote when it carne to acknowledging the importance of dialec
tics and the stimulating effect of the sceptic temper of the Platonic dialogues: 
"The fact points to Plato's conviction that the only way to attain truth is to 
advance step by step, each step being made our own befare we go on to the 
next, and that for this purpose the process of questioning and answering is the 
natural method".410 

In any case, Nettleship's approach was, according to him, theological, in oth
er words, the complete knowledge of the idea of Good is the final goal towards 
which we must strive. Whereas Grote considered that the outcome of a philo
sophical debate was determined by the stamina of the opponents and by their 
degree of intellectual curiosity, far Nettleship the limitations were not solely de
termined by human capacities but were conditioned by the transcendental quali
ty of the final goal: "This, as Plato describes it, is apure ideal; to realize it is not 
within the scope of the human mind. But it expresses his idea of what we should 

406 See pp. 95-99, and n. 17 5. 
407 Nettleship, 1901, (in n. 17 5), p. 5. 
408 !bid. p. 6. 
409 !bid. p. 9. 
41º !bid. p. 280. 
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aim at and what knowledge tends towards".411 In a neo-Romanticist style that 

was in vogue at the time, he attributed this to the inexhaustible nature of wisdom 
and not to anti-dogmatism as did Grote. 

Also from Balliol, Bernard Bosanquet in 1899 and Ernest Barker in 1906, 

captured the authoritarianism of Platonic poli tics, as Gro te and Pater had done. 

F or Bosanquet however, who was very indulgent and an aesthete, it did not 

create any problems. He promoted a certain form of contemporary eugenics 

using Plato's idea of a qualitative sharing of occupations as his model. He ex

pressed the classism tha t was growing stronger and stronger towards the end of 
the nineteenth century when he stated that "every class of persons in the com

munity ... has a certain distinctive type of mind which fits its members for their 

functions, and that the community essentially consists in the working of these 
types of mind in their connection with one another, which connection consti

tutes their subordination to the common good".412 James Adarn of Cambridge 

shared Bosanquet's opinion and neither of them paid attention to Grote's warn
ing regarding the loss of individual liberties that would result from such a com

partmentalisation of work. 

Ernest Barker took up the subject of the application of Plato's doctrine of the 

state in contemporary England in The Political Thought of Plato tmd Aristotle, in 

1906. In this first study, Plato's. triumph over the sophists signified the same for 
Athens as the hegemony of the idealists over the utilitarians did in Victorian En

gland, that is to say, the moralisation and unity of the state in opposition to liberal 

individualism: "No longer should individualism infect the State: a spirit of 'col

lectivism' ( .. . ) should permeate the individual".413 It thus seemed thatJowett had 

managed to partially secularise public ethics yet preserve age old conservative 

interests, in the name of a concept of Good which was promoted from public 
bodies. The extreme individualism of the decadents had now been overcome, and 

Grote's materialism did not fit in with the sublimation of political values that was 

being decreed by the reigning idealism. 

Meanwhile in 1910, according to Virginia Woolf,414 the world changed, and 

repressed individualist sentiments were transformed into a deep subjectivity that 

merged into the whole. This may have been thanks to psychoanalysis, among 

other things: "Not only had human character changed ... but also the artist's and 

41 1 lbid. p. 254. 
412 Bernard Bosanquet, Philosophical The01y of the State, in Turner, 1981, p. 440. 
413 Barker, in Turner, 1981, p. 442 . 
414 "In or about D ecember 1910, human character changed". From "Mr. Bennet and Mrs. Brown", in 

Woolf, 1966, p. 96. 
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philosopher's way of looking at the world".415 We shall not scrutinise the com
plete validity of Woolf's affirmation, but a brief glance at the literature and phi
losophy of the first quarter of the twentieth century is enough to revea! that ide
alism was at its peak and that there was a resurgence of mysticism in England. 
These must no doubt have been reinforced by the impact of the Great War. Writers 
and intellectuals such as C. S. Lewis, T S. Eliot, Louis Mac Neice, Robert Bridg
es, G. E. Moore, and Alfred North Whitehead, turned to metaphysics, Buddhism, 
the kabbalah or Platonism, in arder to recover the religiousness that was in dan
ger of extinction: "The emotion that went with all this was certainly religious ... 
We could talk religiously about the Absolute".416 

They were to farm a part of that last generation to which Yeats, an esoteric 
and symbolist, dedicated a few nostalgic lines in 1931 that summed up the feel
ing: "We were the last romantics -chose far theme/ Traditional sanctity and 
loveliness; ... whatever most can bless/ The mind of man or eleva te a rhyme; But 
all is changed .. . ".417 Grote's book was too phlegmatic and rational far the spirit 
of the times and seemed a relic of the past. After the second decade of the centu

ry, the reins of British contemporary Platonic studies were in the hands of Pla

tonist followers such as A. E. Taylor, John Burnet, W R. lnge, Paul Shorey and 
Francis M. Cornford, whose criteria of erudition were very demanding and who 
revealed great ingenuity. Their accentuated reverence however left them with 
very little room far manoeuvre when it carne to judging Plato ideologically. 
Though Grate had implanted the consideration of Plato's political thought even 
among the nineteenth century idealists, what was now, in the second decade of 
the twentieth century, considered interesting subjects far in depth study were 
Plato's metaphysics, the non-written doctrine and the enigmatic Socratic ques
tion. Plato by now was fully alive in British universities and it was out of place to 
discredit him with anachronically materialist and prosaic objections. Grate de
scribed the matter quite eloquently: "The Platonic critics seem to regard Plato as 
so entirely a spiritual person ... that they disdain to take account of his relations 
with the material world, or with society around him".418 

Frank M. Turner states that, despite the supremacy of the idealist and reli
gious Plato, well in to the beginning of the twentieth century the criticisms of his 
politics increased: "in one degree or another British intellectuals continued to be 

415 In Richter, 1970, p. 4. 
416 C.S. Lewis quoted by RichardJenkyns, to whom I owe the reference and the idea, inJenkyns, 1980, 

p. 261. 
417 "Coole Park and Ballylee", 1931. In Yeats, 1974, p. 151. 
4 18 In Fite, 1934, p. 4. Grate, 1885, vol. I, p. 201. 
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discontented with Plato's politics".419 In 1981 he added that Crossman and Pop
per's warning regarding the authoritarian potencial of Plato was no novelty, whereas 
Jenkyns had suggested the opposite the year befare, in 1980. To prove his point 
Turner quotes Ernest Barker, who was ambivalent in his appreciation of Plato in 
his book published in 1906, where he set clown his objections to Plato's politics: 
"To Plato Political Science starts from absolute principles, and anives at equally 
absolute conclusions ... he had forgotten ... the people ... left them out of his scheme 
... His Sta te has sorne of the features of a despotism; ... it was the despotism of an 
idea".420 At the same time however, Barker praised the ethic cleansing that Plato 
carried out in the name of a moral community to which the citizen had to submit 
himself as was laid out in the Respublica. All this in the midst of an Athenian soci
ety dispersed and disorientated dueto the defence by the sophists of their priva te 
interests. 

This conflict between the building of a benevolent and protective state, ca
pable of re-establishing security and the feeling of nacional unity that had been 
lost with urban industrial development, and English respect for the concepts of 
liberty and individual autonomy, also influenced the political readings of Plato. 
In 1918, right after World War I and probably influenced by the state of events, 
Barker in Greek Political The01y: Plato and His Predecessors, retracts his accusations 
against the sophists in the name of a pluralistic and free state, and rejects the 
almost dictatorial regime of the Leges: "Can a creed based on human reason, as 
Plato's creed was, ever claim the infallibility, and the right to be vindicated by 
persecution?".421 Turner is once again right in pointing out that the Edwardian 
age wanted to take up again the utilitarian-individualist tradition of the nine
teenth century and to mould it to the project of a great modern state that also 
respected privacy. This is reflected in Barker's apparently contradictory interpre
tation of Platonic poli tics. 

Nobody had yet described the dreamed of nation of the guardians apart from 
Plato himself. The British Platonists were not the artífices of such undertaking for 
their realm was not to be found in the world of politics. Whereas Turner sees 
English discomfort towards Plato, or "the obstacles that remained on the various 
bridges built between Plato and the English nation during the Victorian age",422 

I personally see the age old Aristotelians, those of Coleridge and Borges, the we 

of Mill and Grate. Plato the intolerant legislator is not a pragmatic being, nor 

41 9 Tumer, 1981, p. 444. 
42º !bid. pp. 444-445. 
421 Barker quoted by Tumer, l 981 , p. 446. 
422 !bid. p. 444. 
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does he have the calculating appearance of a contemplative philosopher. He is 
the same passionate thinker that Nettleship discovered despite his misleading 
image of calm and sobriety. He possesses the intransigence of the visionary, not 
the tactics of the statesman. Jowett's disciple described him with a degree of mis
trust: "He is always writing with crying evils in his eye-a characteristic in which 
he differs widely from Aristotle".423 

The comparison is very significant, for it refers to the rival model which had 
already been treated by Coleridge and Borges. Barker had spoken of the negoti
ating spirit that the English had in common with Aristotle. And, on the other 
hand, "there is something French in Plato's mind, something of that pushing a 
principle to its logical extremes ... When we turn to Aristotle, it ... seems ... He 
has his principles -true 'for the most part'; he seeks exactitude- 'as far as the 
nature of the subject admits.' Where Plato turned Radical under the compulsion 
of the Idea, Aristotle has much sound Conservatism: he respects property; he sees 
good in the family ... He recognizes, above all, that a Government can only go so 
far as a people follows ... ".424 Hence, we see how Plato is turned into a French
man, a Cartesian perhaps, if what Barker had in mind was the hyperbole of me
thodical doubt. 

Aristotle is more moderate. That is why, as we have already seen, he had so 
many admirers at Oxford, but he was also less captivating. It is natural that the 
Stagirite should suit the English spirit better. What was indeed strange was that 
outburst of interest in Plato. The fact however that Grate and those who fol

lowed his ideological line of analysis, for example, Crossman and Popper, chose 
to study Plato's politics did not imply that they held any sympathy towards Pla
tonism. What it revealed was more of a concession to the popularity of a pri
mordial thinker who was revered by his antagonists, who, like the Romantics, 
the aesthetes and sorne idealists, were looking for "the manifestation of some
thing beyond the present & tangible object" .425 The speculative quality of Pla
tonic philosophy was unquestionable and they felt that it deserved consider
ation. However, like many other sceptical, rationalist or materialist thinkers 
from other western nations, they blamed him for deforming the image of the 
world, and found that the absolutist fanaticism of his political proposition was 
rooted in his mysticism. 

423 Nettleship, 1901, p. 6. 
424 Turner, 1981, pp. 444-5. 
425 Shelley to Peacock, in Holmes, 1976, p. 459. 





rv. FITE, CROSSMAN AND POPPER: 
PLATONISM AS A NON GRATA PHILOSOPHY 

Whilst Taylor and Burnet studied the Socratic Plato and the relation between 
Pythagorianism and Platonism, or Christianity and Neoplatonism, a professor 
of Ethics from the University of Princeton in 1934 published a book aimed at 
demystifying the recent sacral image of the academic Plato. The arguments he 
employed are quite familiar to us: The Platonic Legend, by Warner Fite,426 a 
modern disciple of Grate and also more poignant. Fite is clear and distinct from 
the very beginning. In American fashion he explains that his motivation for 
writing the book carne after an informal gathering during which it occurred to 
him to put forward the idea that "all of the education proposed in Plato's ideal 
republic was for the guardians only, none being provided for the masses".427 

After being strongly criticised by others who were present, he dedicated the 
following <lay to rereading the Respublica and confirmed his original impres
sion: "that the Republic is largely a treatise on education, but the only education 
that is treated is an education designed explicitly for guardians or the children 
of the guardians".428 

Fite finds this classism of Platonic poli tics to be unacceptable. And he con
siders that Plato was aware of it when he legitimised the rule of a few in the name 
of wisdom and dissimulated inequality by putting forward the smoke-screen of 
the meritocratic race.429 He claims that he wants to rid the historical Plato of 
the saintly veil which the Plato of the idealist tradition had used to deform him: 
"in all of these portraits Plato is divine. The idea is that of a super-mind, super
soul, super-person, enjoying a vision of eternity which takes him out of the course 

426 See pp. 94-102 and 14 2. 
427 Fite, 1934, p. v. 
428 !bid. p. 18. 
429 See pp. 92-100. 
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of history and places him miraculously, once far all, above and beyond all the 
sons of men who have ever been or who may ever be".430 In other words he 
wishes to secularise Plato as Renan and Strauss did with J esus Christ, and thus to 
demonstrate that he was not infallible. His objective therefare is literally: "to 
dismiss the idea of a divine revelation and to treat the words of Plato, if possible, 
as we should treat the words of any other writer".431 

Like Grate, Fite does not choose to delve into Platonic metaphysics but pre
fers to concentrate primarily on the ethic and social philosophy of the Athenian 
philosopher, and above all on the Respublica. His justification far his selection is 
convincing: "The image of the state, the community, the commonwealth, is present 
in all of Plato's thinking. It is far him the natural farm and image of reality".432 

And the conclusion to this study is similar to Grate's: "Plato was a defeated aris
tocrat ... He wrote dialogues full of moral arragance, of supercilious disdain, and 
of tirades of abuse aimed ... at the victorious democracy".433 However, the basis 
on which he constructs his audacious interpretation also reveals essential differ
ences with regard to the thesis of the historian of Greece. 

To begin with, as we have just seen, Fite considers that the political element 
is co-substantial to Platonism. He bases himself on the texts, for example the 
Gorgias,434 where Socrates states that politics is the science of the soul, and in the 
Symposium, where he seems to find that the poet, the philosopher and the states
man are put on the same level.435 Consequently, even though he was putting 
aside the theory of ideas, he was not leaving out any subject that was not also 
included in the social tapies. With regard to Socrates' dialectical method, Fite, 
unlike Grate, finds that "far Plato the word (i.e. dialectics) stood far a definite 
method of thought, never clearly explained, peculiar to philosophy".436 And he 
gets lost in complicated comparisons between dialectics and geometry, fargetting 
the stimulating sense of discovery of the game of questions and answers of many 
Platonic dialogues. 

43° Fite, 1934, pp. 2-3. 
!bid. p. 6 . 431 

. 432 !bid. pp. 10-11. 
433 !bid. pp. 291-2. 
434 Grg. 464b-c, Socrates said: "There are two different affairs to willch I assign two different arts: the 

one, which has to do with the soul I call politics; the other, willch concerns the body, ... I can desig
nate ... as gymnastic and medicine". Translation by WR.M. Lamb, Loeb Classical Library, 1983. 
And R. 368c-369a, where he explains that the state takes precedence over the individual, whose health 
is determined by that of the pólis. 

43 5 Srnp. 209a-b. The comparison is not too clear nor is it very, but there is at least a comparison be
tween "the product of a statesman's work and that of the artisan":" ... by far the most important and 
beautiful form of thinking is that which is applied to the ordering of cities and communities". 

436 Fite, 1934, p. 233. 
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Where Fite seems to coincide the most with Grate's evaluation is on the 
theme of Socrates' mental opening and his experimental temperament. F or the 
American, laying aside the abuse and the banter that Socrates instigated oÍl his 
unfortunate interlocutors, "it is quite possible that this was the attitude of mind 
of the real Socrates".437 In this way Fite concedes, though with reservations, to 
the exploring spirit of the hera of the Apología, but he refuses to believe a word 
from the disciple, "whose mind was not experimental at all".438 Like Grate he 
also sees in Plato an early period of more faithfulness towards the scepticism of 
Socrates, and a second period in which his conservatism comes to the fore. He 
not only doubts that Socrates had used the techniques of the sophists,439 but also 
went further, according to the critic Ronald B. Levinson: "supported by the au
thority of Grate, Fite has been so bold as to charge that Socrates is, indeed, 'Pla
to's best illustration of his own idea of a sophist"'.44º Nonetheless, Fite does not 
share Grate's admiration for sophistics. On the other hand he rejects the idealisa
tion of Platonic love beyond homoeratic relations and accuses Plato, among oth
er excesses, of manipulating matrimonial unions. With more history behind him 
than Grate, he denounces the risks of eugenics. 

Fite <loes not leave either Plato's person or his philosophy standing. In his 
portrait of him Plato was a die-hard classist, a mediocre reasoner, a confused dia
lectician, an egocentric and vulgar politician, he had little literary style, nor was 
he precise or explicit in his ethical thought, and he was overtly influenced by his 
homosexuality. Fite ends off his study with a final weighing up of the personal 
and moral qualities of the Athenian philosopher: as a person, he was small mind
ed and mistrusting, as a moralist, repressive and intolerant, and finally, he dis
qualifies him using misogynist criteria: "his point of view and his attitude towards 
life were very largely what would today be called adolescent ... and what has tra
ditionally been called feminine ".441 Fite/s Plato is neither scientific nor empiri
cist and consequently not very or not at all virile.442 He considered Aristotle to 
be different. 

To sum up, Fite's work is complex, full of commonplaces and at the same 
time iconoclastic. As far as I see it, he is a continuer of Grate's line of criti
cism, though very extremist and less brilliant. He in fact refers to Plato and the 

Other Companions of Sokrates in terms of praise. He refers to itas "the greatest of 

43 7 !bid. p. 103 . 
438 !bid. p. 104. 
439 !bid. p. 103. 
440 Levinson, 1953, p. 58. 
441 Fite, 1934, p. 290. 
442 !bid. 
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English works on Plato, but it is not often quoted by the disciples".443 The disciples 
in this case are A. E. Taylor, W R. Inge, Bosanquet and Paul Shorey, among other 
Platonists and idealists who were devout to the theory of ideas. Grote -says Fite
is a critic, whereas the disciples, despite their academic quality, will not allow any 
imperfections to be imputed to their teacher.444 Fite does not only question but 
tries to overthrow the Platonic legend at a time when a number of worthy studies 
favourable to Platonism had come out such as Plato the Man and his Work, by Alfred 
Edward Taylor and The Platonic Tradition in English Religious Thought, by W R. 
Inge, both in 1926, or What Plato Said, by Paul Shorey, in 193 3. 

Fite's protest however was by no means an isolated incidence. These respect
ful books in love with Platonic metaphysics were to coexist after the nineteen 
thirties with other works that were anti-Platonic in sentiment. Authors like Fite 
were not indifferent to the advance of Fascism and they took up Grote's distant 
message and commented on the similarities between Platonic politics and the 
totalitarian regime of the Soviet Union or the growing propaganda of Fascism. 
Fite, like Bertrand Russell, seems convinced when he compares Soviet Commu
nism with the Platonic republic: "the Soviet state is the first attempt in history to 
realize Plato's conception of a state organized from top to bottom on scientific 
principles".445 But once he had explained the similes based on obedience insti
gated by the governing hierarchy and the aristocracy of the guardians, he rather 
naively imagined that he was exaggerating when he added that: "A11 that is need
ed to complete the parallel is a program of eugenics which will develop the com
munist party into a superior blooded stock".446 

The quite menacing Fascist programmes tried to develop this part of the 
Platonic project in a malignant and cruel way that Plato could never have imag
ined. World War II had not broken out yet, when in 193 7 appearecl another book 
which tried to put people on guard against the danger inherent in Plato's political 
model: Plato To-Day by R.H.S. Crossman, or the literary adaptation of the scripts 
of a popular B.B.C. radio series: "If Plato Lived Again". We are not dealing here 
with an academic work, of course, though it was very well documentecl and was 
quite profound in its reflections. The fact that it was transmitted via the mass 
media however made it expressly accessible and stripped it of erudite pretensions. 
E ven so it is a book of great importance within the critica! tradition of Platonism 
and a compulsory reference in the road traced between Grote and Popper. 

443 lbid. p. 4. 
444 [bid. p. 17. 
445 ]bid. p. 21 8. 
446 ]bid. p. 219. 
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Plato To-Day is a detailed and severe revision of Platonic philosophy ata cru
cial moment for the history ofEurope. Written in an unmistakably English style, 
between reality and the absurd, the book is divided into twelve chapters of which 
six are meditations, fictitious letters or dialogues between a Plato who has been 
miraculously transported to the twentieth century and different interlocutors, both 
ancient and modern. The project had the following noble objective: "Our inten
tion was to show what Plato would think of the modern world",447 for, as Cross
man ironically commented, at that time the B.B.C. still believed in culture at 7.30 
p.m.448 Here we have Plato examining British democracy and education, the fam
ily, communism, fascism and the social problems of the thirties. But the scrutinis
ing tone of the British critic also comes through when he judges the controversia! 
Platonic discourse and its consequences in the west at the doorstep ofWorld War 
II. This was not the first dramatised version of the Platonic discourse in the En
glish language. In 1829, Walter Savage Landor had imagined a very heated con
versation between Plato and the anti-Platonic Diogenes in which the latter re
proached Plato on a number of themes that were taken up in the literature against 
Plato at the time. But I will not mention Landor again in this chapter.449 

In 1930, G. Lowes Dickinson, who was E. M. Forster's professor at Cam
bridge, published a dialogue that was much more affable, between Plato and a 
young British admirer of Platonic philosophy and imagery.450 In After Two Thou

sand Years, the title of the work, the author treated sorne of the conflictive subjects 
of Platonism with delicacy and candidly, and he related them to the contempo
rary world. Crossman follows a similar angle and reveals the same need to resort 
to Plato in order to better understand the problems facing contemporary En
gland. This was also inherited from the Victorian age, for Grate and Jowett had 
gone beyond a historiographical interpretation limited to the texts and had con
tributed ideological and moral interpretations of Platonism from their own per
spective of the reality that surrounded them. 

Crassman, in turn, shared certain common points with Grate. Besides being 
a Fellow ofNew College at Oxford, he was an important Labour politician. Soon 
after the war, he became parliamentary representative for East Coventry and stal
wart defender of the social philosophy of his party. His self description is useful 
in understanding the temperament behind his work: "I ama democrat anda So
cialist who sees Fascism rejected and democracy defended on quite inadequate 

447 Crossman, 193 7, p. 11. 
448 Crossman, 1959, p. 10. 
449 Landor, 1853. See brief commentary by Levinson, 1953, p. 4. 
450 Dickinson, 1930. 
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grounds".45 1 Once we have overcome the bewilderment that his descripcion may 
have caused, we can appreciate the difference between Crossman and his prede
cessors. The discinguished Labour parliamentarian not only cricicises the totali
tarian larva inherent in Plato's elicism, but also demands a change in contempo
rary democracic viewpoints. As far as he saw it, the growing dogmacism and the 
stagnacion ofliberal principles were perhaps the true inheritance of historie Pla
tonism and the root of European policical instability: "The crisis of the modern 
world is at bottom caused by the failure of this democracic spirit to find a new 
basis for its attack on dogma. Our world is breaking up; but we remain supporters 
of one or other of the established forms -adherents of status not of equality".452 

Crossman saw that the simplificacion of attribucing to Plato t:he root of the 
evils of fascism, coupled with the consideracion that the phlegmacic Bricish de
mocracy had no share of guilt in the matter, had created an erroneous compla
cency among policicians: "The success of Fascism in the internacional field is due 
largely to the pacifism of Great Britain. This pacifism in its turn is the result of a 
profound scepticism about the value of democracy and of the League of Na
cions".453 Crossman's posicion was clearly anci-historicist, like that of Popper to 
come. He argued that we are not "the creatures, but the creators of history".454 

Automatism and resignation have rendered us so uncreative that at this moment 
there are no great advantages to be seen in the democracic system with regard to 
the fascist one. The great enemy is the immobility or pacifism of the modern 
Platonist, who, under the pretext that he is notan extremist, allows the flow of 
events to domínate history. The mental evolution of humanity thus follows its 
slow and predetermined course. The modeni Plato is a learned aristocrat divorced 
from practica! life. He is an intellectual who feels contempt for the uncultured 
masses, and who, during a time of crisis, gets up on the stand as a compassionate 
saviour of the nacion who can figure out what is going on. 

Such a refined and cultured benefactor would never join the cause of com
munism because it was unbelieving and populist, nor would he align himself with 
the violent and arbitrary Nacional Socialists. However, if he had to choose be
tween the two, he would opt for the latter. The Platonic discipline of the modern 
Platonists and their spiritual ideals are an altruistic falsehood455 greater than that 

451 Crossman, 1959, p. 291. 
452 !bid. p. 298. 
453 !bid. p. 292. 
454 !bid. p. 16. 
455 "Noble lie" : Crossman uses this expression throughout his book in reference to the phrases with 

which ideologues sel! their wares, and which he no doubt got from Plato, R. 389b-c (pseudestha1), and 
414b-c. 
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of the proletarian revolution. On top of this, Crossman also considered that the 
select origin of the intellectual a la Platon made him attractive far the fascists who 
would greet him with open arms and would give him a prominent position. The 
arrogant and paternalistic Platonic philosopher would then feel flattered and, like 
Plato with Dionysius II of Syracuse, would imagine that the time had come to put 
into practice his enlightened theory, "but he soon discovered that his good name 
was being used by the politicians to further their own designs, while they showed 
not the slightest indication of accepting his advice".456 According to Gadamer 
this would have been a disillusionment similar to that which Martin Heidegger 
experienced when he discovered that the spiritual and moral revolution which he 
was working towards was brushed aside and that the political work of the univer
sity was suddenly discontinued by the NSDAP.457 It is still unclear whether Cross
man found inspiration for his caricature of the German philosopher in Heideg
ger or inJ oachim Bannes. This caricature was Plato's interlocutor in his story and 
had been converted to Nacional Socialism via Platonic politics.458 

Quite unexpectedly, Crossman's book, instead of being simply a criticism on 
the Platonic philosophy of the state, goes on to become a harsh reflection on 
British and Western political reality at that time. Let us keep in mind thatJowett 
had secretly confessed to attacking the Utilitarians and the Radicals through his 
condemnation of the sophists. Grate too had revealed his aversion towards the 
philosophical and moral professorships of the theologians and the conservatism 
of the Tories when he criticised the expositional and affirmative Plato. But these 
are meek attempts at denunciation when compared to the terms in which Cross
man expresses his protest. He saw a great similarity between Plato's epoch and 
the contemporary world: "It is no exaggeration to say that the World War of 
1914 has made Plato intelligible to us. Far us, too, the old traditions are breaking 
clown; art has lost touch with the life of the people, democracy is in danger".459 

The author felt that he was living through a moment of definitions and he 
was not wrong. Philosophy was becoming a matter of life or death, and "we are 
forced to make up our minds if we are Democrats ar Marxists ar Fascists".460 This 
was not the placid tone in which Grate and Jowett had written. This vehement 

456 !bid. p. 283 . 
45 7 Gadamer, 1989, p. 429, and Farias, 1987, pp. 197-210. 
458 Fictitious author of a "great work", entitled: "Platon und der Ursprung des National-sozialistichen 

Staatsgedankens". One should concede however that it is too lively a portrait of the real Martin 
Heidegger, who never wrote anything of the such. Crossman could have actually been inspired by a 
minar author: Bannes, 1933 and Bannes, 1935. Cf Levinson, 1953, p. 441. 

459 !bid. p. 21. 
460 !bid. 
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book on the Athenian philosopher conveys the urgency that Crossman saw in the 
need to awaken his fellow democrats from their state of civilised indifference. He 
portrays Plato debating with the same ease with a British parliamentarian as with 
a philosopher of the National Socialist regime whilst quoting off by heart that 
moving poem by Yeats about a suspicious second advent that threatened to up
heave the world.461 From the point of view of Crossman's Plato, the three polit
ical options, democracy, fascism and Marxism, were corrupt. He accordingly tries 
to become an advocatus diaboli, in arder to put the firmness of the democratic 
conscience of his fellow citizens to the test and in this way he thoroughly scruti
nises Platonism. 

Like Fite, Crossman fears that Plato's religious current of interpretation could 
disguise the menacing aspects of his thought: "There is a danger that, out of 
respect far his eminence as a metaphysician, we should swallow Plato's political 
opinions too easily, and it was partly to meet this danger that Plato To-Day was 
written".462 What are these serious defects of Platonism? In general terms, his 
philosophy is an attack on freedom and equal rights, and therefore all the politi
cal framework of the Platonic state is erroneous. We can however identify Cross
man's specific criticism of three great errors in the project put fon.vard in Plato's 

Respublica. 
First of all we have the system of aristocratic and largely hereditary govern

ment. In second place is the form of agricultura! production that Plato recom
mends because it is "The true farm of Greek life".463 According to Plato, com
merce had to be eliminated beca use power traditionally in the hands of the land
ed gentry had gane over to the merchants bringing with it disorder, atheism and 
corruption which he had to set right but which Crossman viewed as necessary 
evils in the development of the virtues of Greek civilisation. "The culture and the 
artistic glories of Athens would have been impossible without her commerce or 
her empire".464 Thirdly, Crossman criticises the Platonic hybris of the philoso
pher kings which is in open contradiction with the Socratic principle of docta 
ignorantia or the recognition of the limitations of reason. 

Crossman's line of argument here is similar to Grote's. The former consid
ers that it is irrational to believe that reason is infallible and that Plato was not 
aware of this. Philosophy cannot categorically preach on Good and Evil pre
cisely because everything is continually changing. Absolute truths do not exist, 

461 Yeats, "The Second Coming". 
462 Crossman, 1937, p. 291. 
463 !bid. p. 273. 
464 !bid. 
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only analyses that reflect the conceptions of the world written at a specific mo

ment. To invest statements with a permanent character is cheating beca use it means 

that one is imposing an anachronical and reactionary order, given that the condi
tions that originated these ideas have an imminent expiry date: "And so all dog

matic philosophies, such as Platonism, become in time instruments of reaction 
trying vainly to explain the new epoch in terms of the old, and to torture a new 

society into the strait-waistcoat of an outworn code".465 Veiled behind the allu

sions to Plato these three criticisms were being addressed towards British politics 
and especially to the soi-disant democratic institutions that Crossman considered 

to be in obvious decadence. 

Nevertheless, Crossman in a way considered himself to be a Platonist. Despite 

hisopen rejection of the contents of the dialogues he enjoyed reading the Respublica, 
"For it is philosophy. It tries to reach the truth by racional discussion".466 Like 

Grote and Mill he considered that the method of search of the dialogues was an 

excellent model of philosophical debate. And so he ends his book with this 
important statement: "lt is Socrates, not Plato, whom we need".467 This is because 

he considered that Plato's teacher was free of the dogmatism, academicism and 
aristocratic disdain of his pupil. Plato had set the basis for a model of gentleman 

who preached the virtues of an impossible world from the heights of his tópos 
uránios. Here líes Plato's great contradiction and his enormous failure: he was not 

able to link his theory to practice, whereas the essence of Socrates' thought and 
what brought about his death was to maintain coherence between the idea and 

the act. In contrast, Plato lied. He made up a series of noble líes, owing to which 
confusion now reigns in the world as much as ever. 

The government of the best, discipline, the division of labour, the priority of 

a contemplative life, genetic superiority, natural selection, education for the elites, 

democratic corruption, are sorne of the Platonic themes that people did not wish 
to question, whether they were viewed as eternal and proven truths, oras abstract 

theories divorced from developed contemporary civilisation, depending on who 

was speaking, an idealist or a die-hard liberal. The concepts of revolution and 

class struggle had not yet been assimilated by the end of the nineteenth century 
and consequently readers did not comprehend the Platonic rejection of democ

racy. This state of affairs continued until the war of 1914, when the meaning of 

Plato's noble líes became clear, for they were now reduced to the level of political 

465 !bid. p. 2 77. 
466 !bid. p. 275. 
467 !bid. p. 300. 
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propaganda or manipulation: "The war has changed all that. Plato's so-called ide
alism is now seen for what it is -a grimly realistic estímate of the moral and 
intellectual capacities of the masses. Knowing what class-war and revolution mean, 
we can understand why Plato advocated dictatorship to prevent them".468 

Hence, Crossman considered Platonic analysis to be too realistic and even 
slightly cunning. Plato had transformed the altruistic Socratic search into a plan 
of government which was rather calculating and regressive: "Plato's philosophy is 
the most savage and the most profound attack upon Liberal ideas which history 
can show. It denies every axiom of progressive thought and challenges all its fond
est ideals".469 The metaphysical idealism of Platonism <lid not go hand in hand 
with the idealism of the political values of equality, liberty and self-government. 
During the historical period in which Crossman lived voices were heard in favour 
of a government of the best. It was therefore a matter of demonstrating that this 
was not the way and that neither was a democracy that <lid not envisage a change 
in the status qua but instead went along with the noble lie of parliamentary repre
sentation as a strong guarantee of popular participation. Crossman's intelligent 
and atemporal Plato was not at all impressed by the philosophical British society, 
despite his own authoritarian tendencies. He pointed out to them that their prob
lem was that they were not interested in politics because their pockets were full. 
As long as everyone believed themselves to be rich the state would continue to 
exercise its imperialist action, the duties of government would not be controlled 
and the rights of minorities would not be considered. His country had all the 
defects of the ideal Platonic state but none of its virtues, and was torn between its 
democratic theory and its conservative praxis. 

In this way Crossman extended and developed Grote's precocious warnings 
whilst unconditionally praising his History of Greece.470 And even though the struc
ture of Plato To-Day <loes not adhere to quotes and bibliographical references, the 
author pays homage to the radical thinker with the following recommendation: 
"but for the keen student Grote's Plato and the Other Companions of Sokrates re
mains far the most stimulating work on the subject".471 Despite this, he quite 
sincerely and immodestly lays claim to being the first English speaking author 
to deal with the subject of the practica! failure of Platonic political theory.472 

468 !bid. p. 13 3. 
469 !bid. p. 132. 
47° Crossman makes the following comment on the histories of Greece which are adclressed to amateur 

readers, in his bibliographical notes: "M itchell and Caspari's one-volume edition of Grate is still the 
best work on the subject", in Crossman, 193 7, p. 30 1. 

471 !bid. p. 301. 
472 Crossman, 1959, p. 9. 
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Twenty years later, however, he confessed that his prejudices against Plato's ide
alism had been as exaggerated as had been the excessive partiality ofhis colleagues 
on the opposite side.473 But his call had taken root, for "since the war it has 
become quite fashionable to pull Plato off his pedestal".474 And the book sur
vived the bombing of 1941 and the reticence of Oxford expressed by certain dis
tinguished continuers of the critica! line. This retinue of declared anti-Platonists, 
talented pupils of the historian of Greece, culminated in the most discerning study 
on Plato's place in the history of totalitariansim: the first volume of The Open 

Society and its Enemies by Karl Popper, begun in 1938, when the author was in
formed of the invasion of Austria, his homeland. Though Crossman's book is 
alarming and forceful, Popper's urgent and emocional tone is unprecedented, which 
is quite understandable if we take into account that it was written during World 
War II and published in 1945. 

Like Crossman, Popper five years later, in 1950, also acknowledges that he 
was excessively harsh in his criticism, and justifies it in a similar way to that of the 
Labour leader: "the fact that most of the book was written during the grave years 
when the outcome of the war was uncertain may help to explain why sorne of its 
criticism strikes me to-day as more emocional and harsher in tone than I could 
wish".475 Though the book was completed in 1943, Popper unlike Crossman 
does not refer to any names or specific events related to the serious historical 
moment that the world was going through, but the message was clear all the same 
to those who wished to see it. To begin with it was implicit and la ter on explicit in 
the Prologue to the second edition: "it was an attempt to understand those events 
and their background, and sorne of the issues which were likely to arise after the 
war was won".476 

Popper was cautious and clarified that his area of professional study was meth
od in physics, but that for many years he had been personally interested in the 
not so satisfactory state of social philosophy,477 which had been made worse by 
the rise of te>talitarianism. He also warned that his work was nota complete study 
of Platonism: "I must therefore warn the reader not to expect a representation of 
the whole of Plato's philosophy, or what may be called a 'fair and just' treatment 
of Platonism";478 nor an objective presentation ofhis thought: "My survey of the 
historicist features of Platonism is therefore strongly critica!... I am, rather, bent 

473 ]bid. 
474 ]bid. 
47 5 Popper, 1966, vol. I, p. viii. 
476 lbid. 
477 lbid. p. 2. 
478 ]bid. p. 33-4. 
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on destroying what is in my opinion mischievous in this philosophy".479 And he 
is quick to state his objective: "I wish to make it quite clear that I am confining 
my treatment of Plato to his historicism, and to his 'best state'.480 It is the totali
tarian tendency of Plato's political philosophy which I shall try to analyse, and to 
criticize" .481 

According to Popper, Plato's historicism is complex and in :a certain sense 
atypical. To begin with it does not establish norms or fixed historical laws to which 
humanity or a certain population would be unable to react.482 A reconversion 
from corruption to the state of golden primordial wisdom is possible from the 
stance of Platonism, by means of direct contact with the eternal and unchanging 
forms, which the Viennese philosopher termed methodological essentialism.483 Even 
so, this suitable beginning leads in the end towards the same road of paralysing 
predestination. lt takes democratic freedom of action away from us and it sub
jects us to the arbitrary authority of a transcendental knowledge in the hands of a 
chosen few, who possess the key that opens the doors of Sésame ouvre-toi of real
ity,484 and who are members, according to Popper, of an exclusive elite or caste. 
Evidently, Grote had not gone as far, nor had he, despite his political commit
ment, concentrated his work on the social philosophy of Plato, whom Popper 
considered to be "one of the first social scientists and undoubtedly by far the 
most influential".485 

Grote had not possessed enough elements in his time in arder to separate 
ethical from political and social thought in Plato, though he was quite daring in 
ignoring metaphysics and in this way attributing more value to the dialectic 
method. Despite this, the reading of both speculative mechanisms, the critical 
and the dogmatic, in spite of their epistemological meaning contained a large 
degree of political evaluation. Hence, Popper recognises that he owes a lot to his 
immediate and more remate predecessors. Whilst praising Crossman's book he 

479 !bid. p. 34. 
480 !bid. p. 3 3. 

!bid. p. 34. 48 1 

482 !bid. p. 21: "Plato's belief that it is possible for us to break the iron law of destiny, and to avoid decay 
by arresting all change, shows that his historicist tendencies had definite limitations". 

483 !bid. pp. 31 -2. 
484 !bid. p. 145: "If the state is to be stable, then it must be a true copy of the divine Form or Idea of the 

Sta te. But only a philosopher who is fully proficient in the highest of sciences, in dialectics, is a ble to 
see, and to copy, the heavenly Original". 3. Of the systematic analysis of this aspect of historicism 
Popper says: "lt rather tries to show that this prophetic wisdom is harmful, that the metaphysics of 
history impede the application of the piecemeal methods of science to the problems of social re
form" . 

485 !bid. p. 3 5. 
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states: "This interesting book (like the works of Grote and T. Gomperz) has greatly 
encouraged me to develop my rather unorthodox views on Plato, and to follow 
them up to their rather unpleasant conclusions".486 Nevertheless Popper 
considered that Grote and Gomperz had only gone half-way despite denouncing 
the reactionary character of the Respublica and the Leges, because they 
fundamentally believed in Plato's humanitarian intentions.487 And, what's more, 
western society was so convinced of the messiahnism488 of the Platonic doctrines 
that it ignored their criticisms considering them to be erroneous. 

Consequently, what then had Popper inherited from the historian of Greece? 
Grote in Popper's opinion was a great democrat489 and had discovered some
thing of great importance -the oligarchic Plato's betrayal towards his honest 
teacher Socrates: "Plato, his most gifted disciple, was soon to prove the least 
faithful. He betrayed Socrates ... In Plato's state, Socrates might have never been 
given the opportunity of defending himself publicly .. . ".490 Popper like Cross
man expressed the wish to vindicate Socrates. He echoed Grote who, as we 
have seen previously, in the final pages of his study had pointed out that no 
discrepancies would be tolerated in Plato's ideal state, not even if they carne 
from worthy citizens such as Socrates.491 According to the historian, the ho
nourable spiritual guide of the Apología would not have survived in the pólis of 
his disciple, at least in the way he comes across to us: "Neither the Socrates of 
the Apology, nor his negative Dialectic, could be allowed to exist in the Platon
ic Respublica".492 

Though Popper questioned the authenticity of the Platonic Epistulae, 493 he 
rejected the attack made by certain interpreters on Grote, who, as we have seen, 
was an enthusiastic defender of their authenticity. Popper considered that the 
argument hostile to Grote was often based on the deification of the Athenian. 
They refused to accept certain works of the hypothetical Corpus Platonicum due 
to reasons other than historical precision, which often had to do with the preju
dice that a divine philosopher such as Plato could not have written such un-sub
lime works. They blamed Grote for launching a smear campaign against Socrates' 

486 !bid. p. 246. 
487 !bid. p. 88. 
488 Cf Rigi11os, 1976, p. 65 11. 17, refering the theme, mentions the comme11ts of Phi lo of Alexa11dria a11d 

Josephus, a11d guates Numenius: "Is Plato a11ythi11g other tha11 Mases speaki11g in Attic Greek?" 
489 Popper, 1966, vol. I, p. 268, 11. 21. 
490 !bid. pp. 194-5. 
491 Grate, 1885, vol. IV, p. 429. 
492 Grate, quoted by Popper, 1966, vol. I, p. 2 7 3, 11. 1 5. 
493 Popper, 1966, vol. I, p. 208, n. 5. 
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disciple, because Grate refused to venerate Plato. It never occurred to them that, 
"if these compositions are genuine and unworthy, Plato was not quite so divine a 
philosopher". 494 

Popper praises Grate's critica! observation on the passages of the Respubli
ca495 in which Plato decrees that the teaching of dialectics should be restricted to 
those over thirty, as praof of the confrontation between Socrates and his conser
vative pupil. Grate describes Plato's exclusion of youth from debating as "decid
edly anti-Socratic",496 and consistent with the charges braught against the hera 
of the Apologia by Anytus and Meletus. He states that this was the prahibition 
that was also imposed on Socrates by Critias and Caricles during the reign of the 
Thirty Oligarchs over Athens.497 Here Popper completes Grate's line of argu
ment and tries to expose Plato: "In their youth, the members of the upper class 
shall fight. When they are too old to think independently, they ~hall become dog
ma tic students to be imbued with wisdom and authority in order to become sages 
themselves and to hand on their wisdom, the doctrine of collectivism and author
itarianism to future generations".498 Clearly, Plato was terrified of pollitical changes 
that could result from the initiative, originality and the impulse of youth, and his 
way of avoiding them was thraugh repression. 

Metaphysical Plato was another fixed idea that Popper had inherited from 
Grate, and more specifically the idea of Good. The fact that it could not be de
fined, as Plato stated in the Respublica and Epistulae VII, 499 rendered it suspicious
ly empty and non-existent in Popper's opinion: "It gives us no indication of what 
is good, in a moral sense ... All we could possibly derive from this is that the Good 
is unchangeable and prior or primary and therefore ancient ... the Good is what 
preserves ... especially ancient laws ... we are again thrawn back in practice, to 
totalitarian morality".5ºº Grate had reached a similar conclusion. According to 
him, the question about the idea of Good remains unanswered in the Platonic 
dialogues, despite the human efforts to apprehend it. Was not Plato confessing 
his own frustration when he referred to the failure of other men in their quest for 
Truth? The historian of Greece501 asks this question and Popper who was im-

494 !bid. p. 247, n. 3. 
495 R. 498a and 537d: "when they have passed the thirtieth year to promote them by a second selection 

and to prove and test them by the power of dialectic". 
496 Quoted by Popper, 1966, vol. I, p. 268, n. 21. 
497 !bid. 

498 !bid. PP· 13.3-4. 
499 R. 506d-e and Epistulo VII 314b-c. 
500 Popper, 1966, vol. I, pp. 27 4-5 . 
501 Quoted by Popper, !bid. 
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pressed by this speculation, wonders "how few modern writers have taken any 
notice of Grote's excellent criticism". 5º2 

Popper is right. Even today, Grote is quite often ignored in academic circles 
precisely due to his lack of connection to the world of universities. M. R. Stopper, 
the alias of the contemporary criticJonathan Barnes of Balliol College makes the 
following significant clarification when speaking about Turner and J enkyns -
who have been often mentioned throughout this book: "I might note here that 
Turner properly gives space to George Grote's part in the Platonic Reviva!. Grote 
was not a professional academic ... and, perhaps in consequence, his importance 
in the history of scholarship is sometimes overlooked".5º3 It is perhaps Turner 
who across the Atlantic dedica tes the most attention to the work of Grote among 
the non-monographic studies on the subject. Jenkyns on the other hand, quotes 
him occasionally and does not fully give him the importance he deserves. What 
could then be a possible reason for this constant exclusion of Grote by the chron
iclers of pre-contemporary Platonic interpretations? 

I think that one could think of two fundamental reasons. On the one hand, 
the fact that Grote was neither a Platonist nor an Idealist, when the majority of 
scholars of Plato tended to adhere to this way of thinking, which has been exten
sively traced in England in the twentieth century by the works of A.E. Taylor and 
J. Burnet. On the other hand líe the difficulties that reading Grote presents for 
the modern reader. Barnes, to a certain extent, reflects the general opinion of 
today's Oxford, in other words, a certain reticence towards politicised readings of 
Greece classics, given that the importance that Jenkyns attributes to Popper's 
book, 504 albeit superficially, is denied by Barnes, a present day researcher at Bal
liol. Barnes considers the studies of the analytics Gilbert Ryle and J .L. Austin505 

to be a more important contribution to the study of Greek philosophy. 
Nor is it easy to group together on the same side thinkers who are ideologi

cally dissimilar such as Grote, Crossman and Popper. Their intellectual affinities 
and their common critical spirit should by no means cover up the poli ti.cal differ
ences between the radical Utilitarian philosopher, the Labour thinker and the 
liberal reformist. F or though it is true that one can establish an actual link between 
Utilitarianism and Labourism through Fabian socialism, Popper's liberalism is a 

502 !bid. 
503 Bames / Stopper, 1981, pp. 267-285. 
504 Jenkyns, 1980, p. 227: "For the past thirty years Karl Popper has dominated the approach to Plato ... 

Popper's attack stung Plato's apologists into anxious activity, but whether right or wrong, he has 
established the terms in which the debate is conducted". 

505 Bames / Stopper, 1981, pp. 283-4, n. 42 : " ... the rise of analytical philosophy has heralded a new 
interest in, anda new approach to, ancient philosophy ... ". 
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far cry from the protectionist model of the welfare state defended by Crossman's 
fellow travellers. One could say that the present day anti-interventilonist and pri
vatising liberal current, is the economic counterpart of Popper's social thought 
represented in England by recent Thatcherism, the antithesis of Biritish Labour
ism. One event <loes unite them however: that of questioning the myth and that 
they wished to "take Plato clown from his super human pedestal". 506 Thus, Grote, 
despite his detractors507 who criticised the originality and lack of English spirit 
of Plato and the Other Companions of Sokrates, leaves behind a small but strong 
group of descendants who questioned Platonism and found themselves from the 
very start coming up against the increasingly influential philo-Platonic school of 
B. Jowett at Balliol, the most prestigious college ofVictorian Oxford. 

506 Popper who in turn guates Davies and Vaughan, in Popper, 1966, vol. I, p. 247, n. 3. 
507 Cf Campbell, 1866 B: "It is an account which differs in important respects from any that has hither

to appeared ... and the few isolated efforts ofEnglish Scholars, although courteously noticed by him, 
ha ve contributed little to the substance of his book". 



PARTFIVE 

BENJAMIN JOWETT AND THE 
EXEMPLARY VICTORIAN PLATO 





l. THE OXFORD PLATONISTS: 
THE IDEALIST ACADEMY AND THE 
EFFICIENCY OF BALLIOL COLLEGE 

"Here come I, my name is J owett; 
There's no knowledge but I know it. 

I am the Master of this College. 
What I know not isn't knowledge." 

THE MASQUE OF BALLIOL, 1881 1 

WRITING ON J OWETT ONE has to en ter in to half a century of the history of 
Balliol College, and more than exhausting the effort may end up not being perva
sive enough. This is quite natural if we consider that Balliol was the academic and 
ideological heart of Oxford that in turn was the theological and political soul of 
Great Britain during such a rich and intense period of events and experiences as 
was the Victorian era. Statesmen of the stature of Asquith, Curzon or Grey, and 
humanists of such quality as Swinburne, Gerard Manley Hopkins, T. H. Green, 
Richard Nettleship or ].A. Symonds, are a few of the names from the long list of 
J owett's harvest for Balliol. Similarly, his College played an enormously impor
tant role in the training of high civil servants for the Indian Civil Service, a key 
part of the empire. Despite the abundance of personalities and historical events, 
one must confess thatJowett never wrote a book in the strict sense of the word, 
and that one must gather his thoughts from his notes, prologues, speeches, testi
monies, collaborations and the lecture notes conserved in that swarm of note
books and manuscripts that make up the J owett Papers at Balliol College which 
have gradually been organised. Nevertheless, I shall try to reconstruct the mo
ment and the thinker. But beforehand, I must warn that this task is as exciting as 
it is complicated, due to the complex nature of the person in question as well as 
the countless number of events that surrounded him and his celebrated transla

tion of Plato. 
At the end of the century J owett was already dead. Yet Balliol still professed 

the implicit title of seat of Oxonian Platonic philosophy. Richard Jenkyns points 

The Masque of Balliol is a collection of humorous verses on a number of well known college figures 
which were written and published by the students of Balliol in 1881. The song on J owett was already 
in circulation among the students with a few variations. Cf Faber, 1957, pp. 21-2, and Morris, 1978, 
p. 184. 
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to an anecdote by Compton Mackenzie, in the novel Sinister Street, in the offices 

of a hypothetical university publication, he makes a character of the novel write 

an arride entitled "Socrates at Balliol", to which another student: replies: "And 

just: about where he ought to have been".2 Despite Grote's titanic work, it is in 

fact J owett who, from his academic stronghold, makes Plato -his Plato to be 

more precise- a compulsory point of reference in the British academic world of 

the second half of the nineteenth century. This he succeeded in doing to such an 

extent that all interpretations of the popular Greek philosopher had to be con
trasted with his memorable exegesis. Though with Thomas Taylor it was rn~ces

sary to establish a biographical draught in order to place such a singular transla

tor, this is not the case with Jowett. Jowett was the man who "made Plato an 

English dassic"3 and was a man of immense importance in British university life 
as well as in the education of the ruling political dass. He therefoire need not be 

studied outside of his context. 

In an arride comparing J enkyn's and Turner's books on Hellenism in the 

Victorian age, Jonathan Barnes, a contemporary scholar of ancient philosophy at 

Balliol, states that Jowett was a Victorian giant and that, like many other great 
men of his time, "he seems ... larger than life".4 In any case, he is a very contro
versia! figure. We have referred to his sumptuous social life in previous chapters 

contrasting it with tl1e modest existence of Taylor. We have also seen him in his 
role as reformer of the school and university educacional programmes. We shall 

now refer to his daring participation in the polemical Essays and Re7Jiews, focusing 

on his strong criticism launched against his Platonic rival Grote whom he nick
named "my father Parmenides"5 and the latter's Utilitarian version of Plato and 

the sophists. I shall try herewith to give a more complete portrait of the life and 

work of this nineteenth century Victorian reproduction of the Platonic Socrates, 

focusing on key aspects of his history. 
A detailed look at modern <lay Balliol college reveals a picture of him that 

corresponds to a prominent figure. H.R. Hope Pinker's bust of him befare his 

death was acquired by the College in 19 5 5. This is but one of the tributes to him 
that the visitor comes across. A drawing of him by George Richmond from the 

year 1885, entit:led "The adored tutor", helps to recrea te the tone of the legend 

Mackenzie, 1960, Book 3, cbapter 7, p. 482. 
It is R. C. \Vebb's expression, in Essays a11d Addresses, but my reference is Stopper, who guotes it in 
Barnes / Stopper, 1981, p. 274. 
Barnes / Stopper, 1981 , p. 275. 
We should remember what he had said at the end of bis preface to the first edition of Plato in 1871. 
After listing the many differences between himself and Grote]owett paraphrases the Sph. 241d and 
says of Grote: "But I 'am not going to lay hands on my father Parmenides'', Op. cit. p. x:xix. 
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from the dining hall of the rectorship. And the same room reveals an imposing 
coté that does not go unnoticed. It is a portrait by Lady Abercromby that imitates 
the oíl painting by George Frederick Watts , "The touch of iron", hung up in the 
banquet hall of the college, the impressive New Hall that Jowett built with his 
own funding in 1877. In reading room number three another portrait of 1871 by 
Désiré Laugée, this time representing Jowett at the age of fifty-four. He is por
trayed as the distinguished dean of Balliol, immersed in deep and sweet reflec
tions and holding a volume of Plato in Greek. It is suggestive of the glory that 
this learned and venerated lover of Platonism possessed. To complete the pictori
al references is a medallion in copper, cryptically signed by a certain unidentified 
E. P. R., a painting by George Lawrence Kennedy, a water-colour by W B. Hays, 
a car bon drawing picturing him with Giuseppe Mazzini by G. J . Howard, various 
and disrespectful caricatures, another bust by Pinker, a splendid cenotaph in the 
chapel, as well as another photograph by H. H. H. Cameron of 1893, the year of 
his death with the reverent inscription "The 'old man honourable"'. All Balliol is 
full of tributes to the Master and the first centenary of his death was celebrated 
with great honours on the first of October of 1993, coinciding with the inaugura
tion of the new catalogue of the J owett archives. 

His portrait also presides in the library again by the laborious Lady Abercrom
by, though this time amongst those of other deans of the college, and a glance at 
the shelves of Greek philosophy reveals a proud collection of a number of different 
editions of his Plato, Aristotle and Thucidides as well as of Hellenic studies by his 
eminent pupils such as Nettleship, Campbell or Grant. Downstairs, in the manu
script room, we find theJowett papers, recently classified by Robin Darwall-Smith, 
and one of the crown jewels of Balliol, among the valuable Nightingale letters, a 
testimony of his intense sentimental relationship with the famous and tempera
mental nurse. "There is one happiness which I have never had",6 he said referring 
to the unfulfilled marriage with Nightingale, according to his bibliographers. But 
the tribute to] owett goes beyond the grounds of Balliol. A replica in mar ble of the 
bust we have already mentioned adorns the entrance to the Oxford Examination 
Schools, and J owett walk, a small lane, connects the architectural centre of Oxford 
from Mansfield Road with the romantic gardens of Magdalen Grave, where the 
ecstatic Osear Wilde7 walked during the eighteen sixties. 

Nevertheless, there are also critical reminiscences. On the sixth of May 1939, 
under the pervading atmosphere of anxiety, the B.B.C. broadcasted a playwritten 

Faber, 1957, p. 313 . 
Cf His poem from his years at Oxford, 1874-78, "Magdalen Walks": "The little white clouds are 
racing over the sky,/ And the fields are strewn with the gold of the fl ower of March ... ", etc. 
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by a distinguished former student of Balliol, Graham Greene, that was entitled 
The Great Jowett. The piece was short light-hearted and irreverent, and was the 
work of someone who had studied at Balliol more than twenty-five years after 
J owett's death. Greene unmistakably had at his disposal all the necessary infor
mation in order to reconstruct a veridical portrait of the myth. Setting to one side 
the biographical incidents, very well known by initiates but well presented to 
those unfamiliar with his priva te life, and certain insinuations concerning the un
certain sexual identity of the protagonist, the work touches on three aspects of 
J owett, which have now become clichés. To start with, his enlightened passion 
for Plato: "You smile at me, but you will find everything in Plato",8 commented 
the carried away tutor to a sceptical Swinburne. Secondly it deals with the subject 
of his controversial social climbing: "the furrier's son is remembered now mainly 
for his snobbery and his hospitality to the great";9 and finally, despite his stalwart 
adherence to the conventions of the aristocracy, his liberal temperament led him 
to incorporate talented individuals from the less well off classes to t:he select Uni
versity of Oxford: "If J owett loved a lord, he was at any rate determined that 
other poor men too should have their chance to love one". 10 

In fact the legends about his weakness for the upper class clash with his sup
port of equality of opportunities. This syndrome, unavoidably unfriendly and typ

ical of a shameless opportunist, has contributed to a great extent to marring his 
good name, which was rightfully deserved as the constructor of the great aca
demic and political machine that Balliol has been for years. Alongside stories of 
sons of porters or servants who entered Balliol through Jowett's mediation, and 
who later on became distinguished classicists dueto his support, such as Matthew 
Knight and Frank Fletcher, among others, coexist testimonies or stories that had 
been made up that were more critical than those expressed by Greene. His close 
friend, the extravagant and distinguished Margot Asquith, reveals that "he ... had 
a pathetic belief in the fine manners, high tone ... and lofty example of the British 
aristocracy. It shocked him that I did not share it; I felt his warnings much as a 
duck swimming might feel the chuckings of a hen on the bank. .. ". 11 

Thomas Hardy was even harsher -if the reference to J owett and to Balliol is 
to be accepted as authentic-, when in]ude the Obscure, a humbleJude yet anxious 
to enter Christminster, alias Oxford, receives the disheartening reply of T . 
Tetuphenay, Master of Biblioll College: " ... judging from your description of 

10 

11 

Greene, 1981 p. 26. 
]bid. p. 35. 
lbid. 
Asquith, 1962 , p. 72. 
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yourself as a working-man, I venture to think that you will have a much better 
chance of success in life by remaining in your own sphere and sticking to your 
trade than by adopting any other course". 12 This parody blatantly contradicts 
Jowett's vocation as a teacher and his projects to extend the educacional network 
to all the strata of the nation. Or it could have been that as with his attitude 
towards the education of women, social progress was a good thing as long as it 
was under his control or outside of Oxford. To tell the truth however, it is worth 
saying thatJowett's dilemmas were by no means his alone, but that they made up 
a part of the turbulent ideological temperament of imperial England. His per
sonal contribution lay in his use of Plato to express and spread such ideas. 

With these traits we have a superficial picture of the great Platonist of Ox
ford, admired teacher, audacious and anti-dogmatic theologian, a powerful, re
spected yet controversia! academic authority, a profound moralist, and, what's 
more, a perfect example of the self-made man of the promising meritocratic En
gland. Now, let us take a look backstage, far I believe that perhaps Unamuno was 
right when he said that "la filosofía es un producto humano de cada filósofo, y 
cada filósofo es un hombre de carne y hueso que se dirige a otros hombres de 
carne y hueso como él. Y haga lo que quiera, filosofa ... el hombre". 13 The start
ing point of our reconstruction of the Dean of Balliol's life will therefore be the 
following: 1) the bibliography written by his contemporaries, Lewis Campbell 
and Evelyn Abbott, who contribute an important amount of letters besides their 
first hand knowledge. 2) the 1957 bibliography by Geoffrey Faber, a Fellow of 
All Souls College, Oxford, based on the previous one and on material from the 
J owett Papers from Balliol. 3) the J owett papers themselves, which I had the luck 
of having access to due to the courtesy of the librarían of Balliol College, Doctor 
Penelope Bulloch. J owett's archive is a true challenge for word processing, well 
resolved by Dr. Robín Darwall-Smith, whose indications were forme the Sésame 
ouvre-toi to the labyrinth of manuscripts by the Master. And finally, 4) literary 
works, recreations and testimonies written by figures who knew him during his 
life time or once dead, whose references I will give as they come up. Concerning 
the political and social background of the Victorian period, I have not followed a 
specific interpretative tendency and have chosen to limit myself to the same bib
liography mentioned in previous chapters, apart from that which I have been 
adding in the footnotes. 

12 

13 
Hardy, 1974, pp. 136-7. 
Unamuno, 1971, pp. 29-30. Unamuno talles of the intimate motives of the philosophers which are 
not self evident but which are nevertheless a driving force behind their thought. And he remembers 
the Latín saying: Primum vivere, deinde philosophan. 
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BenjaminJowett, hierarch ofBalliol and translator of Plato, was bom in Peck
ham, south east of London in 1817. He was the son of an eccentric furrier, a strict 
evangelist, unable to support his family, but endowed with obstina te literary pre
tensions, which ranged from joumalism to a never ending project involving the 
writing of psalms in verse. His mother was resigned and physically distant to her 
son. Jowett therefore grew up almost alone and won the right to education with 
scholarships, donations and contests. It is probably this tough beginning that 
brought about his wish to crea te a nacional educacional system which he discemed 
in Plato's Respublica: "in modern times men have often felt that the only political 
measure worth having-the only one which would produce any certain or lasting 
effect, was a measure of nacional education". 14 After his studies at Saint Paul's, 
one of the most prestigious of the new public schools, but still socially very much 
below Harrow, E ton and Rugby, J owett, who by then was already a child prodigy, 
was given a grant to study at Balliol College Oxford in 1835, "the greatest joy of 
his life". 15 The choice ofBalliol was coincidental and was determined by the date 
the grants were convoked. There were very few grants at that time. 

J owett with his high pitched voice was small, delicate and br:illiant. His fel
low students at St. Paul's called him "Miss Jowett", 16 dueto a very strange con
genital illness which according to Faber, 17 produced a glandular disfunction that 
in theory feminised the physical appearance of certain males in his family. He 
entered Balliol in 183 6 at the age of nineteen. Balliol at the time was not the 
important centre of influence it was to become later on with Jowett, but it was 
already beginning to supersede Oriel College. Oriel had until a fe:w years before 
been the leading College, but at that time it was affected by the faction fighting 
among the various sectors of the church, and especially by the disturbing pres
ence of the conservative Oxford Movement, which six years earlier had been pro
scribed from giving tutorials. The members of this group were under strong 
pressure, which was the result of a presentiment among the official sector re
garding the imminent desertion of Newman towards the ranks of the Catholic 
church. Thus we have, on the one hand, Keble and Pusey under surveillance, 
cautiously moving about between Oriel, Corpus Christi and Christ Church, and 
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on the other hand, the future Cardinal Newman, Hurrell Fraude and Robert 
Wilberforce, banned from preaching and not allowed to establish direct contact 
with the students. As a consequence, Oriel, partially sectarian and inhibited, was 
beginning to lose its prestige as a seat of ideological debate, whereas Balliol was 
gaining influence from an intellectual standpoint that was almost completely the 
opposite. When Jowett arrived at Oxford, in 1836, the university world was in 
the midst of great theological turmoil, which needs to be explained in order to 
understand the epic that I wish to present. Let us therefore make a historical 

parenthesis befare going on. 
Between 1828 and 1832, the Whigs passed what was known as the Catholic 

Reform or Emancipation Act, which opened the doors of academic, political and 
even religious life to Catholics and the_ Dissidents. Though the measure was in
tended as a means of avoiding a national Irish revolt, where the issue of a Catho
lic majority totally integrated into Great Britain was of prime consideration, the 
measure could also probably lead to the weakening of the Anglican church be
cause it gave more freedom to the abundant Protestant alternatives that existed 
throughout the rest of the kingdom. Even so the liberal parliamentarians went 
ahead with the project. The Oxford Movement of Oriel College vehemently op
posed this considering it to be an intolerable meddling on the part of the state 
with church matters. All its members belonged to the most radical sector of the 
High Church, which revindicated the Roman roots which were inseparable from 
Catholicism, and which even considered itself like the Roman church to be the 
depository of the revelation of the first apostles. But, beside the government bill, 
the Tractarians, another name by which theses Romanist theologians were called 
- due to a document in the form of tracts which was mainly draughted by N ew
man-, were immersed in a long standing polemic with their Evangelist rivals of 
the Low Church. The latter defended the Protestant and Lutheran spirit of the 
Church of England, which was headed at the time of Newman's conversion by 
the polemical Bishop of Oxford, Samuel Wilberforce. Wilberforce as you may 
remember was involved in the grotesque incident against Thomas Huxley re
garding the evolutionist theory, in the meeting of the British Association in the 
summer of 1860. 

Both factions had a strong fundamentalist character, though from opposing 
viewpoints. The High Church wanted a return to the patristic, to mysticism and 
the ceremonial liturgy of primitive Christianity recovering the archaic ritual tra
dition which they gave priority to above the preaching of the Gospels. They con
sidered that the latter should be carried out with great reserve and always under 
the strict supervision of the church authority. They considered that the power of 
the church was sacred and untouchable, above that of parliament, and that only 
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the church could decide who entered into it and who did not and how and why, in 
the areas that were its jurisdiction. Protestantism was therefore viewed by the 
High Church-contrary to the view of the Low Church- as a political contin
gency. Nor could it by any means become the base of Anglicanism which was 
previous to Protestant Lutheranism that was implanted in England during the 
revolution of 1688. 

The Low Church or the Evangelical Church in turn affirmed its Nordic, 
Protestant and Lutheran origins. It demanded total submission to the Gospels 
without interference of analysis or adaptation but with total obedience. The di
rect reference to the N ew Testament and the concept of complete adherence to it 
led the Evangelists to the practice of a very strict religion, a strict rnorality, which 
are traditionally associated with the nations of north western Europe. This way 
of thinking finds expression in the cult of the work ethic, the defence of human 
rights, which at that time involved the struggle for the abolition of slavery. It also 
gives importance to the creation of an individual conscience as the principal and 
demanding guide to conduct, in line with the Gospel. 

Both currents professed to be the true version of the Church of England, 
and rejected the theological and political isolation to which they condemned 
each other. In the middle of all this were the Catholic, but above all the non
comformists or separatists, whose influence was unexpectedly strong for they 
had almost as many affiliates as the Church of England. They were usually 
aligned to the Dissenters, and/or the Puritans, but made up the main part of 
the Protestant churches separated from Anglicanism in England and Wales. They 
were united in a common front in 1896 under the name of the Free Church. 
We are referring to the Baptists, the Presbyterians, the Methodists, the 
Unitarians, the Congregationalists and other independent groups such as the 
Quakers. In Scotland however, where the official religion was Presbyterian, non 
conformity implied that one situated oneself outside of Presbyterianism. In any 
case, all of these alternative Protestant branches not only argued over matters 
of faith, but also and especially, on civil rights and the distribution of funds. 
The Church of England as the religion of the state, used up the religious funds 
and those assigned to education, and also restricted entry into the universities 
to followers of other churches, as was the case of Thomas Taylor and the 
Christian Socialist theologian F. D. Maurice who was una ble to graduate from 
Cambridge in 1826 because he refused to sign the 39 articles of the Anglican 
faith. The official church also formally excluded non-Anglicans from public office 
and the army, and even carried out a certain degree of persecution against the 
Catholics. Apart from this it had many more possibilities than the other churches 
when it carne to extending its network of cathedrals, temples, convents, parishes 
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and schools, even though its patrimony carne from the coffers of the state which 

were supported by all tax payers. 
The Catholic Emancipation Act of 1828-32, was aimed at giving civil rights 

to Catholics and dissenters, and in this way to placa te growing Irish demands and 
unrest among the non-conformists, carne up against the strong protest of this 
very reactionary fraction of the Church of England, the Oxford Movement of the 
High Church. In fact legal equality of religious practice did not reach universities 
until the year 1871, and six more years went by befare it was consolidated. 
Nevertheless, a third parallel movementwas taking shape within the same church 
at that time of reforms and crisis of church institutions: the Broad Church or 
Latitudinarian church. In fact the social upheavals just mentioned were moving 
the theological issue to much more delicate and deeper ground, influenced by 
biological research and Germanic Scientificism in the study of the scriptures. The 
issue brought to a head was the questioning of Christianity as a world view in a 
changing society. We had observed this conflict in relation to Evolutionism in 
the previous chapter and which we will now look at from the perspective of 
theological criticism of the dogmas of theology itself. 

The new attitude or the third road sprang upas a consequence of the above 
mentioned reforms, or may have been an integral part of them. At times it is 
c.iifficult to establish the order of influences in events that are so closely linked. 
But, we could say that this movement had two different branches, one was practica! 
in nature and the other theoretical and even hereditary. With regard to the first, 
it had also appeared at Oriel College, with the young Thomas Arnold, who was 
destined to be the director ofRugby much later on in 1828. At this time however 
he was very much involved in the liberal crusade to promote religious tolerance. 
Within this same practica! branch, but from the sphere of power, it is also worth 
mentioning LordJohn Russell, the Whig Head of the home Office and later on 
Prime Minister on two occasions between the 40's and the 60's. Russell was an 
aristocratic liberal and from his position in poli tics became a champion of opening 
up the church and of the reform of 1832. 

Thus, Arnold at Oriel and Rugby, through his sermons, letters and two 
unfinished treatises -Principies of Church Reform, of 1833, and Fragment on the 
Church published posthumously in 1844-, as well as from the testimonies of his 
bibliography, accurately elaborated by Arthur Penrhyn Stanley, a colleague and 
close friend of Jowett's, confronted the Oxford Movement, or "Oxford 
Malignants", as he called them. He accused them of not believing in the Christian 
principles of solidárity and a just life and of having converted religion into an 
empty institution, which was obscurantist, bureaucratic and useless, "thus robbing 
it of its life and universality, making it an affair of clergy, not of people -of 
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preaching and ceremonies, not of living- of Sundays and synagogues, instead of 
one of all days and all places, houses, streets, town and country". 18 He continued 
this confrontation even after his death thanks to the testimonies of his biography. 
Arnold was a fellow at Oriel in 1815. He was a liberal theologian due to his 
uncomfortable cohabitation with the High Church. He had inherited a much 
older tradition and had instigated the re-launching of the Latitudinarian Church 
of the seventeenth century. During this first stage it was begun by Benjamin 
Whichcote, Henry More and the other Cambridge Platonists. The movement 
saw a strong resurgence in the XIX century with the same name translated from 
the Latín into English, as the Broad Church. 19 It constituted the third religious
political force within the Church ofEngland during the Victorian era, apart from 
the non-official force of the non-conformists or Separatists. 

In actual fact, the confrontations were the same as in previous periods. Since 
the discussions in the modern age over the origins of the church, and the posi
tions in favour and against the dogmas and the ecclesiastical institution, both 
positions were opposed to each other and did not admit the possibility of a third 
position, that of conciliation between rationalism and lave of God. A hard querelle 

des théologiens had been initiated. The protagonists were the archbishop of Ox
ford William Laud, the spiritual father of the High Church, the Calvinist follow
ers of the Protestant Anthony Tuckney, and the contemporary Cambridge Pla
tonists. This three party division has been going on for three centuries and is still 
applicable today, though the liberal Broad Church is now the most numerous, 
and which finally was a ble to facilita te the ordaining of women as priests in 1 994. 

The inspiration of this third way had another theoretical force, as important 
if not more so than "the high and aiery Hills of Platonisme" of More.20 In 1830, 
due to the religious reforms carried out in 182 8, Samuel Taylor Coleridge, the 
man who had constantly searched for a way to "apprehend the absolute",21 was 
ironically the one to open the treacherous road towards relativism to the practi

tioners ofhonest doubtwith two fundamental ideas: the proposal of a nacional church 
in a text entitled On the Constitution of Church and State, and the de-mystification 
of the scriptures as the sale instrument of faith, expounded on in Confessions of an 

Inquiring Spirit. In relation to the first point, Coleridge's idea was that the church 
would be the total depository of the identity of the state, which would include 
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everybody, and its objective would be: "to secure and improve that civilization 
without which the nation could be neither permanent nor progressive".22 Reli
gion would then become the most exalted means of cultivating oneself.23 of unit
ing theory with praxis, of exercising the integrating faculties of Imagination and 
Reason, so that the noble part of the human being, "will be led by the supernatu
ral in themselves to the contemplation of a power which is likely superhuman; 
that science, and especially moral science, will lead to religion, and remain blend
ed with it ... ".24 But his project went even further, turning the state-church not 
only into an instrument of moral guidance, or into an administrator of public 
charity, but also into a provider of all the spiritual and material needs of the na
tion, in other words, a sort of literary predecessor to the welfare state, which is at 
the moment the subject of so much debate. 

According to this chimera, the clergy, which would not be limited solely to 
the church hierarchies which both Arnold and Coleridge shunned, would have a 
diverse identity and a much wider function and therefore: "the ... appropriately 
named clergy ... comprehended the learned of all names, and the clerk was the 

synonym of the man of learning ... The clerisy of the nation, or nacional Church ... 
comprehended ... the sages and professors of the law .. of medicine ... of the phys-
ical sciences ... ( of) the so-called liberal arts ... ( of) the theological ... Beca use 
under the name of theology ... were contained ... the conservation and tradition 
... the momentuous epochs ... of the race and nation ... and the determi~:itio.n of 
ethical science ... and ... civil; and lastly, ... the prima scientia ... philosophy, or the 
discipline of the ideas".25 The task of these learned persons or clergy was to civi
lise and cultivate the nation, in other words, to culturise it, in Arnold's words orto 
educate it, as Jowett put it, with the nuances that each gave to these terms. And 
since theology was just one of the objects of knowledge, the theologians of Col
eridge's church-state were only one part of the nacional church. 

The difference with Newman on this theme is one of proportion and not of 
essence far Coleridge does not deny the existence of an administrative body of 
religion, but he incorporates the state and the faithful into the executive bodies. 
The community is all, and its needs should be met by the protecting state. It is 
made clear that the laissez-faire of the Utilitarians would be completely out of 
place in this ideal nation. Coleridge's project had a strong Platonic tinge when it 
carne to the final goal of knowledge and the bearers of "the guiding light from 
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the philosophy, which is the basis of divinity, possessed by the few". 26 However, 
in contrast to the Platonic republic, the Romantic poet did not discrimina te against 
common citizens when it carne to access to theoretical information, for he was 
deeply imbued with the concept of a globalising and integrating civil spirit which 
predominated in Prussia27 at the time. According to this concept each male or 
female citizen had to take an active part in the building of the nation, which was 
at the same time being led by the theologian-teachers with "the vital warmth 
diffused by these truths".28 

What then were these truths that would be taught by the theologians or 
the priests who had access to philosophy in Coleridge's earthly paradise? The 
answer leads us indirectly to the second matter which we discussed earlier on in 
relation to Coleridge: that of blind obedience or not to the gospels. In other 
words, these theologians, unlike those who exist in real life, are wise men, but 
not dogmatic. They would show how to train sensibility in order to adapt it to 
the knowledge of God which comes naturally in the best of circumstances, but 
they would not impose faith nor threaten with fear. Faith must be born from 
within, with all its vital energy; if not it is mechanical and philistine. Coleridge 
is normally very coherent, and though he is not explicitly systematic, all his 
thought is related. The act of faith is equal to the totalising creation of the 
Imagination and to the total assimilation of the reality of Reason. It must there
fore seek a harmony between the head and the heart. Belief in the gospels can
not be literal, because in this way they become vulnerable and the misunder
standings begin. They cannot be read as words alone, stripped of the love and 
experience of God that they transmit in theory. 

The Bible contains the Christian religion but it <loes not make it up: "My 
brother! What has all this to do with the truth and the worth of Christiani
ty?".29 True faith, like all the most intimate processes of existence, according to 

the poet, springs from the juxtaposition of two antithetical pr:inciples: that of 
intelligence which <loes not fully understand and that of the heart which desires 
to feel the greatest of all hopes: the immensity of God from the perspective of 
human weakness. Coleridge admires and finds pleasure in the Bible because he 
is a believer, because through it he connects with the Whole and with Lagos, 
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and because human subjectivity finds an objective base with which to recon
nect: "A balance, an ennobling interchange, Of action from within and from 
without".3º He himself was nevera defender of relativism nor of the Germanic 
tradition of critica! analysis of the Bible despite the fact that he was quite famil
iar with it. His attack however on Bibliolatry and fundamentalism of any sort 
left the door open to other possible forms of faith that were freer and less mi
metic than conventional ones. 

The influence these writings had was enormous, not only on heterodox theo
logical movements, but also on Oxford Idealism, both of which J owett took equal 
part in. They also had a great effect among those who theorised on education 
throughout the century. The idea of Platonic guardians in charge of spreading 
"sweetness and light", and the maturity and sensitivity of the spiritual wealth of 
Hellenism, had an important impact on Thomas Arnold's educational policy at 
Rugby, who was intent on forming cultured and responsible youth. Similarly it 
influenced Matthew Arnold's critica! thought. M. Arnold postulated on the need 
for an elite committed to the service of nacional culture in "The Bishop and the 
Philosopher": "Knowledge and truth, in the full sense of the words, are not at
tainable by the great mass of the human race at all. The great mass of the human 
race have to be softened and humanised through their heart and imagination .. . ".31 

John Stuart Millas we saw in the section dedicated to Grote, also gave credence 
to the thesis of Plato and of Coleridge regarding a population guided "by the 
counsels and influence of a more highly gifted and instructed one or few". 32 

Mr. Luke is M. Arnold's caricature in Mallock's succulent book, The New 

Republic. The book brings the great intellects of the nation, J owett included, to
gether for a weekend. Mr. Luke says that culture is contact with great books and 
great ideas, knowledge of which prepares us to develop a true morality, and nota 
false philistine morality, in order to be able to distinguish between Good and 
Evil: '"that we may have, in fact, just the same horror of any doctrine or dogma 
that is contrary to sweet reason', 'such, for instance', he said confidentially to 
Lady Grace, 'as that of eternal punishment"'. 33 To have denied eternal punishment 
a few years earlier would have meant a declaration of war against the High or 
Low orthodoxy of the Church ofEngland, but not in 1877, when Mallock wrote 
his satire and Matthew Arnold had recently published Literature and Dogma, and 
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God and the Bible. The liberating imprint of Coleridge as well as that of Thomas 
Arnold, his father, can be seen in Matthew Arnold's desire for sincere religious 
sentiment and in his rejection of the unsettling dogmas which diverted from true 
faith. It must also be said however that M. Arnold, though he rejected Newman's 
Catholicism, never openly criticised the institutions of the church. 

On the other hand, J ohn Ruskin and William Morris and later on Shaw and 
Yeats manifestly rejected the modern and industrialised society. Such sentiments 
were also inherited from Coleridge: "I feel assured that if Plato himself were to 
return and renew his sublime lucubrations in the metropolis of Great Britain, a 
handicraftsman from a laboratory who had just succeeded in disoxydating an earth 
would be thought far the more respectable, nay, the more illustrious person of 
the two". 34 The cult of Mammon which horrified Arnold in the second half of 
the XIX century had already been born with the poet of Highgate. In a certain 
sense, despite the distances between the two it can be compared to the devastat
ing American Molloch of Ginsberg's Howl. Coleridge, despite the distance that 
separated him from the Victorian age, had left his imprint behind and greatly 
influenced the development of moral and religious theories of la ter years. 

J owett had said of Tennyson's poems: "They opened our minds in the best 
manner to the new ideas of the 19th century",35 and similarly, l\ilatthew Arnold, 
in 1869 writing to his mother said: "My Poems represent, on the whole, the main 
movement of mind of the last quarter of a century".36 Coleridge, on the other 
hand, did the opposite. He did not register the great ideas of the moment, but 
inspired them. I believe that Platonism in eighteenth century Cambridge sprung 
up in answer to his enthusiasm, and that his distinction between creative and 
recreational literature set the way for a new critica! and subjective reading ofliterary 
creation. I also believe that he carne up with a very personal experience of religious 
sentiment and of poli tics which gave the XIX century ample material for reflection, 
to such an extent that his ideas often survived Darwinism. 

Basil Willey made a very adequate selection of passages which will help us to 
better illustrate the situation with the following three quotes. Julius Hare, a mem
ber of the Platonic club at Cambridge in the eighteen twenties wrote in 1848: "At 
that time (c.1829) it was beginning to be acknowledged by more than a few that 
Coleridge is the true sovereign of modern English thought". 3 7 And quoting J ohn 
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Sterling Hare goes on to explain: "Few felt this obligation more deeply than Ster
ling. 'To Coleridge (he wrote to me in 1836) I owe education. He told me to be
lieve that an empirical philosophy is none, that Faith is the Highest Reason"'. 38 

Education far everyone as a show of solidarity and responsibility, a metaphysics 
based on common sense and vice versa, and respect far nature and the value of 
feelings, what adds up to a very balanced equilibrium between the emocional and 
the racional world. These are sorne of the traits that the Victorian age owes to 
Coleridge. Those who wished to recovera transcendental sense of existence and 
would not content themselves with the materialism of the age, had a leader in 
Coleridge. He became a leading exponent of Platonism, whom he had distin
guished from the antagonistic Aristotelian current. Apart from this inherited Pla
to he had many more causes to defend. 

Frederick Denison Maurice, in contemplating the possibility of a universal 
church, reveals the enormous debt that new Anglican theology owed to this poet 
of the lakes: "In preparing far the consideration of this great subject I have felt, 
with many others, that Mr. Coleridge's help has been invaluable to us (i.e. to theo

logians) ... the application of these principies (Truth, Imagination, Reason, etc.) to 
Theology, I believe, we owe mainly to him. The power of perceiving that by the 
very law of the Reason the Knowledge of God must be given to it; that the mo
ment it attempts to create its Maker, it denies itself ... I must acknowledge that I 
received from him". 39 The conjunction of education, church and, above all, faith, 
which was so characteristic of those days, went on almost until the end of the 
century. This manifested in Mrs. Humphrey Ward's great novel on the religious 
crisis at Oxfard, Robert Elsmere, of 1888. From what Mrs. Ward says, things had 
not changed in the seventies and the eighties, while she was living there, and 
when Jowett, Master of Balliol at the time, published his first two editions of 
Plato: "A fresh wave of religious romanticism was fast gathering strength; the 
spirit ofNewman had reappeared in the place which Newman had loved and left; 
religion was becoming once more popular among the most trivial souls, and a 
deep reality among a large proportion of the nobler ones".4º Despite Darwinism 
and social Evolutionism, we have a state of affairs where the fusion between reli
gion and poli tics occupied the mind of the intelligentsia of the country in the sec
ond half of the century, thus favouring a sensible receptiveness towards Platonism 
and later idealism. 

38 !bid. 
39 !bid. p. 3. 
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Robert Elsmere, the protagonist of Mrs. Ward's book, was a young student of 
theology at Oxford during the third quarter of the century. He was witness to the 
intransigence of the orthodox faction and the flexibility of the liberals, who were 
in this case represented by Mr. Grey, a disguise for T.H. Green, a professor of 
Balliol, of course. He was a liberal, idealist, Neo-Hegelian, pro-German, anti
dogmatic, Broad Churchman and a very beloved disciple of the old and appre
hensive Jowett. With all these qualities he had a considerable influence on the 
young Elsmere who in turn was an Evangelist, reticent towards Mill's Utilitarian
ism and Spencer's Evolutionism, and fascinated by the philanthropist and extremely 
civic spirit of his tutor. This future idealist theologian graduates imbued with 
pedagogical responsibility as a priest of a reformed and responsible church. He 
goes on to serve his parish in Murewell, Surrey, with the vocation of a rrússionary 
and the efficiency of a good civil servant. He thus carried out Coleridge's propos
al, taken up by Arnold and in turn demanded by J owett, of an altruistic education 
within the sphere of the church: "He was content-more than content- to spend 
ability which would have distinguished him in public life, or carried him far to 
the front of literature, on the civilising of a few hundred of England's rural poor 
... he was happy-deeply, abundantly happy, at peace with God, at one with man".41 

But the fearful anti-dogmatic germ of]owett and Green was stronger than the 
yoke of faith in the heart of Elsmere. 

In the end the sensitive rural priest left the church deeply succumbing to 
the scepticist risk inherent in critica! readings of the scriptures as well as to the 

anthropocentrism of Strauss and F euerbach. The latter were very popular both 
inside and outside of Oxford as can be seen in the works of G .. H. Lewes and 
George Eliot. What then is the moral of this story? What could be the victory 
of the conscious and critica! religiousness of Hellenism -using Arnold's mean
ing of the word- over the static and merely mystical elements of Judaism -
also using Arnold's meaning-? Is ita mirage which only leads to moral failure 
orto non-being? Neither the novel nor the period clarifies this point, and the 
existencial twistings ofRenan, Nietzsche or Dostoievsky were not badly received. 
What in fact was being seen here were the first symptoms of nihilism which 
would invade even the most prestigious academic communities of the end of 

the century. 
Mr. Luke-Matthew Arnold of the New Republic by WH. Mallock vehemently 

says: "Culture is allied to melancholy".42 And even Jowett concedes that he is 
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familiar with Elsmere's dangerous adventure in reply to his assistant Matthew 
Knight's surprise regarding the novel's popularity: "You forget that things of that 
kind seem familiar to you & me, because we have talked them over for 20 years or 
more".43 Jowett was a Victorian who viewed his Romantic predecessors with a 
certain amount of mistrust. However he did not deny his debt to Coleridge, and 
he placed him among Dante, Jean Paul and Goethe as one of the great British 
writer-philosophers who had developed an important affinitywith Plato.44 Among 
his notes from the sixties, the hero of Balliol wrote that one of the highest values 
of Platonic philosophy was discovered when contemplating it, "notas a 'reasoned 
philosophy"', and in not applying to it contemporary criteria of truth and research. 
"When he therefore asks himself: "how can Plato's philosophy be understood?", 
he replies by summing up the thought of the poet-philosopher of Kubla Khan: 
"Exceptas implying the power of connexion of ideas ... the spirit of Plato -the spirit 
of unity, of truth of reason against authority- of zeal against pretended knowledge. 
-Also, the humanity of Plato".45 

We have already spoken of the Oxford that J owett found, and also of the 
Oxford he was to leave behind him after his death. We shall now go on to look at 
the Oxford that Jowett lived, and the Jowett of Oxford, in whom we find the 
great translator as he was portrayed in Désiré Laugée's painting, holding his vol
ume of Plato in Greek. 

The Balliol thatJowett found on arrival in 1836 had lost sorne of its splen
dour. "When Coleridge and Southey coincided at Balliol College between 1792 
and 1793, the laurea te poet was the first who was a ble to move around the college 
with his loase curly locks. The custom was to powder one's hair and to go to 
dinner in tails and tight trousers clown to the knees, silk stockings and pumps. 
The whole affair went on for a couple of hours. But life was changing. Not in 
vain, in 1830 the British railway network had been inaugurated and the notion of 
time took on another meaning. Dinnertime had been put back from three to four 
and evento five, and dress was no longer so sophisticated, but the young men 
were expected to arrive from their rowing, hunting, horse riding, archery, well 
groomed. At the same time, according to Faber, at the high table or main table the 
wearing of pumps was compulsory. After dinner, the young men gathered in the 
quarters of a generous host where they had a glass of wine, or if there was none to 
be had, a cup of tea. We should remember that Wilde considered his years at 
Oxford as the best in his life and in fact the panorama of Oxford at that time was 
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quite attractive. But our truly Platonist character, took on a humble role which 
was very much noticed. 

Thus we have Jowett the scholarship student without means, who neither 
invited nor was invited. This was la ter on to feed the saying "where there is a will 
there is a way", which was often used by the parvenu. There is an abundance of 
anecdotes referring to modesty as a student and though they have been thoroughly 
explained by biographers, it is Graham Greene who illustrates this aspect most 
successfully and humorously: '"E was so poor when 'e was an undergraduate, they 
say people wouldn't take tea with him -for fear of ruining him".46 The problem 
was that ifJowett accepted one of these evening invitations, he had to return the 
invitation according to the rules of the game, and he was not in a situation to do 
so. Benevolent tangues therefore say that, while the aspiring gentlemen went on 
boat races and excursions on horseback through the green fields of the county, 
this small and adolescent-likeJowett who was unable to practise :my other sport 
apart from swimming, often stayed alone developing his "robust masculine 
understanding, which would not accept commonplaces as true or mere authority 
as a guide".47 His great friendship with Arthur Penrhyn Stanley, an expupil of 
Rugby, and who was nicknamed 'N ancy' due to his virginal shyness48 along the 
misogynist lines of St. Paul's, dates from that time. Stanley was the author of the 
biography ofThomas Arnold and la ter on the deacon of Westminster. J owett did 
not keep close company with anybody apart from Stanley at that time. A few 
years later,Jowett appears to be very integrated into university life anda member 
of sorne of its clubs, such as The Decade, where he got together with Stanley and 
Matthew Arnold, among other young men from Balliol. 

What then did the elegant Oxonian students study when they had to study in 
1836? A student of Literae Humaniores, since 1807 onwards, had to prepare pri
marily philological essays on an approximate total of sixteen classical Greek and 
Latín authors. They were free to choose the texts, but the Ethica Nicomachea, as 
was seen in a previous chapter was tacitly compulsory reading and was often ac
companied by the Rhetorica and Política. The cycle which lasted from three to 
four years finished with the corresponding exams. On passing they were given 
the title of graduate with Honours. Attending lectures was compulsory at the 
time and tutorials were already being given and continue to be a characteristic of 
the two great universities even today. One of the teachers who taughtJowett was 
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the very well known Robert Scott, of the Greek-English Lexicon, by Liddell & 

Scott. Dr. Scott was an orthodox theologist, but his references to Barthold Georg 
Niebuhr, the initiator of "tatige Skepsis" or active doubt -the basis of the great 
eighteenth century German critica! tradition which attempted to distinguish be
tween the true and fictitious data of a given source-, "first aroused in my mind 
doubts about the gospels".49 Scott was Master of Balliol between 1854 and 1870 
and was to becomeJowett's most bitter rival eighteen years later, but this belongs 
to a later moment in our story. 

Another interesting and valuable teacher was Archibald Campbell Tait, 
Arnold's successor as head of Rugby. He later on became Bishop of London and 
Archbishop of Canterbury in 1868. Tait was an Anglican fundamentalist, 
simultaneously opposed to the Oxford Movement and to liberalism. He was 
placed in a very difficult position during the trial against J owett for his Essays 

and Reviews which took place at the beginning of the sixties. However, in the 
eigthenn thirties he had awoken an interest in J owett to study German, which 
was a novelty among Oxford academics and probably due to the influence of 
Coleridge. Tait would use quotes in German during his lectures and in his writings 
as did other of the more innovative tutors, thus imposing a pro-German fashion 
at Balliol with which was intended to project erudition and moderness. so The 
third distinguished classicist was Frederick Oakeley, a follower ofNewman -all 
the way to Rome-. He was a kind of mystic dreamer who taught Lucrecius and 
at times even talked of Plato. The extravagant mathematician and ex-Utilitarian 
William George Ward should also be mentioned. Ward left the Church of 
England in 1845 to enter the Catholic church a month befare Newman and 
Oakeley. Thus we have representatives of both the Anglican and the Romanist 
tendencies of the Oxford intelligentsia. It seems that the atmosphere was quite 
lively and that there were heated debates which were no doubt due to the young 
age of the professors and to the fact that theological debate was on the agenda. 
Quite the opposite from what one could expect, Oxford was in the hands of young 
men due to a law that was in force until 1877, that prohibited teachers from 
marrying if they wished to stay at the College. 

After two years, J owett who had already won prizes and academic distinc
tions, sat an exam and gota teaching post, becoming a fellow, which was reserved 
for students of higher years who wanted to start a teaching profession at the uni
versity. This was the beginning of a very active career. The second step in this 
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careerwas his nomination as tutor in 1842. Romanistviews were at that time very 
influential at Oxfard, especially since Newman had brought out his famous Trea
tise XC the year befare, in which he argued that the 39 arrides of Anglican faith 
were compatible with the dogmas of Roman Catholicism. Stanley who at that 
time was in Rome wrote a very agitated letter to Tait. There was premonition in 
his tone: "Rome is only in a less state of excitement than Oxfard ... Seriously, my 
dear ... , do not draw these arrides too tight, or they will strangle more parties 
than one ... ". 51 

The young and studious J owett did not succumb to the Roman temptation 
and three decades later, in 1873, he wrote the fallowing commentary on the very 
important epigraph of the "Infidels": "They (Newman, Manning, Gladstone) be
lieve in the Church only as an ecdesiastical organization. I try to believe in God 
and in the presence and possibility of God everywhere".52 In the period between 
1842 and 1854,Jowett spent the most pleasurable years ofhis life. George Rich
mond's painting of 1855, "The adored tutor", is very eloquent not only dueto its 
title but also to Jowett's expression: "Such a man was never faund, so great to 
inspire confidence & rouse to efforts ... By a single word ... a slight appeal to the 
natural power of most men, or a plea far work as work. .. ", 53 sighed J ohn Adding
ton Symond, a pupil of the Master at that time. The emphasis and zeal placed on 
the institution of tutorials, or individualised tutoring, which was so much a part 
of J owett and of Oxfard, was however to a certain degree, as Linda Dowling 
points out, the work ofNewman and the Oxfard Movement. They had redirect
ed the orientation of their influence from the university to the College, where 
the student would discover that "his better thoughts will find countenance, and 
his good resolutions support". 54 

This ideal educacional relationship of the Tractarians was strictly between 
men, the tutor and the student linked by religious goals in the same way as a 
spiritual leader anda believer, with doctrinal authority in the background. Jowett 
was to transfarm this into a more personalised bond and didactic, moral, ideolog
ical in nature. The fact that it was more pedagogical and was aimed at sincerely 
combating theological orthodoxy with youthful courage made it more relaxed in 
appearance. This was how the tutors and priests: J owett, Stanley, and the succes
sor of Ward, Frederick Temple -future dean of Rugby and archbishop of Can
terbury like Tait- became sensitised to the problem of religious intolerance from 
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and academic perspective. They opted for a middle road which they baptised as 
the Broad Church,55 unaware of the storm that was to ensue later on. 

Apart from the influence of Coleridge and German hermeneutics, we could 
point to a third relatively important factor behind the strong desire on the part of 
sorne Oxonians to open the rigid doors of their inner churches. The idea belongs 
to the Scottish historian Robín Gilmour.56 Though it cannot be denied that im
perialism benefits those who practise it, Gilmour is probably right in saying that 
contact with other cultures and religions could have awakened doubts as to the 
credibility of religious intransigence. Gilbert explains that Beatrice Webb, whom 
we had mentioned in relation to the Fabians, became familiar with Buddhism vía 
a missionary who carne back from India seduced by oriental religious feeling. 
According to my source, the well known economist and militant socialist consid
ered Buddhism to be "logically and ethically superior to the Christ and the teach
ings of the New Testament", and she even finds a certain resemblance with the 
modern philosophy of Science. 57 Many years later, in 1907, Leonard Woolf was 
even more unwavering when talking about his experience in Ceylon. He clarified 
that he was by no means a believer: "I am essentially and fundamentally irreli
gious, ... but, if one must have a religion, Buddhism seems to me superior to all 
other religions ... it is a civilised and a humane dream of considerable beauty and 
it has eliminated most of the crude anthropomorphic and theological nonsense 
which encrusts other religions". 58 Woolf was a good student of G.E. Moore at 
Cambridge and it is therefore understandable that he should admire beauty and 
the sublime nature of the sober experience of Buddhism. 

Another similar case to those just mentioned and much closer to J owett was 
the Bishop Colenso of the South African diocese ofNatal, previously Capetown. 
He created a big scandal on writing a commentary on the Epistle to the Romans. It 
was so adapted to the Zulu mentality according to Geoffrey Faber, that it denied 
the possibility of hell for sinners because he considered it to be a mean and vin
dictive punishment. In a latter writing the bishop also denied the divine inspira
tion of the Pentateuchos as if it were the work of Moses and was immediately re
placed as a consequence. Colenso had written grammars, dictionaries, manuals 
and had even translated a large part of the Bible into Zulu. He was separated 
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from his diocese by the church and by the British Government, and was the tar
get of many criticisms that expressed "how 'the newly appointed bishop went to 
convert and was converted himself"'. 59 Jowett always shows sympathy towards 
the rebellious theologian and in 187 4 whilst the latter was staying at Oxford, and 
due to the fact that the local bishop had prohibited him from preaching in Carfax 
church, Jowett invited him to give a sermon at Balliol. He justified his action to 
his close friends in the following terms: "He has made an epoch in criticism by 
his straightforwardness. No one now talks of verbal inspiration".6º 

We have a picture therefore of] owett who seems to define himself as critica!, 
heterodox, flexible with established religion and who is suspicious of rationalism 
in the eyes of the old and conservative dean of his college, Richard J enkyns, an 
ancestor of the present day classicist of Lady Margaret Hall. Nevertheless, the 
future Platonic exegete did not falter in his Anglican faith if one is to go by what 
he said in 1844, a little befare the upturn caused by Newman's desertion: "one 
cannot live without religion ... an aweful feeling about existence, must be con
stantly present ... ; as faith loses in extent it must gain in intensity".61 Jowett's 
observation about the extent of faith is important. It can diminish with regard to 
the number of its objects, but it will gain in quality. The philosophical studies of 
German Idealism, the growing influence of classical philology as well as the re
search in comparative theology in German speaking countries coupled with the 
increasing rigour of science, all contributed in accentuating anthropocentrism. 
Since Descartes it was unstoppable, and as a consequence what used to be abso
lute truths were now relativised. 

As far as theology was concerned J owett was every inch a Broad Churchman. 
He was a liberal and anti-dogmatic Christian who was able to avoid the not at all 
stimulating intellectual austerity of the Evangelists and the institucional authori
tarianism of the High Church. But, to do what he was doing, to mark out the 
limits of his own faith and personally decide what he could believe or not, repre
sented a threat to the stability of government and the church and was a stand
point that was rejected by both of the great tendencies. J owett was therefore aware 
that to openly manifest his doubts meant taking a great risk: "If 1 live I ought to 
speak my mind. The inevitable consequence will be that 1 shall be called an athe
ist".62 What was this critica! relativism that urged liberal theologists to question 
everything, even the Gospels and the dogmas, despite the imminent repression? 
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It was not an inheritance from Coleridge, though he was sensitive enough not to 

centre faith on an absolute conviction. Coleridge, like many Romantics, believed 
in the total connection both racional and emocional with a kind of spirit of the 
world. Consequently he surely must have found that relativism or the critica! 
spirit treated his research too analytically or rationally, and lacked the vital ener
getic force. The author of the Biographia Literaria may have favoured an anti
dogmatic climate, and he may also have transmitted curiosity and enthusiasm for 
Greek and German philosophy, but systematic relativisation of judgements could 
have been viewed as dull by one who like him sought a more intense answer. 

The motives behind this critica! and cautious Victorian way of focusing on 
reality have already been mentioned, but we can see them specifically defined in 
an impressive text by Walter Pater of 1865. In it he reveals the influence of Dar
winism, though it reflects the sentiments that existed before the 40's. Not only 
does Pater give a positive evaluation of relativism in juxtaposition to absolute 
knowledge -as we saw in the previous section- but he also enters into the sphere 
of morality: "the relative spirit has invaded moral philosophy from the ground of 
the inductive sciences. There it has started a new analysis of the relations ofbody 
and mind, good and evil, freedom and necessity". And he finally ends off: "To the 
intellect, the critica! spirit, just these subtleties of effect are more precious than 
anything else". 63 

F or now we shall not deal with Pater's hostile reaction against the Latitudi
narian movement despite its identification with the critica! spirit. We are at this 
moment only interested in placing the intellectual tempo of the period in order to 
better understand J owett. In the previous chapter we saw him in opposition to 
Grote, precisely with regard to their different evaluations of sophistics and Pla
to's moral authoritarianism. Hence, J owett, though he was little convinced by 
Darwin's biological Evolutionism, was nevertheless, a fierce defender of the in
tellectual evolutionism proposed by Hegel, and developed by K. F. Hermann.64 

In this way, and according to the criterion mentioned, old convictions can be re
thought today and resituated with the perspective of time. In fact he did not dis
pute with Grote on the Matrix formula of relative knowledge, i.e. the Romo Men

sura of Protagoras as it was expounded on by Plato in the Theaetetus 152a-183b. 
Jowett, familiar with Kantism and convinced about speculative relativism, says in 
his introduction to the above dialogue: " .. . the relativity of knowledge has been 
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sometimes confounded with uncertainty ... Further consideration shows us that ... 
truths are not really independent of the mind; there is an adaptation of one to the 
other, of the eye to the object of sense, of the mind to the conception".65 And in 
a tone reminiscent of Schopenhauer, he stated: "There would be no world, if 
there neither were nor ever had been anyone to perceive the world".66 Even the 
knowledge of God is conditioned and untransferable: "The absolute and infinite, 
whether explained as self-existence, oras the totality ofhuman thought, oras the 
Divine nature, if known to us at all, cannot escape from the category of rela
tion".67 

Of course J owett the moralist and idealist saw the danger inherent in these 
daring statements. He did not see itas a matter of encouraging ideological licen
tiousness nor moral scepticism. The fact that one conceded to nuances and rec
ognised differences in the understandings of the world did not imply that catego
ries of provable Truth did not exist, nor that there were no codes of authority to 
be respected: " ... this is no reason why he (the person in general) should always be 
in doubt; of many personal, of many historical and scientific facts he may be ab
solutely assured ... not to speak of the moral sciences, the moderns have certainly no 

reason to acquiesce in the statement that truth is appearance only, or that there is no 

difference between appearance and truth".68 Here Jowett does not give any further 
reasons to base his conclusion on. Though the observation resembles the objec
tions of Hegel and Mill with regard to the Protagorian precept, he took it far 
granted, despite the veil of subjectivity, that we all have the intuition that objec

tive truths exist. 
Like Grote, J owett was aware that Plato confused the relativism of the for

mula of man as the measure of all things with sensitive knowledge. This could have 
been dueto the filtration of the later current of sceptical Heraclitism which was 
practised by sorne of the sophists. But he did not clarify the confusion. He simply 
suggested that Protagoras' goal may have been to clarify the difference between 
the reliability of received truths and the evidence of personal perception. Not in 
keeping with his usual style, Jowett highlighted the person of a sophist as the 
precursor of the western way of thinking: "The relativity of knowledge is a tru
ism to us, but was a great psychological discovery in the fifth century befare 
Christ".69 Perhaps Turner is right when he says that we shouldn't expect great 
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philosophical expositions from the tutor ofBalliol, far, despite his great influence 
on the interpretation of Platonisrn in the Victorian era, throughout his life he 
continued to be a chaplain, a teacher and a moralist. 70 

J owett therefare seems imprecise when in fact he is ambiguous. The Broad 
Church which was often hastily associated with liberalism in politics and even 
with Utilitarianism, was nota politicised party, but rather an intellectual stance. 
The young tutor ofBalliol was very open to theological debate and even decided
ly entered into Plato, but he was a conservative and authoritarian man in the 
moral and political field, even though Swinburne not at all arbitrarily named him, 
"perhaps the last of the old Whigs". 71 Jowett moved on two levels at the same 
time and Swinburne did not make up the epithet 'Whig'. It was a fact that he 
possessed certain progressive attitudes, as far example his theological and philo
sophical openness, and the refarms in favour of extending education which he 
was involved with. Yet, later on we shall see the hard and liturgical side of the 
professor of Balliol, whom Lionel Tollemache, a student during the fifties, very 
fittingly described: "As a philosopher, J owett did not believe in the heinousness 
of sin; but as a moralist, he did believe in it .... Jowett could, let his 2 selves go 
carreering about in opposite directions". 72 The young twenty-five year old tutor 
had learned that intellectual life was richer if it had freedom, but the single man, 
of puritan and lower middle class origin had a pathological fear of poetical, phys
ical and moral autonomy. 

Perhaps it was these contradictions that brought on a series of depressions 
during his first tutorial years. He described them with moving lyricism in 1846: 
"This malady ... begins with the stomach, extends itself to the head, where it dries 
up the fauntains of the intellect ... This, in the language of Hegel, is its reality. 
But its ideality embraces a higher field: life, death, eternity & e ... lt is a most 
painful thing to fancy that you ha ve no moral nature, or power of fixing your own 
character ... It must depend on oneself whether all this self-experience and over
sensibility ends in a morbid consciousness and dependence on others, or in a real 
self-sufficient knowledge of human nature ... ". 73 It is not thatJowett was a tor
mented man, but his legendary image of being unshakeable contrasts with certain 
confessions of weakness during his early youth. 

In the meantime, he taught and personally directed the work of students. 
What did he teach them? To begin with Greek and after 1844, the pre-Socratics, 
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slightly underrated at the time-" ... these the pre-Socratic philosophers were in
spired dabblers, excited amateurs"-,74 and the philosophy of Hegel as well. Ac
cording to Geoffrey Faber, Jowett was the one to introduce Hegel thoughJohn 
H. Muirhead ignored the fact in his study on "How Hegel carne to England" of 
1931. 7 5 Muirhead in fact prefers to consider J owett's secular students T. H. Green, 
Edward Caird and William Wallace, for having committed themselves further in 
establishing the idealist Hegelian current at Oxford during the last quarter of the 
century. E ven so, the historian of British philosophy makes honourable mention 
of J owett, when he speaks of the beginnings of Anglo-Saxon idealism. He ac
knowledges the influence he had with his studies on Platonism: " ... so far as Ox
ford, its main centre, was concerned, the new thought owed as much to the reviv
a! of Platonic study, inaugurated by Jowett, as to the more intensive study ofKant 
and Hegel".76 

Muirhead wishes to state the truth that, more than his merit in teaching a 
specific period of the history of thought, Jowett's great contribution was that he 
seriously guided the study of philosophy at Balliol, even though one of his main 
motivations was moral in nature. At the time it was a matter of choosing between 
two conflicting life views: the Aristotelians such as Locke, Hartley, Mill and Spen
cer, or the Platonists, such as Cudworth, Coleridge or Hegel. J owett opted for 
Platonism not due to a late Philhellenism, but because of the image of the world 
he represented. The same conception of reality that Nietzsche rejected for hav
ing blurred philosophy with metaphysics, was for J owett, grandiose thinking that 
"places the divine above the human, the spiritual above the material, the one 
above the many, the mind befare the body". 77 

This is probably how Jowett introduced Hegel into his life and his work. 
Though he denied the epithet of Hegelian,78 we have already seen that he at 
least adopted a historicist and evolving comprehension of humanity which had 
been conceived by Hegel. In 184 7, he went on a trip to Germany and Austria 
with Stanley, and they took the opportunity to attempt a joint reading of the 
Kritik der reinen Vernunft and tried to have an interview in Dresden with Erdmann 
von Halle, who had been a student of Hegel and was one of his most recognised 
interpreters at that time. English translations of the idealist philosopher did 
not exist then, nor were there any English introductions to his work. Oxonian 
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academics in fact had access to German erudition through Latin. They were 
familiar with the edition of the New Testament in Greek by Lachman, Thiersch's 
Greek grammar and Zumpt's Latin grammar, among others. But, after Kant, 
German philosophers had begun to write in their language. Schleiermacher's 
book on Plato had luckily come out in English in 1836, whereas Zeller's volume 
on Platonic philosophy had to wait until 1876 befare being translated. Kant 
had been partially commented on and deciphered into English primarily at the 
end of the eighteenth century. De Quincey had written arrides on Kantian 
philosophy, and between 1853 and 1859 he published his version ofWasianski's 
testimony entitled The Last Days of Kant. But it was Caird who in 1889 produced 
the first great study in English on the philosopher from Konisberg: The Critical 

Philosophy of lmmanuel Kant. 79 Hegel, was to receive more attention in England 
in the nineteenth century, with James Hutchinson Stirling's study, The Secret of 

Hegel, of 1865, and the English versions of The Logic of Hegel, of 187 4 and The 

Philosophy of Art, of 1886. 80 

Jowett, who was a reader and admirer of Hegel, accepted his historicist vi
sion, the doctrine of continuity or evolutionism of civilisation, the need to define 
an idea by considering its opposite, the idealist perspective and his attraction to
wards the Greeks. He did however recognise the difficulties and the transcen
dence of the Hegelian system: "One must go on or perish in the attempt, that is 
to say, give up Metaphysics altogether. lt is impossible to be satisfied with any 
other system afteryou have begun with this".81 Between 1844 and 1854, he trans
lated a part of the Logica with Frederick Temple, and read Schelling, whom he 
met personally. He also showed interest in Comte, a widely read thinker among 
the London intelligentsia, as we have seen previously. It is certain that he never 
became as familiarised with German bibliography as Grate was. His classes how
ever must have transmitted an interest far philosophy, and German thought in 
particular, which was quite new to Oxfard befare Tait and Pusey. In the sixties, 
after the publication of Stirling's book, Thomas Hill Green, a talented student of 
Jowett's, stated emphatically that without a knowledge of German philosophy, "a 
writer was outside the main stream of human thought".82 

A critica! attitude, anti-dogmatic theology, contemporary philosophy, espe
cially German and the pre-Socratics. Ali in all, very innovative far a university 
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On Kant's reception in England, see Giuseppe Micheli, The Early Reception of Kant's Thought in En
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In Faber, 1957, p. 181. 
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that resisted change and that was wary of subjects which were considered contro
versia!, such as specialised science, poli tics and certain philosophical and religious 
thoughts. 83 In fact, the important cultural and intellectual novelties of the time, 
excepting theology, appeared in London or Edinburgh and not in Oxford, as is 
seen in the cases of Mill, Grote, Bain, Lewes, G. Eliot, Darwin, Huxley or Spen
cer, among many others. As can be seen from the prominence of the cultural 
associations or clubs and the periodical publicarions, the main discussions took 
place outside the academic world unril well into the sixties. Similarly, a large part 
of the texts of the period that I was able to compile carne from reviews that were 
privately financed. Gilmour draws a very accurate picture of the average reader as 
well as of the arrides at his disposal: "A subscriber to the Edinburgh Review or the 
Quarterly was accustomed to move from, say, a review of Tennyson's poems to a 
discussion of the la test work in geology, from an arride on contemporary astron
omy to one on the Oxford Movement, without feeling that science, literature, 
and theology belonged in separate intellectual compartments. The discoveries of 
science ferrilised the imagination of such writers as Tennyson, Dickens, Kingsley, 
and George Eliot; and could do so because science itself was so literate".84 

The wide range of interests that were included within the same framework can 
be appreciated in the themaric range which these periodical publications offered. 
And, apart from poetry and the novel, one can discem in certain works of the time 
such as the already mentioned Ne-m Republic by W H. Mallock, of 1877, subritled 
"Faith, and Philosophy in an English Country House", that the men and also the 
women of the privileged classes, through regular informal gatherings which they 
took part in, were up to date with regard to the contemporary attitudes on such 
matters as religion, culture, education, politics, evolurionism and aestherics. "Are 
you High-Church or Low Church?", the young and imperrinent Miss Prattle asks 
a stupefied Mr. J enkinson -alias J owett- right at the beginning of the book. The 
girl's question is not malicious, it is the author who manipulates it. The struggle 
between the two churches within the larger church carne up in all table conversa
rions. The answer of the translator of Plato is short but to the point: "Can you tell 
me the difference?", 85 he curtly answered. Mallock was once a student of]owett's 
and not precisely a devout one. He tried to demonstrate that the liberal theologist 
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found no difference between the two stances, which he considered equally ortho
dox. Similarly, Mallock understood that the educated public was also unclear about 
where to give its support. lt had at hand long paragraphs on Darwinism, and could 
cry over the religious and political crisis of Robert Elsmere and Middlemarch, or suf
fer with every episode of the Pickwick Papers. 

lt is also interesting to see that Darwin, Huxley, Wallace and Tyndall pre
sented the results of their research to their colleagues and to the general public in 
different philosophical and scientific associations such as the Royal Society, the 
Linnean Society, the London Anthropological Society or the British Association 
for the Advancement of Science. J ohn Stuart Mill founded the U tilitarian Society 
for the study of Bentham's philosophy. Coleridge gave a series of lectures on 
Shakespeare and Greek and German philosophy in the Philosophical Society at 
Crane Court. We had previously seen that the society of the Dilettanti at Brook's 
dedicated itself to promoting archaeology, archaeography and the arts. In 185 5 
the Society of Women Artists was farmed, whose offices can now be faund at 
Westminster Central Hall Gallery. Thus we see a proliferation of societies apart 
from the official associations or Royal Societies which were set up far each spe
cific subject. This cultural diversity could be seen as the result of two common 
factors. One was the individualist and amateur education of people, of the non
university gentleman as well as the post-university one with the wives taking part 
as company. The second factor was the freedom of action and research that exist
ed outside the strict and mistrusting sphere of Oxbridge. 

But things were beginning to change. London had begun the challenge in 
1826 with the inauguration ofUniversity College London, under the initiative of 
sorne radicals, and especially the great Platonist and antagonist ofJ owett, George 
Grate. Thomas Arnold's Rugby, despite its reputation of strictness and of mascu
line values, was also sending students to the faculties with a higher level than 
other schools. Important refarms were initiated at Oxford in 1846 which were to 
finish eight years la ter. They were aimed at dignifying the university and recover
ing its cultural prominence in a society that had been ignored by academic life. 
Jowett's wish to attain this goal was eloquent. What was needed was to "innocu
late England with Balliol".86 Therefare Oxfard could not remain behind with 
regard to Prussia. Of course the essence of Anglicism had to be cultivated and 
conserved, but at the same time one had to achieve a high level with regard to the 
best models, such as Greek far example, more refined and spiritual than the ex
tremely familiar Roman model. 

86 Morris, 1978, p. 47. 
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The forties were to witness the start off of great Victorian prasperity and the 
scientific rebirth of Oxford. The raad towards Greece, a cultural and political 
ideal that the British admired, has often been commented on in this work. We 
have seen a number of comparisons between the Athenian people of Peri eles and 
those of Queen Victoria. Sorne of these comparisons could have been based on a 
certain amount of fact but many of them were imagined. Besides the huge chra
nological gap, industry in the United Kingdom was not comparable to Athenian 
commerce. Neither was direct and active Athenian democracy comparable to 
British parliamentary representation, in which citizens confided their vote to a 
party without being a ble to intervene personally. And, finally, the cultural differ
ences with regard to the relationship between the sexes were enormous. The Vic
torians despite their misogyny, could not possibly apprave of the common prac
tice of male homosexuality. Nevertheless, the British were very much attracted 
by the cultural and artistic grandeur of Greece. I would venture to say that the 
real discovery of Greek thinkers, other than of the already well known Aristotle, 
was for philosophy in Great Britain as important an event as the Elgin Marbles 
were for archaeology and art. 

RichardJenkyns the classicist suggests thatJowett was sincere im his Christian 
faith but that he was dangerously interested in Greece. 87 The da.nger was to be 
found in the subject of sex which Oxford was especially sensitive to, and J owett 
was perhaps too reckless on this matter. But, as I have said befare, I do not believe 
that the prafessor of Balliol was a Hellenist in the ideological and intellectual sense 
that Grate was. On the other hand Grate never travelled to Greece either in the 
exotic fashion of a dilettante, or in the stylised and sensual man.ner of Osear Wilde 
or Walter Pater. Jowett woke up to Greek culture when it had already been dis
covered, and he was careful not to sigh in front of the statues and archaeological 
remains at the British Museum. Besides, his animosity towards archaeology was 
very well known. 88 Not only was he unmoved by Schliemann's discoveries,89 
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but he also made itas difficult as he possibly could for Arthur Evans, the exca
vator of Knossos and discoverer of the Mycenean civilisation, to set up an ar
chaeological section at the Old Ashmolean Museum at Oxford.90 Greece as 
such did neither fascínate nor shock him. The difficulty of coming to terms 
with a thinker such as Plato, who considered male homosexuality as the basis of 
philosophical enunciation, upset and irritated him because it got in the way of 
his moralistic discourse. Perhaps his irritation was also dueto a personal prob
lem. In any case, his attraction towards Platonism was neither increased nor 
diminished by this fact. 

His hellenism is very cold and distant, as can be seen from the following text 
from his introduction to the second volume of his translation of Thucidides, of 
1881: "To be busy on Greek soil, under the light of the blue heaven, amid the 
scenes of ancient glory, in reading inscriptions, or putting together fragments of 
stone or marble, has a charm of another kind than that which is to be found in the 
language of ancient authors. Yet even to appreciate truly the value of such re
mains, it is to the higher study of the mind of Hellas and of her great men that we 
must return, finding sorne little pleasure by the way ... in deciphering the hand
writing of her children amid the dust ofher ruins".91 The ruins had ceased to be 
Romantic and had become exotic and, above all, historical. 

Dr. Arthur Evans was a legendary opponent of J owett and had inherited the 
British archaeological tradition which was begun by the first dilettanti in the eigh
teenth century. Evans gave a speech in which he defended the importance of clas
sical archaeology. This speech, in part was aimed at softeningJowett's misgivings 
regarding the study of this science at Oxford: "Science has recovered sorne at 
least of the monuments that men deemed irrevocably lost. By the patient collec
tion of first-hand materials, the pure gold of Hellenic workmanship has at last 
been cleansed and purged from its later ally. We no longer see the image of the 
Hellenic genius darkly, as in a Roman mirror, but stand face to face with its un
dimmed glory". 92 N evertheless, J owett seemed set on maintaining bis distance 
with regard to the world of ancient monuments. Perhaps he considered that philo
sophical literature was more controllable than the fixed reality of marble, where 
aspects which he wanted to change or even to hide spoke for themselves. And he 
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was adamant on this point: neither the territory of Greece, its sculpture and its 
temples, nor even Euripides managed to move him. 93 

J owett was not a refined man nor did he aspire to, drinking from the Greek 
source in order to better understand and embellish his own reality. He tended to 
Victorianise what he knew of the Greek world and to reject any unadaptable ma
terial. It was not Greece but its modernity that attracted him, the possibility of 
substituting the worn out codes of a church in crisis and of confronting a destabi
lising science with an ideology that was both religious and ordered, as well as new 
and classical at the same time. In 1891 Osear Wilde had said that "whatever, in 
fact, is modern in our life we owe to the Greeks. Whatever is an anachronism is 
due to medievalism",94 and Peacock during the thirties had defended the idea 
that progress entailed reading more Greek.95 Jowett in the forties had clearly 
learned the lesson. If Oxford was to have more power, the country more influ
ence, and he, in passing, more protagonism, the programme of the Literae Hu

maniores needed first to be changed, to be made more philosophical, and evaluat
ed with more rigour. 

His desire for quality research led him to Hegel. Hegel led him to the Greeks 
and the Greeks once more back to Hegel. This is where the great relevance of 
Jowett's Platonism líes. He was able to take advantage of the opportunity of the 
growing interest at Oxford for German philosophy as well as the interest in Plato 
awakened by the The Gusto Greco. Osear Wilde summed up the significance of 
this Hellenic modernitywhich the tutor ofBalliol was partisan to. In the first part 
of the Criticas Artist, Gilbert asks: "F or, after all, what is our primary debt to the 
Greeks? Simply the critica! spirit. And this spirit, which they exercised on ques
tions of religion and science, of ethics and metaphysics, of politics and education, 
they exercised on questions of art also".96 This critica! spirit was also inherited 
from the Greeks and the translator of Plato took advantage of it. Jowett was con
sidered a modern until he became dean in 1870. It is this modernity and the 
conviction that Oxford could not afford to neglect its role in forming the spirit of 
the nation which moved him on to search for other thoughts and ways of think
ing, though always within an idealist perspective. J owett's task, when it boiled 
clown to it, was in fact to gradually secularise the university and to monopolise 
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the new subjects. I do not believe that he rejected art and archaeology due to a 
misunderstood faithfulness towards Plato, as was the case ofThomas Taylor, be
cause they were beyond his control. J owett perhaps felt jealous of the feats of the 
archaeologists and excavators in the same way as he was jealous of the superior 
erudition of Gro te or Mark Pattison, 97 or of the popularity of his own student T. 
H. Green.98 But the merit of activating philosophical studies in the old city of 
the steeples undeniably corresponded to him. 

Though nobody would deny Jowett's role in putting new life into Platonic 
studies at Oxford, there are different points of view concerning his title of intro

ducer of Plato in the academic world. The case of the Greek philosophers was 
more ambiguous than that of the German philosophers. With regard to the ex
clusive reading of Aristotle it could be put clown to a mixture of academic negli
gence and ideological censorship, which in certain cases, had been overcome with 
a certain amount of will. They possessed the texts and they knew Greek and Lat
in. It was difficult to keep track of who went in to the philosophy of Plato in depth 
when talking of Aristotle or of the Christian tradition. As far as the German phi
losophers were concerned, on the other hand, the potencial teacher carne up against 
the barrier of the language. For this reason it is a little easier to pinpoint the dates 
and the names of the few pro-German pioneers. Plato, as we have often said be
fore, was on the whole ignored or excluded from lecture halls. But there was 
always sorne rebel who broke the norm, and evidence shows thatJowett was not 
literally the sole herald of Plato, and that Plato was not unknown. And even though 
the main historians, J onathan Barnes, R. M. Ogilvie, Frank M. Turner and Rich
ard Jenkyns agree on this fact, their positions are so diverse that they give the 
impression of apparent disagreement, which we will attempt to clarify. But for 
now let us look at Plato in nineteenth century schools. 
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II. PLATO BEFOREJOWETT 

"Others are names- thou art a living frien d." 

WILLIAM (CORY) J OHNSON, Plato: a Poem. 99 

FROM THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS, we have for example the testimony of the young 
Shelley, who reported having studied Plato at Eton with Dr. James Lind, be
tween 1808 and 1810.100 It seems that the first dialogues he read were the Sympo
sium, which he later on translated in 1818, and the Phaedrus. This data is curious 
because to start with, according to Ogilvie, neither Eton nor Winchester read 
Greek authors until 1861 which was introduced when the reform of the private 
schools took place. 101 Ogilvie also confirms something which Bowen102 had stated 
previously, that is, that Thomas Arnold was teaching Plato at Rugby in 182 8, and 
was applying the Socratic maieutic method, and thus transmitting to Arthur Stanley 
"the keen sense of a new world opening befare him with which he entered into 
the works of Plato". 103 Barnes is more specific on the same theme and quotes an 
excerpt from Arnold's diary in Stanley's biography: "I have begun the Phaedo of 
Plato with the Sixth ... There is an actual pleasure in contemplating so perfecta 
management ... as is exhibited in Plato's language ... whereas the sense is only less 
admirable in many places than the language". 1º4 The reading of Plato as litera
ture was in parta consequence of the popularity of Platonism during the Roman
tic age, especially with Shelley. In part it was also an outcome of the reluctance 
with which teachers engaged in moral or political discussions in class, especially 
when it carne to controversia! texts as was the case of the Platonic dialogues, which 
were more easily approachable as literature. In 1861, the reading of Plato must 

99 Dowling, 1994, p. 69. 
100 Holmes, 1976, p. 25. Holmes adds: " ... Plato still regarded both in schools and universities as a sub-

versive and corrupting author". 
101 Ogilvie, 1964, p. 100. On the Public Schools Commission of 1861. 
102 James Bowen, Education, ideology and the ruling class, in Clarke, 1989, p. 176. 
IOJ !bid. p. 99. 
1º4 Bames / Stopper, 1981, pp. 270-1. 
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have been a common occurrence at Rugby, far Thomas Hughes, the author of 
the school classic Tom Brown at Oxford, places the fallowing question in the mouth 
of his main character who just entered in that public school: "Reader! had you not 
ever a friend ... who could do everything better than you, from Plato and tennis 
clown to singing a comic song?"105 

.A5 far as university was concerned, there were also tentative approaches to
wards Plato, at Cambridge far example. Turner tells us that the Christian social
ist F. D. Maurice had studied Plato there in the twenties withJulius Hare, one of 
the faunders of the Platonist Club and a translator of Nebuhr. Coleridge's philo
Platonist influence still persisted at Cambridge. Turner also adds that Rowand 
Williams gave classes on Plato and Aristotle there between 1843 and 1850. WH. 
Thompson, worked on the Phaedrus at Cambridge in 1844, though he reacted to 
it with a great <leal of shame, being incapable of believing that Plato actually rec
ommended pederasty as a step towards moral perfection. 106 The Cambridge Philo
sophical Society housed a number of lectures on Plato given by the scientist Wil
liam Whewell, and published between 1859 and 1861, as The Platonic Dialogu,es 
far English Readers. We already mentioned the meagre reception this work re
ceived when we talked about E . Caird's criticism on Grote's work. Finally, during 
the same period, Brooke Floss Westcott, besides explaining Plato in class, planned 
to translate the corpus Platonicum but, according to 1urner changed his mind when 
he faund out aboutJowett's plans at Oxfard. 

Apparently at Oxfard there also existed a certain Platonist: pedigree befare 
Jowett. Tumer and Bames coincide that the conservative theologist William Sewell 
of the Oxfard Movement was the first to have talked of Plato during the thirties, 
befare an interested and faithful audience at Exeter College. There was however 
very little in common between Sewell's Plato and that ofJowett. Sewell used the 
Athenian philosopher in order to defend a Tractarian platform of demands which 
included church control of the university, an attack on secularisation, on liberal 
politics as well as on the idea of progress, 107 a political temperament that was 
opposed to that of]owett. In looking at Platonism at Oxford, Bames mentions 
yet another name though of less consequence. He refers to another Tractarian by 
the name of F rederick Oakeley from Balliol, who as we mentioned previously 
went over to Catholicism with Ward and Newman. In 1837, when Jowett was 
still a new student, Oakeley published a pamphlet titled Remarks upon Aristote-

ios Quoted by Ogilvie, 1964, p. 103. 
106 Turner, 1981, p. 424. 
107 !bid. p. 3 73. 
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lian and Platonic Ethics, as a Branch of the studies pursued in the University of Oxford, 
which took up the conservative and Christian line of Sewell. 

The text was put together along strict Anglican-Tractarian lines. More than 
being a complete concordia philosophica between the ethics of Aristotle and 
Christianity, what Oakeley tried to do was to demonstrate that Aristotle had been 
subject to a form of pre-Christian revelation, and that the ethical thought of the 
two great Greek philosophers should be explained in the Literae Humaniores in 
the light of Christian doctrine and Butler's philosophy, "exhibiting the rough 
draught, and faint outline, which the Gospel has filled up". 108 It seems that this 
publication had very little effect onJowett who in fact <loes not even mention it. 
Turner states that John Henry Newman himself must have found it to be 
extreme. 109 From a very different perspective, R. D. Hampden, the liberal 
professor, a specialist on Aristotle and a follower of Butler, dealt with the study of 
Socrates during the thirties and was the first Oxonian to presenta secular picture 
of the Stagirite. One would suppose therefore that he would also mention Plato 
even if only briefly. Hampden's Bampton Lectures brought severe accusations of 
heresy against him from orthodox circles for reasons which I will go into in the 
chapter on Aristotle. But, curiously enough, years la ter, in 1863, Hampden himself, 
who was then the Bishop of Hereford, became one of the most severe judges 
against the writers of Essays and Reviews. 

According to this evidence, why should we talk of a Victorian reviva! of Pla
to, if he had been alive since the first quarter of the century? And where then <loes 
the disagreement among researchers lie? The following passages are an attempt 
to clarify the Victorian Platonic question. 

Until the forties, Plato in schools and at Oxbridge, though he existed before 
J owett, was not however the object of systematic teaching, but depended to a 
great extent on the interests of the teacher and was therefore contingent. In al
most ali of the cases we have looked at there were two factors to be considered: 1) 
Plato was presented as the great writer, a pupil of the heroic Socrates, or the 
poetic predecessor of the sensible Aristotle, as if he were a point of transmission 
between to superior figures who stripped him of any protagonism of his own. 2) 
When the reading focused on content, ali three philosophers were studied through 
a profoundly Christian and moralistic filter, with the exception of Hampden, 
and his version of Aristotle's Ethica, in other words, there was no historical 
contextualisation whatsoever. In neither of the two universities was the study of 

108 Oakeleyquoted byTumer, 1981, p. 332. 
109 Turner, 1981, p. 335. 
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Plato required whether directly or indirectly far exams. Thus, there was no sub
ject dedicated to Plato until Jowett incorporated Plato into the final exams in 
1853, which was the firstyear that the New Examinations Statutes of 1851 were 
applied. They were a part of the university refarm which was carried out at Ox
fard between 1846 and 1854 and in which played an important part. 

As a result of this refarm a humanities course was divided into two stages: a 
general stage of introduction to philosophy and classical languages, called Ho
nour Moderations or Mods, anda specialised stage or Greats, which consisted 
in the monographic study of a philosopher or historian. The philosopher could 
be either Aristotle or Plato, and the historian Thucidides. In any case the stat
ute did not specify any particular authors, but added that competence in rheto
ric and poetics, moral philosophy, politics and logic was demanded. It is here 
that a knowledge of Platonism and Aristotelianism was required, necessary even 
though one had not chosen them far bis monographic study. Barnes considers 
this to be very strange. The key texts during the second half of the century 
were: the Respublica, the Ethica Nicomachea, which fallows clase behind, and the 
Organon, which replaces Politica and Rhetorica in the ranking. Barnes corrects 
the date 1847 given by Jenkyns 110 -who does not quote bis source- as the 
year in which Plato was entered on the programmes. He in turn establishes 
1863 as the year when Plato appeared on one programme, and 1872 as the year 
when he appeared on the subject list of the Greats. We have seen then the insti
tutional standing of Plato both befare and after the mid-century refarms, and 
we can observe that on an official level, at least, there is a substantial change 
with regard to the previous period. 

Despite the general consensus on these first attempts of approximation to
wards Platonism, we canon the whole discern two general and slightly conflict
ing viewpoints with regard to the novelty and importance of the study of Plato at 
Oxfard. There is sorne dissension as to the general agreement, and I am here 
referring to Barnes versus J enkyns, Ogilvie and to a certain extent, Turner. Barnes 
firstly disagrees on the subject of the first symptoms of Platonism at Oxfard which 
were carefully detailed by Turner. Barnes upholds instead, that the university al
ready possessed sorne sort of Platonic tradition and thatJowett simply developed 
and promoted it. He bases bis argument on the sporadic classes and the few pub
lications which I have mentioned, and considers that the lack of unity and conti
nuity in the study of Plato is not reason enough to justify the stance that the 
Athenian philosopher was not born at Oxfard until the mid-eighteenth century. 

!JO Jenkyns, 1980, p. 238. 
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Barnes thesis, as far as I see it, is unnecessary. Any astute reader can understand 
that when the researches refer to the introducers of the Platonist boom, they are 
referring to the beginning of generalised use and not to isolated events. 

I find it impossible to believe that Plato was never literally spoken of within a 
European university, no matter how conservative and antagonistic it was to Plato. 
Theologians found it impossible to do without Plato, whether they belonged to 
the High Church or to the Low Church, or whether they sympathised with the 
liberal option of the Latitudinarians, referred to as the Broad Church from the 
mid-century onwards. The High and Low Church because they based their con
ception of the church on Greek and Latín Patristicism where a denial of the pres
ence of Neoplatonism was as difficult to imagine as a river without water. This 
was so despite the strong influence ofTertulian and Saint Augustine and the fron
tiers laid clown by each side. The Broad Church because it was rooted in the 
Cambridge Platonists, the important movement which syncretised faith and rea
son, headed by Benjamín Whichcote in the XVII century. Coleridge was to call 
them plotinists because of their more Neoplatonic and Hellenic character. There
fore there is no doubt as we have seen, that Plato was the subject of classes at 
Oxford on certain occasions. He was however a Christianised Plato and by no 
means had the prominence and the impact that he acquired after J owett, and it is 
this aspect that interests us. 

On the other hand, we can point to Dr. Folliott's utterance in Peacock's Crotch
et Castle published in 1831: "in our Universities, ... they have shown their con
tempt for him (i.e. Plato), not only by never reading him (a mode of contempt in 
which they deal very largely), but even by never printing a complete edition of 
him" 111 as a means of countering Barnes' argument. We also have a letter which 
F. D. Maurice wrote to Edward Strachey, in 1836, in which he warned him against 
the Aristotelianism of Oxford, which he had personally experienced during the 
twenties: "It is the great evil of everything at Oxford that there is nothing but 
Aristotelianism". 112 Maurice is categorical as is the testimony of a student of the 
time, which was included in an anonymous pamphlet which Barnes himself quotes, 
entitled: Reflections occasioned by the Flirtations of Alma Mater and the Stagirite: "Ar
istotle has from time immemorial exclusively usurped a sway in Oxford studies, 
and seduced or otherwise engrossed the affections of Alma Mater ... ". 113 If there 
had been other lectures on Plato worth remembering, apart from the classes by 

111 Peacock, 1986, p. 187. 
11 2 Quoted byNewsome, 1973, p. 8. 
113 Barnes / Stopper, 1981, p. 277. 
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the teachers we have already mentioned, they must have gone unnoticed. Greek 
philosophy at Oxford befare the eighteen forties was basically Aristotle, and not 
even he was properly portrayed within the Hellenic context to which he belonged. 

Barnes' second point of discrepancy with the chroniclers mentioned and other 
cri tics su ch as D. N ewsome, 114 was wi th regard to their thesis, --a very general 
one to be certain-, concerning Plato's rise in detriment to Aristotle. The start
ing point is Jowett's famous aphorism, "Aristotle is dead but Plato is alive", 115 

commented on by practically everybody and which Barnes gives minimal impor
tance to, because he considers thatJowett made use of it in class in order to pro
voke his students. Barnes thesis is that Aristotle was never totally displaced by 
Plato at Oxford. At most, he considered that the teacher and his disciple shared a 
place of pre-eminence, but the Stagirite's dominance was never displaced: "In 
truth, Aristotle was never eclipsed. Oxford undergraduates throughout the nine
teenth century, spent more time on Aristotle than on any other author, Plato 
included". 116 In a strictly formal sense Barnes is right: Aristotle never ceased to 
have a place of honour in the academic objectives of Oxford. At the ideological 
and psychological level however, he never had the impact that Plato did, perhaps 
simply due to the fact that the message of the Philosopher of the Academy seemed 
newer, more mysterious and effective than that of the Stagirite. 

This impact of Plato's was to begin with a natural result of his style, which 
was much more passionate, sensual, personal, and even Hamletian -ifl may be 
allowed to use the adjective- compared to Aristotle's sobriety. Plato awakened 
passions and adorers such as Plotinus or Ficino, who celebrated his birth day 
and venerated his bust as if he were a saint. To overlook this stimulating and 
devotional aspect of Platonism is perhaps to see the problem out of focus. De
spite everything, I do acknowledge that Barnes is right in implicitly warning 
against the over-excitement brought on by the Platonic thrill. He suggests this 
in his observations to J enkyns where he advises that one should not get carried 
away and always keep in mind an academic perspective when dealing with a 
theme of academic research, despite the emotional factors or intimate motives, 
as Conford would say, that condition the seductive nature of Platonism in intel
lectual Victorian England. 

I will keep Barnes guidelines into account and will try as far as possible to 
include the essential elements of the scientific background to this tour de force 

between the two Greek titans. In order to do this I shall go over the main theses 

114 Newsome, 1973. 
11 5 Abbott & Campbell, 1897, vol. I, p. 261. 
11 6 Barnes / Stopper, 1981, p. 278. 
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on the matter befare reaching my conclusion, which I will take the liberty to 
forward now: Platonism, if we lay aside its enormous philosophical significance 
throughout history as well as its dramatical, ethical and aesthetic contributions, 
which are equally universal, took root at Oxford and in British intellectual and 
political life in the second half of the nineteenth century beca use of its coinciden
tal proximity with the image of the world that sorne Victorians, such as Jowett 
from Balliol, were set on constructing. And it has always been in relation to such 
an image, be it progressive or reactionary, that the diverse readings and different 
Platonisms and anti-Platonisms which we have observed, evolved. 

What's more, the interest which Plato to sorne extent awakened revitalised 
the study of Greek philosophy as a whole, and especially that of Aristotle and the 
pre-Socratics. In light of the German models on the one hand, and the English 
ones, like Grate, Jowett and Pattison as well, on the other, a true and salid tradi
tion of historians of ancient philosophy was born at Oxford. And though it is 
quite likely that Grote's rigour established a demanding level of erudition, it is 

also true that Oxford's resistance to Utilitarianism gaveJowett more scope when 
it carne to imposing his own vision of Platonic philosophy, without having to 
compete with the titanism of the historian of Greece. We are therefore confront
ed with two dimensions, the ideological and the academic, which mutually rein
force each other. The growing sympathy towards Platonism and Hellenism dur
ing a time of scientific development favoured more studious knowledge, and at 
the same time a greater academic presence generated more stimulus. 

The environment and circumstances are always impórtant in understanding 
to what extent a given philosophy is understood and used to create an image of 
the world during a specific historical period. Let us therefore get to know what 
Oxford philosophical life was like during the second half of the nineteenth centu
ry and what were the motivating interests of the scholarly Platonists and/ or Aris
totelians, in arder to better evaluate the scope of Plato's and Jowett's influence 
and to weigh up the power that the Stagirite's philosophy had. 





III. PLATO VERSUS ARISTOTLE, ORJOWETT 
AGAINST PATTISON: A FERTILE DISPUTE 

TURNER IN HIS EXHAUSTIVE and impeccable exposition shows that Aristotle did 
in fact occupy an important place, especially with regard to his ethical thought. 
But he suggests that Plato had dethroned Aristotelian hegemony due to the sub
stancial fact that he was Jowett's favourite, Jowett being a figure of pre-eminent 
influence in the classics at Oxford.Jenkyns and Newsome automatically accept the 
success of Plato and Ogilvie like Tumer points to Jowett's decisive intervention at 
Balliol College. Even so, Aristotle continued on the London and Oxford agendas. 
Proof of this are the unfinished books on the Stagirite by Gro te and J owett to
wards the end of their lives. Other examples are Lewes, small work on the Sci
ence of Aristotle of 1864, Grant's great research on the Ethica between 1857-
1885, as well as the chronology of Aristotelian studies prepared in 185 5 by J owett's 
academic rival, but collaborator in the ungrateful undertaking of Essays and Re
views, the Master of Lincoln, Mark Pattison. According to Pattison's account of 
events, Aristotle's joumey through Oxford during the middle of the century re
flected the different phases which the university had gane through up to then. 

It was a very useful idea which was adapted by Tumer and Barnes under 
Turner's initiative, who completed the eighteenth century itinerary suggested by 
the <lean of Lincoln. With the deans and the perspective of the whole century 
behind them, they divided it up into four parts, thus presenting the panorama in 
the following way: there was a first period which concentrated on the formal and 
linguistic aspects of the Ethica, the Rhetorica and the Poetica; the second very in
fluential period was characterised by a practica! and theological interpretation of 
the Ethica, being also a period of commitment with the wrangling within the 
Anglican Church; the third period, from the mid-century onwards, was more 
philosophical and inspired by the critica! consciousness of German academicism; 
finally, the last quarter of the century had reaped the rewards of such speculative 
maturity and demonstrated a critica! and erudite attitude which was inclined 
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towards establishing connections between Aristotle and modern thought. Patti
son's satisfaction with this last period led to this declaration of 1876: "the Aristo

telian movement with us has not been a mere antiquarian's question, it is a real 
philosophical revival". 117 

To what or to whom was the so called classicist referring? Was this revival 

with regard to Aristotle an outright provocation to the Master of Balliol with 
whom he sustained a long lasting controversy over the idea of the university? Or 
rather, was he referring to the actions of such brilliant scholars such as Ingram 

Bywater of Exeter College, an ex-student of J owett and his successor as chief 
lecturer of Greek? Bywater was also a fellow student of William Morris and Ed
ward Burne-Jones, the tutor of the great twentieth century translator and inter
preter of Aristotle, Sir David Ross. It must be acknowledged that the differences 
between Pattison and Jowett were enormous, to such an extent in fact that most 
of the critics who were hostile to Jowett's political stance and to his intellectual 
capacities carne from circles under Pattison's influence. By way of summing up 
the unfathomable gap between them we can far the moment simply refer to the 
fact thatJowett defended an Alma Mater model that was didactic as well as ethi
cally and practically farmative, whereas Pattison wanted to fallow the example of 
German universities and promote scientific research and erudition. Hugh Lloyd 
Janes who sympathises with the philomathic sector explained that: "Jowett not 
only failed to promote research, but tried to impede those who did ... and when 
Mark Pattison tried to get a new benefaction used to buy books for the Bodleian, 

Jowett managed to get it spent on building the Examination Schools". 118 

Nonetheless, and despite the possibly tendentious nature of Pattison's com
ment on the peripatetic vague, he and consequently Barnes also were right in 
saying that there was a wave of Platonist-Aristotelian erudition at Oxfard and of 
certain moments in Greek philosophy in general, after the second half of the 
century. I would like to add that this interest carne not only from the group at 
Balliol but also from the students of the Master of Lincoln and what's more, that 
the frontiers between these two groups were not easily distinguishable, far many 
of those concerned had studied under both professors. Let us remember that in 
1857 and up to then devout student of Jowett at Balliol, Sir Alexander Grant, 
published his first edition of Aristotle's Ethica, of which there were three more 
editions befare 1885. We have already spoken enough of Grant's Aristotle in the 

117 Quoted by Bames / Stopper, 1981, p. 272. 
l lS Lloyd-Jones, 1982, p. 101. Lloyd-Jones was Regius Professor of Greek at Oxford in 1982, when he 

published this book 
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pertinent chapter. The only thing I would wish to point out for now is that his 
method was inspired by the critica! exegesis of the Gospels and by Jowett's classes 
on Plato. In fact, despite the fact that it was a work of Aristotle,Jowett's influence 
brought its fruits in the sense that Grant's diffuse style led many Oxonians to
wards the idealist Plato of his teacher. 

Lewis Campbell, a student and friend of J owett's as well as one of his great 
biographers, published a decisive study on the polemical chronology of the corpus 

Platonícum in 1867. His study was based on a minute observation of stylistic changes 
between the different dialogues. 119 Sir David Ross in 1954 said that Campbell's 
work surpassed the admirable works of Grote, Jowett, Bywater and Jackson, the 
Cambridge Aristotelian: "I can think of only one discovery of major importance 
that British scholarship had made- Campbell's ... ". 12° Campbell was also 
responsible for an important edition of the Theaetetus in 1861, and he was also 
ca-editor along withJowett of a critica! edition of the Respublíca in three volumes 
which carne out in 1894. Campbell's theory of the order in which the Platonic 
dialogues were composed was in fact accepted by many scholars such as the eminent 
Ritter and Lutoslawsky. 121 The Jowett-Campbell edition of the Respublica and 
that of the Theaetetus were part of an unfinished project of critical editions of 
Plato which had been initiated by the Balliol team in 1860 with Edward Poste's 
Phílebus and followed seven years later by James Ridell's Apología. In this later 
work Socrates was represented as a rationalist as in Grote's portrayal, but in the 
end guilty of threatening democracy. Riddell's edition included a Platonic lexicon 
that is still very useful. 

Ingram Bywater's currículum is brief but very impressive. He was also a pupil 
of J owett but above all a friend and follower of Pattison. In 1869 he discovered 
passages from the lost Protreptícus by Aristotle inserted in Iamblichus's Protreptí

cus. 122 According to him the Syrian philosopher was in the habit of copying piec
es of Platonic dialogues ad líteram, without any previous warning. 12 3 The inter
esting classicist from Exeter went on to observe and find other pieces which didn't 
correspond to Iamblichus's style nor to that of any other known writer, but to 
Aristotle. And this was how he began the task of recovering Aristotle's text, which 
was carried on by his followers. Also from this period is his arride questioning 

119 Campbell, 1867. Cf Tumer, 1981, p. 388; Taylor, 1977, pp. 11and18; Guthrie, 1967-1981, vol. rv, 
pp. 49-53. 

12º Quoted by Bames / Stopper, 1981, p. 273. 
12 1 Taylor, 1977, p. 18. 
122 "On a Lost Dialogue of Aristotle",Journal of Philology 2 (1 869) pp. 55-69. 
123 Information from Guthrie, 1967-1981, vol. I, pp. 171 and 330 ff., and vol. VI, p. 76; Lloyd-Jones, 

1982, pp. 18-19. 
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the authenticity of the fragments of Philolaus and their possible manipulation by 
Plato in the Timaeus. 124 In 1877, he published an edition of the fragments of 
Heraclitus which was aimed at continuing the work of reconstructing the work of 
the philosopher of Ephesus which Paul Schuster had begun a little earlier. Ac
cording to Rodolfo Mondolfo, the Oxonian Hellenist's version was the best until 
the appearance of Hermann Diels's edition in 1901. 125 Bywater's criterion of or
dering the fragments according to content and notas unconnected aphorisms, 
was accepted by Zeller, Burnet and Lortzing among others, and rejected by Di
els, Kirk and Gigon, among modern scholars. However, his research continues to 
be an extremely valuable point of reference with regard to studies on Heraclitus. 
His edition, translation and commentaries of Aristotle's Poetica which he pub
lished in 1909, 126 is still today an important work of reference. Moreover, during 
the early 1880's Bywater founded the Oxford Aristotelian Society, which was the 
nucleus and starting point of a series of works of philological and philosophical 
research such as many of Ross's editions of commentaries and Joachim's version 
of De Generatione. 127 

A. W Benn's The Greek Philosophers was also published during this last quar
ter of the century, in 1882. He wanted to follow in the steps of Grote, Schleier
macher, Zeller, Teichmuller and Schuster among others, and his work even in 
1941 was still considered by an editor of Aristotle as a work of great scientific 
relevance: "Excellent analysis and interpretation of Greek philosophy in its his
torical setting" .128 The same year 1882 saw the publication of William Lambert 
Newman's monumental edition of Aristotle's Politica. He was a Balliol man and_of 
J owett's issue and his teacher lived long enough to see the first of what were la ter 
to be four volumes by such an able student. In the following year, Thomas Hill 
Green, the famous Hegelian, published Prolegomena to Ethics, which contained 
the essence of his classes at Balliol, very much in line with Jowett, Grant and 
Nettleship with regard that is to the distance from the historical context. 

But Green, like his fictitious pupil Robert Elswere, abandoned the Christian 
faith and sought after an effective substitute for his lost religious belief in philos
ophy. Hence, instead of Christianising the Greeks he adopted and developed the 
evolutionist stance of]owett, to the point of stating that Christianity was a fruit 

124 "On the Fragments attributed to Philolaus the Pythagorean'',Journal of Philology (1868) pp. 20-5 3. 
125 Heracliti Ephesii Reliquiae, Oxford, 1877 . My sources are Lloyd-Jones, 1982, p. 18, and Mondolfo, 

1971, pp. 28-9. 
126 Aristotle, 1909. 
127 Bames / Stopper, 1981, p. 283, n. 36. 
128 Richard McKeon, editor of The Basic Works of Aristotle, p. xxxv. 
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of Greek culture, which was very daring for the time. The absence of religion did 
not mean the loss of Christian values, and Green did exactly what Nietzsche crit
icised the British for doing: he renounced his faith but not morality. He coincid
ed with Aristotle in conceiving man as a social entity and his reading of the Ethica 
Nichomachea is full of Platonic idealism and the civic nationalist spirit of Balliol, 
whose main aim was to form a responsible political class. Richard L. Nettleship, 
who died prematurely whilst climbing Montblanc, expressed how he conceived of 
social solidarity and the future of the nation in Essays on Plato's Republic. His criteri
on regarding the political commitment of the intellectual elite of the country was 
similar to Green's and the work was published posthumously in 1897. The book, 
which in fact was a collection of his lecture notes at Balliol, has already been 
commented on in connection with eugenics, but it should be stressed here that 
Nettleship radicalised Coleridge's proposal, which had been adhered to by Jowett 
and the Balliol idealists. Nettleship thus transformed Victorian admiration for 
individual liberty into the paternalistic dedication of the civil service or esprit de 
corps of high civil servants in imitation as he said, of the Platonic guardians. 

Two very relevant works were brought out in 1892: the Notes on the Nichoma
chean Ethics, a dense and critica! study by ].A. Stewart of Christ Church Oxford 
which tried to present the conservative counterbalance to the liberal and idealist 

. studies on Aristotle, and the well known Early Greek Philosophy, by John Burnet, 
professor of St. Andrews in Scotland. Burnet followed Bywater's global interpre
tation of the fragments of Heraclitus. In 1893 we have the controversia! publica
tion of Plato and Platonism by Walter Pater, who portrayed a relativist, aestheticist 
and even homosensual conception of Plato's philosophy. Pater's reading was also 
politically reactionary and extremely sexist. His admiration for Doric discipline 
and the virility inherent in the mili tia was mixed with a quest for almost monastic 
arder within an uncertain world in crisis. 

The end of the century produced many scholarly works such as the Philo
sophical Theory of the State by Bernard Bosanquet in 1899 from Balliol, where the 
hierarchies of Jowett and Nettleship entered into more rigid and impersonal 
ground than that of Green. This was that of the state as administrator and judge 
of what was Good, which was also more dangerous ground. A little later on and 
into the Edwardian period, yet another Balliol scholar, Ernest Barker in 1906 
wrote Political Thought of Plato and Aristotle, where he offered an interpretation of 
integration between the citizens and the pólis by means of a sole moral project 
which was less authoritarian and classist or racist than that of Bosanquet. Despite 
having inherited Oxford idealism, Barker is not insensitive to Plato's dictatorial 
side, nor does he refute Grote's observations nor the protests of the Utilitarians. 
Even so, the collectivist notion of late Victorianism is present in his thought. It 
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however, takes the form of a pluralist state, democratically elected and adminis
tered by the most competent, who were to work for the benefit of the society that 
had elected them. 

James Adams was chronologically between Bosanquet and Barker, but he rep
resented the rival alma mater. He was a Cambridge academic and an applied scholar 
at the university of Aberdeen where he was initiated into Platonism by the editor of 
Phaedo, W G. Geddes. In 1902 he published a monumental edition of the Respubli
ca, which rivalled that of]owett-Campbell, and continues to be a critica! commen
tary of the first arder on the Greek text. Even though he was notan Oxonian, 
Adam shared Bosanquet's conviction that the assignment of occupations and trades 
to citizens by the guardians had to be unquestioned and irrevocable so that arder 
and satisfaction could prosper: "every class of persons in the cornmunity ... has a 
certain distinctive type of mind which fits its members for their fonctions ... ".129 

Changes and personal aspirations, or the attempt to try a profession that was not 
chosen out for one had to be repressed in the name of subordination to the com
mon Good. Nonetheless, Bosanquet as well as Adam and Pater refused to acknowl
edge the regimentation of Plato's poli tics or of their own political ideals. 

This overview of philosophical acadernic activity at Oxford during the Victorian 
era was meant to give the background to a picture in whichJ owett's immense figure 
seems to take up almost all the space. We were able to see that Pattison was right 
when he spoke of a philosophical reviva/ in the studies of Aristotle, but it is also true 
that the Stagirite philosopher was basically studied with regard to his ethics and 
politics, whereas the Physica did not receive much attention and his greatMetaphysica 
was left untouched until 1924 when Sir David Ross translated it. la contrast Plato 
predorninated in research and interest in the sphere of metaphysical thought. The 
detailed studies of the Respublica and of Plato's overall political vision, his aesthetics, 
his religious sentiment, his epistemology and idealism lead to a more complete 
knowledge of the philosopher of the Academy than of the peripatet:ic philosopher. 
At the same time we saw a state of affairs where more rigour was demanded in the 
study of Aristotle, which in consequence lead to a growing interest in Plato and 
sorne of the pre-Socratics. And in tum, the interest in Plato brought about an interest 
in exploring those areas of Aristotle which had not been much explored until then, 
such as metaphysics, psychology, physics and his theory of art. 

As regards the rivalry betweenJowett and Pattison and the accusations of a 
lack of scientific rigour which the latter directed at J owett, we could conclude 
that his own words and those of others as well as the at times schoolish style 

129 Bosanquet quoted by Turner, 1981, p. 440. 
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whichJowett sometí.mes employed seem to favour Pattison's position.Jowett was 
nota great erudite like Grate, Bywater, Bumet or Ross. But he possessed so much 
strength of character that he left his imprint on nineteenth century Oxford and 
even managed to transform Plato into a Victorian, precisely, among other things, 
because he was more within reach and therefore more popular than the great 
wise men. J owett's work, rather than passing on in to the annals of historiography 
and archaeology of Greek philosophy, occupies a very prominent place in the 
history of the ideology of his time. His pedagogical vocation which clashed with 
Pattison's academicism and that ofhis supporters, points to the key element with
in his project: to teach rather than to inform. 

An interesting anecdote by Logan Pearsall Smith, who was a student ofJowett's 
ironically and justly portrays the general atmosphere and Jowett's disposition on 
the subject. However, Smith begins by examining the Oxford conception of the 
sacred mission of the university: "The word 'research' as a university ideal had, 
indeed, been ominously spoken in Oxford by that extremely cantankerous person, 
Mark Pattison, sorne years ago; but the notion of this ideal, threatening as it did to 
discredit the whole tutorial and examination system which was making Oxford into 
the highest of high schools for boys, was received there with anger and contempt. 
In Balliol, the birthplace and most illustrious home of this great system, it was re
garded with especial scom ... if the means they provided were not to be spent in 
helping ambitious young men on the first rungs of the ladder of worldly success, 
but used, as Mark Pattison's ill-mannered supporters suggested, in the maintenance 
of researchers, .. . would not the whole tutorial system be deprived of one of its 
important features, and the university endowments be seriously abused?". 130 Ac
cording to this testimony, Oxford's commitment therefore was towards society or 
rather to the upper classes more than to science. BenjaminJowett who headed this 
forming tendency, during a tutorial reacted to the young and wavering L. P. Smith 
in the following fashion: "I remember once, when staying with him at Malvem, 
inadvertently pronouncing the ill-omened word. 'Research!' the Master exclaimed. 
'Research!' he said. 'A mere excuse for idleness; it has never achieved, and will nev
er achieve, any results of the slightest value"' .131 E ven so, due to its economic pow
er and to its prestige Balliol was to become an important centre of researchers and 
specialists in classical studies until well into the twentieth century. 

According to Turner, the antagonism between the two Oxford bands and the 
prevalence of the pedagogical sector over the supporters of academicism had the 

!3o Smith, 1938, pp. 168-70. 
131 !bid. 
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effect of delaying the academic race which seemed to have started with Grant's 
Ethica. Barnes <loes not agree on this. I think that, rather than having stifled re
search, J owett's influence within the university and in the Clarendon Press could 
have in fact favoured the publication Plato's works instead of other subjects. Pla
tonism for J owett was a philosophy of life which almost perfectly embodied his 
exemplifying ideal, anda more widespread circulation of Plato's philosophy was a 
good thing, especially if it was under his control. Consequently the eighteen six
ties were not sterile years but was the production of works on Plato by Campbell, 
Riddell, Poste and Bywater which we have already mentioned. lt is however true 
that the eighties and the nineties, when J owett was growing old and died, saw a 
strong peripatetic drive with Bywater's Aristotelian Society. As in all areas where 
politics has room for manoeuvre, so in this case, rather than the idea itself, the 
main beneficiaries were the supporters of the idea who found themselves in pow
er. The cases of Green and N ettleship are a good example of this. Both of them 
were Balliol men, students of J owett, and had clearly inherited his thought, but 
their independence and popularity among the students rather than their academ
ic interests were what produced mixed feelings towards them in the Master. By 
coincidence oras a consequence, neither of the two published anything during 
their lifetimes. 

J owett demanded submission and Pattison demanded complicity. Alfred Ed
ward Housman, the scholar poet who <lid not adhere to either of the two under
stood the situation quite well during his stay at Oxford during the late sixties. He 
considered that J owett had perhaps gone too far but he added that Pattison <lid 
practically nothing about it. According to Housman who was J owett's student for 
a <lay, he refused to continue attending his classes "disgusted by the Professor's 
disregard for the niceties of scholarship".132 Housman wrote with scathing irony 
in his note books: "J owett's Plato: the best translation of a Greek philosopher 
which has ever been executed by a person who understood neitl1er philosophy 
nor Greek". 133 The Blackwood's Magazine, stated in an obituary of 1897 that "to 
scholarship in the structure sense of the term, Mr. Jowett had no serious preten
sions".134 And in fact Jowett's translations were more renowned for their prose 
than for their rigour. But what then was his objective in teaching and translating 

Plato towards the middle of the century? 

132 An often quoted sentence. Cf Brink, 1986, p. 131; Ogilvie, 1964, p. 132, and Lloyd-Jones, 1982, p. 
16; and Bam es / Stopper, 1981, p. 274. 

133 Quoted by Brink, 1986, p. 130. 
134 Quoted by Bames / Stopper, 1981, p. 274. 
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As he himself said, it was a question of beginning toread him, and in this way 
to connect with his thought, but always from an eighteenth century or British 
perspective: "The distinctions of 2000 years have fixed themselves in our thoughts, 
it is not in an instant, by a mere effort of the will that we are able to disentangle 
ourselves, but by long study and reflection. We are like persons trying to look at 
objects through cut glass. This applies to all philosophical or theological writings 
of primitive or ancient times". 135 The references to his didactic goals in detri
ment to the level of scientific excellence are numerous. Sir Alexander Grant found 
him more "remarkable for knowledge than for thoughtfulness". 136 And W L. 
Newman, the great editor of Aristotle's Politica claims thatJowett was more suit
ed to the competitive exam system -which opened the doors of St. Paul's and 
Balliol to him- rather than to mature and in depth research. 137 What's more, 
the Platonic professor one <lay around 1859 confessed to him that "he hada lurk
ing suspicion that speculative thought on philosophical questions unfitted men 
for active pursuits if carried beyond a certain point". 138 He put many obstacles in 
Sir Arthur Evans's way before allowing a chair of archaeology to be set up at 
Oxford in 1885 at the Ashmolean Museum, whereas the British School of Ar
chaeology had already been active in Athens since 1879. 

On the other hand we have the fact that Pattison, who was very critica! to 
what he considered to be J owett's haute vulgarisation, 139 was a pioneer in England 
of William von Humboldt's scientificist university ideal. He offered no monu
mental contribution to contrast the mediocrities of the Master of Balliol. Patti
son suffered due to the lack of intellectual activity at Oxford, which according to 
him was due to J owett's obsession for exams and the importance given to marks. 
There is an anecdote about an applied student who arrived in Lincoln bringing 
with him a great interest in classical studies. Pattison however put him off with 
the following words: "My young friend, I am very grieved to tell you that if you 
have come up to Oxford with the idea of getting knowledge, you must give that 
up at once. We have bought you, and we're running you for two plates, Mods 
and the Finals". 140 But, though he was frustrated by the fact that university had 
been reduced to the level of a higher school, the Master of Lincoln maintained 
his role as a bystander, as Housman points out. 141 And despite the undeniable 

l35 Jowett Papers, I B 25, p. 3. 
136 Jowett Papers, I E 20, 8, p. 3. The reference is W L. Newman's. 
13 7 Jowett Papers, I E 20, 8, p. 6. 
138 Jowett Papers, I E 20, 8, p. 5. 
139 In fact this expression belongs to Bames / Stopper, 1981, p. 274. 
l40 Quoted by Brink, 1986, p. 129. 
141 !bid. p. 132. 
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importance of his works: his memoirs, the arrides he wrote on academic life at 
Oxford, his analysis of the study of philology and philosophy in Britain, his fa
mous collaboration in Essays and Reviews on the history of theology, a prolific 
series of various essays, the biographies of Milton and Casaubon and the life of 
Scaliger which he was not able to finish, he lacked the necessary capo/avaro in 
order to enter in to the exclusive circle of the immortals. J owett on the other hand 
had ensured his place with his Plato. 

It was precisely this dilettante trait that earned him a harsh caricature in 
George Eliot's Middlemarch, in the guise of that dark characteir who had been 
purposely named 'Mr. Casaubon', a direct allusion to the French XVII century 
philologist Isaac Casaubon who had been extensively studied by the Aristotelian 
of Lincoln College. In the novel, Casa u bon, scholarly but egocentric, insensitive 
and full of complexes, has as his life project an enormous and never ending "Key 
to all Mythologies", which was beyond his doubtful intellectual capacity and which 
is questioned by his wife, the young and interesting Dorothea Brooke. Pattison's 
wife in real life was young, beautiful and presumably unsatisfied, and so she was 
parodied in WH. Mallock's The New Republic under the name of Lady Grace, a 
sensitive and feminist woman. It is logical that George Eliot's portrayal should be 
exaggerated or even cruel. According to many, Pattison had a refined and tor
tured nature, as well asan extremely high intelligence and true devotion to knowl
edge. However, what now seems evident is that the highly specialised German 
university model which he wanted -though he himself was curiously very dis
persed- would not have permitted the social intermingling between the oligar
chy and the upper middle classes at Oxford. Such a degree of excellence, when 
there was no state school system, would have automatically excluded those who 
lacked cultural pedigree: Pattison did not arrive at Oxford at the right time. 

In contrasta multitude of factors such as luck, his ability to take advantage of 
opportunities, social changes, his dominating personality and self assurance with 
regard to his professional ambition as well as the providencial nature of his re
forms, coupled with the fact that his interests coincided with an important sector 
of Victorian Oxford together with his political talent, converted .Jowett into the 
arbiter philosophiae of the city of the steeples during most of the second half of the 
century. Nevertheless, it was in fact Pattison who, whether in good or bad faith, 
we do not know, suggested that he take on the enormous task of translating Plato. 
It seems that the Master of Lincoln had miscalculated the extent of his rival's 

influence. 



rv. THEPLANNINGOFHIS 
TRANSLATION OF PLATO BEFORE 1871 

IN RELATION TO ]OWETT'S PERSONAL morality and his theological morality 
both Frank M. Turner and Lionel Tollemache refer to two Jowetts. 142 Turner 
however divides up J owett's life in to two periods which coincide chronological
ly with his changes in thinking. These are the reformist and liberal period dur
ing the 50's and the 60's and the second more rigid and less tolerant period after 
1871 when he was designated dean at Balliol and carried out his famous transla
tion of Plato. 143 Was the course of Jowett's life then similar to that of Plato? 
Let us go back a little. In 184 7, when J owett formally established classes on 
Plato, he had become a young, demanding yet popular tutor. In fact his good 
reputation as a teacher went back to 1845 when he began teaching Greek phi
losophy: "the first lectures did not close without a mention of Socrates and 
Plato ... ".144 During the 50's his lessons not only finished with Plato but also 
started with him, and Platonic philosophy took up the first half of the year. 145 

The second half was dedicated to Greek thought before Platonism, but his eval
uation of the pre-Socratics was a far cry from the relevance that is attributed to 
them nowadays. According to Faber,Jowett saw them in this light:" ... these the 
pre-Socratic philosophers were inspired dabblers, excited amateurs; the kind of 
matter to stir the dawning intelligences of young men, the kind of matter which 
-for sorne accidental and unknown cause- had helped him to quicken his 
own intellectual curiosity and led him towards his magnum opus, the transla
tion and interpretation of Plato" .146 

142 In Faber, 1957, p. 142. 
143 Cf Turner, 1981, p. 414. 
144 In Faber, 1957, p. 160. 
145 !bid. 
146 !bid. p. 161. 
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In any case, Jowett was never to write a book on Greek philosophy, nor did 
any of his students compile the notes taken during his classes, as was the case of 
Godfrey R. Benson with regard to the late Nettleship. Jowett's ideas on Plato 
after 1871 must be reconstructed based on his prologues to each dialogue of his 
editions of Plato. As far as the previous period is concerned and his non-written 
ideas, the most reliable source are the J owett Papers of Balliol College and the 
testimonies of the time, as we have seen at the beginning of this section. InJowett's 
notebooks from the fifties there is a series of notes which can orientate us as to 
his early treatment of Plato. According to these notes, it is quite probable that he 
was first attracted to Platonism by the combination of poli tics and metaphysics in 
the Respublica: "Plato's politics are not for Greek states only but for all times. It is 
commendable that the particular world in which the world is cast may change 
1000 years hence -ideas of property may change- strict priva te interests be 
absorbed in public ones and still the Respublica will always retain its meaning". 147 

Jowett was a man of his time. Until this prosperous first half of the century it 
would have been inconceivable for the son of a furrier to aspire to influence at 
Oxford. Whereas now the middle classes had access to the circles that were pre
viously restricted to the aristocratic elites. This in turn had favoured the appear
ance of figures who had grown under the protective wings of liberalism and, de
spite the fact that Britain was a class ridden society, they were able to aspire to 
directing the nation, or at least, to have their voices heard by those who did. Such 
was the case ofDickens, Carlyle and BenjaminJowett, to mention the mostwell
known. Jowett built his dominion at Oxford, more precisely at Balliol College, 
and with philosophy. Not even Grate, a member of Parliament, with a political 
party to back him, and a salid fortune and his well earned reputation as one of the 
few great British classical researchers, was to exercise as much influence on the 
political ideology of his compatriots. 

The meritocratic and paternalistic concessions made by an aristocratic Plato 
awakened the fantasy of a new ethics among many Victorians. Without abandoning 
the demanding moral elements of Protestantism, this new ethics preached the 
government of the virtuous and consequently a very critica! and non-patrimonial 
selection of the heads of state. If it was a question now of choosing the best rather 
than the atavistic inheritors. In theory any young man who was brilliant and 
patriotic could compete for the highly satisfactory reward ofbeing chosen to pilot 
the nation. At least this was the young Jowett's experience. Though he lacked 
titles of nobility and the support of an illustrious background, he decided to crea te 

147 Jowett Papers, I B20, p. 120. 
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a new oligarchy which was more functional and more within reach than the 
previous one and he <lid so without confrontation. He thus tumed Balliol College 
in to a factory of gentlemen with pragmatic Platonic souls, zealously configurated 
by himself, a former scholarship student of St. Paul's. Another note from the 
same notebook reveals Jowett's discovery, in other words, the substitution of the 
tightly closed ecclesiastical ancien régime by a layman ideology which was 
disciplined and Christian: "Remarkable how far the dreams of Plato and the 
Platonic dream of Aristotle's theoría were fulfilled-The Christian Church is in a 
great measure the realisation of the govemment of philosophers, and philosophy 
has certainly raised itself on the ruins of politics". 148 The transition which he 
draws out between Hellenic contemplation and the Christian church is interesting 
for from theological hegemony he goes onto philosophical hegemony. He 
considered that it was in the latter where the key to change during the middle of 
the century was to be found. 

Jowett's conversion to Platonism was gradual but steady. He was aware that 
the infighting within the Church of England weakened it. He had also seen that 
liberal theological criticism, which he himself took part in, had led toan inevita
ble loss of faith as occurred with Robert Elsmere in fiction. Consequently, he 
comprehended that a more secularised period needed another kind of credo. As 
Nietzsche pointed out, the lack of religion was compensated by the establish
ment of the Platonic morality of the Leges. This entailed the conservation of tra
ditional values but with an added sense of duty anda commitment on the part of 
the educated sector of society to preserving the grandeur and well being of the 
nation. In another note book from 1858, Jowett lays clown the theory which was 
to bring him into confrontation with Pattison later on, that education can be 
informative, formative, or both things at the same time. The first option, "almost 
wholly false", 149 he considered to be originate from the sophists. The second, in 
contrast, "very nearly true, ... the second is that of Plato himself...". 150 As regards 
the third option he states that it had no precedents in antiquity. 

This Platonic pedagogical ideal was to shape his interpretation of Platonism 
and his work at Balliol and later on influenced his work as the head of the gover
nors of the university. Albeit, there were certain perturbing elements in the Athe
nian philosopher which it was best to avoid: "The metaphysical philosophy of 
Greece belongs to a world which has passed away. The thoughts of Plato are not 
our thoughts and it's only by an effort of imagination that we can throw ourselves 

148 ]bid. 
149 Jowett Papers, I B 26, p. l. 
150 ]bid. 
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into their meaning. The more we consider them the more necessary it seems to 
limit ourselves to the stage of language and of education in which they appeared. 
They are ata great distance from us & seen only partially. The older philosophical 
ideas out of which they arose are very imperfectly wom to us .... But the beginnings 
of reflection have a great charm and interest for us, and their educacional value is 
out of all proportion to their scientific truth .... ". 151 The subject of the family as a 
form of social organisation which Plato undervalued in the Respublica was some
thing that vexed him, not to mention masculine homoeroticism, which Plato de
fended in the Phaedrus and the Symposium. Yet despite all, he was fascinated by 
Plato's forming of the political class and by his transcendental religiious sentiment. 
In 1867, he even wrote that "the notion of God in Plato" was on a level "far higher 
than in the Old Testament". 152 Unlike Sewell and Oakley, therefore,Jowett had no 
need of christianising Plato for he seemed to Platonise Christianity instead. 

Between the 40's and the 50'sJowett went through the happiest period ofhis 
life. His studies on Kant and Hegel and his trips to Germany are from this time. 
He met Schelling in person, and he could have even bumped into Marx at the 
library of the British Museum from 1849 onwards. It was around 1848 that he 
began his "reading parties", always travelling up north to Yorkshire or Scotland 
and accompanied by promising young talents of Oxford, such as Swinburne. These 
outings were what started off the rumours about his enigmatic sexuality: "It carne 
to be supposed that he must have discovered a trick of landing his young men at 
this or that starting point, where they would find themselves treated with sorne 
peculiar favour which he had managed to procure for them by sorne more or less 
backstairs ingenuity". 153 Even so there is not the least bit of evidence regarding a 
manifest pederastic inclination on the part of the Victorian translator. 

During these Platonic strolls he re-read the Respublica with his pupils and 
prepared the course on Plato, always from an idealist perspective: "Everyone knows 
that speaking of Plato you must speak of 'the ideas"'. 154 In fact, in his class notes 
from the end of the fifties he makes a very suggestive study on the word idéa with 
regard to Plato: "The meaning of the word idéa, in old Greek, is 'visible' form, 
which it retains in Plato ... In not befare the time of Plato, or we may say, Socrates, 
does it appear in the sense of noetón as the parádeigma of which aisthetá is the 
shadow or reflect". 155 It is possible that Dr. Robert Scott had given a dissertation 

l5l Jowett Papers, ID 38/8, p. 8. 
152 In Faber, 1957, p. 146. 
153 !bid. p. 39. 
154 Jowett Papers, I B 23, p. 111. 
155 !bid. 
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at Balliol on the evolution from idéa to eidéa, from the sensual idéa te kalón of the 
beautiful son of Archistrates in Pindar's tenth Olympic, 156 right up to the unique 
form or principle of the Sophista 253d: the form that runs through the interior of 
things, a kind of unique constant within multiplicity, as it appears in the Parmenides 

132a. 
Laying aside the academic tradition in the study of the word idéa, it is quite 

possible that J owett was also influenced by the following interpretation which 
Coleridge made of the term in the Biographia Literaria: "The word idéa in its 
original sense ... represented the visual abstraction of a distant object ... Plato 
adopted itas a technical term, andas the antithesis to ... sensuous images ... In this 
sense the word became the property of the Platonic school; and it seldom occurs 
in Aristotle, without sorne such phrase annexed to itas according to Plato, oras 
Plato says.". 157 

Throughout J owett's notebooks, in which he prepared his lessons on Plato 
we find a philological use of language and an analysis of words which does not 
always come across in his introductions to the dialogues. This reflects a reflexive 
interest in language which goes beyond the nuances of his written commentaries. 
Despite these differences, it is important to point out from the very start that 
even though he was attracted by Platonic poli tics, it is the metaphysical side which 
he dealt with the most in his lectures. We repeatedly find, page after page, an 
emphasis on the fact that "the theory of ideas or knowledge is the whole of the 
Platonic philosophy". 158 Similarly Jowett draws a direct link between science and 
morality which marked out an intellectual tendency that brought him into oppo
sition with Pattison, regardless of the fact that it was a characteristic Socratic 
association: "Ethics enter into it so far as they can be transformed into knowl
edge" .159 According to] owett here lay the essential difference between Plato and 
Aristotle: "There are no Platonic Ethics in the sense of Aristotle's Ethics-, that 
is, no application of Ethics in the individual except in scattered remarks". 16º 

Plato's great impact asJowett saw it was his sense of transcendence. The fact 
that Plato's ethics was the product of an integral whole, in which knowledge, per
sonal and public morality and religious sentiment were inextricably interlinked, 
reflects that which he wanted to do with philosophy. In a certain sense it was a 
question of informing and above all, of forming at the same time, of imbuing the 

156 In Pindar, 1978, p. 118. 
l 57 Coleridge, 1987, p. 5 7, n. l. 
158 Jowett Papers, I B 23, p. 113. 
159 !bid. 
160 !bid. 
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student with a moreover mystical sense of duty by means of a philosophical-poet
ical seduction that J owett found to be irresistible: "this philosophy, which seems 
so haunted yet assumes an almost (Pen ... ch?) 161 variety of forms .... it may ... carry 
on the discussion only in Eleatic language of being and not being, ... it may con
ceive other ideas sometimes as existing in a mind, at other times as if they had no 
more to do with a mind than an object in space ( ... ?) it may take them out of the 
world and bring them back in to it again. Still, to the practica! eye, the main ques
tion is still the same -the way to true knowledge and true being. Through the 
hindrances which are occasioned by partial or imperfect knowledge we are always 
on the steps of that ladder, to use Plato's image, which leads us to heaven that is 
the idea of the Good". 162 

Over the years and with power in his hands,Jowett lost sorne ofhis imagina
tive flight and gained in pragmatism, increasing his capacity for relating the prob
lems of antiquity with those of his time. He <lid so as one who had taken on the 
mission of redirecting the education of the ruling classes of his country. Hence 
his ha bit of advising that in order to approach Plato "the Phaedrus :is best suited to 
be an introduction to his system". 163 It reflects the conviction th:at he expressed 
during his years as a tutor previous to his years as dean. During that time he 
would state in the manner of the Romantic poets that Plato was "a philosophical 
and poetical genius", 164 or that he was "the poet or maker of ideas", 165 "the last 
of the poets". 166 And, on a moment of extreme exaltation he even went on to say 
that as a poet he was unsurpassable: "There is nothing in all tragedians, ancient 
or modern, nothing in poetry or history (with one exception), like the last hours 
of Socrates in Plato". 167 

From the composed manner in whichJowett delivered such words it is obvi
ous that poetry during the Victorian age was totally compatible with philosophy 
and even reconcilable with pragmatic considerations. Plato's thought was too ethe
real and unreal for the idealist of previous periods. During this period however 
it was viewed as a combination of sensibility and common sense to such an ex
tent that Jowett and many others considered that, more than a development of 
Platonism, Neoplatonism was actually a betrayal of Plato, a radical misrepresen
tation of his philosophy, an erroneous diversion towards mystici:sm, "instead of 

16l Illegible in the original. 
162 Jowett Papers, I B 23, p. 115. 
163 !bid. 
164 Abbott & Campbell, 1897, vol. II, p. 88. 
165 Jowett, 1871, vol. I, p. xxviii. 
166 Jowett, 1953, introduction to the Laws, p. 187. 
167 Jowett, 1875, introduction to the Phaedo, p. 427. 
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advancing from the abstract to the concrete".168 Jowett's renowned sense of evo
lution conceived 'progress' as 'more concretisation'. E ven so, he was not closed 
to certain poetical thoughts such as those of Tennyson who was a ble to maintain 
his identity as a poet within the status quo and went along with it. ln fact, besides 
Keats and Shelley, who were too young and rebellious for the convencional pro
fessor, usefol poetry was a part of the paideía of a young Oxonian, and it tied in 
very nicely with the political project of refined and well thinking men. 

Jowett was portrayed by Graham Greene as a poet, or at least this is how 
his character addresses Swinburne, with deep conviction: "Poetry feeds and 
waters the passions- Plato said that". 169 Jowett's Plato between the 40's and 
the 60's was an ambiguous thinker: "So ideal yet so sensual... So profound yet 
so elementary ... So logical yet so magical ... What does he mean by epistéme?". 170 

This is where the difficulties in understanding Plato resided, as he said in his 
classes: "No ancient writer has this double character of ancient and modern 
equally as Plato". 171 It is then that he carne up with the concept of intellectual 
evolution, and put into practice a relatively historicist perspective, which was 
up to then unknown at Oxford which had relentlessly viewed Plato through 
Christianity. Jowett defended Plato's antiquity and was in favour of a closer 
familiarity with his context in order to better understand him. And to more 
easily disguise his weak points: "Though the great man rises above his age part 
of his greatness consists also in this, that he truly represents his age. And until 
we understand his age he remains a riddle and a mystery to us. That is the 
reason why I propase to approach the study of Plato through the mental or 
philosophical characteristics of his age". 172 

Besides being a poet Plato also becomes, "not a system - but a method, a 
growth, a progress, a movement of thought from one position to another- Bet
ter to call ita poem than a system". 173 He is an excepcional disciple of Socrates 
and more perfect than his teacher, for, in contrast to Grate, the Victorian transla
tor considered the dogmatism of the old Plato to be a symptom of his intellectual 
maturity: "from the irony and negative dialectic of Socrates, he builds a standing 
point of his own. It is a progress from the exuberance of youth". 174 He is also a 
great statesman, even though he omits the plurality of individual personalities in 

168 Jowett, 1953, introduction to the Laws, p. 187. The italics are mine. 
169 Greene, 1981, p. 26. 
l 70 J owett Papers, I B 2 5, p. l. 
171 !bid. p. 3. 
172 !bid. p. 5. 
173 !bid. p. 34. 
174 !bid. 
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conceiving the unity of the state175 and also, despite the fact that he ignores the 
basic principies of human nature in dismembering the family unit in the Respubli
ca. Yet despite all these failings which were typical of a less developed period, the 
west is immensely indebted to Plato's politics. His state is, from the very start, 

Ideal, equally prepared far philosophy as it is far war: "This is the Spartan Com
monwealth which Plato has also made a city of philosophers and a kingdom of 
heaven". 176 

I must confess that on reading the J owett Papers one is struck by a teacher 
with a great seductive talent and who is much more approachable than the com
plex erudition of Grate or than Pater's at times too artificial affectation. His sim
ple explanations, his metaphors, the images that he uses to illustrate his English 
Plato are suggestive enough to stimulate the interest of an auditorium. It there
fare comes as no surprise thatJowett's lectures were packed from 1842 until 1854, 
despite Housman's scorn. 177 Nor is it strange that his edition of Plato became so 
popular even though it seems that he was more interesting in person than on 
paper. One can say that he was totally consistent with his pedagogical objective, 
which was to teach the reading of Plato and to bring him closer to the university 
public and to the man in the street, far "the question really is not in what arder 
Plato's philosophy grew up, or in what arder it may be scientifically arrayed, but 
how it may be made most intelligible to us" .178 The problems arise when he 
manipulates his interpretation in an extremely arbitrary fashion, in the name of 
intelligibility. 

Jowett had other occupations at the same time. In 1831, the philosopher Sir 
William Hamilton, after two trips to Germany between 1817 and 1820, wrote a 
couple of articles in the Edinburgh Review, in which he denounced the anachro
nism of the British system of colleges. Quite obviously his criticism <lid not pros
per.179 He insisted on the subject three years later and demanded that the non 

conformists be admitted to the universities as well as pointing out the obsolete 
nature of the norm that prevented tutors from marrying. He also accused the 
colleges of accumulating wealth whilst the university did not have resources far 
research, and of discriminating against those talented students with no financia} 

175 !bid. p. 3. 
176 The quote of the data that surrounds it are from the J owett Papers, I B 2 5, p. 45. 
177 We should remember that he only attended one of]owett's classes because he found him not to be 

very scholarly. Cf Brink, 1986, p. 131; Ogilvie, 1964, p. 132, and Lloyd-Jones, 1982, p. 16; and 
Barnes / Stopper, 1981, p. 274. 

l78 JowettPapers,IB 19,p. 79. 
179 I have obtained the information onJowett and University Refonn from Faber, 1957, pp. 189-202; 

and Abbott & Campbell, 1897, pp. 172-94. 
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means. In 1846 J owett and Stanley were called on by a member of Parliament to 
write out a report on possible amendments to the existing university law. J owett 
rejected the possibility of Germanising British universities: "Germany has been 
over-educated. Intellect has been developed at the expense of character & will". 180 

Behind this rejection lay apprehension towards Pattison's scientificist model. 
Even so, Jowett was aware that Germany had a considerable advantage over Ox
ford and Cambridge as far as academic levels and resources were concerned. This 
was to be the beginning of the birth of an idea that with time was to take on shape 
and strength and that would also leave a permanent mark on his professional 
career and on the ambivalence of his reputation. Among Hamilton's demands 
were those of promoting scholarships and improving the salaries of professors. 
J owett took him up on this and initiated a Victorian crusade in favour of those 
with fewer means, whom he must logically have identified with: " ... should not 
the effort be ... to raise the val u e of the Scholarships ... to provide the means for 
many more persons of the middling class to find their way through the Universi
ty into professions". 181 It was in fact in theology and the subject of equal oppor
tunities where J owett's liberalism manifested itself more generously. 

Despite the fact that his biographer Geoffrey Faber insisted on the Master's 
lack of political affiliation, 182 Jowett quite openly alluded to his party preferences 
in a letter to J ohn Nichol that dealt precisely with public education and the change 
of power from outdated ecclesiastical dominance and over to the innovative cen
tres of the universities: "We, who are of liberal opinions are at war with the world, 
and therefore should have as little antagonism and friction with individuals as 
possible ... People tell us of a Conservative reaction ... I don't feel that that much 
matters ... For surelyunder all these political waves there is a moral purpose which 
is unchangeable: the better & higher education of young men ... In the present 
disorganized state of religion this is what the Professor has to aim at: the Univer
sities are a sort of reserve behind the Churches". 183 

Jowett lived his ideal with the vehemence of a mission, for what he was de
fending was not simply a university project but a model of a nation, a politeía 
where theJowetts of this world could also rule, only theJowetts and the nobility 
of course. He also succumbed to the Syracuse syndrome but he carne out of it in 
a more fortunate position than Plato or Heidegger. In 1853, whenJowett at the 
age of thirty-five sat on the Lord Macauley committee which was set up to revise 

I80 Jowett Papers, I E 20/ 20, Obitei- Dicta, p. 18. 
l 8 J In Faber, 1957, p. 197. 
182 !bid. pp. 40-1. 
183 Jowett Papers, I F 11119. September 1863. 
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the selection criteria far civil servants, Gladstone surprised everyone with a Par
liamentary resolution which established an Executive Committee in charge of 
controlling the universities from outside. Jowett, who was a bom leader, had lost 
the first of a small number of battles from which he was to come out victorious. 
In the fallowing year he received the harshest blow to his vanity that he had ever 
received. He lost the elections to the rectorship of Balliol. We cannot go in to this 
subject or the ones that fallow in too much detail because they are not central to 
the development of]owett's Platonism. We shall comment on them nonetheless 
because they help to explain the turn of events that precededJowett's great trans
lation of Plato and the height of his power at Oxford. The old Master of Balliol 
RichardJenkyns happened to die in March 1854 anda new dean had to be cho
sen. Robert Scott and Benjamín J owett, the adored tutor, stood far election and 
Scott won. Jowett was a young man, thirty-six years old but wii:h a great desire to 
direct the college, and Scott was forty-three and had already left Balliol to go and 
live in Scotland. Campbell's reliable version in his biography is that the Greek 
philologist was an easier choice because he was an orthodox theologist, whereas 
Jowett's liberalism could undermine his moral authority at the college. However, 
according to the enemies of the translator of Plato, the final choice was a clear 
rejection of J owett's authoritarianism. 

Whatever the reasons, this electoral defeat left him feeling despondent: "I 
cannot but feel sadly at having lost a position that in this world seemed all I could 
desire". 184 And although years later, after having thought about this event per
haps he even conceded that at the time he was too inexperienced for the post, he 
was so depressed by the outcome that he stopped speaking far a few years. He 
was convinced that he had lost toan unworthy rival and he was notable to fargive 
his colleagues far such humiliation. As Harold Nicholson, the husband of the 
splendid Vita Sackville-West, said after Scott's victory, J owett "withdrew from 
college life and sulked like a Victorian Achilles in his tent". 185 The final triumph 
over Hector-Scott would come sixteen years later, but Jowett received a small 
recompense much sooner than that. A few months later he was nominated Regius 
Professor of Greek at Oxford by Lord Palmerstone. His contestant was Scott 
once again but J owett won on this occasion. 

As far as I see it they could have exchanged posts. It was unfair that Scott, co
author of the most complete lexicon of Greek in a modem language, a true philo
logical monument, should not be recognised as one of the greatest authorities in 

184 Faber, 1957, p. 208. 
l85 Thomas, 1979, p. 33. 
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the Classics, whereas his work as dean went by unnoticed. On the other hand, 
Jowett was ideal for such an important position and years later he showed that he 
was more fitted for it than for that of the Regius Professor of Greek. Regardless 
of whether he was ideal for the nomination the position was an honorary one 
which J owett nevertheless took very seriously as was seen by his work with the 
students. After a lot of squabbling with Dr. Edward B. Pusey of Christ Church, 
die college that paid out salaries by order of Henry the VIII, the meagre 40 pounds 
paid annually for the post became 500 pounds in 1865. Hence both the position 
and J owett were enhanced in status. 

But for a long time befare this monetary recognition, Pusey, who was an 
orthodox fundamentalist of the Oxford Movement and apparently hostile to J owett, 
did all he could to prevent J owett from tasting the satisfaction of such an honor
ary nomination. In 185 5 he presented his first public censure againstJ owett which, 
in the end, earned him the reputation of being a liberal and a rebel against the 
Church of England. It seems that J owett and Stanley had for a long time been 
playing with the idea of translating and editing the Epistles of Saint Paul. This 
collaboration was impeded by a cooling off in their relations, probably dueto the 
fact that Stanley distanced himself from Jowett, slightly bothered by the latter's 
excessive zeal. Despite this, a few months after Jowett's distinction, inJune 1855, 
both friends published their works separately. Stanley's study dealt with the epis
tles to the Corinthians, and hada very lukewarm reception. The research meth
od of J owett's work The Epistles of St. Paul to the Thessalonians, Galatians, Romans, 

inspired Grant towards a scientific approach in his edition of Aristotle's Ethica. 

On the other hand, Jowett's study was strongly criticised by the theologians for 
being too bold, especially in reference to an essay of the second volume entitled 
On Atonement and Satisfaction. 

In short, J owett's thesis was inspired by the tradition of Coleridge, and basi
cally stated that the Dies irae, as it has been interpreted, is very unfair towards 
humanity, and is not faithful to the scriptures. Men have projected their own 
imperfections in God, and they have rendered him vengeful and merciless. It is 
not in fact a critique of the Old Testament, even though earlier on we saw that he 
found a purer conception of God in Plato than in the Hebrew part of the Bible, 
but a criticism of the clergy: "I shall endeavour to show, 1) that these conceptions 
of the work of Christ have no foundation in Scripture; 2) that their growth may 
be traced in ecclesiastical history; 3) that the only sacrifice, atonement, or satis
faction, with which the Christian has to do, is a moral and spiritual one". 186 The 

186 In Faber, 1957, p. 219. 
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notion that the Christian church had lost in charity only to gain in pride and 
intolerance was a commonly shared sentiment among liberal theologians. Few 
dared to say so and Jowett was denounced for heresy and forced to subscribe to 
the thirty-nine arrides of the Anglican faith in order to be able to continue in his 
teaching post. 

In actual fact, J owett had been prevented from preaching at Oxford since 
1851 due to his liberal ideas in theology, which was a significant limitation for a 
practising Christian who wished to form the mind of the faithful. When Stanley 
became rector of Westminster in 1864 he invited him to give se1mons at West
minster Abbey, at St.James church atMarylebone and in parishes outside central 
London. It seems that the revolutionary tutor was very successful in all his ser
mons: "He looks at me as I never knew any preacher do", 187 said the philanthro
pist and Irish journalist Frances Cobbe. Nevertheless, the tutor did not feel com
fortable about his role as a proscribed theologian and around the l 850's he began 
an alternative spiritual road which was freer from the constraints of the orthodox 
theologians but steadfast nonetheless. " ... the better mind of the age is seeking
a religion independent of the accidents of time and place. Those who give up ortho
doxy have nothing to support them; they have no words responding to their higher 
thoughts". 188 The phase of protest inJowett's life was about to break out. 

187 !bid. p. 32 5. 
188 Abbott & Campbell, 1897, vol. II, p. 77. The italics are mine. 



V ESSAYS AND REVIEWS: 
A DIFFICULT EPISODE 

" .. . beware of]owett; he will tum you out 
a polished infidel." 

KATE VAUGHAN TO FRANK RUSSELL189 

IN 1858 HENRY BRISTOW WILSON, a former rural parish priest and tutor of 
St. John's College Oxford proposed thatJowett and other thinkers collaborate 
with him in putting together a volume of liberal and open essays on theology. 

J owett, who had already made a name for himself among the circle that was 
critica! of the church, considered it to be a very opportune idea. He tried to 
convince Stanley but was not successful: "The object is to say what we think 
freely within the limits of the Church of England ... we are determined not to 
submit to this abominable system of terrorism, which prevents the statement of 
the plainest facts, and makes true theology or theological education impossi
ble ... " .190 The outcome were seven articles published in F ebruary of 1860 un
der the title of Essays and Reviews, by the London publishers J ohn W Parker & 
Son, who had experience in important issues which were commented on by 
professors from Oxford and Cambridge. 

The writers of these arrides were given a number of names, 191 ranging from 
Septem Contra Christum and The Seven Extinguishers of the Seven Lamps of the Apoc

alypse or The Seven Champions not of Christendom, as well as the more benevolent 
description by the modern critic Basil Willey: "A Group ofHonest Doubters". 192 

I have already spoken previously about the Essays and Reviews case, as well about 
the relativist and iconoclastic moment of the period. In fact, Willey's description 
of these theologians as "practitioners of honest doubt", had its precedents in Go
ethe who, according to Gertrude Himmelfarb, had defined this state as a tatige 

189 Thomas, 1979, p. 33. 
190 In Faber, 1957, p. 231. 
191 For this section I have consulted Geoffrey Faber, 1957, pp. 229-288; Abbott & Campbell, 1897, vol. 

I, pp. 290-329; Basil Willey, 1980 B, pp. 137-185, and Robin Gilmour, 1993, pp. 80-113. 
192 The subtitle of More Nineteenth Century Studies, A Group of Honest Doubten. 
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Skepsis193 or active doubt, in other words, as the impossibility of absolutely af
firming or negating the truth or falsehood of a given hypothesis. Actually, we can 
trace the precise origin of this fortunate expression to Tennyson, the chronicler 
of his times, who, in In Memoriam -that extremely long poem dedicated to the 
death of his friend Arthur Henry Hallam- in verse xcvi embodied the spirit of 
the pre-Darwinist and Darwinist era: "You tell me, doubt is Devil-born./ I know 
not: one indeed I knew /In many a subtle question versed, ... Perplext in faith, but 
pure in deeds,/ At last he beat his music out./ There lives more faith in honest 
doubt,/ Believe me, than in half the creeds". 194 Doubt therefo:re was an act of 
subversion, as was shown in the painful existencial and marital crisis of Roben 

Elsmere, and as such it was avoided and if not punished. But this mechanism of 
intellectual repression during a scientific age produced small monsters of scepti
cism, perhaps because, as Jowett said in Essays and Reviews: "Doubt comes in at 
the window when enquiry is denied at the door". 195 

Jowett's fellow travellers on this uncertain voyage were Wilson, Baden-Pow
ell, geometry professor at Oxford, Charles Goodwin, a fellow of Christ's College 
Cambridge and the only layman collaborator, Rowland Williams, professor of 
Hebrew at Lampeter, Mark Pattison, Master at Lincoln College, and finally, Fre
derick Temple, former professor at Balliol, director of Rugby and future arch
bishop of Canterbury. Overwhelmed by the protests, Temple withdrew his col
laboration in 1869. The spirit of the contribution to this volume directed by Wil
son lay in the desire to reconcile Christian faith with the critical spirit. In other 
words, in order for Christianity to survive among men of thought, as Basil Willey 
summed up in his arride: " ... religion will not arrive ata right approach until it 
discards myth and unwarranted assumption from its intellectual framework and 
bases its beliefs on scientific facts and principies" .196 

These anti-orthodox Christian thinkers were defending themselves from the 
constraints of the yolk of the Oxford Movement and the presiding spirit of Carde
nal Newman during a time when science was exciting. Biological evolutionism 
was presenting its controversia! theses, the economy was developing its power to 
transform reality and industry was revealing man's ability to dominate nature. 
Similarly, the colonies revealed new worlds with different codes and conceptions, 
and Utilitarian and Radical politics demanded an end to discrimination. When 
the notion of the continuity of ideas was still an alíen one, as J owett pointed out: 

193 Himmelfarb, 1991, p. 75. Himmelfarb refers us to Huxley, cf n. 38, p. 86. 
194 In Memoriam, in Tennyson, 1920, p. 274. 
195 Jowett, 1861, p. 373. 
196 Willey, 1980 B, p. 138. 
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"to most persons the very notion that ideas have a history is a new one", 197 these 

seven authors, and Pattison in particular, dedared themselves as the inheritors of 

a liberal religious tradition that had been begun in England in the XVII century 

with the Cambridge Platonists. 
They therefore questioned the significance given to material mirades which 

superseded that of spiritual realities. Powell and Goodwin who were in part sec
onded by Temple, found no interference between Darwin and Christianity. Ei

ther implicitly or explicitly, Coleridge's echo ran through most of the arrides. It 

was to be found in the criticism of the educated dasses who had strayed away 
from the church, in the de-mystification of the Bible with a view to a reformula

tion of Christian doctrine in keeping with modern times, or in the exaltation of 
faith as the perfection of the human intellect, that is to say, as a rational, emotion
al and natural act all at once. Wilson used the Swiss-French concept of "Multitu

dinism" to criticise the strict selective criteria of the Church of England. Its very 
narrow concept of sin restricted the possibility of salvation to only a few, and as a 

national church it had the duty to take all under its roof, and to be generous. This 
subject tied in with J owett's negative evaluation, in his edition of the epistles of 
Saint Paul, of the tradition within the church that attributed to God an excessive 

zeal to mortify sinners. Nevertheless, despite the fact that bothJowett and Wil
son accepted that human cruelty had to be treated in a special way, their indul
gent interpretation of divine merey was considered blasphemy towards the Gos
pels. However, it seems that the Master of Balliol was much more Draconian in 
real life than on paper where he talked of the destiny of souls in an amiable and 
understanding style. 

Jowett's arride On the lnterpretation of Scripture, was a hundred pages long 

and was aimed at calling for the use of reason rather than of blind faith or even 
academicism in order to interpret the scriptures. The central idea, which caused 

the most scandal, was that the Bible should be read like any other book: "It is to 
be interpreted like other books, with attention to the character of its authors, and 
the prevailing state of civilization and knowledge, with allowance for peculiarities 

of style and language, and modes of thought and speech". 198 He applied the same 

policy to his reading of Plato: respecting the context and contemporary conscience 
at the same time. But on commenting on the Phaedrus he decided dangerously 
that: "To understand him, we must make abstraction of morality and of the Greek 

197 Jowett, 1861p.151. 
198 Jowett in Faber, 1957, p. 245 . 
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manner of regarding the relation of the sexes". 199 Jowett's condusion in this 
specific case, as we shall see later on, was to change the meaning of the text. 

J owett also called for theologians to apply scientific resources to the study of 
the scriptures. He demanded a detailed interpretation and a knowledge of Greek 
and Hebrew: "the time has come when it is no longer possible to ignore the re
sults of criticism".2ºº He considered that the main defect of religious interpreters 
was that instead of centring their attention on the texts themselves, they tended 
to take the easy road, that of mechanical repetition of tradicional comments, thus 
losing the original spirit of the texts. As regards the conversion of the colonies it 
was more important as he saw it to give a good example of life: and Christian 
sentiments than to impose faith by means of legal statutes. He considered that 
the essence of Christianity was absolute morality, as in Plato, which he assured, 
protected it against disbelief. Willey and Faber do not coincide in their apprecia
tions of the arrides. Willey, without underrating J owett's arride, sustains that 
Pattison's contribution, i.e. a very scholarly history of religious ideas in England 
during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries was "unlike the rest, ... a work of 
original research, andas such has daims to survive in its own right".2º1 Faber, an 
admirer of J owett, considered J owett's arride to be the best. In any case without 
opting for one or the other we can certainly confirm that Pattison's arride was 
impeccably academic whilstJowett's was skilfully critical. 

Both reviewers coincide however in considering that the ideological core of 
the bookisJowett's article, which conveyed his profoundlyvocational preoccupation 
with the task of correcting: "In a few years there will be no religion in Oxford 
among intellectual young men, unless religion is shown to be consistent with 
criticism".2º2 According to Willey, he was to maintain this purist attitude - let us 
remember that his family roots were strongly Evangelist- until the end of his life 
when he renounced the doctrinary aspect of the church in arder to embrace an 
intimate moral religious sentiment, a kind of mix between severe Protestantism 
and strict Platonism, a far cry from the dogmatic temptation of the Oxford 
Movement: "I think that I believe more and more in Christianity, not in mirades or 
hell, or verbal inspiration, or atonement, but in living for others and in going about 
doing good".2º3 

J owett was tried for heresy beca use of the ideas he had put clown on paper in 
Essays and Reviews. The tri al was lead by Edward Pusey who represe:nted the board 

199 Jowett, 1953, introduction to the Phaedrus, p. 120. 
200 Jowett in Willey, 1980 B, p. 156. 
201 !bid. p. 150. 
202 J owett in !bid. p. 141. 
203 Jowett in !bid. p. 160. 
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of directors of the Universitas Oxoniensis arguing thatJ owett's theses were "part of 
a larger whole -a systematic attempt to revolutionize the Church ofEngland".2º4 

Why <lid the crushing weight of odium theologicum fall u pon J owett? Actually the 
authorities punished whoever they were able to. Jowett was a resident professor of 
the university and, unlike Pattison, was not exempt from ecclesiastical control. He 
thus fell into the claws of the hierarchies that were astounded by the unexpected 
impact the publication had among circles that weren't precisely orthodox. The his
tory of this trial which managed to eclipse even that of Darwin is strewn with anec
dotes and rather ridiculous situations but which are very indicative of the Victorian 
cult for keeping up appearances and one's image in public. 

According to the testimonies and to researchers205 Essays and Reviews went 
by unnoticed when it first carne out in February 1860. Though the positions of 
the theologians of the Broad Church were very censured they were well known in 
Oxford and this collection of essays <lid not seem anything special to begin with. 
But the university was not precisely going through a tranquil period at the time. 
The memorable confrontation between Thomas Huxley -Darwin's dog- and 
Samuel Wilberforce, the Bishop of Oxford and leader of the Low Church, took 
place in the summer of the same year during the annual reunion of the British 
Association for the Advancement of Science at the University Museum of Ox
ford, as we saw in a previous chapter. Spirits were high dueto the recent publica
tion of the Origin of the Species and few academics had actually realised how dar
ing Henry Bristow Wilson had been in criticising the intransigence of Anglican 
orthodoxy through the essays of a group of liberal thinkers. Even so, Wilber
force's behaviour during June of that year in front of a curious public that was 
excited by the iconoclastic evolutionist theories, had influenced the official atti
tude of the university towards changes: " ... liberty of conduct may do as much 
harm to morality as liberty of speculation can do good to Truth".2º6 In other 
words science and religion could be exclusive. 

Strangely enough however, despite the sympathies awakened by the Darwinist 
crusade among sorne of the collaborators of Essays and Reviews, and despite Mal
lock's caricature207 in the New Republic of aJowett who was favourable to evolu
tionism, this is not exactly the impression thatJowett gives in his correspondence 

2o4 Pusey in Faber, 1957, p. 269. 
205 Basically Faber, 1957; Abbott & Campbell, 1897, vol. I; Willey, 1980 B; Gilmour, 1993, and Him
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of 1873: "Darwinism ... seems to me not so much an untrue, asan utterly inade
quate account of the world ... Are we to be sunk in materialism and sensualism, 
feebly rising into a sort of sentimentalism ... because Darwin has imagined a the

ory by which one species may pass into another?".2º8 Though it was polemical, 
Darwinism was not the element that directly provoked the censure of the Oxford 
dergy against this collection of arrides on modern theology. Nor was it the crit
ica! stance shared by all the collaborators. The true cause of so much uproar was 
the arride "Neo-Christianity", which appeared six months later in Essays and Re

views, on the first of October 1860, in the publication The Westminster and Foreign 

Quarterly Review, by Frederick Harrison, a young novel and impassioned writer. 
What was special about Harrison were the Comtean and High Church 

sympathies which he held at the same time. He was capable of conceiving of a 
combination between positivism and theism -"Comte had come to fulfil the law, 
not to destroy it". 209 Yet at the same time he could not concede to the liberation of 
the church. According to this twenty-nine year old philosopher, the members of 
the dergy could not play a two-sided game and adapt Christianity without leaving 
the church. This experimentation corresponded only to secular men and heretics 
such as himself: "you are stealing our thunder! ... what is the use of our having left 
the Church if Churchmen themselves are using our arguments?".21º He only saw 
two possible lines of action: either stay within the church and respect dogmatic 
orthodoxy or embrace positivism. Harrison pulled the trigger without meaning to 
do so. And the consequence was a logical one. If a positivist who believed in the 
Church ofHumanity2 11 but not in that of Christ, criticised these authors for their 
lack of respect towards the Church of England how then could the Anglican 
hierarchies possibly remain indifferent? Later on other secular thinkers aligned 
themselves with Harrison and added that "Free lnquiry should be the privilege of 
Free lnquirers".212 As Campbell parodied, orthodox priests must be thinking: "If 
this gives offence in such a quarter, how bad it must be!".213 

After this unexpected arride Oxford and London talked of nothing else. The 
Huxley-Wilberforce issue faded into the background and the upper hierarchies 
of the church saw their opportunity to make up for their wounded pride. The 

208 Letter by Jowett to R. B. D. Morier, of January 1873, in Abbott & Campbell, 1897, vol. II, p. 89. 
209 Willey, 1980 B, p. 163. 
21 º Quoted by Willey, 1980 B. 
211 Harrison along with R. Congreve, founded the "Positivist Church of Humanity", in other words a 
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British intelligentsia had suddenly found a new subject to debate on both within 
and outside the academic world. A barrage of arrides in favour or against the 
overwhelmed authors of Essays and Reviews flooded the main newspapers of the 
country, but the official position of the goveming body of the university was unan
imous. First of all they expressed personal shame for allowing a follower of Comte 
to be the first to denounce the event and later they expressed their deepest con
demnation and their desire for correction. The eccentric Carlyle, another Angli
can who found himself in perpetua! religious crisis, dared to sentence them in 
front of the humiliated Samuel Wilberforce with the charges of lack of honesty 
and atheism: "The sentinel who deserts, should be shot".214 And from his posi
tion as the oracle of Chelsea and that of personal friend of the bishop of Oxford he 
was a ble to convince the latter that something should be done. 

The first reaction therefore carne from Wilberforce, who sparked off the 
holy war in an anonymous arride published three months la ter in J anuary 1861, 
in the influential Quarterly Review: "We hold ... that the attempt of the essayists 
to combine their advocacy of such doctrines with the retention of the status and 
emolument of Church of England clergymen is simply moral dishonesty". 215 He 
went on to add that the caustic tone of J owett's essay may have been influenced 
by his despondency at not having been elected dean of Balliol and by the difficul
ties he had encountered in getting paid for the post of Regius Professor of Greek, 
which according to Wilberforce showed through in his writing, revealing: "a cer
tain sense of disappointment and concealed bitterness".216 The bishop's words 
were the war cry for the Anglican clergy. 

The journalistic artillery aimed its guns at Harrison's arride for a long time 
after the outbreak and it continued to give coverage to the subject. Once the 
contest had been started by Wilberforce with the collaboration of Pusey, Stanley 
wrote the first replica to the bishop of Oxford in April of the same year in the 
Edinburgh Review. The Nancy of the old days, and clase friend ofJowett, gave his 
support to the accused. He explained that they had only wished to relate the Bi
ble and history with dogma tic theology, and in this way he tried to play clown the 
extent of the revelation. His arguments tried to dignify J owett in the eyes of the 
public, but unwillingly, they ended up giving more reasons for preoccupation to 
the Oxford theologians because of the influence he attributed to the adored tutor 

in describing him as: "the only man in Oxford who has exercised a moral and 
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spiritual influence at all comparable to that which was once wielded by J ohn Henry 
Newman ... He stands confessedly Master of the situation in the eyes of the rising 
generation of English students and theologians". 217 

The newspaper The Spectator took the side of the defence and considered 
that "open discussion is better than secret propagandism. Free speech, indeed, is 
not truth; but it is the condition of securing truth".218 The conservative weekly 
The Saturday Review pointed out in a dry and irritated tone that the reaction of 
the bishops was giving the authors and the editor of the book excellent free pub
licity. It also illustrated an undeniable truth with somewhat oftensive cynicism: 
"Has any perpetua! curate with fourteen children a volume of dull sermons which 
no publisher will take? Let him insert into the volume a few passages sufficiently 
questionable in their tendency to call clown his diocesan, and lüs little ones will 
be fed". 219 That is how A. C. Tait, an old colleague of Jowett and Stanley at 
Balliol, former director at Rugby, and bishop of London at the time, viewed the 
matter as well: "E ven the protest we Bishops have already made has had the effect 
of causing this book to be much more generally read than if we had let it alone". 22º 
He explained the anecdote referring that Pope who, being asked for recomend
ing a book, answered that condemning it would be the best publicity. 

Other famous figures apart from Stanley and Carlyle pronounced them
selves on the issue either immediately or later on. We now know that Matthew 
Arnold, disapproved of their book despite the fact that his fa ther had had a 
great influence on the rebel theologians. This is how he describes it in a discus
sion he had later on with Frederick Temple, one of the dissidents of Essays and 

Reviews: "I told him also that I thought the E&R could not be described through
out as 'a free handling, in a becoming spirit, of religious matters"'.221 In contrast, 
Mill was more consistent and sensible: "If all were to desert the Church who 
puta large and liberal construction on its terms of communion, or who would 
wish to see those terms widened, the national provision for religious teaching 
and worship would be left utterly to those who take the narrowest, the most 
literal, and purely textual view of the formularies".222 It was evident that the 
Utilitarian philosopher could not have aligned himself with the most conserva
tive section of the clergy, but it was also evident that he sympathised with the 
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positivist religion of Harrison223 as well as with the liberal thinkers who con
sidered that only laymen should have the right to present objections to reli
gious dogma. Even so, he clearly pronounced himself in favour of an opening 

of the church. 
From the other side, bishops and prelates carne back and forth between Lon

don and Canterbury in an effort to repress an ideological crisis, which as I see it can 
only be compared to the crisis in our times within the Catholic church caused by the 
Teology of Liberation. And when the clerical and judicial machinery got started, Baden 
Powell died. The circle of authors who were liable for trial was now reduced to three 
men, for Goodwin was a layman and Pattison and Temple though they had also 
come under a lot of attack, were not employed by the church. Wilson and Williams 
were left, who were judged and condemned by the ecclesiastical tribunal of the 
archbishopry of Canterbury,224 and J owett, who was formally accused and tried by 
the university on the 13th ofFebruary 1863, "for infringing the Statutes and privi
leges of the University by having published ... a certain book entitledThe Epistles of 
St. Paul, &c., &c.: also in a book called Essays and Reviews a certain arride ... entitled 
"On the Interpretation of Scripture"; and by having in such book and such arride 
... advisedly promulgated ... certain erroneous and strange doctrines ... contrary to 
and inconsistent with the doctrines of the Church of England ... ".225 

Despite Pusey's slogan to the effect that "after all, prosecution is not perse
cution",226 there was strong social pressure againstJowett's trial. The daily The 
Times questioned the jurisdiction of the court on such a subject as well as the 
Oxford vice-chancellery's level of tolerance.227 Added to this, the legal advisers 
of the board of governors of the university advised that the case be abandoned. 
And a little la ter on, on the 22nd of March 1863, the tutor of Balliol was set free 
and all charges were dropped. This was so because the court was una ble to estab
lish the legal necessity of a trial to judge the charges that he had been accused of. 
Now that he had become the banner of freedom and almost a martyr in the quest 
for truth, J owett never again confronted the church or challenged the powers 
that be. But as it often happens something good carne out of abad thing. Judicial 
or bureaucratic defeat brought the two churches, the High and the Low Church, 
together against the heretics of the Broad Church and the reconciliation was sealed 

223 But he rejected the para-ecclesiastical organisation of the Positivist Church of Mankind. Cf Encydo-
paedia Britannica, s. v. positivism. 

224 The Court of Arches. 
225 Copy of the court summons, in Abbott & Campbell, 1897, vol. I, p. 311. 
226 In Faber, 1957, p. 267. 
227 In Abbott & Campbell, 1897, vol. I, pp. 309-320. 
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by the Oxfard Declaration of 1864, signed by the hierarchs Edward Pusey (High) 
and Samuel Wilberfarce (Low). Relations between the two sides improved to 
such and extent that Pusey and Keble, who felt they had been deceived by the 
growing liberalism of The Guardian made up their minds to never publish in it or 
read it ever again. They faund refuge in Record, a periodical publication which 
had previously been hostile to the orthodox cause and to reaction against any 
kind of change, but now joined the conservative bandwagon. 

Things didn't go too badly far J owett either. Though two months befare going 
on trial he had lamented that "my College wants to get rid of me, which is rather 
hard" ,228 the punishment dealt to him by the duo Pusey-Wilberfarce awoke 
solidarity among colleagues and students, who also felt thrilled at having a tutor at 
the college who was the eye of an ideological cyclone of the first arder. The ostracism 
to which J owett had banished himself, his Achilles' tent where he had hidden after 
losing the rectorship of Balliol, began to fall away. We also find him with two future 
projects. On the one hand we have the imminent translation of Plato which he had 
thought of in 1864, when Grate was about to publish his rationalist interpretation 
of the dialogues, and on the other the increasing probability of his being given the 
position of Master of the college., With regard to the first, in 1862 he wrote to his 
friend Margaret Elliott. He was bored by so many theological discussions and 
stimulated by the success of his classes: "You greatly undervalue Plato, who is a 
most: faithful friend to me- too faithful far indeed I can't get rid of him".229 With 
regard to the second matter, Robert Scott was definitively removed from Balliol 
thanks to Galdstone's skillful political manoeuvring. He was mysteriously allocated 
as parishioner of the parish ofRochester, and thus the doors to the post thatJowett 
had yeamed far so much were opened to him in 1870. 

Faber introduces one more relevant factor befare going on to the period of 
personal and academic triumph in J owett's life, his relationship with Florence 
Nightingale. Was sheJowett's friend or donna angelicata? Faber comes to the con
clusion that the illustrious nurse was his great lave, which far a number of rea
sons was never consecrated by marriage. One of these was the han on marriage 
far tutors at Oxford: "I could not marry without giving up Balliol, on which my 
life has been spent ... ".230 It is quite curious nonetheless that the \lictorian hero
ine should refuse to appear in the biography of Abbott and Campbell, though she 
had authorised the publication of certain letters written to her by the Master, on 
condition that her name would not appear. Popular fantasy gave way to a series of 

228 !bid. p. 308. 
229 In Faber, 1957, p. 305 . 
230 !bid. pp. 296-7 . . 
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splendid rumours the most brilliant among which was that of Bloomsbmy Lytton 
Strachey, who pointed out in Eminent Victorians: " ... Their relations became inti
mate. 'The spirit of the 23rd psalm and the spirit of the 19th psalm should be 
united in our lives', Mr.Jowett said".231 

WasJowett really in love with the spiritual mother of nursing? Did he love her 
more than he loved his great friend Robert Morier? Who then was this "Lord" 
whom Graham Greene had mentioned in his play, not without a certain amount of 
malice? Was he so horrified by sex that he denied the existence of a Platonic version 
of a heterosexual union of co-habitation far purely hygienic and eugenic reasons in 
the Respublica? And why did he cover up love between men which appeared through
out a good part of the Corpus Platonicum? Is it true that in the summer of 1864, 
when everybody thought that he was immersed in Platonic meditations at Askrigg, 
that it was really Florence Nightingale who occupied his mind and body? 

He had met her in October of 1862 because of a book of thoughts that she 
wanted to publish. Faber points out how important the month of October is in 
his life. Harrison dropped the bomb against Essays and Reviews in October, J owett 
dies in the month of October. It is in October that he begins his post as Master of 
Balliol and also in October he meets the lady in question. October was "the cru
ellest month"232 or, at least, a very important month in a life ridden with public 
events and few intimate episodes. 

There was no marriage between Jowett and Florence Nightingale but there 
were eight volumes of letters. In one of these letters he confesses to her that he has 
a certain incapacity far communication: "People sometimes say to me, 'Ah, ... but 
won't you tell us what you think?' If you won't think me very egotistical I will tell 
you why I have as yet been able to do so little on these subjects. First of all because 
I know that it is very doubtful whether I could in any degree succeed in working 
them out, ... But then at present I have the translation and edition of Plato on hand, 
and besides this, mypupils.".233 From the mid-sixties onwards,Jowettwould speak 
through Plato and, along with him, a whole generation of academics far whom the 
word Master and the Athenian philosopher were almost one and the same thing. 
The voices of Grote and Pater were too novel and nostalgic respectively. J owett's 
edition of Plato took the place of the pulpit far him, and even replaced his own 
word, far with the borrowed discourse of Platonism he tried to model the spirit of 
the elite that was educated at Oxfard. This was the same as saying that he planned 
to change the mentality of the ruling class of the whole country. 

231 Strachey, 1986, p. 15 8. 
232 The allusion is to The Wasteland, (l. "The Burial of the Dead"), by TS. Eliot. 
233 In Faber, 1957, p. 336. 





VI. THE FIRST PLATO 

ÜN THE SEVENTH OF SEPTEMBER 1870, BenjaminJowett takes on his post as 
Master elect of Balliol and, a little later on, in February of 1871, his first Plato 
also begins its brilliant Victorian trajectory. However,Jowett's legend had already 
been growing. In 1866, the then tutor hada significant amount of influence and 
had carried out construction work to enlarge the college and had also added a 
science exam to those of Greek and Latin. His intellectual attitude however was 
affected by his institucional success.234 Consequently, the two arrides he was to 
write on theology for a new edition of Essays and Reviews, "On the Reign ofLaw" 
and "The Life of Christ",235 were never written.236 The reason behind this re
duction in production were his revision of the edition of Plato and work at the 
College, as he himself stated between 1873 and 1876: "The head of a College 
should be identified with the interests of the College. The life of the College is 
his life. He should be absolutely above personality".237 

On the other hand, the substancial salaries of Master and Regius Professor 
added toan unexpected family inheritance turned him into a man of comfortable 
means, which contributed to the broadening of his social life both in quantity and 
quality. Proof of this are the gatherings he organised at the residence of the rec
tory at Balliol which included highly relevant figures of the time such as George 
Eliot -"She was the most amiable & the most self-controlled as well as the most 
gifted woman I have ever known"-,238 John Addington Symonds, Florence 
Nightingale, Gladstone, Alfred Tennyson, Lord Palmer, Matthew Arnold, Grote's 

234 Abbott & Campbell, 1897, vol. II, pp. 7-8. 
235 !bid. vol. I, p. 44 3. 
236 !bid. vol. II, p. 348. 
237 !bid. vol. II, p. 78. 
238 Jowett Papers, I F 136 53. 
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widow, Robert Browning, Lord Curzon, A. C. Tait, archbishop o:f Canterbury, or 
Swinburne, to mention but a few. The sphere of his status is also reflected in his 
more distant contacts, but contacts they were nonetheless, with Walter Pater, 
Lewis Carroll, Thomas Carlyle, Arthur Evans or John Ruskin. 

The first Plato carne out when his academic activity was about to be super
seded by other activities, and it was the fruit of work he had basically carried out 
between 1864 and 1870. The chroniclers of the period andJowett's biographers 
point to the direct influence of Pattison, who had suggested that he carry out a 
complete translation instead of a summary. According to Campbell's reliable tes
timony J owett's great Plato was conceived in the following way: " ... a casual re
mark of Pattison's (I think) convinced him that the analysis could never be com
plete, and that the Respublica, at all events, must be translated in full. As he pro
ceeded with this in 1865, he formed the resolution of translating the whole of 
Plato".239 And this was to be the central focus of his life for five years. 

What was it in Plato that attracted him so much? According to Abbott it was 
the seductive quality of his language, for J owett was a lover of language. 240 There 
are various reasons however such as the dramatic and transcendlental quality of 
Plato, his didaskalía and the paternalistic relationship between Socrates and the 
disciples, the coherent and moralistic world view of Platonism. Another very im
portant factor was the power which was conferred on him by the fact that he 
taught a recognised and at the same time attractive philosophy, even though it 
had still not been very much explored in Victorian Oxford: "More than two thou

sand years have passed away since Plato returned to the place of Apollo and the 
Muses. Yet the echo of his words continues to be heard because of ali philoso
phers he has the most melodious voice. He is the inspired prophet or teacher who 
can never die, the only one in whom the outward form adequately represents the 
fair soul within; in whom the thoughts of all who went befare him are reflected, 
and of all who come after him are partly anticipated. Other teachers of philoso
phy are dried up and withered. After a few centuries they have become dust; but 
he is fresh and blooming, and is always begetting new ideas in the minds of men. 
They are one sided and abstract, but he has many sides of wisdom. Nor is he 
always consistent with himself, because he is always moving onwards, and knows 
that there are many more things in philosophy that can be expressed in words, 
and that truth is greater than consistency".241 

23 9 Abbott & Campbell, 1897, vol. I, p. 335. 
240 !bid. vol. II, p. 406. 
241 Jowett, 1953, Introduction to the Laws, vol. IV; p. 188. 
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By avoiding poetic sentiment as well as mysticism and Neoplatonic metaphys
ics as well - "Metaphysics exercises a fatal influence over the mind in destroying 
the power of observation and of acquiring knowledge"-,242 Jowett did a great 
balancing act in order to prevent his idealist Plato from being disqualified by the 
rationalists and academics who followed Pattison's line, and he had good reasons 
for doing so. Six years earlier, on the 2 8th of May 1865 he had written to Florence 
Nightingale with a certain amount of irony: "Mr. Grote's book in 3 vols. has just 
come out. He is 70 years of age. He says 'if the cerebral activity continues he means 
to go on to Aristotle"'.243 Even so, Grote was not to die without dealing with Aris
totle and nor was his book on Plato to be a senile product without interest. Three 
months later,Jowett's tone was completely different, and he wrote to the same cor
respondent: "I wrote last week my life of Plato, one of the chapters of my book. I 
like Mr. Grote's book but I doubt whether he is right about him. First, he seems to 
me to be a bad critic of what authorities are trustworthy & what are not (I am 
surprised at his credulity and inconsistency in places). Secondly, that he reads Plato 
by the light of Mr. J ohn Stuart Mill's philosophy, which certainly prevents his see
ing a great many things that are really there ... He does not seem to me quite to see 
the real relation of things, ancient & modern ... ".244 Grote had ceased to be a re
spectable inopportune writer and had become a mighty antagonist. 

F aced with this Utilitarian Plato, J owett was the ideal candi date who would 
teach "the true Plato" to the English. It is quite interesting to note how in 1866, 
ayear after the publication of Plato and the Other Companions of Sokrates, Jowett 
wrote a letter in which he stated that his research work was unprecedented: "I 
have about half-finished a sketch of the history of the Early Greek Philosophy, 
and of Plato. I fancy this to be important beca use the history of Greek Ideas is the 
history of the ideas of the civilised world".245 This historical sketch was never to 
be published as such, but what is striking is J owett's emphasis on the novelty of his 
work, underplaying the importance of Grote's contribution. Hence, if it was to 
succeed in being considerably original, his work had to be very different from 
that of the radical thinker, for two fundamental reasons. Firstly, in order to cir
cumscribe his idealist sphere, and also in order to avoid comparisons with that of 
such an excepcional scholar. 

His biographers however seem hardly to mention this circumstance. Whether 
this be out ofloyalty to the Master or dueto an evident ideological incompatibility, 

242 Abbott & Campbell, 1897, vol. II, p. 109. 
243 J owett Papers, I B 21, p. 106. Cf Quinn / Prest, 1987, p. 5 6. 
244 lbid. pp. 68-9. 
245 Abbott & Campbell, 1897, vol. I, p. 418. 
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the various historical works onJowett seem to ignore that Grote's book, Plato and 

the Other Companions of Sokrates, published in 1865, had a considerable influence 
on J owett. It is not beca use of the chronology that I choose to relate the two 
studies, but because of the importance thatJowett himself gave to Grote. In the 
chapters on the historian of Greece I commented onJowett's references and crit
icisms on Grote from the preface toJowett's first edition of Plato. We shall there
fore not go in to this matter again in so much detail but take a brief look from the 
opposite perspective. In other words, let us observe the connection between both 
interpretations of Plato, but this time fromJowett's viewpoint. 

The historian of Greece was not the only Utilitarian who had studied Plato. 
We have seen that the two Mills hadan enormous intellectual debt towards him. 
The historian Harriet Martineau had also approached Plato, t:hough later on 
through Grote: "the greatest intellectual gratification I have had in the long course 
of my sick years"246 she was to say. J owett's animosity towards Plato and the Other 

Companions of Sokrates, was, to a large extent, a way of expressing the latent rivalry 
between the idealist and the Utilitarian Plato, given that the latter hada certain 
previous tradition outside the Plato of Oxford. The polemical tone of the Platon
ic dialogues and the government of the educated were elements that could inter
est the followers of Bentham, even though they considered the metaphysics, the 
critique of the sense of pleasure and the apriorism of Platonic poli tics to be out
dated. But Grote was more than a Utilitarian anda radical. Despite his progres
sive ideas, he was the leading figure of classical studies in Great Britain and the 
intelligentsia of the country as well as on the Continent respected and followed his 
research. That is why Jowett paid tribute to him in his first edition of the dia
logues even though he did not conceal his envy very well. La ter on, in the second 
and third editions, when Grote was dead and his work no longer represented a 
threat to the popularity of his own university Plato, he mentions Grote with open 
acrimony in reference to specific points and he strips him of the recognition be
stowed on him previously in his first prologue. 

The silerice of]owett's biographers with regard to the impact of Grote's work 
on that of J owett could be attributed to two factors. On the one hand to the fact 
that J owett omitted any reference to Grote's work from the latte:r versions of his 
translation and especially in the third edition which was considered to be the 
definitive one. On the other hand British academics found Grote's work difficult 
to evaluate because it was so scholarly and it also possessed an independence of 
criteria. But I believe that the Master's conservative and moralist vision cannot be 

246 Ogilvie, 1964, p. 108. 
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understood without keeping in mind the study of the radical thinker. Besides the 
explicit recognition of Grote's work in the preface of 1871 and the marking out of 
territories -"The aim of the Introductions in these volumes has been to repre
sent Plato as the father of Idealism, who is not to be measured by the standard of 
utilitarianism or any other modern philosophical system"-,247 Jowett on vari
ous occasions refers to the studies of Grate and Schleiemacher, and though he is 
highly critica!, he reveals a logical interest in their interpretations. 

Also, during the sixties, whenJowett was immersed in the study of Plato, his 
notes in his personal notebooks clearly showed that despite the antagonism Grate 
was an essential reference for him: "Mr. Grate turns the dark lantern of Mill and 
Austin on Plato and produces a sort of crisp light which flickers over places with
out enabling us to perceive the truth and proportion of the whole".248 It is curi
ous that he accuses the radical thinker of being fragmentary when he himself 
wrote in his preface to the first edition with regard to the vastness of Plato's work 
that: "There is a common spirit in the writings of Plato, but not a unity of design 
in the whole, nor perhaps a perfect unity in any single dialogue".249 What dis
concerted him most about Grate was his ideological starting point -"It is useless 
to drag clown Plato to lower life"- 250 and his impressive use of sources in other 
languages which he could not understand. Let us remember that Hugh Lloyd
Jones accused Jowett of repressing erudition. L. P. Smith also quotes an angry 
exclamation by the Master on the subject of scientific research: "it has never 
achieved, and will never achieve, any results of the slightest value".251 This char
acteristic is central to the focus of J owett's study. Whilst Gro te addressed himself 
to European experts and to British intellectuals of the avant-garde, the professor 
of Balliol chose to address university students, school students, cultured women, 
sensitive gentlemen attracted to the arts. In other words, he wanted to continue 
preaching from a more secure pulpit than that of the church. Frank M. Tumer's 
characterisation of the essential Jowett as a "clergyman, a teacher, and a moral
ist",252 and notas an intellectual, is very pertinent. 

This was the state of affairs. If we are to approachJowett's Plato we must not 
forget the following: a) that he attacks Grote's rationalism: "Plato must be regarded 
as suggestive, not literally writing as matter of fact"; 253 b) that he refutes Grote's 

247 J owett, 1871, Preface, p. xxviii. 
248 J owett Papers, I B 19, p. 7. 
249 J owett, 1871, Preface, p. xxviii. 
25o Jowett Papers, I H 89, p. 152. 
251 Smith, 1938, pp. 168-70. 
252 Turner, 1981, p. 424. 
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criticism of the authoritarian Plato of the Leges: "Is he right in supposing a merely 
negative object in many of the dialogues? Mr. Grate has lost sight of the necessity 
of greater dogmatism in politics, as in Leges";254 c) he absolutely denies any 
identification between Socrates and the sophists and consequently any possible 
complicity between Plato and the sophists: "Mr. Grate says that it is absurd to 
forget that Plato is playing both sides of the game. Yet he forgets this himself 
when he assumes the statements made by Plato in favour of the sophists. It is said 
that the common notion of the sophists is derived from Plato( ... ?) The symphéron 
may be in modern times regarded as a sceptical principle (but?) not so with 
Socrates"; 255 d) he accuses Grate of anachronically manipulating Plato in 
criticising him from his Utilitarian perspective: "He may be illustrated by the 
writings of moderns, but he must be interpreted by his own, and by his place in 
the history of philosophy. We are not concerned with determining what is the 
residuum of truth which remains for ourselves",256 though he does not follow 
this recommendation himself; e) and finally, he unconditionally defends the 
idealism of the Platonic Respublica against Grote's scepticism: "Remarkable how 
far the dreams of Plato and the Platonic dream of Aristotle's theoria were fulfilled
The Christian Church is in a great measure the realisation of the government of 
philosophers, and philosophy has certainly raised itself on the ruins of politics".257 

It is evident that Grote's theses exasperated Jowett and that he considered 
them to be a dangerous influence on youth that had a leaning towards novelty. 
That is why he went about discrediting him in his classes though he was aware 
that it was a daring and uncertain task: "But Grate is really inexcusable in his 
matter of fact and at the same time inconsistent manner of reading Plato, never 
seeing anything according to its true meaning or intention, and defending Plato 
as paradoxically as he attacks him. He is always thinking, and always thinking 
wrong".258 The ambivalence and the speculative rigour of Grote's Plato did not 
take root in England andJowett won the tour de force of popularity. His Plato was 
much more manageable, convencional and readily understandable for the En
glish than Grote's difficult Plato. Nevertheless, Jowett used this racional world 
view of the historian preoccupied with justice in arder to better distinguish his 

own perspective. 

254 Jowett Papers, I B 19, p. 171. 
255 Jowett Papers, I B 19, p. 170. 
256 Jowett, 1871, Preface, p. xxviii. 
257 Jowett Papers, I B 20, p. 120. 
25s In Abbott & Campbell, 1897, vol. II, p. 92. 
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The first edition, which was quickly followed by the second in 1875, sold 
well and was received by the publicas the first true translation of Plato into En
glish. Abbott puts it very well: "Plato was now an English book".259 The section 
with acknowledgements that begins the preface clearly shows how distant he was 
from Grate. Most of the names were British. Next to the already consecrated 
Steinhart, Müller, Zeller, Susemihl, Hermann, Stallbaum, Bonitz, and the veter
an Schleiermacher, Jowett introduces the names of Grate, Campbell, Thomp
son, Purves, Ellis, Robinson, Paravicini, Raper, Monro, Shadwell, Greenhill, 
Martin, Poste, Davies, Vaughan and Cope. He was not sparing in his praise of 
their efforts and thus satisfied the nationalistic demands of critics such as Camp
bell who had criticised Grate for not having given enough importance to "the 
few isolated efforts of English scholars".260 

Once he had established the origins of his Plato and the difference in focus 
with regard to Grate, Jowett went on to elucidate the quality of his Plato: "He 
is the poet or maker of Ideas, satisfying the wants of his own age, praviding the 
instruments of thought for future generations". 261 And, just in case there were 
still remnants of the unpolished and day-dreaming Plato of Thomas Taylor, 
Jowett states with trustworthy Oxonian and Victorian authority: "He is no 
dreamer, but a great philosophical genius struggling with the unequal condi
tions of light and knowledge under which he is living".262 The Master marks 
out his distances from this Plato with regard to certain delicate aspects which 
he could come up against in trying to Victorianise Platonism. F or this reason 
he warns his reader that not all of Plato's thoughts can be assimilated uncritical
ly: "His truth may not be our truth, and nevertheless may have an extraordinary 
value and interest for us". 263 

Specific criticisms of Grate follow. Unlike the historian, Jowett rejects the 
Alexandrian Canon arguing that it had been written "in an age when there was 
no regular publication of books, and every temptation to forge them".264 Be
sides, the Canon included the Epistulae, "which are not only unworthy of Plato, 
and in several passages plagiarized from him, but flagrantly at variance with 
historical fact". 265 The subject preoccupied Jowett as it had previously preoc
cupied Llewelyn Davies and D. J. Vaughn in the successive re-editions of the 

259 !bid. vol. II, p. 7. 
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original Respublica of 1852 :266 "Mr. Grate, in his zeal to take Plato clown from 

his superhuman pedestal, may be somewhat too ready to attribute to him the 
compositions which have been judged unworthy of so divine a philosopher".267 

Jowett like Davies & Vaughn were fundamentally worried about the under
mining of Plato's image of maturity and certainty if the Epistulae were incorporat
ed into the Corpus Platonicum. How could one possibly conceive of an uncertain 
Plato in Epistula 11, 314b-d, referring to the uncertainty of written opinions be
cause one can always change one's mind with regard to what one has previously 
written clown? F or, in reference to thinkers, Plato had said: "what formerly they 
thought most uncertain, now appears to them quite certain and evident, while 
what seemed most certain then, now appears uncertain".268 The same Epistula 
VII, 3 l 4c-d, claims that the true content of Platonic philosophy is not to be found 
in any book: "I certainly have composed no work in regard to it, nor shall I ever 
do so in future, for there is no way of putting it in words ... Acquaintance with it 
... is generated in the soul and at once becomes self-sustaining".269 Similarly ac
cording to the Plato of the Letters the study of virtue and vice should be prac
tised rather than taught: "For this reason no serious man will ever think of writ
ing about serious realities for the general public so as to make them a prey to 

envy and perplexity".27º 
ButJowett could not concede that Plato possessed such weaknesses, precisely 

when he was about to provide the Victorian age with a classic who suited himself: 
didactic, salid and morally firm. In any case he was not alone in rejecting the Epis
tulae. Even though E. N. Tigerstedt had surprisingly proclaimed that the majority 
of nineteenth century English scholars were willing to accept the authenticity2 71 of 
the Letters, the truth is that this was not so until the beginning of the twentieth 
century when Eduard Meyer and the Summus Philologus Wilamowitz-Moellendorf 
defended the documentary nature of the letters, especially of the sixth and the eighth. 
Even recent critics such as Leon Rubin and Paul Shorey among others have their 
reservations as can be seen in the statistical study ofWK.C. Guthrie, who includes 
those in favour and those against each of the Letters right up to the year 1978.272 

Paul Friedlander expresses it clearly and neatly: "During the nineteenth-century, 

266 Cf Tigerstedt, 1977, p. 44: " ... in the nineteenth century, the Epistle was generally rejected as spuri-
ous, especially by German Scholars". 

267 The Republic, The Golden Treasury Edition, quoted by Popper, 1966, vol. I, p. 247, n. 3. 
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Plato's letters were generally dismissed as fargery or fiction, despite the effarts of 
George Grate, the poli ti cal historian". 273 What I want to say with this explanation 
is thatJowett had undeniable ideological reasons in rejecting Plato's authorship. It 
is also true that he was supporting a widely held conviction which was also defend
ed by his antagonist, the historian of Greece. 

Jowett ends his preface by expressing his explicit disagreement with Grate 
on the subject of the sophists and the dogmatism of the Le ges: "lt will be seen also 
that I do not agree with Mr. Grate's views about the sophists; nor with the low 
estimate which he has farmed of Plato's Leges; nor with his opinion respecting 
Plato's doctrine of the ratation of the earth". 274 Actually, the only point on which 
Jowett and Grate agreed on was in their rejection of Schleiermacher's interpreta
tion of the work of Plato as a harmonious whole. They also rejected Schaar
schmidt's oversceptical stance far he was in favour of rejecting practically half of 
the Corpus Platonicum. On the rest Jowett either disagreed or kept silent. It is 
quite symptomatic therefare, that in one of his note books he should write the 
cicle: "Grate's account of Socrates", and then leave the following pages blank, 
from page 50 to page 64. 275 

These are the main characteristics of his first Plato. In attributing the father
hood of western metaphysics to Plato, J owett precedes Whitehead in his univer
salist appraximation to Plato. The Cambridge philosopher however, situates Pla
to within the context of western human experience in general.276 Two years be
fare his death, in a note book dated 1891, J owett had polished the idea much 
more: "All idealism whether of art or philosophy in all countries and ages has 
something akin to the idealism of Plato. It means the negation of materialism, 
the mystics of the mind, the absolute certainty of the simplest truths, it means the 
negation of Scepticism, it includes the various farms in which intuition seems to 
us (however derived?) when it coincides with our simplest & highest experienc
es".277 Jowett, therefare, farmulates that which had previously been suggested 
by poets and those who were struck by Plato. In this way he helped to create the 
basis far the British idealist current which reached its clímax at the beginning of 
the twentieth century with G. E. Moore and A. N. Whitehead. 

273 Friedlander, 1973, p. 236. 
274 Jowett, 1871, Preface, p. xxix. 
275 Jowett Papers, I B 19, pp. 50-64. 
276 Whitehead, 1978, p. 39: " ... if we had to render Plato's general point of view with the last changes 

made necessary by the intervening 2,000 years of human experience in social organization, in aes
thetic attainments, in science & religion, we should have to set about the constitution of a philoso
phy of organism". 

277 Jowett Papers, ID 45/3, p. 13. 
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As far as the relativisation of Platonic truth, its starting point was J owett's 
belief in the evolution of thought. As can be seen from his notes, he dealt with 
this subject in his lectures. He asks the following question again and again: "how 
are we to bridge the gulfbetween the age of Plato and our own?-How are we to 
place before ourselves the Greek (as the Egyptian priest), a youth as he was in the 
infancy of the mental world? How can we catch the imperfect irregular influenc
es by which the philosopher was surrounded? The half lights :md crisp lights 
amid which he lived? Our own ideas are not spontaneous, though they may be 
ours they are also the (ground?) of our age derived from the books which we read, 
etc. The same is true of the ancient philosopher".278 His answer is always the 
same: we have to put the author into context in order to take advantage of that 
which is useful to us and leave that which is of no use. As a result of this process, 
"we shall find the seeds of many questions which have still an interest for us".279 

This was also Grote's perspective: first, the study of antiquity and its context, and 
then references to modern times. Despite all this, J owett, prompted by a desire to 
criticise Grote, does exactly that which he censures. He approaches Plato from a 
previously formulated ideological and moral position. 

He experienced the subject of the sophists as a personal and contemporary 
issue. As if he had interiorised Plato's apprehension towards these pragmatic and 
anthropocentric characters who were unevenly portrayed in the dialogues and 
whom Gro te stood up for. Thus, according to J owett: "All the degenera te ten
dencies of the age are supposed to be embodied in this Sophistical ideal... The 
Socrates of Plato can hardly be said regularly to argue with the Sophists. He 
makes them ridiculous; he bursts them out of their own mouth; he approaches 
them with an ironical humility; he knows how to flatter their weakfulnesses and 
draw out their characters. Plato, who is playing (both) sides of the game never 
allows the Sophists depart without discomforture".280 As a consequence, he 
imagines all his academic and ideological enemies as sophists. Grote is no excep
tion as can be seen from a letter to Florence Nightingale of 1874, "utterly mis
taken & misguided. He takes up the lowest level of philosophy which he can find 
and applies this to Plato ... he has no criticism & no imagination ... his philosophy 
and his power of seeing the truth (through sorne accident of education -James 
Mill & the like) were as narrow as they could be. He was the reverse of clear
headed". 281 

278 J owett Papers, I B 2 5, p. 5. 
279 Jowett Papers, I B 23, p. 114. 
280 Jowett Papers, I B 21 , p. 106. 
281 In Quinn /Prest, 1987, p. 2 5 5. 
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The 1871 edition as well as the following ones were edited at Oxford by 

Clarendon Press and it took up all of four volumes. The very title, The Dialogues 

of Plato, implied, as was to be expected, that the Letters were not included. It 
included twenty-seven dialogues out of the thirty-four that were recognised in 
the Alexandrian Canon. J owett gives no scientific explanation for his outright 
rejection of the Letters attributed to Plato. This was dueto his ideological preju
dice regarding the superiority of the author's work as it appears in the dialogues. 
Nor does he explain the historical inconsistencies, which as he saw it ruled out 
any possibility of the Epistulae being authentic. From his selection, Jowett ac
knowledges the authenticity of twenty-four dialogues, and he casts doubt on the 
authenticity of the Hippias Minar, Alcibiades Majar and the Menexenus. He trans
lates them anyway, and writes a prologue to them like he <loes with the rest. He 
leaves out the Hippias Majar, the Theages, the Second Alcibiades, the Amatores, Cli

topho, Minos, Epinomis, and the Hipparchus completely. Except for the Hippias Majar, 

which he included in the fourth and final edition of his translation, the Epinomis, 

considered by many to be book XIII of the Leges, 282 and for the Epistulae, which 
many consider to be part of the first, J owett's choice is very close to the standard 
contents of contemporary editions of Plato.283 

With regard to the chronological distribution of the dialogues, it seems 
thatJowett <loes not give much importance to the matter despite the influence 
of Campbell who studied the subject in great detail. According to his editors of 
1853, "Jowett had no clear view concerning the order of composition of the 
Platonic dialogues ... his ideas on the subject were rather those prevailing among 
the German scholars of his time". 284 Tentative references to chronology ap
pear dispersed throughout the work, as he rounds off each dialogue. Without 
explaining how and why, he begins the first volume with the Carmides and the 
so called Socratic dialogues. He puts the Symposium befare the Phaedrus and 
finishes with the Cratylus leading us to think that he considered this to be the 
first phase of the Athenian philosopher. He begins the second volume with the 
Respublica, which is followed by the Timaeus and the Critias. The third volume 
contains the Gorgias. This went against the normal order which situated it be
fare the Respublica, 285 and J owett rectified this in the la ter editions. After that 

282 See Taylor, 1977, p. 497. 
283 See Guthrie, 1967-1981 , vol. V, p. 3 83; and Souilhé, in Platon, 193 O, vol. XIII, parts 2 and 3. F oran 

opposite point of view, in other words, for argurnents in favour of the authenticity of the Hipparchus 
and the Theages, see F riedlander, 1973, vol. II, The Dialogues, First Period, chapters viii and xi. 

284 Jowett, 1953, p. xi. 
285 Taylor considers it to be a Socratic dialogue. Cf Taylor, 1977, p. 103. 
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we have the Philebus, the Parmenides, the Theaetetus, the Sophista and the Politi

cus. He finishes the fourth volume with an exclusively onomastic and toponym
ical index which is restricted to the classical age and is twelve pages long. These 
became two hundred in the third edition. 

The historical-evolutionist theory that Jowett defended and which he had 
inherited from Hermann, led him to think that the Philebus was a step forward in 
the development of Platonic philosophy in that it distinguished the different 
epistemological functions from the point of view of the nature of the mind, "the 
omission of the doctrine of recollection, derived from a previous state of existence, 
is a note of progress in the philosophy of Plato. The transcendental theory of 
pre-existing ideas, which is chiefly discussed by him in the Meno, the Phaedo, and 
the Phaedrus, has given way to a psychological one".286 His desire to rationalise, 
or more precisely, to clean Plato of pagan impurities, led him to state 
paternalistically four years later that Plato had managed to free himself from the 
dogma of anámnesis befare his death: "The doctrine of reminiscence is also a 
fragment of a former world, which has no place in the philosophy of modern 
times. But Plato had the wonders of psychology just opening to him, and he had 
not the explanation of them which is supplied by the analysis oflanguage and the 
history of the human mind. The question, 'Whence come our abstract ideas?' he 
could only answer by an imaginary hypothesis".287 

J owett was not indifferent to the dialectic ingenuity of the Parmenides, nor 
did he overlook the suspicions that Plato's rhetorical gimmicks awakened in cer
tain researchers such as Schaarschmidt, Socher and Uberweg.288 With a certain 
distance, which revealed a certain amount of candour he said: "Perhaps there is 
no passage in Plato showing greater metaphysical power than that in which he 
assails his own theory of ideas .... The consideration of this difficulty has leda 
recent critic (Uberweg), who in general accepts the authorised canon of the 
Platonic writings, to single out the Platonic as spurious. The accidental want of 
externa! evidence, at first sight, seems to favour this opinion".289 Uberweg's the
sis is based on the fact that Aristotle makes no mention of the more than evident 
relationship between Plato and eleatic thought, despite the fact that he gives great 
importance to Pythagorism.Jowett's argument in favour of the dialogue's authen
ticity takes into account the obvious relationship and amount of cross references 
between it and the Theaetetus, the Sophista and the Politicus. This relationship has 

286 Jowett, 1871, vol. III, p. 130. 
287 Jowett, 1875, introduction to the ?haedo, vol. I, p. 420. 
288 Munro, 1871. 
289 J owett, 187 1, vol. III, p. 22 7. 
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been brilliantly treated during our time by Dies and Comford.290 However,Jowett 
bases his argument primarily on the evolution and development of Platonic ide
alism, for which he was praised by sorne of his contemporaries. 291 This is what 
the Master says on the matter: " ... if the Parmenides is spurious, a similar condem
nation must be passed on the Theaetetus and the Sophist, and therefore on the 
Politicus (cf Tht. 183e, Sph. 217). But the objection is really fanciful, and rests on 
the assumption that the doctrine of ideas was held unchanged by Plato through
out his life in the same form. Whereas the truth is, that the Platonic ideas were in 
constant process of growth and transmutation; sometimes veiled in poetry and 
mythology ... ". 292 

He ends off the final volume with the Leges, one of the Platonic dialogues 
thatJowett appreciated the most.Jowett's didactic orientation with regard to the 
reading of the Respublica, is revealed in the following commentary he made con
cerning this dialogue by the mature Plato. In referring to the subject of harmony 
within the state, he clarifies: "But he (Plato) has not yet found out the truth which 

he afterwards enunciated in the Leges (628d) - that he was a better legislator who 
made mento be of one mind, than he who trained them for war".293 Plato speaks 
of eiréne and philophrosyne, and J owett has evidently understood this. But "to be of 
one rnind", not only connotes "peace", but it also implies a mental agreement, a 
certain ideological concordance, which was no doubt one of]owett's objectives. 

Perhaps the Master wanted to usher in the ideal values of Platonism, but 
frorn the experience and convenience of the present. He was always ambivalent 
with regard to progress. lt was a bad thing when it implied autonomy, disorder 
and indiscipline, and a good thing when it promoted cohesion and obedience to 
the principle of authority. Hence he had no qualms about outrightly rejecting the 
so called 'new philosophies', in other words, Rationalism, Utilitarianism, and Dar
winisrn or Positivisrn: "the modern and ancient philosophical world are not agreed 
in their conception of truth and falsehood; the one identifies truth almost exclu
sively with fact, the other with ideas". 294 On the other hand, he considered theo
logical and political liberalism to be a valuable humanist product which he was 
not willing to do without. In any case,Jowett in his own way echoed the nostalgia 
for a richer inner life in juxtaposition to the materialist threat of capitalism which 

29° Cf Comford, 1979, p. 1; and Auguste Dies, "Pannenide", in Platon, 1930, vol VIII, premiere partie, 
p. Xll. 

29 1 Cf T hompson, 1871, p. 225. 
292 Jowett, 1871, vol. III, pp. 227-8. 
293 Jowett, 1871, introduction to The Republic, vol. II, pp. 137-8. 
294 J owett quoted by M unro, 187 1. 
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was so mucha part of British intellectual life. He was perhaps closer to Arnold in 
this respect than to Morris, Carpenter or Ruskin. To be able to shape a morally 
and intellectually idealist human type, an Oxonian Platonism in that citadel which 
he controlled, could have been a way of fulfilling Plato's unfulfillable dream: a 
lineage of exemplary philosopher-politicians for a nation that was becoming a 
great empire. 

The sensibility with which he describes the formation of the: Platonic mind 
in the Hellenic world in his introduction to the Timaeus could easily have been a 
source of inspiration for young Victorian thinkers. There are strong reminis
cences of Coleridge in his renowned comparison between the two approxima
tions to reality suggested by Plato in the Sophista: "An inner world of ideas began 
to be created, more absorbing, more overpowering, more abiding than the bright
est of visible objects ... At the same time, the minds of men parted into the two 
great divisions of those who saw only a principie of motion, and of those who saw 
only a principie of rest in nature and in themselves; there were born Heracliteans 
or Eleatics as there have been in later ages born Aristotelians and Platonists".295 

The fact that J owett presented this division in the first edition is significant, for 
in this way the reader was aware of where he was being guided: towards an updat
ed Platonic idealism with a small dose of Aristotelianism and, why not, with a 
touch of luxury as well. 

One of]owett's intellectual preoccupations must surely have been to bring 
Platonism up to date whilst at the same time imbuing it with a certain Aristote
lian sense of pragmatism. Dr. Jenkinson, his caricature in Mallock's New Republic, 
that Platonic dualism which separated reality into material and spiritual reality 
had been surpassed by the Stagirite: "Thus what Plato had conceived of as two 
worlds were now presented as opposite poles of the same ... The question is one of 
the relations of the spiritual to the natural; and the opposition between the views of 
these two ancient philosophers is by no means obsolete in our country. There is 
even now far too prevalent a tendency to look upon the spiritual as something 
transcending and completely separate from the natural; and there is in the minds 
of many well-meaning and earnest persons a sort of alarm felt at any attempt to 
bring the two into connection".296 Mallock's Jowett was worldly and to a certain 
extent theologically provocative. He desired a justification of evolutionism that 
the historical J owett never defended. What is true however was that he was hor

rified by a purely spiritual and metaphysical philosophy. His apprehension in this 

295 Jowett, 1871, vol. II, p. 505. 
296 Mallock, 1935, p. 90. 
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respect is reflected in his introductions, where he stresses the executive and ap
plied side of the Athenian philosopher and at times exaggerates it so that it ties in 
with the pedagogical goal of his version. 

The work is dedicated to his students. This detail is indicative of the text's 
"function" as it is defined by Jakobson far it is addressed to them: "To my former 
Pupils in Balliol College and in the University of Oxford, who during thirtyyears 
have been the best of friends to me, in grateful recognition of their never-failing 
attachment".297 It is in fact an Oxford Plato far Oxford elaborated by a teacher 
who believed in his sacred pedagogical mission. It is actually the first English 
Plato with these characteristics and this driving force. The enthusiastic Alexander 
Grant highlighted this unique character of the edition. Similarly, it is interesting 
to see the way in which J owett's work was received by this student of the Master, 
who at the time had become a great specialist in Aristotelian ethics: "Nowhere 
but ata university could such a phenomenon now-a-days have presented itself
the phenomenon of a man, with powers of mind far above those generally thought 
necessary far a teacher, devoting himself to the development and correction of 
the thought and character of young men, generation after generation ... by friendly 
intercourse ... and conversations ... veiled dialectic and badina ge ... all employed 
with the most ... noble purpose".298 Grant said the same thing aboutJowett as he 
did in his fourth edition to The Ethics of Aristotle, which was dedicated to him, 
"the Socrates of my youth ... the wisest and the best man that I have ever 
known".299 Hence, the Jowett of the first edition is Socrates, and that of the third 
- 1892- is Plato. 

It is difficult to understand why Jowett did not precede the dialogues with a 
general introduction to Plato in any of the three editions brought out during his 
lifetime. Evelyn Abbott gives us the only possible answer, which was probably 
inspired by the prologue of 1871, where Jowett defended the lack of global 
unity between the different dialogues. Abbott may have also talked about the 
matter with the Master. He says: "To the lastJowett seems to have contemplat
ed an essay on the 'genuiness and arder of the Platonic dialogues ... It was also 
his intention to write a comprehensive account of Plato's philosophy. But his 
sense of the uncertainty of the available evidence, his dislike of criticism, and 
above all his unwillingness to force upan the Platonic writings a unity which he 
felt that they did not possess, kept him back". 3ºº Be it because he was cautious 

297 J owett, 1871, vol. I. 
29s Grant, 1871, pp. 307-8. 
299 Grant, 1874, the presentation page. 
300 Abbott & Campbell, 1897, vol. II, p. 408. 
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not to be compared with Grote, 301 or because he was following the famous Pla
tonic warning of Letters II and VII, or of the Phaedrus, regarding t:he danger that 
the written word would give students "an appearance of wisdom, but not wisdom 
itself'. 3º2 In any case, Jowett did not leave behind a general evaluation of the 
Athenian philosopher and we have to make do with the notes and studies that 
correspond to each of the dialogues. 

As regards the text in Greek and the presentation of the work, J owett had 
followed the eighthJohann Gottfried Stallbaum edition, established at Leipzig in 
1822, under the title Platonis Opera in eight volumes. He had also used Stepha
nus's numbering, which was common practice, but without the subdivisions be
tween pages using the letters a, b, e, d, e, which are characteristic of modern edi
tions since that of Henri Estienne of 1578. His choice of Stallbaum was in keep
ing with an archaeological principle announced in Essays and Reviews: "the later 
manuscripts of Plato or Sophocles are often to be preferred to earlier ones". 303 

The Leipzig philologist, like most of XIX century readers of papyrus texts, based 
their text on pre-Renaissance manuscripts. In this case the original manuscripts 
are to be found in the Laurentiana library of Florence.304 The fo.test edition of 
J owett's version published by] owett Copyright Trustees, remained faithful to the 
Master's criteria and used the Burnet text of 1900-7, in the Oxford Clarendon 
Press. Each dialogue ofJ owett's version was preceded by a synopsis, which, strange
ly enough was called an "Analysis",3º5 as well as by a commentary called an "In
troduction". The difference between one and the other is that our translator elab
ora tes on his reflections and pronounces value judgements in the latter, and some
times, as we shall see later on, he also establishes connections with problems of 
the contemporary world. It is in this section that we hear the heartbeat of] owett's 
Plato irrespective of the debated yet undeniable merits of his translation. If we 
were to overlook the sermons in Victorian morality of the three editions it would 
be like presenting Hamlet without the ghost. Not to refer to thern would be the 
same as saying that the long biographical introduction which I have dedicated to 
him in my study was not warranted. The critic David Binning Munro points out 
in his arride onJowett's first edition in the Quarterly Review of 1871, that: "The 
value of a translation, after all, is chiefly for those who are least a ble to criticise it. 

301 !bid. p. 117, where J owett writes to Sir Henry Taylor: "There is a very interesting account of Socrates 
(though not quite right, I think) in Grote's History of Greece". 

302 Phaedrus 27 5 a-b, Op. cit. p. 11 6. 
303 Jowett, 1861, p. 335. 
304 Brumbaugh / Wells / YUL, 1968, pp. 2-3. 
305 Lloyd also highlights the fact in Lloyd, 1956, p. 73 : " .. . general introductions and summaries, which 

for sorne reason are called analyses ... ". 
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Those who are already acquainted with Plato will turn to the Introductions, and 
especially to the short essays which they contain. To students of philosophy, these 
essays constitute the soul of the book. .. They exhibit in the highest degree the 
qualities which are characteristic of Mr. J owett's style ... ". 306 

Precisely for this reason, A. C. Lloyd expresses his surprise at the omission 
of certain passages from the introductions in the 1953 edition under the supervi
sion of D.]. Allan and H. E. Dale. This was in fact a posthumous tribute to the 
Master who had assigned an amount in his will to finance later editions: "this has 
meant the loss of what were once famous essays on friendship, love and marriage, 
the belief in immortality, and others. They were a lasting contribution to let
ters ... ".3º7 Though it is true that the importance of these essays lies more in their 
Weltbild than in their quality of speculation, as Lloyd himself admits, there is how
ever unanimous agreement as to their value. It is precisely the quality of the lan
guage and the style that his pupil Evelyn Abbott emphasises rather than the strictly 
philological task: "Jowett's introductions to the Dialogues were and were not disap
pointing: on the one hand more - much more- might have been said about the 
relation of Plato to previous philosoph~rs, and on the plan and purpose of the 
Dialogues; but on the other, every reader was charmed by the beauty of the style, 
the wisdom and depth of thought, the happy illustrations from modern feeling 
and experience". 308 In following the three "] owett" editions in English we are 
struck by the fascinating arbitrariness and Victorian self-complacency ofhis com
ments and nuances in his treatment of certain themes between 1871 and 1892. 

We shall commence our journey in 1871 with J owett's controversia! 
introduction to the Symposium in which he takes up Thrasylus's theory that this 
dialogue along with the Phaedrus belong to the same tetralogy. 309 However, he 
adds the Phaedo as well, as it was established with a series of small modifications 
during the nineteenth century. As I see it, he rightly picked up on Plato's focus 
when he conceded to the sensuality of the dialogue and, in line with Grote, he 
juxtaposed it to the Phaedo: " ... while the Phaedo and Phaedrus look backwards 
and forwards to past and future states of existence, the Symposium is bounded 
by this world. The intellectual and ethical are held in solution with the physical. 
Philosophy is not death, or abstraction from life: in and through the sensible 
world we rise to the ideal". 310 But he is clearly disturbed by the means through 

306 Quarterly Review, 131, July-October, 1871, pp. 494-5. 
307 Lloyd, 1956, p. 75. 
308 Abbott & Campbell, 1897, vol. II, p. 7. 
3o9 Diogene Laerce, 1965, vol. II, p. 181. 
3JO Jowett, 1871, vol. I, p. 487 . 
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which ascension towards knowledge is achieved in the Symposium and the Phaedrus. 

J owett must certainly have felt uneasy about talking about sex and about having 
to confront the homoerotic passages. 

The Jowett papers contain a letter from 1877 to Sir Henry Taylor in which 
J owett expresses the satisfaction he receives from his daughter reading Plato to 
him aloud, but he warns that: "There are a few things in it which a young lady 
may not read, chiefly I think a page at the beginning of the Charmides and a few 
pages of the Symposium & Respublica". 311 The shy platonist of Balliol should have 
at least added the Phaedrus and the Lysis. Even so, despite his apprehension to
wards Plato's amorous language, he did not cut anything out of the original text 
and, at most tried to tone clown or disguise the erotic element of sorne of the 
passages. F or example, he changes, "philoúsi toits ándras kai chaírousi synkatakeí

menoi kai sympeplegménoi tois andrási" from the Symposium 19le with a more neu
tral formula "(being a piece of the man) they hang abouthim and embrace him".31 2 

In 192b he reduces "paiderastés te kai philerastes gígnetai", to simply " ... is prone to 
love and ready to return love". 313 Also, in 21 lb-c, "orthós paiderastein", is trans
formed into the convencional "true love". 314 As Warner Fite aptly put it, "Jowett 
assumed indeed that if Plato were living in his day he would be in all these mat
ters a true Victorian". 315 

By contrast, Ficino presented a more serious case of censorship, which was 
excepcional in him. He tampered with the beginning of the Charmides 155d-e, 
when Socrates is about to give way to the desire which the furtive and coinciden
tal view of the youth's prívate parts awakened in him. Ficino's reasons seem to 
summarise the tone of]owett's justifications. There are qualitative differences how
ever. According to the Renaissance translator, not everything that was valid in Pla
to's time was so in la ter years, and consequently a western reading during a period 
that was already too tempted by pleasure such as the Florence of the Medici, 
demanded an adaptation: "mutaui tamen non nihil, non nihil etiam praetermisi .. . 
quae minus consonant diceret non Platonis esse, sed Chroni".316 Ficino viewed 
Platonic homosexual passion not so muchas a crime asan anachronism within 
convencional Florentine morality, whereas for Jowett it was a capital error. The 
Master's aversion to the subject of sexuality was well known. He is mercilessly 

3l 1 Jowett Papers, I F 13, p. 64. 
312 O'Connor, 1991, p. 123. 
313 !bid. p. 124. 
314 !bid. p. 144. 
315 Fite, 1934, p. 61. 
316 Ficino in Hankins, 1991, vol. I, p. 313, n. 130. 
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parodied in Mallock's New Republic when the beautiful and distinguished Mrs. 
Sinclair, perhaps the alter-ego of the poetess Violet Fane, quite maliciously asks 
him about the possible corruption of Greek erotic poetry with regard to Sappho: 
"The Doctor started ... F or the first time in his life ... Dr. J enkinson (alias Jowett) 

was rude. He turned abruptly away, and staring hard at the moon, not at Mrs. 
Sinclair, said simply, 'l don't know', with the most chilling intonation of which 
those words are capable". 31 7 

This Victorian therefore found his exemplary Plato's spontaneous references 
to physical passions particularly traumatic. He was also put into the terribly diffi
cult position of having to explain Hellenic homoerotic desire to his vulnerable 
contemporaries. Thus, in the first volume of the first edition, when he intro
duces the Symposium, he considers it to be the most Greek of all the Platonic 
dialogues, "having a beauty 'as of a statue"'. But because he is aware of the 
slippery side of the work he warns, "that many things have been imagined which 
are not really to be found there". 318 He finds Alcibiades totally unpresentable 
for he, "in his drunken state is a ble to tell of things which he would have been 
ashamed to mention, if he had been sober".319 Though he was familiar with the 
sexual habits of the Greeks, Jowett insisted on including this sentence in all three 
editions, and presented a practice that was tolerated by Hellenic institutions as 
the devastating fruit of drunkenness. 

That Plato uses Athenian homoeroticism as the basis for metaphysical and 
philosophical enunciation that was to transcend the language of bodies, is a fact 
that has been dealt with in the studies of Sir K. J. Dover, Michel F oucault, David 
M. Halperin andJohn Boswell, to name but the most well-known. lt is also cer
tain that it would have been naive to expect that Jowett should overcome the 
deeply rooted prejudices that existed at the time. Nevertheless, his tampering 
with the facts bore fruit, for Shelley's fresh and bold translation half a century 
earlier was not nearly as successful. The grounds on which Osear Wilde was tried 
during the 90's, for example, have little to do with the Romantic poet's explana
tions on Greek sexuality and have much more in common with J owett's severity. 

He brushes aside Socrates' love for Alcibiades as "unintelligible to us and 
perverted", and characterises his desire as "the most degrading passion".320 In 
an attempt to at least redeem the model Socrates, he suggests, and here he fol
lows Xenophon's testimony (Mem. I.2,29,30) that the real Socrates may have been 

3! 7 Mallock, 1935, pp. 72 -3. 
3 l 8 Jowett, 1871, vol. I, p. 477. 
319 !bid. p. 486. 
320 !bid. 
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innocent of such vices, which were attributed to him by Plato, who always por
trayed the wise man critically: "The Platonic Socrates does not appear to re
gard the greatest evil of Greek life as a matter of abhorrence, lbut as a subject 
for irony, and is far from resenting the imputation of such at:tachments". 321 

Xenophon on the other hand, whom J owett had refuted three pages earlier, did 
not deny Socrates' homophilia. Throughout the mentioned text he simply states 
what seems most likely, that Socrates for example, "with regard to sexual pas
sion advised that one should decidedly keep a distance from beautiful people, 
because, he would say that it was difficult to remain wise and clear minded in 
their company". 322 Hence it is nota specific carnal pleasure that the Socrates 
of the Memorabilia is rejecting but voluptuousness as su ch, and J owett does not 
pickup on the meaning here. 

The Oxonian translator's horror reached its peak when he verified that Plato 
did nothing to protect the good name of his spiritual and philosophical teacher: 
"Nor does Plato feel any repugnance, such as would be felt in modern times, in 
bringing his great Master and hero into connexion with namelless crimes". 323 

Then, when all seems lost, and it looks as if J owett is going to abandon his Pla
tonic faith, he goes on to explain the reason for so much insensitivity on the part 
of Plato. He carries out a dextrous manoeuvre which may have been inspired in 
the condescending Socratic formula: "The reason why people make wrong choices 
-between Good and E vil- is beca use they lack knowledge". 324 The Victorian 
Platonist finds a redemptory excuse along the lines of Ficino: "The fault of taste, 
which to us appears glaring, and which was recognised by the Greeks of a later 
age, was not perceived by Plato himself'. 325 The thesis of the intellectual evolu
tion of humanity saves him from an embarrassingly difficult situation: Plato did 
not know that he was in the wrong. Feeling slightly more relieved, the Master 
goes on to expound on the Greek erotic mind and the preference which refined 
intellectuals had for ephebes. He did however show his surprise and kept his dis
tance: "Still more surprising is the fact itself, that the elevation of sentiment, which 
is regarded by Plato as the first step in the upward progress of the philosopher, is 
aroused not by female beauty, but by the beauty of youth, which alone seems to 
have been capable of inspiring the modern feeling of romance in the Greek 
mind". 326 

321 !bid. 

322 X. Mem. III, 8-9, p. 49. 
323 J owett, 1871, vol. I, p. 486. 
324 Prt. 357d-e. My translation. 
325 Jowett, 1871, vol. I, p. 486. 
326 !bid. 
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He evidently considered this attraction which men felt far youth and which 
was a means of spiritual elevation, to be illegitimate and false: "the spurious farm 
of an enthusiasm far the ideal of beauty -a worship as of sorne godlike image of 
an Apollo or Antinous". 327 We should note at this point all his recommendations 
regarding the differences in context and the modern relativism of certain aspects 
of Plato, which had theoretically been assimilated by developed western mental
ity: "Thus wide is the gulf which separa tes a portian of Hellenic sentiment in the 
age of Plato ... not only from Christian, but from Homeric feeling". 328 It is some
what bold onJowett's part to claim that the abyss between Homer and Plato can 
be compared to that between Hellenism and the Christian age, far J owett was a 
reader of the Iliad. One must concede however that he was on the right track in 
pointing out a difference of attitude between the two authors. If nothing else, the 
Homeric epic maintains a decorous discretion in its frequent portrayal of the 
relationship between Achilles and Patroclus. This is achieved through a system
atic lack of precision in referring to the affection between the two warriors. 329 

The introduction to the Symposium w:as hardly altered in the later editions. It 
scarcely took up twenty-five pages in the third edition, which is very short 
considering the long introductions to other important Platonic dialogues. The 
Phaedrus alone was thirty-six pages long in 1892. It is clear thatJowett either did 
not want to or could not dedica te too much attention to the homoerotic theme in 
Plato, but at the same time, he felt it was his moral duty not to ignore it. Whereas 
in the 1871 introduction to the Phaedrus there were no allusions to the Greek sin, 
the homophobic commentary on the Symposium was not the first thatJowett had 
written. His controversially famous Epistles ofSt. Paul to the Thessalonians, Galatians, 
Romans, ... of 1859, which were written ata time when he practised a notorious 
religious liberalism, contained a relentless disapproval of Greek homosexuality: 
"If the inner life had been presented to us of that period which in political greatness 
and in art is the most brilliant epoch of humanity, we should have turned away 
from the sight with loathing and detestation ... there is a great gulf fixed between 
us and them, which no willingness to make allowance far the difference of ages 
and countries would enable us to pass ... there are vices also which are not even 
named among us". 330 

This Victorian silence with regard to certain "vices" such as pederasty and 
sodomy in general, bring to mind the poem by the conflictive Lord Alfred Douglas 

327 !bid. 
328 !bid. pp. 486-7. 
329 Cf Dover, 1978, p. 53: " .. .it seems from whatAiskhines says ofHomer, that reticence was de rigueur ... ". 
330 Jowett, 1859, vol. II, p. 77. 
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- Osear Wilde's unpopular lover- entitled "Two Laves". The final line to this 
poem was used in the trials against Wilde to point out that both the accused were 
guilty: "I am the Love that dare not speak its name".331 Almost half a century 
later, during the Edwardian period, this state of affairs had not changed in En
gland and Mr. Cornwallis, the fictitious Cambridge professor of Greek in E.M. 
Forster's Maurice, of 1914, uses the same repressive terminology. In fact, when he 
carne to a conflictive passage, he severely warned the student who was translating 
aloud: "Omit: a reference to the unspeakable vice of the Greeks".332 It is unlikely 
that Forster here was parodying his teacher Goldsworthy Lowes Dickinson, a 
distinguished lover of Plato and uranist of the Apostles of Cambridge, by whom 
he was introduced to the homoerotic seduction of that ancient Mediterranean 
culture. However, a revealing detail in the novel also rules out the possibility of 
any allusion to J owett. 

In the sentence immediately after the professor's prohibition, F orster wrote: 
"Durham observed afterwards that he ought to lose his fellowship for such hy
pocrisy ... 'I regard itas a point of pure scholarship"'.333 Jowett was above all an 
educator who could not turn a blind eye to a subject that he considered to be 
dangerous anda threat in the masculine world of Oxford. It therefore could not 
be ignored, nor could it be dealt with lightly. Besides Plato could not be ignored, 
nor had his great anti-Platonic rival Grate remained silent on the subject. Con
fronted with Grote's tolerance and scientific reserve on the subject, Jowett could 
not deal with the issue like Mr. Cornwallis. He had to say precisely the right 
thing. On the one hand clearly condemning and warning against any hedonist 
transgressions but at the same time saving the honour of the Athenian thinker. 
Hence, Plato was concerned with promoting ascesis in order to pave the way 
towards the knowledge of Good. Ficino in turn, was concerned with curbing the 
excesses of his time and environment, which, according to him, were not neces
sarily more evolved than those of the Athenian. J owett on his part, believed in his 
duty to guard over the moral well-being of the readers of Plato. 

In 1867, whilst he was translating the dialogues, he had written on "sublima
tion", on the channelling of personal energy towards religion, in a notebook enti
tled "Control of the Passions": "A man is not a man who does not control his 
passions ... It has been imagined by Sceptics that all the more intense forms of 
religion are really bastard or illegitimate results of the relations of sexes ... it is 

331 Quoted in Hyde, 1973 , p. 200. 
332 Forster, 1985, p. 50. 
333 !bid. 
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plain that there is a el ose connection between them ... Hence an important ques
tion. The right use or the right regulation of the passions in religion. How to kill 
the sense or lust and leave the ideal or aspiration? How to direct the warmth and 
enthusiasm of human nature- the heart to the eternal and invisible? (éros of Pla
to in the Symposium) Nobody can know human nature who has not reflected much 
and long on the effects and illusions and false forms of the passions in himself and 
others". 334 It is clear therefore that morality was the main objective of this priest 
who wanted to replace evangelist authoritywith Platonism. Sexualitywas impure 
because bodily pleasure was dirty and uncontainable, and not because the church 
said so. In the end Nietzsche was right: the English renounced religion but at the 
same time remained closely tied to a very strict morality. It was this morality that 
Jowett promoted and instilled in his pupils. Consequently he had a great influ
ence on the harshness of a society that was intransigent towards those who had 
inherited the love which was ironically called Socratic or Platonic. 

In 1871, the Symposium was not the only dialogue that demanded an exegesis 
due to its subject matter. The Respublica, according to Jowett, despite its gran
deur, was paradoxical not only for eighteenth century society but also for Plato's 
own times. Nevertheless, and perhaps alluding to Grate with regard to the possi
ble contradictions of Platonic poli tics, he adds: "being the thoughts of one of the 
greatest of human intelligences, and of one who has done most to eleva te moral
ity and religion, they seem to deserve a better treatment at our hands". 335 With a 
163 page long introductionJowett takes on the task of presenting the most com
plete of Plato's works. After much praise, the translator and interpreter of Plato 
turns to the central theme of the work, the union between theory and praxis: "in 
any other Dialogue is the attempt made to unite the speculative and practica!, or 
to interweave the State with philosophy".336 Jowett was very interested in this 
characteristic, for he himself had carried out reforms and also believed in Ox
ford's active role in society. He also felt that, in dealing with the Aristotelian and 
modern objections to the Respublica of Plato, he was in a way defending himself 
from foreseeable political attacks. 

The first large controversia! issue is that of communism, or communal prop
erty. J owett had outrightly discarded such a possibility in one of his notebooks 
from the eighteen fifties: "Equality of property among mankind impossible".337 

He evidently continued to be of the same opinion a decade later when he was 

334 Faber, 1957, p. 145. 
33 5 Jowett, 1871, vol. II, p. 140. 
336 !bid. p. l. 
337 Jowett Papers, 1 B 20, p. 125. 
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writing these essays. Plato however, needed to be defended and besides, state 
institutions were in need of improvement. Jowett proclaimed that communism 
was harmful in a modern society: "as tending to repress industry, and as doing 
awaywith the spirit ofbenevolence".338 It would be impossible for a liberal to say 
otherwise, but an heir of Coleridge and Thomas Arnold could formula te the fol
lowing daring question: " ... in the spirit of Plato's Republic, are we quite sure that 
the received notions of property are the best? Is the distribution of wealth which 
is customary in civilized countries the most favourable that can be conceived for 
the education and development of the mass of mankind?". 339 

The answer is essentially that the criterion of private property can change 
with time, in favour of a better distribution of resources and with an aim to ex
tend education to all social strata. This was one ofJowett's great reformist fixa
tions. We have previously commented on his discontentment at the mechanisa
tion of contemporary life and the excessive prominence of individualism leading 
to a consequent lack of ideals. This idea was to come up again in a hypothetical 
utopian fantasy that harmoniously reconciled capitalism and socialism: "And many 
will indulge the hope that the state in which we live will be only t:Jransitional, and 
may conduct to a higher state, in which property, besides ministering to the en
joyment of the few, may also furnish the means of the highest culture to all, and 
will be a greater benefit to the public generally, and also more under the control 
of public authority". 340 Like Coleridge before him, J owett was asking the state to 
intervene, but his state was strong, rich and imperial, and possessed a great civil 
awareness - instilled at Balliol whenever possible- as well as a great respect for 
traditional arder. 

Platonic "communism" was no simple concoction, but a kind of premoni
tion, for "many of the latest thoughts of modern philosophers and statesmen, 
such as the unity of knowledge, the reign of the law, and the equality of the sexes, 
have been anticipated in a dream by Plato". 341 What is curious inJowett's Plato 
is that at times he is anachronic and then suddenly becomes a visionary. J owett 
begins his introduction by explaining that communism is a state which is more 
suited to ancient societies, but then goes on to be the possible revolution of the 
future, "when they come to see how much more is attainable for all than is at 
present the possession of a favoured few". 342 Yet J owett does clarify that Plato 

338 Jowett, 1871, vol. II, p. 140. 
339 !bid. p. 141. 
340 !bid. p. 142. 
341 !bid. p. l. 
342 !bid. p. 143. 
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talks of exercising this principle among the guardians and not society at large. 
Plato's indifference towards the lower classes is brushed aside too easily: "the 
omission is not of any real significance, and probably arises out of the plan of the 
work, which prevents the writer from entering into details".343 

The egalitarian distribution of goods was to be carried out by the ruling class, 
which, as we know, was made up of philosophers, trained to conceive great meta
physical truths through the study of mathematics: "Nothing can appear to mod
ern ideas more inappropriate or absurd". 344 J owett however, believes that the 
idea of Good can be applied in practice and, against the arguments of hypotheti
cal Rationalist and Utilitarian enemies, he states that: "to be struggling towards a 
higher but unattainable conception is a more favourable condition of mind than 
to rest satisfied in a narrow portion of ascertained fact". 345 Though the matter is 
nowadays still being debated, he had no scruples in equalling the idea of Good to 
God and in defending Plato's controversia! theory of the almighty philosopher
king. The latter is unpopular, Jowett says, because he is misunderstood: "partly 
because he cannot take the world into his confidence or make them understand 
the motives from which he acts; and also because they are jealous of a power 
which they do not understand". 346 

Jowett's educational and formative side <lid not help him to see that the "mass" 
needs explanations and information in arder to be able to appreciate the quality 
of its governors. Instead he only went as far as to blame politicians for the gener
alised mistrust that existed towards power, which was dueto the fact that states
men were lacking in reflexive capacity. The average politician is partisan and re
actionary and looks after the interests of his party rather than those of society. 
Many allusions to the quality of education and to meddling into academic life on 
the part of government were in fact veiled criticisms of the public institutions of 
the time. In a letter to Florence Nightingale of around 1874, he said: "You may 
show all your political feelings in commenting on the Republic. Have I not at
tacked Mr. Gladstone in several places?"347 Despite Gladstone's unexpected help, 
which allowed him to become Master of Balliol, J owett never forgave the Prime 
Minister for his affiliation to the High Church and his consequent condemnation 
of Bishop Colenso. Clearly the reservations he showed towards J owett's plans for 
university reform played an important part in determining J owett's attitude, and 

343 !bid. p. 140. 
344 !bid. p. 147. 
345 !bid. p: 148. 
346 !bid. p. 149. 
347 In Quinn/Prest, 1987, p. 250. 
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one can read his political criticism between the lines. The rebel theologist took 
advantage of the Platonic throne to throw a lance in favour of the liberal cause 
and against Anglican and conservative orthodoxy: "This seems to be the reason 
why the old order of things makes so poor a figure when confronted with the 

new, why churches can never reform, why most political changes are made blind
ly and convulsively. .. The fixed ideas of a reactionary statesman may be compared 
to madness ... ".348 Despite his enthusiasm, Jowett had to reconcile Plato's au
thoritarian government with the Victorian cult for individual liberties. F or this 
difficult task he resorted once more to the time argument which cured all of Pla
to's arbitrariness. 

This is actually another of the topics that are dealt with in the introduction 
to the Respublica of 1871: "Plato labouring under what, to modern readers, would 
appear to be a confusion of ideas, identifies the individual and the state-ethics 
with politics ... He does not see that the analogy of the individual and the state 
is partly fallacious ... ". 349 Individualism and competition were two sacred prin
cipies of Victorian England and were equally shared by liberals and conserva
tives alike. Bentham, Mill and Utilitarianism in general, as weH as Darwinism 
and the more sceptical Ruskin, Carlyle and Arnold, proclaimed the inviolability 
of personal will, andJowett found no other excuse for Plato than the absence of 
Christianity. The central role given to salvation in Protestant religiousness as 
well as the importance given to conscience rendered the dissolution of the indi
vidual person into the mass unthinkable. In the same way, Plato's mixture of 
ethics and politics pointed towards a mental state in which morality was more 
of an externa! practice rather than an introspective process, as it was preceptive. 

He had already thought out his explanation in a notebook from 1858: "Men 
began with notions of custom, of rights, of laws; they ended with conceptions 
of moral virtue, duty or obligation. They went from without inwards -and in 
Plato's age this process was not yet complete- the mind had not yet attained 
the idea of a distant sphere of morals or politics ... Therefore, when it is said 
that Plato identified morals & politics or that he confused the individual & 

state, I would correct this expression by saying that he lived in an age prior to 
such distinctions". 350 E ven so, there were things to be salvaged and, even 
thoughJowett considered that moral truths were fixed archetypes and that po
litical principies were but an accidental product of the former, he still believed 

348 Jowett, 1871, vol. II, p. 150. 
349 !bid. 
350 Jowett Papers, I B 25 , p. 53 . 
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that "something has been lost in thei r separation".351 He actually maintained 
that if both were brought together on an equal level it would, on the one hand, 

dignify and purify politics by elevating the duties of governors and citizens, and 
on the other hand, it would invest morality with a more concrete and useful 

con ten t . 
As regards the subject of education however, which was very el ose to J owett's 

heart, his admiration far Plato was uncompromising: "Plato is the first writer 
who distinctly expresses the thought that education is to comprehend the whole 
of life, and to be a preparation far another in which education is to begin 
again". 352 He felt at ease with Plato's pedagogical project, which he faund to be 
very compatible with practica! life, taking into account of course the fact that 
the metaphysical education of the guardians had to precede political praxis. 
Jowett considered that Plato's merit lay in that, unlike modern thinkers, he placed 
ideas befare things: "according to him the aim of early education is not truth as 
a matter of fact, but truth as a matter of principie". 353 Hence, we ha ve a Plato 
who is made to fit Essays and Reviews, that also portrays a Socrates who was 
martyred far being a revolutionary. This may have been one ofJowett's fantasies , 
that of seeing himself as a kind of Socratic hero of theological liberalism. 

On Plato's Socrates he says: "He propases an entire refarmation of the old 
mythology .. . The lusts and treacheries of the gods are to be dispelled ... The 
principles on which religion is to be based are two only: first, that God is true; 
secondly, that he is good. Modern and Christian writers have often fallen short 
of these".354 He states it loud and clear a few lines further clown that he and 
Plato are in theory after the same objective, that of farming rather than infarm
ing. Their goal is to awaken sensibilities and not conductist automatism, to de
mystify old beliefs and not to be moved in their actions by fear or divine threat. 
But all this demanded a change which the refarmers had to pay far: "Plato, like 
ourselves, is looking farward to changes in the moral and religious world, and is 
preparing far them. He recognizes the danger of unsettling young men's minds, 
and doing away with the sacredness of one set of ideas befare we have anything 
to put in their place which has an equal hold on the mind".355 

It is worth remembering that AJexander Grant had comparedJowett to So
crates and that Jowett had once addressed Florence Nightingale as "Diotima 

3SJ Jowett, 1871, vol. Il, p. 152. 
352 !bid. 
353 !bid. p. 153 . 
.l\4 !bid. p. 154. 
35 5 !bid. 
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prophetess ofMantinae .. . ",356 alluding to Socrates' wise companion in Plato's Sym

posium. In a sermon on friendship of 1873 he rather mischievously professed that 
Plato's academy was as mucha meeting place for friends as it was a place of study. 357 

Why then shouldn't he feel that the task of the two famous Athenians were similar 
to bis own? He shared the same sense of moral and civic responsibility and also 
wanted to replace part of the old ecclesiastical arder that existed with its secular 
equivalent in the academic world. Even bis rejection of the arts found an echo in 
Plato's dilemmas about poetry: " ... true knowledge, according to Plato, is of ab
stractions, and has to do not with particulars or individuals, but with universals 
only; not with the beauties of poetry, but with the ideas of philosophy". 358 Even so, 
J owett actually maintained an ambivalent stance with regard to literature. 

The poetic quality of Plato attracted and inspired him, but he feared that 
an unconditional defence of creativity openly contradicted Plato's irrefutable 
censure and could encourage the type of sensuality that was present in contem
porary movements such as the "Fleshly School of poetry". This was how the 
conservative critic Robert Buchanan derisively called the pre-Raphaelites and 
sym bolists in 18 71. 3 59 Hence, even though J owett claimed tha t "to banish art 
would be to banish thought .. . to banish the expression of all truth", 360 there is 
a moralistic tone in his clarification that art like all exterior things is susceptible 
to the greatest delicateness but to the vilest of intentions as well when it aban
dons idealised form: "Whatever strangeness there may be in modern times in 
opposing philosophy to poetry, which to us seem to have so many elements in 

common, the strangeness will disappear if we conceive of poetry as allied to 
sense, and of philosophy as equivalent to thought and abstraction". 361 Here 
lies the essential difference between J owett and Pater. J owett do es not envisage 
the possibility of an aesthetics outside moral philosophy whereas Pater frees 
the artistic taste of the senses from its metaphysical bond in order to create 
aestheticism, or the pleasure of appreciating and sensing beauty with no other 
aim in mind but that of pleasure itself. Pater's speculative originality and his in 
depth treatment of this theme are undeniably superior in this respect to Jowett's 
diffuse meditations, for Jowett was more dependent on the Athenian philoso

pher and prisoner to his own inhibitions. 

356 InQuinn/Prest, 1987, p. 152 . 
357 In H inchliff, 1987, p. 135 . 
358 Jowett, 187 1, vol. II, p. 156. 
359 Buchanan, 1872, esp. pp. 1-33. 
360 Jowett, 1908, vol. II, p. 99. 
361 !bid. p. 9 5. 
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Jowettwished to impose the notion of subjection to the principie of authority. 

This however led him beyond a mechanical adherence to the Socratic word and 
aligned him with Plato even on such a controversia! subject as that of the re
evaluation of the status of women in the Respublica. Socrates had said that "all the 
natural gifts are scattered about indifferently among men and women, though 
there may be a superiority of degree on the part of the men". 362 This last 
amendment by Plato which is expounded on in the Respublica 455e allowed him 
to satisfy both sides, though it would be unacceptable today. Jowett found it 
difficult to claim that women were definitively inferior without seeming vulgar 
and old fashioned, nor could he take sides with the radicals. The first British 
suffragette committee had been formed in 1865 and in the following year, J ohn 
Stuart Mill presented the first official petition to parliament demanding the 
vote for women, which was supported by other prominent figures. The same 
author published On the Subjection of Women in 1869, whenJowettwas finishing 
his translation. On top of this, George Grate showed unavowed respect for 
pages 449c-473c of book five of the Respublica and used non-sexist language in 
reference to the education of the guardians, "male or female, as the case may 
be".363 Jowett could not lag behind and took up the cause of equality between 
men and women with apparent enthusiasm, though his pronouncements were 
not devoid of interna} contradictions. He stated that, despite the goddesses and 
the heroines of mythology, the Greeks excluded women from public life and 
confined them to domestic life. In contrast, Plato wanted to incorporate them in 
the pólis, "in no former age of the world would Plato's ideas on this subject have 
received so much assent as in our own".364 

The Athenian philosopher had wished to break away from the prevailing 
norms and, according to J owett: "she is to be the companion of the man, and to 
share with him in the toils of war and in the cares of the government. She is to be 
similarly trained both in bodily and mental exercises. She is to lose as far as possi
ble the incidents of maternity and the characteristics of the female sex".365 Nev
ertheless, the Victorian exegesist was very much aware that his public expected 
sorne concession to the established order. Is the difference between the sexes purely 
a physical matter of maternity or paternity? This difference actually affected the 
physical and psychological makeup of the person and this in turn could deter
mine the person's way oflife: "The modern antagonist of the equality of the sexes 

362 !bid. p. 143. 
363 Quoted by Bluestone, 1987, p. 64. 
364 Jowett, 1871, vol. Il, p. 143. 
365 /bid. p. 144. 
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would argue that the differences between men and women are not confined to 

the single point urged by Plato ... And this is true". 366 There are certain qualities 
to be found in women such as sensitivity, sweetness, sentiment, "while energy, 

strength, higher intelligence, are to be looked for in men". 367 The Master how

ever, does not seem to be completely convinced by this convencional interpreta

tion, or at least he gives that impression: " ... the physical form m:ay easily change 

in the course of generations through the mode oflife ... And Plato may have been 
right in denying that there was any ultimate difference in the sexes other than 

that which exists in animals, because all other differences may be conceived to 
disappear in other states of society, or under different circumstances of life and 

training". 368 The crux of the matter is whether he considered that these generic 
differences established by society were truly just or not. 

J owett seems interested in correcting the tradi tional conception regarding 
women that purported "not exactly that they are slaves, but that they are in an 

inferior position". 369 But, once he has contradicted it through Plato, he does not 

know what side to take. Whether to propase the liberation of women370 basing 
himself on the Respublica like Theodor Gomperz -which he most probably did 
not find too tempting-, or simply not to make a clear pronouncement on the 

subject because in actual fact he was not particularly interested in promoting such 
radical changes. He opted for the latter and in the end we do not know to what 

extent he was prepared to accept the consequences of Plato's very moderately 
innovative observations. The American writer Natalie Harris Bluestone points 

out thatJowett was concerned with keeping his readers happy and with showing 
appreciation for Plato's proposals at the same time: "He phrases them carefully so 

as to avoid offending his readers and to persuade them that although Plato's views 
differ from modern, that is, Victorian English ideas of education, they neverthe

less have merit". 371 

Dr. Bluestone also points out thatJowett takes delight in repeating again and 
again that "women in fact have 'equal powers of different qualit:ies' rather than 

the unequal powers of the same quality that Plato ascribes to them". 372 But, though 

she connotes that Plato believed in a qualitative difference which favoured the 
male sex, Bluestone stresses that: "Woman is not 'undeveloped man' as he Gowett) 

366 !bid. 
367 !bid. 
368 !bid. 
369 !bid. 
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interprets Plato to have said". 373 It is true that this isJowett's interpretation but it 
is not at all different to Plato's. I presented my interpretation on the subject of 

women in Platonism in the previous chapter and, as I see it, Bluestone is over
optimistic with regard to the political inclusion of women in book VI do howev

er see the value of her asking that more attention be given to the case of hypo

thetical philosopher-queens. It was to be expected that J owett should embrace 
equality between men and women "but in a less degree", 374 for it was in keeping 
with his puritan and morally conservative temperament and with his own view of 

the world. 
Bluestone makes a useful reference to Jowett's mention of Tennyson's Lock

sley Hall, in which a former nostalgic and hurt lover assails against the female 

condition after being betrayed by his beloved: "Nature made them blinder mo
tions bounded in a shallower brain:/ Woman is the lesser man ... ". 375 She howev

er attributes too much influence on the part of the laureate poet on Jowett. The 
idea that woman was a lesser version of man was common both to Plato and to all 

Victorian England. It was in fact a secular belief that was la ter on sanctioned by 
Darwinist scientificism, and specifically in The Ascent of Man, and Selection in Re

lation to Sex, of that same year, ] 871. Here Darwin "discovers" the similarities 

between the young of different species and females and goes on to deduct that 
they are less developed than males, and, what's more, "the female is less eager 

than the male ... She is coy". 376 

Jowett was as wavering in bis writings with regard to the suffragette cause 

and the social liberation of women as he was in prívate. Abbott and Campbell's 
testimony gives usa rather conservative picture which was Platonic in nature and 

within Darwinist lines. WhenJowett addresses himself to Lady Stanley concern
ing the imminent foundation ofHirton College377 in Cambridge in 1879: "I think 

that you have converted me to your cause -at least more than I was befare- ... 
But I still incline to believe that as men and women differ, their education should 

differ in sorne particulars, and that the average woman cannot with advantage to 
herself work as much intellectually as the average man. My chief objection used 

to be, not to women's Colleges, but to the institution of thern at Oxford and 

Carnbridge". 378 Both biographers insist on the fact thatJowett was unwilling to 

373 Jbid. 

m Jowett, 1908, vo l. l, p. 80. 
375 Tenny~on, 1920, p. 102. 
376 Enqclopaedia Hl"itmmiw, lvlalTopaNlia, s.v. Darwin, A man of his time, Attitude toward women . 

G irton ancl Newnham, th e Jadies coll eges at Cambridge where \7Jrgini;1 \ Voolf 's lectures were held 
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378 Abbott & Campbell , 1897, vo l. Il, p. 159. 
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promote academic competition between men and women and, despite his criti

cism of the system, Abbott claims that: "he was most unwilling to change the 
ordinary rules". 379 

J owett may have been torn between his principles as a priest and his toler

ance as a man of the world. At least, that is what it seems like judging from the 

difference in tone between his letter to Lady Amberley and sorne of the letters 

written to Florence Nightingale, who was undoubtedly upset by the subject of 
her exclusion from the War Office because she was a woman. 380 On one occa

sion in 1865, he timidly asked her: "As to 'the legal rights of women', could you 

not get sorne one to take up that cause? What ought they to be? Certainly a 

right to their own property, unless ... ". 38 1 Jowett went on to suggest that she 

revise American legislation which was more progressive, and he proposed Mill 
as a suitable investigator. Not only that. With regard to suffrage for women he 

even said to her that he had no objections to their electoral participation: "I do 

not think that there is any reason to fear that the Elections will be less disorderly 
when wornen are admitted to the franchise". 382 He even went as far as to encour

age the nurse to add her signature to those collected by the Mills for their peti

tion to extend suffrage to the female population: "lf not, there is a danger that 

you who have done so much for 'Woman's mission' may seem indifferent to the 

efforts of others ... ". 383 

In spite of all this, J owett's stance on the subject seems generally to be 

convenient and uncommitted. As long as Oxford was not affected by mixed 

education, and the suffragette movement was limited to a few politicians and ladies 

of high social standing, there was nothing to be alarmed at. It must be said that he 

did give sorne support to extending public education to women, but on condition 
that this education be adapted to suit the inferior capacity of t:heir sex. "With 

women even more than men it seems absolutely necessary that education should 

bear sorne proportion to original power". 384 He maintained this paternalistic and 

highly convencional attitude towards the opposite sex right to the very end. During 

the 90's, the saloniere, and cosmopolitan woman of the world Margot Asquith 

received the following comment from her friend Benjamín Jowett, who was 

Florence Nightingale's accomplice in the struggle for the social and professional 

379 ]bid. p. 160. 
3 ~° Cf Strachey, 1986, p. 13 5. 
38 1 In Quinn / Prest, 1987, p. 60. 
382 ]bid. p. 63. 
383 lbid. p. 141. 
384 !bid. p. 7. 
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integration of women in everyday life: "The Symonds· girls at Davos told me that 

you smoked (!) at which I am shocked, because it is not the manner of ladies in 

England".385 If the diligent daughters ofJohn Addington Symonds had informed 

Jowett that they knew about their father's homoerotic adventures, the Master 

would have been shocked even more. 
The subject of the relations between the sexes in Plato was connected with 

the equally important and controversia! one of the family versus the communit:y 

of women and children in the Respublica. In his "analysis" of book V, in which 

] owett summarises and paraphrases Plato's arguments, he presents the gymnas
tic preparation of women in unequivocally Victorian terms: "let them strip, 

clothed in their chastity (arete), and share ... in the defence of their country". 386 

In the translation however,] owett is slightly more true to the text of the Res

publica 457a-c, but this time tón phylákon gynaixín becomes "the wives of our 

guardians", and not "the women among the guardians" and are té beco mes "vir
tue", 387 which is more appropriate than "chastity", but less exact than "excel 

lence". Jowett's continua! translation of gyné as wife can be justified by the fact 
that Plato takes discrimination for granted in the Respublica 457c-e and does 

not talk of a reciproca! community between the two sexes but that "tas gynaikas 

taútas ton andron toúton pánton pásas eínai koinás", in other words it is the women 

who are common to the men and not vice versa. Yet, by insisting in the use of 
the word "wives" to designa te the female guardians,] owett changes the mean

ing of the model of non-commitment that Plato wants to propose for the city of 
his dreams. 

Cohabitation between men and women guardians can give rise to passion, 
says Plato in 458c-e, due to erotikaís anánkais, or sexual instinct, but the unions 

must be beneficia! to the pólis via the manipulative practice of eugenics. Jowett 
concludes on the matter: "the arrangements of marriage in the Republic of Plato 

aimed at one object only, the improvement of race". 388 He adds in his introduc

tion that the unions between the sexes, "are the reverse of licentious; they seem 
rather to aim atan impossible strictness".389 The Master forgets that the guard

ians do not know that they are cohabiting in order "to improve the race", and 

that a kind of invisible Deus ex machina brings the lovers together, whereas they 

believe that it is out of pure attraction. Furthermore, in the Respublica 460b-c, 

3R5 Asquith, 1962 , p. 73. 
386 J owett, 1908, vol. I, p. 81. 
387 !bid. p. 457. 
3HH J owett, 1871, vol. II, p. 145. 
389 !bid. 
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renowned warriors and athletes are to be given more opportunities to make love 

to women, for the same reason we have just mentioned, and once again the copu

lators think that they are only acting through desire. Is this Plat:o's "impossible 

strictness"? It is true that the Athenian philosopher says that acting disorderly 

and without objectives would be ba11ausía, that is to say, a vulgarity, demeaning, 

but Jowett translates the term as "unholy thing". 390 This is how the subject of 

heterosexual couples in Platonic politics was presented to the Vict:orians. Beyond 

the common ascetic goal that was common to all Hellenism, Plato's vision of 

sexual union was presented loaded with prohibitions, justifications, repression 

and religious condemnations. 

The annulment of family life in the Respublica was another difficult subject 

for the teacher of Balliol to accept. While he was translating Plato, he wrote to 

Florence Nightingale with great circumspection: " ... the family is the beginning 

as of society so of individual life; & though we may get into wider spheres of 

political or philosophical interests there remains the original duty towards father, 

mother, brother, sister". 39 1 He also added that one day he would like to write "a 

theory of the family", and that most of the causes for family breakdown were due 

to reticence on the part of women when it carne to getting to know their hus

bands, parents or brothers in depth. 392 

He did not consider the sacrifice of the Christian values of the family in 

order to improve the race in the physical and mental sense as out::rageous either. 
As always, they were other times: "To the Greek the family was a sort of custom

ary institution binding the members together by a tie far inferior in strength to 

that of friendship, and having a far less solemn and sacred sound than that of 
country". 393 Consequently to undervalue blood relations was not such a serious 

thing in Plato's time as it would be in the XIX century. To a certain extent, as 

J owett saw it, Plato's intention was to achieve a healthy and responsible ethnic 

cleansing. Either due to prejudice or scruples, the Christian world had ignored 

such a task up to then: "to avoid pollution of blood". 394 Evolutionist experiments 
had already demonstrated that "we should commonly select the best for breed

ing, and destroy the others, so there must be a selection made of the human be

ings whose lives are worthy to be preserved". 395 

390 Jowett, 1908, vol. I, p. 458. 
39 1 In Quinn /Prest, 1987, p. 8~. 
392 Ibid. pp. 88-9. 
393 Jowett, 1871 , vol. Il, p. 145. 
394 Ibid. 
395 Ibid. 
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Of course, J owett was nota ble to faresee the terrible consequences that such 
reasoning was to have in the years to come far the western world. Nor did he 
witness the potential genocide that a delirious mind could arrive at parting from 
the idea of purity of blood, as was the case ofHitler or his philosophising spokes
man Joachim Bannes. As a good Christian, a British imperialist and cosmopoli
tan, he was not closed to other races and cultures. J owett's era at Balliol was to see 
and receive the first colonial andJapanese students of the exclusive Oxonian elite, 
and the Master was proud of such an opening out. On the other hand, Galton's 
experiments aimed at keeping the aristocracy "uncontaminated" from plebeian 
blood were considered to be a step in the wrong direction, politically speaking, 
but did not representa threat to humanity. Jowett evaluated Plato's eugenics cau
tiously but positively. He based his evaluation on the sense of prevention that was 
contemplated in it. This was very much in line with the interpretations that Ber
nard Shaw and the Fabians were to develop later on: "The late Dr. Combe is said 
by his biographer to have resisted the temptation to marriage, because he knew 
that he was subject to hereditary consumption". Many families, he says, have ig
nored the risk of hereditary diseases "regardless of all the misery which they were 
likely to bring into the world".396 

E ven so, J owett is aware that far the society of his time it would be an unpar
donable crime and a cruel lack of Christian charity to exterminate those who 
were decrepit, malfarmed or mentally deficient. Charity, he says, is a characteris
tic trait of the morality of Christ, unknown to Plato. There is also the matter of 
individual freedom in the personal choice of one's partner as well as the difficulty 
that establishing the limits to eugenic control represented: "a free agent cannot 
have his fancies regulated by law; and the execution of the law would be rendered 
impossible, owing to the uncertainty of the cases in which marriage was to be 
farbidden". 397 In spite of the authoritarianism and the harshness of Plato's mea
sures regarding the control and disposition of procreation, J owett wished to praise 
Plato far being rationally demanding on such an important matter, "the most 
important influence on human life". 398 Regarding the idea that guardians remain 
single, this was no novelty far a fellow of Oxfard where celibacy was demanded 
especially of residents, far "family attachments may interfere with higher aims". 399 

The second volume of the 1871 edition also contained the Timaeus, which, 
together with the Theaetetus of the third volume, presented sorne fragments of 

396 !bid. p. 146. 
397 !bid. 
398 !bid. 
399 !bid. 
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that history of Greek philosophy that he was never able to finish. This was a con
stant preoccupation as he manifested in his private notebooks and in his letters to 
Florence Nightingale from 1866 to 1875.400 The beauty of many of the passages 
lives up to Jowett's fame as a teacher. It was not in vain that Sir Alexander Grant 
made the fallowing panegyric to the Master during the famous inauguration ban
quet of 1877 of the "New Hall" at Balliol: "Fascinated by the chama of the Master, 
Ido not reason but abey. It is to his lecture room in fact that I owe all I have. In 
other lecture rooms of Oxfard at that time ingenious comments were made on 
Aristotle, but they had no reference to the ideas of the Greeks from centuries be
fare Christ. The Master showed us how to study that great thinker".4º1 

What then <lid this "charm" which also comes out in sorne of the introduc
tions, consist of? It was no more than a simplicity and delicacy of imagery, espe
cially when he was not preaching or moralising. In the commentary to the Timae

us, far example, there is a long reflection on Nature and the evolution of Greek 
thought from the physikoí up to Platonism. Due to the nature of the terminology 
the subject warranted a philological study, but, as Evelyn Abbott :said, in spite of 
the flaws, "every reader was charmed by the beauty of the style, the wisdom and 
depth of thought, the happy illustrations from modem feeling and experience" .402 

Jowett may at times be imprecise, but it is not precisely his rigorous parameters 
which attract the twentieth century reader but the suggestive and evocative force 
of his use of imagery. When he is explaining the Hesiod and Orpheic cosmogo
nies, Jowett tries to approach a subject that preoccupied him. Namely the loss of 
the notion of unity in modern philosophy, and the fact that the ancient Greeks 
conceived the world as one whole: "The Greek looked upan the blue circle of the 
heavens and conceived that all things were one; the tumult of sense abated, and 
the mind found repose in the thought which former generations had been striv

ing to realize".4º3 

] owett goes on to say that this way of apprehending the world as a whole has 
been lost because modern philosophers specialise and they theori:se without tak
ing into account the real facts on which they are speculating. The incorporation 
of allegories and myths in many of the Platonic dialogues and, in the case of the 
Timaeus, the story of Atlantis and the creator, is dueto the fact that Plato is poet
ry and philosophy at the same time: "far the transition from one to the other is 

40° Cf Darwall-Smith, 1993, p. 200, anJowett in Quinn /Prest, 1987, p. 98 and 268. 
40l Jowett Papers, E 24, 6. 
402 Abbott & Campbell, 1897, vol. II, p. 7. 
4o3 Jowett, 1871, vol. II, p. 504. 
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imperceptible".4º4 In the Theaetetus, which was published in the third volume, he 
once more takes up the theme of confusion between myth and reason, of the 
tensions between eleatism and Heraclitism, between the object and the subject, 
and he concludes that the lack of distinction between the phenomenal world and 
the mental world is due to the dissoluble nature of Greek philosophical experi
ence and the mixture between science and fantasy: "In the age of Plato, the limits 
of the world of imagination and of pure abstraction, of the old world and the new, 

were not yet fixed". 4º5 

He considered that Plato's great accomplishment in the Theaetetus was that 
he clarified the different theories of knowledge which existed up to his time and 
made a distinction between dóxa and epistéme. 

The fourth volume of this first edition is taken up by the Leges and the 
appendix with the Hippias Minar, the Alcibiades 1 and the Menexenus. The first 
part of Jowett's analysis is dedicated to proving the authenticity of the Leges, 

against Zeller's opinion.406 Nowadays such a defence would be unnecessary. 
The introduction was enlarged during later editions and reveals thatJowett was 
very much at ease with the text that Grote had not valued as much. The Master 
of Balliol adds a few personal attacks to his observations on the birth of the 
legal system. These attacks are directed towards the enemies of Plato "who cen
sure his idealism". Perhaps he had Gro te in mind. J owett then explains and 
justifies the already mentioned Platonic "confusion" between ethics and poli
tics, and he defends Plato's project despite the fact that it had been written in 
the clouds: "He is not the worse painter who draws a beautiful figure, because 
no such figure ever had a real existence", he says, paraphrasing the Athenian 
philosopher. 407 

His criticism of "the unspeakable vice of the Greeks", that is, "the prevalence 
of unnatural loves in Sparta and Crete",4º8 is here more severe than ever, since 
here he could fall back on Plato's own condemnation and perhaps he was also 
aware of the dangers of romantic friendships within masculine Oxford. Jowett 
warns that these practices, "Plato ... seems to attribute to the practice of syssitia 
and gymnastic exercises, when not accompanied by any higher training".4º9 We 
also find an acceptance of the risk of authoritarianism, despite the consideration 

404 !bid. p. 509. 
405 Jowett, 1871, vol. III, p. 329. 
406 Munro, 1871, p. 520. 
407 Jowett, 1871, vol. rv; p. 59. 
408 !bid. p. 58. 
409 !bid. 
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that the governors have to exercise their authority: "He ... never seems to have 
considered ... the necessity of governments abstaining from excessive interfer
ence with their subjects. He would have set no limits to the power of legisla
tion".410 This last line <lid not appear in the last edition, for, just like the Athe
nian teacher,Jowett also turned more conservative and dogmatic with age as well 
as with power in his case. 

J owett's work was not controversial like Grote's beca use his interpretation 
was quite classical. It received quite a lot of attention among critics givenJowett's 
weight within academic life, but it was not comparable to the polemics and public 
attention awakened by Essays and Reviews. The first edition received generally 
laudable reviews from both si des of the Atlantic, though sorne of them were slightly 
over-exaggerated. In the United Sta tes to mentían an example, the New York Daily 

Tribune refers to itas "the only adequate endeavour to transport the most precious 
monument of Grecian thought among the familiar treasures of English 
Literature".411 Nor is the critic sparing in his Baroque praise on the quality of 
the translation: "The pleasant flow of the language makes the reading of the 
translation a constant enjoyment ... there is little to remind us that it is not an 
original production in the vernacular. For aught that is here indicated to the 
contrary, the bees that settled on Plato's lips might as well have swarmed from an 
English asan Attic hive".412 

He also celebrated the introductions, the true jewel of the four volumes, as a 
marriage between ancient idealism and modern thought: "The gulf which sepa
rates the mental strivings of ancient times from the present is briclged over by the 
calm good sense of the writer, and the votaries of scientific research are placed in 
friendly contact with the philosophic sage by his spirit of wise reconciliation".413 

The author of the American review shows unexpected enthusiasm with regard to 

Jowett's treatment of the theme of"equality" between the sexes in Plato-"though 
there may be a superiority of degree on the part of the men"-,414 and comes to 
the conclusion that he showed an independence of criteria and a disregard far 
convention in this respect. The New York Daily clearly reflected both the senti
ment and ethics of the Victorian era, which predominated in that part of North 
America which learnt the principies and values of its great cous:in so well. This 
sentiment was excellently portrayed in the novels of Henry James and la ter on in 

41º !bid. p. 59. 
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those ofEdith Wharton.Jowett could therefore rest assured that he had created a 

solidly Anglo-Saxon Plato. 
In Britain, Macmillan s Magazine published an anonymous arride in the same 

panegyric tone, but also added a very relevant point that was la ter on seconded by 
others: the awakening of interest on the part of the Academy in Greek culture 
and especially in Plato. Having learned Jowett's and Coleridge's lesson, the au
t..hor here considers that the antagonisms of the past are also to be found in the 
present: "We can see indeed that the same principles underlie the controversies 
of to-day, as stirred men's rninds of old in Athens or Miletus; it is still a warfare 
between the world of sense, and that which is invisible ( ... )".415 He also empha
sises the reception given to the classics on the part of the local intelligentsia, as 
well as the definitive implantation of the Greek experience in the world of art: 
"among our artists and poets too a few are recurring, in so far as they are able, to 
the tone and spirit which these writings breathe; deliberately preferring the Greek 
view oflife to our own, and seeking refuge from religions and from conventional
ity in an unsuccessful attempt to be pagans".416 

No doubt the author was referring to the painters and sculptors who were 
called Olympian, such as Lord Leighton, Alma-Tadema, G. F. Watts, AlbertMoore, 
William Waterhouse and E. J. Poynter. He may also have been referring to the 
strange case of the brothers J ohn and Benjamín Gibson in Rome, who spoke, ate, 
lived, painted and dressed as anóent Greeks.417 Arnidst all this Hellenic fever the 
Macmillan s Magazine strongly recommended: "If then we read any classic, we ought 
to read Plato .. . and the popularity of such works as Messrs. Davies & Vaughan's 
Republic, and now Professor J owett's great work, show how widely the interest has 
extended".418 David Bunning Munro, an adrnirer of Grate, also refers to the sub
ject of the Platonic renaissance in the Quarterly Review. His treatment however is 
more erudite and documented: "The publication within a short interval of two such 
works as Mr. Grote's 'Plato' and Mr. J owett's translation seems to point to a phase 
of no slight importan ce in the general revival of English philology which has marked 
the last twenty or thirtyyears".419 Munro's perspective was above all experimental 
and cosmopolitan. On the one hand he was open to different translation approach
es, and on the other, to a universal understanding ofhistory beyond races and fron
tiers. This was a very characteristic trait of the modern Victorian intellectual world. 

415 Macmillan's Magazine 24,June 1871, p. 82. 
416 !bid. p. 81. 
41 7 Cf Gaunt, 1988 C, pp. 2 5-3 7 and passim. 
418 !bid. p. 82. 
419 The Qumterly Review, vol. 131, July-October 1871, p. 492. 
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The work was also enthusiastically received among university circles though 
the commentaries in this case were probably more complete. Evelyn Abbott also 

declared that, thanks to the brilliant translator, Plato had attainedl full citizenship 
in Britain: "a new era had begun far the study of the great Master! ... the poetry, 

the imagination, the elevation of thought shone out through the English ... Many 
who left Plato unread lingered with delight over Jowett's essays".420 Abbott's ob
servation is aimed at focusing closely on the degree of influence that this Plato 
had and on its weaknesses. Abbott, who was a student, a colleague and biographer 
of the Master of Balliol, quotes two commentaries of admiration by two ladies. 
One was new to the reading of Plato and the other was "eminent as a transla
tor"421 though she was anonymous. In fact Abbott makes no reference to aca
demics when highlighting the success of the translation. 

On the other hand, he <lid concede that the work was not appreciated as 
much by scholars and philosophers and that it lacked a global exposition of Pla
tonic philosophy, of the chronology as well as of its relationship to previous 
thought. He also considered that certain philological explanations in sorne pas

sages of difficult translation were missing and that Jowett was more concerned 
with rendering the text into appropriate English than with fidelity to the original 
Greek text. Ali in all, as I have previously suggested it was a more than acceptable 
and meritorious introduction and presentation of Platonic philosophy. However, 
this was a version that was directed at the learned public in general and was there
fore nota strictly academic work. It appears thatJowett was in need of a stand or 
a platform from which he could voice bis exhortations. 

Sir Alexander Grant, J owett's brilliant pupil and faithful friend was more re
fined but also more critica!. The editor of Aristotle's Ethica begins by pointing 
out that "Plato has, without doubt, exercised a considerable influence on sorne of 
the bestminds in England",422 but that despite thisJowett's work filled a gap that 
had existed until then. Grant's review is interesting in that it makes a synopsis of 
the British Platonic tradition and also alludes to the platonic feeling in a very sensi
tive and serious way. Grant points to a connection between Jowett's translation 
and the noble but less accurate motives of Shelley and Coleridge. As far as I see it, 
Grant overdoes the romantic comparisons, but it is true on the other hand that 

Jowett delighted in the poetical aspects of Plato, and that he managed to connect 
with the idealist image of the world of Aristotle's teacher much more than Grate 

42º Abbott & Campbell, 1897, vol. II, pp. 6-7. 
421 !bid. 
422 Grant, 1871, p. 303. 
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had done. "To succeed as a translator of Plato, to breathe his spirit into the En
glish language ... a man need have an inward calling ... sympathetic philosophical 

imagination ... and a poet's faculty of creating a new style in English fit to carry 
the Platonic turns of thought".423 Evidently Jowett the teacher met these condi

tions even though Grant considered that his version possessed certain inexacti

tudes. 
N ot only had he captured the Platonic sentiment but, according to Grant, 

he deserved great merit for having included the Laws into the Corpus, and above 
all for having transformed the world of philosophy at Oxford.424 Pattison, no 
doubt would have something to say on the matter. Grant attributes the beginning 
of the study of the Respublica and the Novum Organum, to Jowett whom he con
sidered to have given them the place they deserved within western philosophy: 
"anyone who can compare the cultivation now attainable at Oxford with that of 

thirty years ago, will appreciate the results of the change which Mr. Jowett was 
the first to inaugurate".425 The Master of Balliol's translation, therefore, was to 

be seen within the context of his enormous educational task. What however were 
the errors of the translation? 

In my opinion Grant is not partial and points to sorne peccata minuta, as for 
example the sacrifice of the original Greek rhythm in favour of a more entertaining 
and stylised translation in English: "when rigidly compared with the Greek, his 
translation, though it comes out of the ordeal much better than many people 
might expect, frequently exhibits a looseness, sometimes even a disregard of 
accurate scholarship, which one must regret".426 Grant also points to Jowett's 
random use of pronouns in the titles of the dialogues. Why for example Leges but 
not the Symposium? He also considered that J owett had made the preliminary 
studies too long by including the "Analyses", which Grant advised readers to skip 
over. What is more important is that Grant criticises the inclusion of phrases 
from the Bible and the scriptures in arder to achieve a more moralistic and 
proselytising effect: "We confess that we do not see the advantage of turning the 
sentences of Plato so as to make them remind people of passages of the Bible".427 

We can imagine J owett's reply to this last comment, for one of his objectives was 

423 !bid. p. 304. 
424 Pattison, 1876, p. 94, where the Master ofLincoln dedicates a few lines toJowett's translation, with 

the following diplomatically venomous comment, "a work of stupenduous labour by one whose ac
tivity in other directions is never impeded by the drudgery of the desk". 
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precisely that, to preach thraugh the idealist Greek teacher. On all levels, Grant's 
arride seems to be the most solid and balanced study on J owett's work for he 
pinpoints his reasons for praise and criticism very precisely. 

A different yet very lucid review of J owett's translation appeared in the pop
ular newspaper The Spectator. It was a comparative look at the works of Grate and 
J owett and pointed out their common graund or differences with regard to the 
Alexandrian Canon. It also focused on the opposed temperaments of the two think
ers: on Grate's ingenuity and common sense and Jowett's intuition and Platonic 
loyalty, the result of which were two different perceptions of the: same painting. 
The author did not side with one nor the other but praclaimed the complemen
tary nature of both works. He also pointed out that the prafessor ofBalliol hadan 
intellectual debt to the historian of Greece, even with regard to the treatment of 
contemporary issues in the introductions: "Compared with the similar discus
sions in Mr. Grate's work, they may seem to be sometimes hazy and undefined. 
But this is owing to the extent to which the commentator shares the many-sided
ness of the mind of his author ... we believe the scholarly world will be unanimous 
in recognizing in him a genial sympathy with his author's spirit ... anda power of 
helpful exposition, which are hitherto quite unrivalled".428 This was one of the 
few occasions in which the two antagonists were reconciled in print. 

Another of these scarce attempts was that of the Cambridge scholar, W H. 
Thompson, though his standpoint was much more pra-Platonist than Grate's. 
Thompson presented one of the most modern studies of J owett:'s translation in 
the light of Grate's previous work. His study appeared in two pairts in the maga
zine The Academy. He was respectful towards Grate but also more parcial towards 
J owett than the author of The Spectator arride. His conclusion was carefully thought 
out and unrefutable. The experience of the former collaborator to Essays and Re
views in the area of polemical preaching and reflection qualified him for com
menting on and interpreting Plato. However there was no doubt that translation 
was not the area where J owett could offer his best: "His exquisite Introductions 
are sufficient to establish his reputation as one of the most competent interpret
ers of the mind of Plato now living in England or elsewhere; and had he thought 
only of his own fame he might have delegated the inferior task of a translator to 
others".429 Though Ido not agree with his undervaluing of the task of the trans
lator, I believe that he was right in limiting Jowett's main contribution to his 
introductory studies, which are in fact unique. F or this reason I find it hard to 

428 The Spectator, April 15, 1871.Jowett Papers, II VS / 1. 
429 T he Academy, May I, 1871 . 
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explain why they were abridged in the re-edition of 1953 for a version is more 
easily replaced than an essay. 

Finally we have the more disconcerting and traditionalist criticism but which 
is at the same time very representative: that of the equally conservative newspa
per The Times. We can only find the last part of this review in the J owett Papers. 
Once the author has paid due tribute to the translation and the introductions he 
goes on to long for Aristotle with an almost melodramatic nostalgia:" ... thraugh
out all these volumes we sigh for one half hour of Aristotle, the systematic think
er" .430 After this, he reminds us of Coleridge and very happily sides with the 
Stagirite's troupe: "lt may be said that this only illustrates the saying that all men 
are born either Platonists or Aristotelians, and that we are Aristotle's disciples. 
We accept the repraach, if repraach it be to prefer deliberate thinking to genial 
guesses at truth".431 The tone is truly ancien régime and it even sounded old fash
ioned then when the abyss detected by Blackie in 1857 between Plato and the 
British nation had already been breached from different directions. 

Such a praclamation of Aristotelian loyalty in terms that were not exactly 
academic was silly and the writer of The Times magnifies this impression by 
impatiently longing for the book Grate had pramised to write on Aristotle: "and 
if we long for anything after reading these four volumes it is that Mr. Grate's 
pramised work on Aristotle may soon be laid befare the world".432 But Grate 
was to die four months later leaving the soi-disant Aristotelian of The Times with 
the legacy of a preliminary study that was a far cry from the work that the historian 
had wished to write. E ven so, after praclaiming his pragmatism and harsh realism, 
the journalist surprises us with a remarkable statement: "The divine revelations 
of the Greek philosopher might well have been explained by the help of Christian 
revelation, and his doctrine of the Immortality of the Soul confirmed by a greater 
than Plato and Socrates".433 lt seems like an iranic statement but it is not. At the 
end of the arride the author criticises J owett for not giving such illumination, 
and he regrets not having found it anywhere thraughout the four volumes. At 
araund the same time Sir Alexander Grant, the undisputed conveyer of Aristotle, 
was complaining about precisely the opposite: why had his teacher presented a 
Plato who at times spoke in the language of the scriptures? Perhaps Jowett's 
translation did not please everybody, but it reached far more readers than any 
other nineteenth century Plato. 

430 The Times, without a date, injowett Papers, II V517. 
43 1 !bid. 
432 !bid. 
433 !bid. 





VII.THESECONDPLATO 

MEANWHILE, THE MASTER of Balliol was consolidating his position busily work
ing for the college and enjoying the privileges of a rich life both socially and 
economically speaking. The quality of his dinner parties as well as that of the 
meals served at the college improved considerably. This earned him the slightly 
mischievous reputation of a bon vivant. His dinners became renowned for the 
high standing of his guests as well as for the excellence of the food and the 
wine, and he endeavoured to always have a well stocked and select cellar at 
Balliol Lodge. Abbott and Campbell explain the observation that an academic 
guest of J owett's made with regard to this during the sixties: "I'm told that he 
asks you to wine that he may find out what sort of a fellow you are ... but I 
wasn't going to let him ... ".434 Aside from the influence he could exercise with 
his hospitality, the modera te partaking of the pleasures of dinning hada prece
dent in Plato. 

In the last two editions of the dialogues, and perhaps due to this new life 
style, J owett defended wine in the introduction to the Leges, which could help us 
to understand the comment of the above mentioned guest: "it is probably true 
that a tempera te use of wine may contribute sorne elements of character to social 
life which we can ill afford to lose. It draws men out of their reserve; it helps them 
to forget themselves and to appear as they by nature are when not on their guard ... 
it may sometimes restore them to the simplicity of childhood".435 Jowett was 
totally consistent in not being able to nor wanting to advocate for abstinence 
which he himself did not practise. Similarly, he used Plato's condonement of a 
moderate consumption of wine as a substance "which warms the soul and the 

434 Abbott & Campbell, 1897, vol. II, p. 49. 
435 Jowett, 1953, vol. rv, p. 57. 
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body at the same time"436 as a valid explanation for this discretely hedonistic 
tendency which he knew would be criticised. Abbott and Campbell published 
sorne notes published by Jowett in 1876 on social life which remind us very much 
of norms and etiquette established by Kant in organising dinners at his home: 

"suitable persons must be brought together and the party must not be too large".437 

E. A. Ch. Wasiansky, an influential friend of the philosopher from Konis
berg in the later years, comments -in an Italian translation- that Kant "ris
pettava rigorosamente la norma che il numero dei commensali, lui compreso, 
non fosse inferiore a quello delle Grazie né superasse quello delle Muse".438 

Both J owett and Kant were single, well heeled men and desirous of intelligent 
company. In the case of the English translator he had a fascination for making 
contact with the creme de la creme of the English intelligentsia. Like Kant, the 
Master occupied himself personally with the design of the menu and the seat
ing of the guests. He elaborated a little philosophy of the good host which was 
less rigid but more strategic than that of the German thinker: "The art of soci
ety is never studied; yet it is full of subtle influences. A good start to a party is 
essential; ... There is a great <leal of magnetism in society ... The kindly recep
tive power, the readiness to attend to anything which is said by a person who 
says nothing has a great effect. A party is a whole, a work of art. Eight or ten is 
the right number".439 

Nevertheless, Jowett <lid not always give the impression of a man of society 
that he tried to convey. On the one hand, this picture ofhim was well known and 
even the object of derision. The New Reading Rooms of Balliol College contain 
sorne caricatures of an o bese and sensual J owett, with a Havana cigar in his hand 
and with more than one bottle on the table. His expression here is very much 
opposed to the monastic pose of Desirée Laugée's drawing. Margot Asquith met 
him in fashionable London society of the time, and W H. Mallock, in The New 

Republic, makes his character Robert Leslie, a possible alter-ego of W M. Hard
inge, a pupil of J owett and rumoured lover of Walter Pater, remark that he had 
met Dr. J enkinson, in other words, J owett, "at a great dinner given by Baron 
Isaacs, in honour of his horse having won the Derby".44º The event could not 
have been more superfluous in justifying the presence of a clergyman. In any 
case, Asquith and Mallock, among many others, refer to long silences, shyness, 

436 Plato, Timaeus 60a, and Leges 2. 666 passim. 
437 Abbott & Carnpbell, 1897, vol. II, p. 50. 
438 Borowski / Jachrnann / Wasianski, 1969, p. 223. And also, pp. 51 and 182. 
439 Abbott & Campbell, 1897, vol. II, p. 51. 
440 Mallock, 1935, p. 22. 
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and lack of psychological agility in dealing with people, which would seem to 
contradict the excessive love of socialising that people attributed to him. 

During the years that followed his nornination as Master of Balliol, J owett 
had taken note of the criticisms to his translation and was ready to remedy them. 
From the ranks of the Utilitarians, and perhaps in the name of an already surpassed 
Grote, Alexander Bain had criticisedJowett for outrightly rejecting the authenticity 
of Plato's Epistulae, which the historian of Greece had so adamantly defended. 
The Master's reply carne in 1875, with the second edition, which was much more 
forceful and arrogant in tone than that of 1871 when it carne to a test of strength 
with the titan of Hellenism: "His friend and editor, Professor Bain, naturally thinks 
that I ought to give the reasons why I differ from so erninent an authority".441 

J owett's reasons were not so well based, he considered first of all that most of the 
letters that were attributed to classical Greece were false and that if one was a 
fake then so were the rest. What's more, the apparent historical inconsistencies of 
Epistula VII rendered Platonic authorship impossible: "These palpable errors and 
absurdities, for the observation of which I am indebted to Karsten (Comment 
Critica), are absolutely irreconcilable with the genuineness of the Seventh Epistle, 
which is supposed to be the most genuine of them".442 And, according to his 
theory, the falseness of one letter cast doubt on the rest. 

Nowadays, the authenticity of Letters VI, VII and VIII is very little ques
tioned dueto the venerable authority of Wilamowitz-Moellendorff.443 But even 
the other letters, except for I and XII, are today considered to be authentic by 
many scholars. 444 The secret reasons which J owett may have had in wishing to 
reject them have already been dealt on previously. What we are interested in see
ing here is whatJowett changed four years later from the 1871 Plato, and how. 
Apart from feeling that he could challenge Grote's authority, J owett made an 
effort to correct sorne of the flaws of the first edition as well as in improving and 
adding to the presentation of his version. The Plato of 1875 appeared in June, 
with one more volume and three hundred pages more than the previous version. 
The general index of 1871 which was twelve pages long, now took up sixty-one 
pages and for the first time included subjects and concepts. He added essays that 
were to become very well known, such as that on immortality in the Phaedo, the 
unfortunately famous homophobic discussion of the Phaedrus, the famous defini
tion of the statesman in the Gorgias, new considerations on the relation between 

441 Jowett, 1875, p. xix. 
442 !bid. pp. xx-xxi. 
443 Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, 1920. 
444 Taylor, 1977, pp. 7-8; and Guthrie, 196 7-1981, vol. V, pp. 3 99-417. 
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the sexes in the Respublica, the criticism of Utilitarianism in the prologue to the 
Philebus, the critical look at sensualist philosophy in the Theaetetus, the study of 
Hegel in the Sophista, and law in the Politicus. 

Jowett was quite satisfied with this new attempt, but he did not view itas the 
definitive work: "I'm sorry to have done so little in the way of original work, but 
I believe the new edition will be a great deal better; the text is altered in severa} 
thousand places and the introductions amended and enlarged".445 His style comes 
out as even more refined and embellished, more to please the ear than to gently 
filter through the conscience far, when it carne clown to it, he was a stalwart sup
porter of the use of rhetoric and persuasion in teaching. 446 This comes out in his 
long and highly intelligible introductions. He also tried to improve on the trans
lation, as he himself explained to his friend and pupil Swinburne. The latter ex
plains inJ owett's records that the Master revised the 1871 translation of the Sym
posium with a view to the second edition, and asked his advice: "collating it with 
the original text ... And in one passage it did seem to him that the Professor of 
Greek in the University of Oxford had misconstrued his Plato: a view which no 
one but an impudent booby would have been ready to put farward". 447 

This "impudent booby" was himself of course, and the presumptuous Swin
burne's anecdote would seem unreliable were it not far Bywater's corroborating 
it through Edmund Gosse.448 Ingram Bywater, Pattison's brilliant pupil and 
Jowett's successor to the Regius Cathedra of Greek, also bore witness to the 
Master's interest in correcting the errors of the translation, and he mentioned 
being present: "at sorne of the meetings which led to the second edition of 
Jowett's Plato".449 Does this mean thatJowett was up to a certain extent pres
sured by the university to publish a more accurate version of his Plato? The 
extremely subtle objections to the fact that the work was aimed at a general 
reading public would lead us to think that sorne pressure may have been waged 
to that effect. In any case, Swinburne underlines the professor's good tempera
ment, who, once he had been notified about the mistake, "turned and looked at 
him with surprised and widened eyes: and said after a minute or so, 'Of course 
that is the meaning"'.450 

445 Abbott & Campbell , 1897, vol. II, p. 82 . 
446 Cf The transcription ofhis speech on the teaching profession in The ShrewsbU1J' Chrnnicle Friday 7th 

ofJuly 1893. 
447 Swinburne, 1926, p. 255. 
448 The reference is given by Faber, 1957, p. 367 who takes it from Gosse, 1917, without any specifica

tion of edition or page number. 
449 Bywater quoted by Faber, 1957, p. 367. 
450 Swinburne, 1926, p. 255. 
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In the prologue to the second edition,J owett dedica tes almost seven pages to 
explaining the difficulties faced by the translator, perhaps in order to answer the 
accusations of imprecision: "In translating Plato what may be termed the inter
ests of the Greek and of the English will often be at war with one another. In 
framing an English sentence or in rounding a paragraph the attention is insensi
bly diverted from the exact meaning of the Greek".451 He then explains the struc
tural differences between the two languages: the Greek particles which indicate 
the gradation of speculative discourse from objective to subjective thought; the 
use of the neutral gender in English for objects and ideas whereas in Greek the 
masculine and feminine are used for things and abstractions; and, finally, the free 
use of the relative and of long sentences in Greek which can but with difficulty be 
transcribed into such a precise language as English. 

Excellence of translation was viewed by J owett not so much as literalness but 
as "the colour and style of the whole work".452 And, despite Sir Alexander Grant's 
observations, he believed that the translator must find "modern equivalents taken 
from Scripture, or from the English poets, for ancient phrases; for ideas must be 
given through something".453 He also has to look for modern terminological 
equivalents to ancient terms. As a concession to the criticisms waged against the 
catechistic tone of sorne of the passages of his translation, he adds that he could 
not allow discordant elements to infiltra te the text despite his use of Biblical and 
poetic language: "For example, in translating Plato, it would equally be an anach
ronism to intrude on him the feeling and spirit of the J ewish or Christian Scrip
tures or the technical terms of the Modern German philosophy". 454 Finally, he 
reminds his readers that the Platonic dialogues possess dramaticism as well as 
dialectics and that the aim of his work was to convey this duality. In this sense his 
translation was new up to then, "most of the so-called English dialogues are only 
imitations of Plato, which fall very short of the original".455 The public must 
have been convinced of this, for three thousand copies, or what amounted to half 
of the copies printed, had been sold by December of 1875, six months after the 
publication of this edition of DialogtHs of Plato. 456 

In the introduction to the Phaedo there was an important reference to the 
theory of atonement of Essays and Reviews which had earned him condemnation, 

45 1 Jowett, 1875, vol. I, p. xii. 
452 !bid. p. xvi . 
453 !bid. p. xvi i. 
454 !bid. 
455 !bid. 
456 Abbott & Campbell, 1897, vol. II, p. 79. 
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but which was now, fifteen years later, no more than a faint echo of past battles: 
"Why should the wicked suffer any more than ourselves? Had we been placed in 
their circumstances should we have been any better than they? ... Even more than 
the good they seem to have need of another life; not that they may be punished, 
but that they may be educated".457 The philanthropist and paternalistic temper
ament of this call for solidarity was one of the characteristic traits of the benevo
lent despotism thatJowett was to defend in his introduction to the Leges. It con
sisted in that social privileges and moral superiority implied responsibility.458 The 
novelty however of] owett's treatment of the theme of immortality was partly due 
to the evident crisis that the values of Christian doctrine were undergoing during 
this last quarter of the century. Despite the Master's moral severity, the modern 
spirit of relativism could also be seen fluttering behind his indulgence. One of the 
most important debates up to now appears in the background to the discussion 
on the soul in the introduction to the Phaedo and it is reflected in Mallock's New 
Republic, which was written two years later, in 1877: "right and wrong are terms 
of a bygone age, connoting altogether false ideas".459 

Despite the significant influence of the continent, British religious turmoil 
and the ensuing triumph of anthropocentrism were based on more material realities 
than the reasoned and political realities of their mature French neighbours, or 
the existential dimension of the great secular metaphysical tradition of the 
Germans. English scepticism had an important evolutionist and Darwinist base. 
It is no coincidence that Mr. Storks, the character that represented Thomas Huxley 
in Mallock's work, should state: "Nothing is good or bad, but thinking makes it 
so ... Science will establish an entirely new basis of morality; and the sunlight of 
racional approbation will shine on many a thing, hitherto overshadowed by the 
curse of a hypothetical God".460 All of the famous protagonists of this fictitious 
mise en sd:ne of the former student of Balliol have something to say in this respect: 
English religious sentiment could no longer be formulated in terms of reward 
and punishment from heaven. As an incredulous Nietzsche observed, it now took 
shelter in moral conscience. 

Thus, in the New Republic, Donald Gordon -alias Thomas Carlyle, the En
glish atheist who according to Nietzsche could not resign himself to being one-
461 strives for a notion of virtue and individual nobility which is limited to itself: 

457 J owett, 1875 , vol. I, p. 411. 
45 8 Cf Ogilvie, 1964, p. 94. On T homas Arnold and Jowett on the subject of civil commitment. 
4 .1 9 Mallock, 1935, p. 60. 
4óü !bid. 
461 !bid. Thatcher, 1970, pp. 20 and 216. 
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"don't you think it is a higher thing to be good for good's own sake than for 

God's? ... don't you think that morality really is after all its own reward?".462 

Gordon-Carlyle has the approval of Mr. Stockton, who represents the physicist 

John 1yudall. Tyndall was famous for having discovered why the sky was blue 

and for having pulled apart the theory of spontaneous generation in 1881. Stock

ton-Tyndall backs bis colleague Storks-Huxley and says: "Of course we don't 

waste time now in thinking about personal immortality. We shall not live; but 

the mind of man will; and religion will live too, being part of the mind of man. 

Religion is, indeed, to the inner world what the sky is to the outer. It is the 

mind's canopy ... ".463 Stockton considers morality to be absolutely necessary and 

imagines that the religion of the future will be free, that is to say, everyman 

shall choose his own, always on condition that he knows to distinguish between 

justice and injustice.464 It is therefore a matter of distinguishing "the essential 

and eternal difference between right and wrong, between base and noble".465 

One should however take into account that the fantasy of a heavenly life can no 

longer be the basis for conduct. Herbet-Ruskin points this out in the same book: 

"there is a right anda noble to be striven for, not for the sake of its consequenc
es, but in spite of them".466 

During this period when Western intellectual humanity was shaking off the 

theocentric reference as a global justification of existence, decadentist theoreti
cians like Pater were proposing art for art's sake, that life should be the simple 

awareness of the pleasure of living it, and that the reward for generous conduct 

should be found in the satisfaction of noble acts in themselves. This lack of inter

est regarding the primordially transcendental meaning of human actions was also 

echoed in J owett's introduction to the Phaedo: "To draw pictures of heaven and 

hell, whether in the language of Scripture or any other, adds nothing to our real 

knowledge, but may perhaps disguise our ignorance. The truest conception which 
we can form of a future life is a state of progress or education -a progress from 

evil to good, from ignorance to knowledge".467 Jowett was a faithful Christian 

and <lid not suffer from the serious syrnptoms of atheism. He <lid however share 

with his contemporaries the desire to give priority to actions and to rationality 

rather than to mere doctrinal submission. 

46 ~ Ma llock, 1935, p. 74. 
46 -' !bid. p. 57. 
464 !bid. p. 197. 
4r• 5 !bid. p. 196. 
-tú6 !bid. 
46 i Jowett, 1875, vo l. l, p. 4 13. 
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It was not in vain that Kate Vaughan in 1883 on finding out that Frank 
Russell, the brother of Bertrand, was planning to go and study at Balliol wrote 

to him: "Oh, my dear boy, beware of J owett; he will turn you out a polished 
infidel".468 Jowett's thesis inspired in the Phaedo was that belief in immortality 
of the soul was derived from the belief in God, and that it could be reached 

through a clear knowledge of Good, notas a mere concept but as the reasoned 
practice of altruistic ethical principles: "We are more certain of our ideas of 
truth and right than we are of the existence of God, and led on in the order of 

thought from one to the other".469 And, even though he did not find Darwinism 
at all attractive dueto its essentially materialistic nature, he was profoundly influ
enced by the mechanism of discovery and the quest for certainty of the analytica] 

methods of science. 

In the year previous to the second edition of Plato, John Tyndall, in another 
memorable lecture of the British Association, had supported the validity of atom

ic theory and had demanded freedom for science anda righteous though contin
gent and optional place for religion. The uproar which his lecture caused was 
heightened by the fact that it coincided with the publication of Mill's Essays on 
Religion, and Jowett had something to say on the subject. A few months later, 
during a serrnon at the church of St. Mary in Oxford's High Street he affirmed in 
front of an expectant and large congregation that a scientist who observes the world 
with more penetration and depth than other mortals cannot but admit that "the 

actions of men and the workings of the mind are inseparable from the physical 
incidents or accompaniments which prepare the way for them or co-operate with 

thern, and that they are ordered and adjusted as a part of a whole".470 Put in anoth
er way,Jowett was supporting Tyndall in dernanding more independence for scien
tific research, for, as he said, there was no incompatibility between t:he search for a 
natural law and the free interpretation of that law as the work of God. Divinity 

could crea te in different ways. What was important for the mind was that it should 
be capable of abstraction and not remain within a sensualist stance. The natural 
or externa] law behaved as if it were a macrocosmic form of the interior personal 

law. This law carne to take the place of religious authority which was in danger of 
extinction and whi ch could retaliate with harsher punishments than those that 
once were attributed to divine justice.Jowett even viewed eternity, the dimension 
where time js never ending, as "an ever-present quality of the soul".471 

46 ~ In Thoma'.>, 1979, p. 33. 
469 J owetr, 1875,vol.I,p.421. 
4 70 Ahbott &:. CJmpliell, 1897, vol. II, p. 63 . 
47 1 Jc)\\' ett, 1875. rnl. l , p. 417. 
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However, whereas he considered the Phaedo to be the culmination of the 

ideal of Greek art, "or rather of all art, which requires that scenes of death and 

suffering should be clothed in beauty",472 and was able to move with ease within 

the terrain of theological debate where only until a little while back he had been 

the dominant figure, the Phaedrus, the dialogue that seemed to him to be "marked 

by a sort of Gothic irregularity",473 awakened within him equally gothic psycho

logical conflicts. At first he believed that the best way to study Plato was by be

ginning with the Phaedrus: "At first sight it appears like a mere class of subjects 

without design or order. It treats oflove, it treats of rhetoric, it treats of 4 kinds of 

madness, it treats of dialectic -Yet, wild as the connexion is, it is not merely 

irnaginary".474 It was from the Phaedrus tl1atJowett had taken the images which 

he used to explain Plato's ideas in class. What's more, he used the poetry inherent 
in the dialogue in arder to illustrate his thesis that Plato was a philosopher poet 

and that pedagogy was more than anything else well intentioned rhetoric.475 What 
happened therefore which made Jowett treat one of the dialogues that inspired 

him the most so clumsily? 

In fact, in the 1875 editionJowett decides to make the following clarification 
v.rhen he presents passage 239 of the Phaedrns in which Socrates demonstrates the 

advantages of having a lover who is not in ]ove: "To understand him, we must 

rnake abstraction of morality and of the Greek rnanner of regarding the relation 
of the sexes. In this, as in his other discussions about love, what Plato says of the 

loves of men rnust be transferred to the ]oves of women befare we can attach any 

serious rneaning to his words . Had he lived in our times, he would have made the 

transposition himself. But seeing in his own age the impossibility of women be
ing tl1e intellectual helpmate or friend of man (except in the rare instances of a 

Diotima or an Aspasia), seeing that, even as to personal beauty, her place was 
taken by young mankind instead of womankind, he tries to work out the problem 

of love without rcgard to the distinctions of nature".476 This jaded Victorianisa

tion of Plato led him in to a cul-de-sac. Be had in tended to get out of it in the 1892 
edition by writing an essay, but the project was never carried out. 

The J owctt Papers contain sorne very revcaling commentaries regarding 

Platonic homoeroticism: "The irnagcry in which (Plato's) philosophy is 

conveyed often touches on subjects whicb are revolting to Christian and manly 

4 7 ~ ]bid. p. 427. 
473 Jowett, 1875, vol. II, p. 3. 
474 Jowett Papers, 1 B 23, p. 113. 
475 Cf Bis speech on the teaching profession in The Sh1'ewslnny Cl.n-onicle, Friday 7th of July 1893. 
476 Jowett, 1875, vol. II, pp. 88-89. 
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feelings". 477 This profound aversion to passion in general, but even more so 

towards desire between men in a clearly masculine environment, made him wary 

of the impact that certain passages from Plato could have on the students of 

Oxford and he felt obliged to sound the alarm. A letter that Campbell wrote to 

Abbott illustrates these sentiments very well: "He had a 'horror naturalis' of 

sentimental feelings between men ('diabolical' I have heard him call them)".478 

Jowett wanted to prevent what in fact was taking place within a not altogether 

insubstantial sector of Oxbridge: a possible condonement by Plato of the 

homoerotic inclinations of sorne of the students. J ohn Addington Symonds, a 

known uranist and also a student and personal friend of Jowett's, expresses his 
discovery of Platonic sexuality in the Phaedrus and the Symposium as a means of 

spiritual enhancement and personal fulfilment in his memoirs, in almost ecstatic 

terms: "Here in the Phaedrus and the Symposium ... I discovered the true liber 
am.01·is at last, the revelation I had been waiting for, the consecration of a long

cherished idealism. It was just as though the voice of my own soul spoke to me 
through Plato, as though in sorne antenatal experience I had lived the life of 

philosophical Greek lover".479 Symond's initiation to Platonic eroticism dates 

from 1858, but it was consolidated at Balliol to such a degree that in 1888 he 
took over frorn Swinburne the task of revising J owett 's translation of the 

Symposiun; and became the Master 's adviser on matters of Greek eroticism. 

Towards the end of the century when Forster arrived at King's College Cam
bridge, the reading of certain Platonic dialogues, such as the two already rnen

tioned together with the beginning of the Charmides and the L)1sis, was wide

spread and was part of what the critic Linda Downing terrns the Victorian "ho

mosexual code".48° Forster in a tone that is very reminiscent of Symonds, quite 
convincingly created the idea of a "password" in Maurice when he describes Clive 

Durham's first reading of Plato's Phaedrus: "Never could he forget his emotion at 

first reading the Phaedrus. He saw there his malady described exquisitely, calmly, 

as a passion which we can direct, like any other, towards good or bad ... He could 
not believe his good fortune at first ... Then he saw that the temperate pagan 

really did comprehend him, and slipping past the Bible rather than opposing it, 

was offering a new guide for life".481 According to Alan Sinfield, Lytton Strachey 

477 J owett P apers, not catJ logued Darwall-Smith. Quote taken from Annc VJrty, "Flux, rest and m1111-

ber: PJter's PlJtn", in Baldwin / Hutton, 1994, p. 2 57, 
m F aber, 1957, p. 90. 
479 Symonds, 198+, p. 99. 
-!HO Dowling, 1994, p. xiii . 
.¡~¡ Fo rster, 1985, pp . 67 - ~ . 
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a contemporary of Forster "discovered the Symposium at sixteen 'w:ith a rush of 
mingled pleasure and pain ... of surprise, relief, and fear to know that what I feel 
now was felt 2,000 years ago in glorious Greece'".482 The origin of the Forster 
scene and of Strachey's commentary comes a quarter of a century after Jowett's 
second edition . We should keep in mind however thatJowett died in 1893 with
out altering bis famous passage on the prescriptive transposition of the sexes in 

the third edition. 
As he said in bis introduction to the second edition of the Symposium, Jowett 

considered Platonic homoeroticism to be "mainly a figure of speech which no 
one interpreted literally".483 He therefore did not wish to be the first to take it 
seriously. But this was not true. In 1818, Percy Bysshe Shelley, whomJowett un
derrated,484 had translated the Symposium and written a treatise on Greek love 
where he tried to approach the subject. Grate tried to present and explain the 
subject objectively. In the past, Ficino had wished to give an allegorical interpre
tation of Socrates' attraction towards Charmides, but why did he omit the most 
sensual-erotic part of the dialogue if he hadn't taken it literally? According to 
James Hankins, Poliziano "translates the whole passage w:ithout a blush",485 whilst 
Leonardo Bruni and bis followers of the Florentine and Roman cinquecento had 
made a point of christianising Plato and ridding him of the homosexual traits of 
the most compromising dialogues.486 

In 18 3 5, D 'Albert, the mal e character in Théophile Gautier's Mademoiselle de 

Maupin, refers to sexual censorship in the translation of ancient works as a practice 
of the past, which made use of the technique of the transmutation of the sexes 
suggested by Jowett: "Ces amours étranges dont sont pleines les élégies des poetes 
anciens, qui nous surprenaient tant et que nous ne pouvions concevoir, sont done 
vraisemblables et possibles. Dans les traductions que nous en faisions, nous 
mettions des noms de femmes a la place de ceux qui y étaient ... Alexis se changeait 
en Ianthé. Les beaux gan;ons devenaient de belles filles ... "487 However, Gautier 
adds an ironic comment which reveals the hidden truth behind this respectability: 
"C'était une fort galante occupation qui prouvait seulement combien peu nous 
avions compris le génie antique".488 This may have been Jowett's case. His 
puritanism prevented him from seeing that, in making such a preposterous proposal 

482 

483 
Sinfield, 1994, p. 65. 
Symonds, 1984, p. 1 OO. 

484 Jowett Papers, E 24; and Faber, 1957, p. 366. 
485 Hankins, 1991, vol. II, p. 452. 
486 !bid. vol. 1, p. 101 and, vol. Il, pp. 396-400. 
487 Théophile Gautier, Mademoiselle de Maupin (Complete text of 1835), p. 189. 
488 !bid. p. 190. 
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as that of asking the reader to mentally change the sex of the erotic characters in 
Plato, he was in fact ignoring one of the fundamental traits of Greek culture, 

their way of loving and desiring. 
Three decades later, in 1868, \V. H. Thompson, professor of Cambridge and 

collaborator of Jowett, had according to Frank M. Turner said t:hat: "It seems 

impossible that Plato can seriously have entertained the paradox that the Paidon 

Éroswas a necessary step towards moral perfection".489 Hankins adds yet another 

nineteenth century scholar who refused to believe that Plato had actually appre
ciated practices that were "so repugnant to modern Christian nations".490 There 

was a long list of scholars who either condemned or assented to Platonic ped

erasty, but nobody was indifferent to it. Jowett was not in the habit of comment
ing on other translators or schools. Hence we do not know whether he was famil

iar with the subliminal history of the censorship of Plato's ero tic texts. Even so, in 

deeming that Platonic eroticism was simple and coincidental rhetorical license 

which historians had brushed asid e as such, J owett was totally misconstruing the 

subject. 
Despite this, I am convinced that he was aware of the fundamental impor

tance that "pederasty" had in Platonic philosophy. He at least suspected it. In 

his personal notebooks during the 60's, under the title On Phaedrus and The 

Symposium, he had written that philosophy was equal to true love, that the Sym

posium was the development of love in philosophy, and that that love was con

strued in terms of "singular attachments of mento men, (sur)passing the love of 

women".491 In 1888 he decides to investigate on the subject and to write an 

essay for the final edition of the Symposium, 492 but Symonds rapidly dissuaded 

him, perhaps because he fearedJowett's prejudices and lack of sensitivity on the 
subject.493 Nevertheless, this interest denotes an awareness of the importance 

of the matter and, to a certain extent, a recognition that his own explanations 

were not well based . 
The fact is that, coinciding with the correction of the second Plato, certain 

"events" had taken place which bothered and disturbed the Master. A subject 

such as homosexuality, which from a philosophical and abstract perspective would 

logically seem disturbing for a chaplain who was very constrained and strict about 
sexual matters, became a true torment when he carne face to face with it in his 

4R9 Turner, 1981 , p. 424. 
490 Hankins, 1991, vol. I, p. 1 OO. 
491 Jowett Papers, ID 43. 
492 Jowett Papers, I F 13/ 60-1. 
49 3 Cf Symonds, 1969, vol. III, pp. 345-7, and 365 . And, Symonds, 1984, p. 100. 
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rutorials and among the exclusively masculine companionship that he himselfhad 

helped to promote. Hence it is very likely that such worries should be reflected in 

the introductions to the dialogues that were to be read by the students. Such was 

the case regarding his participation in the Pater-Hardinge affair while he was 

putting the last touches to the second edition of Plato. 
In 1873, Walter Pater, fellow of Brasenose College at the time anda former 

student of Queen's College and of Jowett's prívate tutorials, published his 

controversia! The Renaissance: Studies in Art and Poet1y, which became an obliged 

reference book for the end of the century aesthetes and decadents. J owett had 
foreseen that the young student of Greek "would come to great eminence",494 

and together with Ingram Bywarter he considered him to be one of the promises 

of the university as far as Hellenic studies were concerned.495 But Pater was 

individualistic and autonomous and was never to become a part of J owett's inner 

circle. He had already aroused suspicion amongst liberals and conservatives due 

to his very provocative interventions. In 1864, he gave a lecture at Oxford entitled 

"Diaphaneite", in which he recreated an imaginary portrait of a highly idealised 

individualist culture: " ... he who has treated life in the spirit of art desires only to 

be shown to the world as he really is ... Our collective life, pressing equally on 

every part of every one of us, reduces nearly all of us to the level of a colourless 

uninteresting existen ce". 496 

J owett was primarily interested in spurring on the civic awareness of his 

students and in forming men of the world engagés with the country's future course. 

Therefore he could not have been pleased by the spirit of Pater's words. He must 
have been even less pleased by the neutral and transparent description of beauty 

defended by Pater: "The beauty of the Greek statues was a sexless beauty ... Here 

there is a moral sexlessness, a kind of impotence, an ineffectual wholeness of nature, 

yet with a divine beauty and significance of its own".497 By "moral sexlessness" 

Pater meant "androgyny", or sexual undefinedness, and innocence or that lack of 

awareness of sin which very often provokes the most carnal of desires. For Pater, 

pagan attraction was in theory created through beings, "frail, androgynous, the 
light shining through them".498 Whether he viewed the antagonism between 

artistic sensuality and the spiritual life asan unfortunate consequence of Christianity 

or not is not at all clear. He commented on the ambiguity of Christianity with 

494 Edmund Gosse's testimony in the Dictionmy ofNational Biography, and quoted by Faber, 1957, p. 3 78. 
495 Cf Levey, 1978, p. 66. 
496 In Pater, 1928, pp. 217 and 220. 
497 !bid. 
498 !bid. p. 61. 
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regard to the monastic recreations of William Morris: "its sensuous side, a 

dangerously sensuous side, has often been seen".499 Such postulations were 

extremely awkward inside Oxford, which was extremely sensitive to the censored 

aspects of He1lenism. What's more, the scandal reached its peak wjth the 

publication of his book on the Renaissance, which presents figures "of doubtful 

sex set in the shadow of its own hair",5ºº or others with "delicate brown flesh and 

woman's hair" .5º1 Pater finishes off with an extremely dangerous epilogue where 

he suggests among other things that "while all melts under our feet, we may well 

catch at any exquisite passion, ... or any stirring of the senses, ... or the face of 

one's friend". 502 

Meanwhile, due to the disloyalty of a friend who accuses him of atheism, 

Pater is una ble to be ordained as priest in 1862. Apparently Stanley, J owett's el ose 

friend , had knowledge of the trial against the aesthete, but neither of the two 

were interested in analysing the case. 503 The Master's animosity towards the 

professor of Brasenose is portrayed in a slightly cruel light in Mallock's New 

Republic, which was written at the beginning of the 70's. A character by the name 

ofJenkinson-Jowett, irritated by the ramblings of a certain Rose-Pater, exclaims: 

"All this is very poor stuff -ve1y poor stuff'. 5º4 Furthermore, excepting the 

incompatibility between their characters, there was a very specific conflict that 

took place betweenJowett and Pater whjch most probably damaged the teaching 

career of the latter and reinforced the former's prejudices. 

According to A. C. Benson,505 Pater's biographer, who found out about the 

matter through Edmund Gosse, Pater had a romance with William Money Har

dinge. The latter was a student of Balliol , a prornising writer and the son of a 

family that Jowett was well acquainted wjth. Thanks to Billie P.ITTdrew lnman's 

painstaking research, we know that in 1874 Jowett intercepted letters written by 

the tutor of Brasenose to the young Hardinge, as a result of dark and not yet 

clarified circumstances. 506 In these letters Pater used such intima te expressions 

499 Walter Pater, "Aesthetic Poetry", in ~lamer/ H ough, 1983 , vol. II, p. 60. 
500 

501 

502 

503 

"Leonardo da \ 1Jnci'', from The Renaissance, in Pater, 1982, p. 41. 
lbid. p. 42. 
"Conclusion", fro m The Renaissance, in Pater, 1982, pp. 60-1. 
Cf Levey, 1978, p. 91 ; and D ellamora, 1990, p. 60. 

504 .Mallock, 1935 , p. 220. 
5ü5 A.C. Benson, quoted by Seiler, 1987, pp. 25 3-61 . 
506 Curiously enough, the suhject has been th e cen tre of quite heated debate, and am ong the most in ter

esting recent studies are: E llman, 1988, pp. 58-9; Brake, 198 1, p. 48, and, above all , the splendid 
summary by Inman, Estra11ge111ent a11d Counectio11: Walter Prrte1; Benj rr111 i11 J owett and William 
M.Hadinge, in Brake / Small, 1991, pp. 1-20. 
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as "darling" or "yours lovingly" .5º7 Jowett's reaction towards such a serious trans
gression was virulent. He asked Hardinge to discretely leave Oxfard and he asked 
the authorities of Brasenose to deny Pater's academic promotion, which he was 
eligible far in a year's time. H e threatened to make the affair public if Pater did 
not coalesce. According to lnman, J owett was friends with characters with much 
more turbulent lives such as Swinburne and Symonds. He therefare decided to 
inflict an exemplary punishment on the uncompromising Pater in order to teach 
him a lesson of subrnission and humility. No matter what the motives were be
hind this incident Pater was dramatically affected by the turn of events andJ owett 
reinforced his rejection towards homosexuals. 

Despite all this, Hardinge dedicated a very affectionate memorial in 1894 to 
the deceasedJowettwhich he phrased very enigmatically: " ... of two or three very 
intimate acquaintances of mine he seemed to have a special dislike and fear: they 
were perhaps the most gifted men of my time ... There was one man of genius at 
Oxfard whose influence, despite real appreciation of his high-mindedness, the 
Master always discounted. He once said of him that he had 'great sensibility and 

no sense"'. 5º8 Despite Jowett's repressive strike, hostility between the two great 
Platonists of Oxfard was softened over time. The year after the Master's death 
and in the year of his own death, Pater, at Lewis Campbell's petition, wrote a 
letter on the late Jowett which was distantly but benevolently expressed: "Like 
many others I received much kindness and help from him when I was reading far 
my degree (1860 to 1862) and afterwards". 5º9 

However, Pater introduces other commentaries between the lines which can 
be discerned by a perspicacious reader. With regard to Jowett's capacity far liter
ary expression Pater adds: "The charm of that was enhanced by a certain mystery 
about his own philosophic and other opinions. You know at that time his writings 
were thought by sorne to be obscure". 510 Part of Jowett's mystery was his own 
sexuality, which Mallock also ridiculed in the New Republic.]enkinson-Jowett para
phrases a passage by Clement of Alexandria according to which the arrival of the 
kingdom of God will come about when the opposites meet and the sexes dissolve 
into "neither mal e nor female". 511 This is a clear allusion to J owett's ambiguous 
aspect. Mallock also places the fallowing malicious thoughts in the mouth ofLady 

507 lnman , Estrangement and Comzection: Walter Patei; Benjamin Jowett and William M .H;rdinge, pp. 2 
and 7-8. 

508 Hardinge, 1894, p. 179. 
509 In Abbott & Campbell, 1897, vol. I, pp. 329-30. 
510 !bid. 
511 Mallock, 1935, p. 102 . 
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Ambrose -a possible alias of Violet F ane- who after the sermon says: "there 
was yet, all the while, a fatal something that whispered to her a vague distrust of 
him".512 

In his jeu d'esprit, Mallock decides that Rose-Pater should make a pronounce
ment on the passionate friendships between well known men in history and in 
literature, far example, Achilles and Patroclus, David and Jonathan, and others, 
in arder to stress and make a caricature of his uranism, which is not at all surpris
ing given the cutting style of the work. What is surprising is that Jowett had 
pronounced a very similar sermon in 1873, in which he had included the com
panions mentioned by Mallock's fictitious Pater, as well as Christ "with the be
loved disciple". 513 Referring to the friendship bonds between men in the Greek 
world,Jowett concluded that "the school of Socrates was quite as mucha circle of 
friends as a band of disciples". 514 This sermon did not go unnoticed, and Peter 
Hinchliff concedes to the possible "post-Freudian" readings that such an ocle to 
the intimate friendship among men could lead to.515 

One need not go too far. Linda Dowling blames J owett to a certain extent 
far furthering homoerotic discourses by recreating and idealising the masculine 
academy of Oxfard. 516 She was not alone in making this accusation, as we shall 
see later on. The magazine Vanity Fair maliciously caricatured him as "amo
rous",517 to which Campbell replied: "No description could be further from the 
mark. He had even an exaggerated horror of erotic sentiment, and of all weak
ness".518 Geoffrey Faber insinuated that the translator of Plato may have been in 

lave with the diplomat Robert Morier, a great friend of his throughout his life
time. 519 Graham Greene, possibly alluding to Roben Morier, talks enigmatically 
of a Lord whomJowett loved.520 And, Leslie Higgins points to the fact that the 
tutor of Balliol fired the homophilic imagination of Pater with his comparisons 
between Plato's style and Greek sculpture, adorned with commentaries on the 
virility ofHellenic art. 521 No one has been able to clarify anything with regard to 

512 Jbid. p. 105. 
513 Hinchliff, 1987, p. 135. 
514 ]bid. 
51 5 !bid. 
516 Dowling, 1994, pp. xiv-v. 
51 7 Jowett Papers, E 24. 
518 ]bid. 
519 Faber, 1957, pp. 89 and ff.: "For the moment all that is necessary to say is that it was a relationship 

which at once contained and concealed passion ... ", etc. 
520 Greene, 1981, p. 35. 
521 L. Higgins, Essaying "WH. Pater Esq. ": New Penpectives on the Tutor/Student Relationship Between Pa

ter and Hopkins, in Brake I Small, 1991, p. 90. 
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Jowett's sexual orientation. What is evident however is that no matter what his 

real sexual inclinations were, which we do not know, J owett manifested open mi
sogyny and, with few exceptions, a deeply rooted homosociability. 

Evelyn Abbott explains a conversation between the Master and sorne friends 
of his which reaffirmed the final pronouncement of his sermon on friendship: "in 
uniting us to a friend, at the same time unites us to Christ and God".522 The scala 
amoris of the Symposium is at the heart of this speech. lt consists of the ascension 
of the soul through the lave felt towards other persons but obviating the phase of 
physical attraction. Consequently, in this gathering among friends mentioned by 
Abbott, Jowett doses the doors on a relationship with women: "The religious 
ideal, the philosophical ideal, is far better than the ideal of female friendship. If 
any pleasure is to be gained from this, it must be strictly regulated -never al
lowed to pass into lave or excitement- of a noble, manly sort, with something of 
protecting care in it". 523 Even though he attributed Platonic homosexuality to a 
problem of intellectual evolution which had been overcome in theory, Jowett's 
stance was similar to that of Plato: friendship between men is nobler than be
tween men and women, and spiritually more productive. In the 1875 edition of 
the Symposium he justifies the affection between Achilles and Patroclus in similar 
terms to those of the above mentioned conversation: "There were many, doubt
less, to whom the lave of the fair mind was the noblest form of friendship, and 
who deemed the friendship of man with man to be higher than the lave of wom
an, because altogether separated from the bodily appetites". 524 This was not ex
actly the same as the impression given by Socrates when referring to the body of 
the young Charmides or to the desires of the beautiful Alcibiades, but J owett 
refused to publicly acknowledge homoerotic attraction in Plato. 

Even so, this extremely ascetic and firm stance did change a little bit with 
time. In the 80's he questioned whether the union between men could be exclu
sively spiritual. In 1884 he confessed to an unidentified correspondent: "You ask 
me where in Plato's writings the idea of Platonic lave is to be found. In the s:ym
posium and Phaedrus, two of the most wonderful of human creations. But I should 
explain that Platonic lave in the modern sense does not exist in Plato. Women, as 
you rightly conjecture, were too little accounted of among the Greeks. The lave 
of which he speaks is the mystical lave of men for one another, the union of two 
souls in a single perfect friendship. Whether such a thing is possible, I do not say 

522 Hinchliff, 1987, p. 13 5. 
523 In Abbott & Campbell, 1897, vol. Il, p. 108. 
524 Jowett, 1953, vol. I, p. 498. 
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--or right. But it appears to have been a much stronger feeling than the regard of 
men for women". 525 Geoffrey F aber, who is always so partial and unconditional 
in his support ofJowett, is right however in suggesting thatJowett's great mistake 
was not so much in wishing to find a heterosexual equivalent to Platonic love but 
in his insistence on replacing it with matrimony. 

Plato's exhortation to transcend the senses was dueto his idealism, because 
he considered physical éros to be insufficient, inferior to spiritual procreation, 
above all since Socrates and the concept of the man born to govern. Plato does 
not however completely bypass the sexual element. Yet, when .J owett calls for 
abstinence, he seems to convey the conviction that physical pleasure is dirty, re
gardless of the fact that it is accompanied or not by intellectual aspirations. Jowett 
had a deeply rooted aversion towards any kind of emocional exuberance. This 
sentiment was shared by man y of his Victorian compatriots, but in him it was also 
mixed with serious personal feelings of insecurity. Hence the altemative thatJ owett 
propases is double. On the one hand we have the bachelor dedicated to a cause, 
similar to the family or a college -another kind of family- like Balliol. In a 
letter written in 1879 he says quite revealingly to Lady Abercrombie, a painter 
who painted his portrait: "If a man does not marry, l would have him lead an ideal 
life. l mean living for knowledge or for the good of others, or for his country or 
something of that sort".526 This is what the College represented for Jowett and 
his life was dedícate to forming the British political elite. "l mean it seriously", he 
said on one occasion. 527 He exempted single women from a pious life devoted to 
the church but he recommended that they should take up painting or sculpture: 
"This would be a very pleasant and not absolutely useless manner of passing life. 
One church or one house would be quite sufficient for a life, and it should be 
perfect".528 Jowett, the spokesmen of modern Platonism with regard to the fe
male sex, anda dose friend of Florence Nightingale and George Eliot, did not 
deem it necessary that a woman should be useful to the country or to science. 
This role was reserved for gentlemen. 

On the other hand, he considered conjugal union with its obligations and 
blessings as ideal for the development of the soul, as long as it was free of passion. 
Therefore the only plausible married life was that of older couples: "Two per
sons, ... expect to have a perfect harmony of thought and feelings ... But is this 
reasonable? At any rate, if it is possible at the end of married life it can rarely be 

525 In Faber, 1957, pp. 90-1. 
526 In Abbott & Campbell, 1897, vol. Il, p. 171. 
527 Jowett Papers, E 24. 
528 In Abbott & Campbell , 1897, vol. Il, p. 171. 
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so at the beginning". 529 The strict code of conventions of his time and his own 
inhibition can help us to explain such an attitude. Even so, it cannot but surprise 
us that he should have so many scruples when it carne to accepting sexuality openly 
in a country where one of the phrases used in the marriage service said "with my 
body I thee worship". 530 Butwhat is most incomprehensible inJowett is his trans
formation of Platonic philosophy to the point of saying that Plato would have 
made the transposition if he had lived in the XIX century. Did the Platonic éros of 
the Symposium or the Phaedrus with all its sensual implications, really have any
thing to do with the serene and phlegmatic relationship of an ideal Victorian 

married couple? 
Jowett does not seem to be very clear on the subject. The fact that Plato 

talked of love was inconvenient and made things difficult, because it forced him 
to come face to face with his own contradictions. He had to reconcile the truth of 
Platonic philosophy with his own profound ideological adhesion to the institu
tion of the family and his moral duty to defend it as well as with the personal 
option of chastity that he had chosen. The end result was a stance that has often 
been considered as one of the weaker points of his interpretation of Plato. His 
preoccupation with ridding Platonic philosophy of its erotic elements together 
with the aestheticist and at times romantic quality ofhis style resulted inJowett's 
laying the foundations of that which he had wanted to avoid at all cost: the use of 
Platonism and Hellenism as valuable historical precedents for Victorian homo
sexuality at Oxford. 

In the Respublica of 187 5 he added sorne lines concerning the subject of the 
relationship between the sexes. The comments are typically Victorian and it is 
worth mentioning them with regard to this subject. After praising Plato's great 
independence with regard to the Orientals and to the more primitive Greeks, 
as he <lid in the first edition, Jowett clarifies that the Athenian philosopher "is 
conscious that women are half the human race, and in sorne respects the most 
important half''. 531 This was one of the arguments that were most frequently 
employed by the suffragettes and in appearance it was a small progressive con
cession to public opinion. However, Jowett refers to passage 781b of the Leges 
without quoting the text. If he had done so, his argument, which was seeming
ly favourable to the voting rights of women, and tended to reveal a kind of 
proto-feminism in Plato, would have been overthrown, for the Athenian phi
losopher clearly states that the female sex deserves more attention, not only 

529 lb id. vol. Il, p. 16 7. 
530 In Faber, 1957, p. 99. 
53 l Jowett, 1875, vol. III, p. 159. 
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because they make up half the population, but because they are the weaker and 
less noble half. 

Likewise, Jowett comments in an unmistakably Victorian tone on the posi
tion of women in the Greek world: "she was not the entertainer of his guests or 

the mistress of his house, but only his housekeeper and the mother of his chil
dren".532 Perhaps Jowett was not aware that "the Angel of the House" was an 

invention of Victorian England, and a modernised and more human version of 

that woman of distant antiquity, though it still was very discriminatory. He con

sidered this to be the fundamental cause of Platonic uranism. In theory, in the 

midst of the nineteenth century, there were no historical reasons to justify a same 
sex love relationship. 

Government and poli tics in Victorian England were the affairs of men. J owett 

draws a highly idealised picture of the model statesman in the well known pages 

of his introduction to the Gorgias: "The true statesman is he who brings order out 

of disorder; who first organizes and then administers the government of his own 
country; and having made a nation, seeks to reconcile the nacional interests with 

those of Europe and of mankind. He is not a mere theorist, nor yet a dealer in 

experiments; the whole and the parts grow together in his mind; while the head is 
conceiving, the hand is executing. Although obliged to descend to the world, he 

is not of the world. His thoughts are fixed not on power or riches or extension of 
territory, but on an ideal state, in which all the citizens have an equal chance of 

health and life, and the highest education is within the reach of all... Not the 

attainment of freedom alone, or of order alone, but how to unite freedom with 
arder is the problem which he has to solve".533 

] owett's discourse combines both liberal and conservative elements. His 

Platonic governor does not represent the majority "but ... the higher elements of 
the nation". 534 He cannot adapt himself to the party but rather "if he would rule 

men, must make them like himself''. 535 The opinions of others are secondary in 

the eyes of this messianic politician who is very clear about what the idea of Good 

is. If they don't understand him he won't plea but will try to convince his subjects: 
"Although he is not the mere executor of the will of the majority, he must win 

over the majority to himself''. 536 What's more, he can neither be a dictator nor 

can he be negligent: "neither adopting the 'laissez faire' nor the 'paternal 

532 !bid. 
533 !bid. vol. II, pp. 307-8. 
534 !bid. p. 308. 
535 !bid. 
536 !bid. p. 309. 
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govemment' principle".537 In short, the ideal politician is he who combines theory 
with praxis. Jowett considers that it is more constructive with this objective in 
mind to have overall conceptions of reality and take action when it is needed, 
rather than to be capacitated for action but without ideals to fall back on. J owett 
considers that Plato would have most probably considered Locke, Hume, Adam 
Smith, Bentham and Ricardo, to be better statesmen than Pitt, Fox, Canning or 
Robert Peel, because they possessed a philosophy and ideological independence 
which were free from the commitments of power. 

Even so, none of these thinkers had the stature of the ideal and nobler politi
cian. Perhaps Cavour or one or two more, of whom he said that they "have creat
ed the world in which they moved". 538 But this combination has never been pop
ular among the masses: "In most countries of Europe and Asia there has been 
sorne one in the course of ages who has truly united the power of command with 
the power of thought and reflection ... Sorne kind of speculative power is neces
sary both in practica! and political power". 539 Why Cavour? Because he was con
servative as well as a constitutionalist. He had tried to maintain a position in the 
centre between the more traditionalist and revolutionary sectors. His insaciable 
curiosity for familiarising himself with the parliamentary life of París and Lon
don had turned him(Ínto a die-hard Europeanist without renouncing his radical 
nationalism. He car~ied out the separation between the state and the church of 
Rome, giving independence to the clergy, which pleased Jowett extremely. And, 
finally, he reunified Italy, displaying a capacity for organising and imposing a cri
terion of order thatJowett so much admired. 

As far asJowett saw things, Cavour's mental attitude ofleadership and dom
ination was more commendable than Bentham's Utilitarian philosophy. He con
sidered that this philosophy, which was the source of English liberal thought and 
inseparable from rationalism, was naive. One cannot reduce everything to the 
"principle of the highest degree of happiness for the majority", without introduc
ing the element of authority and duty. Hence, he directed an attack against Mill, 
Baine, Grote and other disguised sophists in his introduction to the Philebus, where 
he reproached the Utilitarians for their lack of more sacred and transcendental 
principles than that of immediate utility: "The martyr will not go to the stake in 
arder that he may promote the happiness of mankind, but for the sake of the 
truth". 540 This was an authoritarian pose that was accentuated with time and that 

537 !bid. 
538 !bid. p. 311. 
539 !bid. vol. III, p. 17 3. 
540 Jowett, 1950, p. 228. 
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first appeared in his criticism against Benthamism. The tone of]owett's criticism 

was too pragmatic for one who had just defended the formula of uniting the con
templative man and the man of action in one. He declared that Bentham's thesis 

"is the thesis of a philosopher, not the watchword of an army. For in human ac

tions men do not always require broad principles; duties often come home to us 
more when they are limited and defined, and sanctioned by custom and public 

opinion". 541 

One of the many criticisms that Mallock waged against Jowett in the New 

Republic was his indiscriminate capacity for conforming to the system.542 Jowett 

was a ble to criticise the forms but not the ideological bases of conventional soci

ety. In fact, Mallock was not exaggerating. In 1878, Jowett confessed to Lady 

Abercrombie: "L.. am guite aware and strongly affirm that we must take the world 
as it is and act upon it as we best may". 543 This conformist temperament was 

reinforced with age. The lines he wrote in 187 5 on the maturity of the Plato of 

the Le ges could actually be applied to himself: "As in sorne writers of fiction ... 

Plato becomes more conservative as he grows older, and he would govern the 

world entirely by men like himself, who are above fifty years of age".544 Despite 
everything, he stands out from regular conservatives dueto his love of truth, and 

he is impatient to find out to what extravagances this passion could lead him to. 

The Master of Balliol adopted rather anti-demacra* positions during his later 
years . Despite this, he continued to work on his Platd , hoping to discover themes 

that had still been unexplored by his curiosity and by the preaching vocation that 

inspired him. In 1892 , he pays the last tribute to the Athenian philosopher. Ox
ford by then had already vibrated enough with Platonisrn, and thus the twilight 

of bothJowett and Plato began at the same time. 

54 1 ]bid. p. 229. 
542 Ma ll ock, 1935, p. 51, on th e adva ntages of a developed society, an d p. 105, M rs. Sinclair says of 

J enkinson 's sennon : "I have hea rd today ... tha t th e world -the world as it is- cou ld not he better th an 

it is''. 
543 In Abbott & Campbell, 1897, vo l. II, p. 165. 
544 Jowett, 1875, vol. V, p. 181. 



VIII. THE THIRD PLATO 

"Grow old along with me! 
The best is yet to be, 
The last of life, for which the first was made: 
Our times are in his hand 
Who saith, 'A whole I planned, 
Youth shows but half; trust God: 
See all not be afraid!" 

ROBERT BROWNING, Robbi ben Ezra l. 

THE THIRD EDITION MARKED the end of the work and of J owett's life. He had 
been teaching for more than fifty years, and had constantly tried to achieve the 
quasi "perfect" version of Plato. With great satisfaction he wrote on the first page 
of the 1892 edition: "The additions and alterations which have been made, both 
in the Introductions and in the Text of this Edition, affect at least a third of the 
work. Having regard to the extent of these alterations, and to the annoyance which 
is naturally felt by the owner of a book at the possession of it in an inferior form, 
and still more keenly by the writer himself, who must always desire to be read as 
he is at his best, I have thought that the possessor of either of the former Editions 
... might wish to exchange it for the present one".545 This exchange meant that 
anyone who possessed any of the two former versions could acquire the new ver
sion at half price after handing in the complete edition which they had in their 
possession, as long as it was in good condition. However, this gesture has been 
interpreted by sorne critics, for example Ian C. Small,546 as a recognition on 
Jowett's part that the two former editions were lacking in academic excellence. 

Ido not agree here, but believe thatJowett viewed his three attempts as one 
sole project in which each phase contained and improved on the previous one, 
just like a Russian doll. The third edition followed along the same lines: A Plato 
for general reading, exemplary and didactic, suitable both for the university stu
dent of Balliol standards and for cultured citizens in need of ideological orienta
tion. We are not therefore dealing with a more erudite work, but with a more 
complete one. J owett's third Plato was addressed to the Victorian public which 
seems in general to have hada special interest in culture, but had become more 

545 Jowett, 1892, vol. l. 
546 Small, 1972, p. 372. 
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demanding over the years. What Jowett aimed far was to form rather than to 
inform. This is the tone of his letter 1892 to his beloved Robert Morier: "My 
Plato is only a translation, but I have a satisfaction in feeling that it may continue 
to influence the English and American world in the right direction long after I 
am gone". 547 It is quite interesting thatJowett should refer to the Anglo-Saxon 
"world" and not to academia. 

At the end of the eighties, the institution of Greek studies was a reality and 
Platonism had laid down its roots. That valuable chronicle of the previous de
cade, Mallock's New Republic, presents us with an atmosphere impregnated with 
Greek and Roman references, though the most dominant influence is perhaps 
that of aestheticism. Otho Laurence, the host of the gathering and possibly the 
voice of Mallock himself, acclaims unabashedly without fear of reproach that: "a 
familiarity with the scenes even of Greek poetry may give a brilliance to fashion
able talk in the nineteenth century". 548 And, even though the exquisite and mod
ern Mrs. Sinclair -the other face of Violet Fane, along with Lady Ambrose
declared that "Platonism, however, is a very rare philosophy in these days, I'm 
afraid",549 she still declares herself to be a Platonist and talks of the archetypal 
"idea" of beauty whilst facing the superb evening which is contemplated by all 
present. In the final chapter, Otho Laurence comments on a book which he has 
begun writing. The book is based on the model of the Respublica of Plato, hence 
the title of Mallock's New Republic. He goes on to describe Plato's book as fol
lows " ... a book which describes the meeting of a party of friends, who fell dis

cussing high tapies justas we are doing .. ".550 

One cannot however say that academic circles were aliento research in Greek 
philosophy. A. W Benn's history of ancient thought, the courses of T. H. Green 
and Richard Nettleship, the critica! editions of Campbell, W L. Newman and 
Grant, the research carried out by Bywater, the studies of J. A. Stewart andJohn 
Burnet,551 and the essays of Walter Pater, are undisputed testimony that Oxford 
had lived through its own particular Hellenic experience. A little later, what can 
be seen is a less vibrant tradition but one that is wider in scope and more perfect
ed, which went on to occupy a place of utmost relevance in the internacional 
classicist panorama. The role that Jowett had played in this was decisive, both 
directly and indirectly, despite his lack of rigour and insistence on the moralistic 

54í Abbott & Campbell, 1897, p. 182. It is a supplement to the bibliography by the same authors. 
548 Mallock, 1935, p. 163. 
549 !bid. p. 73. 
55º !bid. p. 113 . 
55J These contributions were studied in the previous chapter. 
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and pragmatic approach of teaching. That is why, even though Balliol was a fac

tory of Hellenists, J owett's goal was a much wider one. 
In the last quarter of the century, Mark Pattison strongly criticises the great 

Master's educacional policy and considers it to be competitive, schoolish, politi
cally oriented and rhetorical. Rhetoric was precisely one of the qualities thatJ owett 
demanded of a good teacher. No doubt Green possessed it to such an extent that 
Jowett's vanity could not tolerate it. The dean ofLincoln College gives no names, 
but he does explain the turn of events: "The process of training far the race is the 
commanding interest ... not intellectual discipline, not training in investigation, 
in research, in scientific procedure, but in the art of producing a clever answer to 
a question on a subject of which you have no real knowledge". 552 In fact, Pattison 
accuses J owett, and he is right to sorne extent, of producing sophists, those same 
characters that Jowett scoffed at. In Grote's polemical interpretation however, 
they were in fact professional, cultured and competent politicians, integrated in 
the system by the very nature of their line of work. 

Nevertheless, whilst the historian of Greece supported a philosophy that was 
preoccupied with political affairs, Jowett rejected the image of the sophist as su
perficial and materialistic, even though he was not in practice so far divorced 
from the mundane model depicted by Grate. Pattison focused on the question 
from a purely philosophical and philological perspective. He considered that, 
unlike German universities, the "Literae Humaniores" programme of Oxford "is 
a system under which the pupil is carefully excluded from contact with progres
sive knowledge ... Study, or research, or self-improvement, is out of the ques
tion".553 Sorne years later, Balliol continued to have the same reputation. ln 1913, 

Compton Mackenzie's Sinister Street, the student of Balliol Guy Hazzlewood re
plies to the protagonist who wants to find out about Balliol: "But what is the 
essential Balliol?" ... "Well, take a man connected with the legislative class, di
rectly by birth and indirectly by opportunities, give him at least enough energy 
not to be ashamed of poetry, give him also enough energy not to be ashamed of 
football or cricket, and add a profound satisfaction with Oxford in general and 
Balliol in particular, and there you are". 554 In answer to Fane's question as to 
whether he, Hazzlewood fits the stereotype, he answers that he has no ambition 
to belong to the diplomatic corps. 

This was the background of Balliol, J owett and the fortune of Plato towards 
the last decade of the century. In any case, despite the impact of]owett's Plato, it 

552 Pattison, 1876, pp. 88-9. 
553 !bid. 

s54 Mackenzie, 1960, Bk. 3, ch. 5, p. 434. 
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was nota direct model for the upcoming fashion of the Gusto Greco. The popularity 
of philhellenism carne from more sophisticated sources such as the dilettanti of 
the beginning of the century and the end of the century aesthetes.] owett was too 
restrained sensually, besides being hostile to art, to inspire a cul t towards 
Mediterranean aesthetics. This was clearly expressed by Walter Sichel, a former 
student of Balliol and chronicler of the period: "though Plato formed the refrain of 
his life, there was little Hellenic about him -none of the glow for beauty".555 

E ven so, J owett did open the door to Greece from the reticent classrooms of Oxford. 
The evocations that Greece awakened outside the university reached itas rapidly as 
was possible, given the free hand that censorship had at the time. There were students 
from Oxford who visited Greece. Sorne allowed themselves to be carried away by a 
very much affected classicist refinement whereas others were inspired by erudition 
and scientificism per se. Still others were attracted by the unfathomable metaphysical 
penetration of the Greeks via Hegel. They now forma part of the whims of history 
but they were not the immediate result of what they were taught. Jowett however, 
wrote an important part of the history of Oxford. 

Faber informs us that Jowett's health had deteriorated and that he tired 
easily in the last years of his life. He could not spend more than three hours 
every day in revising his Plato without being overcome by exhaustion. His loyal 
assistant Matthew Knight had confided to a friend: "that translation, Sir, will be 
the death of him".556 Apart from being Master of Balliol between 1882 and 
1886, he was also dean of the university. The definitive version of his introduc
tion and translation of the Respublica as a school text and for general reading, 
which he had worked on for many years, was not to be published until 1888. 
This is the period immediately preceding that of the third edition. It was at this 
time that Tennyson dedicated a poem to him which, though there is nomen
tion of his age, portrays an exhausted yet lucidJowett advancing towards death: 
"Dear Master in our classic town,/ ... Lay your Plato for one minute clown/ .. . 
To-day, before you turn again/ To thoughts that lift the soul of men,/ Hear my 
cataract's/ Downward thunder in hollow and glen". 557 The laureate poet por
trays the arrival of the supreme moment as a woman who comes upon a warrior 
and braveJowett, upright and firm beside his own mortuary pyre. Quite a com
passionate portrait coming from someone who was to die a little later on. Iron
ically, J owett who had been a el ose friend of the dead poet, was the one who was 
asked to cover his coffin with the funeral flag. 

555 Ogilvie, 1964, p. 123 . 
556 Faber, 1957, p. 409. 
557 "To the Master of Balliol", in The Death of Oenone, in Tennyson, 1920, p. 613. 
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Befare his own death he must have felt despondent due to the recent losses of 
clase friends like Tennyson, Robert Morier and J ohn Addington Symonds. F or 
sorne years he had already missed the presence of Sir Alexander Grant, Stanley and 
T. H . Green. Thus in 1893 Jowett was alone and feeble. Lady Susan Grant, the 
widow of the specialist on Aristotle, farmulated the fallowing beautiful though ide
alised thought, which in Jowett's case was quite true. Having always dedicated so 
much to his friends as he had always done, he died with each loss: "A great man has 
many graves far much ofhim lies low in the last resting place ofhis friends long ere 
he comes himself to die".558 Anda few years earlier, with asad and uncertain out
look which faresaw the imminent deaths ofhis lifetime companions,Jowett tried to 
finish his third Plato befare death stopped him along the way. 

The third edition carne out in October of 1892. Once again, that month, the 
first of the academic year and the "J anuary" of the teacher, as if everything was 
starting anew, or was making its absence felt. J owett revived far a few months and 
seemed to have overcome the ailments that had bed-ridden him a little earlier on. 
He therefare had the pleasure of seeing the five volumes with the new preface 
and the 17 5 page index, 163 more than in the first edition, and 114 more than the 
second. The new index was not only onomastic but thematic and toponymical as 
well. It was so carefully compiled by Evelyn Abbott and Matthew Knight, that it 
is used as a model far current editions of Plato even today. 559 Once again, the 
lack of references to other editions and works of research throughout the 
introductions did not vary. This made it even more obvious thatJowett was self
sufficient and anti-erudite, far, by that time there were a considerable number of 
studies to contrast. He expressed his acknowledgement to Matthew Knight, who, 
apart from collaborating in the index, translated the Eryxias and the Alcibiades 11. 
These were later on eliminated from the faurth edition because they were not 
considered authentic. He also thanked his secretary Frank Fletcher, and the 
professor of Balliol J. W Mackail, far having revised the Respublica. 

The new prologue was a variation on the previous one. Perhaps it was more 
expeditious and drier in tone, though he does say sorne interesting things that I 
will comment on later. Right from the start,Jowett declares that the translation is 
addressed to the general public: "An English translation ought to be idiomatic 
and interesting, not only to the scholar, but to the unlearned reader". 56° Conse
quently, the translator's task was not to transport but to recreate. Here Jowett 
reveals the spirit of his translation, which was one of the reasons why it was branded 

558 Jowett Papers, I E 20/11, p. l. 
55 9 Cf Plato, 1978, p. 1609. 
560 Jowett, 1953, (Preface to the Second and Third Editions), vol. I, p. xviii . 
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as being unacademic: "To him the feeling should be more important than the 
exact word ... His version should be based, in the first instance, on an intima te 
knowledge of the text; but the precise order and arrangement of the words may 
be left to fade out of sight, when the translation begins to take shape".561 Jowett 
is more concerned with the overall impression rather than with textual purity, 
with the aesthetic harmony of the whole rather than with exactness and philolog
ical archaeology: "The translator may sometimes be allowed to sacrifice minute 
accuracy for the sake of clearness and sense".562 

He unabashedly declares that in comparing English to Greek, the former is 
more lucid and precise, and if forced to divide his loyalties between one and the 
other, English would come out ahead. In spite of this, he does not spur the reader 
on to check the translation with the original as would be expected by a scholar in 
philosophy. That shouldn't be necessary to begin with: " ... the translation being 
English, it should also be perfectly intelligible in itself without reference to the 
Greek". 563 Given that he was expecting criticism, he anticipated his critics by 
stating with mixed resignation and pride in his tone: "His calling is not held in 
much honour by the world of scholars; yet he himself may be excused for think
ing ita kind of glory to have lived so many years in the companionship of one of 
the greatest of human intelligences, and in sorne degree, more perhaps than oth
ers, to have had the privilege of understanding hirn". 564 This paragraph seems to 
be a premonitious farewell to Plato, as if he knew that there would be no time for 
a fourtl1 edition. 

In the introductions sorne of the sections had been enlarged, and headings 
were given to the different themes that were treated. Abbott himself admitted 
that these were very valuable tools for understanding the Victorian mentality, 
and the most significant part of J owett's work: "for even more striking than the 
philosophical discussions are the criticisms of life in its various relations which 
are scattered through the volumes". 565 Abbott insists, however, that this was an
other way of philosophising, with more criticism and less speculation, more intu
ition and less system. Jowett is more concerned with giving precedence to events 
than to words before they took root in thought. In actual fact, the new method or 
peifect philosophy was not devoid of morality, and Abbott's description of it is 
very revealing: "To 'idealize experience', to paint fair pictures of life in its various 

561 !bid. 
562 !bid. p. xix. 
563 !bid. p. xviii. 
564 !bid. p. xix. 
565 In Abbott & Campbell, 1897, vol. II, p. 408. 
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relacions and vocacions .. . the ideal elevacing experience, and experience correct

ing the ideal". 566 

Idealisacion and pragmatism were not mutually opposed. Quite on the con
trary, they needed each other. Jowett began with an experience. He then looked 
far a suitable way of exercising it and afterwards, far a verificacion of the efficacy 
and truth of the abstraccion. His introduccions are draughts which are easily as
similated by the convencional reader, though they are not always open to debate. 
The language was agreeable, there were no long notes to complicate the reading, 
and the prologues talked about daily life in terms that were very easily under
stood and which bolstered tradicional values, as if one were dealing with a guide 
to conduct. Despite his limitacions, Jowett triumphed once again, in his effort to 
make Plato attraccive and up to date among English and American families at the 
end of the century. This is how he turned the work of the Greek philosopher who 
had previously been ignored and unknown, into a best-seller far many who had 
not been iniciated into philosophy. 

The essay on friendship in the Lysis - 1892- brings out the proselytising na
ture ofJowett's comments. Quite paternaliscically and byway of advice he suggests 
that: "in friendship too there must be reserves",567 far there must exista minimum 
of privacy between friends. He also calls far discrecion when a friendship is broken, 
and moderacion when wishing to reiniciate it without too many explanacions. On 
the subject of relacionships between people of different sexes he says that they are 
difficult because, "this Romance of Heavenly Lave requires a strength, a freedom 
from passion, a self-control, which, in youth especially, are rarely to be faund". 568 

His reference in this respect is highly revealing of the Victorian cult for keeping up 
appearances: the degree of correctness of these type of relacionships is to be mea
sured by how the world sees them, "the manner in which public opinion regards 
them". 569 At the end of the essay he invites the reader who is interested in making 
and in keeping friends toread the Lysis and to further his study by reading Bacon's 
Essay on Friendship, and Cicero's De Amicitia. Nowadays, we are surprised to come 
across this kind of discourse in an Oxford edicion of Plato, but we should always 
keep in mind Turner's observacion regarding the pastoral and didaccic element in 
Jowett,570 who as far as I see it, transformed his introductions to the dialogues into 
sermons, and the sermons into Platonic metaphors. 

566 !bid. p. 412. 
567 Jowett, 1892, vol. I, p. 46. 
568 !bid. p. 48. 
569 !bid. 
570 Tumer, 1981, p. 424. 
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Turner was not however right when he said thatJowett changed the focus 
of his criticism of Platonic homosexuality in the last editions.571 In the intro

duction to the Symposium he maintains his judgement on lave between men as 
"the greatest evil of Greek life", 572 as well as Socrates' allusion to the purely 
rhetorical and ironic nature of this custom. J owett's rejection was accentuated 

and he even went as far as to deny Socrates' complicity and Plato's awareness 
with regard to the matter. We cannot however consider this variant to be a 
change in attitude. In the third edition J owett is even less tolerant of masculine 

homosexuality in particular and of sensuality in general: "It is observable that 
Plato never in the least degree excuses the depraved love of the body". 573 He 
leaves aside the lyrical poets, Aristophanes and Plutarch or the Greek epigrams 
when he adds: "nor is there any Greek writer of mark who condones or ap

proves such connexions". 574 

A few pages further on however, he practically asserts the opposite, andad
mits that the theme was present in the literature of Greece: "there was a greater 

outspokenness among them than among ourselves about the things which nature 
hides". 575 Greek culture was after all different to English culture and therefore, 
"we cannot .. . trust the representations either of comedy or satire".576 Curiously 

enough he is either unmoved by the discordance between the two commentaries 
or simply <loes not see it. Less than a century later, Foucault defended completely 
the opposite view, and pointed out that the Greeks maintained extreme discre
tion when it carne to talking about their sexual habits in all kinds of texts, and 

limited themselves to suggesting them by use of neutral and convencional lan
guage as was the case of Plato's Phaedrus and Symposium. 577 The contained na
ture of Platonic and Hellenic language, as Dover points out, offers us much less 
practica} information about sexual matters than does Greek ceramics. Yet even 
so, the Victorian restrictions regarding sexual explicitness in written language 

must have easily surpassed the shyness of the Greeks. 

571 ]bid. p. 425, where Turner says: "Jowett made a substancial departure from this viewpoint far the 
second edition of his translations. There (and in the third edition) .... ". He then goes on to explain 
the famous passage of the transposition of the sexes in the Phaedrus. But Ido not agree that this was 
a "change of position", but rather an even more extreme position. What Turner most probably want
ed to say was thatJowett went from condemnation to negation, but, nevertheless, the starting point 
continued to be the same: an uncompromising rejection of erotic relationships between men in an 
tiquity. 

572 Jowett, 1953, vol. I, p. 497. 
573 ]bid. 
574 !bid. 
575 ]bid. 
576 ]bid. p. 499. 
577 Foucault, 1987, vol. II: "El Uso de los Placeres", p. 193. 
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A5 a result of such inhibitions, friendship between menor between women 

was scorned at by J owett who considered it to be a relic of the past. Among the 

Lacedaemonians, chaste affection between a man and a youth was tolerated, but 
this was out of the question in modern times: "The possibility of an honourable 

connexion of this kind seems to have died out with Greek civilization". 578 Though 

in his introduction to the Lysis he is sceptical regarding lave between persons of 

different sexes, in the Symposium which he very well knew to be a homoerotic 

manual, he does not even accept chaste relationships between members of the 
same sex: "The opinion of Christendom has not altogether condemned passion

ate friendships between persons of the same sex, but has certainly not encouraged 

them, because, though innocent in themselves in a few temperaments they are 
liable to degenerate into fearful evil".579 What is left of that sermon of 1873 on 

masculine friendship, where Greeks and Christians reached God through lave 

for their companions?.580 Jowett's attitude was more uncompromising in 1892 
than it had ever been. Even so, Faber mentioned that he ended up getting used to 

the cases of homosexuality at the university. 

The vehemence and vigour of the attacks he receives reveal that he is clearly 
aware of his audience, and that his oratory reaches far beyond the limits of an 

introduction to become a philippic and even a lesson of intimidation: "the lesson 
of manliness which we have inherited from our fathers shall not degenerate into 

sentimentalism or effeminacy".581 The Oxford chaplain is not satisfied with sim
ply pointing out the degenerate nature of uranian affections but goes on to ex

hort others to intolerance: "the natural and healthy instincts of mankind shall 
alone be tolerated". 582 His Phaedrus was no less harsher. Apart from the often 

commented on passage on substituting one sex for another in arder to render a 

modern reading of Plato, Jowett in 1892, insists on the allegorical character of 
the erotic discourse of the dialogue: "for this reason it is unnecessary to inquire 

whether the lave of which Plato speaks is the lave of menor of women. It is really 

a general idea which includes both ... ". 583 

Yet, though in the Symposium J owett states that Platonic lave was in the end 
not the lave of one person but for the most sublime and pure abstraction,584 in 

the Phaedrus he is forced to acknowledge the presence of physical lave. He does 

57H Jowett, 1953, vol. I, p. 500. 
579 !bid. p. 493. 
5RO Hinchliff, 1987, p. 13 5. 
5lll Jowett, 1953, vol. I, p. 500. 
582 !bid. 
583 lhid. pp. 124-5. 
584 !bid. p. 489. 
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so because harmony and philosophical beatitudo cannot be understood without 

passion nor without a companion in this dialogue:585 " ... the sexual element, though 
not holy eradicated, is reduced to arder and measure". 586 But J owett falls in to 
more and more contradictions in his desire to minimise or neutralise the impact 
of eroticism in Plato. When referring to homosexuality in the Phaedrus, he sud
denly states that the opposition between the Uranian Aphrodite and the Pan
demic Aphrodite of Pausanias in the Symposium "may be compared to the opposi
tion between the flesh and the spirit in the Epistles of Saint Paul". 587 In the midst 
of this noble struggle between the body and the soul, in which the latter comes 
out victorious, Plato, according to J owett, makes no concessions to desire, and 
even less so to "any indulgence of unnatural lusts". 588 The Victorian translator 
therefore fluctuates between eradicating sexuality altogether from Plato and al
lowing far a few measured drops though with strong reservations. Even so, we 
could concede to the argument thatJowett on this matter reflects the dilemmas 
which Plato himself possessed with regard to unisexual uranian lave. 

Yet there exists a more serious ideological incompatibility. In the introduc
tion to the Phaedo of 187 5, which was conserved in the 1892 edition, the dualism 
between the soul and matter which was to justify asceticism is now presented by 
Jowett asan inherent fault which should be overcome: "The body and the soul 
seem to be inseparable, not only in fact, but in our conceptions of them; and any 
philosophy which too closely unites them, or too widely separa tes them, either in 
this life or in another, disturbs the balance of human nature". 589 This was the 
same argument than that expounded on by Dr. J enkinson in the New Republic. 

This philosophical sermon by a hypotheticalJ owett, which was totally out of place 
and social context, explained the positive evolution of Platonic dualism right up 
to the ontological classification of Aristotle. Pater's reflections on relativism with 
regard to Coleridge contain a similar message: towards the last quarter of the 
century the division of reality between mind and matter was losing sway. This 
dualism was more deeply rooted in the Cartesian generative idea and according 
to J owett in the Phaedo, was very mistaken when it was turned in to a moral 
argument, given that non-corporalness and nobility of spirit were two different 
things altogether: "In using this argument Plato has certainly confused the soul 
which has left the body, with the soul of the good and wise. Such a confusion was 

585 Phaedrns 255d-256a-b. 
5sr, J owett, 1953 , vol. I, p. 125. 
587 !bid. 
588 !bid. 
589 J owett, 187 5, vol. I, p. 410. 
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natural, and arose partly out of the antithesis of soul and body".590 Why then did 

J owett turn again to dualism and even celebra te the "triumph" of the soul over 

the flesh in the Syinposium and in parts of the Phaedrus, when in the Phaedo he 

defended psychosomatic unity? 
I would venture to present two reasons. The first of these I will discard later 

on, and the second reason I consider to be the most likely and reliable one. The 

first reason is thatJowett considered that human nature was in fact dual, despite the 
fact that he had often manifested other opinions. Consequently sexual desire oscil

lated between two different sources. On the one hand, it was not within the earthly 

sphere even though it was realised there, but was part of the mental functions of the 

person. In other words, more than an instinct it was the correct or incorrect exer
cise of the will which was to choose which road it wished to take. If such were the 

case one would have to philosophically consider a radical division between body 

and soul. This was not the starting point of the Phaedo, though it was that of the 

Symposium and the Phaedrus. On the other hand, ifhe considered the opposite to be 
true, that sexual appetite was an aspect ofhuman materialness, the end resultwould 

be similar. In this case we would have a soul that was a pilot of the body, which, like · 
the racional chariot horse of the Phaedo would lead the person towards ascesis. In 
either case, there is a division of the person into two parts, and sexual desire, is 
inserted in to either one or the other as if it were an obstacle or a kind of malignant 

element that all virtuous persons must cure through asceticism. 
The second possible reason that I put forward has to do with the translator 

and is equally frustrating. If we accept that the subject of the relationship be

tween the soul and matter inJowett is brutally repressed when it has to do with 

the sexual appetite, then the problem may in fact not be so complicated. In a 
certain sense we would find ourselves facing a theologian of his time who pos

sessed enough modern doctrine to be able to come to the conclusion that human 
reality is an indivisible unity. At the same time however, one can discern the in

transigence of the chaplain or of the obviously repressed man who is capable of 
making matters more complicated and of abandoning his own previous arguments 

in order to erase sex from the image of the world he is creating. And this is what 

makes Jowett's personality paradoxical. The two "I" that permeate through his 
writings and the anecdotes that surround his life, that in the end obscure his per

sonal image and the quality of his thinking. Thus, it is impossible to look for a 

plausible ideological coherence, a common line of argument among sorne of his 

essays, especially among those that refer to Platonic eroticism. 

590 Jbid. pp.421-2. 
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For example, in the Phaedrus, when he speaks on lave and matrimony - in 

an essay that was inexplicably eliminated in the faurth edition- , he refers to the 

union between man and woman in somewhat sceptical terms: "this true lave of 

the mind cannot exist between two souls, until they are purified from the gross

ness of earthly passion".591 Earthly passion is described as gross precisely dueto 
its material nature. A couple that aspires towards perfect marriage must always 

have the idea of good and of justice present, and then, "when they have attained 

to this exalted state, let them marry". 592 What is most revealing is the text in 
parentheses which accompanies this statement: (something too may be conceded 

to the animal nature of man)". 593 Perhaps with his affection towards Florence 

Nightingale in mind, J owett goes on to state that if marriage can be avoided, the 

couple can live in saintly and chaste friendship. 
Hence we see that Jowett goes from negation of dualism to using it far 

moralistic ends. This in a sense is what he himself criticised when referring to 
Plato's "confusion".Jowett considered that, contrary to Plato's thesis in the Phae
do, incorporeality could not equal virtue. Actually, this was not exactly Plato's 

thesis either, because the wise Socrates paves the way far liberation through 
renunciation and knowledge, the wings that will enable him to fly towards eter

nity when he dies. J owett was aware that he had to refine his arguments against 
sex and even more so with regard to homoeroticism, especially in the introduc

tions to these two erotic dialogues, which he knew were popular and awakened 
people's curiosity. This obsession, however, not only created ambiguities in his 

writings but also prevented him from understanding Plato. J owett quoted ref
erences from the Leges -83 6c-e and from other texts- 594 where Plato, through 

the mouth of the Athenian, declares that sexual relationships between menare 

"anti-natural", in arder to demonstrate that Greek pederasty was an error and 
that Plato had justified it during his youth out of ignorance. But both Platonic 

eroticism as well as the mature Plato's suppression of it are due to more com

plex factors than those put farward by J owett's prejudice. Let us therefare try 
and approach the theme of éros in Plato as it is now thought that Plato himself 

viewed it. 
Diotima in the Symposium 209c-d states that the conception of ideas, laws, 

poems as well as the generation of racional knowledge were far superior to hu

man procreation. In doing so, it is understood that Eros, in the sense of supreme 

59! Jowett, 1892, vol. I, p. 408. 
592 [bid. 
593 !bid. 
594 Cf Lg. 635-636, and 836-841. 
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aspiration towards the sphere of maximum reality and truth, was homosexual. 
Pausanias in his speech at the beginning of the dialogue has already clarified that 
those struck by Uranian Aphrodite "strive after the male, because ... by nature, he 
is the strongest and has more understanding". 595 It is this intellectual superiority, 
embodied in a strong and athletic body, which was the preference of the erotic 
world of the cultured class of Athens. This was so to such a degree that Pausanias 
points out that, "those who are inspired by this god ... do not love youths until 
they begin to show signs of intelligence, and this takes place when they begin 
sprouting a beard".596 In the Symposium 191e, Aristophanes also defends the male
male couple arguing that they are the most virile of men and that sexual pleasure 
is not that which unites them the most: "On the contrary, it is evident that their 
soul desires something different that they do not know how to express ... ".597 If 
they are to marry, he says, it is because society imposes it, but they are not inter
ested in creating a family. 

In the sea/a amoris of the Symposium 2 lüa-21 ld, a man with the desire for 
immortality began by feeling attracted towards one specific individual. After 
that, "through the correct exercise of love among youths", 598 he would see the 
relationship that exists between one beautiful body and another. Later on he 
would discover that the beauty they share is the same one, and thus he would 
reach the conviction that physical beauties cannot be compared to those of the 
soul. Befare this, however, he is to be found going up the steps which have led 
him from sexuality, via philía right up to aesthetics, in which abstract and spiri
tual beauty lead him towards the ethic nobility of institutions and laws. The 
aspiring lover-philosopher finds his final place in philosophy and so <loes love 
in the sciences - or the beauty of the soul mentioned above- , "until, strength
ened and fully matured, he contempla tes a certain science, unique and of such a 
kind, that it is the science of5 99 ... simple and pure beauty itseH".6ºº In each 
case, in the Symposium and in the Phaedrus, the original erotic impulse is pas
sion. This sentiment must, however, be redirected later on towards philosoph
ical love which is free of the desires and demands of the body, and above all of 
dependence on individual beings. 

T his ascendance which was achieved through passion and the senses in its 
first phase, required, in the second phase, the collaboration of a lover who was in 

595 Smp. 181d. 
596 !bid. 181d-e. 
597 !bid. 192d, p. 60. 
598 !bid. 211b-c, p. 86. 
599 !bid. 21 Od-e, p. 86. 
600 !bid. 211e, p. 87. 
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search of the same thing. This very sophisticated requirement could not be met 
by a wife or female companion until Plutarch.601 If we consider that women were 
considered to be more susceptible to succumbing to comfort and carelessness, 
and more desirous of purely animal and physical sexual pleasure, then we will 
understand why Platonic eroticism, which was so tightly linked to the emergence 
of a subjective ethics that in turn demanded a very elaborate sublimation of the 
libido, was based on relations between men. When Plato, in the previously men
tioned passage of the Leges 836-841, and in 635e-636a-c, condemns homosexual
ity as para physin, or "anti-natural" -revealingly without Socrates- he does so 
not out of scandalised censure of pederastic ha bits as J owett would ha ve us be
lieve, but in order to defend a mental discipline that would refrain from the quest 
for desire. The family which the young Plato undervalued, now became a re
straint and an ordering bond. In other words, it was an easier way of keeping 
society away from sensual temptation. 

The mature Plato had lost the passionate impulse of youth and he preferred 
to stay on the side of containment rather than on that of fantasy. The stimulating 
and seductive Eros of the Symposium and the Phaedrus has deceived him and no 
longer evokes a road to knowledge or personal fulfillment. He thus reproaches 
the Cretans, the inventors of the tale of Ganymedes in the Leges 63 6c-d: "we 
must not forget that this pleasure is held to have been granted by nature to male 
and female when conjoined for the work of procreation; the crime of male with 
male, or female with female, is an outrage on nature and a capital surrender to 
lust of pleasure". In reference to this paragraphJowett wrote the following brief 
commentary in his notes: "Asevere reflection on Sparta that its system and gym
nasium had led to unnatural business".6º2 Similarly, in his introduction to the 
same dialogue Jowett once again refers to "unnatural loves".6º3 Be it simply for 
chronological reasons, it is evident that Plato's "anti-naturalness" and that of]owett 
cannot be the same. How then do they differ? 

Both coincided on the theme of progeny, but this was not the case as far as 
their evaluation of the family was concerned. We have already seen J owett ex
plaining to Florence Nightingale the faith he had in family groups. From the 
coldness with which Plato treats the matter we gather that he was irritated by the 
family. "Married life is to be regulated solely with a view to the good of the State. 
The newly married couple are ... to give their whole mind to the procreation of 
children ... Divorces are readily allowed ... To modem feelings there is a degree of 

601 Cf Plutarco, 1991, esp. p. 185. 
602 Jowett Papers, I B20, p. 121. 
603 J owett, 195 3, vol. rv; p. 54. 
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coarseness in Plato's treatment of the subject".6º4 Jowett's outlook is that of a Chris
tian. Plato's is that of a political theoretician, concemed with building an idealised 
sociecy and who felt no ideological obligation towards values that are tradicional 
today but did not exist during his time. What did Plato understand by nature? 
Moral thought tends to confuse physis and nómos, that is to say, to ratify a collection 
of codes that support a deterrnined social model by describing itas "natural", which 
is equivalent in this case to "unquestionable" and "spontaneous". The Greek con
cept of physis, however, is a highly complex subject. We shall not attempt to work 
out the meaning it had far Plato, but to better understandJowett's interpretation. 

The colossal Werner Jaeger suggests a line of reasoning that I find particu
larly attractive. He associates Platonic physis with areté in its highest degree. He 
bases his argument on a fragment from the Respublica where Plato defines health 
as an equilibrium between the different forces of the organism. J aeger then trans
fers this theory to the spiritual realm: "Areté is the health of the soul; it is there
fore the normal state, the true nature of man. Plato's medical conception of na
ture as a realicy that embodies its own norm is decisive in this point".6º5 Accord
ing to this interpretation, which is also to sorne extent compatible with the Aris
totelian conception of phycis, 606 Plato, like Christianicy, establishes norms whose 
origin he attributes to interna! laws. 

Consequently, kata physin implies that the soul dorninates the body of peo
ple; that certain organs or elements of the body and the soul rule over others; that 
the wise govern the ignorant and the powerful over the weak. Laws must besa
cred; it is men who make mistakes when applying them. Criminals are to be pun
ished. Men and women are to receive education and serve the pólis over and be
yond their individual interests. Between a wise man and a wise woman, the former 
must be more capable than the latter. Heterosexual coupling must produce chil
dren, and homoerotic liaisons must lead to spiritual reproduction. As far as pure 
sex is concerned, in Plato it has the natural function of engendering and conceiv
ing offspring and is therefore heterosexual. Coupling between two males does 
not produce offspring, but it must accomplish their superior aréte and give its 
expected and natural fruit, philosophical fecundicy. When this end is ignored in 
such unions Plato excludes them from his pólis as anti-natural. 

What's more, another law existed in the Greek world with regard to ped
erascy which Michel F oucault termed "the antinomy of the ephebe", 607 and which 

604 !bid. p. 119. 
605 Jaeger, 1968, p. 521. 
606 Cf Physica II, l. l 93a-b, (2 7), where Aristotle explains that the forrn is more nature than matter. 
607 F oucault, 1987, vol. II, p. 2 02 . 
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Dover considers to be the inherent norm that leads to the "quasi sexual" or 

"pseudo sexual" subdivision of "sexuality", which is viewed in general terms 

and does not presentan antithesis between heterosexual and homosexual acts.608 

Both Foucault and Dover emphasise that a relationship between two males in 

Athenian society was only accepted between two. individuals of different ages, 

preferably between an adult and an ephebe. It was "natural" or kata physin that 

the older partner should guide and educate the younger, and that the latter 

should correspond with his physical favours. Using evidence from texts,609 and 

especially from images on cups and urns where the passive partenaire does not 

reveal an erection, Dover skilfully demonstrates that the adult could sexually 

relieve himself with the boy, who though he was in love with the elder, should 

not, however, feel or enjoy excitement. It would have been para physin for a boy 

ora man to enjoy penetration, no matter how much love or gratitude he felt 

towards the older lover. 

This antinomy was based on the fact that, despite the fact that it was "nat

ural" for a man to always be the sexually active partner and for women to be 

sexually passive, it was not wrong or demeaning for an educated man to seduce 

a male adolescent. The beloved youth was "feminised" by becoming an object 

of penetration, but part of his education obliged him to return this affection 

and to consent to this as an altruistic tribute to the lover, never as a source of 

personal pleasure. According to Aristotle it was "anti-natural" that a healthy 

and virile man, adult or young, should find pleasure in being possessed. If such 

were the case, it was a result of traumas due to rape during childhood or to 

congenital malformations of the rectum. 610 This reconstruction of Greek sex

uality, which is nowadays accepted to be the most verosimile, based itself on the 

argument that Plato made different uses of eráo, philéo and aphrodízo. In the 

Symposium 192b, the ideal man of Aristophanes "becomes a lover (paiderastes) 

or beloved (philerastes), because he is always striving to unite with that which 

is connatural to him". 611 In other words, he "desires" when he goes with 

younger men, and "laves" without desire when he is with older men, but he 

does not feel both sentiments at once. David M. Halperin, the renowned M.I.T. 

Hellenist, explains the different shades of meaning among the three verbs. The 

erastés or active lover, felt éros and was the active subject of the verb aphrodízo, 

608 Dover, 1978, pp. vii-viii. 
609 Cf X., Smp. 8.21. 
610 EN 1149, and h. IV 

Smp. 192b-c. 611 
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but the beloved, or passive lover, could only feel phília, what added up to a great 

affection, which would turn into friendship when he was no longer the right 

age to be passive.612 

Plato did, however, challenge the Greek concept of kata physin regarding 

sexuality in two important cases. The first was in the Phaedrus 255d-e where he 

proposed reciprocity in pederastic acts : " ... the beloved ... sees himself in the lover 

as if he were looking into a mirror ... he has the desire to love and be loved: he has 

a figure that is a replica of love". Such a transgression from the mentioned anti

nomy can be explained by the abstention from coitus, and by the atmosphere of 

the Academy itself, where the pupils shared the teachings and conversations and 

where companionship was more plausible than the rigid division of roles in the 

dominator and dominated model. Sorne degree of moderate and tender bodily 

contact could be acceptable. Nevertheless, Plato's recommendation, is final inhi

bition, if the lovers want to achieve the chaste philosophical wings which will free 

them. They will then be "winged and light, and will have triumphed in one of the 

three truly Olympic competitions: there is no good superior to this ... ".6 13 Also, 
Plato <loes not eliminate the lovers who succumb to their passion despite their 

efforts at sublimation from the Uranjan sphere: "On dying they leave the body 

without wings, to be sure, but with the rapture that moves them, in this way the 

trophy they get from their amorous frenzy is not at all insignificant. Because it is 

a law that those who had initiated the route towards the sky should not wander in 

the twilight nor in the roads of the underworld". 614 Jowett did not comrnent on 

this passage. 
Plato's second innovation, as Foucault has already pointed out, 615 was that 

this restriction was not due to respect for the person of the beloved, or for his 

dignity-that goes without saying and was not attributable solely to him- but 

was due to the lover's desire for truth, which when it carne down to it was di

rected towards the soul of the beloved, and not to him himself, in arder to 

arrive at seeing the idea of beauty in jts most sublime state. Platonic love, as 

Halperin says, fails when it comes to explaining the precise nature of a senti

mental relationship towards another person, but it manages to elabora te a meta

physics of desire, a transcendentalisation of our own desire for plenitude and 

the absolute which we project on others whom we love. Shelley illustrated this 

6 12 Halperin, 1985 . 
6 13 Phdr. 256b-c. 
6 14 Phdr. 256d-e. 
6 15 Foucaul t, 1987, vol. II, p. 218. 
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with great delicacy. According to him it was something approximating: "The 

desire of the moth for the star,/ Or the night for the morrow,/ The devotion to 

something afar/ From the sphere of our sorrow".616 

Unfortunately J owett was nevera ble to understand the secrets of such a com

plicated matter. Thus, whereas Plato, with great psychological subtlety suggested 
using the erotic capacity in arder to abstract the originating idea of the impulse 

from its object, he directly proposed abstraction alone. He, however, applauds 

the Plato who years later decides to change course because he observes that, like 

his ideal pólis, the sublimation of pederasty can only take place in heaven. Conse

quently, the former student of Socrates reacts. He was perhaps motivated, among 
other things, by that sense of utility and the productive functioning of things, 

which comes out in the Hippias Majar 295d-e, when he states that "that which is 

useful is especially beautiful". Pederasty without a spiritual ascension loses its 
function and, if men are distracted from their goal, it is best to abolish it. There

fore, Plato did not seek chastity in itself, but saw itas a subjective way of arriving 

at the wisdom and plenitude of epistéme, vía the passional impulse, the force that 

leads us outside of ourselves towards another being. Jowett, takes advantage of 
Plato's discourse on continence in arder to moralise and condemn homosexuality 

without concessions, in the name of the senile and impatient Greek philosopher: 
"Plato does not shrink", he proclaimed with satisfaction, and took the opportuni

ty to attack G rate "like sorne modern philosophers, from carrying on war against 
the mightiest lusts of mankind".617 He did not shrink either, and he had reasons 

to intensify his crusade from Oxford at the end of the century. 

InJuly of 1889, Osear Wilde published a very provoking tale in the Black

woods Magazine entitled The Portrait of M1: W H. The central argument of the 

story was that the mysterious addressee of Shakespeare's sonnets was notas was 

thought, William Herbert, earl of Pembroke, but a young actor by the name of 

Willie Hughes, for whom the great playwright felt a profound and unfortunate 
passion, which was embodied in the beauty of the sonnets: "So it had been with 

others whose beauty had given a new creative impulse to their age ... ".618 De
spite Shakespeare's dissimulation of his desire in writing the female characters 

of many of his tragedies for Hughes, the adolescent actor could still be seen by 

reading between the lines, like other prohibited loves that have made history: 

"butAntinous lived in sculpture, and Charmides in philosophy".619 What's more, 

61 6 "To ", in Shelley, 1983, p. 645 . 
617 Jowett, 1953 , vol. rv; p. 124. 
6 18 Wilde, 1985 B, p. 188. 
6 19 !bid. 
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according to Richard Ellman, Wilde was not content with this veiled allusion 
to Plato's uranism, but made the following clarification at a prívate reading: 
"The Renaissance brought with it a great reviva! of Platonism. Plato, like all 
the Greeks, recognised two kinds of love, sensual love with delights in women 
-such love is intellectually sterile, for women are receptive only, ... and give 
nothing, save in the way of nature. The intellectual loves or romantic friend
ships of the Rellenes ... they considered spiritually fruitful, a stimulus to thought 
and virtue". 620 

Putting aside Wilde's unbearable misogyny, we must acknowledge that he 
had learnt the lesson of the Symposium well, and that he repeated it on different 
occasions, as we shall see in the final chapter. He was also warned of the dan
gers of publishing such a bold fantasy by famous figures of the time such as 
Lord Henry Herbert Asquith, the husband of Margot Asquith, a Balliol man 
and personal friend of J owett's. E ven so, spurred on by the success of his first 
homoerotic work, in 1890 Wilde published the first version of The Picture of 

Dorian Gray, in the magazine Lippincott's. In this way he inaugurated the famous 
Victorian Nineties which would not have made history without him. In this work 
he repeated the allusion to Platonic love and Greece in presenting the affection 
which Basil Hallwood felt for the beautiful yet artificial Dorian: "The love that 
he bore him -for it was really love- had nothing in it that was not noble and 
intellectual. It was not that mere admiration of beauty that is born of the sens
es, and that dies when the senses tire. It was such a love as Michael Angelo had 
known ... ". 621 

The work received much criticism. Among these was the ferocious condem
nation of the critic of the Scots Observer, who did not hesitate in openly accusing it 
ofbeing a eulogy ofhomosexuality and of "unnatural iniquity".622 Furthermore, 
the year befare, the social and political elites of London had been shaken by a 
scandal of pederasty in a male brothel in Cleveland Street. As a result of this Lord 
Arthur Somerset, one of the main figures involved in the scandal, had to flee the 
country.623 Only four years prior to The Portrait ofMr. W H., the parliament had 
established the legal framework for punishing acts of sodomy with section 11 of 
the Criminal Law Amendment Act of 1885. It was a matter of change in detail. 
Until then the law sanctioned improper behaviour in public places. After the new 
law, any sexual transgression could be persecuted, and there was a special clause 

620 Ellmann, 1988, p. 281. 
62J Wilde, 1976, p. 100. 
622 Wilde, 1979, p. 81. 
62 3 Hyde, 1973, p. 356. 
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which explicitly prohibited masculine unisexuality.624 The publication of this 
amendment created a great stir which rapidly reached Oxfard. 

Meanwhile, Walter Pater, who had become a saint of homosensualistic Pla
tonism anda man whom Osear Wilde described as "the only critic of the century 
whose opinion I set high", 625 wrote a rigorous yet positive review of Dorian 
Gray, 626 after sorne reticence about publicly committing himself .627 Pater had 
awakened suspicion since his study on the Renaissance and drew a lot of attention 
in 1885 with Marius the Epicurean, a story written in poetic prose which narrates 
the introspective search of a highly ambiguous and suspiciously languid charac
ter. Jowett had no qualrns about attacking Epicurean philosophy, which was dan
gerously in vogue at that time. The aestheticist style, theorised by Pater and Ruskin 
and brought to the stage by Wilde, had been spectacularly successful during the 
eighties with the growing popularity of the pre-Raphaelites. lt was even wryly 
parodied by Gilbert & Sullivan in the opera Patience, which was on at the Savoy 
theatre of London far many years. Behind this vague that paved the way far Dorian 
Gray was Platonic philosophy. Was itJowett's, Green's or Pater's? The latter two 
had drunk from the same idealist source of J owett but they each went their own 
way. Richard Ellmann also points out the influence of the French decadents, but 
he highlights Plato's great influence with regard to the languid character of aes
thete artists: "The clairns of action over art were challenged by the idea that artis
tic creation, related to that contemplative life celebrated by Plato, was the high
est form of action". 62 8 

The milieu at Oxford definitely seemed to have been touched by the perturb
ing hand of Gomorra, and it was common gossip that "among the chief men in 
sorne of the colleges sodomy is very usual and ... that it is dangerous sending a young 
man that is beautiful to Oxford".629 A clandestine pamphlet of that period by 
the heading Boy "fiVórship, was anonymously published and written by Charles 
Edward Hutchinson. In it he explained that the chapel of a certain College -
Magdalen College according to Linda Dowling- besides the swimming that 
took place in the river Cherwell, and which was called Parson's Pleasure,630 

was also the meeting place far initiates of the homoerotic cult. Despite the im
pediments and restrictions when it carne to consumrnating such contacts, "an 

624 !bid. p. 108, and pp. 349-35 8. 
62 5 !bid. p. 109. 
626 !bid. The Bookman, N ovem ber 189 1 . 
627 E llmann , 1988, p. 305. 
628 !bid. p. 289. 
62 9 Trumbach, 1977, p. 19. 
630 D owling, 1994, p. 11 4 . 
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ardent boy-worshipper will always find means of access to the shrine".631 Ac

cording to Ellman the pamphlet provoked a great deal of ardent correspondence 

for a number of weeks in the Oxford and Cambridge Undergraduate 5 Journal, until 

it was vetoed by the authorities. In the year 1891, when Wilde published the 

Picture of Dorian Gray in book form, he also met Lord Alfred Douglas during a 
trip to Oxford, where he went with the certainty that he would always be well 

received. On this occasion he discovered that the poet LionelJohnson had writ

ten a poem in Latín which paid tribute to his book: "Hic sunt poma Sodomorum;I 

Hic sunt corda vitiorum;I Et peccata dulcia", and that Douglas, who wasJohnson's 
cousin and, like Wilde, a student of Magdalen College, had read the book four

teen times.632 Douglas at that time was studying Plato and he was to sit his Greats 

examination two years later.633 It seems that Wilde's book circulated as freely as 
the work of Plato at that time, and J owett who did not want his academic project 

to be a failure, tried a slight change of tactics. 

In 1891, he registered in his notebooks the following cryptic and almost il
legible annotation: "Theodore Watts Dunton said that Oxford hada bad name in 

... (?) for encouraging 'Greek love' -Symonds had written ( ... ?) for years son

nets addicted to paideia. Strange stories about F(T)M (unidentified)- to Pater 
(?)."634 What this fragment proves is that Jowett had knowledge of the under

ground erotic life of the university. He not only knew about Pater's sexual prefer
ences, but also about those of his friend J ohn Addington Symonds. This would 

confirm Dr. Inmann's thesis that for Jowett, the discovery of uranism at Oxford 

was nothing new nor was he traumatised by it, on condition that the guilty party 
was extremely discrete and showed reverence towards bis authority. This, as we 
have seen before, was not Pater's case. 

Between 1882 and 1886, when J owett was opting for the position of dean, 
another homosexual scandal broke out in which he was obliged to intervene. 

The incident was recorded by Faber, through Josephine Butler. The biogra

pher saw here a clear change in sentiment in the Master after 1884. Mrs. Butler 
talks of] owett's prudence and tenderness towards the transgressors: " ... thus I got 

to know how implicitly such misguided or guilty creatures might confide in him, 

and seek and follow bis advice". 635 Faber insinuates sorne kind of emotional 

631 Quoted by Inman, Estrangement and Connection: Walter Pate1; Benjrmún Jowett and William M. Hm·d-
inge, in Pater in the 1990s, p. 14. 

632 Ellmann, 1988, p. 306. 
633 Wilde, 1979, p. 108. 
634 Jowett Papers I H. 45, p. l. 
635 Faber, 1957, p. 92. 
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change.636 Yet, leaving aside his intimate motives, in reference to this it is in
teresting to read a piece from his 1892 introduction to the Leges: "But feeling 
also that it is impossible wholly to control the mightiest passions of mankind, 

Plato, like other legislators, makes a compromise. The offender must not be 
found out; decency, if not morality, must be respected ... having regard to the 
education of youth, ... to the decencies of society, Plato and the world in gener
al are not wrong in insisting that sorne of the worst vices, if they must exist, 
should be kept out of sight". 637 

It is true that in the Leges 84 lc-e Plato talks about sexual abstinence outside 

of marriage, and also of discretion for those who do not abide by the norm and 
fornica te wi th men or wi th other women, and J owett could not have been pleased 
more by such statements. The man who, "had too great a veneration for Plato to 
believe that Plato could be fundamentally un-Victorian",638 found one of the key 
points of end of the century British sexual poli tics expressed by the Greek philos

opher: the privacy of vice. In the corresponding passage from the Leges, Plato 
speaks through an Athenian, who propases to draw up a law that would force 
those caught in fraganti committing such acts to withdraw from public life. Such 
a law was not to apply to those who were secretive in their prívate behaviour. 

This may have also been the policy at Oxford and that of]owett, which was brought 
to an end by the disconcerting law of 1885 which punished prívate as well as 
public illicit sexual acts, under which Osear Wilde was condemned. This legal 
amendment was criticised and not always accepted by the courts. It represented 
what many considered639 to be an unthinkable parliamentary break with one of 
the golden rules ofVictorian society, such as were decorum and respectability in 

society. 
J owett, quite probably preferred to hush incidents concerning uranian lovers 

up, even more so when he found himselfholding the position of the rectorship at 
Oxford, from which such matters were more difficult to control than at Balliol. 
Perhaps he finally became resigned to the general liberalisation of Oxford after a 
century of so many ideological innovations, and consequently at least went as far 
as to accept the fact that homosociability and homo-intellectuality at the univer
sity implied a high risk of sexual temptation, and that it was best in such cases to 

636 !bid. p. 95: "May one cause of this change have been an unexpected entry into the minds of a few 
broken youngsters? Can he have found, there, something not to be dismissed as wholly and horri
bly wicked, something in which his master Plato had perceived a latent possibility of the highest 
excellence?". 

637 Jowett, 1953, vol. rv, p. 124. 
638 Faber, 1957, p. 97. 
63 9 Cf Hyde, 1973, pp. 12-13. 
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call for reserve. Nevertheless, in 1888, after the previously mentioned amend
ment and the memorable publication in 1886 of Richard von Krafft-Ebing's Psi
copathologia Sexualis, in which homosexuality was diagnosed as a pathological in
version and not as a free act, J owett wanted to study the matter and to write 
something more interesting on it in his introduction to the Symposium. With this 
end in mind he wrote a letter in December of 1888 to a former student and good 
friend J ohn Addington Symonds, who in 187 3 had written the first unpublished 
study on Greek Lave in English: "I intend adding a short essay to the Symposium 
on the subject of Greek love:640 Would you send me anything that you have writ
ten on the subject, & tell me of any passages".641 

Surprised and taken aback by the old teacher's request, Symonds <lid every
thing he could to dissuade the Master from carrying out the project. Symonds 
showed remarkable self composure in freely expressing his bewilderment and 
his opinion on the said introduction to the Symposium: "Little good could come 
of such treatise in your book ... It surprises me to find you, with your knowl
edge of Greek history, speaking of this in Plato as 'mainly a figure of speech' ... 
Greek lave was for Plato no 'figure of speech' but a present poignant reality. 
Greek lave is for modern students of Plato no 'figure of speech' and no anach
ronism, but a present poignant reality. The facts of G reek history and the facts 
of contemporary life demonstrate these propositions only too conclusively".642 

Symonds thus thwarts J owett's strategy who finally <lid not change anything in 
his introduction. What is really significant here is that the gifted student forces 
his teacher to confront himself with the great paradox of his life: the fact that 
he used Plato to the same pastoral end as he <lid the Bible without realising that 
he was playing with fire . 

In answer to J owett's seemingly naive question as to why such a simple rhe
torical device in Plato as was his use of homosexuality, should ha ve such an effect 
on students, Symond replies: " ... I hope I have not spoken rudely. It is indeed 
impossible to exaggerate the anomaly of making Plato a text-book far students, 
anda household-book far readers, in a nation which repudiates Greek love, while 
the baser forms of Greek lave have grown to serious proportions in the seminar
ies of youth and in great centres of social life belonging to that nation".643 Sy
monds could not be more pungen t. Despite the affection he felt towards J owett, 

640 The reference is to A Problem in Greek Ethics, which according to David M. Halperin had no prece-
dent in the English language as is shown by the bibliography on the subject. Cf Halperin, 1990, p. 4. 

641 Jowett Papers I F 13/60-61. 
642 Symonds, 1969, vol. III, 1885-1893, pp. 345-347. 
643 !bid. p. 347. 
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he accused him of that which Linda Dowling termed "the lesson of Oxford Hel
lenism".644 This referred to the deceit or enormous contradiction inherent in 

opening the eyes of youth to another dimension of love, only to go on and brutal

ly mortify them if they followed the example of the illustrious philosopher whom 
he had presented to them as a model. Consequently, the student who is initiated 
in to the mysteries of Platonic love, goes from ecstasy to perplexity when the sys
tem that has educated him expels him precisely for having learned the lesson. 
This was Symond's case at Balliol: "He has nothing to urge in self-defence -

except his inborn instinct, and the fact that those very men who condemn him, 
have placed the most electrical literature of the world in his hands, pregnant with 
the stuff that damns him". 645 

Two months later, in March of 1889, Symonds wrote to his friend Henry 

Graham Dakyns in reference to Jowett's attempt to write an essay on Greek 
love, in which he interpreted this desire on J owett's part as a way of ridding 
himself of his own feelings of guilt: "he feels a little uneasy about the propriety 
of diffusing this literature in English, & wants to persuade himself that there 
can be no harm in it to the imagination of youth". 646 Symonds may not have 
been wrong. In 1877, Richard St. J ohn Tyrwhitt, published an essay entitled 
The Greek Spirit in Modern Literature, in the Contemporary Review, in which he 
tried to discredit Balliol H ellenism and especially Symonds, Whitman and Pa
ter. The attack was above all waged againstJowett whom he indirectly accused 

of abandoning his Anglican orthodoxy in favour of Socratic pedagogy. Tyrwhitt 
wanted to stress that there was no valid moral base behind the substitution of 
Christianity for Greek ethics-aesthetics, but only an excuse for sodomy, for, 

"(the) emotions of Socrates at the sight of the beauty of young Charmides ... 
are not natural: and it is well-known that Greek love of nature and beauty went 

frequently against nature". 647 Though he had no complicity as far as this was 
concerned, J owett had perhaps involuntarily been responsible for instigating 
and promoting Anglo-Hellenism at Oxford without foreseeing the moral con

sequences of such an t=ndeavour. Symonds also tried to make his teacher realise 
this harsh paradox, but showing more personal involvement and affection and 
from a perspective quite opposite to that of 1yrwhitt. Perhaps he wanted retri
bution for the torments and feelings of guilt he had experienced during his 
Platonic education. 

644 Dowling, 1994, p. 129, and more allusions in p. xiv, and pp . 128-13 2. 
645 Symonds, 1969, vol. III, 1885-1 893, p. 347. 
ó-l6 !bid. p. 3 65. 
647 The Contempora7)' Review 29, March 1877 , p. 557 . 
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Even so, Jowett does not seem to have been offended by Symond's severity 
far he felt true affection towards him. He answered him with humility but also 
with a certain amount of insistence: "l am very much obliged to you far the infor
mation about Greek Lave & the list of references which will be very useful to me 

... ButI shall like very much to ha ve a copy of your li ttle unpublished pamphlet". 648 

Jowett wanted toread the work on which Tyrwhitt had based his attack on Sy
monds, 649 and which was to win Symonds a place of honour in the struggle for 
homosexual rights. Despite his quest for knowledge on the subject, and his at
tempt to understand this aspect of Platonism which horrified him so much,Jowett 
did not alter his unrelenting censure of homoeroticism in the last edition of the 
Dialogues, and he did not present his readers with any further historical informa
tion. I am inclined to believe that, given the enormous impact of his Plato, a 
change towards a more understanding and cautious approach on his part would 
have, to sorne extent, mitigated Victorian homophobic intolerance. Symonds was 
aware of this when he asked him to refrain from writing the proposed essay be
cause he had no faith in the Master's moral flexibility. 

It may have been dueto a sublimation ofhis homosexualitywhich went back 
to his earlyyouth, as Linda Dowling proposes,650 oras Faber651 and even Hinch
liff652 seem to suggest, to the "not only possible but necessary"653 desire to sup
press his sexual energy, which he did not feel at all at ease with. Yet no matter 
what had prompted it, the truth is thatJowett's direct treatment of Platonic erot
icism, with his recriminating tone, the suspicious association between homosex.11-
ality a~d Platonism, Socratism or Hellenism became a commonplace in everyday 
Victorian discourse. Proof of this is the fact that Swinburne, another beloved 
student who had been very much influenced by J owett, between the sixties and 
the nineties, considered platonic to be synonymous to pederast.654 Another ex
ample is the reference to platonic lave during and after the trials of Osear Wilde. 

In 1869, the thinker W E. H. Lecky, an acquaintance ofJ owett and his guest 
in the year 1867, makes a harsh pronouncement on Greek uranism which is rem
iniscent of]owett's homophobic passage in The Epistles of St. Paul of 1855.655 In 

648 Jowett Papers, I F 13/60-61. 
649 Symonds did not publish A Problem in Greek Ethics until 1883, but he made a summary of it in Studies 

of the G1·eek Poets of 1876, which was the basis for Tyrwhitt's attack. 
650 Dowling, 1994, p. 3 3. 
651 Faber, 1957, p. 84. 
6Sl Hinchliff, 1987, p. 13 5. 
653 Faber, 1957, p. 84. 
654 Swinbume, 1926, p. 250, and Swinbume 1959, pp. 261 and 264. 
655 Jowett, 1859, vol. II, p. 77. 
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this text, the then tutor of Balliol depicts the abyss between Greek and modern 

civilisation with regard to sexual custom, which he viewed as a kind of stain on 

Hellenic grandeur. According to H. Montgomery Hyde, Leckywho was a schol

ar of morality and rationalism defined erotic relationships between men as "the 

lowest abyss of unnatural lave" and undoubtedly, "(the) deepest and strongest 

taint of Greek civilization". He even went so far as to confess that "my task in 

describing this aspect of Greek life has been an eminently unpleasant one".656 

Such a declaration could have easily carried J owett's signature. 

In 1895 Charles Gill, in a similar vein, made the same arbitrary use of the 
adjective "anti-natural". He was the prosecution lawyer in the second hearing 

against Osear Wilde, during which he described Wilde's circle as "persons of 

sodomitical and unnatural habits, tastes and practices".657 He branded the Irish 

writer's work and conductas immoral and obscene because they sought "to sub

vert morality and to encourage unnatural vice". 658 Almost a century later, in 

1980 the prolific French author of the prestigious editorial Les Belles Lettres, 

repeats the same nineteenth century homophobic discourse, but with even more 
virulence: "Le mot 'pédérastie' ... n'a rien a voir, dans son principe, avec des 

relations anormales et vicieuses entre personnes du meme sexe".659 The French 

classicist goes on to assure us that, "Pédérastie, pour Platon, signifie amour 

entre ames, exclut les rapports charnels". 660 We should point out that he is not 
refering here to ideal general Platonic lave but to homoerotic eros. Mr. Buffiere 

is familiar with J owett's work66 1 and ignores outright more than a century of 

historical studies when he denies that the uranian habit was a part of the sexual 
life of antiquity in general: "Les Grecs ont condamné l'homosexualité, qui 

choquait leur gout et leur sens esthétique".662 Buffiere speaks in extremely heated 

terms of "cette forme aberrante de l'amour" and of "ce vice contre nature qui 

déshonore une civilisation par ailleurs si brillante".663 It may have been that 

Symonds feared a similar outcome from the essay his teacher planned to write. 

Buffiere's uncompromising attitude is more shocking than J owett's in that per

haps we expect fewer prejudices from modern writers given that they have more 

information at their disposal. 

656 Cf H yde, 1973, p. 356. 
65¡ !bid. pp. 326-7. 
658 !bid. 
659 Buffiere, 1980, p. 5. 
660 ]bid. p. 7. 
661 !bid. p. 427: if nothing else, a reference to Jowett's interpretation. 
662 !bid. p. 7. 
663 !bid. p. 1 O. 
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Is it that because ofJowett historians have had their apprehensions regard
ing Platonic homosexuality, and that Osear Wilde was condemned because of the 
influence of Jowett's writings? I wouldn't go so far. I only wish to emphasise that 
Jowett was the first great translator of Plato into English and the most popular 
interpreter of Plato in English for quite a long period of time. Consequently, he 
marked the initial orientation of a moralistic treatment of Platonic éros which was 
to domina te during a whole age. At the same time he showed a form oflove to the 
Anglo-Saxon world which had been practised until then but looked upon with 
severity. This form of love was ironically redeemed by the undeniable complicity 
of the Greek philosopher. 

In the same way as his Athenian teacher,Jowett also became more conserva
tive with age. In the 1892 introduction to the Politicus, in volume three of the 
edition, he justifies that the governor or legislator should impose his criterion 
when it carne to education and good government: "The divine foundations of the 
state lay in education ... and at the same time sorne little violence may be used ... 
Plato is strongly of opinion that the legislator, like the physician, may do men 
good against their will". 664 When he was revising this version J owett was living 
under the conservative government of Robert Cecil, and he agreed with Plato 
that there was a type of person who was born to govern and another who was 
born to be governed. He believed that otherwise there would be chaos: "They 
will often learn by experience that the democracy has become a plutocracy".665 

But the problem lay in the way in which the philosopher king was to combine the 
highest intelligence with the highest degree of power. How could he amass the 
strength to lead the state and to repress the rebels? Jowett has no answer to this. 

Even so, he was profoundly preoccupied by the subject of democracy. In the 
Politicus he somewhat timidly forrnulates the question: "who would listen to a 
proposal that the franchise should be confined to the educated orto those who 
fulfil political duties?".666 This was Mill's position even though he was frorn the 
opposite political camp and philosophically distanced from idealism. As Turner 
rightly says,667 Jowett never was a democrat. This comes out from a letter which 
he wrote to Robert Morier in 1892 and which was conditioned by the social and 
political pressure of the trade unions, which had been made official in 1871 under 
the Trade Union Act of the same year: "The change in English politics is very 
great during the last two years. The working-man is coming to the fore, and 

664 Jowett, 1953 , vol. III, p. 457 . 
665 !bid. p. 459. 
666 !bid. p. 461 . 
667 Tumer, 1981 , p. 429. 
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wants to dictate to the rest of society. He is not numerically one-tenth of the 
whole, but he is united and has a great deal of political ability. He has sorne sense 
of justice and order, but little orno sense of the rights of property ... It seems not 
impossible than in the course of the next ten years we may have a struggle like 
that of the Commune of París. Is it not likely that the great armies of Europe may 
sorne day be undermined by Socialism? "668 

The bloodshed of the Commune of Paris never took place in England, but 
the lndependent Labour Party was formed in 1893 and this was fused with the 
Trades Union Congress into a committee which led to the creation of the Labour 
Party in 1906. Almost a century after Jowett's letter the Anglo-Japanese writer 
Kazuo Ishiguro in The Remains of the Day presents a similar point of view to that 
of the Master through the cruel and fascist discourse of a British gentleman 
regarding his friend's butler: " ... we still persist with the notion that this nation's 
decisions be left in the hands of our good man here and to the few million others 
like him. Is it any wonder, saddled as we are with our present parliamentary system, 
that we are unable to find any solution to our many difficulties? .. . Democracy is 
something for a bygone era. The world's far too complicated a place now for 
universal suffrage and such like. F or endless members of parliament debating 
things to a standstill... ". 669 It should be clarified that the above episode from 
Ishiguro's brilliant novel is situated in 193 5. Despite the similarities, however, it 
does not seem that Plato was particularly anti-parliament, even though he did 
coincide with Plato -and with Spencer and Darlington in The Remains of the 

Day- in wanting to distance the man in the street, that is to say, the uneducated, 
from the decision making bodies of the nation. 

Yet it is difficult to reconcile this reactionary coté with his reputation as a liber
al, or "perhaps the last of the old Whigs",670 as Swinburne put it. Why then was he 
considered to be a progressive when he wasn't? This was undoubtedly due to his 
theological independence and to his campaign in favour of promoting the educa
tion of the people. He was a man who from the 1850's maintained that Plato's the 
Leges contained political ideas that were worthy of imitation in modern times: "No 
other writing of Plato shows so profound an insight in to the world and in to human 
nature".671 What's more, he affirmed that benevolent despotism was the style most 
suited to the legislator. 672 He could not therefore be considered a liberal, if it weren't 

668 Abbott & Campbell, 1897, vol. II, µ. 462. 
669 Ishiguro, 1990, p. 196 and p. 198 . 
670 Swinbume, 1926, p. 244. 
67 I J owett, 1892 , vol. V, p. xxvii. 
672 Jowett Papers, I B 20, p. 124. 
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for his own experience with repressive ideological censorship. It is no coincidence 

therefare, despite the fact that he criticises the intrusion of the state in the private 
life of citizens and institutions, that he should, as Turner points out,673 see the 
positive side of it, far according to J owett: "the spirit of persecution in Plato, unlike 
that of modem religious bodies, arises out of the desire to enfarce a true and simple 
form of religion, and is directed against the superstitions which tend to degrade 
mankind".674 Thanks to the intervention of the British state and the Public Wor
ship Act of 1874, the govemment puta limit to the power of the Anglican Church, 
which had punishedJowett and the liberal theologians. He demanded tolerance far 
everyone in words paraphrasing Sir Thomas More, but less far those who were 
intolerant and atheists.675 

He, the satisfied "self-made man" along with his educacional ideals, must 
have identified with the "half socialist" and "half conservative" Plato,676 whom 
he had described in the previously mentioned dialogue. He was not aware that 
that caste of enlightened governors which he was intent on creating from Balliol 
could one day turn against the people they had to rule. In the final edition of the 
Respublica, Jowett presented quite a revealing political interpretation of the alle
gory of the cavern. He saw two kinds of initiates. On the one hand there was the 
prisoner who comes out of the cavern and blinded by the light retums confused 
and blind to the darkness. On the other hand we have the patient wise man who 
was a ble to adapt to the shining splendour of the idea of Good and who goes back 
in to the cavern of his own accord in arder to save his companions.677 The latter 
almost added up to the sinister figure of the saviour of the nation. J owett did not 
hesitate to compare the farmer with the Utilitarians and positivists: "they have 
been intoxicated with great ideas, such as liberty, or equality, or the greatest hap
piness of the greatest number, or the brotherhood of humanity ... They are full of 
light, but the light to them has become only a sort of luminous mist or blindness. 
Almost every one has known sorne enthusiastic half-educated person, who sees 
everything at false distances, and in erroneous proportions". 678 

J owett's assertion that Mill and Burke suffered from a kind of intellectual 
disorder which prevented them from seeing things in their right proportion was 
astounding. According to J owett they were blinded by the erroneous light of 

673 Turner, 1981, p. 429. 
674 Jowett, 1953, vol. IV, p. 179. 
675 !bid. p. 179. 
676 !bid. p. 11 O. 
677 J owett, 1908, vol. II, p. 41 . 
678 /bid. p. 42. 
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confused ideas and set about theorising without taking into account the practica! 

applications of their hypothesis. Luckily neither of the two lived long enough to 

hear his criticism. In contrast,Jowett considered Plato to be racional and passional, 
socialist and conservative, idealistic and pragmatic: "It has been said that Plato 

flies as well as walks, but this falls short of the truth; for he flies and walks at the 

same time, and is in the air and on firm ground in successive instants".679 Plato's 

realism led him to consider replacing the philosopher of the Respublica wi th the 

legislator of the Le ges. This was beca use the city of his dreams was impracticable, 

and as Cicero said, it was a matter of lowering philosophy down to earth and of 
remaining "within the horizon of practica! politics".680 Jowett ends his introduction 

to the Leges with words of praise for the synthesis of Plato's maturity between 

contemplation and experience. He also laments the Hellenic development of 

Platonism into Neoplatonic mysticism, which he considers to be a far cry from 

that noble spiritual production which was called for in the Phaedrus. 
He ends the third edition with a few poetic images of the Greek Plato, though 

they tend to bring more to mind the serene and idyllic landscapes of Oxford. But 

it was probably this capacity of adaptation which his contemporaries, Wilde and 
Pater for example, considered to be one of his most attractive traits. J owett, with 

a certain amount of nostalgia, reminds us that Plato, "who was 'the last of 
poets"',681 wrote the Leges in prose alone. He concedes that the purist and anti

dogmatic philosopher of the first dialogues had become more rhetorical and severe 
with age. Yet, even though the wings of the imagination had folded up forever in 

the end, we can still get a glimpse of a certain Olympic fantasy or supernaturally 
like James Barrie: "We may see him with the eye of the mind in the graves of the 
Academy, or on the banks of the Illissus, or in the streets of Athens, alone or 

walking with Socrates, ... Or we may compare him to a statue hid away in sorne 
temple of Zeus or Apollo, no longer existing on earth, a statue which has a look as 

of the God himself ... So, ... we linger around the memory of a world which has 

passed away". 682 J owett rounds off his last edition of Plato with the cloudy 
confusion of a fairy tale oras he himself said of the Respublica, with the premonition 

of a dream. 683 

The reviews received by the 1892 edition were less effusive and also less 
brilliant as well than the previous ones. The National Obseruer ironically described 

679 !bid. p. 110. 
6RO Jowett, 1953, vol. I\~ p. 14. 
681 !bid. p. 187. 
682 !bid. p. 188. 
683 Ihid. vol. I, p. 4. 
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it as "magnificent notes" for students, and as very much beneath "the famous 
versions of the sixteenth century, to Shelley's brilliant fragment, to the admirable 
masterpiece of Messrs. Butcher and Lang".684 The 1873 translation of Homer's 
the Odyssey by Butcher and Lang was one of many important critica! editions and 
English versions that carne out during the last quarter of the century, and which 
to a large extent eclipsed Jowett's work. The Tablet praised his translation of the 
Symposium though it warned that the dialogue could disconcert a part of the Vic
torian public. Both The Saturday Review and The Standard praised the literary 
value of an edition which was especially aimed "for Englishmen who have no 
Greek".685 Hence, Jowett's third edition was resituated as a text book and for 
general reading. 

It doesn't seem thatJowett expected his third Plato to cause much of an im
pact. In a letter to Florence Nightingale of 1887 about his revision of the text he 
confessed: "I find very congenia! and I hope not altogether useless work. It seems 
to be suited to a feeble brain & is rather a soothing occupation".686 According to 
Abbott, Plato had accompanied him to such an extent and been a substitute for so 
many other things that at the end of his life he wrote a letter where he conceded 
"that his happiest hours have been spent with Plato".687 Jowett died in Harnp
shire in October of 1893 after having finished his Platonic mission, and while on 
a visit to his friend Sir Robert Wright. It was on a Sunday at three in the after
noon, and according to Abbott his last words were for Balliol: "Bid farewell to the 
college",688 he said a little befare expiring. The furrier's son did not lack words of 
gratitude for the good fortune that had accornpanied his undeniably strong will 
power throughout his life. Surrounded by nurnerous close friends during his last 
moments he said: "Mine has been a happy life, I bless God for rny life".689 

He was buried at Oxford on the sixth of October, the rnonth that marked the 
most important events in his life. The funeral procession that accornpanied the 
coffin from Balliol to St. Sepulchre cemetery in the Oxford neighbourhood of 
J ericho filled the wide avenue of St. Giles from one end to the other. A rnass of 
students together with the rnost distinguished personalities of the British aca
demic world carne to pay their last farewell. J owett died at the age of seventy-six. 
He had adrnirers and opponents but was generally revered. He went clown in 

684 No reference given. InJowett Papers, I G 16/11, 5. 
685 !bid. 
686 In Quinn /Prest, 1987, p. 306. 
687 Abbott & Campbell, 1897, vol. II, p. 405. 
688 !bid. p. 433. 
689 !bid. and Faber, 1957, p. 424. 
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history as the man who, in the words of Florence Nightingale, had made a favour 
to the world by transmitting the quasi perfect Platonic philosophy, not to men
tían "a J owett reforming a whole college, not to say two-nay, almost a whole 
university". 690 Nightingale, who had written these words in 1868, fell short in 
her forecast. In fact, J owett had been more transcendental regarding his own des
tiny when in 187 6 he referred to his work and philosophical task: "I cannot say 
vixi, far I feel as if I were only just beginning and had not half completed what I 
have intended. If I live 20 years more I will, Dei gratia, accomplish a great work 
for Oxford and for philosophy in England".691 Whether the description corre
sponds to the quality of his work or not is debatable but it is applicable to the 
influence of his style and to his convictions. 

J owett's will was generous with Martha and Matthew Knight, his servants for 
many years. It stipulated that all his personal correspondence be burned and that 
that part of his patrimony which was not included in his will should go to Balliol 
College together with the copyright of Plato: "I specially bequeath the perpetua! 
copyright of my writings to Balliol College. I desire that they may be republished 
from time to time as may seem expedient, and that the profits, if any, arising from 
the republication of them shall be invested from time to time and the income 
thence accruing applied in the first place to the improvement or correction of 
them".692 He went on to add that the ensuing profits be spent in promoting clas
sical studies and education in general. A foundation was set up with this revenue 
which was named The J owett Copyright Trustees, which brought out the fourth 
edition of the dialogues in 1953. In an attempt to satisfy Jowett's wishes, and in 
arder to update the work of the old Master the editors decided to de-Victorianise 
it, by cutting out the most important parts from the introductions and by elimi
nating the marginal analyses. They introduced the subdivisions of Stephanus' 
paging system and based the text on the Burnett edition by Oxford Clarendon 
Press, from 1900-1907. The translation was revised and even corrected, and the 

dialogues were reordered. 
With these changes, the version took on the original presentation in four 

volumes of the 1871 edition, but it was stripped of a great part of its historical 
interest, as were the essays on important matters of social and moral interest. 
Up to now there has been no other new edition. Nevertheless, and despite their 
limitations, Jowett's translations, considered classics, continue to be published in 

690 In Quinn /Prest, 1987, p. 149. 
691 Faber, 1957, p. 404. 
692 Abbott & Carnpbell, 1897, vol. II, p. 476. 
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countless recompilations, editions or selections of Plato undertaken by Anglo
Saxon editorials. Nothing could have pleased him more than to discover that 
posterity had not only not forgotten but that he is still considered useful by many, 
as J owett had hoped when speaking fifteen days befare his death with the wife of 
Lewis Campbell: "I am well satisfied with the work which Lewis and I have done 
on Plato. Of course, every man's work is but a poor thing; still, I think, this is 
good in its way. It will be a good to philosophy anda good to morality. It will be 
read for many years, and then it will be superseded. There is nothing that I would 
rather have done than this work. ... The ideas of Plato, the attempt after an order 
of the world, though it was not right, was an attempt in the right direction".693 

Sorne of those deficiencies of Platonism, perhaps those which J owett feared 
most, were nevertheless assimilated and fervently professed by sorne of his most 
distinguished pupils and readers, such as Symonds, Pater or \Vilde. Like sacrile
gious sons, these end of the century Platonists rebelled against the exhortations 
of the Master and ended the interpretations and readings of the English nine
teenth century with their special and daring brilliance. 

693 !bid. p. 431. 





PARTSIX 

THE LOVE THAT DARE NOT 
SPEAK ITS NAME 





l. SOCRATISM, PLATONISM, URANISM, ANDROGYNY, 
INVERSION AND HOMOPHOBIA: PATER, SYMONDS 

AND WILDE'S AESTHETICIST EROTICISM 

"In thy immortal part 
Man, as well as I, thou art. 
But something 'tis that differs thee and me, 
And we must one even in that difference be. 
I thee both as man and woman price, 
F or a perfect love implies, 
Love in all capacities." 

ABRAHAM COWLEY, Platonic Lave, 16561 

IN THE SECOND TRIAL ÜSCAR WILDE, when asked by the prosecutor Charles 
Gill as to the nature of that love that dare not speak its name, replied:'"The love 
that dare not speak its name' in this century is such a great affection of an elder 
for a younger man as there was between David andJonathan, such as Plato made 
the very basis of his philosophy, and such as you find in the sonnets of Michelan
gelo and Shakespeare. lt is that deep, spiritual affection that is as pure as it is 
perfect".2 The auditorium was astounded. Nevertheless, Gill, apparentlyunmoved, 
went on with his interrogation. How can it be, however, that Victorian Plato, 
who had been studied in detail by Grote and translated and commented on by 
Jowett, should place so little emphasis on that love that was 'the basis of his phi
losophy', according to Wilde's discourse? The truth is that the historian of Greece, 
being the rationalist and aestheticist that he was, though he was sensitive to the 
subject of pederasty, dissected Platonism in such a way as to be able to focus on 
aspects that interested him most. He even went as far as to give a positive evalua
tion of eroticism as a method of discovering truth, but he did not substantially 
integra te it in to the rest of his research. 3 

J owett had done everything within his power to hide, or at least to find an 
excuse for that aspect of Platonic philosophy that did not fit in at all with his 
moralistic crusade, even though it tied in all too well within the masculine and 
philhellenist context of Oxford, a paradox that haunted the Master of Balliol. 

The N011:on 1983, pp. 331-2. 
Hyde, 1973, p. 201 
Quoted by Turner, 1981, p. 3 97. 
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On the other hand, Shelley's avant-garde essay on the lave habits of the Greeks 
was too dark and confused for the Victorian mind. This was so despite the fact 
that Arthur Hallam, Tennyson's great friend to whom In Memoriam was 
dedicated, had taken up the Romantic poet's line of argument in 1831 which 
discredited women in favour of an arbitrary overestimation of menas a basis for 
his justification of Greek lave: "Hence that frequent commendation of a more 
lively sentiment than has existed in other times between man and man, the 
misunderstanding of which has repelled severa! from the deep tenderness and 
splendid imaginations of the Phaedrus and the Symposium, but which was 
evidently resorted by Plato, on account of the social prejudices which at that 
time depressed woman below her natural station ... would have rendered it 
perhaps impossible to persuade an Athenian audience that a female mind ... 
could ever possess attractions at all worthy to fix the regard, much less exhaust 
the capacities of this highest and purest manly love".4 This explanation lost 
ground towards the end of the century. Dueto the prevalence of misogyny and 
the tacit understanding that the male sex was more attractive, none of the Platonic 
aesthetes looked for an alternative model for women, whether in relation to 
antiquity orto their own place and time. 

Towards the end of the 60s, the voice of the Plato who loved and desired 
men, began to make itself heard. It was a soft, almost hushed, and fragmented 
voice which usually expressed itself through art or literature. The first study that 
hinted at the importance of homoeroticism in Plato was published in 1867 by the 
principal representative of aestheticist Platonism, Walter Pater, (1839-1894), in 
reference to Winckelmann, his great arbiter elegantiae. The ideal of androgynous 
beauty and the contemplative abstraction of physical excellence which had been 
developed by the German Hellenist, marked Pater's orientation towards a purely 
masculine appreciation of Greek art which he never relinquished. E ven so, when 
he saw that he was endangering his reputation he was obliged to abridge and 
change parts of this essay in la ter editions, in order not to offend public morality. 

The text on Winckelmann was followed by one on Leonardo and in 1871 
the subjects were Pico della Mirandola and Michelangelo. He maintained an orna te 
and curiouslyvoluptuous style throughout. Pater spoke of very special friendships, 
su ch as Andrea Salaino, "beloved of Leonardo, for his curled and waving hair ... 
or men of ... princely habits of life ... with just enough genius to be capable of 
initiation into his secret". 5 He also described Winckelmann's enthusiasm when 

Quoted by Dellamora, 1990, p. 24. 
"Leonardo da Vinci'', in Pater, 1982, p. 41. 
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confronted with young men of greater beauty than the archangel of Guido Reni. 
He compared this emotion to that described by Plato in the Phaedrus, or that 
which he reveals towards the beautiful adolescents of the Lysis. 6 In 1885, Marius 
the Epicurian, a truly philosophical novel, both melancholic and exotic, depicted 
the emotional and intellectual education of a modern hero who viewed the world 
in two ways, a hero who could well have been Pater. One of these world views was 
purely individualistic and the other entailed social commitment and had a 
discernible Platonist influence. Despite this state of affairs, the character was not 
willing to choose a purely metaphysical direction which would entail his sacrifi
cing sensual experience. The Imaginary Portraits of 1887, and Appreciations of 1889, 
reveal a deeply-rooted homosensuality, where the protective and amorous sen
timents of one character towards another were intermingled with images of pain 
and psycho-physical catastrophe. It was not difficult to see Platonic influences in 
these essays and stories, but an exclusive treatment of Plato's philosophy on the 
part of Pater was to take a little more time in appearing. 

When Plato and Platonism, a compilation of his classes at Oxford on the 
Respublica between 1875 and 1892, appeared in 1893, Pater apparently received 
the difficult approval of a tired but still influential]owett. 7 Pater's Plato was anti
metaphysical and slightly mystical at the same time. He was also an evolutionist, 
not at all pragmatic but Heraclitean and Hegelian and at the same time religious. 
He was sensual but continent, very racional though profoundly psychic, and 
homosexual though respectful towards public order and the principle of authority. 
He had no precedents in British academic history, despite the fact that he had 
inherited traits from Grote and Jowett. The book carne out ayear befare his 
death and two years befare the Wilde scandal which led to legal charges by the 
Marquis of Queensberry. It was then that the dilemmas of Marius the Epicurean 
with its special ambience, and the speculative vacillations of Plato and Platonism 
were definitively associated-if such an association had not existed beforehand
with the disquieting and erotic idealism of Dorian Gray, as well as with the mature 
and felt Hellenism of de profondis. Similarly associations were drawn with the 
outwardly homoerotic essays of J ohn Addington Symonds. 

All three authors received varying degrees of punishment for their lives and 
works, and the Plato they left behind was the least academic of all and perhaps 
the one most remembered today. He is the most literary Plato, the most gay Pla
to, and in formal terms the most attractive one. At that time, however, he was the 

"Winckelmann", in Pater, 1978, pp. 160 and 154. 
See Levey, 1978, p. 193; and, far a more sceptical version of this receptiveness,Jenkyns, 1980, p. 261. 
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object of diverse opinions that varied from unconditional admiration of initiates 

and sympathisers to contempt, derision or the disgust that was expressed on the 
part of the Establishment. At least at the end of the century this Plato was not too 
rigorous yet refined, ultrasensitive, nostalgic, a convinced pederast by inclina

tion, politically reactionary, radically sexist, quite amoral and above all, immersed 
in a world where art was so essential that it was even imitated by nature. In so 
doing it returned, draped in a luxurious toga of gestural exquisiteness to a certain 
kind of clandestinity. Excepting a few gestures of exhibitionism, it should be re
membered that neither Pater nor Wilde or Symonds ever openly published their 
own sexual preferences during their lifetime. If this had been the case, censorship 
would have prohibited the legal publication of such writings. The matter was 
easily recognised and its name as well, but there was always an alibí that prevent
ed direct legal accusations of public scandal. Symonds was probably the most 
direct, though the scientific tone of his research could always serve as an excuse. 
Even so, a strong erotic force permeates the literature of all three authors. On 
reading them one has the sensation that if one was ignorant as to the sexual mo
tive behind their work, much of their writing would lose that key element that 
invests them with more complete meaning and coherence. 

According to Linda Dowling, during the nineties and imrnediately after the 
trials against Wilde for gross indecency and sodomy, it was dif:ficult, "to pronounce 
the word 'Hellenism' without an insinuating sneer".8 To be honest, however, it 
should be acknowledged that the word was under suspicion since the eighteen
seventies, when the teaching of Plato was becoming widespread at Oxbridge, and 
the studies by Grote and Jowett alluded to the subject of Hellenic homosexuality 
from practically opposite viewpoints. Mallock's New Republic introduced the Victo
rian reader to the philhellenist universe of the Olympian and decadent artists of 
1877. But it also portrayed the new "intense" and sensual sensibility through the 
character of Robert Leslie, an aesthete who could have been a parody of William 
Money Hardinge, Pater's prohibited lover. Leslie addresses Mrs. Sinclair, the lover 
of literature who was philosophising on the perfect beauty of the landscape in a 
clearly contemplative tone. With a certain amount of sexist condescension he says 
to her: "'Really, ... you are certainly most Hellenic. First you talk of Sappho, now of 
Ideas ofBeauty. Are you a Platonist?' 'Mr. Leslie, of course I am', said Mrs. Sinclair, 
somewhat misapprehending his meaning. 'I never heard such an impertinent ques
tion. Platonism, however, is a very rare philosophy in these days, I'm afraid"'.9 

Dowling, 1994, p. 35. 
Mallock, 1935, p. 73. 
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Which could have been the misunderstanding between the two concerning 

Plato? Leslie refers to Hellenism, Platonism and to Sappho, who at the time was 

seen more as an erotic lyric poetess than as a lesbian one. 10 This could lead us to 
imagine a veiled reference to Hardinge's well-known Hellenic habits, and to the 

relationship between The Grecian Gusto, Plato and homosexuality. During the same 

period, sorne of the letters that Swinbume wrote to Theodore Watts in 1873, 

apart from the pedantic style that was a common trait of their author, also reveal 
one of the first explicit identifications between Hellenism, Platonism and homo

erotic desire. Swinburne was writing on the subject of the court case against Sim

eon Solomon, the Pre-Raphaelite painter, and in theory a friend of his, who had 

been arrested for frequenting a public toilet in London. Swinburne explained the 
reasons why it was best to distance oneself from Solomon: "Ido think a man is 

bound to consider the consequence ... of allowing his name to be mixed up with 

that of a let us say, a Platonist; the term is at once accurate as a definition and 
unobjectionable asan euphemism". 11 

The decadent poet considered "Platonist", besides its idealist meaning, a syn

onym for homosexual and in fact he uses it on a number of occasions. A month 
after this letter he wrote another letter to Theodore Watts. This time his aim was 

to try and avoid a meeting between Jowett and Solomon. His justification was 
that he did not wish to bother the Master with the presence of the undesired 
transgressor: "l have no wish, especially in his company, to encounter that of a 

Platonist of another sort than the translator of Plato -'translator he too' as Car

lyle might say, of Platonic theory into Socratic practice ... ". 12 1 shall not dwell on 
Swinburne's opportunist manoeuverings for, with regard to his own decency, his 

reputation had little to lose. What 1 would like to point out, however, is that the 

sexual aspect of Platonism was so familiar to the educated classes during the last 
quarter of the century-and especially to Oxford- that the word "platonic" forms 

a part of their everyday jargon and was used instead of 'pederast' in informal 
letters among friends. The terms "Dorian" and "Uranian" carne to denote the 

same thing later on. 

Swinburne, a former student of J owett's, in the previous letter to Watts 

points to another detail of sorne importance. He describes Solomon as a "Socratic" 

JO 

11 

12 

Jowett mentions Sappho in the introduction to Phaedrus in the third edition of his Plato, vol. 1, p. 
407. But he does not appear to condemn her in his treannent. Therefore the conviction that Sappho 
was a lesbian could not have been so widespread. In reference to the history of translations of Sappho 
and the vindication of her se:xuality by Renée Vivien, see De Jean, 1987, pp. 198-299. 
Swinburne, 1959, vol. II, 1869-1875, p. 261. 
/bid, p. 264. 
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executor of Platonic theory. The idea that Socrates was a more active pederast 
than Plato is dueto his portrayal by Plato in the Symposium through Alcibiades as 
well as to the famous scene from the Charmides, 13 and to sorne of Socrates' own 
comments on himself as an expert in love matters. 14 In that same year, 1873, 
John Addington Symonds, also a student of Jowett's, wrote in an extremely val
uable pamphlet which did not completely become public until 1901, that the fact 
that Socrates did not appear in the Leges but that it was the anonymous "Athe
nian" who spoke against pederasty, was itself an indication of the degree of Plato's 
teacher's personal involvement: "It is therefore, not improbable that the philo
sophical idealisation of paiderastia, to which the name of Platonic love is usually 
given, should rather be described as Socratic". 15 

J owett had made a similar observation in his introduction to the Sympo
sium, 16 though with apparent discomfort. Such discomfort must have been 
heightened if we remember that the Master was frequently compared to 
Socrates in his didactic endeavour, as can be seen by Grant's dedication in his 
edition of Aristotle's Ethica. 17 Socrates description of his desire on seeing the 
splendid body of Charmides awakened the fantasy of many Uranians. 18 Even 
Socrates' affection for the young Phaedo in the chaste dialogue of the same 
name was to excite the homophile imagination ofForster in Maurice when Clive 
Durham discovers that he loves his friend: "The love that Socrates bore Phae
do now lay within his reach, love passionate but temperate, such as only finer 
na tures can understand ... ". 19 Man y years la ter, Yourcenar depicted the pederastic 
eroticism implicit in Socrates' caresses of Phaedo's hair in a manner very remi
niscent of Pater: "Puisque la chair est apres tout le plus beau vetement dont 
puisse s'envelopper l'ame, que serait Socrate sans le sourire d'Alcibiades et les 
cheveux de Phédon?"2º 

K.]. Dover develops Symonds' "discovery". Socrates is the direct inspirer of 
Platonic pederasty, but not dueto the simple fact that he himself was homosexu
al, but because he had founded a metaphysical philosophy and a method based on 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

J'I 

20 

Charnúdes 155d-e. 
In the Symposium 177d Socrates says: " .. .I acknowledge that I am ignorant in everything except in 
matters of love", op. cit. p. 40. And in Lysis 204b-c: " ... I am hopeless when it comes to most things, 
but for sorne reason, I have received from the gods the gift of being a ble ata glance to distinguish the 
lover from the beloved". 
Symonds, 1971, p. 48. 
J owett, 1871, vol. I, p. 486. 
Grant, 1885, page of presentation : "The Socrates of my youth ... ". 
See Wilde in a poem of the same name, and in Wilde 1985 B, p. 188. 
Forster, 1985, p. 91. 
"Phédon ou le vertige", in Yourcenar, 1982, p. 1111. 
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the Athenian homosexual éthos. 21 This was more or less what Wilde had expressed 

in his speech at the Old Bailey. It is worth highlighting this point with regard to 
the connection between Platonic eros and the Socratic maieutic method, because 

the Plato of the end-of-the-century aesthetes is not simply a contemplator nora 
simple voyeur of attractive young men. At least in theory, the Uranists conceived 

the relation with another man in pedagogical terms as well. They saw it along the 
reciproca! lines of the Phaedrus or even of the "Oxford tutorials", as a homoerotic 
relationship, but one that was also homosocial, a common itinerary of the lovers 

towards a type of knowledge considered to be of a higher order. 
Osear Browning, the critic and Cambridge professor, is remembered among 

other defects for his extreme misogyny which Virginia Woolf did not hesitate in 

denouncing in A Room of One's Own. 22 Even so, he recognised the intencional 
emotion of Platonic or Socratic homoeroticism: "Few people know that the aes
thetic movement which had so much influence in England from Ruskin to Osear 
Wilde hadas one of its characteristics a passionate desire to restare 'Greek Love' 

to the position which its votaries thought it ought to occupy. They believed that 
bisexual love was a sensual and debasing thing and the love of male for male was 
in every way higher and more elevating to the character".23 The exaltation of 
masculine love in the Phaedrus and the Symposiunz turned them into sacred texts 
for those refined lovers of a virile Nature. This is the model followed by Clive 
Durham in his romance with Maurice Hall in Forster's novel: "He led the be

loved up a narrow and beautiful path, high above either abyss. It went on until 
the final darkness ... and when that descended they would at all events have lived 
more fully than either saint or sensualist, and would have extracted to their ut
most the nobility and sweetness of the world. He educated Maurice, or rather his 

spirit educated Maurice's spirit, for they themselves became equal".24 

When Swinburne mentions Socrates it is evident that he <loes not have the 

Socratic didactic relationship in mind, but rather the prevailing commonplace of 
Socrates the seducer and worshipper of masculine beauty. It is also certain that 
not all the Platonic Uranians complied with the laws of erotic idealism proposed 
in the Phaedrus. Platonic or rather Socratic practice, as Swinburne viewed it, was 

to bring about more than one conscience crisis. Such was John Addington Sy
monds' case, who ended up rejecting Platonism as unattainable and frustrating. 

Alfred Douglas perhaps did not undergo a moral crisis but one of philosophical 

21 

22 

23 

24 

Dover, 1978, pp. 15 3-4. 
In Woolf, 1981, p. 52. 
Quoted by Dowling, 1994, p. 115. 
F orster, 1985, p. 91. 
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postulations when he confessed in an issue of the Revue Blanche of 1895 that the 

love Wilde held for him was purely physical. According to Douglas, the writer 

felt attracted to his physical charms -"it matters little whether they are real or 
whether they exist only in the imagination of my friend". 25 He did, however, 

wish to make it clear in the French publication that this love was at the same 

time more spiritual than sensual: "l'amour de mon ami pour moi était plato

nique, c'est-a-dire pur".26 Richard Ellman makes an amusing and eloquent com

ment in this respect: "The contradiction between 'purely physical' and 'more spir
itual than sensual' left Plato in tatters". 27 But Douglas' incoherence reflects a 

more widespread disorientation. 
Marc-André Raffalovich's case is even more disconcerting. He was a self-de

clared enemy ofWilde, a friend of Pater, and the author of Uranisme et Unisexualité, 
a pioneer study on male desire, published in 1896. Raffalovich talks of "l'amour 

platonique de Platon", and seems to equal it to the "platonisme intense des mo
dernes".28 lntensity was the decadent leitmotiv but the French writer directly de

scribes this kind of Platonic love as a series of caresses which do not reach a clímax, 
for a "decéntralisation de la sensualité corporelle" is the "but avoué de l'amour 

platonique".29 Raffalovich goes on to painstakingly describe the erotic variations 
and refinements that Platonic lovers must follow in order to avoid reaching or

gasm: "coucher dans le lit de l'aimé, avec caresses, mais sans actes sexuels, est le but 

physique de l'amour platonique selon Platon".3º He also refers to erotic demon
strations of tenderness "platoniques ou autres",31 letting it be understood that for 

him "Platonic love" is a very tender sensuality without the consummation of the 
sexual act. He finds his idea of inspiration in the Phaedrus, but it is hard to believe 

that someone should affirm that Plato was expressing himself in such terms. In 
reference to Osear Wilde, Raffalovich presents a very different Plato: "Platon et les 

autres (Michelangelo, Shakespeare, etc.) ont célébré le dressage d'une ame par une 
autre, l'amour qui est le commencement de la sagesse".32 It is therefore difficult to 

understand Raffalovich. His writing was confused and at the same time conveyed a 

strong wish to rehabilita te pederasty with intellectual and mystical arguments that 
often led to the above-mentioned contradictions. 
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Ellmann, 1988, p. 459. 
See H yde, 1973 , p. 347. 
E llmann , 1988, pp. 45 8-9. 
Ra ffalovich, 1896, vol. XV, pp. 119-20. 
!bid. 
!bid. 
!bid. 
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Platonic homoeroticism was frivolised during the eighties to the extent that 
Plato lost the irreproachable status he had attained with his promotion by J owett, 
which had familiarised the average reader with the basic notions of Platonism 
that until then had been restricted to university circles. Proof of this was that 
Swinbume, in his homage toJowettwritten in 1893, twentyyears after the prev
iously mentioned first letter to Watt, did not hesitate in ridiculing the late Sy
monds, who had died in Italy that same year: "the Platonic amorist of blue
breeched gondoliers who is now in Aretino's bosom".33 However, just in case 
there were any misgivings as to Jowett's inclinations, -a preoccupation that was 
not at all unfounded-, who had been the educator of this Platonist who later on 
went off in search of Venetian boys, Swinbume clarifies: "The cult of the cala
mus, as expounded by Mr. Addington Symonds to his fellow-calamites, would 
have found no acceptance or tolerance with the translator of Plato".34 ButJowett 
was informed as to Symonds' ha bits. It was precisely for this reason that he wrote 
to him asking information on Greek love and, though he did not approve of his 
sexuality, the Master turned a blind eye to it. 

The legends surrounding the decadent and aesthete Plato were generally 
traumatic. These were stories in which the dignity of the Platonist in question 
was trodden on and pulled through the gutter because of the extreme end-of-the
century association between homosexuality and sexual inversion.] owett saw him
self impelled to suggest a transposition of the sexes in relation to Plato's eroti
cism. This was dueto the fact that the genders were fixed notions. Sensitivity, the 
spirit of fznesse, self sacrifice, sophistication were seen as feminine traits. Alan Sin
field pronounced himself with great insight on the famous theory of androgyny 
in art, which had been suggested by Coleridge3 5 and seconded by Virginia Wolf, 36 

in terms of right and precise doses. According to Sinfield, all art requires a cer
tain degree of delicacy, a "feminine touch", and especially the literature that de
nounces materialism, brutality, and the lack of reflection of modern times. This 
had been Arnold's humanist slogan, which had been seconded by the pre-Rapha
elites, Ruskin, Pater,] owett, Tennyson, to mention but a few, all differing amongst 
each other in focus. Rilke refers to a kind of hermaphroditic mixture when he 
states that the sexes were not essentially so different, and that in men one could 
also find maternity and infancy when they crea te from their intima te plenitud e. 3 7 
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But perhaps the aesthetes had gone too far and their degree of sensibility was no 

longer masculine enough. Hence, Sinfield concludes that adding a few drops of 
feminine wisdom to the artistic product of an original creator can have a positive 

effect, but if the mixture is detrimental to aesthetic virility, then public moral 

reprobation is inevitable: "The trick in artistic dissidence is to appropriate suffi

cient of the radical aura of androgyny, without more than is necessary of the dis

abling stigma". 38 

Part of the prestige of end-of-the-century decadentist Platonism originates 

from deeply rooted Victorian misogyny and the belief which Krafft-Ebing pro
pounds in Psicopathologia Sexualis, that an attraction towards the same sex was due 

to the pathology of inversion. Consequently a man attracted by another man was 

amale with a female psyche, and therefore inferior. Even so, the opposite case -

which was much less known but existed nonetheless- of a woman with the psyche 

of a man, such as the painter Gluck or the writer Radclyffe Hall, during the first 

quarter of the twentieth century, did not imply the opposite effect, that is to say, 
an augmentative revaluation. Masculine beauty and supremacy were exalted in 

evolutionist theories which promoted an androlatry. This androlatry, when mixed 

with the readings of the Platonic dialogues, in turn favoured homoerotic and ho

mosocial sentiments and transformed men into objects of desire and aesthetic 
contemplation. The end result was a strange fusion of exacerbated masculinism 

on the one hand and a kind of non-definement and extreme affectation that were 

associated with effeminacy on the other. This effeminacy was the substitute of a 

woman's presence which at the end of the century was considered to be danger

ous and unreliable. 
We have an example of this in L'école de Platon, painted in 1898 by the Bel

gian symbolist painter Jean Delville. The painting depicts a number of naked or 

practically naked young men showing their muscles and posed ambiguously and 

artificially around a messianic Plato. Fernando Savater comments on it quite hu

morously: "La situación entera respira cierta elegante languidez. No hay mujeres 

a la vista y tampoco parece aventurado asegurar que ninguno de los presentes las 
echa de menos, ni siquiera a Diotima". 39 No great mental effort was needed to 

associate Athens with Oxford, the river Isis with the Illisos, or to believe that 

Jowett, Pater or Green were British versions of Socrates. Nor was it difficult to 

eliminate women from the picture altogether and instead, to imagine in the fields: 

"that nymph-haunted meadow where young Phaedrus bathed his feet, and, lying 

38 Sinfield, 1994, pp. 86-7. 
Savater, 199 1, p. 24. 
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there on the soft grass, ... began to think of the wonder ofbeauty, and grew silent 
with unaccustomed awe".4º Wilde dixit. 

William Gaunt explains that in 1879 Punch magazine published an illustra
tion by George du Maurier which parodied the aestheticism in vogue. It depicted 
a sitting room in a neighbourhood called "Passionate Brompton", where, under 
the title "Refinements of Modern Speech", a lady absorbed in profound medita
tion asks a taken aback gentleman who is to accompany her at the table during 
dinner: "Are you Intense ?".41 The caricature is reminiscent of the dialogue be
tween Leslie and Mrs. Sinclair in The New Republic which we commented on pre
viously. It is worth noting that women were attracted to this type of sensibility, 
whilst in theory ignoring its sexual aspect. The intensity, the profound nature of 
vital experience, the appreciation of the moment, were the sequels of Pater and 
his subjective Platonism. Much irony was directed against him during the early 
eighties because his arguments were lacking in "solid" reason, a feminine trait, 
and one which therefore seemed attractive to the weaker sex. 

The case of the aesthetic Plato reminds us of the exclusion Taylor's Plato was 
subjected to during the beginning of the century. The Uranians, however, unlike 
the English Ficino, by altering sexual habits and gender roles, posed an impor
tant threat to the system within which they happened to be well-known figures. 
Pater was a professor at Oxford and a kind of cult figure. Wilde was a writer of 
great renown and Symonds was a distinguished humanist. One way of attacking 
them was to publicly ridicule their weaker side. 

Thus, in 1881, the unforgettable WS. Gilbert & Arthur Sullivan staged an 
opera at the Savoy theatre called Patience, (or Bunthonze's Bride). This opera was a 
take off of Wilde, Pater and the pre-Raphaelites and decadents in general, ata 
time when the aesthetic of the symbolist movement was at its height. Bunthorne, 
the protagonist of the play, was a poet who strolled through Piccadilly with a 
poppy or a lily in bis lapel, in typically Wilde fashion, which started off a custom 
that became a kind of password for the homosexuals of the time, who frequented 
Piccadilly and a certain part of Leicester square.42 Bunthorne, the stereotype of 
the aesthete, was ridiculously pure, profound, mystical, morbid and mediaevalist. 
The love which he professed possessed equally ideal characteristics: "An attach
ment a la Plato for a bashful young potato, ora not-too-French French bean!".43 

In the opera Bunthorne falls in love with the dairy maid Patience, and the moral 
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of the story was that exquisite and effeminate men like himself were more popu
lar than extremely virile men. Anecdotes aside, the libretto draws our attention in 
that it uses Platonic philosophical language in the popular medium of a musical 
comedy: "Has he succeeded in idealisingyou?", one character asks another, or the 
heart notes that: "You must get up all the germs of the transcendental terms, and 
plant them everywhere".44 It was also quite evident that Sir William S. Gibert 
had taken his inspiration from specific texts by Pater. For example, when 
Bunthorne, playing on the aesthete's famous sentence with regard to the prece
dence of form over meaning, warns that: "The meaning doesn't matter if it's only 
idle chatter of a transcendental kind".45 The very title, Patience, is one of the last 
words from Plato and Platonism: "Patience, 'infinite patience', mayor may not be, 
as was said, of the very essence of genius; but is certainly, quite as much as fire, of 
the mood of all true lovers".46 

Patience hinted only vaguely at the unmentionable love of the aesthetes: "Like 
a literary man/ Who despises female clay,/ I hear plainly all they say ... ".47 The 
satire threw a lot of people in to the same boat and direct references to the shame
ful vice of the Greeks would have been inappropriate for such respectable com
posers as Gilbert & Sullivan. Yet, the play is undeniable evidence of the degree to 
which Plato's philosophy had become well-known albeit on a superficial level. 
T his was undoubtedly due to J owett, and in the last few years to Pater and the 
extravagance of Wilde. E ven though Bunthome's love could openly speak its name, 
many people knew that its object of inspiration was another. The Savoy theatre 
was packed night after night with people desirous of picking out sorne famous 
innominable among the spectators. If they didn't manage to get a glimpse of any, 
then at least they received sixpence worth of aesthetic experience andan inkling 
of the intense taste of modern Platonism. 

Jokes aside, there was a serious contradiction. On the one hand it was in 
vogue toread Plato and if possible in Greek, but on the other, the world of Hel
lenic affection was strongly abominated. Regarding the positive side, Shari Ben
stock explains that at the end of the century, when Natalie Clifford Barney and 
Virginia Woolf received lessons in their homes, "a knowledge of Greek was a 
mark of 'the intellectual aristocracy"'.48 Virginia Woolf said with elegant light
heartedness that Fortune had been generous with the Greeks, for it had left us 
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with little information and they therefore remained relatively unknown: "She has 
preserved them from vulgarity".49 Apart from the fact that it was chic to know a 
language of the elite, which was fundamental for an aesthete, Greek was also a 
key to a world full of exoticism and pagan liberty. Francis Scott Fitzgerald, the 

slightly later American writer, in 1913 placed Maury Noble, a character from The 

Beautiful and Damned, in the situation of being a ble to compare the acquisition of 
ethylic culture with the learning of Greek. The style is quite decadentist: "like 
Greek it would be the gateway to a wealth of new sensations, new psychic states, 
new reactions in joy or misery".5º A knowledge of Greek and hence of classical 
culture were synonyms of quality and cosmopolitanism, but as far as the sexual 
aspect of Hellenism was concerned, as we have already seen, that was another 
thing altogether. 

As Linda Dowling explains, J eremy Bentham, the founder of utilitarianism, 
detected the anomaly of the Greek experience in 1774. Though The Gusto Greco 

had not yet broken out in all its force, Bentham had nevertheless observed the 
existence of "two favourite prejudices that are apt cruelly to jar ... the one in 
disfavour of this vice (of Greek love), the other in favour of antiquity, especially 
ancient Greece". 51 lt was necessary therefore to distinguish two Platos: the ho
nourable Plato and the pederast, depending on the dialogue in question. Or in 
the words of Alan Sinfield: "The Phaedo was a safe text, the Phaedrus not ... ".52 

Another important factor was the way the reading was focused: "There were ac
ceptable and unacceptable Plato texts, and acceptable and unacceptable ways of 
addressing them". 53 One could try to reduce the erotic element of the Phaedrus 

to a simple 'rhetorical device' as Jowett had, orto read the Symposium with mys
tical eyes, like Ficino. Even so, one could not avoid mentioning éros in any end
of-the-century study on Plato. 

In 1898, when Virginia Woolfe was sixteen years old and was most probably 
being taught Greek by Clara Pater, the sister of the aesthete, the association Plato
male homosexuality must have been quite a normal one, for the writer points out 
wryly: "I had known since I was sixteen or so, all about sodomy, through reading 
Plato". 54 It is interesting to know that Virginia Woolf brings up the subject in 
reference to a meeting between the brothers S tephen and J ack Hill, a Balliol man 
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and admirer ofNettleship and of Plato, but Woolf <loes not explain how she carne 

into contact with the texts. Her contact with the male Bloomsbury had not yet 

taken place and I doubt that Woolf's initiator in Platonic sodomy had been the 

discrete Clara Pater. What is most probable is that Leslie Stephen had spoken to 

her on the subject in passing, and that the writer's sharp intelligence had quickly 
taken note. 

Parallel to the phenomenon of the widespread promotion of Platonism, the 

mention of Plato at times awakened extreme homophobia, as is seen from an 

amusing anecdote written by the generous pen ofVirginia Woolf. One evening, 

probably in June 1900,55 she was paying a visit with her half brother George 

Duckworth at the house of the countess of Carnavon. Wishing to show her social 

savoir faire, she attempted an intelligent conversation in the presence of Lady 
Carnavon and a friend of hers: The ancients, I said, discussed everything in com

mon. Had Lady Carnavon ever read the dialogues of Plato? ... Suddenly a twitch, 

a shiver, a convulsion of amazing expressiveness, shook the Countess by my side; 

... I saw George Duckworth blushing crimson ... I realised that I had committed 

sorne unspeakable impropriety". 56 It is curious that the word Woolf uses to de
scribe her theoretical lack of tact was the same used by F orster, "unspeakable", 

perhaps derived from the love that could not speak its name, that of Douglas

Wilde. There existed an implicit pact of silence regarding matters of sex in gen
eral, and even more so when such serious transgressions were involved. Woolf's 

brother, being the social climber that he was, <lid not forgive her for this imper

tinence: "I could see that my remarks at dinner upon the dialogues of Plato ran
kled bitterly in his mind". 57 

A scene from Compton Mackenzie's novel Sinister Street of 1913 can give us 

an idea as to the way in which pederastic contacts based on Platonic love were 
made at the time. One winter afternoon, Michael Fane, the young character in 

the novel, was in a book shop in Hammersmith, browsing through an expensive 

book on Greek sculpture -the theme is not at all coincidental- when he is taken 

aback by the insinuating stare of a sophisticated gentleman who answered to the 
name of Arthur Wilmot. "What is the book, Hyacinthus?",58 asked the unknown 

observer, in clear reference to the way Wilde called his beloved Alfred Douglas in 
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sorne of the letters that carne to light in the third trial against the Irish writer. 59 

After expressing adrniration far his adolescent beauty and suggesting that 
Theocritus would have dedicated sorne verses to hirn if he had lived in antiquity, 
Wilrnot is not sure as to which book frorn the typical decadentist repertoire he 
should give Michael as a present: Mademoiselle de Maupin? Á Rebours? He finally 
chooses lmaginary Portraits by Walter Pater. "You will like to read of Denys 
l'Auxerrois",6º he adds. Why should Walter Pater work as a secret password? 

Why that story in particular? 
Already at the end of the century Pater was an author of great renown both 

within and outside of acadernic circles, but above all, "far the people who 
understand"61 , as Wilrnot said in reference to the initiates in refined end of the 
century hornoeroticisrn. This was no secret. In the first of the Wilde trials, his 
narne was pronounced sornewhat pornpously by the writer of Dorian Gray, whose 
adrniration towards the aesthete was unconditional: "the only critic of the century 
whose opinion I set high, Mr. Walter Pater".62 In 1895, to be rnentioned by Wilde 
was not the best card of presentation, but one cannot say that the association 
between the two aesthetes was cornpletely unexpected. The relationship that the 
Platonist of Brasenose had established between "uranian" affections and Platonic 
philosophy was widely known, especially after his studies on the Renaissance and 
on Plato. Wilde had followed in his footsteps in Dorian Gray and The Portrait of 

Mr. W H. In Mackenzie's novel, Wilrnot's reaction to the young rnan's shy ret
icence in accepting a present frorn a stranger surnrnarises the essence of Pater's 
public position on Greek sensuality: it was pure and innocent when cornpared 
with the perversity of Leonardo's arnbiguous figures which have experienced all 
the possible illnesses of the soul.63 Slightly irritated by Michael's initial refusal, 
Wilrnot questions hirn benevolently: "Pride is far the pure in heart, and you are 
surely not pure in heart. Or are you? Are you indeed like one of those wonderful 
white statues of antiquity unaware of the soul with all its maladies?".64 

Pater's thesis, which is implicit in Wilrnot's cornrnentary, was that the beauty 
of Greek statues resembled the irnages of the gods: it was asexual. As far as 
Pater saw it, Winckelrnann's treatment of Greek art was sirnilarly "asexually 
moral". The basis far Pater's theory on the "religion of sanity"65 of the Greeks 
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was the Hellenic absence of the awareness of sin, in other words, demonstrations 
of affection were carried out quite naturally with pleasure. With regard to the 
absence of sexuality as such, that "kind of impotence, an ineffectual wholeness 
of nature",66 as I have already said befare, I believe that Pater conceives of it 
aesthetically as androgyny. But from an ethical perspective he sees it as pederasty, 
that is to say, as relationships in which constancy, loyalty and the education of 
the beloved are more important than genital union. It could be that Pater and 
the aesthetes -and Plato of course- identified sexual union more with relations 
between the sexes leading to reproduction. 

I agree with the critic Robert Crawfard67 when he says that, despite Pater 
the essayist's constant affirmations of asexuality, this does not manage to lower 
the (horno )erotic tension of the works where he deals on the subject, and espe
cially in the text on Winckelmann. The strong pressure of social and university 
censorship may have led him to minimise -something that Wilde <lid during the 
trials- the importance of physical intimacy in romantic friendships between men. 
He thus defended a richer psychological communication, using the rather worn 
out argument of the supposed male intellectual superiority which had been facil
itated by Darwinism, and which was consecrated by Lornbroso, Ferrero, Mobius 
and Weininger and by rnany more. 68 Consequently, Pater finds enough moral 
support to state that he who feels rnainly attracted to fernale beauty, possesses 
little artistic sensibility. 69 

Concerning Mackenzie's reference to Pater's tale "Denys l'Auxerrois", frorn 
Imaginary Portraits, one can come to the conclusion that once Gautier and Huys
man's books had been ruled out for being too strong far a neophyte, Pater's narra
tion offered a discrete though quite complete dose of the "inner" elernents70 which 
Wilmot considered as essential to the education of a decadent. The term "inner" in 
this context is the psychic universe rather than the spiritual one. It is the imaginary 
world created by Des Esseintes within the walls of his own house in the vivid 
imagination of Baudelaire's artificial paradises. It is the contrary of the sublime 
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contemplation oflandscape in Rornanticism and, above all, exterior anti-nature. 

It is basically Huysman's "a rebours". "O wonderful nineteenth-century, in whose 
grey hurnid dusk you and I are lucky enough to live!",71 exclairns Wilrnot ecstatic 
at the sound of the names of Barbey D'Aurevilly, Baudelaire, Verlaine, Catul, 
Beardsley, and other great initiates in decadentist devotion. And "Denys l'Auxerrois", 

in rnoderate doses, contained those components of vaporous oniricisrn which 
Wilmot was so moved by and that Michael had to assimilate. 

The argument revolved around the Medieval French version of the history 
of Dionysus, and through it Pater emulated Heine's recreation in Giitte im Exi/72 

of the legend of Bacchus transferred to the Middle Ages. In playing with fiction 
throughout different periods, he demonstrated the connection between Greece 
and Rome and the Christian spirit, which he went on to elaborate on in Plato and 
Platonism, where he rather extravagantly drew parallels between Plato's aesthetics 
and gothic cathedrals and Gregorian hymns. 

Once continuity between classical culture and Christianity had been estab
lished in the tale -to a large extent indebted to Jowett-, he laid ernphasis on the 
transgressive and sensual character of Dionysus, whom Nietzsche was to radica
lise by presenting itas an emotional state that was common to all ages. Two more 
details prepare the reader who is interested in clandestine experiences for a ho
moerotic appreciation ofHellenic art. To begin with, we see Denys turned into a 
fruit seller anda vulgar wine producer, he was "singularly fair ... a joyous lad ... ". 73 

Both men and women alike were enchanted by his powers, "hidden under the 
white veil of that youthful forrn". 74 People were rejuvenated simply at the sight 
of hirn. The second more daring detail is that the wise monk Hermes is captivat
ed by Denys and is set on following his every move: "Even the sage monk Her
mes, devoted to study and experiment, was unable to keep the fruit-seller out of 
his rnind, and would feign ha ve discovered the secret of his charrn". 7 5 

Through this fascinating hero beloved by everybody, the magic of wine and 
the popular leader in religious celebrations, Pater breaks with the tacit conven
tion which most famous authors before our century followed and that consisted 
in writing only about physical attraction between two persons of the opposite sex. 
At the end of the narrative Denys -"with all his flaxen fairness about him"76 and 
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inscrutably turbulent- is considered guilty of a kind of evil spell that falls on the 
city. The raging mob kills him and tears him to pieces during a procession. His 
heart is then carried at midnight to the faithful Hermes, who, secretly in love 
with Denys, buries it in a dark comer of the cathedral and gives him Christian 
sepulture. The moral lesson which ensues from this and from many other of Pa
ter's stories -and let us not forget Wilde despite his pretended amoralism- is 
that so much beauty is in the end dangerously annihilating. Let us also keep in 
mind Winckelmann's drama tic death which Pater never forgot. 77 

"Denys l'Auxerrois", published in 1887, is an example of the kind of imag
inary portraits that Pater had depicted in Studies in the Renaissance and Marius 

the Epicurean, befare reaching the height of his stylistic quest with the recre
ation of Plato as a thinker and as a personality: "in reading Plato, ... the philo
sophic student ... must also ... reproduce the portrait of a person ".78 The char
acter Denys possesses enough maudits traits to come across as macabre and to 
imperceptibly perturb the virgin innocence of the young Michael Fane: beauty, 
languor, fragileness, sweetness, risk, morbidness, mystery, duplicity, a sense of 
tragedy, a vocation for suffering and a kind of incurable attraction towards a 
fatal destiny. The setting is also very suitable and has a clearly gothic flavour: 
the Middle Ages, religious ceremonies, death and violence, unconfessed desires 
and defencelessness against fa te. A few years la ter, in 1893, a month after J owett's 
death, Pater published another story with Hellenic reminiscences and much 
more direct homoerotic references: "Apollo in Piccardy" which recreates the 
legend of Apollo and Hyacynth, two favourite heroes of the end-of-the-century 
gay fantasy, as was expressed by Mackenzie and Wilde's previously mentioned 
letter to Douglas. 

Pater depicts a stormy Medieval night with lightning, thunder and gusts of 
wind that carne together in a gloomy symphony thus creating an atmosphere of 
enchantment that portended sorne extraordinary apparition. lt is then that the 
prior Saint-] ean sees the beautiful sleeping Apollyon: " ... how lordly, or godlike 
rather, in the posture! Could one fancy a single curve bettered in the rich, warm, 
white limbs; in the haughty features of the face, with the golden hair ... ? And yet 
what gentle sweetness also in the natural movement of the bosom, the throat, the 
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lips, of the sleeper!".79 The prior is lave struck by the beauty of the young man 
who serves him the following day in a suspiciously friendly manner: "It seemed 
an odd thing to be served thus, like St. J erome by the lion, as if by sorne imperi
ously beautiful wild animal tamed". 8º A strange and fascinating music emanates 
from Apollyon's harp. This music penetrates the life of the convent directed by 
Saint-] ean, and overturns the peaceful existence of the young Hyacinth, the con
gregation's chouchou and spoilt by the prior. Not only was Hyacinth beautiful and 
obedient, but he also had black hair full of curls that shone with blue highlights in 
the sun. But, since the arrival of the enigmatic Apollyon, neither Hyacinth nor 
the community would ever be themselves again. 

The story ends with Apollyon and Hyacinth playing with a discus under the 
light of the moon. As in the Greek myth, Hyacinth falls dead to the ground when 
the wind, in a fit of jealousy, changes the course of the discus thrown by Apollyon 
and it crashes into the tender brain of the minian. But Pater's recreation does not 
end here. Apollyon runs away and the prior is mistakenly accused of murder and 
withdrawn from the community. In the midst of so much suffering, he goes mad 
and spends the rest of his time weeping for the dead Hyacinth, whom he loved so 
passionately. Saint-] ean di es just when he is allowed to return to the convent. 
The story is full of important allusions. What were the hidden sentiments be
tween Saint-Jean and Hyacinth? Can one establish any kind of verosimile iden
tification between these fictitious characters and Pater's own reality? Linda Dow
ling insinuates an interpretation that I would like to expand on in order to situate 
us in the universe of Plato of the end-of-the-century Oxford aesthetes. 

Dowling suggests a resemblance between the "Apollo in Picardy" and a 
narrative poem written by John Addington Symonds towards 1868, entitled 
Gabriel. The poem allegorically depicted Symond's experiences at Balliol when 
he was studying Plato with]owett. In Gabriel, the author also describes the life of 
a convent, which is upset by the arrival of the seductive Gabriel, whose charms 
everyone succumbs to, except it seems for the dean who ascertains that Gabriel is 
a demon and kills him. When the monks are about to bury him, they are struck 
by horror when they realise that the image of the crucified Christ that presides in 
the chapel and Gabriel's lifeless face are practically identical. We are left to doubt 
whether the evil spirit was in fact the dean, who, horrified by the attraction he felt 
towards the young man, exterminated him, or whether Gabriel was in actual fact 
a fallen angel, an idol of perversity born to such a strange end. 
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"Apollo in Picardy", in Pater, 1978, p. 127. 
/bid. p. 128. 
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The theme of temptation in convents was commonplace in gothic literature, 
as can be seen from the works of Mrs. Radcliffe, Matthew Lewis or Charles Ma
turin. Symonds thus hada tradition to fall back on and developed a line within it 
that had up to then hardly been explored. He facused on dealing with the prohib
ited passions of monks within their own closed world. The most well known ex
ample of this homosexual aspect of nineteenth century post-gothic was the sadly 
famous "The Priest and the Acolyte", written by Jack Flaxman, a friend ofWilde 
and Douglas, and published in the Oxonian magazine The Chameleon, in Decem
ber 1894. 81 Yet, the critica! use of this context as a way of denouncing the inco
herencies within the academic system -as Dowling considered it to be- , was a 
novelty, if we accept the Princeton researcher's hypothesis. But befare examining 
Dowling's conclusions let us first study the psychology of Symonds' poem which 
inspired Pater's story. 

In "The Monk", by Matthew Lewis, the devout and respected Ambrosio los
es his repressive self control on the arrival of the sweet Rosario, who was in actual 
fact the diabolical Matilde disguised as a man. Then, once the transgression is 
consummated, Ambrosio's insatiability has no limits. This was also the case of 
Symonds' old dean of the monastery, who is madly in love with Gabriel. The 
ambiguous ending, with the play of mirrors between the attractive Gabriel and 
suffering Christ, could well very reflect the moral ambivalence of the age. Even 
William Holman-Hunt, despite his profaund faith, had painted The Shadow of 

Death in 1869, only a ye~r after Symonds had written the poem, in which he 
depicted Christ stretching ·his mus eles after a hard days work, but whose shadow 
projects his image on the cross. So, everything can be relativised. It is not clear 
whether Gabriel is bad or whether Christ was chaste, far one does not know if 
the shadow on the wall corresponds to the slim and muscular young man who 
returns home tired from work, or whether it is a fareboding of his own end. 

Dowling points out the strong coincidence between J owett and the dean of 
the convent in Symonds' Gabriel: the mortification involved in wishing to avoid 
carnal love, the severity of his government, his intransigence regarding himself 
and the monks in his charge. Despite this, Dowling only refers to the homoerotic 
theme and the convent scenes when· she compares Symonds' poem with "Apollo 
in Picardy" by Pater. She does not, however, see the possible personages hidden 
behind the character of Saint-] ean. She only comments on the emotional - and 

81 Sadly famous because it was mentioned a number of times during the trials of Osear Wilde as proof 
of his complicity in the homosexual circle of Oxford. See Hyde, 1973, pp. 102, 104, 106, 139, 196, 
199. And Ellmann, 1988, pp. 403-4, p. 421. 
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sexual- revelation that both the prior and the young Hyacinth experienced on 
coming in to Apollo's presence: "these creatures of rule, these 'regulars', .. . were 
come in contact for the first time in their lives with the power of untutored natu
ral impulse, of natural inspiration".82 It is quite likely that Pater was refering to 
the awareness of their common desire for the beautiful stranger on the one hand, 
and the prior's desire towards Hyacinth on the other. If such were the case, Pat
er's reiteration of the word "natural" could be interpreted as arising from a neces
sity of reaffirmation, vinculated to Krafft-Ebing's pathological theories, which
despite meeting with the opposition of Symonds and others- freed the homo
sexual from moral responsibility. In Teleny, a homoerotic novel published anony
mously in 1893, written by Wilde's circle and perhaps with his collaboration, Des 
Grieux, the narrator, asked himself: "Well, is nature moral? ... I know that I was 
born a sodomite, the fault is my constitution's, not mine own".83 

Once the spontaneity of the prior's and the young monk's sentiments have 
been established, I would like to further explore the character of Saint-Jean in 
Pater's story. In the first place I would like to say that he too reminds us of] owett. 
His mention of the rules, the imposition of an order which his own system de
stroyed: "life in the monastery, the severe discipline of which the Prior himself 
had done much to restore ... ".84 His love of architecture and supervision of con
struction work at the convent: "Well skilled in architecture, Prior Saint-Jean was 
set, by way of a holiday task, to superintend the completion of the great monastic 
barn then in building".85 It would be impossible not to think of the building of 
the New Hall in 1877, which Jowett financed and directed with great interest. 
And, finally, there is the health trip with the novice, immersed in a pederastic 
ambience, for Hyacinth, "seemed a monastic novice no longer; yet, in his natural 
gladness, was found more companionable than ever by his senior, surprised, de
lighted, for his part, at the fresh springing of his brain, the spring of his footsteps 
over the close greensward, as if smoothed by the art of man". 86 Jowett's excur
sions to Askrigg and other regions in the north, always in the company of young 
students, whose vitality refreshed him, share a certain similarity with the older 
monk's pleasure in the company of Hyacinth. 

Saint-] ean also reminds us of the author. As regards this point, I have to 
acknowledge my debt to Michael Levey, a biographer of Pater, who suggests a 
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parallel between the prior's innocence and the harsh punishment against the tu
tor of Brasenose as a result both of his work, which was branded as impious, and 
of his affair with Hardinge in 1874. Levey argues that justas Saint-Jean lost his 
mind when he was blamed far the murder of Hyacinth, so did Pater abandon 
faith, when he was drastically sanctioned. 87 But -returning to Dowling- why 
would Symonds and Pater want to criticise not only Jowett but also the academic 
world that he had created, in their creative work? According to Dowling, it was 
because the Hellenist contents of the Literae Humaniores, curriculum of Oxfard, 
led them to a dead end. The same system that nourished and farmed them, turned 
unjustly against them, paradoxically, far having beeri. docile in their educacional 
process. Or in plainer words, the American historian considers that the Oxonian 
Hellenism promoted by Jowett with its exacerbated sexism, its liberal slant and 
the cult of Plato's world, gave the fruit that it had naturally sown: Men who pre
ferred the company of other men and who faund an ideal of beauty and refine
ment in the aristocratic and exclusivist atmosphere of the Platonic dialogues which 
greatly rese~bled the proud and intellectualised Victorian Oxfard. That very 
Oxfard condemned and estigmatized the children that it had begotten. 

It is totally logical and understandable that Symonds and Pater should feel 
somewhat traumatised by the fact that they had to live their sexuality in a 
clandestine manner. Pater's sadness and anger after the scandal with Hardinge in 
1874, and his ensuing loss of the post of censor at Oxfard, tarnished his later 
work with a profaund melancholy andan acute victimism. As Dr. Inman88 points 
out, it was these circumstances that led to the creation of "Denys l'Auxerrois" 
and the other tales in Imaginary Portraits, of the essays in Greek Studies and parts 
of Plato and Platonism. Pater, however, left no personal references to his conflict 
as Symonds did. In a letter written in February of 1889, quoted in the previous 
chapter, J ohn Addington Symonds dissuaded J owett from writing an essay on 
Greek love because he foresaw a latent philippic in Jowett's intention. He also 
recriminated his farmer teacher far the incoherence of teaching Plato at the 
university and at the same time denying or brushing aside his homoeroticism. 

Dowling uses Symonds' letter in arder to demonstrate her thesis "the lesson 
of Oxfard Hellenism",89 far Symonds goes as far as to warn Jowett that Plato 
could be dangerous in the classroom beca use he awakens repressed passions: " ... I 
seem to surprise you when I repeat that the study of Plato is injurious to a certain 
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number of predisposed young men". 90 Symonds' argument is more or less the 

same as Dowling's, but in the first person. Let us remember his youthful readings 
of Plato91 and his relief on discovering that the Greek philosopher shared his 
inclinations: "When, therefore, individuals of the indicated species come into 

contact with the reveries of Plato .. . the effect upan them has the force of a reve
lation. They discover that what they had been blindly proping after was once an 
admitted possibility -not in a mean hale or comer- but that the race whose 
literature forros the basis of their higher culture, lived in that way, aspired in that 
way".92 

Clive Durham and Maurice Hall, in F orster's Maurice, as well as Lytton Stra
chey, 93 had similar revelations. E ven so, Symonds, a pioneer in studies on homo
sexuality, also found the Greek experience to be quite painful: "The Lysis, the 
Charmides, the Phaedrus, the Symposium- how many varied and unimagina
tive pictures these dialogues contain of what is only a sweet poison to such 
minds!".94 One cannot understand Symonds' accusation without first taking into 
account that until 1877 he did not fully normalise his sexual relationships with 
men, since far quite a long time he tried to maintain his sentimental affairs within 
the scheme of continence prescribed by Plato: "The study of Plato proved deci
sive far my future ... and filled my head with an impossible dream, which con
trolled my thoughts far many years".95 In actual fact, the conflict was not only 
the result of the character of the Victorian Platonic tradition, as Dowling be
lieves, but also, as I see it, of the historical Plato himself. How can one reconcile 
the idealism inherent in Plato's philosophy, the spirituality of the Uranian Aph
rodite which the Platonic lover aspired to, with the carnal temptations of the 
Pandemic Aphrodite? -"And strong as custom may be, strong as piety, strong as 
the sense of duty, these restraints have always been found frail against the impulse 
of powerful inborn natural passion and the allurements of inspired art".96 

Symonds is not the only one who views Plato's lave philosophy with regret. 
Another possible uranian, A. C. Benson, Pater's biographer at the beginning of 
the twentieth-century asked himself: "Isn't it really dangerous to let boys read 
Plato, if one is desirous that they should accept convencional moralities?".97 Yet 
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his statement is not comparable to Symonds'. The latter not only enters on a 
discussion as to whether the treatment of Greek love at universities comes into 
conflict with the system, but what is more, denounces that Plato's ideal is un
healthy. According to him it is unattainable, whether one abides by it or not, the 
effort in the end is devastating and useless: "The contest in the Soul is terrible, 
and victory, if gained, is only won at the cost of a struggle which thwarts and 
embitters".98 The paintings of Waterhouse, Holman-Hunt and the German 
Goetze, among others, demonstrate, as we have seen at the beginning of the book, 
the great anxiety caused by the notion of sin at the end of the nineteenth century. 

Moral dilemma was experienced as a struggle, because the inkling that a 
change in values could come about was still only a remate possibility. If the new 
religion, Platonic faith in this case, was equally intransigent as the norm or more 
so, it was logical that Symonds should feel anguish and a certain rejection to
wards Plato. Confused by the incongruence of the academic set up, Symonds, 
according to Dowling's quote, called upon the civil authorities, who punished 
pederasty so harshly, to investigate classical studies in public-schools and univer
sities, for it was there that the "best minds of our youth are ... exposed to the 
influences of a paederastic literature at the same time that they acquire the knowl
edge and experience of unnatural practices".99 

Wilde, on the other hand, was quite capable of asserting that his affection 
towards Douglas and others was pure, though he acknowledged that there were 
elements of physical attraction involved. lt therefore seems that Wilde was more 
political than Symonds, or simply more a ble to maintain two different discourses 
at the same time in order to seduce his public and to fool himself. But we must 
not forget that when Wilde alluded to the ideal nature of Greek love he was 
either acting in front of a jury or writing. For him writing was another form of 
acting, It is in De Profondis where he reveals incredible sincerity and admits with 
almost puritan contrition, "that my life had been full of perverse pleasures and 

strange passions". 10º That love of Michelangelo, Plato or Shakespeare, "that deep, 
spiritual affection that is as pure as it is perfect", 101 also had its down-to-earth 
asnect, and the mature Symonds was interested in stressing precisely the inevit
ability of this earthly aspect even if it meant distancing himself from Plato. 

Symonds therefore appreciates the noble aspect of Platonic pederasty, he 
relativises it and he overcomes it in order to find another way out such as the 
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dignification of physical love between men: "I learned ... that the physical ap
petite of one male for another may be made the foundation of a solid friendship, 
when the man drawn by passion exhibits a proper respect for the man who 
draws". 102 Wilde does not, however, seem to question his own free and flexible 
interpretation of Platonism. He most probably believed that Plato had done the 
same as himself, in other words, that he hada double erotic discourse: one that 
was ideal and another that was too human. Pater was less promiscuous and per
haps more romantic. He did not so much come into conflict with Plato's ascetic 
restrictions but with the hostility of Oxford. The university did not embrace 
him, most probably because of his solitary nature and because of his literary 
style, which lacked virili ty and was openly homoerotic. In contrast to Symonds, 
who attempted to look at Platonic eroticism coldly and objectively, and Wilde, 
who poeticised it, Pater did not question whether his more general interpretation 
was "correct" or not. He simply remained convinced that the Greek philoso
pher's genius consisted in combining the spiritual element with the aesthetic and 
eroticising element. 

He consequently affirmed that "Plato ... is by nature and before all things, 
from first to last, unalterably a lover". 1º3 Such statements prompted the bishop 
of Oxford in 187 5, who was overcome by the wave of scepticism and immorality 
that was invading the town, to ask the clergyman if he was surprised that sorne 
university students' parents had decided to: "refuse to let their sons imbibe les
sons so ali en from the lore they themselves learned ... ". 104 Despite a series of 
factors that went against him such as censorship, J owett's impatience, official doubts 
and mistrust regarding his professional competence, Pater lectured at Oxford from 
1864 till 1892. He marked a line of interpretation of the Platonic dialogues that 
dared to compete with Benjamín J owett's titanic Plato and in man y respects he 
was J owett's very special descendent. 

1o2 Symonds, 1984, p. 254. 
!03 Pater, 1969, p. 134. 
1o4 Quoted by Inmann, 1990, p. 154. 





II. THE PECULIAR IMAGINARY PORTRAIT 
OF A DEMORALISING MORALISER: WALTER 

PATER'S MARIUS THE EPICUREAN105 

" ... we teach them their pagan Latín 
and Greek under the shadow 
of medieval church-towers, 
amid the haunts, the traditions, 
and with something of the discipline, 
of monasticism; for which, as it is 
noticeable, the English have never 
wholly lost an early inclination". 

WALTER PATER, Emerald Uthwart1º6 

WHEN MALLOCK WROTE Pater's caricature, Mr. Rose, in the New Republic 

(1877), the tutor of Brasenose College was already a famous but controversia! 
author. His most important published work were his Studies in the History of the 

Renaissance, of 1873. His famous epilogue to this work earned him the rejection 
of institutionalist Oxford, given that he proposed a new revitalising ethic which 
would set new conditions to replace the rather traditional and categorical val
ues. The text awoke a lot of interest and had an enormous effect on its readers. 
Osear Wilde relates the impact it had on him in 1874: "1 remember during my 
first term at Oxford reading ... Pater's Renaissance -that book which has had 
such a strange influence over my life ... ". 107 The life philosophy that Pater had 
tried to suggest had certain reminiscences of Darwinism in that it lacked a theo

logical principle -"Not the fruit of experience, but experience itself, is the 
end"-. 1º8 lt also shared a lack of faith in a later life, the inexorable force of 
change, and religious uncertainty. He laid emphasis on the search for pleasure 
through exotic and liberating means, as well as on the passionate intensity of 
every moment in life which was linked to affection among friends. These were 
very daring positions but they were not unknown: "While all melts under our 
feet, we may well catch any exquisite passion, or any contribution to knowledge 
that seems by a lifted horizon to set the spirit free for a moment, or any stirring 

105 According to Levey,Jowett used this expression in reference to Pater. See Levey, 1978, p. 143. 
106 "Emerald Uthwart", in Pater, 1928, p. 177. 
I07 From De hofundis, in Wilde, 1979, p. 199. 
108 The Renaissance, "Conclusion", in Pater, 1982, p. 60. 
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of the senses, strange dyes, strange colours, and curious odours ... or the face of 
one's friend". 1º9 

Actually, that these themes had been known earlier on was also dueto Pat
er, since many essays from The Renaissance had appeared earlier on in magazines 
and weekly journals. The already mentioned "Conclusion" had been published 
anonymously in the Westminster Review in 1868, in relation to a review on Mor
ris . The novelty of the first edition of 1873 resided in the publication of the 
author's name and his academic credentials on the front cover. It not only men
tioned his belonging to Oxford, but also his position as Fellow of Brasenose 
College, two pieces of information which were accessible to all those who bought 
the book. The explicit association of Oxford with an ambiguous text was in 
itself stigmatising. But the fact that a professor should add to it a conclusion 
full of scepticism and hedonism provoked the immediate -sincere or opportu
nistic- indignation of sorne of his colleagues, such as J ohn Wordsworth, the 
nephew of the great poet: " ... this appears under your own name as a Fellow of 
Brasenose and as the mature result of your studies in an important period of 
history ... Could you indeed ha ve known the dangers in to which you were likely 
to lead minds weaker than your own, you would, I believe, have paused. Could 
you have known the grief your words would be to many of your Oxford con
temporaries you might even have found no ignoble pleasure in refraining from 
uttering them". 11º 

In the following year, 187 4, it was the scrupulous Wordsworth and not Pater 
who took on the position of censor of the university. This collection of essays, 
which Wilde described as "The holy writ of beauty", 111 radically transformed 
the conception of terms such as "Hellenism" and "Renaissance" to the extent that 
they carne to be seen as equivalent to homosexuality and paganism. Pater's person 
was also surrounded by an aura of perversion and moral danger which was to 
accompany him from the rest of his life. Three years later, however, in 1888, in 
the third edition, he decided to elimina te the conclusion, but he published it again 
in 1888 in the third edition with a mea culpa note: "This brief 'Conclusion' was 
omitted in the second edition of this book, as I conceived it might possibly mis
lead sorne of those young men into whose hands it might fall ... ". 112 The crit
icisms were extremely harsh and Mallock, a great Oxford chronicler, had no sec
ond thoughts about portraying Pater-Mr. Rose as an extremely affected snob who 

109 !bid. pp. 60-1. 
11º Quoted by D ellamora, 1990, p. 159. 
ll l Quoted by Levey, 197 8, p. 144. 
l 12 The Renaissance, "Conclusion", in Pater, 1982, p. 58. 
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was obsessed with pederasty: "I rather look upan life as a chamber, which we 

decorate as we would decorate the chamber of the woman or the youth that we 

love". 113 The Pater of the New Republic does not hesitate in the least in taking 

advantage of every possible opportunity to make a conquest. Mallock's venomous 

pen ironically and cruelly parodies him: "Mr. Rose at once bought himself golden 

opinions of Lady Grace by helping her page, a pretty boy with light curling hair, 

to arrange sorne tumblers on the grass". 114 

Mr. Rose is also individualistic -"the centre oflife is the individual, and it 

is only through dissolution that the individual can re-emerge"- and a stalwart 

supporter of Gautier's theory of art far art's sake: "there is amongst us a grow

ing number who ... with a steady and set purpose fallow art far the sake of art, 
beauty far the sake of beauty, ]ove far the sake oflove, life far the sake oflife". 115 

Apart from these aestheticist brushstrokes, Mallock not only stresses Pater's 

homosexuality, but also the Platonic character of his pederasty. He <loes so when 
Mr. Rose reads a poem aloud, "written by a boy of eighteen -a youth of ex

traordinary promise, I think, whose education I may myself claim to have had 

sorne share in directing". 116 Naturally, the poem's central theme is the myth of 

Narcissus. There may also be an allusion here to the affair with Hardinge, who 

was also a poet anda farmer student of Pater. Mallock also alludes to the man

ner in which the erotics of modern aestheticism is developed through Hellenic 

references. 
Thus, ata given moment, Mr. Rose sings in praise of the wonders of Greece 

and the Italian Renaissance, which he described as cultures that redeemed humanity 

from Medievalist submission and Victorian rigidity. He considers that historical 
heritage frees us and that thanks to it we have had a taste "of the keener and 

profaunder passions ... of nobler mould than ours-Harmodius and Aristogeiton, 

Achilles and Patroclus, David and Jonathan ... or, above all, those two by the 
agnus castus and the plane-tree where Ilyssus flowed". 117 Hence the motives behind 

the great lave which the aesthetes felt far Greece and far Plato are made perfectly 

clear: it was a more dignified way ofliving their homosexuality, which they socially 

reinforced with the philosophical intellectualism of Platonism and the glory of 

Athens that everyone admired. Yet, despite the precision with which Mallock 

portrays Pater's ideology, the homoerotic theme was not Pater's sale great reason 

113 Mall ock, 1935, p. 34. 
11 4 !bid. p. 185. 
1 1 5 !bid. pp. 210-11. 
1 1 (, lbid. p. 21 7. 
117 !bid. p. 154. 
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for existence, for he put it to one side at least during a period of time. In 1881 
Pater stopped teaching at Brasenose and dedicated himself for three years to 
writing his literary opus magnum: Marius the Epicurean (His Sensations and Ideas). 

In this work the protagonist finds himself in second-century Rome, where he 
begins his solitary voyage of self-knowledge. Companionship on this occasion 
was chaste and serene, a far cry from the passions he used to preach and even 
further divorced from the worldly sybaritisms of Wilde, which were often rashly 
attributed to the aesthetic movement as a whole. 

In the middle of 1833, Pater wrote to his good friend Vernon Lee -alias of 
Violet Page- that Marius' sense of spiritual search was something that could be 
understood in Victorian England: "I regard this matter as a sort of duty. For you 
know I think that there is a ... sort of religious phase possible for the modern 
mind, the conditions of which phase it is the main object of my design to con
vey" .118 What was this new religion that was adaptable to the intellectual evol
ution of humanity in the nineteenth century? Restlessness at the possibility of 
sorne kind of religious faith had already been expressed by Tennyson in In Memo

riam. This sentiment gained momentum withJowett and the liberal theologians 
and even reached Darwinist and post-Darwinist scientists such as Wallace, Tyn
dall or Huxley. In the New Republic, professor Stockton, a parody of Tyndall, re
plies to an anguished Ruskin: " ... religion will live too, being part of the mind of 
man ... It is the mind's canopy -the infinite mental azure in which the mysteri
ous source of our being is at once revealed and hidden" .119 

This end-of-the-century scientific tone which was inherited from Feuerbach 
and David Strauss -perhaps via George Eliot- is not very far away from Pater's 
agnosticism. F or "religion", he understood a kind of ecstasy or emotional impact, 
rather than a faith of doctrine. More than anything it is religious sentiment, a 
totally anthropocentric sensation which can be powerfully spiritual without be
lieving in God and which is nourished by certain rites and particularly inspiring 
places. Idealism in this case is not the alien and already declining realm of ideas, 
but a modern image of the world that was configured by each mind. At least it is 
so for Marius, who, like Pater, lived in a great empire surrounded by countless 
ideological temptations and in which religion was being torn apart by sectarian
ism: "He lived much in the realm of the imagination, and became betimes, some
thing of an idealist, constructing the world for himself, in great measure from 
within, by the exercise of meditative power. A vein of "subjective" philosophy, 

11 8 Quoted by Ian Small in the "lntroduction'', in Pater, 1986, p. ix. 
11 9 Mallock, 1935, p. 57. 
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with the individual far its standard of all things, with a certain incapacity wholly 
to accept other men's valuations" .12º 

Obviously Marius, accompanied by the epithet Epicurean, with his rather 
agnostic or even atheist aestheticist mysticism, has a lot in common with Pater. In 
a similar way the protagonists of Dorian Gray, when put together, render quite a 
complete picture of their autor. 121 Justas in Pater's other imaginary portraits, 
one of Marius' achievements is that it recreates the general atmosphere that sur
rounds the character who is situated, as he himself says, in a personal and non
transferable "house of thought". 122 The novel is long and slow. Marius' languor 
and melancholy pervade the whole book and the characters lead quiet lives the 
impressions of which are filtered through Marius' observing mind. The story be
gins with a detailed description of the old Roman religion Numa and its rustic 
and pagan customs. Marius abandoned such practices when he became an or
phan. The second stop in this philosophical adventure is a school in Pisa, "one of 
many imitations of Plato's Academy in the old Athenian garden", 123 where Mar
ius meets the beautiful and decadent Flavian: "The brilliant youth who loved 
dress, and dainty faod, and flowers, and seemed to have a natural alliance with ... 
everything which was physically select and bright" .124 

To a certain extent Flavian seems to represent the stereotype of the nine
teenth century aesthete, with a passionate preoccupation with his own appear
ance and intent on seducing others. Flavian's literary ambition together with his 
thirst far luxury, which he does not know how to redirect, finally distance Marius. 
He converts the excessively corporal aestheticism of his guide in to a sort of poet
ical Platonism inspired in Apuleius: "The human body in its beauty, as the high
est potency of all the beauty of material objects, seemed to him just then to be 
matter no longer, but having taken celestial fire, to assert itself as indeed the true 
though visible soul or spirit in things". 125 Even so Marius learns many things 
from Flavian, such as rhetoric, a passion far literature and the theory of eu

phuism, 126 which defended that great principie of the Renaissance: "It is art's func
tion to conceal itself''. 127 Marius interpreted this slogan as meaning that all roads 
were valid if one managed to produce the desired artistic effect. 

120 Pater, 1986, p. 15. 
121 Wilde, 1979, p. 116. Wilde's self identification with his three characters. 
122 Pater, 1986, p. 145. 
123 !bid. p. 27. 
124 !bid. p. 30. 
12 5 !bid. p. 53. 
126 !bid. p. 56. Jan Small, the editor, defines "euphuism" as an affected and ornamental style, derived 

from the title of a work by John Lily, of 1578: Euphues. 
127 !bid. p. 5 6. 
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The pederastic educational chain is also introduced in this part of the story. 
Flavian's studies are paid by a rich stranger who in tum becomes Marius' tutor 
and initiates him in the philosophy of pleasure which intrigues him even though 
it <loes not completely captivate him. This is because apart from the extreme 
hedonism conveyed by Flavian, Marius also received a sensation of a very subtle 
and disquieting corruption: "How often, afterwards, <lid evil things present them
selves in malign association with the memory of that beautiful head, and with a 
kind of borrowed sanction and charm in its natural grace!". 128 Once again beau
ty, for Pater, cannot be innocent and when the sophisticated and sensual Flavian 
dies it is this end which he remembers most and not the refined dandyism of the 
young tutor. Does the soul live on after death as the Platonists believe? Or <loes 
the death of the body imply, as in Epicurean thought, the disintegration of that 
part which we call the anima, which is doomed to b.e lost in the turmoil of cosmic 
movement? The ideas of death, duty and punishment and rest were essential pre
occupations of the nineteenth century and they were also central to the quest of 
Pater's hero: "Future extinction seemed just then to be what the unforced witness 
of his own nature pointed to". 129 

Marius at that time saw himself asan Epicurean. This was dueto his rooted 
scepticism concerning immortality as well as to his inclination towards individu
alism and his disregard for his fellow man: "the passive spectator of the world 
around him" .130 He was suspicious of the beliefs "of the professional mystic", 131 

and like Pater he oscillated between materialist conviction and a sentiment of 
devotion which to a certain extent lacked direction. Despite his affinity to Plato 
regarding his love for beauty - "he was of the number of those who ... must be 
'made perfect by the love of visible beauty"'-, 132 he in part rejected the meta
physics of the Athenian philosopher because he did not share Plato's disdain for 
the reality of the body. Here Pater echoed the iconoclastic reactions of German 
philosophy of the second half of the century, though he did so with characteris
tic ambiguity: "It was to the sentiment of the body, and the affections it defined 
-the flesh, of whose force and colour that wandering Platonic soul was, but so 
frail a residue or abstract- he must cling". 133 He was therefore interested in the 
answers put forward by other philosophical schools concerning the mystery of 

128 !bid. p. 31. 
129 !bid. p. 7 1. 
130 ]bid. p. 72. 
131 !bid. 
132 ]bid. p. 19. 
133 lbid. 
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death and went on from poetic readings to the literature of thought. Here the 
explanations of Heraclitus and Protagoras which were taken up by Hegel, Grate 
and Nietzsche, seem to offer him a view of the world suited to his natural and 
dubitative Epicureanism. 

It is within this context that Frank M. Turner's thesis regarding the great 
influence of the Historian of Greece on Pater takes on meaning. 134 Later on, in 
Plato and Platonisnz, Pater reconciles Grote's two theses regarding the paradoxi
cally sceptical and dogmatic Plato. Despite this, in Marius, Platonism is still no 
more than a possibility, insufficient and changing yet still attractive. He thus dis
covers that the weakness ofHeraclitus -and the consequent instability of sensu
al perception- together with Protagoras' concept of homo mensura, are the phi
losophies that could at that moment help him to overcome the fear of death 
brought on by Flavian's passing away: "As a consequence, he was ready now to 
concede, somewhat more easily than others, the first point ofhis new lesson, that 
the individual is to himself the measure of all things, and to rely on the exclusive 
certainty to himself of his new impressions" .135 

Nevertheless, none of the pagan philosophies could alleviate his existencial 
anguish, far he discovers that Heraclitus, despite the fact that he relativised the 
reliability of sensitive knowledge, was condemned to being no more than "an 
authority far a philosophy of the despair of knowledge". 136 If everything is sub
jected to constant change, then what hope is there ofknowledge beyond that of a 
given moment? His restlessness and instinct far research led him on to the capital 
to study rhetoric. During his pilgrimage he meets a distinguished Roman mil
itary officer, Cornelius Fronto, a poet, a mystic anda gentleman, who would later 
on introduce him to the Christian circle of the Eternal City. Marius finally ar
rives in Rome, "the romantic home of the wildest superstition".137 He tl1en be
comes secretary to Marcus Aurelius, a theoretician of another speculative uni
verse: stoic philosophy, a somewhat gregarious and alíen answer to Epicurean 
and Kyrenian egotism. 

Marius, however, learns that stoicism in the end did not free Marcus Aurelius 
from suffering nor from the terror of annihilation. The youth is somewhat 
disappointed when he witnesses how the Roman emperor, a fallower of Plato 
who in theory was unpreoccupied by the body, falls into a permanent state of 
affüction as a result of the death of his young son, Annius Verus. Despite all his 

l 34 Tumer, 1981, pp. 406 and ff. 
135 Pater, 1986, p. 75. 
136 !bid. p. 76. 
137 !bid. p. 103 . 
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stoic temperance, Aurelius was overcome by ennui, the characteristic sentiment 
of decadence. Marius sees how the emperor represses his pain without acknowl
edging it. Despite the exquisite subtlety of his thoughts, he <loes not meet the 
young Epicurean's expectations for he expected an attitude that suited the philos
ophy that he professed: "It was the attitude, the melancholy intellectual attitude, 
of one who might be greatly mistaken in things - who might make the greatest 
of mistakes". 138 Actually, it is difficult to say whether the laden and depressed 
atmosphere of the novel is due to the dissatisfied nature of the stoic philosopher, 
or whether it was simply Pater's own loneliness and despair which permeated the 
whole work. In the final part, prompted by Cornelius, Marius allows himself to 
be partly seduced by Christian religion. He <loes so not because of its doctrine, 
but because of the intensity of faith that he observes in the faithful: "And so it 
carne to pass that on this moming Marius saw for the first time the wonderful 
spectacle -wonderful, especially in its evidential power over himself, over his 
own thoughts- of those who believe" .139 

The rousing nature of Catholicism is well documented in the history ofNorth
ern literature. At the beginning of the nineteenth century the young Heinrich 
Von Kleist was so moved by the Catholic fervour that he observed in the church
es of Dresden that he almost converted: "Ay, sólo una gota más de olvido y, con 
voluptuosidad, me haría católico ... ". 140 Pater was no exception. And so, justas 
Mallock portrays Mr. Rose as close to the archaic High Church laying more em
phasis on ritual form than on content. Marius in turn falls into Christian tempta
tion in the name of aesthetic intensity. He <loes not convert however but is bewil
dered by the sacramental beauty of a clandestine cult that he considered to be 
even more impressive than the spectacle of the believer: "The aesthetic charm of 
the Catholic church, her evocative power over all that is eloquent and expressive 
in the better mind of man, her outward comeliness, her dignifying convictions 
about human nature". 141 Beyond the liturgy and the moral intensity of faith, the 
young hero of the novel also feels attracted towards the brotherhood of Chris
tianity and the pleasure begot from the simple things of the world which he asso
ciates with the naturalness of ancient paganism. 

So great is the change he experiences regarding life and death that he stops 
being a spectator and tums into a kind of self-hero disguised as a martyr. Marius 
the Epicurean dies sacrificing his life for that of Cornelius. It is a gesture of elegant 

138 !bid. p. 171. 
139 !bid. p. 215. 
140 In "Santa Cecilia o la fuerza de la música". Quoted by Brion, 1971p.47. 
141 Pater, 1986, p. 210. 
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and ardent renunciation whereby he proves to himself that he can defy suffering 
and destruction: "We wait for the great crisis which is to try what is in us: we can 
hardly bear the pressure of our hearts, as we think of it ... it seems an outrage of 
our destiny that we should be led along so gently and imperceptibly, to so terrible 
a leaping-place in the dark, for more perhaps, than life or death". 142 The novel 
concludes with the end of Marius' life after going through a period full of exis
tencial and philosophical emotions as he had desired, yet always avoiding a total 
commitment to any specific sect. Marcus Aurelius' sadness, that languor which 
Marius had disapproved of and which he himself fell prey to, is not overcome in 
the novel either by Christianity or by his own "house of thought". In De Profun

dis, Wilde observes that Pater's attempt to reconcile the life of the senses with 
Christianity in the novel was not fully realised, for the protagonist "is little more 
than a spectator ... and perhaps a little too much occupied with the comeliness of 
the vessels of the Sanctuary to notice that it is the Sanctuary of Sorrow that he is 
gazing at". 143 

Marius the Epicurean (His Sensations and Ideas) remained faithful to its title. 
More than a novel it is the history of a moral and intellectual pilgrimage in which 
the protagonist primarily conveys his ideological or intellectual fluctuations. He 
also conveys his perceptions of the world that surrounds him and does so with a 
rather inner notion of time. The humanist and cultivated si de of Pater the Professor 
of Oxford is revealed by the sheer depth of historical research that was required 
in order to reconstruct Antonine Rome. There are also countless philosophical 
and literary references to classical antiquity. The book was well received despite 
the fact that it was too erudite for the general public. It was especially welcomed 
among the Oxonian circles of the aesthete intelligentsia that considered Pater to 
be the greatest living stylist in England. 144 The Marius was published in 1885 in 
two editions in the same year. It covers all the main topics of the author, but with 
the tactical advantage of being less polemical and of possessing a sublime tone 
which rendered it quite respectable. 

In fact, there is hardly anything scandalous in this rather long yet also rather 
cautious imaginary portrait by Pater. Sexual tension, which was latent in his pre
vious stories, becomes almost unnoticeable, given that the character does not have 
carnal desires. His critica! interpretation of Greek metaphysics was not totally 
new either, for it had already been undertaken by Grote and Bywater. Finally, 
Pater's positive evaluation of Catholicism did not shock anybody, given that his 

142 !bid. p. 260. 
143 Wilde, 1979, p. 204. 
144 Small, the editor, in the "lntroduction", in Pater, 1986, p. xx. 
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ornamental focus was already well known: "It doesn't matter what is said as long 

as it is said beautifully". 145 Many of the tics of Mallock's Mr. Rose are vividly 

portrayed jn Pater's novel, which shows that Pater was not prepared to renounce 

his psychological universe despite Oxonian hostility. In fact, Pater's rejection of 

the Low and Broad Church -which made him the target of Mallock's Anglican 

criticisms-was based on the fact that Protestantism was ceremonially excessive

ly sober. For the aesthetes for1n was all, and a puritan religion (the Low Church) 

or one that was too popular (the Broad Church) could never equal the spectac
ular dramatism of Latin Catholicjsm. 

Like Pater in Marius, Mr. Rose finds that only orthodox ritualists could 

awaken in him that "philosophy of atmosphere" that he was looking for: "the 

tapers, the high altar ... all produce a curious old-world effect, ... there is a 

regretful insincerity about it all, that is very nice, and that at once appeals to 

me ... ". 146 We should not overlook the fact, however, that in London at the end 

of the century one could attend masses which were celebrated according to 

tradition in orthodox controlled parishes and that Pater was not alone in his 

appreciations. Ian Fletcher maintains that Pater received his inspiration from 
the church of St. Alban's in Holborn, where the chaplain celebrated mass draped 

as a second-century Roman gentleman. This was the same historical period as 

Marius. 147 Was this the archaic religion that Pater considered to be adaptable 

to the nineteenth century? What role does Platonism have in the proposal that 

Pater feels moral/y obliged to formulate? Both questions are fundamental in 

understanding his definitive treatment of Plato in 1893. 
Pater is not content with simply highlighting the emocional state and the 

situations which favour inflamed agnostic religjous expression. He explains and 

justifies the human desire for consolation, company and, most importantly, for 

the experience of religatio. He describes this as "the temper of a devotee" 148 and 

"fullness of life and insight". 149 And it is here that religious sentiment -"if we 

really cared to make it such"- , 150 existencia] insecurity and the philosophy of art 

seem to merge. For, like Wilde, Pater also wishes nature to be tainted by the 
human sensibility that perceives it. If the philosophical thought for building the 

base on which he wants to construct his home of wisdom does not exist, he is 

145 Pater quoted by Levey, 1978, p. 83. 
146 Mallock, 1935, p. 218. 
147 Fletcher, 1971, p. 31. 
148 Pater, 1986, p. 72. 
149 !bid. p. 87. 
150 !bid. 
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ready to adapt the system which he finds to suit his needs the most. The Greek 
quest for theoría, "that vision of a wholly reasonable world, which ... literally makes 
man like God ... ", 151 is commendable and noble. The mistake, according to this 

shy half brother of Nietzsche, lies in the belief that a sphere of reality exists be
yond that of the human mind as well as in forgetting or undervaluing sensitive 

reality and the force of that perceptive mind. 
One sunny but extremely cold February afternoon, Marius was horse riding 

through the hills around Rome when he hada strong and important revelation: 
that of "some other companion, an unfailing companion, ever at his side through
out; doubling his pleasure in the roses by the way ... It was as if there were not 
one only, but two wayfarers, side by side ... ". 152 Here, this spirit who accomp

anies him along the way takes on the nostalgic form of a beloved brother, or of a 
dear lover, for Pater immediately mentions the friendship between Flavius and 
Cornelius. It seems as if this divine being were also conceived in pederastic terms, 
in the Greek sense. Even though he served as Marius' guide and support, he was 

also a partner, an equal. All of a sudden the vision becomes clear and the spirit 
"passed from that mere fantasy of a self-not-himself .. . to those divinations of a 
living and companionable spirit at work in all things, of which he had become 
aware from time to time in his old philosophic readings-in Plato and others ... ". 153 

As if he were narrating a tale, Pater, in extremely simple terms, explains the 
phase described as religious anthropomorphism by Xenophon in antiquity 154 

-

and later on by Fichte, Feuerbach, Strauss and Renan, among others. Pater also 
gets over that moment of unawareness and alienation which plagued Feuerbach 
-"L'homme ... a d'abord pour objet son propre erre sous la forme d'un autre 
etre"-155 and he advances towards what the German thinker termed the "nouvelle 
religion". 156 Marius knows that this being, who in actual fact is himself, may be 

common to all consciences, like a current of spiritual energy of which he was but 
a fragment. The conception of Godas the accumulation of the moral will of the 
universe, which becomes aware of itself in the human mind, was undoubtedly a 
concept he had found in Die BestinZ7nung des Jvlenschen by Fichte, a philosopher 

whom he had read thoroughly, according to Billie Andrew Inmann. 157 The God 
of modern metaphysics, or the "new religion" of historicism, and the "theism of 

151 !bid. p. 80. 
152 !bid. p. 178. 
153 lhid. p. 179. 
l54 See fragment D.K. 2 IB 15. 
155 Feuerbach, L'essence du christianisme, in Arvon, 1964, p. 69. 
156 !bid. 
157 lnman, 1981, pp. x-xi. 
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humanity" of positivism are to sorne extent taken up by Pater, who at the same 
time professes that he is opposed to metaphysics and the idea of divinity. 

Like Jowett, Pater profoundly rejected transcendentalist thought. "Meta
physic -that art, ... of bewildering one's self methodically: -one must spend 
little time upon that". 158 How can one be a Platonist and anti-metaphysical at 
the same time? J owett was more pro-Platonist than anyone else, but at the same 
time he discarded pure metaphysics as an object of intellectual study, but not, 
however, as an interpretation of reality. Pater, in contrast, was more ethereal 
and abstract, despite the fact that he didn't believe in a spiritual dimension be
yond the phenomenical world. He considered that Plato may have thought sim
ilarly: he idealised form without taking the existence of the superior and objec
tive archetype seriously. Consequently the British aesthete saw no incompat
ibility between his view of the world and Platonism. In a note on Schiller he 
had written: "An aesthetic attitude reconciles opposites". 159 Aware that he was 
using idealist terminology in writing on experience, he introduced the term 
"anti-metaphysical metaphysic", 160 when describing "the practica! ideal" 161 that 
he wanted to attain. 

According to Pater, the goal of an intense life is a metaphysical one, in that it 
is an unconsummated desire which is always in the process ofbecoming reality. It 
is anti-metaphysical in that it is a practica! and everyday life project. This strange 
mixture of ideas, between visionary contemplation and the immediate reception 
of sensorial perceptions is what he termed "aestheticism". He very well knew that 
such a strange combination, "gave him a peculiar manner of intellectual confi
dence, as of one who had indeed been initiated into a great secret". 162 Plato was 
therefore as fortuitous as Pater himself and instead of a philosopher who had 
created an almost arrogant ascetic and abstract system of thought, he became the 
practitioner of an animistic philosophy which was sensual and adaptable to the 
fantasy of the reader. Hence, the impression Apuleius made on Marius was am
bivalent, but not confused: he brought together Platonic spirituality, "the ascetic 
pride which lurks under all Platonism", 163 anda marked earthly voluptuousness. 
It is like the continuous redemption that comes across in sorne ofKavafis' poems, 
where purity of the soul-"Chastity ... the most beautiful thing in the world ... "164 

158 Pater, 1986, p. 80. 
159 lnman, 1981, p. xiv. 
160 Pater, 1986, p. 81. 
161 !bid. 
162 !bid. p. 90. 
163 !bid. p. 115. 
164 !bid. p. 203. 
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-is placed side by side with unashamed lust. In the end, both were exemplary 
forms of the intense life that Marius and Pater aspired to. 

Plato is very much a chameleon as well. Richard J enkyns did not hesita te in 
criticising Pater for such a peculiar adaptation: "Indeed anyone whom Pater ever 
described turned, sooner or later, into Pater himself ... Plato undergoes the same 
metarnorphosis". 165 One must acknowledge that Pater was very careful and did 
not state that his Plato was the authentic one as did J owett. When Marius, at the 
height of inspiration, believes that he is able to discern what Platonism is, Pater 
clarifies that "it was the Platonic Idealism, as he conceived it ... ". 166 Similarly, on 
commenting on the Platonic streak of Apuleius he warns: "Apuleius was a Pla
tonist: only far him, the Ideas of Plato were ... informing souls, in every type and 
variety of sensible things". 167 What interested Pater most was the effect rather 
than the cause. he was not so much concerned with being faithful to the historical 
Plato as he was with using him for the noble purpose of attaining the "great 
ideal" .168 Marius, after going through the experience of the Aurelian school and 
after he had had a taste of most of the philosophical schools of the age, has the 
courage to present bis Platonism despite the inexactitudes. 

Pater knew that he would be misunderstood and that this inversion of Platonic 
terms would seem absurd to everybody, and especially to his colleagues at Balliol 
College. He therefore admitted that a great deal of intelligence was needed to 
make sense of the contradictory discourse of the extremely precious, and even 
pretentious, Apuleius. But the moment of illumination did arrive and it was of 
great importance for Marius' Platonist and sensitive education: "For a moment 
his fantastic foppishness and his pretensions to ideal vision seemed to fall into 
sorne intelligible congruity with each other. In truth, it was the Platonic Idealism, 
... which for him literally animated, and gave him so lively an interest in, this 
world of the purely outward aspects of men and things. -Did material things, ... 
really need apology for being there, to interest one, at all?". 169 Pater is precise: 
the Plato of the Mature Marius and of Apuleius loves the world and beautiful 
persons and things because of and not in spite of a sensitive idealism. 

He considered this double meaning to be intrinsic in Plato and Socrates: 
"Certainly, the contemplative philosophy of Plato, with its figurative imagery and 
apologue, its manifold aesthetic colouring, its measured eloquence, its music for 

165 Jenkyns, 1980, p. 257. 
166 Pater, 1986, p. 191. 
167 !bid. 
168 "to have apprehended the Great Ideal ... ", in !bid. p. 181. 
169 !bid. p. 191. 
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the outward ear, had been, like Plato's old master himself, a two-sided or two
coloured thing". 170 Pater does not see this as a paradox: a lover ofbeauty such as 
Plato also has to be a lover of the material. The lave scale of the Symposium be
comes a bridge between the environrnent and the person's experience, not frorn 
the heights of conceptual abstraction but from immediate perception. In other 
words, Pater suggests in the Marius that the objects that surround us also have a 
soul waiting to be recognised and listened to by a receptive humanity. lt is evid
ent that Neoplatonic animism emanated from this Plato of Imperial Rorne or, 
more precisely, frorn Victorian England. 

17º ]bid. p. 191. 



III. WALTER PATER'S PLATO AND PLATONISM, OR THE 
LONELY CHAMBER OF THE ARISTOCRATIC MIND 

IN 1885 PATER HAD PUBLISHED the first edition of Marius, which had been 
successful, and he was still free from academic obligations. He therefore decided to 
move clown to London and stay with rus sisters Clara and Hester at number 12 of 
the quiet and austere Earl's Terrace in the residencial area of Kensington. He was 
hurt and vexed by the constant references to his dubious sexuality and hoped that 
the cosmopolitan airs of London would help him get over the feeling of being 
trapped which pervaded his life at the university following the Hardinge affair and 
his proclamation of the aesthetic cuJt in The Renaissance. Visits to the Nacional Gillery 
and the Dulwich Gallery were a priceless stimulus for this arbiter elegantiae, and so 
were his contacts with personalities from the world of culture such as Vernon Lee, 
Edmund Gosse, Simeon Solomon, Arthur Symons, George Moore or Lionel 
Johnson, to mention but a few. The great "saint of sensation"171 received visitors at 
five on Monday afternoons. And those who expected to find the grey and 
downtrodden Pater of Brasenose College were surprised to see him radiant and 
charming. "London transfigures him", 172 said LionelJohnson-Wilde's adversary 
in love matters- in 1889. 

By the beginning of the nineties, Pa ter was already famous and had become a 
true authority on aesthetics in the United Kingdom, only to be matched by Ruskin. 
In his The Romantic '90s, the beautiful Richard Le Gallienne, a poet and object of 
desire for many uranists, 173 explains that during that decade, "perhaps the most 
important of all, ... the most influential, was another fine flower of Oxford culture 
-Walter Pater" .174 Wilde had also used the simile of the flower in reference to 

171 Epithet which he gives to D.S. MacColl , in Ellmann, 1988, p. 305. 
172 Quoted by Levey, 1978, p. 171. 
l 73 See Ellmann, 1988, p. 267. 
174 Le Gall ienne, 192 5, p. 97 . 
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Pater which had become a symbol of decadent and homoerotic prose of the period. 
Le Gallienne reveals true admiration for the aesthete of Brasenose, a sentiment 
that he said was shared by a good number of young followers of the aestheticist 
movement: "In those days we were all going around quoting the famous description 
... of the Mona Lisa ... -and we were all exhorting ea ch other 'to bum always 
with this hard, gemlike flame' ". 175 Yet, to a certain extent Pater felt intimidated 
by such an attribution of leadership over the refined pederastic circles of the city, 
for he had not forgotten the unlucky fate of Simeon Solomon or his own 
humiliations at Oxford. The commentaries from Mallock's New Republic and the 
play Patience were still fresh in people's minds and it seems that Pater wanted to 
redeem his reputation by publishing essays in such decorous magazines as the 
Contemporary Review and Macmillan ~ Magazine. Yet, the subject of Plato and 
Platonism continued to arouse a considerable amount of suspicion. 

Three arrides by Pater on Plato appeared in the above magazines during 
1892. In all three arrides his presentation of the Greek philosopher was general 
but quite sui generis nonetheless. A little la ter on, due to the good critica! response, 
these arrides reappeared as three chapters in Plato and Platonism, Pater's last book 
published by the editorial Macmillan in F ebruary 1893. A note by the author that 
precedes the text informs the reader that Plato and Platonism is a collection of 
lectures addressed to students of philosophy, but Pater also points out: "By 
Platonism is meant not neo-Platonism of any kind, but the leading principles of 
Plato's doctrine, which I have tried to see in close connection with himself as he is 
presented in his own writings". 176 Why did Pater want to make it clear that it 
was not neo-Platonism when this difference was well known at the end of the 
century? 

Mill, Grote andJowett had no respect for Neoplatonic philosophy and Pat
er, who had also inherited their historicism, was no different in this respect. This 
book, however, was also his first -and only- book on a philosopher. Despite 
Pater's knowledge in the area of ancient philosophy which he demonstrated in 
Marius, the lack of a more solid tradition in this field, together with his reputa
tion of mysticism and irrationality - a bit in the line of Taylor-, explains why 
Pater went out of his way to reaffirm the "masculinity" of his study on Plato 
against the accusation of páthos, or of a "feminine forgetfulness of one's self'', 177 

waged at his imaginative speculative activity. Though Marius was disappointed 

175 !bid. p. 98. 
176 Pater, 1969. 
177 Ibid. p. 281. 
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by the seriousness and lethargy of Marcus Aurelius, neither Pater nor the reader 
were to feel such frustration with this more successful and "healthier" Plato. The 
Pater who wrote Plato and Platonism was a writer who was more sure of himself. 
His creative eminence had been acknowledged by the literary criticism of the 

period, even though the philosophical vanguard regarded him with a certain 
amount of apprehension. Pater was confident enough to challenge academia and 
put forward an extremely personal line of interpretation of Platonism ata time 
when research studies on Hellenic tapies had begun a rich and long period of 
splendour at Oxford. 

Despite his desire for respectability, Pater does not curb himself when he de
scribes his extra-academic Plato. He is a sensual yet clear-headed philosopher, a 
realist but at the same time very much given to abstraction. In the midst of all these 
juxtaposed traits of this end-of-the-century Plato, stands out a blatantly sexist "house 
of thought" which asks not to be confused with effeminate and naive digressions. 
Plato and Platonism announces that it will place Plato within his context, but to a 
large extent it is a presentation of Pater's own thought, "a voyage of discovery, pros
ecuted almost as if at random ... ". 178 In this imaginary portrait of Plato Pater tries 
to seek inspiration in the real model. But his Plato in fact has more in common with 
his direct ancestors: the antagonistic Platos of Grote and J owett. 

When Pater published Plato and Platonism, he thought of returning to Brase
nose, where he still maintained his living quarters. Was it nostalgia or perhaps 
more public and personal confidence that impelled him to go back to the reprov
ing city of the steeples? What was important was that his return was preceded by 
the publication of this study on Plato, andJowett in turn had also recently brought 
out his third edition of the Platonic dialogues from a completely opposite world 
view. Therefore, it is most likely that Pater did not expect any confrontation with 
the rectorship of Balliol. He was right, for apparently the old Master gave his 
approval and Lewis Campbell, who was so critical of Grote, 179 praised him open
ly.180 The tone of Plato and Platonism is much more resolved than that of Marius, 
and not as soft as The Renaissance, Miscellaneous Studies or Imaginary Portraits. It 
presented a life philosophy which was as daring as that of the "Conclusion", but 
infinitely more prophetic and forceful. 

The very fact that Pater addressed the book to philosophy students - when 
five years earlier he had blamed himself for pedagogical negligence in having 

178 !bid. p. 184. 
179 See Campbell, 1866 B, pp. 109 and ff. 
18° Campbell, 1893, p. 264. 
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put across certain harmful concepts to his students in his controversia! conclusion 

to the book on the Renaissance-18 1 is indicative of a greater inner freedom. 

Nowadays his Plato, which is perhaps more read than that of Grote or Jowett, 

has completely lost its original academic purpose. Practically nobody approaches 

the work in order to understand Plato, but rather to get a glimpse of an important 

episode of the history of ideas in the late Victorian age, or simply in order to 

follow Pater's trajectory. Actually, Plato and Platonisnz has received much more 

attention during the XX century than its illustrious predecessors, and has been 

the subject of numerous and qujte diverse evaluations and treatments. Before 

elaborating my own conclusions I shall try to sum up those that are most 

relevant. 182 

From the recent bibliography, William F. Shuter's two arrides, that of 1982 

and that of 1988, in Prose Studies, 183 are possibly the most useful in guiding one's 

reading of Plato and Platonism. On the one hand, Shuter takes up the previous 

bibliography and evaluates it. With the help of the repertoire of Pater's readings 

elaborated by Dr. Inman, he accurately traces the Anglo-Germanic philosophical 

influences which are essential to an understanding of Pater's work. This is inval

uable to the reader because Pater was reluctant when it carne to quoting most of 

his sources. This was the main defect which was pointed out by critics at the time. 

Shuter defines Plato and Platonism as "propaedeutic in its intention"184 and aimed 

at presenting a philological, speculative and scientific panorama of nineteenth 

century criticism of Plato to the student of philosophy. On the other hand, Shut

er places Pater within the context of the university and the programme of the 

Literae Humaniores, and he demonstrates that as a professor he complied with his 

obligations and followed the currículum. He was also intolerant of the lack of 

academic rigour of certain colleagues such as Jowett185 and worried by the arbi

trariness of the exam system. These t:wo arrides are extremely well documented 

and have provided me with an extremely useful historical background. 

Another important study is that by Ian C. Small, in The British Joumal of 

Aesthetics186 of 1972. Here the author comparesJowett's idealist interpretation of 

181 Th e Renaissance, "Conclusion", in Pater, 1982, p. 58. 
182 The bibliography on Pater is ahundant. I am limiting myself here to the studies exclusively dedi cated 

to Plato and Plato11i.1w . I will however mention three studies that are of interest in approaching Pater's 
philosophical thought: Anthony Wa rd, Wrt!teT Pater: The Idea in Natui·e; Wolfang Iser, H7alter PateT: 

183 
Die A utono111ie des Asthetischen; Germain d'Hangest, Walter Pate1·: l'hom111e et l 'oeuvre. 
Shuter, 1982 and Shuter, 1988. 

184 Shuter, 1982, p. 22 5. 
185 See Shuter, 1988, p. 5 5. 
186 Small , 1972. 
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an ineffable Platonic aesthetics to Pater's defence of a Platonic art that is individ
ually consummated and expressed. Small does not go into depth, but the parallel 
he draws betweenJowett the teacher and Pater the student is interesting. Despite 
their differences, along with many scholars of Plato in Victorian Oxford as well as 
many Europeans today, they both shared the conviction that the Platonic dia
logues were literature. Literature that according to the Balliol translator was full 
of absolute truths, and rather personal and doubting in the eyes of the Brasenose 
professor. Small also takes a quick look at Hellenic studies at Oxford during the 
last quarter of the century. On the whole bis treatment of the subject is quite 
adequate but not very illuminating. 

U.C. Knoepflmacher's essay in Victorian Studies, 1962 187 is a study of reli
gious sentiment in Pater's Plato and Platonism which deserves a closer look, for it 
is more ambitious than those mentioned above. Knoepflmacher manages to dis
cem Pater's final stance with regard to faith, which he views as a way of finding a 
personal and intimist way out of the religious crisis of Victorian England. As far 
as he sees it, Pater follows the sceptical attitude of the end of the century, but he 
adds to it a layman's religious aesthetics which attempts to channel the human 
need for devotion and intensity. Knoepflmacher's article is complicated but abounds 
in references and clarifications. It is quite suggestive if one is interested in study
ing Pater's proposal of a new and healthy religion inspired in Dorian cults and 
that is aimed at reconciling Christianity with paganism, and in this way moulds 
itself to the mistrustful mentality of the end of the century. 

David J. DeLaura dedicates a chapter to Pater's Plato in his book Hebrew 

and Rellene in Victorian England of 1969. He follows Knoepflmacher's thesis on 
Pater's religious synchreticism, to which he adheres. In order to focus his re
search, he situates Plato and Platonism within the framework of Pater's other 
works. He goes on to suggest that Pater's fusion of antagonistic elements points 
towards a kind of superior Christianity, more humanised and morally enrich
ing. DeLaura's research is extremely useful for those who are studying the roots 
of Victorian religious sentiment and how they are interrelated, ie. Newman, 
Arnold and Pater. 

I must also give due acknowledgement to the work of two contemporary 
specialists on Victorian Hellenism, Tumer andJenkyns, who have hadan enormous 
influence on my work. Frank M. Turner focuses on what he calls Pater's 
"intellectual eroticism" 188 from a surprising but not at all arbitrary perspective. 

187 Knoepflmacher, 1962 . 
188 Tumer, 1981, p. 410. 
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He considers that Pater's Plato is, "surprisingly enough", 189 indebted to George 

Grote. Pater's insistence on highlighting the dialectical and questioning coté of 

Plato, and the fact that he views the Platonic Respublica as a dictatorship, reveal, 

according to Turner, the strong imprint of the historian of Greece. This is despite 

the fact that their personal interpretations of Platonic poli tics were antagonistic. 

We should keep in mind that Pater supported the paternalist government that 

Grote denounced. Yet, despite the detailed nature ofTurner's work, Pater seems 

to be relegated to a philosopher of empirical convictions who makes use of paradox 

and favours reactionary political forms. Both traits are veridical. However, his 

omission of any references to aestheticism, religious conflict and homoeroticism 

in Pater is like banishing the queen of Shakespeare's Macbeth. Even so, I 
acknowledge that Turner's chapter has been very illustrative and clarifying as 

regards my understanding of Pater's case. 

RichardJenkyns deals with Pater's Plato190 on two occasions and goes to the 

other extreme. He almost overlooks the critica! and sceptical spirit of the Brase

nose aesthete's interpretation of Plato, but concentrates on Pater's mannerisms 
and on his homoerotic manipulation of Platonism: "It was Pater the aesthete who 

strove for 'an exquisite cultivation of the senses', Pater the invert who was 'sub

ject to the influence of fair persons', Pater the agnostic ... half delighted by a 
sense of sin ... ". 191 J enkyns does not only disqualify Pater when it comes to inter

preting a metaphysical philosophy, which according to him he does not want to 

understand, but he also reduces his model of the sensual and moderate Spartan 

philosopher to the category of a voyeur of young athletes: "His portrait of the 
writer as, in effect, a middle-aged gentleman loitering wistfully at the edge of the 

playing fields is not altogether pleasing". 192 Apart fromJenkyn's apparent homo

phobia, and laying aside his disregard for Pater's philosophy, his exhaustive and 
well-structured analysis of the Victorian cultural world, together with the pro

fuse amount of information and specific anecdotes about the aesthete, have been 

a model of inspiration forme. I have followed it constantly even though at times 

from an opposite perspective. 
Finally, in 1994, Anne Varty, professor at London University, collaborated 

on a collection of essays on Pater and Plato entitled Platonism and the English 

lmagination. 193 Varty tries to briefly point out the essential differences between 

189 !bid. p. 3 74. 
190 J enkyns, 1980; and J enkyns, 1992. 
191 Jenkyns, 1980, p. 257 . 
192 !bid. p. 22 5. 
193 Baldwin ! H utton, 1994, pp. 25 7-267. 
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Pater's Plato and those of Grote and Jowett. In doing so she makes use of refer

ences to Heracli tus and Pythagoras from Plato and Platonism. Anne Varty focuses 

only on the problems that Pater presents and censures him for his openly homo

erotic interpretation of Plato. She also dedica tes a section to the essay on Winck

elmann. Her exposition is well thought out but very general. 

I myself have collected material and have made a detailed and more perva
sive reading of Plato and Platonism, with the aim of finding sorne interna! logic 

anda view of the world that could incorpora te all of the aspects with which Pater 

dealt. I have, however, laid more emphasis on his anti-metaphysical treatment of 

Platonic rnetaphysics; on sensuality as a new criterion of certainty; on the almost 

nihilistic character of his scepticism; on his influential hornoerotic reading of Pla
tonism; and on his apparently anti-democratic and disconcerting political stance. 

Walter Pater lectured on the Respublica at Oxford frorn 1875 to 1892, except 

for eight years during which he did not teach. These classes were programmed in 

line with the subject rnatter of final exams and this, as Shuter points out, was 
reflected in Plato and Platonism: "it would be difficult to find a topic treated in 

Plato and Platonism that does not appear at least once on the examinations admin
istered between 1864 and 1891 ". 194 At a first glance the book did not contain 

many novelties. The topics were the same as always: the pre-Socratics and their 

influence on Plato, the figure of Socrates, the sophists, the theory of ideas, the 
dialectics, the Respublica, Sparta, and Plato's theory on art. The focus was also 
historical and Hegelian, which was quite common during a period that consid

ered the history of philosophy to be a way towards intellectual progress. From 
the start, Pater makes a declaration of methodological principies and he does so 
with historicist conviction: "Hegel and his predominant theory of the ever-chang

ing 'Time Spirit' or Zeit-geist ... , the historie method ... , bicis us ... to put Plato 

into his natural place, as a result from antecedent and conternporary rnovernents 
of Greek speculation, of Greek life generally". 195 

Hegelian historical analysis was so pervasive at the end of the XIX century 

that even Pater described J ohn Burnet's historiographical approach, in the first 

edition of Early Greek Philosophy of 1892, as anti-conventional. 196 What rnade Bur

net's study stand out was precisely his independence from the Hegelian evolu
tionist criterion. This allowed him to arrive at unconnected conclusions such as: 

that the pre-Socratics defended a material arché, that the Platonic dialogues were 

194 Shuter, 1988, p. 46. 
195 Pater, 1969, pp. 9-11. 
196 ]bid. p. 59: " ... Mr. Burnet's Early Gi-eek Philosophy; which I have read ... with much admiration far its 

leaming and lucidity, and its unconventionality of view". 
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the result of Plato's experience at the Academy and not a continuation of Socrat

ism, or that there existed an esoteric Plato indebted to the Pythagorean schoo). 

In contrast, Pater, showed little orno originality in opting for a historical focus of 

intellectual evolutionism as well as in his choice of subject matter. Consequently, 

sorne critics branded him as academically conservative, and "too respectful of re

ceived opinion and reluctant to venture near the frontiers of scholarship" .197 E ven 

so, a more objective reading reveals that the contents of his interpretation of Pla

tonic thought and his way of presenting it were, if nothing else, very personal. 

Pater presents his Plato starting from the basis of two fundamental prin

cipies: historicism and aestheticism. He also in a very indirect way introduces the 

la test schools of exegesis of Plato in Europe. He addresses himself to a hypothet

ical student audience, which is probably familiar with Jowett's translations and 
comrnentaries. The contrast between the two readings, the idealist and the aes

theticist must have been quite novel. J enkyns points out that the coexistence of 

two so dissimilar options of Platonism is in itself proof of the importance of Plato 
at the time: "There could hardly be a better testimony to Plato's power over the 

Victorian spirit". 198 Jowett presented a moralistic and liberal Plato. Pater on the 

other hand tried to reconcile ethics and aesthetics in Plato and Platonism, as well 
as in The Renaissance and Marius. In this specific case he also tried to reconcile 

philosophy with art, a difficult task if we keep in mind Plato's criticism of artistic 

production. According to Pater, Plato was a poet, a creator of philosophical liter

ature, and that is how he was to be read: "as in reading Hamlet or The Divine 

Comedy, so in reading the Respublica, to watch for its dramatic interest, the specta
cle of a powerful, of a sovereign intellect, translating itself, ... into a great literary 

monument". 199 

The artist's ability to bring together contrary elements allowed Pater's Plato 

to find unity in diversity: "Only ... Plato's richly coloured genius will find a com

promise between the One which al o ne really is . . . and the Man y, which most 

properly is not, yet presses so closely on eye and ear and heart and fancy and will, 

at every moment".2ºº Though he is clearly reluctant when it comes to accepting 
idealism, Pater <loes not deny the existence of Platonic dualism, which according 

to Plato was the dualism between the world of dóxa and that of epistéme. He <loes, 

however, blame Socrates for this inicial asceticism and gives his own reading on 

the subject. Pater therefore asserted that the philosopher of the Academy was a 

197 Conclusions ofShuter, in Shuter, 1982 , p. 226, n. 7. 
198 Jenkyns, 1980, p. 260. 
199 Pater, 1969, p. 11. 
200 !bid. p. 46. 
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sensual and a spiritual man at the same time, and he explained the antinomy of 
this apparently exclusive dualism by turning Plato's arguments upside clown. In 
other words, when he maintains that in philosophy and in art, "form, in the full 

significance of that word, is everything, and the mere matter is nothing",2º1 he 
does not do so through deliberate superficiality nor through radical iconoclast
icism, but due to a change of axis. This was Wilde's meaning when he stated in 
Darían Gray, "that the senses, no less than the soul, have their spiritual mysteries 
to reveal".2º2 This was very reminiscent of Pater. In fact, what the two aesthetes 
wanted to say was that the point of reference had turned away from the ineffable 
abstraction of the soul and towards the deliberate and subtle voluptuousness of 
sensibility. We thus have a change of criteria which superimposes aesthetic valid
ity onto purely intellectual and moral validity. This also affects their interpreta
tion of Platonism, which Pater had adapted as a model of thought. 

As I see it, their aestheticist philosophy consisted in inverting and transmut
ing existing values. This expression may seem a plagiarism of Nietzsche, but the 
truth is that generally speaking it was an age in which the questioning of values 
and experimentation abounded. In their exegesis of Plato, Pater and Wilde sug
gest that tangible beauty occupies the place of Archimedes point that tradition 
attributed to Trutl1, "Beauty is Truth", or of the even more divine Idea of Good. 
According to th.is perspective, what was previously relegated because it seemed 
no more than an external quality was now to become an essential reality which 
permeated the most profound intellectual operations. Consequently, that which 
was essential had to be understood through aesthetics. Plotinus,203 Ficino and 
Pico also associated the sense of sight (hórasis) with desire (éros), and Ficino also 
maintained that all bodily beauty was spiritual, to the extent that it was intellectu
ally understood. For the aesthetes, however, it was a matter of educating the sen
sibility which, instead of archetypes, based itself on bodies and images. It did so 
not in order to ascend towards transcendence as in the Phaedros or the Sympo

sium, or in Ficino, but in order to enjoy beauty subjectively as a way oflighting up 
or intensifying the sensation of life. Wilde speaks in these terms: "Aesthetics are 
higher than ethics. They belong to a more spiritual sphere. To discern the beauty 

of a thing is the finest point to which we can arrive".2º4 When Pater and Mr. 
Wilmot of Compton Mackenzie refer to interior things, they are referring to a 

201 !bid. p. 8. 
202 Wilde, 1976, p. 111. 
203 Plotinus EnneadIII, viii, 7; Pico della Mirandola, 1942, cap. nono & decimo, pp. 497-9; Ficino, 1986, 

Discourse V, chap. III. 
204 !bid. p. 117. 
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succession of immanent experiences that were to the objects being appreciated 

what the world of ideas was to things. In other words, they gave them reality and 
meaning. This is the venerated realm of the "house of thought". 

According to Pater, Plato was a genius for having constructed this paradox 

between Socratic yearning for a sphere that was distant from the senses with the 

apparently contradictory inclination towards their beautiful aesthetic representation 
in the world: "it is however in the blending of diverse elements in the mental 

constitution of Plato that the peculiar Platonic quality resides ... Yes, the visible 
world, so pre-eminently worth eye-sight at Athens just then, really existed for 

him: exists still -there's the point!- is active still everywhere, when he seems to 

have turned away from it to invisible things".2º5 For Pater, Plato's eroticised 

idealism meant that, even when he was abstracting, his celestial forms were not so 

much intangible but alive like people, so in fact there was no incompatibility: 
"Plato is one for whom the visible world thus 'really exists"' .206 Leaving Pater 

aside for a moment, one must concede that the historical Plato did not deny the 
existence of visible en ti ti es, but he relativised their degree of reality when compared 

to the absolute quality of abstractions. Even so, his end of the century interpreter 

mixes up the concepts to the point of deliberately confusing the identities of the 
archetype with the thing. Recent studies point to Pater as a forerunner of 

deconstruction, for having metamorphosed the terms of Platonic metaphysics. With 

regard to this Dellamora says: " ... in Plato and Platonism Pater provides a vigorously 
'deconstructionist' reading of Plato. Pater notes that the 'Parmenidean One or 

Absolute' for which Plato searches, 'is after all but zero, and a mere algebraic symbol 

for nothingness".2º7 If by deconstruction we are to understand the unveiling of 

metaphysical categories, we could say that Pater not only showed them but that 

he also found an immediate substitute to fill the space occupied by that which he 

saw as the mirage of nothingness. 
The truth is that so much intangibility was inconceivable for this cultivator 

of the senses. Thus, he believes that he discerns a reinstatement of Homeric ani
mism in the austerity of the Platonic world of ideas, "veiled now as abstract no

tions, Love, Fear, Confidence, and the like".2º8 The comparison with Homer, 
besides being anachronical, is also too far fetched. Though a didactic illustration 

of the world of ideas through images of people could be valid, the categorical 

205 Pater, 1969, p. 126. 
2º6 !bid. p. 134 
207 Richard Dellamora, O·itical hnpressionism as Anti-Phallogocentric Strategy, in Brake / Small, 1991, p. 

127. 
208 Pater, 1969, p. 168. 
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substitution of theory for simile would imply that the Platonic essences were an
thropomorphic and fabled, like the Olympian divinities. In fact, this was precise
ly one of the reasons for which Plato criticised the poets. Yet, Pater <loes not give 
the matter a second thought. Quite the opposite. In order to reaffirm his empir
icism he tries to maintain that Plato viewed the relationship between ourselves as 
perceiving subjects and intellectual abstractions as comparable to the relation
ship we have with lovers or friends, a relationship of magnetism or rejection, 
never a purely intellectual one. For Pater the meeting point between these two 
forms ofknowledge, mental and sensual, was theoretical contemplation: "For him 
(Plato), all gifts of sense and intelligence converge in one supreme faculty of the
oretic vision, Theoría, the imaginative reason". 2º9 Pater's "imaginative reason" 
was a direct descendent of Coleridge's "Reason" and "lmagination", and it also 
unites opposites and creates art and life. It is here where Pater's marriage be
tween aesthetics and ethics begins. 

When the prisoner of the cave manages to illuminate the walls of his interior, 

"its many chambers, its memories and associations",210 through his experience of 
things or from the mark they leave on the depth of awareness, s/he knows her/ 
himself better. This is the second great achievement of Plato and Platonisrn: "To 
make men interested in themselves, as being the very ground of all reality for 
them, la vraie vérité, as the French say. .. ".211 From here on the "knowing subject" 
of the aesthetes will always remain open to wisdom, ready to try his luck with 
thought, to suspend judgement when faced with pseudo evidence, beca use nothing 
is definitive and everything can be overturned tomorrow by Heraclitean flux. 
Pater's Plato <loes not have many prejudices when it comes to build1ng his house 
of thought. He·is like an impressionist philosopher, as Ian Fletcher says,212 who 
adds brushstrokes until he creates a picture of reality fashioned after his own taste. 
But the morality of this amoral and "demoralising" aesthete is to be found in that 
his appreciation of art and his interpretation of Platonic philosophy <loes not limit 

itself to pure observation and to an ensuing theoretical proposition, but that it 
also aims at forging a personality type which is against convencional morality. He 
shares this desire with Nietzsche. 

The mental specimen that Pater imagined appears very clearly in Plato and 

Platonism. Hence, the robot portrait of Plato or of Pater's Platonic aesthete is 
something like this: he is of course a man, he is philosophically and morally 

2º9 !bid. p. 140. 
210 !bid. p. 120. 
211 !bid. 
212 Fletcher, 1971, p . 8. 
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agnostic and mystic at the same time, a lover of beauty, sensual yet discrete, ho
mosexual, exquisite when choosing his ideal framework and surroundings and, 
finally, addicted to discipline and marcial, in other words politically conservative. 
The last trait is perhaps the one which is more true to historical Plato.213 Sur

prisingly enough he also lays claim to impartiality. Like Jowett he confuses the 
historical notion of respect far the context with supposed objective precision: "The 
business of the young scholar therefare, in reading Plato, is not to take his side in 
a controversy, to adopt or refute Plato's opinions, to modify, or make apology far, 
what may seem erratic or impossible in him; still less, to furnish himself with 
arguments on behalf of sorne theory or conviction of his own".214 It is discon
certing to see Pater talking like this. Where <lid this conviction of neutrality come 
from and who was this message really addressed to? To begin with, Pater was 
affirming himself in something more than his own mental constructions, and at 
the same time he wanted to get his own back onJowett, whose translations he <lid 
not use in his book. 

The Brasenose aesthete was reluctant when it carne to quoting names and 
references of his sources. Despite this, Shuter has pointed out the known and 
alien ideas that lay behind his understanding of the history of Greek philosophy. 
Hegel had given him the methodological tool, whilst more recent authors such 
as Ueberweg, Müller, Curtius and Grate, suggested historiographic and philo
logical interpretations which he digested and transfarmed with quite interest
ing results. This is because Pater, in his own slightly arbitrary and non-ela
borate fashion was able to discern a glimpse of that two-sided nature of the 
Greek spirit that Nietzsche elaborated on much more systematically and thor
oughly. The influence of Nietzsche on Pater's ambivalent vision regarding the 
orgiastic and mournful cult of Dionysus in Denys l'Auxerrois, or in A Lecture on 

Dionysus, has hardly been studied. Despite their coinciding on man y themes, David 
S. Thatcher, the author of an important study on Nietzsche in England, faund 
"no evidence that Pater ever read Nietzsche". 215 His argument was based on the 
lack of evidence in favour of the opposite hypothesis, and on the fact that Die 

Geburt der Tragódie, was translated into French in 1901 and into English in 1909. 
Pater it seems did not read German.216 Nevertheless, Pater's understanding of 
the dual character of the Hellenic world became widespread in the field of phi
losophy. E ven though the origin of this idea was German, Pater's contribution on 

21 3 See Pater, 1969, p. 125. 
214 !bid. pp. 10-11. 
215 Thatcher, 1970, p. 131. 
21 6 !bid. 
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the theme in Plato and Platonism was an enormous stimulus of creativity and orig
inality in British academic history. 

This idealist and at the same time sensual Plato was, according to our aes
thete, the refined outcome of two schools of thought or even of two antagonistic 
races. Like the Eros of the Symposium, his was a dual nature which invested him 
with that conciliatory and synchretising capacity. On the one hand, his origins 
went back to the Dorian world which fomented the tendency that Pater termed 
"centripetal". On the other hand, and to a lesser extent, he also carne from the 
Ionian people who were responsible far the opposite "centrifuga!" tendency.217 

The result was this hybrid Plato. He was of more Dorian than Ionian stock but 
unavoidably tinged by the turbulent centrifugal whirlpool that he was native to as 
an Athenian. Plato was the son of the temperance of the highlands with distant 
kinship ties to the exciting and cosmopolitan lands of the coast: "Platonism is a 
highly conscious reassertion of one of the two constituent elements in the Hel
lenic genius, of the spirit of the highlands namely in which the early Darían fore
fathers of the Lacedaemonians had secreted their peculiar disposition, in contrast 
with the mobile, the marine and fluid temper of the littoral Ionian people".218 

Laconia and the Dorian race are idealised in Pater's archaeological reconstruc
tion. They are invested with the dangerous label of the superior and philosophi
cal race par excellence. Pater quotes a long passage from the Protagoras 342-3, 
where the Platonic Socrates makes a strange speech on the philosophical virtues 
of the Spartans, which has been the object of a certain amount of controversy 
during our century. 219 Academic opinion is almost unanimous today in regarding 
this passage from Plato as a kind of divertimento, given that Plato disqualifies the 
Spartan constitution in the Respublica 545a, even though he <lid admire their life 
style and discipline, especially in his latter years. 

Pater sees no contradiction here and seems to take the praise literally. Native 
Dorians would be Pythagorians: "whether or not they were taught to read and 
write, they were acknowledged adepts in Pythagorean philosophy, a philosophy 
which attributes to memory so preponderating a function in the mental life".22º 
Their great interest in the kósmos, in musical and numerical order, invests them 

217 Pater, 1969, pp. 103-4. 
218 !bid. pp. 200-1. 
219 On Socrates' praise of Sparta in the Protagoras, see among others Taylor, 197 7, p. 2 5 5: "lt ought not 

to have to be said that this whole representation of Sparta and Crete ... is furious fun", or Guthrie, 
1967-1981, vol. N, p. 485 : " ... he gives a comic Sophistic epideixis ... in which ... he maintains that 
the Spartans are the most cultured and philosophical of the Greeks". On Plato's ambivalent attitude 
towards Sparta, Guthrie refers his readers to the Swedish writer Tigerstedt, 1965, pp. 244-76. 

220 Pater, 1969, p. 199. 
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with the quietude and desire of permanence which was also shared by Parmenides 
and Eleatic thought, which had so much influence on Plato and on his theories of 
the immortality of the soul. In contrast, earthly temptation comes from Ionia, 
from vacillating thinkers, ephemeral and unstable centrifuges, among whom 
Heraclitus -"he too might be thought as a writer of prose, one of the 'fathers' of 
Plato"-221 and the sophists offered the great truth which Darwinism was to 
announce in the second half of the nineteenth century -that everything was 
continua! movement: "Was not the very essence of thought itself also such 
perpetua! motion?".222 Pater's relationship with Heraclitus was truly ambivalent. 
This philosophy of despair, as he was to describe it in Marius, 223 was central to 
his own sceptical interpretation of reality at the end of the century. At the same 
time, however, its inapprehensible nature left it void, far from the "religion of 
sanity"224 or the psychological salvation of the Dorians. 

Pater and his Plato therefore needed something more stable. Whereas Pater 
ascertains that the theory of Zeitgeist is the only way of explaining reality after 
Darwin and Hegel, he concedes that Plato opted for a more secure road to 
knowledge and serenity without totally abandoning the agitated world of things, 
"Where nothing is, but all things seem".225 Plato, who is therefore torn be
tween (transcendent) reality and (sensitive and mutable) appearance, between 
epistéme and dóxa, between light and darkness, initially opts for Eleatic repose: 
" ... to Plato motion becomes the token of unreality in things, of falsity in our 
thoughts about them. It is just this principle of mobility, in itself so welcome to 
all of us, that, with all his contriving care for the future, he desires to with
stand"226 Pater goes on to give his interpretation of Plato's motives for writing 
the Respublica, which clashed head on with Grote's Utilitarian critique and with 
Jowett's civic vision: Plato, fearful as he was of changes, of alterations and of 
death, had in the end planned out a pólis in the manner of Plotinus, a "Plato
nopolis" where he could take refuge from the ephemeral river of time and de
struction: "Everywhere he displays himself an advocate of the immutable. The 
Republic is a pro.posa! to establish it indefectibly in a very precisely regulated, a 
very exclusive community, which shall be a refuge for elect souls from an ill
made world". 227 

221 !bid. p. 12. 
222 !bid. p. 15. 
223 Pater, 1986, p. 7 5. 
224 Pater, 1969, p. 227. 
225 !bid. p. 27. 
226 !bid. p. 22. 
227 !bid. 
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It was extremely arbitrary of Pater to overlook the engagé character of Plato 
as well as the political commitment of free Athenian citizens in the classical per
iod. In doing so he revealed a very Epicurean preoccupation of his which he had 
previously expressed in Marius when the latter had to curb bis enthusiasm for 
Heracletian and Protagorean relativism: how to avoid suffering and not fall into 
nothingness. Perhaps it could be achieved through art ora philosophical faith of 
an artistic nature, like that of Plato: "To create, to live perhaps a little while be
yond the allotted hours, if it were a fragment of perfect expression: -it was thus 
bis longing defined itself for something to hold by amid the 'perpetua! flux"'. 228 

Consequently, only the perception of the necessity of psychological survival could 
explain Pater's marked admiration for Dorian thought above and beyond any per
sonal and intellectual affinities with the philosopher of pánta hrei and with Pro
tagoras. Or would it be too far-fetched to insinuate that the martial virility of the 
men of Sparta under the dictatorial Lykurgos was more compelling than a spec
ulative accord with Heraclitus in Pater's sensual and phalocratic imagination? Let 
us for the moment make a brief stopover in the two houses of thought which 
were the cradle of Pater's Plato. 

I will not go into the academic roots of these two options, the Dorian and 
the Ionian in Pater. Ido, however, consider that it is quite likely that Coleridge's 
two bands -the Platonics and the Aristotelians- could have reappeared at that 
time under different profiles, disguised perhaps as the more a la page idealists 

and evolutionists, and with the ensuing deviations between the two groups. If 
such were the case, it would seem incompatible to declare oneself a Platonist 
anda Heracletian at the same time. Similarly, it was almost compulsory to take 
sides as had occurred with Plato: "the Broad Churchman and the aesthete both 
wanted to claim him for a friend". 229 On the one hand, Heraclitus, the grand
father of dialectics, was very much in vogue, and continued to be so until well 
into the twentieth century, and Pater was not simply up-to-date but was also an 
arbiter elegantiae. RichardJenkyns explains how the poet Louis Mac Neice, on 
arriving in Oxford, carne across the significant graffiti "Pánta hrei, ouden ménei" 

in the toilet. 230 William Cory, a philhellenistic poet and contemporary of Pater 
and Wilde, dedicated a poem to Heraclitus,231 and T. S. Eliot began Burnt Norton 

with fragments 2 and 60 of the Diels edition of Heraclitus. In 1920, F. Scott 
Fitzgerald inserted a few lines of prose addressed to Heraclitus in This Side of 

228 Pater, 1986, p. 89. 
229 Jenkyns, 1980, p. 260. 
230 !bid. p. 144. 
231 "Heraclitus'', William Cory Qohnson), in The Oxford 1970, p. 648. 
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Paradise, 232 and the Anglophile Jorge Luis Borges left at least a couple of po
ems inspired in the thinker from Ephesus.233 

Hence, adhesions to Heraclitus were in vague and Pater based bis own 
acknowledgement on an ideological and existencial penetration with the tradition 
that comes out of the pre-Socratic idea of fire. Yet, Pythagoras, Plato and Plotinus, 
representatives of the rival Dorian lineage, did not lack sympathisers at that time 
either. Robert Bridges, laureate poet between 1913 and 1930, dedicated sincere 
lines and even a poem to Plato and another to Pythagoras,234 whereas Yeats, who 
was an undisputed follower of Pater and also a sceptic spiritualist, was very effusive 
in bis praise of the three religious thinkers: "It seems that I must bid the Muse go 
pack/, Choose Plato and Plotinus far friend/ Until imagination, ear and eye/, 
Can be content ... and deal/ In abstract things".235 Amidst this gigantomachía peri 
tes ousías, Pater would have become a Ionian out of inclination. But he felt a kind 
of horror vacui with regard to uncertainty and the burden of suffering which led 
bim towards the cosmic harmony of Pythagoras and centripetal containment wbich 
he considered to be Dorian. He did not resolve this apparent ambivalence on a 
personal level but through the "Genius of Plato".236 Pater was to hide bebind the 
Athenian philosopher and, like Francis Bacon, was content with sounding the 
trumpet, leaving the magic wand of bis wise Plato to tie up the odd ends that did 
not seem to meet in Plato and Platonism. 

Apart from the ambiguous sensibility of Pater and that of bis time, as well as 
bis own inspiration to explore the historical background of bis Plato, there exist
ed, as was said previously, a bibliography bebind him that furnished him with 
information that he went on to assimilate in a very personal way. Pater read an 
English version of Die Dorier by K.O. Müller, "bis laborious, in spite of its air of 
coldness, passably romantic work".237 He even quoted it to back bis argument in 
favour of Plato's imitation of Sparta and of the Dorian identity of the Pythagor
ians, wbich Grate pronounced himself against.238 Müller's influence on the aes
theticist interpretation of Sparta was decisive. He also drew Pater's attention to 
the military and virile nature of Spartan homoeroticism, and also had a very pos
itive influence on Symonds, who discovered with relief that Krafft-Ebing may 

232 Fitzgerald, ?? 194), p. 144. 
233 Borges, "Le regret d'Héraclite" and "Heráclito", in Borges, 1975, pp. 304 and 313 respectively. 
234 Bridges, 1937, pp. 34, 42, 43, 66, 90, 127. And The Fourth Dimension, and Pythagoras, in Bridges, 

1914, pp. 442-3 and 444 respectively. 
235 "The Tower", in Yeats, 1974, p. 106, and others, for example pp. 129, 162, 166, 184, 195. 
236 The title of Chapter VI of Plato and Platonism. 
237 Pater, 1969, p. 200. 
238 Cf Gro te, 1971, vol. II, p. 3 91. 
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have been wrong after all as regarded the systemic transposition of gender in 
homosexuals. His second most important source is revealed thanks to a mistake 
by Pater when quoting Müller.239 The work in question is the History of Greece by 
Ernst Curtius, translated into English in 1868 and which Pater read a number of 
times, the last time being in 1891. He did not however mention it directly in Plato 
and Platonism, though he quoted a paragraph from it by mistake instead of one by 
Müller. Shuter attributes Pater's racial conception of Greek culture and his bipar
tisan division between Dorians and Ionians to Curtius as well as his Nordic re
creation of a masculine and corpulent Dorian race. 

Pater acknowledges the influence of Grote's History of Greece in relation to 
the affinities and differences amongst the Greeks. He does so in one of his few 
references to other authors. He also attributes the literal expression "centrifuga! 
tendencies",240 to Grote, which he took from the historian's study on the factors 
of unity and disunity among the Greek cities. Gro te spoke of blood, language and 
cult "fellowships", as well as of their differences, though he was reluctant when it 
carne to acknowledging the contrast between Dorians and Ionians in terms of 
two opposed world views: "The general assertions respecting Ionic mobility and 
inconstancy, contrasted with Doric constancy and steadiness, will not be found 
borne out by a study of the facts". 241 A fanciful mind such as Pater's was more 
given to conflict and oscillation. He found Curtius and Müller's thesis, which he 
interpreted as a kind of schizophrenia of the Greek soul which hesitates befare 
two diverging paths, much more stimulating than Grote's cold and more prag
matic representation. 

This duplicity was so important for Pater that it marked the outline of his 
house of thought as well as his way of rendering Plato's philosophy. He also had an 
excuse for not opting either for one or the other and that was his argument of 
scepticism. However, apart from the fantasy and the ardent emotions, his love of 
contrast allowed him to intuit the two sides discovered by Nietzsche in the Apollo
nian religious faith of Laconia: "we discern clearly a single day of somewhat shrill 
gaiety, between two days of significant mourning after the manner of All Souls' 
Day".242 Nor was this dual principle missing in Doric pederasty. According to Pa
ter, the Dioscuri, semi-Gods and privileged inhabitants of Laconia, were the two 
stars that we know as Gemini, Castor and Polydeuces: "virginal fresh stars of dawn, 
rising and setting altemately-those two half-earthly, half-celestial brothers, one 

239 Pater, 1969, p. 214-5. 
24º Grote, 1971, vol. II, p. 2 57. 
24! !bid. vol. rv, p. 406, n. 
242 Pater, 1969, p. 230. 
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of whom, Polydeuces, was immortal. The other, Castor, ... subject to old age 

and death ... ". 243 The twins were complementary and both of them became im
mortal in exchange far taking turns in coming out, at dawn and at dusk alterna
tively. Pater saw in these slightly incestuous brathers the exemplary model of 
Spartan pederasty. 

Not even Platonism after Plato lacked this double side and once again we 
can detect contemporary influences that Pater never acknowledged. He argued 
that Plato had to be explained not only thraugh his predecessors but also thraugh 
the continuers of his philosophy. Grate, unlike J owett, conceded to the existence 
of two speculative currents which pertained to two types of Platonism. Pater was 
convinced of this: "there are in the history of philosophy two opposite Platonic 
traditions; two legitimate yet divergent streams of influence from him".244 His
torical Plato in the XIX century, and especially from Grate onwards, was seen as 
a philosopher who combined doubt or the critical attitude -"another name far 
scepticism ... a habit, namely, of tentative thinking and suspended judgement"-
245 with an almost dogma tic belief in the world of ideas and their absolute values 
-"the high ideal, the uncompramising demand far absolute certainty, in any truth 
or knowledge worthy of the name".246 The first graup, which Pater considered 
to be the most authentic with regard to Socratic method, was composed of Lu
cian, Cicera, Aberlard and Montaigne. In the second, from which western meta
physics has been constructed, were to be faund Aristotle, the Neoplatonists, Pra
clus, Descartes, Spinoza, Hegel and Schelling. 

It is interesting to see that Pater's image of Aristotle, that of a theoretical and 
metaphysical thinker rather than a pragmatic one, is quite divorced from that of 
Coleridge but on the other hand coincides with Taylor's. The fact that Aristotle 
was vinculated with the most idealist line of Platonism and with the theory of 
ideas shows that Pater and Oxfard had been influenced by their reading of Grant's 
Aristotle. Grant, a farmer student ofJ owett, was a silent influence -ora silenced 
one- in Pater. He had been a pioneer in establishing the real connection be
tween the two Greek philosophers by specifying that: "If one were asked what 
books will thraw most light upan the Ethica of Aristotle, the answer must be un
doubtedly, 'the Dialogues of Plato"'.247 Pater may also have inherited from Grant 

the theory of enérgeia as an awareness of interior life, "rather from within than 
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from without; it is the sense of existence; and it is ... inseparably connected with 
the idea oflife ... ",248 as well asan understanding of the nature of ideas in Plato. 

In the chapter dedicated to the Platonic doctrine of archetypes, Grant gives 
a very Protagorean exposition of Platonism, and he does so with brilliant clarity. 
Like Pater, he begins by contrasting Heraclitus with the Socratic univer?als and 
the impossibility that Plato encounters when trying to establish a firm base of 
knowledge. Later on, however, perhaps inspired by Aristotle's criticism of the 
objective existence of ideas or paradigms in book one of Metaphysica, 249 Grant 
gives an immanent explanation of their existence: "We find that the transcendental 
existence of the 'Ideas', that is, their existence apart from the human mind, is only 
asserted ... in mythical and imaginative passages ... ".250 This is the only idealism 
that could have been acceptable to Pater, that is, the infinite and atemporal sphere 
of the Platonic tópos ouránios transferred to the impenetrable and individual realm 
of the human mind. Jowett, the old professor, had said exactly the opposite,251 

though he did suggest that at times in Plato's discourse one could understand the 
doctrine of ideas "sometimes as existing in a mind, at other times as if they had no 
more to do with a mind than an object in space".252 

J owett's ambiguity was due to his sense of convenience and to the intellectual 
insecurity that he no doubt experienced when he was older. F or example, if he 
was focusing on the subject from a Christian perspective, he affirmed that essen
ces were independent from the mental apprehension of them. On more academic 
occasions, he did not deny the possibility of confusion between intellectual real
ity and Plato's transcendental ideal. He did so simply because this last line of 
argument reached Oxford from the fearful and rigorous Aristotelian circle of Pat
tison and Bywater, the latter being a clase friend of Pater's. In any case, the sub
ject was discussed at the university and Alexander Grant's contribution in putting 
forward the idea of the possible subjective nature of Platonic ideas has never been 
given the acknowledgement it deserved. In fact, Pater has been attributed with 
coming up with a theory that Grant had put forward in 1866. Years later, in 1929, 
Robert Bridges, in The Testament of Beauty, merges the two positions, the imma
nent and the transcendentalist, in arder to bring Plato's thought closer to the 
reader of his poetry in the 20th century: "So if we, changing Plato's old difficult 
term,/ should rename his Ideas Influences, there is none/ would miss his meaning 

248 Grant quoted by Turner, 1981, p. 3 51. 
249 Metaphysica l. 9 and ff. 
25º Grant, 1885, vol. I, p. 200. 
251 Jowett Papers IB 23, p. 113: "eidos ... has a distinct idea of species in the logical sense". 
252 !bid. 
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... that indeed there are/ eternal Essences that exist in themselves,/ supreme effi
cient causes of the thoughts of men".253 

Apart from this immanent idealism, the dialectic and semi-metaphysical Pla
to that Pater described presented yet another paradox. This was to be found in 
his epistemological rigour which was accompanied by a systematic lack of an
swers and definition. Pater attributed this contradiction to Plato's unique charac
ter: "on one side, the largest possible demand for infallible certainty in knowl
edge ... that ideal of absolute truth ... yet, on the other side, the utmost possible 
inexactness, or contingency, in the method by which actually he propases to at
tain it".254 This was Pater's "Platonic temper", the Platonic temperament of a 
~sionary, "who has a sort of sensuous lave of the unseen".255 The very fact that 
the vehicle via which Plato wanted to arrive at alétheia was dialectics -the act 
that adapts the intellect to its object of knowledge-, predetermined its unfin
ished end, for there is no end to dialogue: "This dialectic method, this continu
ous discourse with one's self, being, for those who prosecute it with thorough
ness, co-extensive with life itself ... will have its inequalities; its infelicities; above 
all, its final insecurity".256 

Hence, Pater considers that the Plato in search of a stable point, of a maximum 
degree of certainty, produces no more than suspensions of judgement and a 
generalised scepticism because of the intrinsic nature ofhis method. Pater, unlike 
Grate, does not see the dogmatic Plato. He only considers the search for ab
solute truths but not the affirmations of the mature Plato. In this way Pater 
transforms Plato into a kind of perpetually dissatisfied Sisyphus, but it could not 
have been otherwise, for in Marius, he defines the true philosopher in the following 
terms: "Surely, the aim of a true philosophy must lie ... in the maintenance of a 
kind of candid discontent, in the face of the very highest achievement".257 

The desire of Pater's Plato to grasp everything had led him instinctively to 
Pythagorism, to the quest for a sign of immortality, for a guarantee against total 
despair which, after all, is one of the great questions of philosophy: "For 
Pythagoreanism too, like all the graver utterances of primitive Greek philosophy, 
is an instinct of the human mind itself, and therefore also a constant tradition in 
its history, which will recur".258 Proof of the return to the same sense of fear of 

253 Bridges, 193 7, II, 834-9, p. 66. 
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death was Wordsworth's ocle, lntimations of lmmortality, and The Retreat, by Henry 
Vaughan, which depict the human desire for the sublime. Pater quoted both of 
them. The Doric Plato, however, was led by this same desire of permanence to 
invent an unattainable god, a product of the Eleatic tradition, "very abstract, and 
as it may seem disinterested, certainly an uninteresting notion of deity; ... apparently 
not observing that to think of it in this way was in reality not to think of it at all: 
-That in short Being so pureas this is pure Nothing".259 

Since Parmenides and Plato, as Pater sees it, the European mind has lost 
part of its common sense, and visionary explorers of the absolute have always 
existed, "found to start afresh quixotically ... in search of that true Substance ... 
which to the majority of acute people is after all but zero, and a mere algebraic 
symbol for nothingness".260 The Platonic battle was a lost cause right from the 
start, because that great abstract being is nowhere to be found. Even so, he con
sidered that this absence rendered the quest attractive. His deconstruction of the 
idea of good is not aggressive but rather discretely iconoclastic. He wants to warn 
us against the candidness of those who believe that the absolute is within the 
reach of thought, and he points out the limitations of Christianity. And at the 
same time, as in Marius and in Faust by Goethe,261 the grandeur of that ideal lies 
in the fact that it is unattainable: "a sheer fantasy, only 'believed because it was 
impossible"'.262 

This collection of inclinations and romanticised approximations to reality is 
what renders Pater's Platonism poetic rather than systematic thought. In this the 
Brasenose aesthete is simply carrying on a seventeenth century tradition which was 
redirected by Grote, Grant andJowett, and which extended right up to the begin
ning of the twentieth century: "Platonism is nota formal theory or body of theories, 
but a tendency, a group of tendencies - ... to think or feel, and to speak, about 
certain things in a particular way, discernible in Plato's dialogues as reflecting ... his 
own mental complexion".263 The young Werner Jaeger, in 1912, also described 
the Platonic dialogues as works of art and not as treaties of philosophy, though he 
<lid change his opinion later on.264 Pater's artistic Plato was attracted to incamated 
beauty, and for this reason he could not be totally spiritual and had to reconcile his 
love of beautiful people with the impassioned search for the original idea of beauty. 

259 !bid. pp. 33-4. 
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The "Platonic temper" does not deny an initial "carnality", nor does it hide 
its homosexual preference, always basing it on philosophical and social factors, as 
in historical Plato. With regard to the first theme, Pater states that a lover of 
beautiful bodies must educate his sensibility with exquisiteness. The instinctive 
attraction which the charm of the lover or the object of desire awakens in him is 
not enough. He will need to sharpen his senses with impressionist detail in or
der not to lose all the messages of love and pleasure which the world sends to 
him in so many different hues: "for a lover, the entire visible world, its hues and 
outline, its attractiveness, its power and bloom, must have associated themselves 
pre-eminently with the power and bloom of visible living persons".265 Pater 
<loes not fall into Shelley's smug simplification in Epipsychidion, where he pro
posed that Plato was in fact an exponent of free love as a more expedient means of 
reaching the archetype ofbeauty through the knowledge of many bodies. Never
theless, Pater <loes not refrain himself either and states that the great lover fuses 
soul and matter, thus heightening the physical part by filtering it through the 
process of abstraction. Nonetheless, at no time does Pater refer to the consum
mation of desire. 

The aesthetic Plato would never have opted for the transposition of the sex
es which the pious and also Victorian Plato ofJowett had called for. Nor was he at 
all chaste: "He ... knew all that, we may be sure -ta erotiká- all the ways of 
lovers, in the literal sense ... Plato himself had not been always a mere Platonic 
lover; was rather ... subject to the influence of fair persons ... ".266 However, be
cause Pater was drawn to ambivalence, he reminds the reader that, in contrast to 
the "religion of sanity" of the pure Dorians, Plato lived his sensuality with a cer
tain amount of regret. Perhaps he <lid so dueto his Socratic-Pythagorean asceti
cism: "sorne ... luxurious sense of physical beauty had ... greatly disturbed him, 
divided him against himsdf ... and he was glad when in the mere natural course of 
years he was become at all events less ardent a lover".267 Aware that the idea of 
Beauty and that of Good would never totally coincide, Pater maintains that Plato 
goes a step further from Socrates. Whilst conceding to the need for continence, 
he brilliantly focuses the quest for good and beauty vía an identification between 
the externa! aesthetic qualities and the beauty of the soul. Thus, in the same way 
as in the erotic scale which goes from visible entities to those that are beyond 
vision, so <loes the Platonic philosopher arrive at theoría with the associations of 

265 Pater, 1969, p. 134-5. 
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images and perceptions that he made in the world of the senses. This is why 
Platonic ideas are like living beings: "Yes, truly! all true knowledge will be like the 
knowledge of a person, of living persons, and truth, for Plato, in spite of his So
cratic asceticism, something to look at".268 

This was the statement that surprised RichardJenkyns269 so much. Not only 
is Platonism a thought that <loes not tend to pure abstraction, but it is also a 
philosophy that enhances matter and the senses. Pater goes on to challenge J owett's 
moralism albeit through a tactically Christian rhetoric: "Platonism has contrib
uted largely, has been an immense encouragement towards, the redemption of 
matter, of the world of sense, by art, by all right education, by the creeds and 
worship of the Christian Church -towards the vindication of the dignity of the 
body".27º For Pater, therefore, there is no contradiction between carnal and in
tellectual eroticism. He has been criticised on this point by a number of scholars 
of Platonic homoeroticism such as A.W Price.271 In contrast to the end of the 
century aesthete, Price maintains that Platonic ascension has to be intellectual
ised from the very start and that Pater <loes not respect the purity and incorporeal 
nature of ideal forms when he sweetly compares them to "the face of one's 
friend". 272 

Pater, however, <loes not want this austere and dull kind of Platonism beside 
the seductive image of Plato as a lover and man of experience. One of the Brase
nose aesthete's great accomplishments was to show his fellow countrymen that 
sexual desire is not necessarily only physical, and that sexuality addressed to the 
male sex had been praised and promoted by Plato because he considered it to be 
superior. As far as Platonic homoeroticism was concerned, it remained within the 
philosophical sphere, because for Plato it was the basis for methodological enun
ciation. In fact, individual paideía, understood as the extremely clase formation of 
a youth that was entrusted to an older, wise and generous admirer, was one of the 
traits of Spartan life that Pater was most fascinated by: "The beloved and the 
lover, si de by si de ... became respectively, ... the hearer, and ... the inspirer; the 
elder inspiring the younger with his own strength and noble taste in things".273 

Doric men were the object of desire par excellence. Their physical and mental 
superiority over women was evident: "Yes! The beauty of these most beautiful of 
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all people was a male beauty, far remote from feminine tendemess ... was like un
sweetened wine". 274 

Masculine restraint and beauty, which was so closely linked to the force of 
Nature, facilitated the introduction of art into the house of thought of Pater's 
Plato. By art he understood creativity of all kinds, and consequently philosophy 
as well. And philosophy, like art and the erotic itinerary from specific to universal 
beauty as well as education, had to be amale affair. This was because the male sex 
had been invested with the cultural excellence of the Greeks and that of the Dar
winist West. Concerning the incorporation of women in the Respublica, Pater clar
ifies that they are not to be confused with the Amazons. That belonged to a myth
ological period "which ... adult reason, had long since overcome".275 His out
right misogyny led him to ascertain that the ideal to be aimed for was masculin
ity, given that feminine characteristics in the case of art and philosophy were very 
imperfect forms: "Manliness in art, what can it be, as distinct from that which in 
opposition to it must be called the feminine quality there, -what but a full con
sciousness of what one does, of art itself in the work of art, tenacity of intuition 
and of consequent purpose, the spirit of construction as opposed to what is liter
ally incoherent or ready to fall to pieces, and, in opposition to what is hysteric or 
works at random ... Of such art ethos rather than pathos will be the predominant 
mood ... no 'negligences', no feminine forgetfulness of one's self, ... An artist of 
that kind ... economises. He will not spoil good things by exaggeration. The rough, 
promiscuous wealth of nature he reduces to grace and order".276 

Discipline, the milicia and submission to the order of the pólis were essential 
in such a decidedly masculine world in which Pater was to transform Plato's 
reticence towards art into a philosophy under the control of artistic expression, 
"Philosophy itself indeed, as he conceives it, is but the sympathetic appreciation 
of a kind of music in the very nature of things".277 Pater envisaged that which 
J owett denied and Gro te denounced: the dictatorial government of the Respublica. 
In contrast to the historian of Greece, however, as Turner rightly pointed out, 
Pater is not bothered by the excessive authoritarianism of Platonic poli tics. Nor 
did it occur to him that he himself was the victim of intolerance that was rooted 
in the messianic callings of despotic systems. On the contrary, he launched a veiled 
criticism at Athenian or Ionian democracy by accusing it of being dispersed and 
lacking in cohesion: "We are here to escape from, to resist, a certain vicious 

274 !bid. p. 222. 
275 !bid. p. 259. 
276 !bid. p. 281. 
277 !bid. p. 268. 
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centrifuga! tendency in life, in Greek and especially in Athenian life, which does 
but propagate a like vicious tendency in ourselves. We are to become -like little 
pieces in a machine!".278 

It is very surprising to find that the same man who had in 1864 written in 
Diaphaneité that collective life "reduces nearly all of us to the level of a colourless 
uninteresting existence", 279 and had never corrected the text, should now call for 
communal living. Pater's individualism was and is very well known and explicit. 
On the other hand, it is difficult for a thinker who embraced relativism with such 
enthusiasm to be capa ble at the same time of justifying political arbitrariness. It is 
quite likely that Pater was not aware of the totalitarian threat and that he con
ceived the pólis as a kind of convent, "in sorne sacred liturgy; or like soldiers in an 
invincible army".280 It is also likely that he felt pressured by the strong idealist 
and reformist current that dominatedJowett's Oxford during the nineties. Thomas 
H. Green of Balliol, who had died prematurely in 1882, had rendered a liberal 
reading of the ancient Greeks. The novelty of his interpretation lay in that he 
strictly followed the Aristotelian concept of conceiving people as political en
tities. Richard Nettleship, also from Balliol, who died in 1892, had defended the 
existence in the Respublica281 of an esprit de corps. Here the altruistic task of the 
guardians was compared to that of Christian saints and their life compared -as 
by Pater la ter on- to that of a religious congregation: " ... these young citizens, 
when they enter public life, are to have no inducements to neglect the public 
interest; they are ... to live under a kind of military monasticism".282 Nettleship 
was a figure of great intellectual prestige at Oxford and he coincided with Pater 
when it carne to ascertaining that the Platonic guardian retreated from the world, 
but only to the extent that he avoided the temptation of earthly goods. The civic 
idealism of Nettleship and Green had important la ter exponents at Balliol and at 
Oxford. Figures such as Bernard Bosanquet and Ernest Barker whom Pater most 
probably had in mind when he praised the public and civil commitment of the 
"military monks"283 of the Respublica, even though he did not envisage it as the 
withdrawn and contemplative life of an exclusively male monastery. 

In the same way as Jowett, Pater believed that Christianity made Plato's 
proposal more concrete by establishing a bond between the individual and the 

278 !bid. p. 273. 
279 "Diaphaneité", in Pater, 1928, p. 220. 
280 Pater, 1969, p. 273. 
28 1 Nettleship, 1901, p. 177. 
282 !bid. p. 136. 
283 Pater, 1969, p. 256 
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community, a conciliation like that of Nettleship. Like many British thinkers of 
his time, the author of Plato and Platonism was also conditioned by the fixed idea 
of a strong and united state, of an empire that looked after the interests of its 
subjects both on and away from the isles but without losing irs agglutinative pow
er. In this respect, Platonic paideía ensured externa! obedience which was a result 
of a firm interior conviction of individual superiority and of being a part of a 
privileged state: "Organic unity with one's self, body and soul, is the well-being, 
the rightness, .. . of the individual, of the microcosm; but it is the ideal also, it 
supplies the true definition, of the well-being of the macrocosm, of the social 
organism, the state".284 

Thus Pater viewed Platonic philosophy as a great effort to present the think
ing person an image of the world that would embrace spiritual and physical life, 
religion, intellectual life, politics and erotics, even though there was often con
flict among them. This Pater's Plato summed up all his vital intellectual preoccu
pations, which were often silenced by the intolerance of Oxford, that on this oc
casion was taken by surprise because he was speaking in the name of perhaps the 
most commented on philosopher of the last quarter of the century, and who could 
not but be listened to. Pater's summary is clear, precise and revealing with regard 
to the personal meaning of Platonism in his view of the world: " ... for Plato, ... , if 
philosophy is anything at all, it is nothing less than an 'escape from the evils of 
the world' , and homoíosis tói theói a being made like to God. It provides satisfac
tion not for the intelligence only but for the whole nature of man, his imagina
tion and faith, his affections, his capacity for religious devotion, and for sorne still 
unimagined development of the capacities of sense".285 

Pater draws a unique portrait of Plato using his own characteristics. He is 
reflexive and vulnerable, vacillating and daring, as "Grave comme Hamlet, pale 
comme Ophélie". 286 His writing is very engaging, though at times he employs 
an exasperating sweetness, and the extravagance with which he reconstructs his
tory is at times disconcerting. He is more radically sceptical than Grate and his 
contemplative calling is greater than J owett's. It could be that Pater carries one 
of those insupportable loads of vital intensity that Kundera observes in specific 
kinds of people. 287 Plenitud e despite everything. E ven when hyperbolical doubt 
exists for its own sake and religious sentiment is based on agnostic foundations . 
The fact that he lived in such precariousness and without hope of ever arriving 

284 !bid. p. 239. 
285 !bid. p. 2 64-5 . 
286 "Sonnet" , in Vivien, 1986, p. 96. 
287 Cf The unsustainable lightness of Being (1984) 
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anywhere certain, are characteristics that make of Pater a rara avis in Victorian 
England, and at the same time he was totally a product of the end of the century. 
He thus fitted F. Scott Fitzgerald's piercing observation, according to which "the 
test of a first-rate intelligence is the ability to hold two opposed ideas in the mind 
at the same time, and still retain the ability to function. One should, for example, 
be able to see that things are hopeless and yet be determined to make them other
wise". 288 Pater's Plato was the most impossible of the Victorian Platos. As such, 

he was comparable to Taylor's Plato in that they both shared a doubtful resem
blance with the Plato of the Academy. E ven so, he touched the heart of his read
ers, which Gro te <lid not intend to do in his work, nor J owett in his translations. 
Hence, this extravagant, sensitive and humanist Plato passed the capricious thresh
old of posterity almost unaccompanied and victorious. 

288 "The Crack-up'', in Fitzgerald, 1976, p. 39. 





rv. JOHN ADDINGTON SYMOND'S 
PLATONIC DISSIDENCE 

"It is said that passion makes one think in a circle". 

Osear Wilde, The Picture of Dorian Gray289 

"Then carne one like to Hermes in my way, 
My gentle-hearted friend, who said, 'Be strong. 
We have endured as they who suffer wrong; 
Love can revive the old Hellenic day-". 

Arthur Lyon Raile, ItamoS2 9º 

IF PATER WAS THE HOMUS aestheticus par excellence as well as an acknowledged 
theoretician of Platonic sensuality, J ohn Addington Symonds (1840-1893 ), went 
clown in history as the first author to have written about Greek love in the 
English language, and the only one among the famous Oxonians of the end of the 
nineteenth century to write about his love life in a book of memoirs. He was also 
excepcional beca use of his incursion in to sexual psychology with Sexual Inversion, 

the posthumous outcome of a chance collaboration with the prestigious Have
lock Ellis, who was to take credit for the authorship of the work.291 We must also 
give Symond's credit for his militancy in favour of the rights of homosexuals in 
Victorian England, in wishing through his sexological studies to change the fa
mous Section 11 of the Criminal Law Amendment Act, which had been pro
posed in 1885 by the radical Labouchere. The clause extended the prosecution of 
sodomy and public indecency to private places. Symonds did not live to see how 
this amendment led to the prosecution of his friend Osear Wilde a decade la ter, 
though he did feel the whip of censorship in various ways.292 He was humiliated 
by Swinbume in a number of letters and writings. 293 His work was used by Wilde 
to recreate the Renaissance scenes of the unpublishable book that is read by 

289 Wilde, 1976, p. 154. 
290 Quoted by D'Arch Smith, 1970, p. 114. 
291 The collaboration carne toan end with Symonds' death, despite the fact that its militant tone inhib

ited Ellis, who it seems had wanted to suppress it from the start. E ven so, many chapters of the book 
were written by Syrnonds despite the fact that his name was not even mentioned in the references in 
la ter editions. F or more information surrounding the Ellis-Symonds case, see Grosskurth, 1964, pp. 
283-94. 

292 Ibid.p.283. 
29.l See Swinburne's letters to Watts, and Swinburne, 1926. 
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Dorian Gray. 294 Pater295 and Henry J ames296 felt compassion for him, and he 
was also branded as a swindler and a pederast by a recent chronicler of Balliol 
College.297 Even so, Symonds was dearly loved by Jowett, and he marked a turn
ing point in the studies of Platonic homoeroticism and is still today a compulsory 
reference in any research on nineteenth century Platonism. 

The man whom Swinburne referred to as "the Platonic amorist of blue
breeched gondoliers",298 is the clearest exponent of the effects of an early read
ing of Plato on youth in Victorian Oxford. Yet, he never dedicated a monograph
ic study to Plato, and his reading of him concentrates almost exclusively on his 
philosophy of love. In spite of his almost visceral rejection of Pater, Symonds is a 
kind of Paterian theory put in to practice. If the motto of the decadents par excel
lence was, as Pater put it in his conclusion to The Renaissance, "to burn forever 
with the incandescent glow of a gem",299 then Symonds accomplished that ideal 
with his eyes closed. Whilst Pater talked of intensity, Symonds lived intensely. 
Whilst Pater was making insistent suggestions regarding the possibility of male 
loves, Symonds was writing a study on Hellenic pederasty and also having pas
sionate affairs with men. Whereas Pater decided to de-mystijj Plato but accept 
him nonetheless, Symonds abandoned Platonism as impossible. Finally, at the 
same time as the Brasenose aesthete defended moral flexibility and relativism, the 
former student of Balliol leda carefree life of attachment with his lovers, despite 
the fact that he hada wife and daughters. 

Despite their similarity of interests within the diversity of their habits, 
Symonds always wanted to stay clear of Pater: "His view oflife gives me the creeps 
... I am sure it is a ghastly sham; & that live by it orno as he may do, his utterance 
of the theory of the world has in ita wormy-hollow-voiced seductiveness of a 
fiend". 3ºº E ven so, they both dealt with common subjects and their focus on certain 
points was the same. Symonds' Renaissance in Ita/y, in seven volumes, carne out 
between 1875 and 1876. That is to say, two years after Pater's The Renaissance. 

Despite the fact that he modelled his study on Burkhardt and not on that of the 
professor ofBrasenose,301 Symonds coincided with Pater in laying great emphasis 

294 Wilde, 1976, p. 121-2, but itwas discovered by Ellmann, 1988, p. 299. 
295 Grosskurth, 1964, p. 15 7: "Pater is said to have referred habitually to Symonds as 'poor Symonds"'. 
296 !bid. p. 270: Grosskurth guates a passage on Symonds from one of Henry James' notebooks: "It 

seemed to me qu' il y avait la un drame- un drame intime ... aggravated .. . by the sense of his wife's 
disapproval ". 

297 J ones, 1988, p. 221. 
298 Swinburne, 1926, p. 250. 
299 From The Renaissance, "Conclusion" in Pater,1982, p. 60. 
300 Grosskurth, 1964, p. 157. 
301 He acknowledged this in the prologue to The Age of Despots of 187 5. See Grosskurth, 1964, p. 2 51 . 
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on the Hellenist influence on Renaissance culture as well as on the high degree of 
aestheticism of the Greek world. Yet, despite the originality with which both 
aesthetes recreated personalities such as Michelangelo, Dante, Shakespeare or 
the Greek poets, and their shared sexual identity, Symonds was never to be 
reconciled to the delicate aesthete whom he found to be grey, boring and even 
arrogant: "comparatively isolated, indifferent to common tastes and sympathies, 
careless of maintaining at any costa vital connection with the universal instincts 

of humanity ... ".3º2 

Apart from this intellectual and stylistic rivalry, Symonds and Pater were also 
to compete for the same chair of poetry at Oxford in 1876. Neither of the two 
were successful, however, given the scandals of improper conduct that surround
ed each of them and their publications, which threatened established academic 
morality. They were obliged to withdraw their candidatures. In fact, the second 
volume of Symonds' Studies of Greek Poets carne out in the same year containing 
the polemical description of Greek genius seen as "a young man come from the 
wrestling-ground, anointed, chapleted, and very calm".3º3 This coincided with 
the uproar created by Pater's conclusion to his book on the Renaissance. This 
unfortunate coincidence inevitably accentuated the comparisons between the two, 
which made Symonds feel at least as uneasy as Pater <lid for being associated with 
Wilde. N evertheless, all three of them ruled over different parts of the same king
dom. The link between them was strengthened by their refined Hellenism and 
their moral daringness, among other things. 

Wilde, who was either indifferent to or unaware of the phobia that Symonds 
had towards Pater, went on to praise Symonds' study on the Greek poets, pre
cisely for its Paterian temperament, aesthetic Hellenism, and its literary style, 
which he defined as "picturesqueness and loveliness of words". 3º4 Most proba
bly, this adulation <lid not please the author very much for he tried to cultivate an 
academic and virile style. It is quite possible that Symonds was repelled by Pater's 
affected nature, which must have threatened his own masculinity. This sentiment 
was not simply a fantasy of Symonds. The identification between masculine ho
moeroticism and effeminacy, which the German Karl Heinrich U1richs had pro
posed since 1862,3º5 was paving the way for Krafft-Ebing's thesis of 1886, ac
cording to which the homosexual psyche was closed within a body of the opposite 
sex due to congenital and traumatic reasons of a pathological nature. 

302 Syrnonds quoted in ibid. p. 158. 
303 Quoted and commented on by J enkyns, 1980, p. 22 5-6. 
304 In Ellmann, 1988, p. 31. 
305 Halperin, 1990, p. 4. 
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The seventies were the most productive period in Symond's intellectual career 
and one in which he began living his uranism more intensively despite the 
restrictions. At this time there were a number of Greek words in usage in the 
Victorian vocabulary which designated a unisexual person. The Greek experience 
had permeated every area of British culture and was admired for its grandeur, 
refinement, ethics, intellectuality, and even for its marcial gallantry. At the same 
time it was becoming a liberating space for those who, like Pater, Symonds and 
Wilde, had nourished themselves from Plato and classical literature in order to 
take on the form of a truly altemative discourse during the first part of our century. 
The great paradox of Oxford Hellenism, as Linda Dowling called it, consisted in 
the trap which Symonds had denounced: the university showed pederasty to them 
only to condemn them later on for imitating it. Given that a knowledge of Greek 
had been instilled in them since their childhood, it is not surprising that the words 
androgynous and sapphic were added to the list of Hellenic appellatives on top of 
platonist, socratic, uranist and arcadian. These terms were widely used by those 
who were implicated in such matters, as well as by those who were alíen to them. 
They were often accompanied by a mocking tone that reflected their euphemistic 
nature in the eyes of the vast majority. 

On the one hand, therefore, we have Swinbume jokingly discrediting Symonds 
and Solomon as "platonists", and on the other we have Wilde, who raised the same 
platonic flag in his defence. In both cases the average citizen got the full gist of the 
corresponding ideological implications. The more extensive the knowledge of Greek 
and classical culture became, the more possibilities arose for newusages. The mem
oirs of]ohn Addington Symonds remained unedited until 1984, when the scholar 
Phyllis Grosskurth published them after managing to raise the long-standing veto 
against their publication imposed by the mentor and biographer of Symonds. They 
are an extraordinary testimony to the development of a kind of Hellenic awareness 
which was opposed to institucional morality, but which had nevertheless come out 
of these same institutions. F or a number of reasons which we will discover shortly, 
Symonds' philhellenism and philanthropism went through two different stages. 
These stages could very easily correspond to two homoerotic tendencies, the ascetic 
and the sensual, that had ironically emerged from the Platonism promoted by J owett. 

Symonds describes his first impression on reading the !liad during his ado
lescence with a fervour that is not exempt of sensuality: "The Greek in me awoke 
to that simple, and yet so splendid vision of manhood ... my dim forebodings of 
the charm of males were here idealized". 3º6 Symonds was soon to find out that 

3D6 Grosskurth, 1984, p. 73. 
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the Greeks took male love very seriously. Surrounded as he was by corruption in 
Harrow where he was witness to the sexual abuse that the smaller and weaker 
boys were subjected to, soon after he was to find refuge from this virile brutal
ity which attracted and horrified him at the same time, in the romantic and 
idealised version of homosexuality in Plato: "I was only saved from cynicism by 
the gradual unfolding in myself of an ideal passion which corresponded to Pla
tonic love .... It sprang up spontaneously, proving that my thought was lodged 
in ancient Hellas". 3º7 Symonds considered Platonism to be synonymous toma
turity and above all to virility. The later, however, was not to be taken in the 
superficial sense of the word, but as it was understood by Victorians such as Pater, 
Jowett or Wilde, in other words, as nobleness of spirit and intelligence. Symonds' 
Platonic man is above both animality and femininity and was backed by the Greeks 
and Darwinist thought: "the revelation I had found in Plato, removed me almost 
suddenly away from boyhood. I was on the verge of attaining to a man's self
consciousness". 308 

The need for a personal morality that could make up for the loss of the con
vencional model led him to justify his first feelings of attraction in the name of 
the Greek love which he believed to be superior to that of the boys at public schools 
as well as to that of women. During this first phase, he explains his homoerotic 
desire not by arguing that he is not attracted to girls, but by stating that love 
between men was superior, provided certain conditions were met. Right up to the 
end of the seventies, Symonds was rather strict and rigidly Platonic with regard 
to male manifestations of affection. In his study on Dante of 1872 he presents the 
love of the Phaedrus as "an ideal of love, pure from the grossness of the flesh, not 
to be confounded with matrimonial affection or sensual passion, bymeans ofwhich 
the spirit of man is rendered capable of self-devotion and high deeds".3º9 He 
even went so far as to adopt what Dellamora described as a self repressed and 
homophobic stance when he admitted that: "Platonic love (is) a love which, ow
ing to the frailty of human nature, has fallen into much and well-deserved dis
credit". 310 

Symonds remained within the limits of his time, for the unisexual Platonism 
of the nineteenth century like its Greek predecessor was predetermined by cer
tain pre-established factors. E. M. Forster illustrates the weight of the norm 
through Clive Durham's angry reaction when Maurice confesses his desire for 

307 !bid. p. 96. 
308 !bid. p. 102. 
309 Quoted by Dellamora, 1990, p. 157. 
310 !bid. 
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Alee, the forest ranger: "But surely -the sole excuse for any relationship be
tween men is that it remain purely platonic".311 In classical Greece, on the other 
hand, the pederastic formula par excellence was that the relation between two lov
ers was hierarchical. The elder had to educa te and protect the younger and in many 
cases he had the right to sodomise him, but the beloved was motivated solely by 
gratitude and never by pleasure. A true man could not enjoy being penetrated, though 
it was all right for him to penetrate another. This is "the antinomy of the ephebe" 
pointed out by Foucault,312 and which Plato tried to dismantle in the Phaedrus, 313 

by arguing in favour of reciprocity and the symmetry of couples. 
In Victorian England the hidden law under which Symonds grew was inspired 

in Platonic abstinence, which was tinged with the notion of sin and with the fear 
of social discredit and hazard to one's health. Plato's platonic lovers abstained for 
the good of interior perfection. Victorian platonic lovers, however, refused to 
consummate their love because they feared that it would lead to a loss of virility 
and would reveal their neurotic pathology of inversion which was expounded on 
by Krafft-Ebing and the sexologists of the period. Jowett's transposition of the 
sexes was in fact another way of carrying Plato's uranian Aphrodite in to the sphere 
of the male-female couple, where the fundamental reproduction was that of the 
family. The idealised and sublimated spiritual reproduction of the male lovers of 
the Symposium is thus partly absorbed by marriage, for, according to Jowett, Pater 
and Symonds' rather mechanical reiterations, Western women are more prepared 
to be their husbands' companions, though always on an inferior level. Those 
Victorian lovers of Platonic homoeroticism are at the most left with the vulgar 
sphere of the pandemic Aphrodite, the goddess of camality, who had fallen out of 
favour in imperialist England and was scorned atas never befare. The historian 
of educationJames Bowen illustrates this veryclearly: " ... bythe 1850s, sex suddenly 
became unmentionable, and mid-Victorians developed a superficial abhorrence 
not only of fornication, but also of masturbation and sodomy".314 

Pater, Wilde and above all Symonds rebelled against this encroachment. The 
latter was aware of the difficulties involved in going against the reading of Plato 
that J owett had imposed. He consequently decided to reinstate the category of 
philosopher and lover in the Greek fashion with an added aestheticist stance: 
"My thoughts were lodged in Bellas; but centuries rolled between my soul's home 
in Athens and the English places I was born again to live in .. . Plato took the first 

3ll Forster, 1985, p. 213. 
3ll Foucault, 1987, vol. II, p. 203. 
3l3 Phaedrus 255a - 256a. 
314 Bowen, "Education, ideology and the ruling class", in Tsigakou, 1981, p. 180. 
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place in my studies. I dwelt u pon the opening pages of the Charmides and Lysis ... 
I fancied that I was realizing the antique amorous enthusiasm, ... gazing on a 
beautiful face". 315 The new homoerotic sensibility presented itself as an expres
sion of a renovated and very simplified "philosophical mind" which stemmed from 
Coleridge and Wordsworth and was derived from the Phaedrus 249a. Here Plato 
bestows a shorter period of re-incarnations on the soul of he "who has philoso
phised sincerely, and on he who has loved an ephebe with philosophy". 316 Pater 
made a more discrete version of this sentence and substituted paiderastesantas with 
ératas in Diaphaneite:317 "lover and philosopher at once".318 

The combining of pederasty with philosophy briefly yet precisely summed 
up Platonic love among the uranist aesthetes. Even Wilde, according to Dowl
ing, made use of the expression "philosophic mind" in reference to a complicity 
between androphiles. 319 The young Symonds, though he considered himself in
capable of philosophical thought,320 also dreamt that he had lived the life "of 
philosophical Greek lover". 321 With regard to Plato, however, he hardly touches 
on any other subject. To be a philasapher was infinitely more decent than to be 
considered a criminal, and the civilised and amiable atmosphere of the Platonic 
dialogues presented a much more favourable image than the indulgent inversion
ist theories of Ulrichs and Krafft-Ebing. Until well into the twentieth century, 
and probably from Pater's Marius the Epicurean onwards, the fusion ofhomoerot
icism with philosophy was brandished as an elegant and transcendental coat of 
arms, as is seen in Maurice by F orster or in two works of the little known Anglo
American Oxonian writer Arthur Lyon Raile: A Tale af Pausanian Lave and De
fence afUranian Lave, published during the first quarter of the century. Raile's two 
works dedicated chapters to both Greek philosophy and pederasty, as well as a 
series of poems where the lover or the beloved is seen as a philosopher or as a 
monk: "I perceive thee, as a monk distraught,/ Or philosophic sage inured to 
thought... "322 

Also worthy of mention is the classic by the beloved professor of Forster at 
Cambridge, G. Lowes Dickinson: After Twa Thausand Years of 193 O. Here Plato, 
who is portrayed as sweet and venerable, appears in the England of George V, 

3l 5 Grosskurth, 1984, p. 106. 
316 Phaedrus 249a, p. 79. 
317 "Diaphaneité", in Pater, 1928, p. 218 . 
318 The English translation is from The Renaissance, but my source is Dowling, 1994, p. 83. 
319 !bid. p. 124. 
320 Grosskurth, 1984, p. 242. 
321 !bid. p. 99. 
322 Quoted byD'Arch Smith, 1970, p. 115. 
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where he proudly brandishes his ancestral wisdom and his radical uranism: " ... 
surely it must be as true among you, as it was among us, that men are the sex of 
the active mind and the beautiful body ... so keen in their intelligence that one 
could always hope that they might grow ... into something fine and noble".323 

During an era in which the criterion of producing in one way or another so as to 
justify one's existence predominated, the intellectual insemination of uranian eros 
was bravely counterposed to biological procreation, even though it was a lost 
battle from the beginning. Consequently, Pau Gilabert's observation in an article 
on F orster's Maurice regarding the genital inspection that a doctor gives to the 
protagonist, is very revealing, because it pinpoints a primary preoccupation of 
the times: "la necessitat de reproduirse abans que la d'estimar, de compartir, 
d'intercanviar". 324 

The Platonic stimulus, which Symonds loved and was repelled by at the same 
time, had the advantage and the tyranny of being a purifying conceptual frame
work, capable of softening the stigma of antinatural sexual desire which torment
ed him as well as all other men and women who felt sorne kind of passion which 
went beyond the compulsory function of reproduction. Symonds' personal story 
was anonymously registered in Sexual Inversion. This was a story of an emocional 
conversion from confusion and rejection regarding his own tendencies ending in 
painful yet unwavering acceptance of his homosexual identity. In this process, 
Plato -both his and Jowett's- played a redemptory role in the beginning: "It 
was in his 18th year that an event which 'N._ (Symonds) regards as decisive in his 
development occurred. He read the Phaedrus and Symposium of Plato. A new world 
opened, and he felt that his own nature had been revealed". 325 Despite the at
tempts at sublimation, after a while hypothetical Platonic maturity became insuf
ficient and unsustainable. In his famous letter to Jowett of 1889,326 regarding the 
former's introduction to the Symposium, Symonds commented with bittemess that 
Eros Pandemos was everywhere and that the Platonic dialogues had filled his 
head with unattainable ascetic fantasies: "Plato lends the light, the gleam, that 
never was on sea or shore". 327 

Gradually, the same philosophy that had availed him as a student was in his 
adult life to become an important source of conflict and frustration. Symonds' 
married life seemed to procure nothing more for him than the serene satisfaction 
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of domestic and family pleasures whereas his homoerotic desire grew in intensity. 
The languid looks and the furtive kisses of companions and friends in passion no 
longer sufficed, and in 1865 he reluctantly decided that he could not continue to 
be Platonic: "Nothing remained but to parry, palliate, procrastinate. There was 
no hope of escape. And all the while the demon ravished my imagination with 
'the lave of the impossible"'. 328 His dissidence with Platonism began here to
gether with a desire to find a formula that was more fitted to his nature. 

Nevertheless, he strongly believed that the mistake was to be found in Plato 
and in the educational system which he used. Symonds had been very critica! 
towards the Hellenisation of English schools, not out of hypocritical puritanism, 
but due to discomfort. Life in the public schools and colleges, where "we were 
supposed to combine gymnastic and music -Plato's phrases- in the healthy 
all-round exercise of human faculties", turned out to be a failure regardless of 
whether it was promiscuous or too naive, and according to him, it provided 
youth with information for which they were not prepared. Symonds maintained 
this preoccupation throughout his life. A letter of 1886 from Norman Moor, a 
lover and friend of the late sixties, reflects Symonds' preoccupation in his reply: 
"Your question is not I think a very easy one to answer ... The study of the 
classics may give a sanction to sorne few for paiderastía but does not put them 
upon vices-the love ofboys for boys is I believe inevitable in our prívate schools 
to which we point as our nacional glory- and not only is it inevitable, but I 
would go so far as to say it is desirable if it can be kept in an absolutely pure 
region". 329 

Moor goes on to explain the case of a hoy at Balliol who declared himself to 
be a pederast and wrote an Apologías peri paiderastías far which he was expelled, 
despite the fact that the content was of an irreproachable purity -"it was all up 
in the clouds as the lave of the beautiful".330 Despite the fact that he did not 
mention sex but simply repeated that which he had read in class or in the library, 
the hoy was treated as if he were mentally ill and sent away from the United King
dom. In the sixties Symonds rebelled. Fed up on the one hand with the contra
dictions of a system that marginalised him, "while we allow Jowett to translate 
the Phaedrus of Plato and encourage our youth to explore the Greek classics",331 

and disconcerted by the impracticality of Platonic lave, he initiated a new phase, 
which more directly addressed his interests. Since metaphysics did not appeal to 
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him, and Platonic erotics was not suited to him, he felt an urgent impulse to 
search for more suitable signs of identity than those of Platonism. 

In the section entitled 'Calamus' in the first editions of Leaves of Grass, Walt 
Whitman exalted manly companionship between two male--lovers that could even
tually lead to sexual union. This for Symonds was a whole new revelation. It was 
during the sixties that he began his reading ofWhitman, whose homosexual opti
mism and democratic awareness he found overwhelming: "My desires grew man
lier, more defined, more direct, more daring ... I imbibed a strong democratic 
enthusiasm, a sense of the dignity and beauty and glory of simple healthy men".332 

The American poet almost entirely usurps Plato's place in the Hellenist's heart. 
Even so, Whitman never answered Symonds' insistent question as to whether he 
really approved of sexual union between menor not.333 The poet was never to 
make a clear declaration, but Symonds was so encouraged by this new positive, 
dignified and, a hove all, manly way of treating uranism, that he undertook a study 
and publication of a history of Greek homosexuality from a similar perspective. 

One of the points on which he based his brilliant self-affirmation was the 
qualitative exaltation of love between men. The truth is that his heightened ap
preciation of masculinity never entailed strong contempt for the female sex. This 
may have been as a result of the suffering and guilt to which himself had been 
submitted, or it may have simply been a manifestation of tradicional misogyny. 
The historical period was in fact a crucial one for feminist struggles. In 1882 they 
won the right of separate property for women who possessed personal fortunes 
on marrying. 334 Even so, discredit, mistrust and ignorance towards the world of 
women were rampan t. F orster did not hesita te to state that Clive and Maurice 
"Both were misogynists ... and during their love women had beco me as remo te as 
horses or cats; all that the creatures did seemed silly".335 The author of Maurice 
allows us to discern the infantile nature of such a reaction but he presents it quite 
naturally nonetheless. 

Though Symonds does not wish to take the si de of Platonism, his homoerot
ic discourse is hardly different from that of Pausanias on Uranian Aphrodite, for 
he insists on a moral justification: "The sexual relation between man and man 
seems to me less capable of being reduced to frank sensuality than the sexual 
relation between man and woman. An element of intimacy is demanded, out of 
which the sexual indulgence springs like a peculiar plant, which has its root in 
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something real". 336 However, Syrnonds does not go on to explain why the sexual 
relationship between men is more real. Undoubtedly the explanation is founded 
on a profound conviction in masculine supremacy. The British writer was by no 
means alone in this belief. Personalities, such as Goethe, had already put forward 
justifications of androphile desire. Gomperz explains337 that two years befare his 
death, in 1830, the author of Faust said to Chanceller Müller: "that, judged by the 
purely aesthetic standard, man is far more beautiful, and excellent, nearer to per
fection than woman. Such a feeling, ... having once arisen, easily acquires a bru
tal, grossly material character. The love ofboys is asoldas humanity, and may be 
said to be contained in nature, although it is against nature". 338 The German 
writer added that, although this truth was undeniable, the advances of civilisation 
in this area were not by any means to be laid aside. Jowett was an adamant sup
porter of this position, whereas Pater and Syrnonds supported it with evolutionist 
resignation. 

But in 186 7, the Balliol Hellenist and future sexologist prepared the artillery 
for his first militant study which he entitled A Problem in Greek Ethics: Being an 

lnquiry into the Phenomenon of Sexual Inversion, which he finished in 1873 and 
published ten copies of it privately in 1883. In 1897 the essay was published post
humously as the appendix to Havelock Ellis's Sexual lnversion. The book was with
drawn from circulation in England soon la ter under charges of obscenity. In 1901, 
when F orster concluded his studies at Cambridge, A Problem in Greek Ethics was 
re-edited. A hundred copies were printed. Everything was done with the utmost 
discretion, for the trials of Osear Wilde were still fresh in people's memories. A 
few years befare he died, Syrnonds wrote to Edmund Gosse and very sincerely 
though rather despondently referred to the work's profound autobiographical sig
nificance: "You will not doubt, I am sure, that what you call 'the central Gospel' 
of that essay on the Greeks, has been the light and leading of my life. But I had to 
arrive at this through so much confusion of mind and such a long struggle be
tween varied forms of inclinations and abstentions that a large portian of my 
nervous force ... was engaged in the contention ... ".339 

The most intense period of the struggle between anguish and guilt and the 
sense of pleasure was to last a while longer until 1877, when he made the discov
ery that, despite Plato's warnings, consummated physical contact with another 
man was neither degrading nor humiliating for either member of the couple: "I 

33 6 Grosskurth, 1984, p. 277 . 
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learned ... that the physical appetite of one male for another may be made the 
foundation of a salid friendship, when the man drawn by passion exhibits respect 
for the man who draws". 34º This conviction carne after A Problem in Greek Ethics, 

but it is worth keeping it in mind, for Symonds in his essay falters between a strict 
rejection of sex and a desire to proclaim the normality of this habit among the 
Greeks. Apart from the inherent difficulties of the subject, this ambivalence was 
also a reflection of his own transition between the ascetic period of his life and 
the next and definitive phase which was more sensualist. We could sum up both 
periods as during and after Uranian Platonism. 

Today A Problem in Greek Ethics is considered to be the first study in English 
on Greek pederasty. There already existed a tradition in German on the subject 
which Symonds referred to and also acknowledged that it had furnished him with 
certain guidelines. Symonds was unfamiliar at the time with K. H. Ulrich's thesis 
of 1862 on the third sex, nor had he read the work of Krafft-Ebing,341 which 
appeared in 1886. His interpretation of Hellenic homosexuality was relatively 
original and like Pater, he based himself on K.O. Müller's Die Dorier of 1820-4. 
In a note written after 1883 as a prologue to a later edition, he mentioned that he 
had found out about M.H.E. Meier's 183 7 arride from an essay which Sir Rich
ard Burton added to his English version of A thousand and one nights. When he 
read Meier's research in the German encyclopaedia by Ersch and Gruber, he no
ticed two important coincidences with the German scientist on two fundamental 
conclusions: the Nordic origin of Greek pederasty and its implantation in the 
Dorian people via migratory contact. 342 Apart from Müller, Meier, and Ulrichs, 
a defence of Platonic love had also been published by the Swiss writer Heinrich 
Hossli in 1836343 and by Pater more indirectly in his essay on Winckelmann 
which appeared in The Renaissance in the same year as the first edition of Sy
monds' book, which Pater quoted in a note. 

In order to understand the originality of Symonds' interpretation, one must 
keep in mind his personal identification with the core of the treatise and at the 
same time consider which was the pederastic ideal that he projected in his thesis. 
He still aspired to the virtuous love of Platonism, though he had his reservations, 
and he distinguished it from the vulgar and frenzied pandemic eros of the public 

schools and of those who indulged in promiscuity. On the other hand, we discover 
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that he wanted to distance himself from feminising theories of the male homosexual 
and from Pater's equivoca! androgynes and tried to assert himself as an essentially 
masculine and noble man: " ... I should certainly be tabulated as ... one ... who is 

not marked either by an effeminate passion for robust adults or by a predilection 

for young boys ... I do not recognize anything which justifies the theory of a 
female soul. Morally and intellectually, in character and taste and habits, I am 

more masculine than many men I know who adore women. I have no feminine 
feeling for the males who rouse my desire. The anomaly of my position is that I ... 
am stirred to sexual sensations exclusively by persons of the male sex". 344 

Hence, the moral problem of the Greeks was focused from two angles at the 

same time. According to Symonds, the masculine and sublime pederasty of the 
Dorians had for a time coexisted with the debauched and feminising sodomy of 
the Cretans. Dorian pederasty was derived from the hernie pederasty of Homer 
and <lid not admit hierarchies nor Platonic polarisations between erastés and eró
menos. This was revealed by the relationship of companionship between Patro

cles and Achilles, for, though not exempt from desire, "companionship in battle 
and the chase, in public and in prívate affairs of life, was the communion pro
posed by Achillean friends". 345 This model of affection was a forerunner to the 

more authentic one of chivalrous love and the Arthurian romances, which placed 
the friend in the place that would later on be occupied by the lady. Symonds 
termed the second model "boy-love" and considered it to be more recent and 

native to Hellenic Crete, where Plato in the Leges I, 13 5 a, located the origins of 
the legend of Zeus and Ganymede. This love was sensual and hierarchic, and in 
fact carne from the East. Symonds then made it clear that he would not <leal with 
this weak and guilty love: "With the baser form of paiderastia I shall have little to 
do in this essay". 346 

The fusion between the two kinds of uranism gave way to a third and de
finitive form which Symonds termed "Greek love", and which Plato, orto be 
more precise, Socrates, had idealised. For Socrates' absence in the Leges, when 
Plato condemns incontinence and bonds of passion between menor between 
women, reveals the personal involvement of the teacher in the erotic philoso

phy of his disciple. Symonds points to a matter of great transcendence in the 
studies of Plato which had up to then been dominated by Jowett. Plato's sexual 
restrictions were aimed equally at heterosexual and unisexual unions: "Plato 
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directs his criticism, not only against what would now be termed the criminal 

intercourse between persons of the same sex, but also against incontinence in 
general". 347 This interpretation, nowadays regarded as the most plausible one348 

notwithstanding sorne of Plato's clarifications on sodomy in the Leges, 349 was not 
even contemplated at the end of the nineteenth century. In this respect Symonds 
opened up a new perspective. 

It must be pointed out, however, that for Symonds 'Platonic éros' was not 

equivalent to "Greek love", but was only a philosophical and intellectualised variant 
of it. This third form of love, mature and ennobling yet sensual, strong and 
passional at the same time "was in its origin and essence, military. Fire and valour, 
rather than tenderness or tears, were the externa! outcome of this passion; nor 
had Malachia, effeminacy, a place in its vocabulary". 350 The viril e Greek lover 
and warrior was nonetheless an aesthete. Symonds followed Wmckelmann's famous 
definition in suggesting that the contemplator of masculine beauty strove to tune 
"his spirit with the spectacle of strength at rest in suavity".35 1 

According to Symonds, the Hellenic pederast yielded to the human form 
of the man, which was more structured and harmonious than that of the wom
an. "The superiority of male beauty ... (consists) in the symmetrical develop
ment of all the qualities of the human frame, the complete organisation of the 
body as the supreme instrument of vital energy". 352 Women did not arouse 
desire because they were notas beautiful nor as cultivated. Here Symonds makes 
use of the same argument as Jowett and Pater, citing the conditions of social 
disadvantage of the female sex in classical Greece in order to explain this sexu
ally reverted preference: "all the higher elements of spiritual and mental activ
ity, and the conditions under which a generous passion was conceivable, had 
become the exclusive privileges of men". 353 The British Hellenist did not limit 
himself to a superficial development of the theme of Platonic eros. He not only 
went into the reasons behind the homosexual nature of Greek love, but also 
clarified that the third phase of this kind of affection, in which the sentiments 
and carnality merged, predominated during the times of Socrates and Plato. 
He also went on to examine how and why these philosophers made their puri

fying proposals. 
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Sym6nds explains that Socrates, in contrast to the Plato of the Leges, was un
derstanding towards Greek lovers because he himself was one, but that he also 

wanted to reform and to ennoble pederasty and use it more towards a methodolog
ical end. He quoted Maximus Tireus, who ascertained that Socrates felt it was his 
responsibility to reconduct an erotic force that was taking on a worrying slant: "Find

ing this passion at its height throughout the whole ofHellas, but most especially in 
Athens ... full of evil lovers and of youths seduced, he felt a pity for both parties ... 
he could not stop the custom ... but tried to suggest a remedy".354 And the remedy 
was to be found in philosophy or the awakening of the higher instincts of Athenian 
citizens: "It was closely connected with the love of political independence, with the 
contempt for Asiatic luxury, with the gymnastic sports, and with the intellectual 
interests which distinguished Rellenes from barbarians".355 

No doubt dueto the influence of Carpenter or Whitman, Symonds associat
ed liberty and democracy with homosexuality, setting aside to a certain extent the 
authoritarian temperament of the mature Plato, a trait which he generously termed 
as "more moral growth". 356 Jowett's imprint on Symonds is much deeper than 
that of Grote despite the latter's progressive spirit. Symonds, like Jowett and 
Pater, sees in Plato a poet, whose theory of love was the key to human excellence 
and constituted the basis of Christian mysticism. Despite the differences between 
the historical Plato on the one hand, the pederast and lover of beautiful bodies 
but who was continent at the same time, and the celestial feminine loves of Dante 
and Petrarch on the other, there is an almost total resemblance between their 
ascendance through an amorous scale that leads them from a lower to a higher 
dimension. There are however important differences: "Few modern writers, when 
they speak with admiration or contempt of Platonic love, reflect that in its origin 
this phrase denoted an absorbing passion for young men". 357 

According to Symonds, the misunderstanding arises from the confusion be
tween the Greek and the Christian object of veneration: "What the Greeks wor
shipped in their ritual, what they represented in their sculpture, was always per
sonali ty - the spirit and the flesh in amity and mutual correspondence".358 In 
the same way as Pater, Symonds asserted that Plato as a Greek was never com
pletely able to separate the soul from matter, and that his morality was by nature 
aesthetic. Similarly, even though as a philosopher he attempted to separate the 
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soul from the body, his religious sentiment was essentially plastic. The deity that 
he imagined, that idea of Good and of knowledge, resembled the source that 
inspired it, the form and intellect of a youth: "The male form was the most per
fect image of the deity, self-contained in its action only by the laws of its own 
reason and its own volition". 359 In contrast, it was Christian thought according 
to Symonds that proved to be so reticent towards the body whilst elevating the 
soul to the realm of the divine. Even so, like Dante and Petrarch after him, Plato 
excluded sex from his objects of adoration, from the hypothetical intellectual lov
ers of the Phaedrus and the Symposium. This destiny was shared by Beatrice and 
Laura only in a more exalted and mystified fashion. But Socrates was not chaste, 
and most probably neither was Plato, whilst Dante and Petrarch had children 
with other women. To what extent did Plato's platonic love and that of dolce stil 

nuovo remain faithful to their romantic ideals? Symonds is quite sceptical: "The 
one veiled adultery, the other sodomy". 360 

According to the author of A Problem in Greek Ethics, the redemption of 
pederasty which Socrates and Plato envisaged was a mistake because the rules 
of the game were not changed beforehand, for, in order to extinguish the desire 
between persons one should have cancelled the possibility of attraction to be
gin with: "The attempt of the Platonic Socrates to elevate without altering the 
morals of his race may therefore be said fairly to have failed. Like his republic, 
his love existed only in heaven". 361 Even so, we are left in doubt as to whether 
Symonds found that the Platonic postulation was not correctly formulated, or 
whether he really viewed it as impractical because of the weakness of the hu
man condition. Most probably both reasons were inextricably tied together and 
in the end Symonds experienced profound scepticism regarding the viability of 
true ascesis. It was precisely for this reason that he, like Pater, identified his 
aestheticism with Hellenic aisthesis, in which the limit between the depth and 
the form dissolved into one sole perception. In spite of it all, the treatise ends 
with disconcerting triumphant praise for Western evolutionism and ... Marian
ism: "The Middle Ages proclaimed through chivalry the truth, then for the 
first time fully apprehended, that woman is the mediating and ennobling ele
ment in human life ... Mary gave religious sanction to the chivalrous enthusi
asm; and a cult of woman sprang in to being to which ... we owe the spiritual 
basis of our domestic and civil life". 362 
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Despite this tactical final manoeuvre, A Problem in Greek Ethics achieves its 
objective of presenting the problem in as natural a way as possible. It <loes so how
ever, as Halperin363 observes, from the perspective of one who is observing a 
strange phenomenon which needs explaining. Symonds, faithful to his time, con
tinued to include the Greek pederastic phenomenon within that amorphous cat
egory which was known as "sexual inversion". Despite his efforts to situate the 
case within the framework of the Hellenic image of the world, he <loes not refrain 
from comparing it to the sexual customs of other non-Western peoples that also 
practised unisexuality: "We are obliged in fact, to separate this, the true Hellenic 
manifestation of the paiderastic passion, from the effeminicies, brutalities and 
gross sensualities which can be noticed alike in imperfectly civilised and in luxu
riously corrupt communities". 364 

Symonds reaches the conclusion that the cultural superiority of the Greeks 
places them above the erotic impeifections of inferior peoples. This is due to his 
moral evaluation and not to any academic zeal far not mixing up different con
cepts. Even so, the treatise aimed to demonstrate to British bourgeois morality 
that Hellenic culture, which was so highly prized in the Victorian era and la ter on 
during the reign of Edward VII, naturally approved of a type of relationship that 
was outrightly condemned in the XIX century. What's more, Symonds wished to 
point out to his contemporaries a truth which to him had become clearer and 
clearer: that the purity of Christian lave and the norm of Platonic abstention, 
which was so deeply rooted among British uranists of the cultivated classes, was 
probably not only impossible but also a false mask that insisted on simulating a 
nature that had little to do with peoples' moral capacities. 

Symonds' position is summed up by a moving letter written to his daughter 
months befare his death, which also reveals the inextricable correspondence be
tween his theory and his life. Here we have the mature man with intellectual and 
affective experience who refuses to be the product of ideas that he himself had 
never proved in the world of things: "When I was your age, & far a long time 
after, I contented myself ... with seeing and admiring people, entering by imagi
nation into sympathy with their lives. I now want to lave them also. And I lave 
beauty with a passion that burns the more I grow old ... & think that nowhere is 
beauty more eminent than in young men ... I know well enough that there are 
more important things in the Universe than beauty. But there is nothing I was 
born to lave more". 365 

363 Halperin, 1990, p. 54. 
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Finally, it could be said that Symonds was even more of a relativist than Pat
er, in that he questioned the universal reliability of values which found no reso
nance in him: "I wonder what morality is; whether eternal justice exists, immuta
ble right and wrong ... ".366 Dueto this, he was immersed in a profound solitude 
and the great guilt complex that he was tormented by did not recede despite the 
fact that he defined his inclinations during his adult life. He says that he talked of 
sex through his own experience, "from human documents, myself ... the adulter
ers & prostitutes of both sexes I have dealt with over bottles of wine and confi
dence". 367 But he never laid aside the scientific and legislative documents. In 
1891, while he was collaborating with Ellis, he published a kind of continuation 
to the book on Greek lave, which he entitled A Problem in Modern Ethics, and 
which was primarily addressed to psychologists and jurists. The aim of the work 
was to demonstrate that homosexuality could be congenital, and therefore not 
punishable by law, and also not necessarily a neurosis. 

Despite this text's testimonial and speculative value, it had more ideological 
than scientific merit. It put forward an extremely daring and advanced demand 
during an era that was dominated by the morbid and pathological theses of Lom
broso and Kraft-Ebing and by the merciless British legal code. He energetically 
put forward arguments demanding a legal and social right to sexual preference 
without the humiliation that was often attached to it by the world of science. The 
previously mentioned reference of Labouchere worried him to the point of ob
session, and quite justifiably. Perhaps he did not foresee the trials of Wilde, but 
he saw a vague danger coming, as he hinted during a moment of fear and confu
sion: "What is left far us modern men? We cannot be Greek now. Since the six
teenth century, what would Aphrodite Pandemos have been? ... And the Spartan 
laws of comradeship, the Socratic doctrine of a noble life developed out of boy
love with philosophy, how would these show in the tents of Mrs. Grundy?"368 

The respected British 'Mrs. Grundy', the stereotyped and symbolic voice of the 
petit bourgeois conscience, answered Symonds -who died in 1893- with un
mistakable virulence towards the uranist Plato and his friends, by imprisoning 
Wilde and prohibiting Ellis and Symonds' book, "omitting the mention of the 
unmentionable vice of the Greeks"369 in Forster's Cambridge, censuring Radcly
ffe-Hall and by establishing in Margaret Thatcher's England the section 28 of 
1988 legislation. 

366 Grosskurth, 1984, p. 170. 
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It may be that Symonds is no longer very much read in the contemporary 
world as Leonard Woolf observed in 1912,370 when the twentieth century had 
hardly begun. Even so, like many pioneers, this militant Hellenist ofhomoeroti
cism has a reputation, and he opened the way and also created a "house of thought" 
or a kind of critica! school of established morality. This may have been the case of 
D. H. Lawrence a few years later, when he attempted with certain shyness to 
depict a viril e and sensual love along the lines of Symonds' marcial and chivalrous 
love. In 1916, Lawrence began Women in Lave, an unpublishable novel in the 
United Kingdom after the harsh censorship applied to his previous novel, The 

Rainbaw. Another factor that added to the polemical nature of this novel was its 
vivid exposure of illustrious personalities of London society. The plot of the novel 
centred around Rupert Birkin, a character akin to Lawrence. It explores the 
relationship between two couples of lovers, Rupert and Ursula, and Gerald and 
Gudrun, and above all the bond between the two men. Towards the middle of the 
novel, in the chapter "Man to Man", Birkin clarifies a feeling that is intuited from 
the very start: that he loves Gerald Crich and that he desires him. Curiously 
enough, and despite the fact that he insists that it is basically a physical passion, 
Birkin repeats Symonds' arguments -and those of Carpenter and Whitman
on masculine companionship: "Suddenly ... he saw himself confronted with an
other problem- the problem of love and eternal conjunction between two men 
... to love a man purely and fully". 371 Birkin, who is inflamed with interest in the 
Nordic and robust Gerald, proposes a blood bond, a Bludbrüderschaft, "and swear 
to be true to ea ch other, of one blood, ... We will swear to stand by ea ch other
be true to each other- ultimately- infallibly- given to each other ... ". 372 

Lawrence prefers to use the German term to designate the 'blood brother
hood' rather than using a highly meaningful and compromising English term, 
but he is in fact referring to the hernie pederasty which Symonds described in A 
Prablem in Greek Ethics, adding to it the erotic element of Doric warrior love. If 
there are any doubts as to Lawrence's intentions in defining Rupert's passion, 
they are ruled out by a prologue which the author omitted. It preceded the first 
unfinished version of Women in Lave. Here Birkin and Gerald are viewed as ac
complices in an affection that they cover up and never pronounce: "Yet there 
remained always, for Birkin and for Gerald Crich, the absolute recognition that 
... they loved each other, that each would die for the other". 373 Birkin does not 

370 Leonard Woolf, An Autobiography, 2: 1911-1969, p. 48. 
371 Lawrence, 1983, p. 277. 
372 !bid. p. 278. 
373 Lawrence, 1978, p. 93 . 
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rule out relationships with women but his inclination is definitely towards his 
own sex: "it was the plastic form that fascinated him in men, the contour and 
movement of the flesh itself'. 374 The repression which the character is submit
ted to leads him to forget and abandon his friends, "even those to whom he had 
been attached passionately, like David toJonathan". 375 

I have no evidence that Lawrence had read Symonds, but it would have been 
strange for a man like him, who was interested in psychoanalysis and sexuality, to 
have ignored his research, or that of Havelock Ellis, which explicitly or implicitly 
contained that of Symonds. In any case, leaving aside the biographical and 
motivacional differences, Lawrence's reasoning regarding Bludbrüderschaft greatly 
resembles the eroticised masculine friendships of Symonds. In fact, I see this as 
proof of the probable influence of the latter on the opening of new sexual 
possibilities which takes place in British literature of the first half of this century. 

The connection between Symonds' sexology and homosexuality in Proust's 
literature is more specific and closer. On the one hand, the effeminate Baron de 
Charlus inÁ la recherche du temps perdu embodies the feared and despised stereotype 
of Ulrich and Krafft-Ebing's homosexual, in whom erotic preference is 
accompanied by a phenomenon of inversion: "Il appartenait a la race de ces etres, 
... dont l'ideal est viril, justement parce que leur tempérament est féminin". 376 

This feminine man, whom the author of A Problem in Greek Ethics rejected, 
nonetheless feels true delirium for the soldiers of World War I, and especially for 
the English, whom he admires with the abstraction of Pater and the carnality of 
Symonds, yet always through a Hellenic filter. De Charlus cherishes military 
virility, but that "surtout des Anglo-Saxons ... qu'il voyait comme des statues 
vivan tes de Phidias". 3 77 

The Gusto Greco and Mediterranean culture had been consolidated as the pat
rimony of homosexual affections. Symonds' research in search of the Hellenic 
roots of his sexuality also reached France during the first quarter of the century. 
Besides the narrative that deals with the relationship between uranism and Hel
lenism, which was Proust's case, or the Sapphic poetry with lesbianism as its sub
ject, written by Renée Vivien and even Pierre Louys, there were also psycholog
ical essays within French literature, as was the case of Raffalovich, and above all 
the literary dialogue, that curious genre, half way between fiction and research, 
which was notably represented by Gide's Corydon. Between 1911 and 1924 Gide 

374 !bid. p. 104. 
375 !bid. p. 105. 
376 "Sodome et Gomorre", in Proust, 1954, vol. II, pp. 614-5. 
377 "Le temps retrouvé", in Proust, 1954, vol. III, p. 776. 
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brought together in this small work all the elements represented by Symonds in 
his study of Greek homoeroticism: the vindicating temperament and the use of 
the Hellenic past as a means of dignifying pederastic practices. According to the 
Encyclopaedia Britannica, gay pride was awakened in Gide after a meeting with Wilde 
and Douglas in north Africa, 378 the exaltation of masculinity, disagreement with 
the inversionist and pathological theses of the time, and the use of almost the 
same classical, literary and scientific sources. 

Gide questions the antinatural nature of relationships between men from the 
perspective of nómos-physis, which had already been done by the authors of Teleny 
in a simpler and more elementary way. By introducing the expression "normal 
pederasty",379 Gide, from a professedly naturalist perspective, indicates that the 
inclination of someone who is born with an erotic deviation that is contrary to 
what is usual is natural far him and does not differentiate him from other people. 
In the civilised world the norm is accepted as natural law, therefore it is not con
sidered natural that someone can desire a person of the same sex and at the same 
time not be different from other people. Symonds also insisted on the separation 
between the object of desire and his civic and moral conduct: "It ... <loes not 
affect my regard far duty, principle, right conduct". 380 The young Corydon is 
thus presented as an engagé homosexual, a doctor, moralist, sociologist, historian 
and above all a naturalist, who, like Symonds, has elaborated a thesis on uranism, 
confronting the science of the era. Homoerotic symbolism appears here in all its 
splendour: a large painting by Michelangelo anda photo of Whitman decora te 
the room where the conversations between Corydon and his impertinent inter
viewer take place. The interviewer poorly represents institutional France. 

Corydon is manly, serious, studious and very much convinced of the truth of 
his cause. F or example, like Symonds, he denies that affectation can be applied to 
all homosexuals, and he points out well-known cases of virile men who lave other 
men: " ... il m'importe qu'ils soient bien portants et virils. Et je ne prétends pas 
que taus les uranistes le soient; l'homosexualité, tout de meme que l'hétérosexualité, 
a ses dégénérés, ses viciés et ses malades". 381 Corydon's enthusiasm regarding his 
'discovery', leads him to demonstrate that menare in fact physically more perfect 
than women. He quotes Darwin" ... les femmes m' ont quelque peu dé<;u ... elles 
sont loin d'etre aussi belles que les hommes"382 in this respect and also makes 

378 Encyclopaedia Britannica, s. v. Gide, André. 
379 Gide, 1971, p. 51. 
380 Grosskurth, 1964, p. 271. 
38 1 Gide, 1971, p. 30. 
382 !bid. p. 90. 
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reference to the masculine motives of Greek art: "cette prédilection quasi cons

tante de l'art grec pour le corps de l'adolescent, du jeune homme".383 Though 

more than a quarter of a century has gone by, Gide continues along the line of the 

theses ofMüller, Meier, Symonds and Pater on the Lacedaemonian origin of ped

erasty, and the Hellenic division between "le mol ordre ionien"384 and "la male 

architecture dorienne". 385 Gide even goes as far as to say that "la décadence 

d'Athenes commern;a lorsque les Grecs cesserent de fréquenter les gymnases".386 

According to him it was the victory of heterosexuality over uranism that caused 

the decline of Greek civilisation and the beginning of many evils, misogyny being 

one of them. Hence Gide, whether out of naivety or lack of sensibility, affirms 

that it is when women become objects of desire, which he considers that they 

were not ready for, that they are more badly treated. 
In the course of the dialectical duel between Corydon and his antagonist, the 

quotes are brandished like fireworks. We have a parade of the sexologists of the 

period, the writers of the French Olympus, and evidently, Plato, ali of whom 

according to Corydon had understood uranism to be a phenomenon worthy of 

study: "Platon luí fait, meme, la part si belle que je comprends que vous en soyez 
alarmé", 387 he says. In any case, what is of most interest to this study is Corydon's 

observation on the ambivalence of contemporary respect towards the Greek world. 

It is the cultural model par excellence yet at the same time the most refined of its 
sexual practices is not only repudiated but denied as well: "Depuis votre plus ten

dre enfance on vous instruisit comme moi; on vous apprit a vénérer la Grece, 

dont nous sommes les héritiers. Dans nos classes et dans nos musées, les oeuvres 

grecques occupent les places d'honneur; ... un Socrate ... un Platon, ne sont pas 
de moins admirables représentants de la Grece, ... qu'un Phidias ... Mais des qu'il 

s'agit des moeurs grecques, on les déplore, et, ... on s'en détourne avec horreur; 

on ne comprend pas, ou l'on feint de ne pas comprendre; on ne veut pas admetre 

qu'elles sont indispensables au fonctionnement de l'organisme social". 388 

It must be conceded that Gide says in one paragraph what Pater and Sy

monds use many more pages to affirm less strongly. It was something thatJowett 
would never understand: the desire to alter, to rub out such an important factor 

in the intellectual, social and amorous life of the Hellenic people as was pederasty 

383 !bid. p. 92. 
384 !bid. p. 119. 
385 !bid. 
386 !bid. 
387 !bid. p. 45. 
388 !bid. p. 110-11. 
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was ultimately a wish to change that people, to pretend that they did not exist. It 
was for this reason that the falsehood of the Frenchman Félix Buffiere, who in 1980 
stated that: "Les Grecs ont condamné l'homosexualité, qui choquait leur goút et 
leur sens esthétique",389 seems disconcerting and in vain. In this sense, I find that 
Gide's book sets an important precedent of historical tolerance, despite the arbi
trary nature of other aspects of his treatment of the subject of love and nature. 

In any case, and if I may be allowed to apply the principie described prev
iously on the indivisibility of the components of Hellenic culture and the risk of 
losing the integral nature of the whole, I would like to stress that Plato or the Hellenic 
citizen who loved men would have been silenced if it had not been for the uranist 
explorers of Greek patrimony such as Pater, Symonds or Wilde. Despite Jowett's 
falsifications and the general pact of silence on the love of the Greeks, the pederastic 
readings of the Platonic dialogues, together with a similar appreciation of classical 
art which were produced towards the end of the century, paved the way for a 
homoerotic counter-discourse in later Western literature. I have tried to give a 
number of examples of the latter throughout this chapter but I have undoubtedly 
left out other important ones. With varying degrees of grandeur and devotion to 
the subject, the works of Marguerite Yourcenar, Constantine Cavafis, Lowes 
Dickinson, Dominique Fernandez, Thomas Mann or Mary Renault, have 
contributed to the founding of a parallel classical tradition, where masculine 
affections are recreated or referred to a period of the past --often with a touch of 
nostalgia-, where nature, which like today yielded to the force of nómos, was ruled 
by other conventions. 

No doubt this was Symonds' desire, to find a space in the world in which he 
could express his sexuality with the means that were most precious to him: liter
ary creation and the history of culture. This pressure is dramatically expressed in 
case xviii of Sexual lnversion which he probably wrote in reference to himself in 
the third person: "He has no moral sense of doing wrong ... He feels the intoler
able injustice of his social position, and considers the criminal codes of modern 
nations ... iniquitous. As an artist and man ofletters he regrets the fa te which has 
forced him to conceal his true emotions, and thereby to lose the most genial 
channels of self-expression". 390 Repelled by Jowett and the Oxford that went 
against him, Symonds lifted the veil of prohibition that intended to hide Plato 
the pederast and his environment. The moral strength of knowing that the re
spected philosophy of Plato was based on an impulse of passion inspired in 

389 Buffiere, 1980, p. 7. 
390 Grosskurth, 1984, p. 288. 
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masculine beauty may have given him enough courage to try to construct a work 
for himself where this affection was depicted in all its aspects and without the 

ascetic obstacles of Platonism. It is therefore not at all strange, as a consequence 
of the publicity given by Pater, Symonds and Wilde to that whích ought not to be 
divulged in Platonism, in other words to lave between men, that the majestic 

Victorian Plato of Grate and above all of J owett began his inevitable retreat. 



N. l. OSCAR WILDE AND THE IMPORTANCE OF 
NOT HAVING BEEN ABLE TO BE PLATONIC 

"The purest religion is the most 
refined Epicurism. He, who in 
the smallest given time can enjoy 
most of what he never shall 
repent ... is the most religious and 
the most voluptuous of men". 

BLAKE, Annotations to Lavater391 

WHEN MARC-ANDRÉ RAFFALOVICH passed extremely severe judgement on the 
Platonic allegations made by Wilde in his dramatic apologia pro vita sua, which 
was pronounced at the end of April of 1895 at the Old Bailey, he was involuntari
ly refering to a vaster and more strategic area than that of mere criticism. To 
begin with, the French dilettante, who was the author of Uranisme et Unisexualité 

and sentimental companion of the poet J ohn Gray, a farmer romantic friend of 
Wilde, 392 accused the Irish dramatist of cynicism anda lack of responsibility in his 
relationship with Alfred Douglas: "Quelle soit la pureté de son amour pour lord 
Alfred (et pourquoi pas?) il est certain que Wilde n'a jamais compris les obligations 
imposées par un amour qui se base sur Platon, Shakespeare, Michel-Ange. Il n'a 
pas séparé lord Alfred des horribles amis qui le compromettaient, il ne s'est pas 
arraché quand il devint lui-meme dangereux pour le jeune homme ... "393 How
ever, in blaming Wilde far not having exercised the function of tutor over Douglas, 
the essay reveals that in fact Raffalovich's main reproach against the author of 
Dorian Gray was his negligence as an erastés or pederast in the Hellenic sense. 

It is quite possible that Raffalovich's motive consisted of something more 
than jealousy due to the hypothetical sentimental affair that had brought John 
Gray and Wilde together in the past. 394 And it is also possible that his harsh 
words went beyond simple puritan reprobation of the writer's sexually irregular 
conduct, far he himself was a uranist. Without fargetting the passional nature of 
the attack, it seems quite likely that Raffalovich, led on by his deeply-rooted aver
sion to Wilde, went on to draw attention to the platonist contradictions of the 

391 Blake, 1972, p. 75. 
392 Ellmann, 1988, p. 291. 
393 "L'affaire Wilde", in Raffalovich, 1896, p. 268. 
394 McCormack, 1991, pp. 148-9. 
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accused and to bis transgression of the chivalrous uranist norm: "Quand est-ce 
qu'Oscar Wilde s'est chargé de la direction, de la pédagogie morale de son jeune 
ami? 11 n'a pas meme renoncé lui-meme a des fréquentations indignes d'un ami 
disciple de Platon. On sait ce que les Grecs pensaient des hommes vénales". 395 

Raffalovich was also merciless concerning the ovation that Wilde received from 
the public present at the trial after bis Platonic justification: "L'ignorance du public 
n'est égalée que para la fausseté du speech de Wilde". 396 

Despite this, Raffalovich did not know that Wilde was aware of the failure of 
the love dynamics in bis liaison with Douglas. In De Profandis, Wilde's long letter 
to Douglas which he wrote from Reading prison during the first term of 1897, 
and which Richard J enkyns397 described as the most Hellenic of bis works, the 
writer reveals a deep dissatisfaction dueto the unedifying and pederastically use
less nature that bis relationship with the young aristocrat had taken on: "my life, 
as long as you were by my si de, was entirely sterile and uncreative". 398 Though 
Dorian Gray may today be considered by sorne to be "the subtlest critique of the 
Platonic Eros ever penned",399 the text we know as De Profandis is Wilde's mea 
culpa for not having foreseen the danger in allowing himself to be carried away by 
the fervent desire for beauty. Whereas in fiction Basil Hallwood died in Dorian 
Gray's hands, Wilde in real life -justly or unjustly- felt that the affair with 
Douglas had ruined bis existence for quite similar reasons: "Literature always 
anticipates life. It does not copy it, but moulds it to its purpose".4ºº In the end, 
life imitated art, according to bis well-known aphorism. 

Thus a Christianised and repentant Wilde acknowledges his error: "the sin
ner must repent ... otherwise he would be unable to realise what he had done".4º1 

Even so, he makes use ofhis right to defend himself: ifhe was guilty, Douglas was 
not innocent either. But of what guilts are we talking about? Plato's in beguiling 
naive men into an impossible type oflove, as Symonds denounced? The guilt that 
Raffalovich attributes to Wilde, for not having been a comme il faut platonic lov
er? Or was it that feebleness which Wilde disdained and that brought on the 
death of Basil Hallward?- "in the case of an artist weakness is nothing less than 
a crime when it is a weakness that paralyses the imagination".4º2 Laying aside the 

395 "L'affaire Wilde", in Raffalovich, 1896, p. 268-9. 
396 !bid. p. 269. 
397 J enlryns, 1980, p. 97. 
398 "De Profundis", in Wilde, 1979, p. 154. 
399 The observation is by Wilson Knight, "Christ and Wilde", in Ellmann, 1969, p. 14 3. 
400 "The Decay of Lying", in Wilde, 1985 A, p. 2 3. 
4º1 "De Profundis", in Wilde, 1979, p. 215 . 
402 !bid. p. 156. 
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domestic and specific accusations that Wilde waged against Douglas and against 
himself, the letter contains many very valuable details regarding the subject of 
Hellenic pederasty transported to the end of the XIX century, in this case with 
catastrophic results. Linda Dowling points out that Wilde accused Douglas for 
having confused the two eros described by Pausanias in the Symposium, 403 celes
tial or uranian eros and earthly eros, with the equivalent and extremely superfi
cial ones of the love "that dare not speak its name" and the love that fills "the 
hearts of hoy and girl with mutual flame", 4º4 that is to say, homosexual and het
erosexual eros. 

The hypothesis is not unreasonable, but I have not been able to find any 
references in Wilde's text to support it, nora line of argument that is interesting 
enough to warrant expansion. On the other hand, Dowling makes a very illum
inating suggestion which could at the same time include her former hypothesis 
and which I would like to look in to in more depth: the idea that Wilde's reproaches 
against Douglas for the absorbing tyranny to which he had submitted him were a 
way of blaming him for not having fulfilled the terrns of a productive Platonic 
relationship. This argument was along Raffalovich's lines but in the opposite 
direction. Dowling goes on to say: "Here is the unmistakable language of the 
Platonic eros and spiritual procreancy, the native idiorn of the high ideal which 
Wilde once believed" . 405 Behind the ero tic problern, with its specific 
circumstances, one can discern an idealistic line of thought that pervades De 

Profundis and that has its irnaginary counterpart in The Picture of Dorian Gray. 

Both works put forward the search for an ideal and creative ascendance, in which 
masculine beauty acts as inspiration, though both end in failure. 

I will pickup on the clues suggested by both Dowling and Knight as I go 
through Wilde's writing, but I will try to dernonstrate, contrary to Raffalovich 's 
disqualifications, that the Irish writer always had the Platonic ideal of spiritual
ly prolific uranian love present in his mind, even though neither in literary fic
tion nor in real life was he able to know it fully. The pessirnistic consequences 
that can be drawn from this defeat are our own rather than Wilde's. Perhaps the 
wound and the guilt caused by his public dishonour led him to concede that Pla
tonic éros was ineffective due to personal ups and downs and not due to a defect in 
Plato's philosophy. Despite the various possible explanations, the truth is that 
Wilde never abandoned the inner ideal of personal fulfilment which Platonisrn 

403 Dowling, 1994, pp. 143-7. 
404 AJfred Douglas, "Two Laves", in Hyde, 1973, p. 200. 
405 !bid. p. 147. 
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professed, and not even in his more dramatic moments did he lose faith in the 
value of that joint project between the lovers of the Phaedrus. In spite of his 
paradoxes, Wilde is the clearest example of the conflictive oxonian Hellenisa
tion pointed out by Symonds. Yet, whereas the author of A Problem in Greek 

Ethics broke with J owett's Plato and with the historical Plato and managed to 
escape from the Platonic net that lay between the theory he had embraced and 
the praxis he exercised, Wilde did not succeed in adjusting his erotic archetype 
with the corresponding practice. He succumbed to the delirium of wanting ev
erything at the same time, Platonism and licence, idealism and criticism, but he 
was frustrated in his attempt. 

It cannot be denied that Wilde was in many ways a sceptic, perhaps even 
more so than Pater and Symonds: "In life there is really no small or great thing. 
All things are of equal value".4º6 Thomas Mann said in an article on Wilde and 
Nietzche that their critical spirit was a generacional attribute: "For around the 
turn of the century the European intelligentsia was making its first head-on as
sault upon the hypocritical morality of the middle-class Victorian age".4º7 Even 
so, Wilde was also a great reader of Plato, and even though he was not a student 
of J owett, he knew him personally and among his notes there were quotes from 
the introductions to the dialogues, and especially from the Symposium where the 
Master of Balliol compares the love of Christ with the Platonic desire for knowl
edge.408 The image must certainly have hadan impact on him for a similar and 
very meaningful one appears in De Profundis, during a conversation in París with 
Gide: "I remember saying once to André Gide ... that while metaphysics had but 
little real interest to me, and Morality absolutely none, there was nothing that 
either Plato or Christ had said that could not be transferred immediately into the 
sphere of Art, and there find its complete fulfilment".4º9 

This reference gives usan important clue regarding the roots of Wilde's Pla
tonism. He experimented with elaborating a radical transformation of the philos
ophy of Plato, parting from the metaphysical thought of the Greek philosopher 
right up to the fashioning of a true ontology of art, which was later on to condi
tion his notion of pederasty. Unlike Pater, Wilde does not theorise in extenso on 
the whole of Platonism, but instead partially integra tes it in to his aesthetic the
ory. Like Pater, he doesn't even stop to consider whether the lack of fidelity to 
the original Plato was a deficiency or not. However, whereas the aesthete of 

406 "De Profundis", in Wilde, 1979, p. 159. 
407 Thomas Mann, "Wilde and Nietzsche", in Ellmann, 1969, p. 169. 
408 See Dowling, 1994, p. 71. 
409 "De Profundis", in Wilde, 1979, p. 204. 
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Brasenose based himself on the belief that his interpretation was plausible simply 
because subjectivity was supreme, Wilde consciously alters the Platonic universe 
because he feels that an aggiornamento of this philosophy could revitalise the XIX 
century conception of art: "It may be that it is as a critic of Beauty that Plato is 
destined to live, and that by altering the name of the sphere of his speculation we 
shall find a new philosophy".410 Wilde therefore propases a transformation of 
Platonism in the first part of The Criticas Artist, in 1891. 

And why Plato at the end of the XIX century and by Wilde? Because through 
his critique of art, Plato highlights the crucial role of the artist in the culture and 
education of the pólis: "he first perhaps stirred in the soul of man that desire that 
we have not yet satisfied, the desire to know the connection between Beauty and 
Truth, and the place of Beauty in the moral and intellectual arder of the Kos
mos". 411 This project ofWilde's appeared a couple of years befare Pater's agnos
tic Plato and Platonism, and for this reason he felt he had to clarify that his aesthet
ic mystification was not the result of a religious or transcendentalist conversion 
of any kind. If sorne thought that the Platonic division between the world of ideas 
and of things had been overcome, Wilde invited them to try and translate the 
elements of Plato's scheme into artistic language "and you will find that they are 
still vital and full of meaning".412 Had Jowett exploited the quarry of Plato at 
Oxford to such an extent that Wilde found it necessary to justify the Platonic 
basis of his aestheticism? The third edition of the dialogues translated by the 
Master was to come out very soon, but when compared to the texts of Symonds, 
Pater or Wilde, the wear of this imperial Plato became even more evident. On 
the other hand, we must remember that Wilde was no longer a part of Oxford 
during the nineties. His separation from academic life could explain not only his 
clarification on the use of Platonism being the notoriously iconoclastic character 
that he was, but also the independence with which he was able to publish his 
innovative reflections. 

In fact, Wilde, as an acknowledged artist, felt that he had the right to recreate 
any image of the world without the rigours of an academic intellectual, and he 
was even a ble to state that he would try to bring about a reform of Platonism: "I 
made art a philosophy, and philosophy an art: I altered the minds of men and the 
colours of things: there was nothing I said or did that did not make people won
der".413 When Wilde the creator sought after the "perfect work" -which the 

4 10 "The Criticas Artist I", in Wilde, 1985 A, pp. 52 -3. 
4 11 !bid. p. 52. 
4 12 !bid. 
41 3 "De Profundis", in Wilde, 1985 A, p. 194. 
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inopportune Mr. Porlocks often prevented artists from fulfilling- 414 then the phil

osophy of Plato, stripped of the dialectics, the dogmatism, the poli tics and almost 

all the elements that were not central to his idealism, could come together with 
Wilde's house of thought. "I am conscious now that behind all this Beauty, satis

fying though it be, there is sorne Spirit hidden of which the painted forms and 
shapes are but modes of manifestation, and it is with this Spirit that I desire to 
become in harmony".415 Consequently, befare examining a posteriori the sterility 

of Platonic eros in Wilde, represented in the narrative and the personal experi
ence of the author, let us take a closer look at the ontological dimension of aes

thetic Platonism in his critica! work. 
Wilde was a follower of Pater, andan extremely important propagating 'echo' 

of the aestheticist style. His was not, however, such a simplistic synthesis of the 
thought of the creator of the Marius nor was itas mimetic as many would have us 

believe.416 Even though Dorian Gray is full of Paterian brushstrokes, and despite 

the fact that their philosophies coincide regarding the supremacy of the aesthetic 
criterion and of scepticism, their conceptions of reality offer different nuances. 
For Pater, the most real sphere was that of one's own perception, and Wilde coin
cided with him: "I said in Dorian Gray that the great sins of the world take place 
in the brain, but it is in the brain that everything takes place ... It is in the brain 

that the poppy is red, that the apple is odorous, that the skylark sings".417 In this 
sense both attempted a personal and subjective inversion of Platonisrn as has been 
said previously. Yet, apart from these sirnilarities, Wilde proves to be less cautious 
with regard to idealism, or at least, he seerns to be less inhibited when it comes to 
the spiritual enunciation of his reflection than Pater. The author of Plato and 

Platonism, in turn, despite all the delicacy and the ethereal nature of the images 
that he creates, opts for an accentuation of the reliability of the senses and the 
pleasure that they render. Wilde, meanwhile, usually places the process of inner 

search in the intellect. 

414 Let us remember the anecdote which Coleridge explained in his introductory note to Kubla-Khan, 
on the inopportune visit of a certain Mr. Porlock, which took place when Coleridge had just awoken 
from an inspiring dream and was trying to recollect the onírica! visions from a poem that was con
ceived in its entirety whilst he was sleeping. After the visit was over Coleridge had forgotten most of 
the verses, as the ripples disappear on the water where a pebble has been dropped. From then on, the 
figure of Mr. Porlock is used to symbolise the inability to reflect the force of inspiration into the 
reality of artistic creation . 

415 !bid. p. 237. 
416 See for example Ian Fletcher: "Wilde, the most systematic (and most dangerous) vulgarizer of his 

ideas ... ", in Fletcher, 1971 , p. 7. 
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On a moment of inspiration, Basil Hallward says to Dorian Gray that he 
had become "the visible incarnation of that unseen ideal whose memory haunts 
us artists like an exquisite dream".418 Wilde does not fundamentally seek ecstasy 
and sensation as does Pater, but also and above all creativity, which he considers 
to be a vigorous act of the mind: "I ... showed that the false and the true are 

merely forms of intellectual existence".419 The originality of Wilde's thought 
-if we compare it with Pater's- is to be found in that, apart from the intensity, 
the immanence of his idealism, the cult of beauty, the conviction that body and 
soul form a sole unity and the belief in the intransferable nature of individual 
experience via the senses -criteria which were all shared by Pater-, Wilde 
also turns art and imagination into the new tópos ouránios. The sphere relegated 
by Plato to eikasía due to its distance from the infallible world of epistéme, of 
which it was but an imperfect copy, far Wilde becomes the new superlative 
sphere of philosophical, aesthetic and ethical enunciation. Above everything 
else it ceases to be an imitation in arder to become an archetype, far in between 
is to be found the extraordinary phenomenon of inspiration: "I treated Art as 
the supreme reality, and life as a mere mode of fiction". 420 In contrast, Pater 
considered that the Platonic world of ideas was constituted by the experience of 
those objects that awaken and please the sensibility, more so as a spectator than 
as a creative demiurge. Creativity in Pater was notas vital as it was far Wilde, 
and perhaps far this reason, his Platonism was more accessible. 

Wilde makes use of Plato's terminology in arder to formulate a new phil
osophy in The Decay of Lying. It was the most anti-Platonic of the aesthetic theses 
that had ever been put forward: "Life imitates Art ... Life in fact is the mirror, and 
Art, the reality ... ".421 This was precisely the risk that Plato had wished to avoid, 
the influence of artists on the way of thinking of the masses that do not know how 
to discern the mimesis from the original model:422 "Lying and poetry are arts
arts, as Plato saw, not unconnected with each other ... ".423 E ven so, Wilde 
abandons himself to the force of this lie, and he even believes that it is deserved. 
As an example he refers to the pale women of Rossetti, that imposed their style in 
the great London salons, which all of a sudden were filled with women with Pre
Raphaelite poses. Another example is the mysterious smile of Leonardo's Gioconda 

418 Wilde, 1976, p. 96. 
41 9 "De Profundis", in Wilde, 1979, p. 194. 
42º !bid. p. 194. 
421 "The Decay of Lying", in Wilde, 1985 A, p. 21. 
422 R. 598b - 608c 
423 "The Decay of Lying", in Wilde, 1985 A, p. 5. 
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discovered by Pater and appreciated by everybody ever since: "A great artist invents 
a type, and Life tries to copy it, to reproduce it in a popular form, like an 
enterprising manager".424 It is clear that when Wilde refers to "life" or "nature", 
he is refering to large cities which are able to consume art, and on a second level to 
the capacity of the artist to change the mind of his times: "F or what is nature? ... 
She is our creation. It is in our brain that she quickens to life. Things are because 
we see them, and what we see, and how we see it, depends on the Arts that have 
influenced us".425 

Despite the apparent confrontation between the Irish writer and the 
aesthetic ethics of Plato, he too sets clown sorne rules. In order for art to lie with 
dignity, for it to manipulate its material with style, it should not seek inspiration 
in the same life that it is to portray. In other words, mere objective reproduction 
is ruled out, and so is didactic art - "Realism is a complete failure". 426 For 
Wilde, the son or grandson of Romanticism, the essence of art is constituted by 
the magic wand of the imagination: "The moment Art surrenders its imagin
ative medium it surrenders everything".427 This faculty had not been valued 
enough by Plato even though Plotinus later on was able to intuit it. Wilde would 
therefore agree with the Platonic criticism of the artist, if he limited himself to 
being a mere spectator-imitator of sensitive reality. Nevertheless, given that 
the creative work is the product of a noble and superior function of the human 
mind, such as inspired imagination, it can domina te nature and introduce varied 
and infinite forms of beauty. 

Within this alteration of the philosophical sphere of Platonism ushered in by 
Wilde, art, the new ontological paradise, is a veil. It is no longer the curtain that 
hides, but quite the opposite, it is the cloth that reveals an infinite succession of 
realities: "She makes and unmakes many worlds ... Hers are the 'forms more real 
than living man', and hers the great archetypes of which things that have exist
ence are but unfinished copies".428 The copies are always inconclusive, but not 
because the original is to be found in another sphere, but because works of art 
never totally reveal their essential secret, which is unknown evento themselves. 
The exhaustion of one ideal leads towards another, and so indefinitely. The truth 
of art lies in its fidelity to its own ideal: "Truth in Art is not any correspondence 
between the essential idea and the accidental existence ... Truth in art is the unity 

424 /bid. p. 21 . 
425 /bid. p. 27 . 
426 /bid. p. 36. 
427 /bid. 
428 /bid. p. 20. 
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of a thing with itself: the outward rendered expressive of the inward: the soul 
made incarnate: the body instinct with spirit".429 

This education of the sensibility was also conceived by Wilde from the per
spective of Platonic inspiration. The beauty of the surroundings which Plato laid 
emphasis on in the Phaedrus is an essential element for him. F ortunately, Ox
bridge and England met the demands of such a principie:" ... the dullness of tu
tors and professors matters very little when one can loiter in the grey cloisters at 
Magdalen, and listen to sorne flute-like voice singing in Waynfleete's chapel...".430 

Gentile and beautiful environments favour the formation of future aesthetes and 
in the end, when one reaches a certain maturity, one is able to choose between 
Good and Evil, oras Wilde puts it, between beautiful and ugly things, by follow
ing a pathway of refined selection whose final goal is the Platonic love of beauty: 
"as will lead him ... rejecting what is vulgar and discordant, to follow by fine 
instinctive taste all that possesses grace and charm and loveliness".431 

Wilde's Platonic course culminates in the awakening of Paterian critical 
judgement which is to be the discriminating organ of the new aestheticist set of 
values. Dowling points out that Wilde's passion for beauty reaches a paroxysm, 
and she narra tes a commentary by Robert Sherard, a friend of the writer, according 
to which Wilde was so horrified by ugly people that he refused to see them, despite 
the sympathy that they inspired in him.432 To the pleasure produced by aesthetic 
emotion he gives the term "contemplation", and draws a parallel with Platonic 
theoría which strives to attain the idea of Good: "To Plato, with his passion for 
wisdom, this was the noblest form of energy. To Aristotle, with his passion for 
knowledge, this was the noblest form of energy also. It was to this that the passion 
for holiness led the saint and the mystic of mediaeval days".433 Wilde's philosophy 
was an end of the century artistic translation of Platonic idealism, and a more 
energetic and active adaptation of the aesthetic Platonism of Pater. It had been 
formed within the gardens of Oxford and its Gothic architecture and, by mixing 
them with a new and more daring and recreative attitude towards Greek culture, 
it ultimately propitiated the famous "Oxford temper", or "in intellectual matters, 
... one who could play gracefully with ideas ... ".434 

42 9 "De Profundis'', in Wilde, 1979, p. 201. 
430 "The Criticas Artist II", in Wilde, 1985 A, p. 104. 
431 !bid. 

43 2 Dowling, 1994, p. 150, note. 
433 "The Critic as Artist II", in Wilde, 1985 A, p. 87. 
434 "De Profundis", in Wilde, 1979, p. 155. 





IV2. THE FATALITY OF PASSION AND 
THE PLATONIC CRISIS OF DE PROFUNDIS 

"]e suis un homme des temps homéríques; 
le monde ou je vis n'est pas le míen, et je 
ne comprends ríen a la socíeté qui m'entoure 
Le Chríst n'est pas venu pour moí; je suis aussí 
pa'ien qu'Alcíbíade et Phídías ... " 

THÉOPHILE GAUTIER, Mademoiselle de Maupin435 

ÜSCAR WILDE WAS NOTABLE TO SHARE his main life ideals, which were cied to 
Hellenism and Plato, with Alfred Douglas, or at least that is the impression 
conveyed by De Profundis. Amidst so much irony and demyscificacion, Wilde had 
in mind an emocional relacionship that combined a spiritual correspondence with 
Socracic reminiscences. Despite all his voluptuousness, he was not, it seems, to be 
sacisfied solely by the physical charms of his companion, and he longed for better 
communicacion throughout the period of their turbulent incimacy: " ... simply the 
grace of sweet companionship, the charm of pleasant conversacion, that terpnon 
kakón as the Greeks called it, and all those gentle humanicies that make life lovely, 
and are an accompaniment to life as music might be, keeping things in tune and 
filling with melody the harsh or silent places ... ".436 Wilde, therefore, states and 
gives the impression that he aspired to a relacionship of a Platonic nature, as Greek 
lave was conceived at the end of the century, that is to say, a relationship founded 
on reciprocity and companionship. 

Later on Symonds and Forster, advocated a romancic friendship between 
equals. The balanced posicion of the third Hellenic lave that Symonds termed 
"Greek lave", was an attempt to differenciate between a homoerotic relationship 
and the bonds established in a convencional marriage or in homosexual relacion
ships based on the man-woman model. In principie, an amorous bond between 
two virile men, between two free individuals belonging to the stronger sex, could 
not emulate the roles of mixed couples, for one of the two members would have 
to take on the passive or feminine role, and such degradation was not desirable for 
a true male. For this reason neither Ulrichs nor Krafft-Ebing were able to sacisfy 

435 Théophi le Gautier, Mademoiselle de Maupin, p. 225. 
436 Ibid. p. 157. 
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the need far a definition on the part of many Victorian uranists who refused to 
accept a secondary role in a sentimental relationship. On the other hand, the 
Platonic model seemed very adequate to them because both the bipartite nature 
of the double beings of Aristophanes' discourse in the Symposium and the lover of 
the Phaedrus, who "sees himself in the beloved as if he were looking in a mir
ror", 437 suggested that symmetrical complicity that bestowed dignity and manli
ness upon both men united in an erotic relationship. 

Wilde professed that ultimately one should seek an egalitarian relationship 
in which the differences of age and position would be neutralised by an enriching 
and mutual exchange: "illtimately the bond of all companionship, whether in 
marriage or in friendship is conversation, and conversation must have a common 
basis ... ".438 Even so, the relationship between Wilde and Douglas failed, as did 
the love between Basil Hallward and Dorian in fiction. Concerning this great 
error I think that G. Wilson Knight touches on the heart of the matter when he 
observes that Dorian Gray contains an open criticism of Platonic éros. As far as I 
see it, though, Wilde does not so much reject Greek love but relativises it -like 
Symonds, though with more guilt- by arguing that the will is feeble: "At the 
great moment my will-power completely failed me".439 He does, however, intro
duce a new element. Despite his Platonic and Oxonian faith, which were more 
present in him than in Symonds or Pater, Wilde hinted ata possibility that Plato 
had never thought of, perhaps because he wasn't a decadent living at the end of 
the nineteenth century: the existence of a masculine counterpart to the femme 

fatale , whose subjugating grip ruled out even the slightest possibility of a loyal 
and morally edifying uranian relationship. 

Plato had warned against the dangers of lust, but not against the evil power 
of certain lovers. Not even the fascinating Alcibiades was able to conquer So
crates, who was so susceptible to virile enchantments. The perverse domination 
exercised by certain men who are powerfully sexual is itself a masculine concept 
associated with women and very much rooted in the end of the last century. Wilde, 
like Pater, transposes this corrupting stigma to the world of men -the only 
world capable of eroticising him-, possibly because he was unable to stand the 
pressure of seeing himself as guilty of the gravest of vices. Nevertheless, the 
projection of a feminine fetish on a man did not entail a feminisation of Douglas 
or Dorian Gray. It may be that Wilde simply imitated without realising sorne of 
the tics of the transgressive heterosexual discourse of the period, adapting the 

437 Phaedrus 255 d-e, p. 88. 
43x "De Profundis'', in Wilde, 1979, p. 161. 
439 ]bid. p. 159. 
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dramaticism to his even more clandestine reality: "pathos either in its elements or 
its expression:- these, I say, were the origin and causes of my fatal yielding to 
you ... ".44º The problem was that such a destructive conception oflove carne into 
collision with the optimism of Platonic uranism. 

Consequently, Wilde wavered between the characteristic passion of an adult 
man towards a youth and the yearning for a lover and companion at his own 
level. He was prompted by a certain protective and pedagogical attitude to form 
and instruct whilst feasting, along the lines of a seductive Pygmalion, with beautiful 
young boys. Linda Dowling explains that even in purely carnal relationships he 
never ceased to be a tutor: "Wilde's frankly commercial relations with male 
prostitutes were conducted within the transforming frame of the Socratic eros".441 

The man who loved intellectual circles, with an insaciable desire for protagonism, 
always enjoyed the presence of an auditorium to which he could show his genius, 
which provided him with the admiration and the affection he needed so much. 
This moralistic and pedagogical element in his personality rebelled against Douglas 
with profound resentment. An evaluation of the justice or injustice of Wilde's 
extremely harsh criticisms to the addressee of De Profundis líes beyond the limits 
of this work. As I have said previously I am limiting myself to showing the evolution 
and the forms of Greek éros in Wilde in the homoerotic and artistic spheres, 
because the Philhellenism and the adhesion to Plato that he professed had their 
imprint on the twilight of the dominion of the chameleon and passional Plato in 
XIX century England. 

At the beginning of that long letter written between J anuary and March of 
1897, Wilde accuses Douglas of not being intellectual enough or of at least not 
having such aspirations. He went on to state that the youth of the young lord was 
no excuse. On the contrary, his defect was in a certain sense that of being too old: 
"The morning dawn of boyhood with its delicate bloom, its clear pure light, its 
joy of innocence and expectation you had left far behind".442 It is clear that the 
writer sought a certain virginity in the object oflove, a kind of suitable ground in 
which he could sow the pederastic fertility that he aspired to, but apparently, the 
beloved did not share this interest, despite having stated in the Revue Blanche, a 
year earlier, that Wilde loved him platonically. 443 In fact, Douglas must have had 
his ups and downs, for Wilde, as the letter becomes more virulent, criticises a 
letter by the young man in which he stated that he had "no intellectual obligation 

44º !bid. p. 158. 
441 Dowling, 1994, p. 145. 
442 "De Profundis", in Wilde, 1979, p. 153. 
443 In Hyde, 1973, p. 347. 
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of any kind"444 towards the Irish writer. Douglas' comment was in answer to Wil
de's disapproval of his translation into French of Salome, but the author of the 
work and of the letter written from Reading found the situation to be very painful. 

Did Wilde want a relationship with Douglas along Dorian lines, in which 

the adult and wise lover modelled the intellect of the youth? The truth is that he 
seems rather contradictory on the matter. On the one hand, he demanded the 
recognition, submission and gratitude of the Spartan beloved who learns his art 
from the pederast: "It was the ... great opportunity you had of making sorne slight 
return to me for all the love and affection and kindness and generosity and care 1 
had shown you .. . ".445 And, on the other hand, he did not want to hear any men
tían of his duty as an adult person towards Douglas: "The 'influence of an elder 
overa younger man' is an excellent theory till it comes to my ears".446 Notwith
standing, his speech at the Old Bailey centred around that Platonic lave that dare 
not speak its name, "and it repeatedly exists between an elder and a younger man, 

when the elder has intellect, and the younger man has all the joy, hope, and glam
our of life befare him".447 

It cannot be denied that Wilde was deceived by the nature of his affair with 
Douglas. But this amour fatal did not lead him to lose faith in the theory. According 
to hirn both of them were guilty: himself for allowing the relationship to stray 
away from the sphere of Platonic éros, and Douglas for not having conceded the 
ascendance to him that an erastés of such status deserved . This benevolent influence, 

which was never concretised according to Wilde, was not interrupted because of 
his lack of interest but due to negligence on the part of Douglas, who committed 
an extremely serious error of hybris, a crime against nature in the purest Hellenic 
sense: the fact that the erómenos, the leamer, dominated the erastés, the teacher: 
"It was the triumph of the smaller over the bigger nature. It was the case of that 
tyranny of the weak over the strong which somewhere in one of my plays I describe 
as being 'the only tyranny that lasts"'.448 The work in question is A Woman of no 

Importance. In the third act Wilde launches a series of boutades against women. At 
the bottorn of the paradoxes formulated here líes the conspiracy of rashness against 
common sense, or of irrationality versus reason. Douglas was therefore placed on 
the same vilified level of a perverse and seductive woman. A true insult coming 
frorn such a true misogynist as Wilde. 

444 "De Profundis", in Wilde, 1979, p. 161. 
445 !bid. p. 176. 
446 !bid. p. 22 8. 
447 In H yde, 1973, p. 201. 
448 "De Profundis", in Wilde, 1979, p. 158. 
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If the beautiful aristocrat had met the grade -"so Greek and gracious ... the 
divine thing I want"-,449 whose golden soul moved like the Platonic éros of the 
Renaissance, "between passion and poet:ry",450 Wilde could have fulfilled the desire 
of a younger partner, or one ofhis own age, thatwould have invigorated his spiritual 
life and potentiated his creative task, but so much beauty could not be virtuous 
and he himself was a sinner: "I blame myself for allowing an unintellectual 
friendship, a friendship whose primary aim was not the creation and contemplation 
of beautiful things, to entirely domina te my life".451 Philosophical éros requires a 
motivation that pushes it towards wisdom and, in a similar way, Wilde felt the 
need to be surrounded by ideas and intellectual and sensual stimulii of the "Oxford 
temper", in arder to propagate his fecundity. Though like Gautier, Pater and 
Pater's Plato he was, "un homme pour qui le monde visible existe".452 He possessed 
a certain mystical tendency that at times inclined him towards a kind of almost 
ecstatic religious sentiment, and on other occasions towards an aestheticising 
mysticism very much along the lines of Pater: "What the artist is always looking 
for is that mode of existence in which soul and body are one and indivisible: in 
which the outward is expressive of the inward: in which Form reveals".453 

And yet, when Wilde is about to take off in flight to lose himself in Platonic 
essentialism, he states that this archetypal fusion between form and matter is to 
be found in "youth and the arts preoccupied with youth",454 which, "may serve as 
a model for us at one moment".455 His inversion of Platonism therefore is radical 
and unrelenting. Not only <loes he invert the terms but he also inverts the arder. 
Whereas Plato exhorted us to go beyond the contemplation of the body in arder 
to reach beauty, Wilde seems to dwell on the cult of youthful grace precisely 
beca use he was a lover of beauty, or "philosopher and lover", as Pater said soften
ing the Phaedrus. Now, if Wilde really believed that form reflected the spirit, his 
relationship with Douglas ended up being a striking exception to the rule. Wilde 
goes on to discover the truth of Platonic éros, and here is his reason and his re
gret: The reason why the lover educates and takes care of the beloved <loes not 
only reside in a disinterested and civic affection, nor is it due to the ephemeral 
and alíen beauty of the beloved. The motive behind Platonic love is much stron
ger and intimate. It is a matter of spiritual survival. 

449 Letter to Douglas of March 1893, in Wilde, 1979, p. 111. 
450 Letter to Douglas ofJanuary 1893, in Wilde, 1979, p. 107. 
451 "De Profundis", in Wilde, 1979, p. 154. 
452 lbid. p. 2 3 7. 
45 3 lbid. p. 201. 
454 lbid. 
455 lbid. 
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As Michel F oucault456 says, Plato's lovers love each other out of a legitima te 
and personal interest, that of attaining their own spiritual aspirations. For this 

reason, the bad that Douglas inflicted on Wilde was, according to the texts, of an 
ethical nature more than a sentimental or artistic one. Ultimately, the failure of 
the Platonic éros of the erómenos entails the failure of the image of the world of the 
erastés: "Ethically you had been still more destructive to me than you had been 
artistically". 457 Wilde concludes the De Profundis in a highly pederastic tone, which 
to a certain extent softens the previous hostility, but above all reveals the initial 
foundation of his relationship with Alfred Douglas: " ... yet from me you may 
have still much to gain. You carne to me to learn the Pleasure of Life and the 
Pleasure of Art. Perhaps I am chosen to teach you something more wonderful, 
the meaning of Sorrow, and its beauty".458 We should keep in mind that Douglas 
was a poet, who approached Wilde after having read Darían Gray "nine or four
teen times",459 and that Wilde, with tutorial zeal and patience, helped him to 
prepare himself for his "Greats". 

At the beginning therefore, the attraction had been so strong that it confused 
Wilde's senses until the sexual contact ceased and the terms were readjusted.460 It 
then became an almost chaste amorous relationship and led to joint intellectual 
projects which were obstrued by the unstable life of both of them. The first which 
Douglas sent to him awoke in Wilde the illusion of a communicative Platonic love, 
which was also pleasing to his sensibility. By comparing him to prominent figures 
from the upper levels of Greek mythology in his letters, Wilde was revering the 
beauty and the talent of his beloved, a being who, in his eyes, moved between pas
sion and poetry. This affection was confused and intrica te and not even Wilde seems 
to understand it. In any case, deep clown there was a desire for a love that was more 
complete and jointly shared than Wilde's love for Constance Lloyd, his wife. Such 
a bond, so noble in its aims, which was difficult or impossible with a Victorian 
woman, was stained by the crime of sodomy and required sorne sort of dignifica
tion: "It can only be understood by those who have read the Symposium of Plato, or 
caught the spirit of a certain grave mood made beautiful for us in Greek marbles".461 

The secretism of end of the century Greek love was reflected in a poem by 
Douglas "Two Laves", which, rather than misunderstanding the two types of éros 

456 Foucault, 1987, vol. II, p. 218. 
45 7 "De Profundis'', in Wilde, 1979, p. 159. 
458 !bid. p. 240. 
459 See Ellmann, 1988, p. 306. 
46º lbid. p.410. 
46 ! "De Profundis", in Wilde, 1979, p. 169. 
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of the Symposium, as Dowling would have us believe, explains the clandestine 
nature of homoerotic affection in relation to the established heterosexual model. 
The poem was so significant that it was refereed to again and again during the 
second trial, and Wilde insisted in his apprehension regarding the portraits and 
names; " ... you will have to change your name ... you will ha ve to surrender, if you 
wish to see me; justas my name, once so musical in the mouth ofFame, will have 
to be abandoned by me, in turn".462 Wilde became 'Melmoth' in honour of his 
illustrious predecessor Charles Maturin, and Douglas' poem was prohibited. It 
was not the first time that Wilde had to change name in order to hide his identity 
orto hint at it cryptically. This, for example, had been the case of the perverse 

and Doric Dorian Gray. 

462 !bid. p. 2 3 8. 





IVJ. DORIAN GRAY'S HELLENIC PORTRAIT 

THE IMPORTANCE THAT NAMES had in Wilde's literature was clearly revealed in 
the comedy entitled precisely The Importance of Being Earnest. Despite Shakes
peare's reluctance to identify the name with the thing, the literary replies to his 
classical question: "What's in a name?"463 have more often than not been affir
mative. In Germanic children's folklore, to give an example, the evil dwarfRumpel
stiltskin only conserves his power as long as his name remains incognito. So
crates, in the Cratilus 400e, recommends that the gods be invoked by their appro
priate names, and Tomasi di Lampedusa refers to the "antichissime tradizioni 
religiose che attribuivano un potere vincolatorio alla precisione del nome invoca
to".464 Linda Dowling465 and Paul Cartledge466 have already demonstrated be
yond all doubt that the name 'Dorian' was a hidden and erudite way of saying 
'uranic'. This was dueto the intellectual popularity of Die Dorier, the book by K. 
O. Müller, commented on in the chapters dedicated to Pater and Symonds. Be
sides the great influence of the German historian in England, Wilde also had a 
kind of fixation with names and their power of revelation. 

The theme is introduced frankly in the beginning of The Picture of Dorian 

Gray when Lord Henry discovers the name of the enigmatic model tl1at posed 
for Basil Hallward. The painter, explains his regret for having involuntarily re
vealed the identity of Dorian, and he does so using quite cryptical language: "I 
didn't intend to tell it to you ... I can't explain. When I like people immensely 1 
never tell their names to anyone. It is like surrendering a part of them. I have 

463 Romeo andJuliet, Il, Se. ii, 43. 
464 Tomasi di Lampedusa, Il Gattopardo, p. 65. 
465 Dowling, 1989. 
466 Paul Cartledge, "The Importanee of Being Darían: an Onomastie Gloss on the Hellenism of Osear 

Wilde". 
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grown to love secrecy".467 Basil Hallward's familiarity with secretism could be a 

veiled reference to clandestinity, during a time when homosexual practices were 
the object oflegal persecution and blackmail, like those experienced by Symonds, 
Douglas and Wilde himself. In 1889, in The Portrait of Mr. W H., Osear Wilde 

elaborated a fantasy suggested to him by Shakespeare's sonnets, the mysterious 
dedication of which allowed Wilde to put together a true masterpiece of erudite 
and exhaustive research, from the letters "WH.", the initials of the unknown 
addressee of the sonnets. 

His discovery that 'Willie Hughes' could have been the inspiring love, "the 
master-mistress" of the great Elisabethan's passion, meant that he was demon

strating that Shakespeare was homosexual, and Wilde was not willing to let such 
a valuable opportunity pass by. Hence the narrator and investigator in the story is 
satisfied with the name of the hypothetical Shakespearean actor, most probably 
because a name gave solidity to his argument: "His very name fascinated me. 
Willie Hughes! ... How musically it sounded".468 The name brought the person 
who in turn led to the facts. Wilde found that Shakespeare loved men with the 
enthusiasm and the maturity of Plato -and himself, of course. Richard Ellman 
says that the Irish poet went as far as describing the dedication as "pure Pla
tonism".469 Ellmann does not dwell on the matter, and one may well ask, what 
could the title of the dedication have to do with Platonism? But to be sure, Wilde 
was not trivialising. 

Shakespeare dedicated the book to the "onlie begetter of these insuing son
nets". It is the word begetter which must certainly have caused an impact on Wil
de, because its meaning of 'cause' or 'creator' of something, contains the caus
ative and engendering meaning of Socratic maieutics and Platonic éros. Wilde 
mentions this coincidence in his text:470 "the word 'begetter' ... is to be taken in 
the sense of inspirer, the metaphor being drawn from the analogy of physical 
life".471 According to Wilde, the unknown Mr. W H. must have infused in Shakes
peare the spirit of sorne of his great tragedies. And the brilliant playwright, de
spite the revitalisation of the classical world in the Renaissance, chose to conceal 
the name of that Platonic beloved who had inspired his creativity, even though he 
also plunged him into a deep melancholy. Wilde's narration ends in a suicide and 

467 Wilde, 197 6, p. 5. 
468 "The Portrait of Mr. W. H.", in Wilde, 1985 B, p. 183. 
469 Ellmann, 1988, p. 2 81. 
470 There is a more extensive version of the tale completed by Wilde in 1893, in which he might delve 

into the subject more extensively. 
471 "The Portrait ofMr. W H.", in Wilde, 1985 B, p. 180. 
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an announced death. Neither Plato nor Shakespeare save pederasts from tragedy. 

The characters of Valentín also hada similar end. This novel was written by the 
author from Alicante Juan Gil-Albert, as a homage to Shakespeare, but undoubt
edly also to the author of The Portrait of Mr. W H. 

The connection between Shakespeare and Plato, two monsters of culture, 
due to their supposed sexual inclination, became a commonplace. Wilde referred 
to it in the trials, and many others followed suit. G. Lowes Dickinson, the great 
teacher of Forster, for example, stated that Plato and Shakespeare were "the only 
two people (who) have given expression to the (homosexual) experiences which 
to me are intimate and profound".472 The Portrait of Mr. W H., therefore, must 
have associated Plato in Wilde's work for the first time, and quite possibly in 
British literature with the notion of a name that should not be uttered. And in 
this way, at the beginning of the nineties, when J owett made his last attempt to 
control Oxford morality with his third edition of the Platonic dialogues, Wilde 
established, through fiction and essay, a connection not only between Platonism 
and the homoerotic phenomenon, but also between Platonism and the clandes
tine experience of Victorian uranism. 

In contrast to the case of Teleny, published anonymously and at times attrib
uted to Wilde, Osear Wilde refrained from clearly stating the type of love that 
united the protagonists in The Portrait of Mr. W H. and in The Picture of Darían 

Gray. E ven so, the mention of Platonism and Hellenic references, together with 
the masculine passional dynamics, made the homoerotic tendencies of the char
acters clear. The term "homosexual" as such appeared in the English language 
between the eighties and the nineties of the last century473 and it is possible that 
Victorian puritanism and the up to then lack of an explicit term favoured the 
adoption of words of Greek origin. The word "Doric" evoked something differ
ent in each author. F or Pater, it suggested racial superiority, discipline, rationality 
and virile beauty. For Symonds, who was much more direct in matters of sexual
ity, Doric lave represented the sensible equilibrium between ideal love and phys
ical lave, in other word a more and inimitable modern version of pederasty. 

Wilde believed that the name "Dorian" suggested masculine beauty, moving 
and disquieting, that at times elevated him to the most stimulating aesthetic con
templation, and other times led his desire into fatal consequences. If I may be 

472 Quoted by Fassler, 1979, p. 251. 
473 There is disagreement here. David M . Halperin says that it was coined by Charles Gilbert Chaddock, 

when translating Psycopathologia sexualis by Krafft-Ebing. See Halperin, 1990, p. 15. But Symonds uses 
it from the very first page of A Problem in Greek Ethics, written in 1873. Sorne also attribute the word to 
Havelock Ellis, because of his Studies in the Psychology of Sex, of 1897. See DeJean, 1987, pp. 212-3. 
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allowed to fantasise, the Doric ideal of Wilde wavered between the splendid and 
cultivated Alcibiades, with the aristocratic and transgressive touch of Lord By
ron, and the fatally seductive look of a Tadzio, and the loyalty of a Patrocles. The 
lineal nature of Dorian Gray <loes not invest the character with richness, though 
the intention was there. In a letter of 1894, Wilde explains that Dorian, the strange 
character of the novel, was "what l would like to be - in other ages, perhaps".474 

This other age was, to be sure, Classical Greece. But apart from the homosexual 
connotations and the devastating beauty of Dorian, Wilde must also have had in 
mind other things in baptising his character with a name that, as Paul Cartledge 
says, had no translation in the English onomastic repetoire.475 

Towards the end of the novel, Lord Henry replies to the Duchess of Mon
mouth that names are essential; "it is asad truth, but we have lost the faculty of 
giving lovely names to things. Names are everything".476 The use of names, for 
Wilde, in actual fact allowed him to change and define personalities. In The Im
portance of Being Earnest, of 1894, J ack Worthing was "Ernest" when he had a 
good time in the city, whereas the vague libertine diversions were given the name 
of "Bunbury" by Algernon, his alias in arder to lead a double life in peace. Here 
lies the importance of calling oneself one way or another and of having certain 
labels. That at least is what Lord Henry says in relation to the name of Dorian 
Gray: "From a label there is no escape".477 

What was the label that Dorian Gray and the other two protagonists were 
notable to escape from? Possibly that of guilt. Despite the warning of amoral
ity in the prologue of the book, Wilde affirmed the contrary in the St. James's 

Gazette of the 26th ofJune 1890: " ... it is a story with a moral. And that moral is 
this: All excess, as well as all renunciation, brings its own punishment ... ".478 

They are all damned: Hallward far his lack of will-power, Henry far being 
passive and negligent, and Dorian for being conceited and hedonistic. In any 
case, all three of them are to blame far having deformed Platonic éros. Hall
ward felt that he could have rescued Dorian from the claws of the voracious 
Lord Henry, beca use the lave he felt far the young man, "- for it was really love
had nothing in it that was not noble and intellectual. lt was not that mere phys

ical admiration of beauty that is born of the senses, and that dies when the 
senses tire. lt was such lave as Michael Angelo had known, and Montaigne, and 

474 Wilde, 1979, p. 116. 
475 Quoted by Paul Cartledge, "The lmportance of Being Dorian". 
476 Wilde, 1976, p. 161. 
477 Quoted by Paul Cartledge, "The lmportance of Being Dorian", p. 9. 
478 Quoted by Peter Faulkner, in the introduction to his edition of The Picture of Dorian Gray, p. x. 
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Wmckelmann".479 Despite the altruistic Platonism ofhis love - "Hallward is what 
I think I am"- ,480 like Wilde with Douglas, he did not possess the decisiveness 
necessary to become the erastés who would redirect the mistaken life of Dorian Gray. 

Lord Henry, on the other hand, suffered from an all pervasive sense of com
fart in his life and from a Platonic defarmation that demeaned his acts. He lacked 
neither ingenuity nor Hellenic sensibility in admiring Dorian's charm: "Grace 
was his, and the white purity of boyhood, and beauty such as old Greek marbles 
kept far us".481 Yet, his understanding of pederasty was egoistic, aggressive and, 
as far as I see it, excessively phallic: "There was something terribly enthralling in 
the exercise of influence ... To project one's soul into sorne gracious farm, and let 
it tarry far a moment; to hear one's own intellectual views echoed back to one 
with all the added music of passion and youth ... He would seek to dominate him 
... make that wonderful spirit his own ... ".482 With his penetrating and cynical 
style, Henry managed to perturb and attract Dorian Gray, but he neither con
quers nor helps him; on the contrary, he helps to sink him even further. Thus, 
Henry-"what the world thinks me"-,483 seems more like the reverse of a Pla
tonic lover and his lave fails, despite its Platonic traits. 

Dorian, in his role as erómenos, difficult and incorrigibly degenerate, is aware 
of the passion he awakens in these men, but despite his ambiguity and his name, 
he is still not ready far the grandeurs of the uranian Aphrodite: "Would there 
ever be someone who would fill him with a strange idolatry?".484 He does not 
allow himself to be saved, nor does he become a positive influence on his two 
admirers. Homoerotic lave has no future in the novel and a sensation of an ominous 
end hovers over this disjointed triangle: "There seemed to him to be something 
tragic in a friendship so coloured by romance".485 Dorian, to a certain extent, 
becomes more immersed in his own evil on reading the venomous book which 
Henry gave to him as a present, and which could be none other than Huysmans' 
Á rebours. But the present arrived in the second half of the novel, and Dorian 
Gray had already structured his set of openly anti-Platonic values: "There were 
moments when he looked on evil simply as a mode through which he could realize 
his conception of the beautiful".486 The sensualism and amorality of the antihero 

479 Wilde, 1976, p. 100. 
480 Wilde, 1979, p. 116. 
48 1 Wilde, 197 6, p. 1 OO. 
482 !bid. pp. 31-2. 
483 Wilde, 1979, p. 116. 
484 Wilde, 197 6, p. 97 . 
485 !bid. p. 98. 
486 !bid. p. 122. 
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of the novel lead him to break with that sacred binomial of Platonism; the idea of 
Beauty linked to that of Good. Dorian Gray is a warped product of the end of the 
century. He seems to be designed more for moving among winding Gothic ruins 
than within the symmetry of a Greek temple. 

The morality of the novel is, as Wilde himself says, that hybrís should be 
avoided no matter the context. It is not enough to understand Platonism or to 
have philosophical inklings. Lord Henry was a speculative and not at all super
ficial man. Yet his metaphysical preoccupation, which found Dorian Gray revolt
ingly interesting, did not go beyond mere observation and did not generate a 
house of thought from which he could formulate a proposal of any kind: "soul 
and body, body and soul -how mysterious they were! ... Was the soul a shadow 
seated in the house of sin? Or was the body really in the soul, as Giordano Bruno 
thought? The separation of spirit from matter was a mystery, and the union of 
spirit with matter was a mystery also".487 Despite so many reflections, he lacked 
the serenity to put up with abstraction in philosophy. 

Going back to G. Knight Wilson's commentary, referred to at the beginning 
of this chapter, I still believe that The Picture af Darían Gray is not really "the 
subtlest critique of the Platonic Eros ever penned".488 More than a criticism of 
Platonism, it seems to be a veiled attack on his own aestheticism and that of Pat
er. My opinion, however, is that Wilde never considered, as Symonds did the 
necessity of judging whether the Greek love of Plato was a suitable philosophy or 
not. Perhaps because he did not take theories literally. Everything depended on 
the intellectual pleasure they produced in him or on the real or imagined happi
ness that they could evoke: "I never quarrel with actions. My one quarrel is with 
words. That is the reason I bate vulgar realism in literature".489 Wilde, a critical 
man of the end of the century, points out other possibilities and dangers that the 
less neuroticised Plato had not foreseen -"I discern great sanity in the Greek 
attitude"-,490 perhaps because ennuí and the anthropocentric vibrancy of Brit
ain at the end of the XIX century did not exist in classical Greece. 

De Prafundís was tangible proof of his constancy and appreciation towards 
Platonism, despite the unhappy ending of the story. By taking the line of arg
ument of the novel to its extremes and putting it on a parallel with the long letter 
to Douglas, we could insinuate that Darían Gray was a kind of alarm bell against the 
incorrect instrumentalisation of Platonic ero ti ca. F or it was Wilde who, defeated 

487 !bid. p. 50. 
488 Wilson Knight, "Christ and Wilde", in Ellmann, 1969, p. 143 . 
489 Wilde, 197 6, p. 161. 
490 "De Profundis", in Wilde, 1979, p. 2 3 7. 
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and without resources, stated in a letter to Robert Ross in February of 1898: "To 
have altered my life would have been to have admitted that Uranian love is igno
ble. I hold it to be noble -more noble than other forms".491 He would have 
liked to have been Dorian Gray ifhe had been born in another age, he said. Most 
probably neither he nor his characters would have lived out their loves with so 
much conflict, immersed as they were in a philhellenic and at the same time ho
mophobic universe. A comment by the temperamental Bossie-Douglas takes on 
new significance in the light of these reflections. In 1896 he wrote one of the 
most interesting reflections that he ever published: "had I the good fortune to 
live in Athens in the time of Peri des, the very conduct which at present has led to 
my disgrace would then have resulted in my glory".492 

Meanwhile, the verses of "the love that dare not speak its name" by Lord 
Alfred Douglas end up being both a cruel premonition and irony. The professor 
of Greek in Forster's Maurice prohibits all mention of that love, and Maurice 
confesses that he is "an unspeakable of the Osear Wilde sort",493 but these are 
silences with words. After the Osear Wilde trials, people talked more than ever 
about that which was not to be mentioned, using all the possible Greek and English 
names that by then made up a rich repetoire. The mother of the hernie T. E. 
Lawrence "would not have Wilde's name mentioned by her undergraduate sons, 
especially in front of a girl".494 But, despite her motherly efforts, Lawrence of 
Arabia also succumbed to the Greek vice. The main characters of this thesis died 
befare the Wilde trials and I ask myself what Grote, J owett, Pater and Symonds 
would have said and done if they had lived through them. Their world and their 
understanding of Platonism would have changed to varying degrees, but how 
would each of them have lived the moral crisis of that moment? Only an imag
inary reconstruction could put forward answers that would always remain uncer
tain. Wilde awakened many hypotheses but he also caused important realities. 

Apart from having become a symbol in the struggle for contemporary hu
man and sexual rights, Wilde was in 1995 finally received within Westminster 
Abbey, where other poets whose lives were as or even more licentious than his 
own have laid. Yet Wilde has another great merit that is to be added to the patri
mony of his work: his reinterpretation and the innovative presentation he elaborated 
of Greek culture and Platonism. He rescued those aspects that the Oxonian 
academic system refused to accept and which were crucial to the emocional and 

49 1 Wilde, 1979, p. 327. 
492 Hyde, 1973, p. 345. 
493 Forster, 1985, p. 50 and 139. 
494 Sinfield, 1994, p. 125. 
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social existence of Wilde and so many others. This cost Osear Wilde his freedom 
and to a great extent his own life, but he was loyal to one of his mottoes that he 
often quoted: "The Supreme vice is shallowness" .495 He sought refuge in his 
exceptional intelligence, furnished with exquisite ephebes, sophisticated Platos, 
Doric temples, exotic perfumes, wonderful books, refined and polite friends, and 
all the Hellenic fantasy that he learned with so much excitement at Oxford and 
which during his adult life he assimilated with punishment and bitterness. 

495 The phrase is repeated a number of times in "De Profundis", in Wilde, 1979, pp. 154, 170, 177, 197, 
and 236. 
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"Good-bye the Platonic sieve of the Carnal Man. 
But good-bye also Plato's philosophising; 
I have a better plan 
To hit the target straight without circumlocution". 

LOUIS .MACNEICE, Autumn Journal 1 

What then? sang Plato's ghost. What then?" 

WB. YEATS, Last Poems2 

WHEN l OPTED FOR THE PLATONIC experience in nineteenth century England 
instead of referring to Platonism or the Platonic tradition when alluding to the title 
of this thesis, my aim was to cover a wider area than the purely philosophical or 
academic one. I wanted to include vital aspects that make up the peculiar yet rich 
fortune of Plato in nineteenth century British culture. Apart from using the word 
experience in the approximate English sense of an occurrence that is worth remember
ing, I also wanted to clarify that my research did not dwell exclusively on "Platon
ic scholarship" or the erudite evolution of Plato studies at Oxford and Cambridge, 
nor on a specific school of thought that defined itself in spiritualist Platonic terms, 
as in the case of the Cambridge Platonists -or "Plotinists" as Coleridge3 called 
them- of the XVII century. Jonathan Barnes, of the present Balliol College, 
suggests that Gray, Shelley and the Romantic poets, who integrated Platonism in 
their poetry, could not have directly influenced the philological research of Rid
dell and Campbell in Victorian Balliol, for the approximations of poets and phi
losophers are dissimilar.4 They are evidently two differentiated lines of work and 
in a certain sense, both Mario Praz5 and T.S. Eliot6 are right in warning that 
philosophy and the creative sensibility follow autonomous and separate paths. 

Nevertheless, my aim in tracing the path between the Platonism ofThomas 
Taylor and that ofWalter Pater and the aesthetes was to present and examine the 
history of an idea with its variants throughout a whole century, and the diverse 

Louis Macneice, "Autumn J oumal II", in Macneice, 194 3, p. 65. 
Yeats, "What then?" from Last Poems, in Yeats, 1983, p. 184. 
Cf Patrides, 1980, p. 3. 
]. Bames under the alias of M. R. Stopper, in Bames / Stopper, 1981, p. 278. 
Praz, 1988 A, p. 8: "La vía seguita dalle correnti di fede religiosa (e filosofica) e differente da quella 
per cuí s'effetua l'educazione della sensibilita". 
Eliot, 1987, pp. 8-9: "I believe that for a poet to be also a philosopher he would have to be virtually 
two men; I cannot think of any example of this thorough schizophrenia ... ". 
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world views that accompanied it, together with a notable yet diverse interest in 
Greece. On the one hand, I have tried to demonstrate that the verdict passed by 
John Stuart Blackie, Nietzsche or Borges -among other advocates of the same 
commonplace- on the possibility of British participation regarding thought typical 
of Platonism is unwarranted: Blackie talks of incompatible temperaments, Nietzsche 
of philosophical ineptitude and Borges asserts that, with the exception of a few 
great poets such as Shakespeare, Milton or Keats, the British idiosyncrasy resisted 
abstraction and idealist speculation. Behind these affirmations líes the deeply rooted 
and justified belief that the British mentality was dominated by practica! interest 
that tended towards concretisation, and that it was thus more naturally represented 
by the thought of Aristotle, Bacon and the empiricists, for example. 

It cannot be denied that the history of modern philosophy owes a lot to 
English empiricism and it is also true that England identified itselfless with the 
end of the century efforts of idealists such as T.H. Greene and F.H. Bradley. 
But in generalising on British pragmatism one sees one side of the question and 
forgets other aspects. To give an example, apart from the poetic paradigms, 
J ohn Seo tus Erigena was the first introducer and translator of Pseudo Diony
sius Aeropagite into Latín in the ninth century and the Cambridge Platonists 
took upa metaphysics that had been inherited from Florentine Neoplatonism 
and Cartesian critiques of empiricism. Even though Neoplatonism did not have 
an important impact in England in the centuries that followed the Cambridge 
Platonists, Coleridge studied Plotinus through translating Plato and reading 
Spinoza, and J owett and his colleagues of the Broad Church declared them
selves to be inheritors of the anti-dogmatism of the Cambridge Platonists. In 
the end, it was Mackenna, Yeats and WR. Inge during the first part of the twen
tieth centurywho, from philology, poetry and religious sentiment, salvaged Ploti
nus from British oblivion. 

Nevertheless, despite these examples of contemplative philosophical interest, 
I agree with WK.C Guthrie who warns that: "The abandonment of transcendent 
Forms doesn't imply giving up Platonism".7 What is more, if by Platonism one 
understands pure idealism or the conviction that an abstract dimension exists 
beyond the passing flux of things, there exist in XIX century British culture powerful 
and restless minds such as Coleridge, Shelley, Keats, Jowett, Pater or Wilde, that 
sought after a penetrating knowledge of the reality behind mere immediate 
experience. It would be another thing altogether to state that these figures - and 
others commented on here- actually believed in the existence of archetypal 
essences ex terna! to the human intellect. But one cannot demand Platonic 

Guthrie, 1967-1 98 1, vol. V1, p. 8. 
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orthodoxy of a period so distant from original Platonism. Nor should one 
systematically gage Western philosophical practices with the degree of abstraction 
of German metaphysics and philosophy. 

On the other hand, the insurmountable barrier between art and philosophy 
does not correspond to nineteenth century Weltanschauung. That intellectual 
schizophrenia that Eliot sceptically demands of the philosopher poet was neither so 
strange nor so far fetched during the first quarter of the century, despite the reproach 
of certain purists like Keats who advocate a poetry stripped of speculation. 8 During 
the first part of the century, the influence of the Athenian philosopher is felt precisely 
in the sphere of poetic creation, outside of academia and the official intelligentsia, 
and it is spurred on by the fascination awakened by the sculptures of Phidias or 
Elgin Marbles in the British Museum. Though many contemporary critics view the 
combination of philosophy and poetry with suspicion, Romanticism brought it about. 
The texts are testimony to this. The occultist and mystic Plato ofTaylor may certainly 
have been very distant from the reality attributed to the historical Plato, but he was 
the product of an aesthetics that highlighted supematural elements and reacted 
vigorously against the rationalist aesthetics of the Enlightenment. 

Hence,Jean Paul, Novalis9 and, in general, German Romanticism, in the same 
way as Coleridge, De Quincey, Shelley and Pater in England, saw no incompatibility 
between philosophical and poetical thought. From Sir Philip Sidneyin Elizabethan 
England and right up to Osear Wilde, Plato was appreciated almost unanimously 
as a poet and a moralist by sorne, as a philosopher by others, and as a rationalist and 
even a sophist by the rest, always according to the intellectual baggage of the author. 
Coleridge, inspired by Goethe, applied an anti-philosophical antinomy in order to 
understand the world that surrounded him and which he observed with the eyes of 
a poet and a thinker. As we have seen a number of times, Coleridge used to generalise 
that people are bom Platonic or Aristotelian, and "the difference between Aristotle 
and Plato is that which will remain as long as we are men and there is any difference 
between man and man in point of opinion". 10 

The influx of Plato in literature was not the exclusive prerogative of Roman
ticism, even though it was during this early period that the foundations were set 

]() 

Cf Keats' text on "negative capability", in Keats, 1979, p. 43, and p. 74: "I shall never be a reasoner 
because I care not to be in the right". 
Novalis, "Fragments de 1798'', in Novalis, 1975, vol. II, p. 106, frag. 81: "la philosophie est la théorie 
de la poésie", and "Fragments préparés pour de nouveaux recueils", in ibid. p. 55, frag. 28: "Le poete, 
sans philosophie, est incomplet .. . ". With regard to English authors, besides De Quincey's light treat
ment in relation to his studies on German philosophy, the Biographia Literaria, A Defence of Poetry, · 
and The Renaissance and Plato and Platonism by Pater, to set but a few examples, have been thoroughly 
commented on in this thesis and do not warrant any more specific mentían in these conclusions. 
Coleridge, 1949, pp. 186-7. 
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that would la ter on be taken advantage of by the Victorian philo-Platonists. The 
alliance between philosophy and Romantic aesthetics may have been sealed in 
British literature right at the beginning of the nineteenth century on a day when 
according to De Quincey, he and Coleridge were admiring the Antichita Romane 

of Piranesi, and the poet of the lakes explained to the self-confessed opium smok
er the claustrophobic and anguished nature of the interminable and labyrinthine 
steps by the Italian engraver in his other great series of etchings entitled Carceri 

d'Invenzione. The minuscule presence of the artist subtly drawing at each level of 
the immense and steep steps, which led towards a dark and unfathomable space 
up above, suggested to De Quincey the sensation of insatiable quest, not exempt 
of reckless daring, of hybris. But, at the same time, he perceived something sim
ilar in the philosophical thauma that Plato and Aristotle11 had pointed to as the 
detonator of philosophical activity: "horror seemed absorbed for a while in sheer 
astonishment ... Over every form, and threat, and punishment, and dim sightless 
incarceration, brooded a killing sense of eternity and infinity". 12 

In 1825, Coleridge, another explorer of the invisible, summed up the great 
discovery of the Greek philosophers: "In Wonder All Philosophy began: in Wonder 
it ends: An admiration fills up the interspace. But the first wonder is the offspring 
of Ignorance ... ". 13 Despite bis imperfect translation from the Greek, Thomas 
Taylor offered Romanticism the first direct contact with a philosopher who 
diverged from the pragmatic and empirical lines established in England by Bacon, 
Hobbes and Locke. This was as worthy a Philosopher or even more so than 
Aristotle. Like the poets of the nineteenth century, he was tainted with uncertainty 
and conflict. What is more, he practised a refined and elegant rhetoric in arder to 
present certain tortuous aspects related to the quest for knowledge. The translation 
of the Platonic dialogue partially initiated by Floyer Sydenham and completed by 
Taylor right up to their publication in 1804, was the threshold of Platonism in 
Romantic England and has the added merit of being the first complete version of 
Plato in a modern language, after the Italian Dardi Bembo in the Renaissance. 
F or unknown reasons, however, Taylor's edition in five volumes hardly circulated 
and was to a certain extent kidnapped by its financia! patron, the Duke ofNorfolk, 
a personal friend of Shelley. 

Yet, there was a more ' obtainable one volume publication by Taylor that 
contained the Cratilus, the Phaedo, the Parmenides, and the Timaeus, and which 
was found in the prívate libraries ofWordsworth and Shelley.14 Throughout this 

11 

12 

13 

14 

Cf Theaetetus 155d, and Metaphysica 982b. 
De Quincey, 1903, p. 261. 
"Aphorisms on Spiritual Religion", in Coleridge, 1884, p. 156. 
Evans, 1940,pp. 1060-79. 
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thesis I have tried to prove that, despite the flaws in his version of the dialogues, 
Taylor constructed and magnified an image of Plato which, on the one hand, 
adhered to the prejuidices of Classicism against Romanticism and, on the other, 
managed to fill the emptiness of the existencial darkness of the Romantics. It also 
managed as Novalis wanted, to envelop everything in a veil of mystery. 15 Yet, be 
it due to the inherent idealism of Plato's thought which, despite the new taste for 
Hellenism, went against the philosophies of the beginning of the nineteenth 
century, or due to the lack of credibility of his spokesman, the fact is that Plato 
did not manage to win the admiration nor the interest of the main figures of the 
British intelligentsia, with the exception of the Mills, father and son. 

It was during the Victorian period that the Hellenic fashion reached art and 
architecture and Greek thought was absorbed by academic life, which until a lit
tle earlier had limited itself to a Christianised and Latín version of Aristotle. Nev
ertheless, the different facets of Victorian Platonism were generated by the co
incidence in space and time of popular admiration for the E/gin Marbles -mag
nificent representatives of classical sculpture in England- and of a deeper fa
miliarity with the fine and eroticised thought of Plato. These facets of Victor
ian Platonism ranged from the anti-sexual Platonic moralism of]owett, right 
up to the exquisite and homoerotic sensuality of Pater and the aesthetes. Plato's 
journey through England was long and narrow until he was finally established 
as part of the oxonian curricula of the Greats in 1872. 16 It began in clandestin
ity at the beginning of the century, eclipsed by Aristotle, forgotten dueto igno
rance and repressed due to apprehension. However, the growing The Gusto Greco 

and the need for renovation of outworn Latín models within the universities 
favoured a more serious study of philosophy, and consequently, the rediscovery 
of Plato, who went on to become the favourite of the Literae humaniores, given 
that his "sublime guesses and far reaching speculations suited the spirit of the 
awakening age". 17 

Meanwhile, George Grote, the utilitarian and pro-Germanic thinker, who 
was an independent within Victorian academic circles, published a great work on 
Plato in 1865, which was undoubtedly special and penetrating, but extremely ac
ademic. Despite its cold and rationalist character and its distinctly Germanic in
fluence, Plato and the Other Companions of Sokrates constitutes a powerful call to 
interest in Platonism. On the other hand, it sets the foundations for a critica! 
current of Platonic politics and idealism which coexisted parallel to the moral 

15 

16 

17 

Fragment 97, in Novalis, 1975, vol. II, p. 66. 
]. Barnes under the alias of M.R. Stopper, in Barnes / Stopper, 1981, p. 278. 
The phrase is by ].A. Symonds in reference to the Italian Renaissance, but it can be applied to the 
period of renovation at Oxford that Symonds experienced. Quoted by Dowling, 1994, p. 84. 
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and dogmatic Plato ofJowett and which in the XX century culminated in the first 
volume of The Open Society and its Enemies by K. R. Popper, which was published 
at the end of the Second World War. 

Platonism took root in the reign ofVictoria both inside and outside the class
room. J owett's later influence turned it into a de cae/o devocata philosophy. Neither 
Gal ton nor Shaw nor Symonds were Platonic and even less so Platonists, but all of 
them received the intellectual impact of the philosophy of Plato to varying de
grees, even when this involved disqualifying him. The theory of ideas contains 
the core of Platonic philosophy and determines its approximation to reality. Yet, 
the rejection or adaptation of Plato's metaphysics into immanent terms, that was 
carried out by the aesthetes, did not, as Guthries says, imply a break with Pla
tonism. The greatness of Plato's thought lies in the fact that, despite its contra
dictions and the turnabouts that it underwent with time, each aspect always con
serves a decent degree of congruence and does not need to be accepted as a whole 
in arder to be appreciated or adopted. 

The plurality of options offered by Platonism could explain the paradox of 
the diversity of Plato's followers, far, during the last years of the nineteenth cen
tury in Britain, one can observe certain Platonists who seem more like Aristote
lians malgré soi. J owett considered himself to be openly Platonic yet he detested 
metaphysics. He did not show any special sympathy towards dialectics and, above 
ali, he was a man of action. The Master of Lincoln College, Mark Pattison on 
the other hand, who was an Aristotelian and adversary of J owett, comes across 
as more contemplative and theoretical, even though he advocated the reign of 
Aristotle at Oxford. The division drawn by Coleridge and Borges between Pla
tonism and Aristotelianism as exclusive world views is tempting but fictitious 
none the less. The dilemma usually exists on the part of those who believe them
selves to be on the side of the Platonists or who wish to be, because the Aristote
lians do not in theory indulge in digressions. To be a pure Platonic or Platonist, 
therefore, required an almost unattainable degree of coherence and constancy. 
Pater was more realistic and preferred the expression "Platonic temper" to that 
of Platonism, when he referred to the meditative temperament, no matter what 

points of view were involved. 
Therefore, if one ignores the methodical, aesthetic, political or erotic as

pects of the philosophy of Plato with the excuse that they are not central points of 
his philosophy, they are applying a selective, partial and not completely justified 
criterion. Plato's authorship on subjects such as dialectics, authoritarianism, elit
ism, eugenics and sexuality cannot be denied, far they make up the group of con
cepts that are embodied in Platonism, no matter how polemical or delicate they 
may be today. These notions were taught, interpreted and manipulated in Victo-
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rían England, that possibly had no idea of the terrifying threat of totalitarianism, 
but which a few, like Grote, managed to foresee and warn against with little suc
cess. A halo of saintliness surrounded Plato from the seventies onwards, and it 
was difficult to believe that despite his titanic erudition Grote was not pronounc
ing himself as a radical politician rather than as an objective critic of philosophy. 
Plato was also being transformed at the hands of the also partisan J owett in to an 
exemplary Victorian who was ordered, disciplined and zealous for the moral wel
fare of his people, excepting a few small defects in form which the great translator 
brushed off as "mainly a figure of speech which no one interpreted literally". 18 

Jowett was refering to Platonic eros. 
Benjamín J owett brought about the definitive implantation of Plato at Ox

ford. The Master of Balliol was to determine the entry of Platonism into the 
official curricula and his almost immediate influence on the imperialist political 
conception of the mentality of the ruling class. It is throughJowett at Balliol that 
Plato becomes a philosopher of the first order, capable of confronting and of 
surpassing his theoretical rival Aristotle. Yet this university Plato, designed to 
replace the Gospels and who was more persuasive and forceful than the Nordic 
Plato of Grote, ultimately produced a boomerang effect that severely mortified 
J owett and his followers. Be it due to the obvious circumstance of Platonic ho
moeroticism, to the academic system of "Oxford tutorials" -the individualised 
monitoring of the study of each student by a tutor- , or to both factors put to
gether within a totally male context, the fact is that the last quarter of the century 
saw the birth of an eclectic, sceptical, sensual and hedonistic Plato who strove 
after "irresistible truth ... elusive, provisional, contingent, a matter of various ap
proximation", 19 and who was especially attracted to members of his own sex. 

The Plato of Pater, Symonds and Wilde, was alíen to poli tics and civic mat
ters. He was openly homosexual and exquisitely touché by beauty and revealed the 
pederastic and ero tic basis of his philosophy, despite J owett's attempts to play 
clown the importance of a practice that was so inopportunely illustrated in the 
Symposium, the Phaedrus and the Charmides. Towards the end of the century, a 
multitude ofhomoerotic literature, from poetry to treatises on Greek love as well 
as stories and even personal memoirs adopted Plato as a theoretical point of ref
erence. The young Alcibiades, Carmides and Phaedo were seen as objects of de
sire or symbols of masculine beauty for male admirers. Love between men found 
a logical strategy of dignification in the philosophy studied at school and in the 

18 

19 
Syinonds, 1984,p. 100. 
Pater, 1969, p. 187. 
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Humanities Faculties, and the model of relationships was taken from Pausanias' 
discourse in the Symposium and from the inspired Phaedrus: men who love men 
are superior because their love produces ideas and is ennobling. What's more, 
men were superior to women in Classical Greece, and why not also in Victorian 
England, where women's demands for equal rights still seemed offensive to the 
majority? In any case, the end of the century aesthetes and Platonic lovers did not 
manage to convince their society nor even the university that had formed and 
iniciated them in Greek love and the cult of Greece. 

Gradually, the words platonic, platonist and socratic degenerated, and along 
with them develops a whole range of Greek terms refering to the homosexuals of 
both sexes, but predominantly of the male sex. The echoes of J owett's harsh 
sentences seem to resound in Wilde's conviction. F or J owett was the maximum 
exponent of Platonism but also the first to attack the Greek vice in his three editions 
of Plato between 1871 and 1892. A well known example of this attitude is the 
scene in chapter eight of F orster's Maurice where a repressive Mr. Cornwallis 
orders a pupil to: "Omit: a reference to the unspeakable vice of the Greeks".2º At 
the end of the century, whilst the quality of classical studies was improving, 
Platonism was losing popularity and was becoming suspect of corruption and 
sodomy. Plato once again was becoming unreachable, the door being closed to 
the greater public, especially after the great Platonic speech pro vita sua by Osear 
Wilde at the Old Bailey in 1895. But Plato's recent dominance had not been in 
vain. Even though, like a century earlier, he had again waned in authority and 
attraction among Oxonian and British academic circles who were the direct or 
indirect inheritors of Jowett and of his Aristotelian antagonist Mark Pattison, 
what amounted to a true philological and philosophical industry of Plato and 
Aristotle had been created. At the same time, research into Greek thought was 
slowly being undertaken. 

Edwardian England saw the edition of the text of Plato that is definitive even 
today. This was put together by John Burnet of St. Andrews between 1900 and 
1907. The idealist Alfred Edward Taylor, Burnet's companion at the afore-men
tioned Scottish university proposed the continuity between Pythagorism, Socrates 
and Plato, and went on to give a definitive treatment to the Socratic problem in 
Vária Socratica in 1911, and Plato the Man and his Work in 1926. New outstanding 
figures were sprouting up at Cambridge such as G.E. Moore, a philosopher who 
wrote in Platonic code and who had a great influence on the Bloomsbury group 
after his Principia Ethica of 1903, where he advocated a search for love and beau
ty: "the love oflove, is far the most valuable good we know, and far more valuable 

20 Forster, 1985, p. 50. 
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than the mere lave of beauty, yet we can only admit this if the first be understood 
to include the latter".21 

The names of Alfred N orth Whitehead and Bertrand Russell have no need 
of presentation. Despite the degree of difficulty of his texts, Whitehead reveals a 
great admiration towards the abstraction of Platonic thought: "His personal 
endowments, his wide opportunities far experience ... his inheritance of an 
intellectual tradition not yet stiffened by extensive systematization, have made 
his writings an inexhaustible mine of suggestion".22 His definition of the Western 
philosophical tradition as a series of notes to Plato gave enthusiasm and awakened 
curiosity in many readers of Platonism, such as his contemporary WB. Yeats.23 

The sense ofWhitehead's famous sentence líes in the fact that, like Coleridge, he 
alludes above all to the mental and emocional temper of Platonism: "I do not 
mean the systematic scheme of thought which scholars have doubtfully extracted 
from his writings. I allude to the wealth of general ideas scattered through them".24 

As regards Russell, though he did not identify personally with Plato, his testimonies 
and experiences of the difficulties of Platonic philosophy were enriching: "Ye_s, 
Plato is wonderful", he wrote to Ottoline Morrell in 1913, though, intuitively, he 
goes on to add: "But he is not intimate to me -I haven't enough urbanity far 
him. And I have begun to feel justa hint of the mediaeval prison-house in his 
authoritativeness and insistence on ethics as against science".25 It is worth pointing 
out again, though it has already been commented on more in extenso in the thesis, 
that in 1920, in The Practice and Theory of Bolshevism, Russell observed a structural 
parallel between the Soviet Communist Party and Plato's Republic. 26 In 1944 he 
was invited to participate in a debate on Plato and Nazism in The J ournal of 

Education, 27 where he advanced the theses of Crossman and Popper on Plato and 
totalitarian dictatorships. 

I have spoken in detail of the quite ideological and political books of Richard 
Crossman (193 7) and K.R. Popper (1945) in previous chapters. In these conclusions 
it will suffice to say that their content acquired more value and impact because of 
the dates when they were published and because of the tone of the criticisms 
rather than due to their content as such, which had already been announced and 
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partly foreseen in arrides and works from Grate to Russell. Even so, there is not 
a shadow of a doubt that Popper's work is still relevant today and it has become 
an atypical yet representative classic within the British tradition of Platonic studies. 
I.F. Stone's polemical and much read The Tria/ of Socrates of 1988, situated itself 
within the liberal and critica! Anglo-Saxon line of thought established by Grate, 
whom he recognises as the praminent precursor. 28 Curiously enough, however, 
he makes no mention of Fite, of Crassman or even of Popper. 

Regarding academic works on Plato during the last sixty years, we ought to 
mention Plato's Theory of Ideas of the colossal Sir David Ross, published in 1951, 
from his perspective of the undisputed authority of Aristotle and in open opposi
tion to the American Harald Cherniss, the author of a monumental but unfin
ished work of 1944 onAristotle's Criticism of Plato and the Academy. Cherniss tried 
to invalidate the testimonies of the Stagirite on Plato. He argued that there was 
not enough evidence to back the supposition that there really existed doctrines 
which were orally presented by the Athenian thinker. The answer was to come in 
1967 with The Unwritten Philosophy, by Francis M. Cornford. Fram Cambridge 
he researched and prapagated the thesis -which he shared with Burnet and Tay
lor-, according to which there <lid exist a non-written philosophy of Plato that 
was Pythagorean and religious in nature. Cornford's studies have been a true turn
ing point in Anglo-Saxon and internacional studies of Platonism. 

Meanwhile, in 1962 at Wadham College of Oxford, the philosopher I.M. 
Crombie made an important contribution by elaborating a general presentation of 
Platonic thought. An Examination of Plato's Doctrines, written from a rationalist 
approach which he calls Aristotelian,29 and which is interesting in that it concentra tes 
on the epistemological aspects of Platonism. In the area of metaphysics applied to 
analytical philosophy and language, we have the appearance at Oxford of the so
called Oxford Philosophy. It inherited the legacy of Moore, Russell and Wittgenstein 
at Cambridge and one of its main exponents was Gilbert Ryle. In 1966, Rye published 
Plato 's Progress, a book that created quite a stir, because, for example, against the 
thesis of Burnet and Taylor, it asserted that Platonic metaphysics was Plato's own 
creation and not inherited from Socrates. Ryle's comparative research on Platonic 
dialectics and heuristics, a subject taken up a century earlier by Grate, have also had 
a significant impact. Within the area of classical studies, Kenneth Dover, of Corpus 
Christi College Oxford, published a large contemporary study on Greek 
homosexuality, Greek Homosexuality, of 1978. This became the basis for the studies 
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by F oucault and the younger David M. Halperin on the same subject. Halperin 
also edited an excellent edition of the Symposium in 1980. 

The first half of the British twentieth century did not lose the Platonic trad
ition moulded during the previous period, for literature and philosophy, especially 
as far as the idealist legacy of Romantic poetry. In 1914, the laureate poet Robert 
Bridges published The Fourth Dimension, one of the most Platonic poems ofBritish 
literature. In the poem he is inspired by the Aristotelian argument of the tríton 
ánthropon, 30 and goes on to postulate the need for a fourth Platonic reality that 
could contain the archetypes: "Could Plato have avoided or denied it?",31 he asks 
himself with uncertainty. Borges took up on the subject in 1932 in "Avatares de la 
Tortuga"32 and he adds that Plato had foreseen Aristotle's objection in the Par
menides. 33 But the Argentinean author makes no mention of the solutions that the 
Greek philosopher proposed in the Respublica and the Timaeus. 34 In 1925, TS. Eli
ot touches on the subject lightly though subtly in The Hollow Men: "Between the 
idea/ And the reality /Between the motion / And the act / F alls the Shadow ... This is 
the way the world ends ... ".35 Eliot does not directly quote Plato, but the Platonic 
source is obvious and his knowledge of Greek philosophy is well documented. ln fact, 
Bertrand Russell said of him during his stay at Harvard in 1914 that he was "profi
cient in Plato",36 even though he did not predict a very bright future for him. 

On the other hand, between 1881and1883 WB. Yeats declared himself "to 
be on the side of Plato and Socrates",37 and in 1926 he still said that "I read for 
months every day Plato and Plotinus".38 Platonism and Neoplatonism were cen
tral to the image of the world that he elaborated, as can be seen from his essay on 
the philosophy of Shelley39 and from his numerous references to Plato ranging 
from The Tower and right up to his last poems.40 Sorne of these references have 
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been quoted in this book. Another Irishman, Louis MacNeice dismissed Plato and 
Hegel when World War II was about to break out because "They don't want any 
philosopher kings in England, / There ain't no universals in this man's town".41 In 
contrast, the Scotsman Edwin Muir, during a more peaceful time in the year 1959, 
with great depth of feeling confessed himself to be Platonic, despite the inexorable 
extinction of idealism: "And now that time grows shorter, I perceive / That Plato's 
is the truest poetry, / And that these shadows /Are cast by the true".42 

Even Virginia Wolf,43 who after having repeatedly pronounced that the hu
man character had changed in 1910, pointed out in 1925 that "Plato, of course, 
had the dramatic genius".44 Similarly, a little earlier in]acob's Room, she had set 
"Plato ... cheek by jowl with Aristotle"45 in the British Museum. Placed in the 
position of having to choose between the two titans of Hellenic thought, she 
decided -like the ahead of her time Lady Jane Grey, one now famous morning 
in the XVI century-46 to become a Platonist and to ask the same of potential 
readers of the Hogarth Press, "addressed to no public save that which has in it the 
ghosts of Plato".47 However, her experience of Plato was by no means simply 
intellectual, as can be seen from sorne of her familiar anecdotes regarding Victo
rian Platonism which have been explained in this thesis. 

Virginia Woolf's ambivalent relationship with Bloomsbury, for she was a 
woman and a member of the group at the same time, must certainly have awakened 
her own Sapphic altemative to the homosexuality of her companions, employing 
Platonism as a homoerotic symbol which in her case was feminine. In Mrs. Dallo

way far example, when the protagonist reflects on her confused attraction towards 
women, and more specifically on her previous passion for Sally Seton, she places 
the friends in a room reading Plato in bed early in the moming.48 The often 
employed theme of androgyny, treated theoretically inA Room of One's Own, and 
in a practica! and experimental fashion in Orlando, could have been rooted in 
Platonism, through the more direct influence of Coleridge, Keats and Pater, among 
other much more contemporary influences. A little earlier, at the beginning of 
the twenties, D .H. Lawrence explained the origin of the sexes in Women in Lave 

in terms that were almost identical to those of Plato in the Symposium: "In the old 
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age, befare sex was, we were mixed, each one a mixture. The process of singling 
into individuality resulted in the great polarisation of sex ... But the separation 
was imperfect even then ... ". 49 

Ambisexuality in art as well as the obsession for producing literature instead 
of conceiving children was partly inherited from Pater and Wilde. It was also, 
however, a Platonic theme, dealt with especially in the Symposium, one of the 
most quoted dialogues at the end of the century despite Jowett's parsimony. 
Woolf's Orlando along with her Bernard possessed the rare capacity for thinking 
with both genders, 50 like the double beings of Plato's Aristophanes. Lytton 
Strachey, an intima te friend ofWoolf's and himself a reader of Plato, 51 followed 
this line of thinking in Elizabeth and Essex, when he asked in reference to the 
character of the great queen of the Renaissance: "Was she a man? ... she might 
have fancied herself, in sorne half-conscious dream, possessed of something of 
that pagan masculinity ... ". 52 Also within the Bloomsbury group was Ottoline 
Morrell. She was known as the saloniere and remembered more for her patrona ge 
than for her autobiographical writings. She was influential and was a philhellenist 
and a sensitive reader of Plato, 53 whom she read and seriously discussed with 
her companion Bertrand Russell. Still within circles related to Bloomsbury, 
F orster, whom I have alluded to a number of times during the course of my 
reflections, professed a rather misogynist attitude, closely related to the militant 
homoeroticism of Symonds. With Maurice he has posthumously become one 
of the great bastions of the literary propagation of masculine desire in 
Platonism. The tone of the work is moderate despite the fact that it is quite 
open about the subject. 

During the thirties, the general scepticism established by MacNiece gradually 
changed the perspective towards Platonism. It led D. H. Lawrence for example to 
criticise Platonic asceticism -in line with nihilist denunciation- and to blame 
him for the problems of humanity and more precisely for individualist separatism: 
"When the great crusade against sex and the body started in full blast with Plato, it 
was a crusade for 'ideals', and for this 'spiritual' knowledge in apartness ... Sex is the 
great unifier .. .The idealist philosophies and religions set out deliberately to kill 
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this ... ". 54 The generation between the two wars grew up arnidst the flowering of 
science in all its fields. It was sceptical towards metaphysics and almost alien to it, 
but, generally speaking, it believed in human possibilities as is seen from the texts 
ofForster55 and Wolf,56 which are full of projects and enthusiasm. 

Platonism continued to be a model of literary beauty and moral and psychic 
coherence, for, as Woolf put it, "all can feel - the indornitable honesty, the cour
age, the lave of truth which draw Socrates and us in his wake to the summit ... ".57 

As an image of the world, however, it was fading. G. E. Moore's hedonist proposal 
or the consumerism of Keynes to set but two examples were much more attractive 
and in keeping with the times. Whilst Lawrence branded idealism as separatist -a 
problem whichJowett in fact tried to salve with Plato-, D. H. Auden during World 
War II restored and developed the sensuality of Pater. At the same time, however, 
he attacked Platonism for being dualist and theocentric: "No one really desires the 
impossible: / That is only the image out of our past / We practica! people use when 
we cast / Our eyes on the future, to whom freedom is/ The absence of all duali
ties".58 What is interesting about Auden's Platonic experience is that once he got 
over the period of candour and respect for the Greek philosopher and after coming 
to terms with the authoritarianism and philosophical dogmatism which he did not 
find ta his liking, he was able to maintain his recognition towards the refinedly 
racional man and the thinker who could be vindicated on the subject of lave be
tween men: "May you always ... / Manage to combine/ Intellectual talents / With a 
sensual gusto/ The Socratic Doubt with / The Socratic Sign".59 

The second half of the twentieth century has been more distanced towards 
Platonism. Two writers, however, have focused on him both creatively and in 
essay form. In 19 5 3, the popular Mary Renault published The Charioteer, in which 
two male lovers discuss the story of the charioteer from Plato's Phaedrus with 
World War II as a backdrop. Three years la ter she published The Last of the Wine, 

a pederastic story set in the Athens of Pericles where the young Alexias introduc
es the reader to the circles of Socrates and Plato which he forms a part of. Renault's 
reconstruction brings to mind F.M. Cornford's observation on the still pending 
necessity of a biography of Plato which, when it comes -if it ever will- will be 
written not by the hand of an academic who fears the historical orthodoxy of 
criticism, but by a daring and extraordinary talent that ought to possess the hu-
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manist magnificence and courage of a Wilamowitz-Moellendorf.60 Without wish
ing to emulate the great German Hellenist, Alice Swift Riginos, another Anglo
Saxon woman from the Columbia University made an attempt to break new ground 
in 197 6 wi th a collection of anecdotes taken from the ancient chroniclers right up 
to the sixth century A.D. She does however refrain from penetrating into the 
slippery ground of the Letters or the possible references hidden in the dialogues. 61 

Finally, I ought to mention, in this summary of the impact of nineteenth 
century Platonism on contemporary British literature, the Irish writer Iris Mur
doch, teacher of Platonic philosophy at St. Anne's College Oxford during the 
fifties, anda researcher on Platonism in both fiction and essay. From her prolific 
work it is worth mentioning The Sovereignty ofGood of 1970, where she deals with 
the allegory of the cave of book VII of the Respublica tying it in with a psychoan
alytical treatment of consciousness and self-knowledge. In 1977 she deals with 
the same Platonic text as well as with books II and X in The Pire and the Sun: Why 
Plato Banished the Artists. As can be gathered from the title this is a monographic 
study on the theory of art in Plato, of which Murdoch is critica!: "Art as the great 
general universal informant is an obvious rival, not necessarily a hostile one, to 
philosophy and indeed to science, and Plato never did justice to the unique truth
conveying capacities of art".62 She is also sceptical towards religious sentiment in 
Platonism, though not towards his spirituality. She declares that she was inspired 
by Simone Weil, "that admirable Platonist",63 whose mystical Platonism guides 
her towards a psychological interpretation of Plato. 

The tradition of Platonism in British philosophy and literature has been 
strongly felt in the last two hundred years. From the mysticism of Taylor, the 
idealism of the Romantics, the critica! rationalism of Grate, the moralistic inter
pretation of J owett, right up to the sceptical, sensual and amoral Plato of Pater 
and the aesthetes, Plato, with his images and thoughts has a real presence in the 
political and cultural life of nineteenth century England. The end of the twenti
eth century has not managed to create such tangible tendencies or fashions from 
Platonism. It could be that we still do not have enough perspective, but it seems 
that the Platonic experience has been produced in very specific areas such as the 
academic or in individual cases from the humanities to literature. Plato continues 
to be studied at Oxford and Cambridge, though apparently without the interest 
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one would expect given the high quality and abundance of erudition that has 
been amassed. One cannot help being disconcerted on reading the following pro
nouncement by Iris Murdoch in 1992 to a scholar of her Platonism in reference 
to her studies in philosophy at Oxford during the forties and fifties: "there was no 
wide consideration of (Plato), he was simply misunderstood. I learnt nothing of 
value about him as an undergraduate (he was regarded as 'literature') ... Simone 
Weil helped me very much". 64 Such a remark is surprising after going through 
sorne of the most relevant works in the English language of our century. Even 
more disconcerting, however, is a review of a book on British secondary school 
education during the 90s published in the Times Literary Supplement in March 
1995. The reviewer points out that whilst the author complains that teachers are 
worried that "the students might not even have heard of Plato",65 he himself 
makes the mistake in the book of confusing Sophocles with Socrates. What is 
more, he misquotes a passage from the Respublica. The journalist comes to the 
final conclusion that, "Not to have heard of Plato might in this case have been 
preferable". 66 

The aim of this thesis was to show the Platonic experience in nineteenth 
century England, with its nuances, variety of tones and, finally its early influences 
in the twentieth century. In doing so I have no doubt omitted pertinent persons 
and events. But I have done my best and besides ars lunga vita brevis, all recreation 
or reconstruction is also a selection. I humbly ask of the reader that my sympa
thies and predilections be tolerated, and I make Walt Whitman's verse in "So 
Long" mine but in the feminine. He amicably warns the hypothetical reader: 
"Carnerada, this is no book, / Who touches this touches a man".67 In any case, 
my objective will have been accomplished if the readers who approach my work 
find enough evidence, despite the existing commonplaces both within and out
side the Anglo-Saxon world, that the interest in Plato's philosophy was and still is 
a reality. His influence since the last century has been constant and powerful at 
times. In fact it has been one of the most important influences for the complex 
W estern cultural heritage. 

64 

65 

66 

67 

Quoted by Peter Conradi, in Baldwin / Hutton, 1994, p. 3 3 3. 
Beard, 199 5, p. 12, review on the book by Patrick Ainley, Degrees of Difference: Higher Education in the 
1990's, (1995). 
]bid. 
"So Long", in Whitrnan, 1975, pp. 511 -2. 
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